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IN THE CHAIR: MTs VEIL

President

(The sitting was opened at 5 p.*.)

President. - The sirting is open

l. Resumption of tbe session

President. - | declare resumed the session of the
European Parliament adjourned on 27 June 1980.

2. Membership of Parliament - Verification of
credentiak

President. - The French aurhoriries have informed
me of the appoinrment on I July 1980 of Mr Doubler
as a Member of the European Parliamenr to replace
Mr Messmer.

I welcome our new colleague and remind the House
that, pursuanr to Rule 3(3) of rhe Rules of Procedure,
a Member whose credentials have nor yer been verified
takes his sear provisionally in Parliament and on its
committees wirh the same righr as orher Members.

Ar irs meeting of z July l98O rhe Bureau verified the
credentials of Mr Vitale and Mr Fanton whose ap-
pointments have already been announced.

Pursuant to Rule 3(l) of rhe Rules of Procedure, rhe
Bureau has established thar rhese appointments comply
wirh the provisions of the Treaties.

It therefore asks the House ro iatify these appoint-
ments.

Are there any objecrions?

These appoinrments are ratified.

3. Membersbip of committees

President. - I have received from the Communist
and Allies Group a requesr for the appointment of Mr
Vitale to rhe Commirtee on Agriculture, ro replace Mr
Papapietro.

Are there any objecrions?

The appoinrmenr is ratified.

4. Petitions

President. - I have received ren peririons whose
titles, rogether with the names of their authors, are set
out in the minures of rhis sitring.

These petirions have been enrered under Nos. 34lg0
to 43/80 in rhe General Register provided for in Rule
48 of the Rules of Procedure and have been referred
to rhe Commirtee on the Rules of Procedure and peri-
tions.

The minures also contain various decisions concerning
these peririons.

5. Documents receioed

President. - Since the session was adjourned I have
received from rhe Council, the Commission, the
parliamenrary commitrees and Members, various
documents which are lisred in rhe minutes of rhis
sitting,

6. Texts of treaties foratarded by the Council

President. - I have received from rhe Council ceni-
fied true copies of various agreemenr and acrs. These
documents, which are listed in rhe minutes of this
sitting, will be deposited in theurchives of rhe Euro-
pean Parliament.

7 . lVithdrawal of a motion for a resolution

President. - Mr Pisani has informed me rhat he has
withdrawn the motion for a resolution (Doc. I-BOO/
79) which he and orher colleagues had tabled on a
new common agriculrural policy.

8. Urgentprocedure

President. - L have received from the Council a
requesr for urgent debate pursuanr to Rule 14 of the
Rules of Procedure in respecr of a proposal for a regu-
lation on rhe contribution of rhe United Kingdom to
the general budget and of a proposal for a re-gulation
concerning rhe financial mechanisms (Doc. l-i73/gO).

The request is supponed by the fact that the Council is
dueto discuss rhese proposals at its meeting on 22 July
I 980.
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President

I have also received from Mr Schieler and others, on
behalf of the Socialist Group, Mr Vawrzik and

others, on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Pany (C-D Group) and Mrs Agnelli and

others, on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic
Group, a motion for a resolution with request for
urgent debate pursuanr rc Rule 14 of the Rules of
Procedure, on aid ro refugees in the South China Sea

(Doc. I -28al80).

The reasons supporring this request are contained in
the document irelf.

I shall put these requests to the vote at the beginning
of tomorrow's sitting.

9. Order of business

President. - The next item is the order of business.

At its meeting of te June 1980 the enlarged Bureau

drew up the draft agenda (PE 66.047/rev.), which has

been distributed.

Having noted the various problems relating to the

present part-session, the enlarged Bureau decided at

its meeting this morning to ProPose the following
changes in the agenda.

The deadline for tabling proposals for outright rejec-
tion of the new draft general budget of the European

Communities for the 1980 financial year has been

fixed at l0 a.m. tomorrow, Tuesday, 8 July.

The enlarged Bureau wishes to remind the House in

this connection that requests to amend the proposals

for outright rejection cannot be submitted in the form
of amendments to these proposals and that they
should take rhe form of a proposal for outright rejec-

tion.

Statements on the proposal for outright rejection will
be made at 9 a.m. on \Tednesday, 9 July and the vote
will be taken at 3 p.m. on the same day.

Speaking Time for these statements has been allocated
as follows:

- three minutes for the authors of the proposals (one

author for each proposal)

- five minutes for each political group

- a total of five minutes for non-attached Members.

I call Mr Pannella.

Mr Pannella. - (l) Madam President, on which Rule
did you base that decision: on Rule 28 or on some

other provision of the Rules of Procedure?

President. - On the basis of Rule 28. As this case is

not provided for in the Rules of Procedure, th6
Bureau decided to make this proposal to Parliament
which may, of course, rejecr it. 

t

I call Mr Pannella.

Mr Panaella. - (I)Madam President, if I have under-
stood correctly, these documents are to be tabled on
Tuesday, discussed at 9 a. m. on \Tednesday and the
vote then taken at 3 P. m. on the same day.

Since the length of speeches for items placed on the
agenda for Tuesday and \Tednesday is governed by
Rule 28 of the Rules of Procedure, I would draw your
artention to the superfluous nature of your announce-
ment and to the infringement of che Rules of Proce-
dure which you are condoning.

Prcsident. - Mr Pannella, your statement has been

noted. However, I should like ro point out, that your
group, which was represented at this morning's meet-
ing, did not comment on the proposal.

Are there. any further remarks?

That is agreed.

Secondly, at the request of the Committee on Trans-
port, the enlarged Bureau proPoses that the vote on

Mr Janssen van Raay's report on aerial navigation
(Doc. l-274/80) be taken this evening. It would there-
fore be the last item on the agenda. If the vote cannot.

be taken this evening it will be taken at the normal
time, i.e. during voting time on STednesday.

Are rhere any remarks?

That is agreed.

Thirdly, the enlarged Bureau proposes that the debarc

on the Luster report (Doc. l-448l80/corr.) on the
amendments to the Rules of Procedure, scheduled for
'$flednesday, be placed on Tuesday's agenda after the
statement by the Council.

I remind the House that the rapporteur 
'already

introduced his report in May and that the speaking
time proposed for Tuesday's sitting should be divided
by those concerned between the debarc on [he Coun-
cil's statement and the debate on the Luster repon
since, as Mr Pannella has just pointed out, sPeaking

time for Tuesday is governed by Rule 28 of the Rules

of Procedure.

I have received from Mr Blaney, Mr Pannella and Mr
Bonde, on behalf of the Group for the Technical
Coordination and Defence of Independent GrouPs

and Members, a proposal pursuant to Rule 12 (2) of
the Rules of Procedure, !o amend the agenda, by
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President

deleting the debate on the Luster repon scheduled for
'l7ednesday or, if this proposal is rejected, not rc apply
Rule 28 to rhe debate on the Luster reporr.

I call Mr Blaney.

Mr Blaney. - Madam President, my amendment
consists of two proposals, the second of which
depends on the ourcome of the first. The first proposal
is that the Lusrer reporr should be wirhdrawn. The
reason why I feel rhis should be done is that we in rhe
Technical Coordinarion Group and indeed many
others over the last 12 monrhs have been of rhe
opinion, and indeed have said so rime and again, thar
the Rules require a general rarher rhan a piecemeal
revision. This is in fact the third or fourth rime rhat a
great deal of our time has been raken up with rhis sort
of piecemeal discussion. The present reporr is, if
anything, less progressive rhan those that wenr before
it and the 171 amendments from all pans of the House
provide a clear indication of rhe general attitude of rhe
House to rhat panicular documenr. Furthermore, the
Commitree on rheRules of Procedure andPeritions has
already embarked upon an overall revision. Conse-
quently, there is little point in our rackling a series of
minor poinrs, if we only have ro revise our decisions in
the lighr of that Committee's proposals at a later'date.
If the House agrees rhar rhis item should be delercd
then we shall be delighrcd. Strict applicadon of Rule
28 as regards \flednesday's agenda would, indeed, be
carrying things roo far since the very size of the
agenda, wirh the imponant programme speech of the
President of rhe Council and rhe Luster repon, would
mean that rhe smaller groups would be ogliged rc
devore whar litrle speaking time they have ro one
single irem. I feel rhat the bigger groups should nor
have it all their own way and that the backbenchers
are being blackmailed by this procedure into keeping
quiet on the Lusrer repo-n if rhey want to speak on the
more imporrant ropic of the economic situation to be
dealt with in rhe speech by the Presidenr of the Coun-
cil. I would therefore sutgesr rhar we delete the Luster
report, in which even[ rhe second pan of my amend-
ment will fall.

However, if the Luster Reporr is ro be debated, then
my second proposal is rhar applicarion of Rule 28 be
waived in respect of \Tednesday's agenda and anorher
arrangemenr be adopted whereby time allocared
would not be divided between the two issues.

President. - I call Mr Fanti.

Mr Fanti. - (1) Madam Presidenr, I wish to remind
you of the position expressed by me on behalf of my
Group at rhe Bureau meeting this morning. Ve
consider it necessary to use all the time available to
our Group for the discussion of the sraremenr by the
new Presidenr-in-Office of rhe Council, since we

consider rhat debare to be of great polirical impon-
ance. '!7e have therefore indicated our opposition to a
reduction of speaking rime.

Other groups, for rheir pan, have decided ro give up
some of rhe time available ro [hem in order ro enable
the Lusrer repon ro be debared in rhe afternoon. Ve
obviously have no objection ro thar. However, we
should like the rime allocarcd ro the political groups ro
be divided up between all of them. Ve also need more
speaking time because Mr D'Angelosanre and Mr
Chambeiron will need to speak in suppon of certain
amendmenrs which would otherwise lapse.

I. am therefore asking rhat, in the case of our Group,
the 25 minures made available ro it should be main-
tained and that a further 10 minures should be allowed
in order to enable ourGroupro indicare irs posirion on
the Luster reporr. This is what we requested earlier
rhis morning at the Bureau meering and I urge the
group chairmen ro agree accordingly.

President. - Mr Fanti, ir was rhe need to find dme
for the morion ro reject rhe budger and the explana-
tions of vore which forced us this morning ro make
certain adjustments in the draft agenda. At the end of
a long discussion a very large majoriry felr, even
though they realised that the formula was nor perfect,
that rhe best course of acrion would be rc wind up the
debate on rhe Lusrer report - which was already
debated in May - ar rhe end of Tuesday's sitting.

\ think whar I have said accurarely reflects what was
said this morning. Those who do nor agree wirh the
enlarged Bureau's decision can supporr the request to
delete the debare on the Luster reporr.

I call Mr Fanti.

Mr Fanti. - (I) Madam President, I am sorry to
insist on this poinr bur whar you have jusr said corres-
ponds exacrly to what was said in rhe Bureau; bur it is
also true - and you musr recognize this facr - rhat
the position expressed by me has not been denied and
that the rime ser aside for the Lusrer reporr is a result
of the agreemenr by the other polirical groups not ro
speak on rhe smrement by the Presidenr of the Coun-
cil, thus allowing two hours speaking time for a debate
on [he Luster report in the afternoon.

Madam Presidenr, I am specifically asking - if rhis
was no[ made clear enough rhis morning - for these
two hours not to be divided up merely between rhe
groups which agree nor to speak in rhe morning bur ro
be used for all the groups rogerher; otherwise I should
have ro conclude rhat rhe Bureau has not adopted a
correcr posirion - and I cannot believe rhat rhis is the
case.
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Fanti

I therefore ask - and I insist on this point - that
during the two and one half hours of the debate on the

Lustei report my Group should be allowed to speak in

support of the amendments moved by us, failing which
thiy are liable to lapse under the provisions of the

Ruies of Procedure. I therefore ask that a few more

minutes be allowed to us to make our statements.

President. - Mr Fanti, there aPPears to be some

misunderstanding. I do not think that the chairmen of
the political groups intended to give up their speaking

timi in order to allow more time for the other grouPs.

They simply felr that each group had sufficient time to

discuss the Presidency's programme and the Luster

report. Most of them indicated that they did not
iniend to keep much time for the Luster report and

that most of their speaking time would be devoted to

the debate on the new Presidency. The views you have

expressed are those of the minority. 
-However 

the

mijority clearly does not agree with you' In fact, Mr
Fanti, you were the only one who expressed reserva-

tions - and indeed more than reservations - since

you stated that you wished to use all your speaking

ii.. to discuss the Presidency's programme. If you
object to the arrangements adopted by the majority,
all you have to do is suppon Mr Blaney's proposal.

I call Mr D'Angelosante.

Mr D'Angelosante. - (I) Madam President, I think it
right to say that no majority in the Bureau is entided

to require political groups in this Parliament to remain

silent on amendments which would in effect Prevent.
this Parliament from discussing important matters for
ever. I think this is a delicate matter of principle and

one which is vital to the very existence of a Parliament.

I cannot understand how the Bureau, after itself estab-

lishing the length of speeches for tomorrow's sitting,
because of the importance of the matters at issue, can

rhen have seen fit to add, with no change in the speak-

ing time, a subject of such central importance as the

amendment of our Rules of Procedure in regard to
decisive points relating to the independence of Mem-
bers of this Parliament.

I therefore urge you, Madam President, and the group

chairmen, to give serious thought to ways of prevent-

ing it from being said that certain decisive elements of
p"ili"..nt"ry dimocracy have been eliminated from
ihis Parliamint and from our Rules of Procedure and

that this end has been attained by preventing Members

from speaking or by reducing their participation in the

debate to nothing at all.

President. - On the contrary I believe that it is an

expression of democracy to submit to Parliament for
its approval a draft agenda drawn up by the Bureau

efter long discussion.

(Applausefrom tbe centre and the right)

The enllrged Bureau has not taken any decision, it has

simply amended its earlier Proposals. For the. moment

*.'"i. still dealing with proposals on which Parlia-
ment has yet to vote.

I call Mr Pannella.

Mr Pannella. - 0 Madam President, I want to
point out for my own benefit - since there is n'o need

to remind you - and for that of those colleagues who
applauded your statement a moment ago that no

majority is entitled to go against the fundamental rules

of this Parliament. Just as this Parliament cannot vio-

late the Treaties by virtue of which it has been estab-

lished, so it cannot infringe its own constitution in the

shape of ir Rules of Procedure. To do so, as I myself

habitually do, does not imply that we ourselves

condone such violations.

Madam President, there is an old tenet of law which
says'. ad impossibilia nemo tenetur: or no-one is bound

to do the impossible. You would like us rcmorrow [o
adopt or explain in a few minutes, ll7 amendments

whereas in reality it would not even be possible to read

our the titles of those amendments in the time allotted
to us. If they cannot be explained they will merely

lapse, and then we might just as well not even have

ubled them.

That brings me to my first point: the enlarged Bureau

has proposed a violation of the Rules and in doing so

has taken a decision. A funher remark: it is not true, I
am sorry to say, that we have already debarcd the

Luster report. It has merely been introducdd by the
'r"ppo.tau.. Allow me to correct your statement: the

repo.t has merely been introduced, it has not been

debated.

Madam President, a further imponant political point:

tomorrow you are trying to make us choose between

two essential institutional matters: the debate on the

Council's policy which is a matter of central interest to
us all, and the debate and vote on our own constitu-
tion. You are trying to make us ParticiPate in a trun-
cated debate and a6ove all - I say this for the benefit

of those colleagues who prefer not to listen - in such

a way that no member of the majority groups will be

allowed to speak. I would ask my colleagues in this

House to mark my words carefully: through this

Luster report your own political Eroups are trying to
gag you so that in future no Member of the Socialist

G-up, the Liberal Group, the Christian-Democratic
Group or the Conservative Group will be ab.le to get

up and speak as they have in the past to explain their
votes.

Madam President, quite apan from this set of juridical

aberrances, we are being asked to discuss a report, the

Luster report, which states lhat certain votes can in
future only be taken by using the electronic voting

sysrem. \flilt, Madam President, if there is a mismke, a
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technical incident, what then? This position, whose
underlying principle ,is rotally unacceprable, can only
result in rechnically aberrant proposals.

Y1d.r. Presidenr, I would srress rhar in any Assembly
which took care ro safeguard its righrc, you. proporJl
would be inadmissible and the majority ln thii House
is now surpassing its aurhority and aciing illegally. In
practical and political rerms you cannor i.qui.. ,s to
take pan romorrow in a debate on the Rulejof proce-
dure durin-g which it will not be possible to speak in
suppon of tOo amendmenrc, as rhe Rules iequire,
because to do so we should need four rimei the
number of minutes allocated to us. By using the Lusrer
report as an excuse, you are seeking [o prevent a
debare on Presidenr Thorn's rt"t...ni. I have made
my points and I rhink they were imponant. Even if
you have a numerical majority, no majoriry - as my
colleague, Mr D'Angelosante,rightly said - is enritled
to do violence [o our rules as you are consranrly call-
ing on rhem ro do.

President. - Mr Pannella, you have gready
exceeded your speaking rime.

I put to the vore the firsr proposal by Mr Blaney ro
delere rhe debate on rhe Luster repon.-

The proposal is rejecred.

I put ro rhe vore the second proposal by Mr Blaney nor
to apply Rule 28 to the debate on rhe Lusrer report.

The proposal is rejecred.

The*_enlarged Bureau proposes the following agenda
for Vednesday:

- Morning:

- Statemenrs on rhe proposals to rejecr outrighr the
I 980 budget

- von Bismarck report on the economic situation (Doc.
t-228/8A\

Ve have 2 t/z hours for this debare, allocared as
follows:

- raPPorteurs: ten mlnutes

Commission : ten mrnures

Members: l20 mrnutes allocated as follows:

Sociahst Group: 25 minutes

Group of the European people's pany (C-D Group):
24 minutes

. Communist and Alhes Group: l3 minutes

. Liberal and Democratic Group: l2 minutes

. Group of the European progressive Democrats: 9
minutes

. Group for the Technical Coordination and Defence
of Independenr Groups and Members: 7 minutes

. Non-attached Members: l4 minures

J p.m. to 7 p.m.:

- Vote on the proposals to reject ourright the l9g0
budget and motions for resolutions on which rhe
debate has closed.

Are rhere any objections?

That is agreed.

The enlarged Bureau also proposes [o enrer on Thuis-
day's agenda a joinr debate on rhe Perers repon (Doc.
l-215/80) and Hoff repon (Doc. t-266/80) on the
steel indusrry and an oral quesrion with debate by the
Commirtee on External Economic Relations [o rhe
Commission on relarions berween the EEC and the
USA in the iron and steel secror (Doc. l-296/BO).

The author of the question will not be given priority in
the debare and his speaking time will be included in
the time allocated ro his polidcal group.

Are there any objections?

That is agreed.

Finally, in view of rhe fact thar Thursday's agenda is
overloaded, the 

-enlarged Bureau proposes rhat only
the chairman of the Commitree on Budgets shouli
make a sraremenr in reply to the Commission's stare-
ment on the 198 I preliminary draft budget.

Are there any objections?

That is agreed.

I call Mr von der Vring.

I

Mr von der Vring. - (D) Madam president, there is
a rradition in this House that certain rules, even if rhey
are unwrirr.en, apply ro rhe implemenrarion of the
agenda. Hitherto, ar rhe end of each Friday,s sitting in
this Chamber we have fixed rhe rime and place of 

-rhe

nexr parl-session. At the June pan-session we were
irrirared ro find thar rhis panicular poinr had. been
advanced by several hours and the Members who
wanted p lpeak on rhis marrer were misled by this
change. I therefore expressly requesr ,rhe Bureau to
place rhe 'Dares of the next pari-session, as rhe lasr
item on Friday's sitting and to adhere [o rhat arrange-
menr in future; a fixed place should also be providld
on.the agenda for some other traditional points. For
today's sitting I would find it sufficienr for you to give
an assurance rhat no such routine item wiil suddJnly
be moved ro a different place on rhe agenda withoui
good reason.

', .]
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President. - Mr von der Vring, the question will be

put to the enlarged Bureau at ics meeting on Thursday.

Are there any funher comments?

The order of business is adopted.l

I call Mr Pannella.

Mr Pannella. - (I) Madam President, I just wanted

to add a comment and an objection. The agenda

resulting from the joint exercise of responsibiliry by
the enlarged Bureau and by our Assembly, is an

agenda which prevents us from exercising our parlia-
mentary righrc - rights which we undenook to exer-

cise when we stood as candidates.

Consequently I believe that I have been dqprived of
my rigirts and duties as a parliamentarian and I shall
'geik, 

during this pan-session, to make it clear by every

possible .eans to public opinion that we have been

gagged. Ve as Members of Parliament have been

gag[ed and I shall try rc bring home to everyone that

this gag exists.

I think that this agenda is creating a situation, Madam

President, which is making our Parliament resemble a

medieval coun: what was not possible for a prime

minister was possible for the court jester; ministers

could do on. ihing and jesters something quite differ-
ent: if necessary, we shall now ourselves be rhe jestersl

President. - Mr Pannella, I must point out that the

draft agenda was drawn up by the enlarged Bureau in

accordince with the Rules of Procedure, which you

are so fond of quoting. The enlarged Bureau consid-

ered this draft agenda on two occasions, 19 June and

again this morning. Eve.n though he was present, the

representatire of the group to which you belong made

no commen[ or put forward a precise and workable
proposal for drawing up the draft agenda in a different
way. 'We are bound by a certain number of con-
rtriintr, to vote on the budget, to consider a cenain
number of urgent reports, to hold'a polirical debate on
the Council's" statement and finally to consider the

Luster report.

If your group had put forward a miracle proposal, we

would have L..n tnott happy to hear it. It did not do
so. Ve held a long discussion in accordance with
democratic principles and we have proposed what, in
view of the various constraints on us, is the best solu-

tion. The plenary siwing has just adopted it in accord-

ance with the best democratic traditions.

(Applause from certain qaarters on the centre and on tbe

right)

I call Mr Glinne.

Mr Glinne. - (F) Excuse us, Madam Presidenq if we

have not followed you correctly but could you tell us

whether the Prout report on consumer credit still
stands on Thursday's agenda?

President. - I did not mention the repon in view of
rhe fact that, since it is on the'agenda, there has been

no modification. If the raPPorteur or the chairman of
rhe committee asks that it be withdrawn, it will have to

be withdrawn. But for the moment, since I have no

precise informarion on the matter, I did not mention

the possibility.

O. SPeahing Time

President. - \fith the agreement of the enlarged

Bureau, I propose to allocate speaking time - excePt

for's7ednesday - as set out in the draft agenda.

Are there any comments?

Thar is agreed.l

ll . Deadline for tabling amendments

President. - I propose to fix the deadlines for
tabling amendments ior the present pan-session at the

rimes shown in the draft agenda.

Are there any obiecdons?

I call Mr Pannella.

Mr Pannella. - (I) Onequ.rrion, Madam President:

it is now 5.45 p.m. Vould it be too much to ask you to

fix 6.30 or 7 p.m. today as the time limit for tabling

amendments io the items entered on the agenda for
Tuesday and l7ednesday? Vould that be a dangerous

step to take, Madam President?

President. - All right, Mr Pannella, 7 p.m. today for
items entered on the agend a for 7 ,8 and 9 July.

lcf. Minutes
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12. Procedure without report

President. - You will find in the minutes rhe title of
the proposal from rhe Commission ro the Council
entered on rhe atenda of the presenr part-session for
considerarion withour repon, pursuanr to Rule 27A of
the Rules of Procedure. Unless a Member asks leave
to speak or amendments are rabled to it before the
opening of the sirring on Friday, I I July 1980, I shall
declare this proposal approved.

13. Electronic ooting system

President. - I remind rhe House rhar voting cards
have been disributed. In order to enable the 

'roring 
to

be conducted without difficulry this week, I ask
Members who have nor yer done so ro collect their
cards from Room I 138.

14. Decision on urgenq,

President. - The nexr irem is the decision on rhe
urgency of the motion for a resoluti on by Mr Collins
and others (Doc. 1-282/80): Deztelopment of better coop-
eration between Parliament and Council.

I call Mr Hansch to speak against rhe requesr for
urgenr debate.

Mr Hlnsch. - (D) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, the motion tabled by Mr Collins, Mr John-
son and orhers, raises a number of imponant matters
pertaining to relarions berween rwo insritutions of the
European Communiry. The subject of this modon,
namely the developmenr of improved cooperarion
between Parliament and rhe Council, is, however, also
the subjecr of a repon now being prepared by the
Polirical Affairs Commitree. I am myself rhe rappor-
teur and rhe report will be placed before parliament
later this year. Ladies and genrlemen, I believe rhat rhe
limired rime available for the work of the plenary
session should nor be raken up today by debates which
will be uken very rhorouBhly only a few weeks larer.

(Applause)

It is. surely nor rhe proper style for our parliamentary
work ro deal separately today wirh one ircm from a
general reporr. This is an imponanr motion, but surely
not so urgenr as ro warranr rapid atrention on Friday.
Ladies and gentlemen, I appeal ro you not ro suppon
this requesr for urgenr procedure.

President. - I call Mr Johnson to speak in favour of
the motion.

Mr Johnson. - Madam President, rhis motion calls
on rhe Bureau and the enlarged Bureau to enter inro
immediate discussions with rhe Council with a view to
{nprwing the conciliation procedure. It calls upon the
President of Parliamenr ro report. back to rhe House
before or during the Decembei pan-session.

Now, of course, rhere will always be rhose - and they
may even be on-my own side of the House too -who, like rhe last speaker, say, let rhis matter be
referred back to the appropriare commirtee. Of course,
in rhe fullness of rime rhe appropriate committee will
refer it ro rhe appropriare subcommittee hnd other
commitrees will be asked for their advice. And a year
or rwo from now, Madam Presidenr, we mighr have a
chance of debaring rhe marter. Somecime after rhar
negotiarions wirh rhe Council might ger under way.
Now, I believe rhe matter is much roo imponant for
that. Cerrainly it is more imponanr and moie germane
than many orher marrers which this House haireated
on Friday mornings over rhe lasr year.

This motion is signed - I think ir is imponanr to
men[ion this - by the chairmen of no less than eighr
commitrees of rhis House and by the chairwoman of
the Ad Hoc Committee on'Women. It is signed by the
chairman of rhe institutional subcommittee of the
Polirical Affairs Commirtee, by the rapponeur of the
Commitree on Budgets and by a former Secretary-
General of rhis Parliamenr.

Vhat I am saying is this: after one year many of us
feel that there rs one major limitarion on rhe work of
thr' lJouse, namelr, thar aparu from rhe budget and
ccrrrrn trade matrers many of the amendmenrJpassed
in rhrs Chamber are nor even considered by the Coun-
cil, let alone.adopted. I can say quite frankly that in
my os/n panicular sphere - the environmeni field _
many of our amendmenrs do not receive so much as
the time of day. This srare of affairs, Madam presi-
denr, cannor be allowed ro continue. 'Sfle need a berter
conciliarion procedure; we need a betrer dialogue with
the Council and the momen! for the authoritie-s of rhis
Parliament ro begin rhe dialogue wirh the Council is
this year, not nexr. That is why, even though I recog-
nize, as many of us do, I rhink, rhe limitations Jf
Friday morning debates, it is wonh enrcring this
matter on rhe agenda for rhis week.

Presidcnt. - I call Mr Klepsch to speak on behalf of
the Group of rhe European people's paruy (C-D
Group).

YI liljpr.t. - (D) Madam Presidenr, I shall be very
brief. I agree with Mr Hansch.

President. - I pur rhe request ro rhe vore.

The requesr for urgent debate is rejected.
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President

The motion for a resolution will therefore be referred
to the appropriate committee.

15. Action tahen on tlrc opinions and proposak of
Parliament

President. - The next item is the Commission's
stetement on action taken on the opinions and propos-
als of Parliamentl.

I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.

Mr Scott-Hopkins. - Madam President, the docu-
ment I received from the Commission and the docu-
ment which I received from the Parliamenr, Document
PE 56.0ll, are not in accord with each other. The
document I received from the Commission says that
the fifteen reports received favourable opinions and

did not give rise to a request by Parliament for formal
a.endm"ents. Included in these fifteen reports is the

report by my honourable friend Mr Kirk on the need

ro restructure the inshore fishing indusry. If you look
at the Parliament document, Madam President, you
will see that Parliament called for an extension of the
\cope of the objective and structural measures and

introduced an amendment to [hat effect. I cannot

understand why the Commission is pretending that the

Parliament did not ask for changes. In point of fact the

House did so. I hope that when they forward it to the

Council, rhey will also forward what my honourable

friend's repon said and what the House agreed to in
rhe debarc we had on inshore fishing. !7hat the

Commission has put forward is inaccurate.

In conclusion, Madam President, may I turn to the

various issues dealt with in paragraph 3 of the

Commission's document where it says that the

Commission is preparing amendmenrc to all various

documents, and that they are going to be forwarded to
the Council and Parliament in September. Does that
mean that Parliament will have an opportunity to see

what these new amendments from the Commission are

going to be? Are we going to have an opponunity.of
Jebaiing them? If it is true then I am delighrcd, as this

is someihing which has never happened before. Is the

Commission really proposing to send back to this

House all the amendments they are going to make

following our amendments? I Y/ant to have an assur-

ance from the President of the Commission, who I am

delighrcd to see is present, that it is exactly what he is

going to do; because that is what the document says- I

"su.. that, for the first time, the House is actually
going to know what the Commission is sending rc the

Council. I am delighted, if it really is so.

President. - I call Mr Nanli.

Mr Natali, Vice-President of the Commission.

- (I) Madam President, Mr Scott-Hopkins has re-

ferred to paragraph 2 of our document and in panicu-
lar to Mr Kirk's report on a provisional joint action

for the restructuring of the inshore fishing industry. I
would remind Mr Scott-Hopkins that Parliament did
not formally request an amendment. It merely ex-

pressed a wish but it did not request a formal amend-

menr on the basis of Anicle 149. I therefore believe

that the Commission's text is correct.

As to paragraph 3, I would confirm to Mr Scott-

Hopkins that we forward and shall continue to
forward have always done in the past - to
this Parliament the amendments made by us on the

basis of thi opinions delivered by it.

President. - I call Mr Kirk.

Mr Kirk. - (DK) Madam President, there are

clearly widely divergent views of the repon I submit-

ted at the last pan-session on behalf of the Committee

on Agriculrure. I can confirm Mr Scott-Hopkins'
rt"ternint today that Parliament, or at least the

rapporteur and the Committee on Agriculture,
expressed clear reservations on the Commission's
proposal, which they approved subject to the Commis-

iion's 
"...ptance 

of the amendments initially tabled by

the Committee and adopted by Parliament at the last

pan-session.

President. - I call Mr Adams.

Mr Adams. - Madam President, on the Friday of
the last pan-session in Strasbourg we adopted a reso-

lution on political rights in South Africa and asked

that that risolution be forwarded to the South African
Government. Are you in a position, Madam President,

to advise Parliament on the nature of the reply, if any,

that has been received from tlre South African
Government?

President. - Mr Adams, two things must be distin-
guished where the question to relations with South

Africa are concerned.

In the first place, at the request of the political groups

I personally sent a letter before a motion for a resolu-

tion had been adopted, drawing the attention of the

South African Government to the situation of Mr
Mange, who has been sentenced to death. On this

poini I unfortunately received a very negative reply
ietting out the conditions under which Mr Mange had

been arrested and sentenced and sating that no other
course of action had been possible: the laws of theI See Annex
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President

country had been correctly observed and the senrence
was justified. A photocopy of rhis letrer has been sent
to the chairmen of rhe polirical groirps.

'\flith regard to the resolution, this has been duly
forwarded, but we have not received any reply.

I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.

Mr Scott-Hopkins. - I am a little confused - not
with regard to Mr Kirk's poinr which, I think, has
been put quite clearly - concerning parlgraph 3 of
the Commission's documenr whire they sry they 

"..going to forward ro rhe Council and the Parliament
thc amended proposals on rhe various documents by
Mr Manens, Madam Roudy, Mr Jiirgens, Madam.
Fuillet etc. They are going to send ro rhe Parliament
amended proposals! Now what will be the method of
dealing with these? Vill they go ro committee again,
be debared in commirtee and then come onro the floor
of the House? This has not happened in the past, as
Vice-Presidenr Natali pointed out. Is that what is
going to happen from now onwards and in the future?'!7e really musr ger rhis clear now.

Presidedt. - I call Mr Narali.

Mr Natali, Vice-President of the Commission.

- (I) Madam President, afrer indicating our accep[-
ance of Parliament's amendmenls, we forward them to
the Council and we also send rhem to Parliamenr
again for its information. I say for ir information, be-
cause we cannot then reopen the procedure.

President. - I call Mr Sherlock.

Mr Sherlock. - Madam President, wirh regard to
the report by Mrs Roudy - which is rhe resuh of a
very considerable amount of work and srudy - the
second page of r}e Commission's document states rhat
the Commission is preparing an amended proposal
which will be forwarded ro the Council and pirlia-
ment in Seprember. According to rhe Financial Times
of several days ago this was submitted to the Council
and rejecred by rhe vero of one of the Council's
Member Srates. It seems a strange contradiction, yer
again.

President. - Mr Sherlock, I rhink rhat rhere is some
confusion.

I callMr Nanli.

Mr Natali, Vice-President of the Commission.

- (I) Madam President, with reference ro rhe Roudy
report on the risks of serious accidents, we indicate in

our document that we have accepted a number of
amendmenrc put forward by Parliament. One of those
amendmenm was nor approved by the Council of
Ministers of rhe Environmenr. The Commission did
nor withdraw rhis amendment anil it has thus
respected the wishes of Parliament.

President. - I call Mr Kirk.

Mr Kirk. - (DK) Madam President, will you make
sure that we obtain a reply [o my repoft, which was
tabled during the last part-session, as rhere is an
obvious discrepancy between the views of the
Commission and of Parliament? Can I therefore
assume rhar we will have an answer by rhe next pan-
session? Vould you please make sure of that, Madam
President?

President. - I call Mr Natali.

Mr Natali, Vice-President of the Commission.

- (1) Madam President, rhere may be differences of
interpretation between the document presented by the
Commission and the text submitted by the secrerariar
of Parliamenr.

The Commission's documenr smres rhar Mr Kirk's
report was approved wirhout any requests for formal
amendmenr ro rhe Commission's proposal. I have
Parliament's resolurion in front of me and it simply
requesrs the Commission and Council to widen rhe
scope and objectives of the srructural provisions for
the fisheries sector. Thar is an indication of future
intentions which has norhing to do with the proposal
in quesrion and was nor ser down in a proposal for an
amendment.

President. - I call Mr Patterson

Mr Patterson. - Madam President, I wish to make a
general remark following your reply to Mr Adams. Ir
seems quite clear that this item on our agenda is
becoming increasingly important as the months
progress. \flhereas the agenda item allows us to pur
questions ro rhe Commission on action aken by the
Commission, it has not, until today, given us the'
opponunity to ask questions on resolurions passed by
the House which require other action. Madam Presi-
dent, you ser an extremely valuablo precedent today by
answering a question on action taken in relation to rhe
South African Government. Could we in furure, on
Mondays, when we take this item, also have an item
on the agenda when you, personally, can reply to
questions on rhose marrers which do not concern rhe
Commission? As we are increasingly taking decisions
which involve forwarding information or documenrs
to bodies such as the South African Government, rhis
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seems to me wholly in accordance with best parlia-
menrary practice.

President. - Mr Patterson, when, at the request of a

commitrce, a political Broup or the enlarged Bureau I
intervene personally and receive a reply I forward it to
rhe chairman of the committee or the group
concerned. Of course in the case of questions which I
simply forward co the Council or the Commission, the
replies are given officially by rhe Council or the
Commission. However, when I intervene directly I
systematically inform those concerned of the replies

received.

I call Mr Kirk.

Mr Kirk. - (DK) | must insist that I am correct in
my interpretation of the report we were discussing a

moment ago. I am also certain that Mr Natali has

misinterpreted Parliament's opinion. Vhen we were
considering the report in the Committee on Agricul-
ture we disagreed with the Commission and made this
clear to the Commission officials present. They raised

all kinds of objections to our views but we adopted the
repon almost unanimously. It was then adopted by
Parliament last month, so the Commission officials
must be perfectly well aware of the wide divergence
between Parliament's and the Commission's views on
the criteria for the restructuring of the inshore fishing
industry. I must insist on an answer from the Commis-
slon.

P;esident. - I call Mr Natali.

Mr Natali, Vice-President of the Commission.

- (l)Madam President, I am sorry but I have in frorit
of me the minutes of the sitting to which Mr Kirk re-
fers, namely the sitting of Friday, 20 June. There was

no amendment to the Commission's proposal for a re-
gulation. \7e therefore indicated in our document thar
the rext was approved without any formal request for
an amendment. It is true that the resolution sets out a

number of wishes but Parliament voted no formal
amendments. Ve have therefore correctly indicated
exactly what happened.

Prcsident. - Mr Kirk, I feel it is time to close this
debate. No amendmenr was adopted formally calling
on the Commission to change its proposal. The House
simply indicated irc wishes regarding fuure policy.

Mr Kirk. - (DK) Madam President, my rePort
conmins two very clear amendments to the Commis-
sion's proposal. One is contained in paragraph 5 of the
motion for a resolution, in which we refer to the scoPe

of the regulation, and the other in paragraph 6, which
deals with the vessels to be covered by the measures

for restructuring the inshore fishing indusry. I hope
you will clear the matter up, Madam President, as I
am not very happy to see the Commission claim that
the Committee on Agriculture and Parliament did
have not express any definite reservations on the
Commission's restructuring proposals, while ure in
Parliament want to see different criteria. I think this a

very imponant point.

President. - I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.

Mr Scott-Hopkins. - Vice-President Natali is, of
course, quirc right. There was no official amendment
adopted on the proposal of the Commission. That is

ab'solutely true and I am not attempting to argue with
him about that. All I think my honourable friend is

saying, and what I am saying, is that this House
clearly expressed its feelings ag to what it wanted
done, and one assumed, perhaps unnaturally, that the
Commission would lisrcn to what we said and would
therefore amend its proposal. Th. Commission,
obviously, has been bloody-minded and has not
listened to this House and has not amended its
proposal. Unhappily, it has the right to act in this way,
but I think it is a very bad precedent and I hope it will
not happen again.

(Applausefrom certain quarters on the right)

President. - There is some confusion. It is difficult
to take the view rhat action taken on a report without
amendments should be the same as that taken on a

report to which amendments have been attached.
Reservations should not be considered as amendments
as [hose opposed to these reservations could feel that
the minority point of view was being favoured. Ve
could perhaps end this debate by asking Mr Kirk, Mr
Natali and the competent committee to study the
problem.

16. Question Time

President. - The next item is Question Ttme (Doc.
l-287/80). Ve begin with questions to the Commis-
sion.

Question No I by Lord Douro (H-95l80):

Officials from the Commission have now visited the
Repubtic of Ireland, the United Kingdom and France

to investigate the anomalies concerning VAT charged
on bloodstock and supplies of training services. \?ill
the Commission now dtsclose whether or nor they

believe that the Republic of Ireland or France are in
any way contravening the Sixth VAT Directive?

Mr Tugendhrt, Member of the Commission. - The
Commission has decided to commence proceedings

1, 
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against France, under Anicle 169 of rhe EEC Treaty,
for contravendon of the 5th VAT Directive in the
establishmenr of maximum taxarion amounts for
importation and deliveries within the State, of horses
of high value, and to keep under review the problem
of the services of racehorse trainers wirh a view to
establishing with the Irish authorities the new sysr.em
of taxation ro be applied to those services.

In the case concerning maximum taxable amounts, lhe
infraction is clear. In the cases concerning rhe VAT
treatment of racehorse trainers, however, rhe
Commission discovered that differenr rules are applied
in accordance wirh the practice and conditions exisdng
in the Srare concerned. Ar the present srage of
Comrnuniry law such dispariries do not necessarily
give rise to infractions. The 5rh Directive leaves a
number of matters unauthorized. The matter we are
concerned with here is one of them.

Lord Douro. - I welcome at leasr paru of the answer
that the Commissioner has_ given. I would in passing
like to regret the absence of the Commissioner directlf
responsible for rhis marrer. I feel that in deciding to
rake the French Government to the European Court
the Commission has, on pan of rhis problem, raken
note of represenrations made by Members of this
House and others concerned. Nevertheless, on l3
November 1979, rhe Commissioner with direct
responsibiliry did say in a letter rhar it was the
Commission's opinion rhat neither the French nor [he
Irish practices in relarion to rhe application of VAT in
these cases was in conformiry wirh VAT law, and I
would rherefore be grateful for more demils from the
Commission on why ir has decided not to mke rhe
Irish to courr as well as the French. I must say rhat I
am not convinced by rhe rarher complicated answer
that the Commissioner has given as ro why rhe matter
of training services is not also being referred to rhe
Court.

Mr Tugendhat. - As rhe honourable Member says,
the Commission inidally decided ro commence
proceedings against both countries, bur, having done
so, it received representations from the permanent
representarives of the two counrries concerned, as a
result of which ir in facr decided to suspend proceed-
ings so rhat investigarions could be undenaken in
those two countries. Following rhose investigations,
we did in facr institure proceedings, as I have just said,
against France. As far as the Irish are concerned, there
are two points which I think should be borne in mind.
One is that the Irish authorities have offered to under-
take an immediate review of rheir system, with a view
to taxing rhe proponion of a trainer's services which
represenls training in rhe stricr sense. This leads me to
my final poinr which is that it does appear that in
Ireland the profession of rrainer is very much pan and
parcel of .rhe normal agricultural activiries of che
farmer, rather than being a separare profession, and

this is a factor that has cenainly influenced the
Commission's decision.

(Laughter)

Mr Turner. - It seems [o me thar rhe Commissioner
still has nor answered rhe question as to why the
Commission is not suing the Irish as well. The French
at least pay a derisory carcase value but the Irish pay
nothing ar all. If they are ro be granted some ransi-
tional period and I do nor know if that is the case
when will that end, and has rhe Commission made
sure rhar when it does end rhe Irish will come into
line? Lasrly may I ask how long will ir take to bring
the French to book in the Commission's suit against
them, which is now coming before the Coun?

Mr Tugendhat. - Of course it is impossible for me
to say how long these proceedings will take, or indeed
forecast their outcome. As far as the Irish poinr is
concerned, as I said in answer to the inirial quesrion,
the Irish are acrually reviewing their current pracrice
and this is a poinr ro which we artach grear impon-
ance.

IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN

Vice-President

President. - Question No 2 by Mr Seligman
(H- 160/80):

Following the decision by ASCO, rhe Arab Satellite
Communicarion Organization, in Rabat, to issue a
new tender larcr this year for the project ARABSAT,
what steps is the Commission taking, possibly in
conjunction wirh the European Investmenr Bank, rc
ensure thar Community firms compete successfully for
a project rhat could have incalculable results for
dialogue between the peoples of the Arab world and
of Europe, noting the srcps thar US firms have aken
to be removed from the Arab boycotr list for the
second rcnder?

Mr Davignon, Member of tbe Commission. - (F)The
Commission is aware of the imponance rhar should be
attached rc rhis project from the angle both of the
European indusrry and of future relations berween
Europe and the Arab world. Having said that, how do
things now srand? The Community industries have set
up a consorrium and in liaison with the Space Agency
and their respecrive srares, have put forward profosals
accompanied by credit lines ro enable rhem rc partici-
pate in rhe bidding. The Commission has received no
request directly from rhe industrial concerns or from
the Member Srates for Communiry financial instru-
ments to be used to ensure better prospecB of success
for this project. If such a requesr were formulated, rhe
Commission would study it in rhe light of the polirical
declaration which I made earlier on rhe industrial and
polirical significance of rhis projecr.
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Mr Seligman. - I welcome that information from
the Commission. It is certain that if Europe is going to
compete with the United States and Japan in the satel-

lites field, we must marshall the entire strength of the

Community, and therefore I should like to ask the

Commission if it cannot provide more help since, with
the prestige of the Commission behind them, this

consortium might have a better chance of competing
with the other firms and nations vying for this

contract.

Mr Davignon. - (F) I share the honourable

Member's view that we should have a greater chance

of beating Japan and the United Srates in this project
if we were to present a proposal with real Community
backing. This project.is obviously of interest to the

Community but as long as the consortium has not
contacted us we can do nothing; we can hardly be

expected to place advertisements in the press asking

them to get in touch with us.

(Laugbter)

President. - Quesrion No 3 by Mrs Ewing (H-166/
80):

Vhat progress has been made in esablishing the

FAST research Programme and with what existing

specialized research groups in the Community is

FAST planning to collaborate; and in view of the

unique research capabilities of universities and other
bodies in Scotland, how much of the 4.4 million EUA
available is being spent in Scotland in the period to
1983?

Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of the European Commis-

sion. - (NZ,) Mrs Ewing's question gives me an

opporrunity to outline briefly the present situation of
the FAST programme which, as you know, is

extremely important, particularly as it shows the

potential of an effective European research and deve-

lopment policy.

The research was already begun last autumn; the three

important topics covered are new employment and

ociupational technologies, data-processing technolo-
gies and, finally, new prospects based on bio-engineer-
ing.

An initial report has already been prepared under the

title 'Europe in the process of change'; it describes the

prospects io. n.* developments in rhis area in the

Lig}'ii.r and nineties. European research workers have

shown great interest. At present some 65 grouPs are

working on these projects and between 100 and 200

groups are expected to ParticiPate in th,is research

through the FAST network.

I now come to the honourable Member's specific
question: the Commission has received a to:al of 224

proposed projects, three of them from Scotland. A
Scoitish institute is at present directly engaged in these

activities. In my view this programme is extremely

important for the development of an adequate scien-

rific and technological policy in the European

Community.

Mrs Ewing. - Does the Commissioner not think it
would be a good thing to concentrate the research-

programming of the Member States into a more
ceniral ,...? H. might not be too surprised if I
suggested thar it is time that an institute of some kind
*ar s.t up in Scotland, since this country would be

eminently suitable for conducting and coordinating-
research because of its panicular background of
having being the leader in the Industrial Revolution
and having very scientifically-based universities and

many, perhaps too many' skilled graduates available to
undertake some of the coordination work. Does he

not feel that Community research should be more

centralized and would he bear in mind my suggestion?

Mr Vredeling. - (NL) | understand the honourable

Member to be saying that Scorland would be inter-
ested in accommodating a Community research insti-
tute. I can only take note of the fact that Scotland is
one of' the candidates bur can obviously make no

promise on this point.

,Sir Peter Vanncck. - \7ill the FAST research

programme take account of experience in the Unircd
Snt.s and how will it examine the new technology
needs of the space and defence-related industries?

Mr Vredeling. - (NZ,) Important institutes are

involved in the FAST research Programme and I think
I can safely assure the honourable Member that
know-how available in this area in the Unircd States

and elsewhere will be drawn on'

In response to his specific question about space

,.r.".Ch and defence-related industries, the Commis-

sion is wel[-aware of the enormous technological
spin-off generated by them. I do not know whether
,p... ,.rir..h programmes are specifically included in
tire FAST study. However, the subjects which have

been brought to my attention lead me to believe that
there is " d.fini,. link between space travel and

modern data-processing technologies'

I believe that the defense asPect is something of a

raboo subject in this sphere. I should like to comment

in more detail, but we have only recently discussed this

matter at length in Parliament.

Mr Hutton. - May I ask the Commissioner if he

could tell us if the subiect of long-range weather-fore-
casting radar is among the projects which are being
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considered in this programme and, if nor, would he
not agree with me that rhis is perhaps one technologi-
cal .subje-ct which would be appreciated by every
section of society, and would he funher 

"gree 
*irh .L

that Scotland is the ideal place for such work to be
done?

(Laughter)

Mr Vredeling. - (NL) I do not know whether Scot-
land is rhe ideal place for long range weather forecast-

igg. I could mention a few other places which might
have been ideal rhis summer for long range forecasm.

I think this quesrion about ureather forecasrs is linked
with the previous one abour space travel, given the
importance of satellires. I am sure that rhis modern
technology will be one of rhe subjects considered in
the FAST programme.

Mr Seligman. - \7ill rhe Commission ensure that
FAST research groups are chosen impartially for the
qualifications they have and not on a geographicat
basis or because of the proximity of whisky iupplies?
Can we have a staremen! on rhe distribution of
contracrs by narions and not by sub-regions of
nations?

Mr Vredeling. - (NL) I understand the purpose of
thar question, bur I have some hesitation in saying rhar
a disribution of research acriviries on a national basis
is very much berrer than a regional distribution. It
seems [o me that we musr choose between the insd-
tutes which have the highest repurarion in rhis field
and rhat we should not look first ro regions or coun-
tries.

(Applause lrom some benches on tbe ight)

Mr Seal. - Research programmes are all very well
and the Cbmmissioner has rold us rhar, in this one,
work is being done on information sysrcms. Thac is
very laudable; but research is of no use unless rhe
resulrs are made known. I would like to know from
the Commissioner whar special steps he is mking rc
ensure that the results of this work are disseminated
particularly as far as indusrry is concerned. Could rhe
Commissioner tell us if he is mking any special
measures at all?

Mr Vredeling. - (NL) The Commission has
obviously not prepared rhis whole programme with a
yi9o,lo hiding ir lighr under a bushel, if I may say so.
\7e shall naturally publish or help to publish the results
that warranr rhis.

Mr President. - Question No 4 by Mr Seal (H-275/
80, formerly O - 122/79 / rev.) :

The European rexrile industry is being threatened
from many sides. The world's developing counrries are
increasing textile production, the easrern European
counrries and China are exporring low-cosr lexriles ro
the Community, and in addition rhe enry of Greece,
Spain and Portugal into the EEC is going ro cause
many problems for the EEC textile indusry.

In view of these developmenrs, when will the Commis-
sion produce a European rextile industrial plan for the
nex[ five years which will guarantee and retain a
percentage of rhe Communiry marker for the Commu-
nity indusrry, and will ir also indicate how rhe industry
should be srrengthened [o mee[ these new challenges.

Further, why has the Commission not designared the
texrile indusrry as one ro which monerary assisrance
will be made available from rhe non-quota section of
the Regional Fund where ir has been reponed that22O
million EUA has been set aside ro help specific indus-
tries offser the effecrs of the entry of Greece, Spain
and Portugal into the Community?

Mr Davignon, Member of tbe Commission. - (F)The
honourable Member's quesrion has several aspec6.
Firsrly, as regards relarions between rhe Community
and mosr of the developing counrries referred rc in thl
question, bilareral agreemenrs cover trade in the
textiles sector under the existing muldfibre arrange-
ment. Secondly, rhe Communiry has concluded with
some counr.ries wirh which it mainrains preferenrial
links a number of arrangements involving quantira[ive
elemenrs; this also applies ro rhe countries which are'
candidares for accession. Finally, ir has concluded an
agreemenr with China and ir mainrains independent
restricrions for trade wirh rhe srate-rrading counrries.
In other words, pracrically all of the low-cost coun-
tries which exporr ro the Communiry are covered by
arrangements of rhis kind.

I t.urn now ro rhe second aspect of the question: ir is
not within the power of the Commission or Commu-
nity ro guaranree a share of rhe common market to
Community producers. The Community must respecr
the. inrernational agreements in which it participates
and rhese agreemenrs prevenr any such guaiantee.

Now for the rhird aspecr: the Commission is of rhe
opinion that the insrruments available ro it - the
quora secrion of rhe Regional Fund and the Social
Fund - can be used in favour of texrile companies
which make applications in conformity wir'h the
criteria laid down. In this contexr, during the last four
years excluding 1980, over 400 million unirs of
accounr have been spenr from rhe Regional Fund fqr
reconversion in the textile indusrry regions.

In answer ro rhe lasr point, rhe Commission did not
feel it possible to rake special accounr, in allocating
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funds from the non-quota section, of rhe difficulties
which srem specifically from the crisis of the texrile

industry since it chose two industries on the basis of
rhe resources available to it - the steel industry and 

'

the shipbuilding sector. In the case of the non-quota
section, the intention is not to assist panicular indust
tries but, in the case of France and Italy, to aid two
regions which quite obviously need to adjust rc the

enlargement of the Community. Our acrions are

directed at infrastructures, craft industries and, more

specifically, the small and medium-sized undenakings
without any distinction based on their specific sphere

of activity.

Mr President, I have answered at some length, but the

honourable Member's question had four different
asPects.

Mr Seal. - First of all, ler me say to the House how
bitterly disappointed I am that shis oral question with
debati has been convened into a written question by

the enlarged Bureau. Ve do need a debate in this

Parliament on textiles. The state of the textile industry
is critical. All Member States in the Communiry except

one are losing jobs. The United Kingdom was the first
to be affected because it has a more cenralized and

more efficient retailing system. But the Commissioner

talked about regions, and let me say' rhat I now have

accurate figures for my region: in the wool textile
industry we have lost jobs at an average rate of 2,100

every month for the last 12 months, and this is acceler-

ating. So that region cenainly needs some help' There

are only 50 000 people employed in wool. h will only
last another two years unless help is given. There is

going to be no-one left, so I hope the Commissioner
*ill take that on board when he is looking ar regions.

Could rhe Commission here, before the House,

emphatically deny that it is deliberately allowing the

r.*iil. indritry rc be lost in favour of the more tech-

nological industries within the Community, and will it
give ivery trade union in the Member States and every

industrial organization in the Member Sntes an assur-

ance to that effect?

Mr Davigoon. - (F) On the procedural asPect'

namely the point as to whether a question of this

imponance can be dealt with in the context of Ques-
tion Time, the Commission shares the honourable

Member's views. In view of the difficulties which exist

in the textile sector, it may well be appropriate for a

general debate prepared by the committee responsible,

t b. h.ld in this Parliament and the Commission
favours that idea.

As to the actual question Put to me, I can give the

most emphatic assurance possible, since that was the

rerm used, that all the effons made by the Commission

to regulate trade in textile products with third coun-
tries have had as their sole aim and justification the

need to maintain a Community textile industry; that is

the purpose of our effons to Promorc technological

p.ogr.ti in this panicular industry' In the United
5,"*r, for example,' rcchnological Progress has

enabled the Ameiican textile industry to become

competitive once again in the international market.

Ve are continuing our effons to this end' In this

conrext, the Regional Fund and the Social Fund will
be used to promote staff raining and new rcchnolo-
gies. I hope that the declaration that I have made here

iogether 
-with 

the statement made by me in the

honourable Member's region, will be received with the

seriousness that they deserve since I have made them

as extremely emphadc statements.

Presidcnt. - Several Members of Parliament have

asked to speak. However, since I must limit the

number of speeches I can only call three Members.

I call Mr Spicer on a point of order.

Mr Spicer. - Mr President, I am sure members of
the House are grateful to you for the statemen[ you

have just made, but I would point out that we are now

on Question No 4 and I believe there are 42 questions

rc thi Commission. Over the last three or four sessions

of this Parliament we have moved slowly but surely

into a situation when questions are not being asked of
the Commission, but statements are being made to the

Commission which invite lengthy replies from the

Commission. I sympathize with the Commissioners in

this. But Question Timi that was instituted in this

Parliamentit the instigation of Sir Peter Kirk and of
our Group is fast becoming anything but a Question
Time. You would have the full supPort of the House,

Mr President, if you insisted upon questions being

asked briefly and to the point, hopefully with the

result, too, that the replies will be in the same vein.

(Applause from certain quarters of tbe European Demo-

cldtic Group),

President. - That of course is the problem facing us.

Question Time will only be effective if -Members
confine themselves to putting questions and keep their
question short. No, Mr Hume, we cannot waste time
on points of order.

Mr Beazley. - \flould the Commissioner not agree

that the continuance of a strong European textile and

clothing industry is essential to the economic |realth of
the Communiry and will the Commission make suita-

ble proposals as soon as possible to provide these

induitriis with appropriate suppon and adequare, but
not excessive, protection on a European basis?

(Applause fron certain quarters of the European Demo-

cratic Group)
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Mr Davignon. - (F) Through the range of external
measures to which I drew your artention just now, rhe
Commission does granr rhe 'adequate protection' to
which the honourable Member referred. This is
confirmed in the documenr rhar we have recently
forwarded ro rhe Council reviewing the operation of
these agreements in the pasr two years.

Secondly, as regards rhe possibility of ensuring more
rarional conrrol over rhe readjustmenr of the textile
industry in line wirh these new objectives - because
this industry forms a necessar/ pan of rhe European
economy - I can only note chat the financing propos-
als figuring against Article 375 in the budger are
blocked by rhe Council which cannot reach agree-
ment; moreover the proposals which we have pur
forward for rhe definirion of a number of guidelines
have also been blocked by the Council.

The Commission cannor be asked'to do more rhan pur
forward proposals and ir cannot be blamed if rhose
proposals are nor even discussed afterwards.

(Mr Pannella ashs repeatedly to speah on a point oJ
order, but is not called)

President. - My poinr of view, Mr Pannella, is as
valid as yours. I am responsible for the smoorh
running of Quesdon Time which could be disrupred
by poinrc of order.

(Applause)

Mr Key. - Can the Commission state wherher and
in what way certain third countries, which are major 

.

exporters of textiles [o rhe Community, are currently
violating rhe conventions of rhe International Labour
Organization with regard rc working conditions and
trade-union rights, and, if not, will rhe Commission
examine this problem and will the Commission agree
that such violations consrirue unfair competirion ro a
Community industry which is in jeopardy, especially
in the Unired Kingdom and in Yorkshire in panicular?

Mr Davignon. - (F) I am grateful to rhe honourable
Member for his quesrion which raises a highly impor-
tanr and delicate marrer. At present we are holding
talks with rhe International Labour Organization in
Geneva on [he convenrions which have been adopred
and on the repercussions which failure to observe
them -might have in the presenr situation. During the
next few weeks we shall be able to give more deraited
informarion as our discussions with the ILO progress.
That.is the proper conrexr for dealing with these prob-
lems because we musr not give the impression of using
violarions of these convenrions as a prerexr fo;
comm-ercial measures, whereas in realiry the issue is
one of subsrance and of rules rhar must be respecred.

Mr Martin. - (F) A number of documents drafted by
rhe Commission and Parliament recognize rhe serioui
consequences for rhe French textile indusrry in pani-
cular of the enlargement of rhe EEC rc include Spain,
Ponugal and Greece. Mr Davignon has just confiimed
this.

Could the Commission provide the Assembly at an
early dare with a repon in the grearest possible detail
on [he rexrile industry in these rhree countries and on
the specific consequences of rhe accession of these
countries ro rhe Community, with panicular reference
to France?

Mr Pannella. - (F) Mr President, you are chairing a
parliamenrary assembly and nor a board of directorsl

President. - I am .h"iring an Assembly which wishes
tg carry out useful work wirhour losing time on proce-
dural debates!

(Applausefrom the centre and the rigbt)

Mr Davignon. - (F) In answer ro Mr Manin, I
would point our lhar I did nor say [har there were
special difficulties due ro enlargement in rhe texrile
sector. I merely referred ro a remark by Mr Seal who
men[ioned rhe applicarion of the non-quora section of
the Regional Fund in a French region and in a region
of Italy. For the resr, if the Commitree on Economic
and Monetary Affairs, as rhe committee responsible,
wishes us to hold a more detailed debare ori the
various aspecrs of the situation of rhe rexrile indusrry,
the Commission will gladly give information on rhe
repercussions of enlargement on all the Communiry
Member States.

Prcsident. - I call on a point of order Mr Hume
who has already asked for rhe floor several times.

Mr Hume. - Mr Presidenr, while I respecr your
wish to expedire rhe business of Quesrion Time, mighr
I ask y-ou to exercise your judgement on rhe import-
ance of quesrion. Since we canno! hold a debate on it
and since rhis panicular quesrion before rhe house is of
extreme imponance ro many of us, given that the
textile.indusrry has it srrongesr base in the already
mosr. disadvantaged regions of rhis Communiry and
thar hardly a day passes when rhousands of joLs a.e
nor losr, I would appeal ro you ro allow funher discus-
sion on this question.

President. - A momenr ago Mr Davignon srated
rhat he felr ir would be useful ro have a wide-ranging
debate.on rhe very serious problems affecting-rhl
textile indusrry. For my own pan I share thar .riew.
However, at the moment we must conform to the
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discipline of Question Time. I hope that we will have a

wider debate at a later dare.

I call Mr Pannella on a point of order.

Mr Pannella. - (F) Mr President, I simply wish to
remind you - and I would invite my colleagues to
consult the Rules of Procedure - that Rule 32(2)
mcitly implies that procedural motions and references
to the Rules take precedence over the principal issue

and suspend the debate thereon.

I would therefore point out to you, Mr President, that
when you denied our English colleague the right to
speak on a point or order you were abusing the Rules
of Procedure.

President. - Your statement has been noted.

Question No 5 by Mr Capanna (H-263/80, formerly
o-157 /79):

The Consorzio di Bonifica per la Sinisra Tagliamento
(CBST - Association for the Redevelopment of the
Left Bank of the Tagliamento) intends to use several
billion lire of EEC funds allocated to the eanhquake
area in Friuli for land redevelopment in the Pantian-
icco area (commune of Mereto di Tomba, province of
Udine);

A number of citizens are opposing this project and
have informed the Office of the Agricultural Council-
lor for the Friuli-Venezia-Guilia region of the illegal
operations of the CBST;

\7ill the Commission give Parliament the following
information:

- \flhat urgent measures does it intend to take to
ensure that EEC finance intended for restoration
and rehabilitation work in the Friuli eanhquake
area is not diverted from the objective indicated by
the Community institutions and illegally used for
large-scale and completely new land development
operations which are in no way connected with the
earthquake damage?

- \7hat measures has the Commission already taken
or does it inrcnd rc take as a ma[ter of urgency to
check in general rhat Communiry funds allocated
to the Friuli eanhquake area are used for the
correc! purpose?

Mr Natali, Vice-President of the Commission. - (I)ln
the context of comrhunity action to make good the
damage caused to agriculture in Friuli by the 1976
earthquake, the Commission made available I thou-
sand million lire for a project for the 'renewal and

restructuring of the irrigation and ancillary works in
the commune of Mereto di Tomba in the province of
Udine'. That project had been put forward by the
Sinistra del Tagliamento irrigation consortiurn. The
engineering works of this irrigation system had in fact
been damaged to such an extent by the eanhquake
that their operation was jeopardized.

The Community contribution can - in conformity
with the Commission's decision - only be used for
performance of the works for which it has been

earmarked, namely' for the renewal and restructuring
of the irrigation and ancillary works in the commune
of Mereto di Tomba. This contribution will be paid
out, as a function of the progress of the works
concerned, when the necessary conditions are met. As

yet no request has been made for payment.. Ve are

aware of cerrain difficuldes encountered in the
performance of the work but these do not in our view
affect the nature of the project to be financed. These

difficulties are attributable rather to the structure of
rhe beneficiary body which is an irrigation consonium.

Community aid to repair damage to civilian infra-
structures, this aid being administered by the Euro-
pean Development Fund, has been the subject of five
Commission decisions for a total commitment of 9,375
million lire. One of those decisions has now been fully
implemented; the others have been carried out to a

proportion equivalent of 75 o/o of the initial commit-
ment. These decisions relate to 11 projects, 7 of which
have already been the subject of on the spot checks

and verifications on the basis of the relevant suppon-
ing documents. These controls have demonstrated that
the Community contribution has been used in
conformity with the objectives announced in the

requests for intervention on the basis of which the
Commission took its decisions.

The irrigation consonium for the Sinistra del Taglia-
mento has not been the subject of any decision to
make available a Commission contribution on the basis

of the aid measures referred to earlier.

Mr Capanna. - 0 Vice-President Nauli who, like
me, is an Italian knows full well that the case to which
I have referred is nothing new as regards the conduct
of the majority p^rty in our country: that party applies

rhe methods of the Camorra to attain ir unprincipled
objectives.

I have here documentary evidence to confirm my
srarements. I conclude from the Commissioner's state-

ment that no detailed investigation has been made of
the irrigation consortium for the Sinistra del Taglia-
mento, otherwise the Commission would have real-
ized, for example, that rhe meeting held to put the
Pantianicco irrigation consortium into liquidation - a

necessary step for the incorporation of this panicular
consortium into the wider consonium for the Sinistra
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del Tagliamento - was parcntly illegal and held under
conditions contrary to the consortium's own s[atute.
The illegaliry was so blatanr, and that is why I spoke
of the methods of the Camorra, thar a person who
died'in 1950 was recorded as presenr.

My furrher quesrion to rhe Commission is this: when
does it intend ro pay our the thousand million to which
it referred? Secondly, does it intend to seek funher
accurate deuils of the illegalides already committed
and not merely of any such illegalities which may be
committed in rhe future?

Mr Natali. - (D I have already said thar the
Commission has nor yer paid our any funds. Obviously
when it comes to meet its commitments it will have to
obtain guaranrees as to the conformity of the work
performed.

As regards the irregulariries ro which Mr Capanna
referred, I believe that he has ample possibilities open
to him to denounce them ro rhe juridical authorides of
his own country.

President. - Question No 5 by Mrs Cinciari Rodano
(H-264 / 80, formerly 0- I 5/80) :

- Considering that the Commission of the European
Communities, on lO December 1979, informed the
European Parliament's Commirrce on Youth, Culrure,
Education, Information and Spon of rhe reasons for
the postponement of the meeting of the Council of
Education Ministers which had been scheduled for 6
November 1979 and of rhe Commission's commit-
menr ro seek agreement with the Danish Government

, with a view to arranging a meering for the end of lglg
or the beginning of tl80;

- bearing in mind that the first three months of 1980
have already passed wirhout a new date for the meet-
ing having been announcedl

- bearing in mind funhermore rhat the postponement of
the meeting will lead to funher delays in decisions on
rmportanr matters such as the teaching of foreign
languages in rhe Communiry, rhe admission of
students from orher Member Sates to higher educa-
tion institutions and equal opponuniries for girls in
education and rraining;

The Commission is asked to inform the European
Parliament of the sleps taken by rhe Commission, the
difficulties encountered and rhe likelihood of rhe
Council of Education Ministers meering at an early
dare.

Mr Jenkins, President of the Commission. 
- The

House will, I am sure, share the Commission's satis-
faction rhat a meeting of the Council of Education
Ministers finally took place on 27 June and that the
Ministers reached agreemenr on five specific measures
for the implementation of poinrs concained inthe 1976
action programme.

Mr Papapietro. - (/) This is in reality an old ques-
tion which was nor properly discussed a[ rhe proper
time. Members of Parliamenr have pur rhis quesrion on
several different occasions. \fle should like rhe Presi-
dent of the Commission to say somerhing more
specific abour the teaching of foreign languages in rhe
Community; about the admission of students from
different Member States to instirutions of higher
education and about equaliry of opponunity for girls
in access to education and training. These are the main
poinr of rhe question and rhe ropics of immediare
lnterest to us.

Mr Jenkins. - The Council, which we would have
liked to have seen meeting earlier was a productive
Council. Vhen it eventually took place ir centred
almost precisely on the poinr menrioned by the
honourable Member. Discussion in this Council
centred first on rhe education of migranr workers and
their children, secondly on the promorion of foreign
language teaching; thirdly on equaliry of educational
opportunities for girls; fourrhly on [he study of
Europe and the Community in schools and fifthly on
the admission of srudenrs from orher Member Srates
to institutions of higher educarion.

Full agreement was reached on all marrers of sub-
stance. The Commission was panicularly pleased that
agreemenr was reached on rhe principles and imple-
menting measures concerning the admission of
students from orher Member Srares ro universities and
other higher educarional instirurions. This represenm a
major contriburion rowards freedom of movement in
the educational field.

There are cenain procedural problems about rhe
Education Council. There are some doubts on rhe parr
of one Member Srate as to how exacrly it lies wirhin'
Communiry competence. Bur here, after some delay,
we made major practical progress on exactly the issues .

to which we attach imponance and ro which the
honourable Member arraches imponance.

Mrs Nielsen. - (Dh)The reason I wish ro speak at
this point is conrained in Mr Jenkins' last paragraph,
when he said thar rhere were some doubm on rhe parr
of one Member Srare as ro the Community's compet-
ence to deal with education. As a Dane and as a Euro-
pean I have been deeply worried by rhe Danish Social
Democratic Government's atritude ro cooperarion on
education at Communiry level. My surprise and
concern was all the greater as I myself rook part, as
Danish Minisrer of Education at the rime, in a Council
meeting in 1974 during which we worked rogerher on
education in a very posir.ive spirit. I was of course very
glad to see that agreemenr was reached at rhe meeting
on 27 June, but my ques[ion is wherher the Commis-
sion is satisfied that the Danish Social Democratic
Government will wholeheartedly and acrively continue
its panicipation in work on education, which many of

Y,
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us in Denmark are proud to have initiated a long while
ago, and which we were sad to see in[errup'"ed for so

long by the Social Democratic Government's Procras-
tination for internal political reasons. Is the Commis-
sion satisfied that the Danish Government has really
had a change of hean, and it will now cooperate?

Mr Jenkins. - It is no pan of my duty, nor is it my
wish, to engage in Danish political disputes across the

floor of this House. The facr of the matter is that
Denmark subscribed to the agreement in substance,

and this was a considerable advance on five fronts.
There are cenain procedural poinrs to be cleared up,

but we hope and believe that this can be done in the

Committee of Permanent Representatives.

I think this Council does mark a major step forward in
the educational field. Let us be thankful when we are

able to do that even after a little delay.

Mr Normanton. - In the light of the totally mislead-
ing, if not mischievous, reports on the Council of
Education Ministers' meeting these reports
appeared in the English press - would the President

of the Commission have a careful look into the way in
which preparations were made by the Commission and
by thoie responsible for working with rhe media with
a view to ensuring more effective liaison and making
rhe media more accurately aware of what is being
done?

Mr Jenkins. - I did see one or two highly misleading
reports on this issue. This uras a highly constructive
initiative which was presented in one or two cases in a
quirc ridiculous fashion. As the honourable Member
knows from his experience in this and other fields, the

will is not always the father to the achievement so far
as dealing with the media is concerned, and none of us

wish to exercise excessive control. However, I shall
bear in mind what he said and, where possible, we

shall do everything in our power to guide them
towards a more constructive, accurate and European
attitude.

Mr Megahy. - Could I pursue this matter of proce-
dure further by asking the Presidenr of the Commis-
sion whether he would agree [hat those procedural
points sdll ourtanding in themselves represen[ a very
substantial obstacle to the achievement of the aimi
which have already been agreed, and, given his answer

ro the previous question about the role of the rnedia,

would he comment on the accutacy of repons in the

British press to the effect that the Danish Government
considered that an amendment of the Danish Consti-
tution would be required befpre Denmark could agree

to education measures. If in fact the repons are

correct, and this claim was made, then it would seem

to me that, despite agreement on certain measures, we

are a very long way away from making any Progress in
relation to education in the EEC.

Mr Jenkins. - I do not think that the repons in the
British press rc which the honou.rable Member was

referring, and which I had noticed, had anything to do
with rhe constitutional position in Denmark. Vhat
rhese reports were rrying to suggest was that our
proposals concerning a slightly more open approach in
education, an improvement of language-teaching in
the United Kingdom, a greater awareness of history as

seen through eyes other than our own - very sensible

ideas in part - amounted [o some tremendous inva-
sion of our national righm. I was not aware of any
reports misrepresenting the Danish position. The
Danish Government, as the honourable Member
knows, has cenain problems with Article 235. I do not
*'ish to go into these at the present dme. !7hat I said

u'as that a major step forward was taken in substance.

The procedural difficulties remain in cenain cases to
be sorted out, but it is my hope and belief that these

are not a major obstacle but a difficulty which, agree-

ment in substance now having been reached, can with
good will and good sense be overcome.

Mr Bogh. - (D,€) I should like to put a supplemen-
rary to the original question, concerning as it does the

Commission's activities in an area lying completely
outside its competence.

Vhat will the Commission do to protect a Member
State against ceaseless and relentless atrcmPts to
impose new Community institutions which had no pan
in the concept of the Community which that country
put to its voters, for the simple reason that the matters
concerned are not covered by the European Commu-
nity Treaties? And then I should like to know what is
the hurry? !7hat is stopping each country from
making its own educational arrangements as it sees fit?
I can tell you that our foreign language teaching facili-
ries are not surpassed by many other Member States.

But we did not come by them because we joined the

Community. 'We shall retain them even if we leave the

Community. They are th6re because we wish to
prepare our younB people and rc equip them for later
life. By the same token we teach EuroPean history, but
without devoting special attention to [he Community.
I am quite sure that if you ever succeed in introducing
compulsory EEC indoctrination into our schools it
will be hated even more [han when the catechism was

rammed down our children's throats, descroying their
enjoyment of school throughout most of Danish
history.

Mr Jenkins. - There can be no question of the

Commission or the Community forcing Member
States. All that the Commission endeavours to do,
which I am sure is in accordance with the general will
of this House and, as approved in this meeting, in
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accordance with rhe general will of the Council, is to
ry and make a lirrle Community advance in a field in
which rhere is certainly a genuine and understandable
Community interesr.

Mrs Viehoff. - (NL) Yle were informed in the
Committee on Youth and Culrure that rhere were no
fundamenral objecrions ro rhe four points defined in
1976 and rhar there were also no financial difficuldes,
bur thar the Danish Governmenr was objecting ro
certain other poinrs. Can you rell me whether rhe
situation has now changed in any way?

Mr Jenkins. - There has been agreemenr on five
major points of substance and it is our belief thar,
agreement on substance having been reached unani-
mously, we shall be able to deal with rhe procedural
q uestrons.

Mr van Aerssen. - (D) Does the Presidenr of the
Commission not believe rhar even if rhere is no specific
provision in rhe Rome Trearies for an education
policy, the Treary objectives canno! be attained with-
out broadly based coordination of education policy ar
Communiry level? Is the Presidenr of rhe Commission
prepared to explain ro our Danish friend, who said
just now that rhis is a srictly national marrer, how it
can be possible to achieve freedom of esrablishment in
the European Community unless a[ rhe same rime
educational cenificares are recognized in all our coun-
tries and the language problem solved in one way or
another?

Mr Jenkins. - I rhink rhat it is difficuh to build a
real Community wirhout some progress in rhe educa-
donal field. As the House well knows, the Treaty of
Rome was written some substantial time ago - 22 or
23 years ago now. It dealt wirh a number of provisions
relaring almost exclusively ro rhe market and ro the
free market. However, there are cenain other consi-
derations. '!7e must never consider asking a Member
State to act ourside the Treary, but if we limit
ourselves rhose issues which are explicitly laid down in
the Treaty of Rome, rhen the Communiry will be a
Communiry which lacks many of rhe atriburcs which
we would all of us like to see. However, Member
States have rheir sovereignry, they cannor be forced to
do things, and decisions of this rype are rhe preroga-
tive of the governments concerned. But when we have
made as much progress as we have made in this field
recenrly, Iet us be thankful for the progress and ler us
hope it may conrinue.

President. - Question No .7 by Mr Newton-Dunn
(H- 1Oal80):

In his written answer ro my oral quesrion (H-19180)
Commissioner Gundelach stared that Member States

are now legally required ro report to him on the l5th
of each month details of all carches in rhe preceding
month. Vill he now confirm rhat all Member States
are fulfilling their obligations in this respect - and
will he now publish rc rhe Parliament all details of
catches since this system staned operating on 15
February 1980?

Mr Jenkins, President of the Commission. - Although
all Member Stares have now senr the Commission
some informarion on landings of their own vessels, nor
all Member States have reporred landings of other
Member Srares'vessels. Only two Member States have
respected the rime-limits for sending [he necessary
information by rhe fifteenth of each monrh. The
material received ar rhis srage is rherefore not suffi-
ciently complere ro warranr publication.

Mr Newton Dunn. - First of all what does the
Commission intend ro do to see that all Member Srarcs
repon [hese figures, as agreed and as required, as soon
as possible? Secondly, the Presidenr of the Commis-
sion did not quirc give an undenaking thar the figures
would be supplied to Parliament when they are
received. \flill he please do so?

Mr Jenkins. - Ve shall try to obtain this informa-
tion from Member Srates by persuasive measures,
cenainly in rhe firsr insrance, and we hope very much
that these will be successful. The Reguladon says rhar
the Commission shall, on rhe 25rh of each monrh,
inform all Member States of the notifications received
for the preceding monrhs. There is not actually an
obligation to inform Parliament, bur we will publish
this and Parliament will therefore be informed. \7e
will cenainly give what informarion we can. Our prob-
lem is rhe inadequacy of the informarion ar the present
time, nor our lack of will ro give it publicity.

Mrs Ewing. - As a step towards solving the prob-
lems the Commission has abour rhe inadequacy of
information, would the Commission review rhe
suggesrion I made in a speech on fishing some rime
ago ro rhe effect thar fishery inspection officers could,
for instance, be exchanged between one Member State
and anorher? Ir would do away wirh suspicion. It
would make sure rhar fairness was exercised, and I feel
that it would rurn rhese inspection officers inro prorec-
tion officers.

Mr Jenkins. - The Commission will cenainly look
again at the suggesrion made by the honourable
Member in her speech, but I am nor sure rhar ir is
suspicion of narional inspection officers which is the
root of the problem here. It is a cenain dilatoriness on
the pan of the majority of the Member States. Repons
are given wirh varying degrees of puncruality and full-
ness. By rhe end of June we had received full informa-
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tion for May from Belgium and also from the United
Kingdom. It had been received from Denmark,
Germany and the Netherlands for April and Ireland
for March, so there is a cenain problem here. I do not

think it is entirely suspicion; it is a question of getting

Member States to be quicker in providing the informa-
tion. In the great maiority of cases it is not a question

of refusing io do it, but of being dilatory. \7e will
encourage them to be as prompt as possible.

Mr Spicer. - Even if the President resolves this

problem of reponing on time, is there not a need in

ih. long.. term to ensure that the reporting is accu-

rate? His the Commission given any thought to a way

in which spot checks might be carried out, and if not,
why not?

Mr Jenkins. - You cannot decide whether a repon is

..cr..t. until you have got a rePon. A non-existent

report cannot be inaccurate. I suppose that may be

regarded as one of its few virtues. However, let us

have the reports 
^nyway.I 

think that in the Commu-
nity we muit proceed rc a significant extent upon the

baiis of trust.-If we are going to believe that all the

information we are given is inaccurate, we are going

to have to have a very much larger Commission

bureaucracy than we have at the moment. However, if
.ny .*..pi.s of inaccurate rePoning,are brought rc
,y 

"rt.nrion 
by the honourable Member or anybody

elie, *e will consider what ought to be done.

Mr Harris. - Does the President share my view that

there is extensive flouting of the Present fishing
controls? This was shown by the recent United King-
dom television film on how some Member States are

turning a blind eye to landings.. of herring which
appare"ntly have bei n caught illegally.'I0 hat. assurances

cin the Piesident give that if we do succeed in getting

a common fisheries policy - and I for one want to see

a common fisheries policy - there will be effective

policing? Such a policy will cenainly collaps-e if some

iish....n have to keep the rules and other fishermen

apparently get away with not keeping them'

Mr Jenkins. - It is, of course, easy to. have accusa-

tion and counter-accusation, but clearly a common

fisheries policy, which I very much hope we shall have

in the near future and which is essential from a whole

variety of points of view, must be based on accurate

..po.iing and everybody observing the rules.

President. - Question No 8 by Mr Boyes (H-130/
80):

'S7ould the Commission detail the latest position in
relation to Spanish Steel's proposals, -published 

in

1979, ro incriase production capacity from 13'9 m'

tonnes in 1978 to 18.6 m. tonnes in 1985?

Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. - (F) I
am able io inform the honourable Member that the

decision' concerning the Spanish steel production

programme was cancelled by a royal. decree of 21

Mri.h 1980. The reason for this cancellation was that

rhe figures shown in the first Programme for the Span-

ish sleel indusrry no longer corresponded to the

present situation of the European steel indusry'
'Mo..or.r, 

the Commission is in constant contact with

the Spanish authorities on the subject of the steel

indusiry with a view to ensuring that the restructuring-

of thatindustry is effecrcd in coordination with that of
our own steel industry'

Mr Boyes. - I was not exactly sure what.Mr Davig-

non *., saying there, but if he is saying that there is

not going to be a reduction in Spapish steel production

and"thatlt is likely to stay at its Present-volume, then

we would welcome that on behalf of the Spanish

steel-workers. Ve would not want the same thing to
happen to the Spanish steelworkers when they enter-

,h.'Cornrnunity as has happened to the steelworkers of
France and ihe United Kingdom, and possibly

Denmark, and Belgium, over the Past few years' In

fact, the Socialist Group had a visit to Germany last

*eei, *he.. we found the steel industry losing thou-

sands of jobs too. It might suggest that the Commis-

sion's forecasting model, whichever one they are

using, is not giuing them the best possible forecast'

Cutblcks ".. iuppos.d to be an adjustment to world

demands, but I would Iike to suggest to Mr Davignon

- and I would like his comments on this - that steel

demand is rising on a world scale and also that world

overcapacity is- likely to be overtaken by demand

within the next few years. I would therefore like to
know why it is that within the Comniunity jobs are

being losi and capacity is being reduced when the

demand for steel seems to be on the uPturn.

Mr Davignon. - (F) My answer was perfectly clear'

Mr Boyes said in his question that the Spanish authori-

ties intended to step up their steel production, on the

basis of a decree, from 14 million tonnes to l8'5
million tonnes. I totd him that this information was

incorrect. Is that not sufficiently clear?

Secondly, steel consumption in the indusrialized
count.ies, i.e. those *heri *e have better prospects for
sales than elsewhere, is fatling each year by a known

percentage. It is believed that steel consumPtion in the

United Siates will be some 20 o/o lower in 1980 than in

1979. Yle therefore note with real anxiety that steel

consumption is declining in the industrialized coun-

tries, that it is slowly rising in the developing countries

end that in the rest of the world it is growing less

slowly than the gross national product and is more

than covered by ihe production of the new Member

States. This fact must be faced and it is important to

determine Community measures to arrive at a remedy'

As to the suggestion that these countries are experi-
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encing a crisis in rheir steel industry because of their
membership of rhe Community ihe facts are so
obviously conrrary to rhis assertion that rhere seems no
need for me [o go into this any further.

Mr Bonde. - (DK) ln the last few days the Danish' newspapers have been reporting rumours that the
Commission might ban subsidiei ro rescue the only
Danish steel rolling mill, in Frederiksvaerk, which is
crucial ro employment in that town. Could the
Commission confirm or deny rhe rumours? Needless
to say we are hoping it will deny them.

Mr Davignon. - (F) | am able ro confirm to rhe
honourable Member that these rumours are totally
without foundarion rnd thar the documents will bl
studied just as they are in all the other Community
countries with a view to providing specific, practical
aid to atrain the known objectives. I im famiiiar wirh
the situation of rhe steelworks to which he referred,
where all the condirions exist for it to continue to
operare without any problems.

President. - I crll Mr Normanron on a point of
order.

Mr Normant Mr President, may I draw your
attention to Rule 47B', and before you bring euestion
Time to its normal conclusion, may I give noriie rhar I
shall be asking you to apply Rule +7B as far as rhe
requesr for a rextile debate is concerned. May I have
yo.ur undertaking rhar before you close rhis debare you
will call me to exercise rhe right provided under Rule
478?

President. - 
\U7e shall consider rhe marter at the end

of Question Time.

lyeslion No 9 by Mr Parterson (H-245/BO, formerly
0- I 6/80) :

Vhar action does the Commission plan to take in
support of the International year of rhe Disabled in
l98l?

Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of the Commission. -(NL) The Commission does indeed consider that it
must make a contribution ro the International year of
the Handicapped in 1981. '$7e have already embarked
on ,a number of activities which are m be ipeeded up.
VJ shall shonly be in a position to inform'p".ii.rn.n,
of the activities rhat we are preparing.

Mr Patterson. - M.y I thank the Commissioner for
that nor very informarive answer. I would have liked
to 

\1o_w whar.exacrly the Commission was doing. But
could I press him in one panicular area, which ls the

matter of children suffering from physical or mental
handicap'? Some time ago, rhe Commission issued a
study 'Special education in rhe Community - devel-
opmenrs and rrends' called rhe Ji.irgenson repor in
which a very large number of seniible suggesrions
were made, both for the transirion of youn-f people
from education to working life and on rp..iil 

'provi-

sions for the handicapped within the educarion sysrem.
May I ask whar has happened to rhe 30 or 40 sinsible
recommendations in that report, which the Commis-
sion has promised to publish; and will a special effon
be made in in the International Year of the Disabled in
the matter of handicapped children?

Mr Vredeling. - (NL)k is rrue thar my answer was
cryptic-b!r I rhought I was complying with the general
wish of Parliament by giving a brieireply. But now I
am being criricized for nor answering'at sufficient
lengrh.

In prepararion for rhe Internarional year of the
Handicapped we are in the firsr place preparing a
special study, firstly on special measures by way of
incentives and secondly on technical aids in- the
modern microelecrronics sector which can often be of
grear benefir rc rhe handicapped. Ve are also seeking
mutual recognirion between the Member States oT
parking facilities for the handicapped. Then we are
looking inro ways of making public means of trans-
port, including aircraft, readily accessible to rhe handi-
clpped, and finally we are reviewing srarisrical marer-
ial on occuparional raining

As regards the special question concerning measures
for handicapped, young children, I can only say rhar
we have no aurhoriry whatever in this area. Ve are
doing what we can for rhe handicapped, but the Social
Fund rules even exclude financing of sheltered work-
places.. .l have already had occasion ro express my
dissatisfaction with this situarion in parliament. But
the fact is that we can only give subsidies to projecrs
for rhe handicapped if the piojects relate to :gainful
employment' ro use rhe English term. Everythiig else
is beyond our authority.

Mr Enright. - Perhaps in fact you will rule rhat half
of the answer ro my question should be given by you
yourself. However, I should like ro ask ihe Commis-
sion if in fact it has plans to make access to Commis-
sion buildings much easier for rhe handicapped. Simi-
larly can ir exert some pressure upon paifiament to
ensure rhat.rhe buildings where it mee6 have adequare
access for the handicapped?

Mr Vredeling. - (NL) In the Commission we
employ a fairly 

. 
high percentage of handicapped

persons, cenainly higher rhan the average, and we try
to offer rhem the besr possible faciliries-in our build-
ings. However, as you know, we are using existing
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buildings thar are rented by us. '$(/'e do not have a

compleii: say in the matter. The second part of your
queriion was addressed to the President rather than to
me.

President. - I do not feel that I can provide an

.answer now.

Mr Hume. - Could I make a positive suggestion ro

the Commissioner, which is contained in Question No
16, but which will not be reached? The suggestion,
which really arises out of his own reply, is that he

should look at the possibility of extending the existing

criteria - or at least the interpretation of the criteria,
for aid rc the handicapped from the Social Fund?

As the Commissioner understands, that aid is currently
confined to training for open employment, and is very
narrowly interpreted. !flould the Commissioner not

agree that all work for the rehabilitation of the handi-

cipped is designed to enable them to lead more

normal lives and therefore to Prepare them for open

ernployment? Could he not give a much more liberal

intirpretation to those criteria? I understand from his

last reply that in fact he is in symPathy with what I am

saying, and I am sure that he would have the symPathy

-a.rd iuppo.t of Parliament in giving a much wider and

more liberal interpretation to those criteria'

MrVredeling. - (NL)lwish I could give a positive

answer to the honourable Member's question. ln 1979

applications were made for appropriations toralling
lb4 million EUA for the handicapped while we had

only 5l million at our disposal. In 1980 applications

roull.d 125 million against the available 71.5 million'
This means that we ca;not apply the criteria as flexibly
as we should like. That is out of the question. Ve have

to apply stricr rules. S7e have rc limit our contributions
and ihis may sometimes aPpear unjust. I fully agree

with the honourable Member's poinc that in the case

of 'sheltered workplaces aid for the handicapped

should not be conditional on their performing econ-

omically profitable work. However, the basic Social

Fund rigulations would then have rc be changed and

that is not the subject of our debate today.

Miss Brookes. - Like my colleagues I was disap-

pointed at the answers given by Commissiorrer Vredel-

ing. They were very indecisive and disappointing. But
Mi Vredeling, you have stated that you cannot help

the handicapped and the mentally handicapped due to
the present guidelines of the Social Fund. \7ill you

therefore give an assurance that you will endeavour to

broaden the guidelines of the Social Fund so that in

future you can help the mentally handicapped? But
within ihe terms of your Present brief - panicularly
next year, the Year of the Disabled - can you use

funds from the Social Fund.for educational purPoses

to help members of the whole community to treat the

mentally handicapped as normal people who have lives

of their own to live. Vill you, Mr Commissioner, use

fuhds available to you for educational and propaganda

purposes rc help people who are disabled? Vill you

Lse-the word 'disabled' in its broadest possible sense to

include the mentally handicapped, the blind and the

deaf. If you wish to have sratistics, Mr Commissioner,

10 babies out of every 100 are born with one handicap

or another, in other words with one form of disable-

ment or another. It may be deafness, it may be blind-

ness,'ir may be a mental handicap, it may be spina

bifida. Thai is the tremendous problem which people

are facing, and I ask you to do all you can in 1981, the

Year of the Disabled?

Mr Vredeling. - (NZ) I want to remove one misun-

derstanding. I said that our funds are limircd but all

the categoiies mentioned by Mrs Brookes are eligible

fo. supp=on from the Social Fund. No one is better

placedihan I am to know this, Mrs Brookes. But I did

make'one reservation.

I am making the reservation that this can only be done

in the case ihat aftet training leads to gainful employ-

ment; that is in the basic rules of the Social Fund,

which I cannot change, nor can I change the guide-

lines. Because if I did so I would be called back by the

Committee on Budgets that ensures that we spend the

money in the right way. So, we do what we can and

*e hllp those iategories that you mentioned, the

blind, tire deaf, the mentally handicapped also, but the

criteria, which I do not like and would like to change,

is that it should lead to gainful employment. That is

one of the consequences that I mentioned before, Mr
President: the onesidedness of this economic treaty.

Mrs Hammerich. - (DK) The Commission is

accused of not having done enough yet in view of the

impending International Year of the Disabled, but I do
not feel that *e should invariably be so critical and

negative at im failure to make Protress.

It is arguable that the Commission has alrcady

achieved-something in advance of the Year of the

Disabled. Each year the Member States are given

guidelines for their economies, and if the Commission
is dissatisfied we are told to exercise wage restraint

and in panicular to cut public expenditure. These cuts

will soon take effect, and they will be cuts in social

spending which will hit the weakest members of
slciety hardest, and that includes the disabled. Thus
rhe Commission's general economic policy *ill have

indirect consequences for the disabled in my country
too.

Does not the Commission see the contradiction
between a general economic policy impoverishing
welfare faciliiies on the one hand and on the other the

isolated facilities for the disabled in air transpon and

car parks? Do they not seem derisory? And I should

' ft,"'.1
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also like ro know, Mr Commissioner, whether care for
rhe disabled does not acrually lie oumide the Commis-
sion's sphere of competence?

Mr Vredeling. - (NL) I cannot refure rhe honoura-
ble Member's remarks as far as rhe purport of her
question is concerned. It is rrue rhat high priority is
often given - and nor always rightly - ro 

-rhe

economrc or monerary aspect insread of ro social
considerations. I can only agree with her.

President. - Quesrion No lO by Mr Romualdi
(H- 253 / 80, formerly 0 - 2 I / 80) :

'!/har security measures does the Commission intend
to take to pu[ a srop ro the series of savage murders of
Lrbyan refugees in the countries of rhe Community
and ro rhe activiries of rhe hired assassins acting with
the backing of the authorities of their counrg, follow-
ing the threats made on various occasions by the
Libyan Head of Stace, Colonel Gaddafi, whose inten-
pion it is in this way to eliminate all opposirion to his
regime and all dissidents?

Mr Jenkins, President of the Commission. - Ir is nor
wirhin the power of the Commission ro take securiry
measures ro prorecr the lives of Libyan refugees in the
countries of rhe Community.

President. - Question No I I by Mr Tyrrell (H-l7O/
80):

Did the Commission, in relation ro the burter for
which tenders for expon to Russia were considered
on 30 April, propose a minimum selling price lower
rhan rhe tender received, and if so, how *as rhis price
calculated ?

I

Mr Jenkins, President of the Commission, - For the
tender of 29 April offers were received for a total
quanriry of 20900 ronnes at prices jusr above ll0
ECU per hundred kilogrammes. The Commission,
after obtaining rhe advicJof rhe managemenr commit-
tee, decided to fix rhe minimum selling price ar llO
E9U pg hundred kilogrammes, thereby accepring rhe
offers. This intervention butrer was 

"t [.ast a'yeai old
and, after raking accounr of quality dererioraiion and
the cost of im funher srorage, we decided ir was
advantageous ro us ro p.oceed *irh the sale.

Mr Tyrrell. - Mr Presidenr, after that frank answer,
with the acknowledgemen[ by rhe Commission of
responsibiliry for insrigaring the reneu/ed sales of
subsidized butter ro Russia, could rhe Commission
explain why ir suspended expon refunds on sales of
butter to Russia in February, bur has now reintrod-
uced them in May?

Mr Jenkins. - This was nor a quesrion of expon
refunds, as the honourable Member, I rhink, knows.
This tender, which was accepred at rhe end of April,
concerned intervention butrer which we had had in
stock for over a year.

'We have now abandoned rhe sysrem of tenders for
intervention burter and this was a commercial decision
based on the fact, among other rhings, that interven-
tion stocks of burter in the Communiry have been
substantially reduced thanks ro our successful manage-
ment of rhe markets. 'We have taken the the necessary
administrative measures !o ensure that exports of
butter ro the Sovier Union of wharever type do not
exceed radirional levels, in fact no exporr, cerrificates
for burter ro rhe Sovier Union have bJen issued since
the end of May.

Now, as rhe Commission has made perfectly clear to
the House on a number of occasions, the Commission
has responsibiliry for managing rhis policy. It does not
have responsibiliry for introducing a toully differenr
political dimension into it from rhar which the Council
has approved. The Council position is that we should
not exceed traditional exporr levels, which average
75 000 ronnes for rhe lasr rhree years. The rctal expon
certificares to rhe Sovier Union for rhe first six months
of this year are for 37 000 tonnes, 8 000 of which was'
in the first part of January before the introduction of
special measures. This is within the limit and we have
every intenrion of ensuring that rhe average for the
traditional exporr.s in the lasr rhree years, *hich I may
say is less rhan half of the sales in 1979, will not be
exceeded. Thar is rhe Commission's policy in a diffi-
cult position, as has made absolutely clear m rhis
House in a number of debates and in replies ro ques-
tions, and it is the policy to which the Commission will
stick.

Mr Hord. - The President of the Commission has
indicated rhar rhe Commission has now abandoned the
open-tender sysrem and I wdnder why rhis has come
about, because in the official reply to Mr Tyrrell it was
stated that rhe offers for a recent render were too low.
I am surprised rhat rhe Commission has nken this
decision to reven to rhe old sysrem, bearing in mind
that we had the mosr unsarisfactory siruarion with the
French millionaire salesmen. Is the Commissioner now
suggesting that it is ro reverr ro rhese old, unacceptable
practices ?

Mr Jenkins. - No, what really has changed is thar
our successful management of rhe market - and this
does not mean large sales ro rhe Soviet Union, because
I have given rhe figures and these are much less than
last year - has enabled us ro reduce our butter stocks
quite substanrially. Our exporrs to desrinations orher
than rhe Soviet Union have been running at record
levels and burter production in rhe Community in rhq
first quarcer of t98O declined for the first time i., ,r"ny
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Jenkins

yeais, while at the same time there has been a cenain
hardening of world market prices for dairy products.
Against this background and not wishing to make
further commirments against the 1980 budget, which
has still not been finally adopted, we decided to
reduce the level of restitutions for butter and to make
certain other changes. But it does not affect our
general policy which has been clearly stated by Vice-
President Gundelach and myself on several occasions
in the past.

Mr Seligman. - Many people in my country have
been angry thar butter was sold to the Russians at
prices considerably lower than could be otained even
by schools and hospitals in our own country. I calcu-
late that this 110 ECU per hundred kilogrammes
works oud at 31p per pound which is now the same

price as schools can buy it at in England. Am I right in
that calculation, am I right in saying we have now got
it on an equal basis?

Mr Jenkins. - I think - although I would like to
check this and communicate with the honourable
Member - that he is probably approximately right.
Certainly this sale of old butter, which accounts for
ouei half the sales to the Soviet Union during the past

half year, and which was costing us 35 ECU per
hundred kilogrammes to keep in stock was, in our
view, a sale which was advantageous to the Commu-
nity, which is why we did it, and not to rhe Sovie[
Union.

Mr Harris. - Although I accept what the President
of the Commission said about the decisions of the
Council, does the President of the Commission feel

that in his position he can ignore totally rhe political
consequences of these sales, and does he accept tha[
there is resentment, not just in the United Kingdom,
but in other countries as well over these sales, and that
really those political considerations are far more
imponant than the commercial ones?

Mr Jenkins. - I do accept that there are political
considerations here, but I also believe that she

Commission, while having a certain amount. of scope

for important management decisions, has to work with
the Council in this matter. I have found this, as I think
the'honourable Member and the House knows, one of
the most difficutt issues with which we have had rc
deal in the first six months of this year. The honoura-
ble Member knows that there are differing views in
this House and one knows the quarter, which I resPect
very much, from which the questions tend to come.

There are not unanimous views in this House, but I
have certainly endeavoured to take fully into account
views which have been expressed and, insofar as is
reasonable for the Commission, the political consequ-
ences. I think, in view of all the difficulties, the course
we have steered, while being far from perfect, could
have been a good deal worse than it has been.

President. - I call Mr Normanton who has indicated
that he wishes to make a proposal.

Mr Normanton. - Mr President, may I thank you
for giving me the opportunity to submit a formal
request under Rule 478 for a debate on the EEC
rextile industrT. Under this rule, as you will no doubt
have checked, any 5 Members may submit a request

for a debate - we,used to call it an actuality debate -where it was felt that the matter was one of general
and particular topical interest, and particularly where
the replies of the Commission were regarded as inade-
quate to meer the urgency of the situadon. I know, Mr
President, that it would be administratively inconven-
ient for a debate to take place strictly in accordance
with Rule 47B, which says that it should be held
immediarcly afrer Question Time. It may well be diffi-
cult to hold a debate now since the agenda is already
heavily loaded for the whole of this week's part-
session, but I know I would be expressing the views of
at least 9 Members who have given me their names in

support of this request if I asked you to give an assur-

ance that this debate will be held over until the
September part-session. I would earnestly hope, Mr
President, that you will look favourably on this
request, and though it may not be in your comPetence

as the chairman of this session to give a firm undertak-
ing, I hope that Madam Veil will in fact and do all she

can to ensure that a debate on the EuroPean Economic
Community textile industry and its difficulries is

placed on the agenda for the September part-session.

(Applause from oarious quarters )

President. - I should like to thank Mr Normanton
for being so understanding. Clearly at this late hour
and with the number of items still on the agenda there
is no question of improvising a debate on a matter of
this importance. However, I am more than willing to
submit this proposal to the Bureau with the recom-
mendation that it be adopted.

(Applause from certain quarters on the centre and on the

right).

Question time is closed.

18 . Deoelopment of an air-trafic control system

President. - The next item is the report (Doc.
l-274/80) by Mr Janssen van Raay, on behalf of the

Commitree on Transpon, on lhe development of a

coordinated European air traffic control system (Doc.
| -5s4 /79).

I call Mr Pannella on a point of order.

Mr Pannella. - (F)Mr President, I should just like
an explanation. It is novt 7.45. I am informed that

I see Annex
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Pannella

twelve speakers have pur rheir names down for the
debate following the sraremenr by the rapponeur.
Vhat procedure is the Presidency intending rc follow?
N7hen shall we be conrinuing our debate.?

As far as I am concerned, Mr President, I should
gladly waive my right to speak because of the impon-
ance of arriving at.a conclusion, but if I do not speak
the amendmenm which I have tabled will lapse. I shall
therefore speak very briefly.

President. - Ve shall clearly nor be able ro finish rhe
debate this evening. It will therefore be continued on
Thursday.

I call Mr Moreland.

Mr Morcland. - Mr President, rhe reason for hold-
ing this debate roday is thar the minisrers responsible
for this subject are meering romorrow. Since there is

no point in holding it on Thursday, it is essenrial rhat
if we cannot complete ir tonight we conrinue it first
thing tomorrow.

President. - The marrer will be put ro the Bureau.

I call Mr Moorhouse.

Mr Moorhouse. - Mr President, it is not often rhar I
find myself in agreemenr wirh Mr Pannella, but I
would urge rhar sufficienr rime be reserved for a
debate on this extremely imponanr subjecr of Euro-
control which affects every single Member of rhis
House. You indicated in your preliminary reply rhat
you intend to conrinue the debate on Thursday. May I
however ask whether you could reconsider your deci-
sion and. continue the debate tomorrow morning,
which would in many ways seem far preferable.

President. - I call Mr Seefeld.

Mr Seefeld. - (D) 'Mr President, in my capacity as
chairman of rhe Commitree on Transpon, I wish ro
emphasize the importance of the whole problem of air
traffic safety in Europe. The committee has taken
great pains; it had hoped rhar a decision could be
reached roday because the Ministers are due ro meet
tomorrow and may rake decisions which rhis Assembly
does not want. The Committee on Transpoft was
unanimous. If a ,particular Member now feels rhat he
must table a large number of amendments, he is of
course perfecrly endtled to do so but I regret the fact
greatly because our unanimity may be impaired if we
cannor rake the vote in good rime.

Mr President, I appeal ro you a[ the very least ro see to
it that our debate is continued romorrow morning to
enable us ro bring the views of rhe major politicat
groups in Parliament ro rhe arten[ion of the Minisrers
who are meering romorrow; this matrer is imponant to

Eurocontrol since Eurocontrol must survive! And our
Assembly musr express a positive opinion herel

(Applause in vaious parts of tbe House)

President. - I fully understand, Mr Seefeld, your
reaction and your concern. I, too, feel thar it is vbry
regrettable that a rcpic as imponanr as air safery
cannot be deah with in such a way as to enable us to
arrive at conclusions.

Unfonunately, we are bound by limits which we
cannot exceed. The order of business for rhis sitting,
which was adopred by Parliament, stipulates that
romorrow morning will be devoted ro the sratement by
the President-in-Office of rhe Council. The agenda
cannot, therefore, be amended.

I call Mr Berkhouwer.

Mr Berkhou (NL) May I make a useful
suggestion, Mr President. The responsible Council of
Ministers is to meet tomorrow and we are unfortun-
ately due ro conrinue rhis debate on Thursday. Could
you no[ put rhe following quesrion ro the House:
might we not reach unanimous agreemenl to send a
telegram, in our capaciry as Members of Parliament,
this evening, requesring the Council at irs meering
romorrow in Brussels not to reach any decisions
before our Parliamenr has delivered its opinion? I
think that with good will in this House, rhis should be
possible. But I already see Mr Pannella is objecting . . .

President. - Thank you for your suggesrion, Mr
Berkhouwer, which I shall forward ro the Presidenr. I
cannot make any commirmenrs in this regard, bur rhe
President may inform the Council of Minisrers that,
for reasons ourside her control, Parliament has nor
been able to debate.or vote on rhe question.

I call MrJanssen van Raay.

Mr Janssen van Raay, Rapporteur - (NZ) Mr Presi-
dent, firsr a procedural point. If the whole debate is to
be held over ro Thursday, I think it would be prefera-
ble for me also ro give my inrroducrory sraremenr on
Thursday. I shall need rwenty minutes for rhal I
strongly supporr Mr Berkhouwer's suggestion. Let us
put this ro rhe vore. The draft repon was unanimously
approved by rhe Commirtee on Transpon. It is there-
fore reasonable to expect Parliament to endorse this
suggestion: we can now concentrate on the text of the
telegram. I should prefer to begin my introductory
statemenr when all rhe speakers are presenr so rhar
they can lisren to me and I in my rurn hear what rhey
have to say. Ve could rhen hold a shorr debate on this
subject. I fully agree therefore with the practical
proposal made.by Mr Berkhouwer.

As a direcrly elecred Parliament we should be able co
.' obtain respecr from rhe Council for our position. And

I should prefer ro begin my inrroductory sraremen!
when we have.time for the proper debare.

''l ^ /\1-,'t .' ,/'
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President. - I call Mr Cottrell.

Mr Cottrell. - I was really going to agree with Mr
Berkhouwer's idea, but, just to add one other
comment, how dead is our deadline? May we continue
for the relatively few minutes beyond eight o'clock
which we need to complete the debarc on this very
important subject?

President. - !fle have exactly six minutes left!

I call Mr Pannella.

Mr Pannella. - (F) Mr President, it is not for me to
discuss Mr Berkhouwer's style. I want to say quite
simply that I agree fully to action of the kind he has

proposed. However, Mr Berkhouwer was a President
of this Parliament - although of course under differ-
enr conditions - and he knows perfectly well that we

can pur a resolution to the vote but not a relegram. I
think then that, 'unless it can be proved to the
contrary, the President would be expressing our
unanimous views by sending a telegram on the lines

indicated by Mr Berkhouwer. I hope that the Presi-
dent will do so but we cannot take a vote on a tele-

8ram.

A funher point, Mr President: it is sufficient for ten of
us [o move an amendment to the agenda to enable this
item to be debarcd tomorrow. In that case I shall waive
most of my amendmenrc because I agree complercly
on rhe urgency and substance of the repon and believe

that a telegram should be sent this evening and that
romorrow we should be in a position to inform the
Council of the conclusion of our debate.

If rhe debate is held tomorrow, we shall withdraw
most of our amendments. I therefore propose that rcn

of us should ask at this stage for a debarc to be held, if
only very briefly, tomorrow before or after the debate

on the proBramme of the Luxembourg Presidency to
enable us to take a vote and arrive at a conclusion. In
that case, I repeat, most of my amendments will be

widhdrawn.

President. - I call Mr Herman.

Mr Herman. - (F) I have another suggestion to Put
to you and the Assembly, a suggestion which takes

account of the fact that this rePort was adopted by a

very large majority, if not unanimously, by the

Committee on Transport. Since the Council of Minis-
ters is meeting tomorrow, it is urgent for it to be

acquainted with the opinion of Parliament: . My
proposal is therefore that we adopt this repon without
debate. \fle can vote on the amendments tomorrow or
at the next voting time, but we can close the debate.

That would enable us to inform the Council very
rapidly and at the same time - since a broad unanim-
iry prevailed in the Committee - to advance our work
as iapidly as possible without having to debate this
matter again on Thursday.

President. - I call Mr Cardia.

Mr Cardia. - (I) Mr President, I do not think it
possible to accept at this stage in our sitting the
proposal made by the previous speaker because a vote
of rhis kind would deprive Parliament's decision of all
weight. I think the only path open to us is to follow
the suggestion agreed to by many of our cqlleagues:
rhe President should make use of his authority to
request the Council which will be meeting tomorrow
not to take a decision - especially a decision running
coun[er to the motion for a resolution drafted by our
committee - until this Assembly has debated and

voted on the document now before it.

President. - I have noted with interest the various
suggestions put forward.

Mr Herman I must say that I do not see how we could
adopt a report of such imponance without debate,
without hearing the rapponeur, without allowing
other Members to express their views and without the
amendments which might be tabled and possibly
adopted. Despite their imponance committee repons
they alone cannot take the place of debate and vote in
plenary sitting. I cannot rherefore accept this sugges-

tion.

I should like to assure Mr Pannella that I have never

for a moment considered asking the House to vo[e on
a telegram. The only possible course of lcdon - the
decision does not rest with me - would be for the

-President, if she considers it apprgpriate, to inform the
Council tomorrow of the state of the question,
perhaps communicate to it unofficially and purely for
rhe sake of'documentation the text of the committee's
report so as to provide information for government
representatives at the meeting. As I am only Vice-Pres-
ident I can do no more than pass on this suggestion-

Are there any objections to Mr Janssen van Raay's

request? t
That is agreed.

19. Agendafor next sitting

President. - The next sitting will take place tomor-
row, Tuesday, 8 July 1980, ai 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. witli
the following agenda:

- Decision on request for urgent debarc

- Council stalement on rhe programme of the
Luxembourg presidency, followed by a debate

- Luster repor[ on the amendment of Parliament's
Rules of Procedure (debate)

5.30 p.m. until 7 p.m.: Question time (questions to the

Council and to the Foreign Ministers)

The sitting is closed.

(The sitting utas closed at I P.*.)
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ANNEX

Action tahen by tbe Commission o, opiriors ofthe European Parliament adopted daing the lune 1 980
part-session

l. As agreed with the Bureau, the Commission informs Members ar the beginning of every pan-
session of the action ir has taken on opinions delivered at the previous pan-iession.

2. At its June pan-session, the European Parliament delivered 20 opinions in response to Council
requests for consultation.

3. At its June pan-session, Parliament debated the following 15 repons which received favourable
opinions or did not give rise ro requesrs for formal amendments:

- Repon by Mr Muntingh on a proposal relating to the conclusion of the convention on rhe
conservation of European wild life and natural habirats

- Report by Mr Caillavet on a proposal for the common organizarion of rhe market in
processed fruit and vegetable products

- Repon by Mr Dalsass on a proposal for the common organization of rhe market in wine

- Report by Mr Buchou on three proposals relating to the conclusion of the Fisheries Agree-
ment with Spain and to measures for the management of fishery resources applicable to vessels
flying the Spanish or Canadian flags

- Repon by Mr Kirk on temporary joint measures for the restructuring of rhe inshore frshing
industry

- Repon by Mr Lynge on three proposals on measures relating to the management of fishery
resources and applicable to Faroese, Norwegian and Swedish vessels

- Repon by Mr Davern on a proposal fixing the amount of aid for the hop sector in respect of
the 1979 harvesr

- Repon by Mr Buchou on the eradication of African swine fever in Ponugal

- Report bv Mr Buchou on six proposals for measures to combat classical swine fever

- Proposal for a directive concerning the performance of hearing equipmenr used to heat prem-
ises and produce hor water

- Report by Mr Ligios on the beef and veal seoor

- Report by Mr Louwes on two proposals concerning tariff quotas for cows and bulls

- Report by Mr Radoux on the prorective measures provided for rn rhe Agreemenr wirh Yugos-
lavia

- Report by MrJohnson on fruir juices and cenain similar products

- fff" 
by Mr Remilly on the marketing and use of cenain dangerous subsances and prepara-

4. Parliament proposed the amendment of Commission proposals in five cases and in four of thesc
cases the Commission agreed to such amendmenr:

- *:f" 
by Mrs Feuillet on two proposals concerning alkaline chlorides in the aquatic environ-

- The Commission is preparing an amended proposal which will be forwarded to the Council
and Parliament in September.

- Repon by Mr Menens on ihe discharge of aldrrn rnto rhe aquxrrc en\,rronmenr

- The Commission is preparing an amended proposal which will be forwarded to the Council
and Parliament in September.

- Report by Mr Roudy on a directive concerning the major accident hazards of cenain indus-
trial activities

- The Commission is preparing an amended proposal which will be forwarded to the Councrl
and Parliament in September.

- Repon by Mr Jurgens on a regulation on the common organization of the marker in oils and
fets

- The Commission is preparing an amended proposal which will shonly be forwarded ro the
Council and Parliament

In the case of Mrs Schleicher's report on the approximation of Member States' legislation on
cosmetic products, The Commission explained its reasons for wishing to leave the proposal as ir
stood.
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Questions uhich could not be answered during Question Time, toith utitten ansu)ers

Question No 12, by Mr Renilly (H-179/80)

Subject: Harmonization of speed limits in Europe

Does the Commission intend ro propose harmonization of the speed limits on road and motorways in

the nine Community countries?

Answer

No. The Commission feels rhat there are more pressing problems in the transpon field than speed

limits and rhat it can rake more constructive and effective measures than that suggested by the

honourable Member.

Question No 1 3, by Mr Adan ( H- I 98/80)

Subject : Information policy

Bearing in mind the imponance of full informadon, will the Commission undenake to widen the

.on,r"I of visiting journalists with other institutions of the Community to ensure contact with the

Parliament's ...b.., and in particular members panicipating in meetings in Brussels?

Ansuer

'\flhen the Commission's information service prepares programmes for journalists visiting Brussels for
general briefings, ir normally conracts the Parliament's information services to arrange for the Parlia-
irent's own staff to give a briefing on the Parliament. Similar contacts are made, albeit less frequently
with other institutions and with the Economic and Social Committee.

Vhilst the Commission would welcome the panicipation of members of the Parliament in these

programmes, its information service is not in a position to undenake the necessary contac$ with indi-
vidual members.

Question No 14, by Mrs Lizin (H-199/80)

Subiect: Allocation of responsibilities within the new Commission

Does not the Commission consider that to give a single Commissioner resPonsibility for both en-ergy

policy and nuclear safety, areas which may often havi conflicting aims, will have an inhibiting effect,

ind rhat there is good reason to separate the two areas of respons.ibility?

Answer

Since rhe Commission has collegiate responsibility for all questions within its competence, the alloca-

tion of portfolios is a matter of administrative convenience.

Under rhe presenr Commission, energy policy and nuclear safety are the separate responsibilities of
Mr Brunnei and of Mr Narali respettively. As to the allocation of responsibilities within the new

Commission, that is not a matter for the present Commission.

Questictn No 15, by Mr Hord (H-206/80)

Subject: Sales to Iran

Vill the Commission confirm that sales of surplus Community agricultural commodities have recently

been made to Iran and if so would the Commission indicate the commodities concerned, the quanti-

ties involved, the dates of the transactions and rhe amount of the EEC subsidy given?

Ansuer

Together with other third countries, Iran has for a long time been quite an impormnt.market for
Co-mmunity agricultural exporrs. The relevant statistics will be provided by the Commission in reply

to Vrirten'Qtistion No +OSZSO Uy Mr Danken. These statistics show thar a wide range of products

a.e .*po.tedl mainly sugar, dairy products and processed foodstuffs. As in the case of other countries,

exponers may, where Community rules allow, be paid export refunds in order rc make the Commu-

nity product more competitive on the world market.
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Community statistics are not yet available for the firsr few monrhs of tl8O; it is therefore roo early to
draw conclusions concerning the development of trade. However expon-rends, panicularly of dairy
products and sugar, appear to be consistent with recenr years. Ir shoutd be pointed oui that the
embargo-decided upon by the USA and the Community does not apply to pharmiceutical products or
foodstuffs.

Question No 16, b7 Mr Hune (H-2|a/QO)

Sublect: Social Fund aid

Is the Commission prepared to widen the criteria for aid to the handicapped under the Social Fund?

Ansuter

The need for selcction criteria arises from the fact that in recent years rhe Social Fund resources have
been totally insufficient to meet all requests for aid. If rhis situation continues, there would be no
justification for amending the directives.

The Commission considers that the present directives provide a well-balanced and objecrive basis for
the selection of applications while taking due account of the situation in areas requiring exrra aid for
vocational training for rhe disabled.

Question No 17, by Mr Vlelsh (H-227/80)

Subjecr: Letter ro rhe Commission of 22 March

Vhen does the Commission intend to answer my letter of 22 March addressed to Commissioner
vouel in connecrion with his answer ro oral Quesrion H-286/7gt by Mr Pininfarina?

Answer.

I am in a position to inform Parliament that Mr Vouel has replied by letrer of 22 lune l98O to the
letter from the htrnourable Member.

Question No 18, by Mr Moreland (H-233/g0): held ooer

Question No 19, by MrAnsquer (H-234/80)

Subject: Competition from imports of chemicals from the Easr

Vhat does the Commission intend-to do to put an end to the permanent thrcar facing our indusrries
in the form of large scale impons of chemicals from the East?

Ansaner

'Vhere trade in chemical producm between East European countries and the Community are
concerned it is incorrect to speak of'the permanent threar in rhe form of large scale imports of ihe.-
icals'.

Such a threat does not exisr.

The figures at the Commission's. disposal indicate that trade in chemical products between the two
regions showed a positive and sable n€t balance in favour of the Communii in tgZg and 1979.

On the other hand a_problem exists with regard to rhe exponation price poliry practices by East
European countries which, as our experience of trade defence has shown has'meant^that rhe majority
of cherhical anti-dumping cases have involved impons from Easr European countries.

For the moment our trade defence system has been able ro keep rhis phenomenon under control.

Question No 2Q by Mr Bucbou (H-235/80)

Subject: Unsarisfactory level of increase in agricultural prices

Does the Commission not consider that the increase in agricultural prices agreed on recently by rhe
Council is insufficient to cover agricultural costs and do-es it not ,hink i, ,i...rrrryo .nuir"g. ,n
additional increase before the stan of the l98O/gl marketing year?

I Debates of the European Parliament, No 251, p. 23.
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Question No 21, by Mr Deleau (H-235/80)

Subject: Community-level policy on energy prices

io., ,h. Commission think it would be possible to Pursue a policy on enerBy prices at Community

level? Could such a policy be combined with suitabti incentivis in order to resolve shon-term diffi-

culties?

Ansaner

Yes. Harmonization of energy prices is a possibility only in the very long rcrm, but the Commission

believes that if the .n..gy obl..iiu.s ,gr..i at the Venici Summit meetings are to be achieved there is

"n 
,rg.n, need for 

"g.I.*.n,, 
both iirhin the Community and with our industr.ial panners, on the

p.in.i"pl., that shouligou..n in..gy pricing. Consumerprices mu-st reflect condidons on the world

.".k.r, which will in ihe long t..rn b. detirmined by the cost of replacing and developing energy

resources. The Council - Enirgy - adopted a resolution endorsing these principles at its meeting

on l3 May 1980, and the Commission is preparing proposals to ensure that this agreement is tran-

slated into effecrive action.

Rational energy pricing is, in our view, a necessary condition for the realization of the extra invest-

menr needed 6 tiU..",J our economies from dependence on imponed oil. But there is also a need for

a grearly enlarged programme of public suppoft for investment in energy, especially in e_nergy saving,

ant *e telieue-thai the-Co..uniiy has 
" 

.oi. ro play in developing such a programme. Our proposals

for the development of energy poliry in this way are conained in a Communication to the European

Council d"t.d ZO March tgIb,'and in a series of four supporting papers, whose general conclusions

*e.e endo.sed by the European Council at its meeting in Luxembourg.{ork is in hand in the

Commission and in rhe Couniil, borh Energy and Economic and Financial Affairs on the elaboradon

of these.

Question No 22, by Mr Prooan (H-238/80)

Subject: Scottish raspberry trowers

\fill rhe Commission uke srcps to assist rhe Scottish raspberry growers, who last year and most prob-

ably rhis year, will be facing severe competition from raspberry. productr imponed from Eastern

Euiope? 'ihese i.pons are coming in at prices Jar below those that Member nations can compete

with and would the Commission alree thai it is for the long-term benefit of the Community that we

produce our own raspberries?

' Ansuer

Considering all the factors affecting the agricultural price fixing for the l980/81 campaign (costs. of
production] agricultural income, .arket balance, consumption, budgetary cost) the Commission

tonsiders that a reasonable compromise was reached.

Ansuer

The information available ro the Commission points to steady impons of raspberry pulp from third

countries, panicularly from Eastcrn Europe.

However, in order to obtain a clearer picture of the market in these products, the Commission has

,.quur,.d Member States to provide addidonal information on home producdon and impons. It will

noi f"il to take any necessary stePs to protect Community production'

Question No 2i, by Mrs Le Roux (H-24.0/80)

subjecr: Dumping of new poratoes by Greece and Spain on the Community market

Greece and Spain have granted subsidies on exporrs of new poatoes.to the_C_ommunity countrie.s. In

addidon, rhe Greek Go",re.nment has guaranteed its producers a price of FF 0.83 per_kilo until 31

jrff Sir* rhe Commission is responsible_formoniroring iqp9ry.of agricultural products into the

to*runiry, why has it not reacted to this development? \7ould it not agree that measures are

urgently nCeded to put a stoP to such unfair competition?

Answer

The Commission conrinually monitors developments in the Community market in new potatoes,

frii.uL"Ay where price le.,reis and trade parte.ns are concerned. It is ready [o intervene in line with

il
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the Community's international obligations whenever developmenm threaten ro upser the market
balance. In the absence of a common organization of the market and of thc common rrade policy for
this product - except in the case of the Greece, Malta and Cyprus - France and the Uniied (ing-
dom have -taken rigorous measures to cunail impons from Spain. The Commission does nor haie
enough information to initiate an investigation of the charge against Spain of subsidizing im expons
to the EEC. In the case of Greece the Commission has madJurgenr represenrations ro the dreek
authortty at a high level which have led ro the total abolition of eipon .ifunds with effecr from l4
June 1980.

Question No 24, by Mr oan Aerssen (H-244/BO)

Subject: Review of the OECD expon credit system

Is the Commission prepared to cooperate on an early and rhorough review of the OECD agreemenr
on exPort credit, with a view rc reducing government export subsidies and at the risk of dism=nions of
competition?

Answer

Not o.nly is the Commission prepared rc cooperate in improving the agreement on expon credir
subsidized from public funds; it is actively engaged in so doing.

Since the Agreement came into force on I April 1978 the Commission has on two occasions drawn up
proposals for the Council aimed at adapting the exisring provisions. Recently, in May, it mok pan in
a meeting of signatories to the Atreement and, on behalf of the Community, pur forward a bldy of
proposals onthe adaPtation of the various provisions of rhe Agreemenr including interest rarcs. These
negotiations between those involved in the agrecment are dui to continue in airumn wirh a view to
finding an overall solution acceptable rc all. -

The Commission has submitted to the Council a draft negotiation direcrive which would allow it to
legotiate an improvement in the arrangement. This proposal is being examined by ,the appropriare
Council body.

. auestion No 2G, by Sir peter Vannech (H_2 j7/BO)

Subject: Sale of home-made food and preserves for charitable purposes

Vith reference to the 1955 Bridsh Food and Drugs Act, which forbids the sale of home-made jams
and preserves unless the home kitchen is inspected and licensed, can rhe Commission confirm that
this son of de minimis legislation neither exisis in the other Member States nor is encouraged by the
Commission?

Ansuter

Section l6 of the UK Food and Drugs Act, to which the honourable Member refers, stipulares that
only officially approved premises may be used for rhe prepararion or manufa.trr. oi foodstuffs for
marketing, whether tinned or pickled in vinegar or brine.

Similar rules on the health requirements for premises on which foodstuffs are,prepa.red or manufac-
tured exist in three Member States (UK, Denmark, Ireland). The legislation of ihe-Member Srates on
whosc territory foodstuffs are sold applies to the manufacrure, coirposition and conditions of sale,
whether rhey are produced on an industrial or non-industrial basis.

such pror.isions ensure equal conditions of competition and the protection of consumers.

Question No 27, by Mr Courell (H-261/80)

Subjecr: Experiments on animals

Is the Commission aware of the disgust felt throughout Europe concerning the practice of experi-
ments uPon animals in connection with the cosmetics industry? Does rhe Commission believe thai rhe
opponunity should now be taken to establish a Code of Conduct fot the European Community
concerning the whole field of experimentation involving animals and will rhe Commission gire an
assurance that research and development funds in this area are apporrioned only with strict reia.d to
essential experimentation of a medical nature and that this work is carefully monitored tolnsure
essential humanitarian values?
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Answer

1. The Commissron is aware of rhe protests caused by certain experimenrs on animals. It has,

moreover, recenrly stated irs position in answer ro Vritten Question No 85/80 by Mrs Vays-
srde on vivisection.

2. Experiments on animals cannot be srcpped without serious risks to human health.
Ho$,ever, only essential experimenrc should be carried ou[ and erhical principles must
be respected.

3. In rhe Council of Europe the Commission is helping to draft a Convention on the use

of live animals for experimental purposes, which should provide the code of conduct
desired by the honourable Member.

4. In considering projects involving experiments on animals, the Commission ensures that.
basic humanitarian principles are respected.

Question No 28, by Mrs Cresson (H-22/80)

Sub;ect: Information on Regional Fund projects

Can the Commission reaffirm ir claim in response to my Vritten Question No 1692179r) that it
'respecrs the wishes of some Member Srates which prefer the precise location of Regional Fund
projects nor ro be indicared, and could ir say which Member States they are and why they want to
keep the location of ERDF projects secret when Members of the European Parliament and the public
have a right to such information?

Answer

l. As the Commission has already srated, in panicular in its annual reports on the activity of the

Regional Fund and in answer ro Oral Question No H-188/801), it atuches great imponance to
information on the activities of the ERDF.

The main types of information are:

- the publication of projects receiving aid in the Official Journal of the European Communities

- press releases

- notice boards

- information obtained directly from investors.

2. Such information must, however, comply with the provisions of the Regulation on the Fund,2 in
panicular Anicle I O. Ir must also take account of the rype of project for which aid is given, distin-
guishing between industrial, craft, service or infrastructural investment programmes.

3. The regulation on the European Regional Development Fund allows assistance from the Fund o
be given in order to supplement aid granrcd by Member States for the purposes of regional deve-
lopment and as a partial reimbursement of national aid already given. The national authorities
apponion aid to individual projects, which they then submit to the Commission as a basis for
calculating the amounr to be paid from the Fund to the Member State. Vhile a description of such

projects can of course be given, it is not always possible to specify which investor finally receives

the funds. At present the investor does not, in fact, receive Community funds directly, since reim-
bursement is made on an overall basis.

4. For rhis reason, as far as indusrrial investmenr is concerned, the publication of the exact location
of proiecr receiving ERDF aid is nor as informative as it might be, since all of the Member Starcs

avail themselves of the oprion offered by the Fund Regulation rc use aid from the Fund as a reim-
bursement of their own national aid. To inform investors that their project has received aid panly
financed by the Community mighr lead to confusion since this in no way increases the total
amount of aid granted to the undertaking.

5. For larger infrastrucural projecm receiving aid from the Fund the information must be posted on
rhe appropriate notice boards, and the Commission requests the honourable Member to refer to
the answer to Oral Question No H-100/80. The reluctance of cenain Member States, in panicu-
lar the Federal Republic of Germany and France, to publish the exact location of infrastructural
projects especially those involving amounts lower than 10 m EUA, stems from the fact that
Community aid does not necessarily supplement narional expenditure in each case and that there
is not always a direct payment from the Community to invesrcrs.

I See OJ No C 126 of 27.5.1980, p. 83.

2 See Council Regulation (EEC) No 724/75 of 18 March 1975, amended byRegulation (EEC) No
213/79.
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6. For this reason the lists at present published in the Official Journal cannot provide all the informa-
tion required. The Commission also draws the atcenrion of the honourable Member ro the facr
that information published in the Official Journal of the European Communities follows a stan-
dard pattern. In view of the imponance attached by che Commission to information on rhe Fund's
activities, it intends to continue its effons to improve gradually the information officiatly
published and to make full use of the other available methods of obtaining and providing informa-
tion.

Question No 29, by Mrs Squarcialupi (H-256/80): held ooer.

Question No 3Q by Mr Paisely (H-267/80)

Subject: Nonhern Ireland's unemployment

As Nonhern lreland's unemployment is about double the EEC and UK average, and the high cost of
feedstuffs is a substantial handicap to the pig and poultry sections of agriculture, and as 5 000 or more
jobs are at stakc, would the Commission consider extending the same arrangemenr which assists luly
on grain prices rc Nonhern Ireland in order to save this viral section of agriculture?

Ansuer

On l2 June 1980 the Commission submitted to the Council a proposal for a Community mcasure to
improve the processing and sale of pigmeat, eggs, poultrymeat, cereals and cattle fodder in Nonhern
Ireland. The objeitive of this measure, for which a financial contribudon of t2 million EUA from rhe
Community is envisaged, is to remove the underlying causes of the problems arising in connection
with these products. In the Commission's opinion this will provide the most effective long-rcrm guar-
antee of employment in agriculture.

Question No 31, by Mr Moorbouse (H-258/80)

Subject: Community shipping by the dumping of freight sen,ices by Comecon countries

In view of the increasingly serious threat posed to Communiry shipping by the dumping of freighr
services by Comecon countries, what proposals will the Commission now make to bring aboui a
Community response, panicularly with regard to the possible introducrion of a quota system and
what is the Commission's estimarc of the impact with the Trans-Siberian Land Bridge will make over
the next few years to Community freight concerns' share of contracr generated by trade becween
Vestern Europe and The Far East?

Ansuer

The Community is monitoring the activities of liner operators in two shipping trades. The results are
coming in and the Commission proposes to make a report on these, rogerher with proposals for
follow-up action, taking into account the termination of the presenr monitoring sysrem on 3l Decem-
ber I 980.

As far as counter-measures are concerned, the Commission has been studying Member State's own
legislation and takes the view thar a quota system would be a possibility.

The Commission is conccrned about the implications for Communiry shipping of the development of
the Trans-Siberian railway and is considering making a more detailed study of rhe railway and thosc
implications.

Question No 32, by Mr O'Donnell (H-259/80)

Subject: The Gaelacht (lrish Speaking Regions) of Ireland

Is the Commission aware of the special cultural significance of the Gaeltacht regions of lreland, and
of the serious economic and social disadvantages from which these regions suffei, and, if so, whether
the Commission would be willing to cooperate with and assist the newly esmblished Gaeltacht
Authority - Udar4s na Gaeltachta, in formuladng and implementing a comprehensive, inrcgrared
development programme for the Gaeltacht.
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Ansaner

The Commission is aware of the distinguishing cultural features of the Gaeltacht districts and of the

fairly low level of their economic and social development.

It is futly prepared ro cooperare wirh the Irish authoritics, at their request, in considering any propos-
als for integrated developmenr programmes to assist the Gaeltacht districts and any other less-devel-

oped areas in Ireland, and ro seek to make better use of the financial facilities available vis. The
ERDF, the EAGGF, the Social Fund and EMS interest subsidies on NCI loans. .

Question No 33, by Mrs Desnond (H-273/80)

Subject: ECSC housing schemes in Ireland

Can rhe Commission state whar changes have been made recently relating to ECSC housing schemes

in Ireland, panicularly conceriing (a) total amounts payable and (b) application and assessment

procedures, and also whether these changes had the approval of the Irish Government?

Ansuer

The Commission has already indicated ro those concerned that it is willing to introduce cenain

changes in the operarion of che ECSC housing scheme, including the increase in the maximum

"ro,in, 
of each individual loan from !3 000 to !4 500 and the exrcnsion of the scheme to house

purchase as well as house consruction. These changes, will apply to future loans approved.by the

bommission and follow close consultation with the Irish Department for the Environment, which has

been active in making the case for a higher maximum, given the exceptional increases both in the cost

of housing in the Cobh area and the rate of interest on borrowing generally.

Question No 34, by Mrs Martin (H-274/80): held ooer

Question No 35, by Mr Christopher Jachson (H-275/80)

Subject: Type Approval Number

In rhe UK all vehicles manufactured afrer August 1978 require a'Type Approval Number'before
they can be registered and given a number plate. In pracdce, because of the technical nature of the

informarion required, Primary Type Approval Numbers are rcstricted to manufacturers. There is

evidence that irrthe UK imponers of cars assembled in other Community countries have been denied

access ro Type Approval Numbers, and thus denied registration, where cars have been convened by

the imponei-ro left-hand drive, although all duties and taxes have been paid and the vehicles conform
to all iequired safety regulations. Does rhe Commission consider that this resrioion of access to
Type Approval Numbers conrravenes the Treaty of Rome thus curbing competition, because it is a
hindrance to rhe free movement of goods between Community countries, and will the Commission

consider taking measures [o ensure competition is maintained.

Ansuer

The honourable Member is referring to the type-approval procedure for vehicles prior to registradon'

Ir is rrue rhat only manufacturers may request type-approval. However, according to the rules apply-
ing in the Unircd Kingdom, anyone, including the imponer, may request individual approval (Minis-
teis Approval Cenificarc) for any vehicle - which, on receipt of the approval cenificace, may be

registered. The vehicles must conform to the safety standards.

If the approval cenificare is not granted, according to UK rules, an appeal may be made. If the UK
authoriiies withhold approval for imponed vehicles without due cause, they may find that they are

infringing the provisions of the Treaty.

The available information is, as yet, insufficient to ascenain whether this is in fact the case. If the

honourable Member wishes rhe Commission to enquire funher into the matter, I suggest that he

provide my saff with the fullest documentation possible; after the matter has been given due consid-

iration, the Commission could then make representarions to the UK authorities if necessary'
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Q*estion No 36, by Mrs Clu,yd (H-277/80)

Subject: Contravention of Code of Conduct on South Africa, relaring to minimum wage level

\Zhat is the Commission's view of recent allegarions that ar least 20 o/o of African workers empldyed
by British companies in South Africa are paid below rhe minimum level recommended by tte f'fC
Code of Conduct and will the Commission ensure that a full list of those companies contravening rhe
spirit of the Code of Conduct be made public?

Ansuter

I . The Code of Conduct for undertakings with subsidiaries, branches or agencies in Sourh Africa is
the result of concened action by Member Srates in political coope.aiion. The Commission is
present when the Foreign Ministers meet in political cooperation but it has not been given the
responsibility of monitoring the Code and is therefore unable rc provide a list of undinakings
which infringe its provisions.

2. The Commission would like to sce the Member States persevere in their effons to ensure thar rhe
Code is complied with as widely as possible and welcomes the cooperarion and the suppon of rhe
European Parliament in this respect.

Question No 38, by Mr Donnez (H-286/80): held ooer

Question No 39 by Mr Beuiza (H-286/80)

Subject: Community contribution rg measures to conuol erosion in Ravenna

Is the Commission aware of the appeal issued by the city of Ravenna to the European Parliament and
to national authorities for the Community to help solve the problem of subsidenci and coastal erosion
in the Ravenna area, where the land has sunk more than a metre in the last few years; and in view of
this region's inestimable cultural, historical and anistic value in European terms, could it indicare
what practical scope exists for aid under the EEC's 1981 budget to ruppLr.nt the iamming, excavar-
ing and aqueduct work and to deal with the ebb-water?

Question No 37, by Mr Debrd (H-251/80)

Subject: Turkish expons of industrial goods

Given the.potentiallyharmful effects on the European texcile indusrry, and the French texrile industry
in panicular, of any failure to take all possible steps to ensure that our markerc are open to imports
under conditions which allow our manufacturers to compere on an equal footing, does rhe Commis-
sion really believe that this is the right moment to remove all restrictions and obitacles to impons of
industrial goods from Turkey?

Ansuer

The Additional Protocol concluded in 1973 as pan of the EEC/Turkey Association ser up by the
Ankara Agreement has eliminarcd all restrictions or obstacles to Turkish indusrial expons witir the
exception-of cenain products explicitly referred to (cenain petroleum products, cenain special textile
products for which the French cusroms procedure has becn limited by tariff quoras).

The Commission fully realizes the need to ensure thar foreign trade complies with normal competi-
tion conditions.The 1973 Addidonal Protocol also lays down a certain number of provisions regard-
ing competition and tax rules similar to those set at in the Treaty of Rome on whose respec-r the
Commission is insisting wirhin the conrexr of EEC-Turkey relations.

The recent decisions of the EEC-Turkey fusociarion Council of 30 June 1980 have not changed the
arrangement applicable rc exporr of rurkish industrial products to thi community.

Realizing the difficulties being experienced by the European textile industry, the Commission is
continuing to try and find an arrangement with Turkey within the framework of the Association
Council.
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Ansaner

The Commission is aware of the erosion threatening the city of Ravenna and of the possible consequ-

ences for the cultural and anistic heritage of the city.

However, as ir now stands, rhe Community budget does not allow the provision of sums of money

from exisring Community Funds as the ciry of Ravenna is not located in a rcgion covered by the

Regional Fund, and the other Funds are not designed to provide aid of this kind.

Nonetheless, rhe Commission believes that rhere is reason to hope that a token entry of 100 000 units

of account will be entered in rhe draft budget for the creation of an Environment Fund to provide

Community financial aid for the preservation of architectural heritage as well as the amount entered

in the 1986 budget thanks ro thi good sense and action of the European Parliament. The case of
Ravenna could bi considered undeithis heading provided nationai or regional measures are adopted.

At rhe same rime the Commission feels that, since the causes and appropriate solutions to the problem

in question have not been adequarely studied, the Commission could consider the possibiliry of
having a technical study of the quesdon carried out.

Question No 44 b Mr Cany (H-288/80)

Subject: Beef uken into intervention

In the lighr of the quantities of beef recently going into intervendon, does the Commission believe

that it wi-ll be necessary ro revise its estimates of the cost of the beef regime in 1980 and does it intend

to renew its proposals io suspend intervention for beef during the summer months?

Ansanr

l. Inthelightofthequantitiesofbeefwhichmaybebought-inbytheinterventionagenciesinl980,
the Commission in its correcting lerter of 6 June to the draft budget for 1980, increased by 105 m

EUA rhe estimate for public inrcrvention. The Council took up this increase and, during its 26/27

June parr-session Parliament took a position on the draft Council Budget thus increased.

2. The Council, meeting on28,29, and 30 May 1980 extended the measures already in application

as regards rhe optionil suspension of intervention as well as the derogation for Ireland.

The Commission will make a report on the application of this measures before I December 1980. The

Commission ar rhis poinr does nor wish to prejudice any conclusions which such a repon might lead

Qaestion No 42, by Mr Lalor (H-291/80)

Subject: Deferment of payment of excise duty

Vill the Commission indicate, in the case of the Member States other than Ireland, any instances

where deferment of payment of excisc duty on beer or spirits is permitted on a more favourable basis

to domestic ptodu"tion than to impons; and in respect of any such instances, what course of action

does the Commission envisage taking?

Ansuter

The decision by which rhe Coun of Justice established that lreland's provisions on deferment of duty

discriminated against imponed alcoholic beverage, and therefore contravened the terms of Anicle 95

of the Treaty, resolved a. problem of principle to which the Commission attaches great importancc. Its

.onr.qr.n.i. are not limired rc the field of taxes on alcoholic drinks, but cover all goods.

These consequences have been drawn ro rhe attention of the Member States, who must be expected

to review their legislation in the light of the Coun's decision.

The Commission is nevenheless in course of compiling an inventory of all Member Stares provisions

on deferment of duty. Vhen that inventory is completed, the Commission will be in a_position to take

a6ion against any Membe, State which has not brought its legislation into line with thc Coun's deci-

sion.
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Annex

President. - Because of the exraordinary pan-

session in Luxembourg some of Parliament's commit-
tees were unable to hold their usual meetings, and for
rhis reason the Bureau decided to authorize these

committees and delegations, by way of exception, to
hotd their meetings ioday. It was essential that the

meetings take place, as these committees had some

urtent reports to dispose of before the Summer recess.

t might mention, by way of example, the- repon on

worli hunger - a short meeting had to be held to
deal with t[is. Th. Bureau authorized certain commit-
rees to meet on rhe strict understanding that these

badly-needed meetings would be kept very shon.

In general, however, the Bureau is extremely strict in
rhehatter of granting authorizations to committees to

meet during ihe patt-sessions. Ve have even been

accused of being ihon-sighted bureaucrats for refus-

ing to allow committees to meet during pan-sessions,

euin *hen they badly needed to do so, and several

committee chairmen have rapped us over the knuckles

for being too severe in this regard.

In principle the Bureau does not permit meetings

between delegations of Members of Parliament and

various associations. Meetings of this kind are often
held without prior notification, but we try to limit
them.

I would remind all Members of this Parliament that if
the Chamber is often almost emPty, it is because of
rhese meetings held without prior authorization,
which divert the Members into various extraneous
activities and frequently take up the time of the inter-
prerers and other officials.

To return, however, to the question of official author-
izations, compelling reasons must be advanced every

time such authorization is requested, and the Bureau

tries not to trant authorization unless it is absolurcly

necessary for an opinion to be delivered or some

urgent piece of work to be completed. As far as inter-
parliamentary delegations are concerned, we may

iometimes feel inclined to allow them to meet, for the

sole reason that since the members belong to different
committees, they will never be tggethqr in Brussels.

Often the only time they come together is during
oart-sessions. This is why we sometimes authorize very
Lrief meetings to enable an interparliamentary delega-
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, 
President

(Tbe siuing ans opened at 9 a.m.)

President. - The sitting is open.

I call Mr Pannella to speak on a point of order.

( Laughter and app lause)

Mr Pannella. - (F) This is an interesting develop-

ment - the applause is now for the leftl

Madam President, I want simply to point out that, if
my information is correct, we are being invited to an

increasing number of committee and working pany
meetinBs, especially today. I am quite sure that this is
not dui ro a lack of respect for the President of the

Council who is coming to make a sta[ement to us

today. But it is cenainly a lack of resPect for the rights

and duties of Members of Parliament. Ve cannot be

continually required, to an ever-increasing extent, to
choose between our institutional obligations to the

Assembly and our work in committee. I know very
well that the Bureau, or the enlarged Bureau, has

decided this, Madam President, but once again we

greatly regret the fact that decisions are being taken
*hi.h do not t... to accord with the spirit, and often
with the letter, of our Rules.

President. - I'call Mrs Scrivene

Mrs Scrivener. - (F) Madam President, I endorse

what Mr Pannella has said and suggest that commit-
tees should only meet during the part-session when

there is an imperative need for them so do so. The
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and

Consumer Protection is to meet today. I do.nor believe

that its meeting is imperadve and I wanted to draw
your attenrion to this, Madam President, because I do
not think it right for Members to be absent during
debates in the Chamber.

tt , ".t.1
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tion to.make preparations for a fonhcoming meeting
with a delegation from some foreign Parliarnint.

1. Approaal of tbe minutes

Presidcnt. - The minures of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been disriburcd.

Are there any commenr?

The minutes of proceedings are approved.

2. Membership ofcommittees

President. - I have received a requesr from rhe
Group of European Progressive Democrar for the
appointment of Mr Christian de la Maline as a
ygmbgr of the European Parliament delegadon ro the
Joint Parliamenrary Commirtee of rhe EEC-Greece
Associarion.

Are rhere any objections?

This appoinrmenr is ratified.

3. Statement by the President

President. - In accordance wirh the wish expressed
by?arliamenr during yesrerday's sitting I have ient the
following relegram ro the prisident-i-n-Office of rhe
Council of the European Communiries:

During irs sitting today the European parliament was
unable to cons.ider rhe motion for a resolution
contained in rhe repon by Mr Janssen van Raay, on
behalf of the Committee on Tr-anspon, on th. d.u.-
lopment of a coordinated European air traffic control
system (Doc. t-27 4 / B0).

In accordance with the wishes expressed by parlia_
ment I should be very grareful if you would draw rhe
attencion of the Ministers currently meeting ro discuss
Euroconrol to rhe contents of this document and
point out that the European parliament has decided to
take up a position on the morion for a resolurion at im
sitting of Thursday, lO July l9g0 and expects rhe
Ministers to take accounr of its deliberations before
taking any final decisions, panicularly as regards the
future of Eurocontrol.

Vith many rhanks and sincere good wishes.

(Applause)

U.nitgd Kingdom\ contibution to the general budget of
the Communities and afinancial mecbaiism.

I call Mr Lange.

Mr Lange, cbairman of the Committee on Budgets.

- (D) Madam President, to allow a thorough exim-
inarion ro be made of the proposals submitted by rhe
Commission, I ask rhe House nor ro agree ro rhis
r€quesr for urgency. Fufihermore, rhe 1980 budget
does nor include a single unir of accounr for the
refund ro rhe Unired Kingdom. The inrcntion is to
have rhis proposal ready for a decision to be taken by
September. In rhe meantime, rhe rapponeur will have
an opponunity ro discuss quire a number of oumtand-
ing questions with the Commission, so rhar in Seprcm-
ber the commirtees involved and the House can then
mke a decision objectively in full knowledge of the
facr. Once again, I would ask the House to ieject this
requesr from rhe Council and Commission for
urgency.

President. - I call Mr Adam.

Mr Adam. - Madam President, I do nor know how
other Members are placed, bur the panicular docu-
menr rhat you refer to has certainly nor reached me
a.nd I wonder why ir is in order to rake this point on
the agenda rhis morning.

President. - Right now, Mr Adam, we are nor
discussin-g the conrenrs of the documenr, bur only rhe
requesr for urgent procedure. This documenr was, in
facr, distribured on 25 June last.

I put rhe requesr for urgenr procedure to rhe vore.

The requesr is rejected.

President. - Ve shall now consider rhe motion for a
resolution by Mr Schieler and others, on bebalf of the
Socialist Group, Mr Vlaannih and others, on Sebilf o!
tbe Group of tbe European People\ Party, and Mis
Agnelli and otbers, on bebalf of tbe Liberal and Demo-
cratic Group (Doc. 1-284/80): Aid to refugees in the
Soutb Cbina Sea.

I call Mr Schieler.

Mr Schieler. - (D) Madam President, this morion,
which has been abled on behalf of three troups,
concerns aid ro refugees in the Sourh China Sia. Ve
have received news of, a dramaric increase in the
number of refugees in the South China Sea - lO OOO
people a monrh and sdll rising. Ve know thar many of
these refugees drown or are in danger of drowning.
Ve know rhat at presen[ only one Eu.opean ship is

4. Decision on argency

President. - The nexr irem is a decision on [wo
requesrs for urgent procedure.

\7e shall begin wirh rhe request ftom tbe Council (Doc.
1-273/80): Proposak for regulations conceming the
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operating in the South China Sea that can bring help
to these people. \flithout financial help and without
rhe solidarity of the European Community, there is a
danger that this last ship operating in these waters will
also have td withdraw. I therefore ask the House to
approve this request for urgency.

President. - I call Mrs Agnelli.

Mrs Agnelli. - (I) M{dam President, ladies and
gentlemen, in supporting the urgency of this motion
for a resolution, I wish [o commen[ briefly on the
remarks made by Mrs De March. She expressed her
regret that the authors of the present motion did not
concern themselves in the same way some time a8o
with the American invasion of Vietnam. In fact we
expressed an identical concern at the time and did so

clearly both verbally and in writing. It is curious that
when we said that there could be no possible justifica-

tion for dropping napalm bombs on children we were
accused of holding left-wing views, whereas now we
are criticized as supporters of the right when we scek

ro save the Iives of Cambodian children.

\(hen human lives are at stake, there is no left or
right. I see no difference between injustice in Chile
and injustice in Vietnam; the victims suffer the same

fate. In the present instance, it is an act of pure
humanity to ask for financial support for the only
remainipg vessel operating in this area which will be

obliged to suspend its activities unless funds are fonh-
coming. Hundreds of persons are still facing a terrible
death in their desperate attempt to find refuge at sea. I
should hope that even Mrs De March, in common
with our other colleagues, will be able to support this
request which is not polidcal; it is not a motion of the
righi or left but simply a matter of human solidarity.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mrs Macciocchi to speak on
behalf of the Group for the Technical Coordination
and Defence of Independent Groups and Members.

Mrs Macciocchi. - (I) Madam President, on behalf
of my Group I wish to supPort. the urgency of this

motion for a resolution which, even before it was

drafted and tabled, enjoyed the strong support of the

individual members of our group. The Presidency will
recall our commitment for Parliamenl to suPporl our
proposal to send a delegarion to Cambodia, even if
ihri ..qu.st has been postponed for a long time. Ve
would hope that the Presidency will be ab[e, on the

occasion of this motion for a resolution, to say what

has happened about that delegation which has an

immediaie bearing on the matter now under discus-

sion.

'\fle have thus already broached the topic of children in
rhis part of the world and, at the invitation of the Pres-

idency, we were able to arrange discussiond with the
UN High Commissioner for Refugees. A great deal of
study, thought and work has already been put in on
rhis matter, making it essential for us now to consider

- despite the objections voiced in some quaners - all
the implications of this great tragedy which, as we
recently saw from a documentary film broadcast by a
French television channel, can only be compared to
the extermination of the Jews in Auschwitz.

President. - I think that the Bureau's decision on
this delegation will be known on Friday.

I put the request for urgent procedure to the vote.

Urgent procedure is adopted.

This item will be entered on the agenda for the sitting
of Friday, llJuly.

5. First annioersary of the election of Parliament by
direct unioersal sffiage

President. - Today I should like to give you a brief
review of the activities of the directly elected Euro-
pean Parliament in lhe first year of its existence.

Tlie task facing our Parliament is enormous, but
already much has been achieved.

Firstly, there is the exercise of our consultative func-
tion. From 17 luly 1979 to 27 June 1980 the European

Parliament was consulted on 161 occasions, to which
must be added almost 40 repons held over from the

previous Parliament. During this time our Assembly

irt on 59 days divided over 14 pan-sessions and

delivered 143 opinions, including matters dealt with by

the procedure without report' to which must be added

44 own-initiative repons. Thar so many opinions could
be delivered is due to the hard work of the committees

in drawing up their reports so promptly. Up to 30 June
1980 there were only 4l requests for consultation
before the committees. However, the committees had

had 380 requests for repons, but 90 0/o of these were

the result of motions for resolutions tabled by indivi-
dual Members of Parliament Pursuant to Rule 25 of
the Rules of Procedure, own-initiative reports and

petitions, the rest being requcsts from the Council for
opinions. Thus, contrary to any fears that may have

bien expressed, it is clear that the new Parliament has

carried out its task without in any way putting a brake

on the Community's legisladve work. This is all the

more remarkable by reason of the fact that the number

of requests from the Council for consultation was

exceptionally high at the end of last summer, because
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many of rhese consultadons had been lefr in abeyance
in anticipation of rhe election of rhe new Parliament.

I should like to pay special ribute to the work of the
commimees which have held 264 meetings, half as
many again as during previous years. To this musr be
added the meerings of the Ad Hoc Commirree on
Vomen's Righr, which meant an exrra work-load for
its members in addition ro rheir work as members of
other committees.

The regular and conscienrious atrendance of members
at commitree meerings, thus enabling the larter to do
valuable work, is proof of rhe awareness of each and
every member of his or her responsibiliry to rhe ciri-
zens who elected us.

In this connecrion I fiel rhat, ", ..rr",n colleagues
stressed once again yesterday, it is imponant rhat our
committees should keep themselves panicularly well-
informed on rhe acrion raken by the Commission and
the Council in response ro our. opinions, so rhar rhe
Parliament as a whole can closely moniror rhe impact
of the opinions we deliver.

To a far grearer exrenr rhan has been the case in rhe
past rhe commitrees have been making use of the
public hearing. These hearings have proved that when
they are well organized and prepared rhey can enable
Parliament ro have a remarkable influence on public
opinion.

Funhermore, rhe European Parliament has clearly
demonstrated thar, sustained by rhe legitimacy
conferred on it by irs elecrion by direct *il..s.l
suffrage, it is determined to ask the political quesrions
that are viral to the furure of the Communiry. It did so
in panicular during the consideration of the 1980 draft
budget, when it availed irelf for the firsr time of its
righr to reject the budger.

In addition ro [he conrrol exercised by means of their
budgenry povers, rhe Members of parliament made
extensive use of rhe opponunitres afforded them by
their right to ask quesrions. Ir musr be admiced thar
we have had ro put a stricter limit on the number of
oral questions wirh debare rhat could be put on rhe
agenda, and this has led us ro rry ro converr them inro
questions for Quesrion Time or written quesrions. So
many questions have been put down rhat ir was not
always possible to deal with rhem in euestion Time
and rhat rhey gor writren replies from rhi Council and
the Commission only afrer some delay. However, we
must do our urmosr ro preserve the smooth and effec-
tive operarion of these procedures, which constiture
for all Members of this Parliamenr a very effective
means of carrying ou[ rheir uniemirting mik of .*.r-
cising democraric conrrol.

The European Parliamenr has attached ever grearer
importance ro the problem of polirical coopirarion

and ro discussing rhe major internarional issues with
the Council. In addition, it has devorcd a number of ir
urgenr debares ro violarions of human rights.

'In its anxiety ro srrengrhen relarions bitween the
Community and the resr of the world, Parliament has
set up delegations to third counrries, which have
enabled us to improve our contacts with some of our
,major pann'ers, particularly the United Srares, Canada
and China. At rhe same rime it has forged stronger
links with the parliamenrary institutions of the coun-
rfles a[ present negoriating their accession ro the
Community, whose represenratives will be sitring
amongst us before very long.

Our Parliamenr has thus helped to foster a clearer
undersunding of the role thar a united, independent
and democraric Europe is dercrmined ro play on rhe
world stage.

\Tithin rhe institutions established by rhe Convention
of Lom6 rhe European Parliament has strengthened
the ve.ry clos-e relarions ir had forged wirh rhe repre-
senrarives of the ACP Smrcs in the Consuldtive
Assembly. The success of this assembly is due in large
measure to rhe work of rhe Joint Committee which,
both in its Luxembourg and Arusha meerings, disrin-
guished itself by irs energy and its remarkable spirir of
cooPeratlon.

From the very ou6er the new direcdy elecred Parlia-
ment has been concerned to work hand in hand wirh
the orher institurions for rhe advancemenr of the
Community. Ve are very gradfied by the help the
Commission has given us in our work, both by attend-
ing our plenary sitrings and by taking pan in the work
of our commitrees and delegarions. S/e hope rhar in
furure this dialogue will become ever more vibrant,
meering the concerns expressed by Parliament and
funhering the progress of our Communiry.

Ve have been grarified and impressed by the fact that
the President-in-Office of rhe Council nor only
attends our parr-sessions but also has taken part on a
number of occasions in our commirtee meetings.
Parliament regrets, however, that rhe Council has not
always given it the artenrion warranted by the impon-
ance'of the subjecm under discussion and has not
entered inro more open and wholeheaned cooperation
with it.

The progress of che European Community demands,
particularly in rhese trying rimes, rhar irs institutions
should work hand in hand, each one respecrint rhe
funcrion and tasks of rhe orhers. In rhis connecrion we
hope that the Council will be made more fully aware
of the new dimension given ro rhe Communiry by rhe
election of its Parliament by direct universal iuffrage.
This is the wish I should like to express as v/e emba.k
on this second year of our exisrence.
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6. Tabling of proposakfor the total rejection of the neut

drafi general budgetfor 1980

President. - The deadline for rabling proposals for
the total rejection of the iggo budget has now expired.

I have received two proposals for total rejection:

- From Mr Balfe and others (Doc. l-294/80),

- from Mr Pannella and others (Doc. l-300/80).

I would remind the House that, in accordance with
the decisions taken yesterday by Parliament, state-

ments on these proposals will be made tomorrow
morning at the beginning of the sitting and that the
vote will be held tomorrow afternoon.

Madam President, ladies and Sentleman, in accord-

ance with the rotation system practised in the institu-

tion I represent here, it falls to me to succeed to a

panicularly valuable Presidency to which I must pay

generous tribute.

It is scarcely three months since there were serious

doubts as to whether the Community could survive in

its previous form and spirit. I feel that it was an exceP-

tional stroke of good fortune that at that moment the

Presidency was held by a Member State which, even

though it was experiencing within its own boundaries

the effects of the imbalances in Community policies

repeatedly condemned by your Assembly, nevertheless

gave proof of a remarkable Community consciousness.

It was undoubtedly this commitment [o the Commu-
nity which inspired its actions, as it also inspired the

unihakeable dlrcrmination of the Prime Minister of
Italy and the polidcal commitment of our joint friend
and your former President, Mr Emilio Colombo.

Our Comrhunity has just emerged from a crisis which
for several months slowed down and almost blocked

entirely the activity of the institutions. After long
negotiations, the Council has succeeded in taking the

essendal political decisions which has enabled it to
arrive at the agreement of 30 May last. \7e must not,
however, conceal from ourselves the fact that even

though this agreement has set the machine in motion
again, all the problems have not been solved. Ve must

now bend all our efforts to implement in practice the

decisions taken, in order to carry out the structural
changes which will be needed to improve the essential

mechanisms of our Community which are greatly in
need of revision for the Purpose of increasing the

Community's cohesion and-solidarity' It is a longlg.t,
task, as we all know, but the first steps must be taken

straight away, and there can be no doubt that your
ParlLmint will be able to contribute very valuable

ideas and suggestions.

In any case we have resumed our forward march, and

*e hire decided with Parliament's support to tackle
resolutelr the maior problems posed for us today
b1 I-uropean history.

It would be inconceivable that in the face of the

present threats to world peace and the major economic

and social challenges that weigh so heavily on rhe

welfare, development and snbiliry of our countries

and of the entire world, the Community should fail to
play its part, to put forward adequate solutiops and to
play the r6le called for by its porcntial and its ideals'

and called for not as a right alone but also as a definirc
dury'

Amongst all these challenges, there are two that seem

!o me to take pride of place, not only because they
come first in time, but also because they have such a

vital bearing on economic growth and political stabil-

7. Council statement on the Luxembourg Presidency

President. - The next irem is the statement by the

President-in-Office of the Council on the Programme
of the Luxembourg Presidency, which will be followed
by a debarc.

I call Mr Thorn.

Mr Thorn, President-in-Offtce of the Council. - (F)

Madam President, ladies and gentleman, as you have
just pointed out, it is one year since Europe of the
uoteir *as born. Almost a year ago to the day, the

directly-elected European Parliament held irc first
sitting in this very chamber. Having had the privilege
of taking pan as an elected Member, I feel entitled
therefore to share with you the pride of this anniver-

sary.

I feel that when all the rhetoric and polemics have

been set aside, it must be acknowledged that the

Parliament has adequately shown in these first
12 months that it is a vital and effective institution.
After an initial period, during which it had rc elabor-

ate its instruments and working methods, it is now in a
position to meet with ever increasing effectiveness the

large number of consultations asked of it by the Coun-
cil. I am particularly grateful for this, for I am

convinced that it is above all in the development of rhis

collaboration in the legislative field that we must seek

the best path forward towards an increased and

genuine participation of your Assembly in the life of
ihis Co.munity. Funhermore, Parliament has shown

its extreme sensitivity rc the political problems facing

she Community and its determination to play to the

full its pan as the driving force, the controlling institu-
tion and the conscience of Europe, both with regard

to the Community's internal development and to the

fulfilment bf ir responsibilities to the world ou$ide,
each one being unthinkable without the other.

i'4,
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ity. I refer here ro rhe energy crisis and to relations
between the industrialized and rhe developing coun-
tries.

As you know, the energy crisis loomed large in recenr
international conferences, along with the difficulties ir
brings in its rrain and the means rhar musr be used to
tackle this siruation.

In this connection, parricular stress was laid on the
extremely serious consequences, panicularly for rhe
economies of the indusrialized counrries, but also for
those of the developing countries rhar are nor produ-
cers of energy, of the recent oil price rises decided

f pgn by OPEC, rises which are very difficulr rc justify
in the light of market realities.

Recognizing, however, thar ir has less and less influ-
ence over the price policies of the oil-producing coun-
tries, the Vestern world is bending its effons ro work-
lng out ways and means of decreasing, as far as possi-
ble, its dependence on oil.

The efforus rhe Community will have to make in the
coming years ro achieve this objecrive relare first of all
to.increasing energy savings, and secondly to replacing
oil by orher sources of energy, such as coal and-- wi
musr emphasize rhis - nuclear energy. Ve shall also
have to make every effort to increase European energy
production.

On of rhe pracrical measures rhat can be uken in this
con[exr will be ro converr electric power stations ar
present being fuelled by oil into coal-fired srarions, as
well as purring a halt ro the consrrucrion of all new
power starions of rhe former kind. The new electricity
generating srations ro be built in the decade now
commencing will have to use mainly nuclear energy or
coal.

This deparrure from the use of oil in rhe producrion of
elecuicity will have to be accompanied by rhe replace-
ment of oil in heavy indusry and domesdc use in
order to make more of ir available for the rranspor[
sector where, for the present at any rate, it would be
very difficulr to replace.

Furthermore, we will also have ro encourage invesr-
menr for research into and development of new alrer-
native sources of energy, particularly syntheric oil and
gas derived from coal.

Finally, every possible effort will have to be pursued,
and pursued vigorously, ro enter inro a constructive
dialogue with rhe oil-producing counrries in order ro
restore order to the energy sector, which is so viral for
the world's economy and in parricular, as I have
already said, for those counrries which are srruggling
to gain an economic foorhold, but which do nor prod-
uce energy and are in danger of seeing all their hopes
for progress and developmenr being dashed.

It is in this spirit, Madam President, and in rhe pursuit
of these objecrives, thar our Presidency will spare no
effort to adopr, on rhe basis of the Commission's
proposals, the measures needed ar Communiry level.

The other major problem on rhe world scale, but
imposing a parricular responsibiliry on rhe Commu-
nity, is thar of development, and indeed it is closely
linked with rhe previous problem. Ve can no longer
simply continue to live in a world where the gulf
between rich and poor counrries widens every year.
Some say it is immoral, orhers say ir is unjust, but I
would simply add rhat it is a exrremely dangerous
policy for all of us.

(Applause)

I intend to attach primary importance to our relations
wirh rhe developing world ar the twofold level of the
contractual relarions between our Community and the
developing counrries rhroughout the world and of rhe
North-South Dialogue in general. These are only rwo
complemenrary facers of one and the same opera[ion
which is related ro an overall vision of the new kinds
of relarions we musr establish wirh these counrries.

As you all know, our Community is linked ro the
developing countries by a network of contractual
agreemenm which, for borh number and quality, are
unparalleled in the entire world. These contractual
relations are one of the essential elements of Commu-
nity policy with regard to Nonh-South relations. This
policy provides a framework for permanent dialogue
and pracrical and realisric cooperation with individual
States and regional groupings. I can promise you rhar
the Luxembourg Presidency will do im urmost to
strengthen and develop these relations.

Our first concern will be to see Lom6 II come inro
force as soon as possible. Ir will soon be one year since
this C6nvention was signed. I should like rc urge all
those Members of rhis House, who are in a positi6n rc
do so, [o speed up rhe parliamennry p.o.idures still
being carried our in six of our Memb.i Stares, so rhat
they can be speedily completed and so rhat rhe
Convenrion can enrer inro force during this last
quaner of rhe year, and by I January nexr ar rhe larest.

Ve also pay very panicular arren[ion to the develop-
ment and srrengthening of our cooperation with the
Mediterranean and Middle Easrern countries. Follow-
ing the recenr meerings of the Cooperarion Council
with Egypt and the Lebanon, minisrerial meerings wi[h
Israel and Algeria are planned for October next.

'lUfl'e are also going to work for the reacrivation of rhe
Euro-Arab dialogue in accordance with rhe conclu-
sions of the European Council in Venice, of which
you all have been informed. Finally, still in pursuit of
the policy of balanced and open-minded relations, we
hope that we can soon complere negotiarions now
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being pursued with India and the Andean Pact coun-
tries.

From a multilateral point of view, the extraordinary
General Assembly of the United Nations which meets

in August seems to me be of crucial importance.

It is taking place in a very difficult context, the main

feature of which is the persistent recession aggravated
b,, recent oil price increases, of which the principal
victims are, as I have said, the weakest members of the
international community. It is, however, precisely this
difficult situation which should impel us not to over-

look the importance of this meeting. The Luxembourg
Presidency will assume its full responsibilities arising

out of that political commitment entered into by the

Heads of State or Government in Venice in relation
to the revitalization of the Nonh-South Dialogue and

the Third Development Strategy.

In New York it will be imponant to draw up an

agenda and devise procedural solutions enabling us to

lay the foundations for negotiations which will restore

confidence and security to international economic rela-

tions. In the general interest it must be our aim to avert

a generalized recession and to solVe the more urgent

p.ibl..t impeding the development of the Third
\florld.

I do not want to anticipate at this point the Council's
discussion of 2z July of these problems, in the light of
the results of the preparatory work that has just been

concluded in New York. But I must express here my

conviction that it must be possible to work out a

common platform for realistic and practical neSotia-

tions, avoiding the pitfalls of, on the one hand, nego-

tiations that would founder through trying to cover

every possible subject and, on the othe-r, a neBotiation

that'would end up as a mere trading of formal conces-

sions. All the parties concerned, particularly the

underprivileged countries, must find reflected in this

platfoim perhaps not all their concerns, but at least

iheir major concerns. The ideals of mutual advantage,

common interest and shared responsibility, which are

the basis of all international relations, are the only
premises on which to build the success of the North-
South dialogue.

The other major task that awaits us in the field of
foreign relations is the active pursuit-of the objectives

relating to the second enlargement of the Community'
Now ihat Greece's entry on 1 January next is a

certainty, with the recent dePosit of the last of the

instrumlnts of ratification, our activities in the field of
enlargement will concentrate on the negotiations with
Spain and Ponugal.

Ve intend to respect the jointly agreed timetable for
the work relating to the accession of these two coun-
tries.

Parliament will, I am sure, want to know what the
Luxembourg Presidency intends to do in the matter of
pursuing the accession negotiations with Spain and

Portugal. My first concern is to put you on your guard

against any mischievous dramatization of the difficul-
tiis that will inevitably arise in a process upon which
the Community as a whole and the two applicant
countries have embarked with full awareness of its

historic importance, but also of the problems which it
poses for all sides.

The negotiations being carried out at various levels

enable us to claim already a number of positive results,

which, of course, have to be confirmed in the context
of overall results, as is customary in such negotiations.
In certain crucial areas, however, the,real negotiations

have yet to be embarked upon. It was recognized in

advance that in the agriculture and fishery sectors the

problems posed by accession would be added to by

those arising from the adaptation of the 'acquis

communautaire'. Thar is nothing new. The combina-
tion of these two aspects will constitute not only one

of the most difficult items in the entire negotiations
but will also be one of the vital questions within the
perspective of establishing a better balance between

Community policies.

It is clear that there will have to be serious thought
and valianr efforts at adaptation within our Commu-
nitv, and the effect of this on the enlargement negotia-

tions, and oice ztersa, cannot be overlooked.

The timetables jointly agreed at the beginning of these

negotiations have been respected on the whole up to
no*. In the coming months it will be the concern of
our presidency to see the tempo of these negotia-

tions is not slowed down, even if it seems over-ambi-
tious to want to fix a precise date for their conclusion
before the really serious debate has been entered upon'

Finally, I am happy to say that last week we were able

to take decisions enabling us to reactivate and develop

our association with Turkey.

The decisions taken concern the various facets of the

agreement, i.e. agriculture, social provisions, economic

and technical cooperation and the Financial Protocol,
and also take account of the special economic difficul-
ties of our partner State.

On the internal front, one of the major issues that will
confront the Luxembourg Presidency, as you can well
imagine, is the initiation of the procedure that will
lead to the adoption of the l98l budget.

First of all, I should Iike to express my warm congra-
tulations on the conclusion of the'budgetary proce-

dure for the present year. Despite the genuine difficul-
ties encountered on both sides, we were finally able to

reach agreement, thanks - 
and I would slress this -

to the valiant efforts and the political sensitivity

shown, on the one hand, by your Parliament and, on
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the other, by rhe Council, which was vigorously and
unrelentingly urged onwards by the Italian presidency.

The budget for the coming year will undoubtedly be
influenced by the major issues thar are still under
discussion: rhe structural modifications on which, as I
have already said,-r'e musr ger down ro work srraight
away, rhe quest for improved convertence between
the economies of the Member States, ihe restoration
of a berter balance in Communiry acrion and financial
affairs, and finally, the situation in which we shall find
ourselves when we reach rhe presenr ceiling of own
resources. This is something that is giving ui all food
for rhought ar the present time.

I have. ro say quire frankly rhar ir would nor be very
realisric. to hope ro solve all rhe problems relating to
the budgemry procedure, or ro think rhar one was
capable of solving them. However, it is clear thar we
shall both have to keep rhem firmly in mind if we wish
ro endow rhe Community with adequare ways and
means of pursuing and developing its acrivity and ro
effect the strengthening of the Communiry wirich *as
already being mooted over l0 years ago.

Still on rhe inrernal fronr, we shall have ro tackle the
challenges posed by the economic and social situarion.
The pressures of inflarion still constiture rhe most
serious threat ro the development of our economies
and compel us to regard the fight against inflation as
our first objecdve. \fle shall Lry:by maintaining mone-
mry srabiliry and pursuing sound monetary aid fiscal
policies, ro encourage invesrmenr "nd promore
growth.

From this, poinr of view, the European Monetary
System, which has worked well up ro now, continuei
to be, as far as I am concerned, a viral element in
maintaining monerary stability, both at Communiry
and world level. In this connection, [he Community
must conrinue to facilirare rhe process of recycling
petro-dollars, which are so much in rhe news, and co
do this within rhe framework of inrernational and
world financial instirurions. In che meanrime, we shall
in the coming monrhs push forward the rechnical
efforts relaring to rhe rransirion ar rhe appropriare
time to the second stage of our monerary sysrem.

These coordinated policies rhusr, however, slor in to
an overall srraregy worked our ar Community level,
and in conformiry with all other aspecrs of this policy,
namely, the establishment of grearer economic srabil-
ity, a sterner fighr againsr inflation, the promotion of
investmenr and more susrained acrion in favour of the
social classes, secrors and regions mosr affected by rhe
crisis. In this connecrion the activities of the Social and
Regional Funds must be berter coordinated, and this is
essentially rhe responsibility of the Commission.

It will be important to work our a more coordinated
approach to employmenr problems with a view to

framing an employmenr policy that can step up rhe
struggle against unemployment. \fle shall do our
utmost ro see rhat the various decisions the Commu-
nity will be called upon ro make in rhe social secror in
the second half of rhe year are really aimed at achiev-
ing rhese objecrives and do nor simply break down into
a number of excessively fragmenred ac[ivir.ies, however
valuable in itself each of theie activiries mighi be.

The Luxembourg Presidency intends ro work along
these lines; it will do irs utmosr r.o pursue and develol
dialogue wirh the social panners ar Community levei,
panicularly wirhin the Standing Committee on
Employment, as it is deeply aware of the imponant
contribution our social partners can make to solving
the presenr problems.

In the area of industrial policy and rhe inrcrnal
market, there are rhree main strands that musr
continue to inspire our acrions.

Our first essenrial rask will be to maintain thi cohesion
of the Community marker and ro srrengthen it even
funher. Every one of you realizes that this will not be
easy in. the present economic situation, but you must
agree thar the fundamental Communiry smnce, which
is the free movemenr of goods in free comperirion,
remains a rrump card and a feature of the urmost
value. I would say rhat it is rhe viral elemenr in rhe
health and compe[iriveness of our economy. The
acitiviries carried our here under various aspecr,
technical, legal, fiscal and so on, in order ro ensuie rhe
existence and cohesion of rhis single marker, must be
pursued with the urmosr derermination.

However, we musr and this will be our second
concern - relax the attention we are paying ro rhe
development of those secrors which have laurrched an
all:out effort ro adapt ro new economic conditions. I
refer in panicular ro secrors, panicularly steel and
textiles, where acrion has been raken and is being
developed at Community level. Ar rhis level, careful
reflection in the light of overall prospecrs could enable
us to envisage rhe manner in which rhese indusrrial
sectors can respond in a dynamic fashion ro rhe new
conditions on rhe inrernational market.

Finally, it only remains for me [o rry ro define more
clearly the r6le that our Communiry can play in
supponing rhe developmenr of new and sophisticated
technologies that can generare employmentl and I am
thinking here in parricular of the relimarics secror of
which we have already had occasion to speak. \7e
must strive after a Community approach to the social
and industrial aspects of these technologies and closer
coordination of the acrivities being carried our a[
national level. The Council looks forward to having
new Commission proposals in rhis sector submirted ro
l t..

Mldam Presidenr, ladies and gentlemen, having high-
lighted the major questions facing our Communit/in

rl
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these difficult times, questions arising from the EEC

Treaties, I should now devote some attention to the

other facet of Community activity, by which I mean

political cooperation.

Most of the tasks that will have to be shouldered by

the Presidency in this area wrll be related to or
dictated by the timetable of international conferences.

It is by now a well-established tradition that the Nine
carefully coordinate the positions they intend to take up

at the United Nations General Assembly. Happily, the

Nine are coming to be regarded more and more as a

unit, whiph greatly increases their ability to influence

evenls. It is atl the more important that discordant
notes should not be heard too often within this unit. I
promisc you, in any case, that this Presidency.will do

itr utrnoit to see that the Community acts and is seen

to act as a Community 
I

I myself will have an opponunity to take Part in the

general debate of the Assembly in New York, and I
i.n 

"rru.. 
you that I intend to devote a large section

of my speech to oudining the common positions of the

Member States of the European Community.

Another imponant meeting which will require much

preparation-and coordination is the meeting in Ivladrid
within the framework of the Conference on Security

and Cooperation in Europe. The Mqmber States of the

European Community, which have always played a

very active part, as you will remember, in previous

phases of the CSCE, have been engaged for. the last

ihree long months in preparing at exPert level for the

Madrid meetint. It will be very imponant for us to see

to it that the implementation of all sections of the Final

Act of Helsinki, without any exception, is subjecrcd to
careful and critical examination. This i's where we can

make new progress in the area of human rights, free

movemen[ of persons and information, economic

cooperation and disarmament.

One question which you are asking in this context,
and rightly so, is whether the events of Afghanisnn
wiil not have some effect on the Madrid meeting. The
political leaders of the Member States of the European
Community have discussed on several occasions the
situation brought about by the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan. On the most recent occasion, at the

Euiopean Council in Venice, the Heads of State or
Government noted with deep anxiety the stepping up

of the military operations being carried out by Soviet
rroops in Afghanistan, which threaten to compromise
irrevocably the climate of international relations. Some

solution must be found to bring about the withdrawal
of these troops and enable the Afghan people to exer-

cise freely their right to determine rheir own destiny.

A partial withdrawal of the Soviet troop-s such as was

.reiently announced, if it should be confirmed on the

spot, would probably be a step in the right direction'

Nevertheless, and I wish to emphasize this here, only a

total withdrawal will restore the only situation that can

conform to international law and morality.

(Applause)

This situation throws a long shadow over the Madrid
meeting inasmuch as it raises grave doubts as to the
Sovier idea of d6tente, because d6tente is at once the
basis and the objective of the entire CSCE process.

Nevertheless, the Community Member States feel that
the dialogue must be maintained and that the Madrid
meeting is one of the imponant contacts which must

nor be broken off. The task of the Nine, and conse-

quently that of the Presidency, will naturally be more

difficult than it would have seemed before December

1979.

Iran, unfortunately, threatens to remain a subject of
concern for the Nine. The hostages detained in

flagrant violation of international law have not yet
beJn released, and this has led the Community to
impose sanctions on Iran. The Nine hope that this

unTortunrt situation will soon be resolved, and we

are prepared, as we have been over all these long
*oniht, to make our contribution. Only when the

hostages have been freed can the positive aspects of
the Islamic revolurion in Iran be properly assessed and

the traditional ties between Iran and Europe rescored.

The Presidency, and your humble servant personally,

will have to devote special attention to the situation in

the Middle East. As you know, the European Council
in Venice discussed ihis problem at Ereat length and

devoted an important statement to it.

In line with posidons previously taken, the Heads of
State or Government declared that the time had

arrived to promote the recognition and implementa-

tion of two principles universally acknowledged by the

international community, namely, the right of all the

Statcs in that area, induding Israel, to existence and

security, and in addition, justice for all these peoples,

which implies recognition of the legitimate rights of
the Palestinians. They pointed out - and you will
understand that this refers panicularly to the Starc of
Israel - that all countries in that area have the right to
live in peace behind certain, acknowledged and guar-

anteed frontiers.

They also stated that the Palestinian people, who have

,n ,*"..n.r, of their existence as a people and not

merely as refugees, should be enabled to exercise fully
their iight to tilf-d.t.trination by means of .an appro-

priate lrocedure'to be laid down within the frame-

*ork oi overall measures for peace. The Nine feel that

the principles thus set out must be obeyed both by

Israelis and Arabs, as well as by the Palestinian people

and the Palestine Liberation Organization, which the

Nine feel should be associated with the negotiations'
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Having thus defined cerrain basic principles, rhe
Heads of State or Governmenr took certain opera-
tional decisions. They decided to esablish conracrs
wrlh a]l the parties concerned for the purpose of
informing themselves of rheir position in'reladon ro
the principles laid down in thar declaration. In the
lighr of rhe resulrs of this consultarion they would then
decide on rhe form rhat an initiarive on rheir parr
might take.

It is not for nre at this stage to define more precisely
the nature and aims of these contacrs or the arrange-
ments for esrablishing rhem. The Foreign Minisrirs
will come rogerher to discuss rhem and to make the
political arrangemenls required wirhin the coming
fortnighr. The implemenrarion of the decisions of thI
European Council in accordance with arrangemen[s ro
be worked-our jointly will be one of rhe most impor-
tant rasks falling on the Presidency during rhe coming
months, in fact, during the coming weeks.

I know rhat the Venice Declaration has been
frequenrly and vehemenrly criricized, and there is no
point in concealing this. However, since rhe criticisms
are being levelled from all sides, I am nor too worried,
because rhis is a sure sign that rhe posirion of the Nine
is a balanced one. I am also aware of the fact rhat
many doubt the abiliry and rhe derermination of
Europe to play an effective parr in serrling the Middle
Easr conflicr. It will indeed be a difficuh task, bur rhat
is no reason for us to sit back. It seems to me both
essen[ial and praisewonhy ro go around all the pardes
concerned and ro see where Europe can be of assist-
ance and where measures can be taken thar will help ro
establish peace..I personally am determined ro do'my
utmosr and to give it my very best endeavours withour
losing any more rime. In the light of the results of
whar I would call a facr-finding mission, it will be for
the Communiry Member States ro decide on the form
thar a possible Community iniriadve might mke.

In rhe course of a bilateral visit rhar I made to Iraq and
l.ordan before the beginning of rhis presid.n.y, I hrd
the opporruniry to have some preliminary .rth"ng.s
of views on rhe problems that will arise in rhe course
of rhe fact-finding mission that I shall be undertaking
at a larer stage. Virhout going into rhe deails of thi
conv€rsarions held, I can tell you straight away rhar
my firsr impressions were rhar optimism was juitified
in the face of the task before us. My observarions
incline me to believe beyond any shadow of doubt rhat
the Nine were perfectly right ro adopt the position
taken up in Venice.

Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, your parlia-
ment knows that rhe President-in-Office of the Coun-
cil is obliged ro respecr rhe limim, however narrow,
imposed upon him by the timetable of operations in
the instirutions over which he presides for rhese six
months. Like my predecessors, and for cenain reasons
perhaps even more rhan they, I shall be obliged to

observe rhe rules of collegialiry and not to reveal in
advance nor ro misrepresent the outcome of a discus-
sion currenrly being held, even when the parliament
reveals its very legirimare desire to be informed in
advance of posirions raken up by one parry or another
before any agreemenr has been ..rih.d'among rhe
mlnlsters.

I am very well aware rhar your. Assembly may nor be
entirely satisfied ro see such a rule being observed. For
your pxrr, however, you are certainly aware that
discussions in the Council between repiesenrarives of
governmenrs requires a cenain period of rime to have
ideas come ro fruirion and to assess whar rhe Commis-
sion defines as rhe common interest.

The Presidency of the Council confers on rhe person
who exercises it not only the privilege of speaking in a
personal capaciry but also the dury of saying loud and
clear a certain number of things ar cenain times. I shall
avail myself very briefly of this privilege ro conclude
my sraremenr by making certain personal obervations,
while of course I also have rhe righr ro make a reply at
the end of rhis debare.

As each and every one of you knows, the decisions
taken.by rhe Council on 30 May last, particularly in
regard ro convergence and rhe budger, are no final
solurions [o rhe problem. Sooner or larer, as the
budger conr.inues ro expand, rhe institurions will again
have. to rackle comprehensively and even definiriiely
the basic problems'of esrabliihing a berter balancl
between differenr Communiry policies and allocaring
to these policies own-resources, whether these are
held at their present levels or adapted to changing
cl rcu mstances.

The Communiry is facing up ro fundamental quesrions
which have a bearing on irs own vision of iis future
developmenr. Cenain people would say thar we have
tw.o years to find solurions and ro take the oprions
called for. I would say rhar the sooner *e ."r, find
these solutions, rhe berrer it will be.

The very narure of rhe Communiry will change if it
becomes apparenr thar individual Member Stares are
not prepared ro make available to ir resources more
generous than rhose they would consider necessary ro
finance, operarions in which rhey detecr a di.ect
narional interesr. If rhe larter *ere to be the case, one
of the most immediate consequences would undoubt-
edly be an erosion of Parliament's budgetary poy/ers,
which would be reduced to a purely disiribuiive func-
tion rarher than putting Europe's resources behind
new policies and actions.

(Applause)

But you will say ro me rhar that is not even rhe mosr
importanr thing. The orher consequence of all this
would be the srerilization of the Communiry process,
deprived of the means of going beyona ihe limits
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imposed on it by the unanimous agreements of the
governments and by the decisions already taken.

In the face of all this, I myself personally believe that it
is useless to lash out in verbal protesm, however
unthinkable it is to resign oneself to whatever fate may
bring. However, le[ us also recognize that the financial
constraints tying the hands of all the Member States at
the present time, and for what may be a rather long
future, limit in a very unfortunate fashion the increase
in resources that would be needed to make genuine
progress within the Community.

'!Ufe must keep this in mind panicularly during the
different stages of discussion of the 1981 budget. As I
have already said, we will not be able to shape a future
common policy by means of the budgetary debate. On
rhe contrary, the budgenry instrument must be refined
and made capable of yielding a whole new generation
of policies.

In defining these policies, Parliament will play an

impomant pan by contributing in a creative spirit to
their shaping and implementation. The motto that
policies come first does not entail, to my way of think-
ing, any renunciation of Parliament's budgemry privi-
lege; quite rhe contrary, and I would wish that you
could see it this way.

I should like to issue a solemn warning against the
idea put forward by some that we should found new
policies on the ruins of Community policies built up
over a period of twenty years which have proved their
worth. !7hile there is no doubt that the cost of these
policies should be reconsidered in the light of criteria
possibly better adapted to changing circumstances and
new interests, their basic principles mus[ not be called
into question. If this were [he case, we would scarcely
hold out any hope of seeing genuine Community poli-
cies take the place of these policies which have lapsed.

The second thought I would put before you has to do
with the common energy poliry. Not having framed
such a policy in good time, and I am thinking here of
197 3 , we have witnessed the development and consoli-
dadon of a number of national policies. In discharging
their direct responsibilities to each of their countries,
the governments have found themselves obliged rc go
beyond certain points where the Nine were dead-
locked.

I recognize that these national policies are in them-
selves ideally suited to the objectives they were
intended to achieve. Hqwever, they inevitably meet
the requirements of diffeient nation situations rather
than the needs of a single Community market. This
difficulty has been alleviated to some extent, but only
to some extent, by a concertation procedure pursued
within the contexr of the Council and even by the
working out of a number of complementary actions,
particularly in the matter of energy savings. The waste

that could have been created by policies basically
divergent amont themselves has thus happily been
Iimited. However, a genuine Community energy
policy is still in a state of abeyance, even though from
the very beginning, and I will pay you this tribute,
your Parliament has never ceased to call for such a

policy.

The coming period will possibly give us a second

chance arising from the new awareness of a changing
situation brought about in Europe by radical changes
in the matter of sources of energy. These changes are
such that any plans worked out at a purely national
level would have much less chance of being effective
and lasdng. It thus becomes all the more necessary that
a Community policy should be put into operation.

I do not intend to disguise the difficulty of such an
undertaking, which become all the more striking when
we note the vast differences of opinion between our
citizens and our political groupings in regard to the
very matter of choosing additional or alternative
sources of energy.

Representing as it does the ideas and the interests of
all our people, the European Parliament will undoubt-

.edly prove lrue to its mission by giving this question
the absolute priority that it deserves.

This leads me, naturally, to my third and final obser-
vation.

The time has gone when public opinion as a whole was
prepared to give the Community its undivided alle-
giance in principle, a blank cheque as it were. Millions
of men and woman except from the Europcan institu-
tions a prompt and resolute action going beyond a

strictly national context.

Ve must admit that they have become much more
critical in our regard, especially when they compare
the enormous resources being employed with the
advantages accruing to themselves.

All of us must make an enormous and unprecedented
effon inspired by genuine conviction. In building up
the new Europe we can never rest on our oars. This
effort will be neither credible nor fruitful unless it is

backed by growing solidariry within the institutions
and unless it results in consistency in our actions and

our words, whether these words are spoken by us poli-
ticans in Strasbourg, Brussels or Luxembourg, or
addressed to our fellow-citizens in our respective
countries.

Madam President, there are points of dispute between
the institutions, the nature and scope of which are
generally misunderstood or worse still misinterpreted,
bur these points of dispute can be reconciled, becduse

they involve committed people whose only desire is

legitimarc reaffirmation of rights conferred by the
Treaties.
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The Community is faced with enormous problems, the
vital imponance of which must nor be concealed
behind the natural differences of approach thar we all
have to the more immediare and more material aspects
of the work we have ro do. The success of our work as
a Community will depend on rhe continuity and the
spirit of open collaborarion berween our institurions,
which will prorecr Europe from disturbance and crisis.

In any case, Madam President, I for my part shall
strive to fulfil my mandare in this spirit. It is my deter-
mination to do everything in my power nor to disap-
point the hopes reposed in this grand adventure which
is the building up of Europe, which for me is the
noblest work of our times. It is my ambition to be
understood and my hope to be convincing.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Glinne to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.

Mr Glinne. - (F) Madam President, Mr President-
in-Office, may I first of all congratulate our former
colleague - and a colleague of long snnding at that

- the new President of the Council, on his interesting
sratemenr, to which I lisrcned very attentively. It
touched upon all the Community problems and those
relating to political cooperation which are so much on
our minds at [he moment. V'e ourselves share many of
the anxieties expressed by Mr Thorn and many of the
points made by him coincide with our own views. In
the area of political cooperation, I endorse what he
said, for example, about [,om6 II, the Euro-Arab
Dialogue, the Norrh-Sourh Dialogue, about the
imponance of having a satisfactory development stra-
tegy, about the Madrid Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe, about the Middle East, and
indeed about Afghanistan. As regards the Commu-
nity's internal affairs, we agree with Mr Thorn that it
is quite deplorable that the formulation of a proper
Community energy policy should be left in abeyance
when really it ought to have been given priority as a
matter of course.

This is not to say rhat we go along with all rhat rhe
President of rhe Council had to tell us, or rhar we
heard all that we wanted to hear from him. Far from
it. I am bound to say, in fact, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, that we have cenain misgivings about the poli-
cies being contemplated and one or two criticisms to
make of them.

Ve have misgivings about the wisdom of the energy
policy being advocated by the Council. Misgivings also
about the unemployment problem and the hitheno
apparent lack of political will to really come to grips
with it, even though it is in our view rhe No. I prob-
lem - more urgent even than the fight against infla-
tion. And misgivings, finally, about certain aspects of
the prgblem of the threat ro peace. As regards energy

poliry and the systematic recourse to a nuclear solu-
tion - it seems quirc clear that this is'a line that the
Council is determined ro pursue - I must repear once
again that we in rhe Socialist Group artach a grear deal
of imponance to safety. In this connection, our group
has quite recenrly gone on record to express its utser
dismay at the Council's rejection of the 'seveso' direc-
tive. In this matter the Council has unfonunately taken
the same line as the French Governmenr, which rejects
any artempr ro compel Member States, through the
instrument of a direcrive, to provide information of an
international character concerning dangerous indus-
trial activities. Ve feel, however, rhat such a directive
is an essential srcp if accidenrc on an even grearcr scale
than those at Seveso and Flixborough are to be prev-
ented. The rejecrion of this proposal only serves to
confirm our reservarions concerning the development
of nuclear energy and strengthen us in our determina-
tion that there should be no development of nuclear
energy until complete safery- is guaranteed. Inciden-
tally, Mr Presidenr-in-Office, still on the subject of
enerty, I was delighted to hear you say that every
encouragement should also be given to investments in
research into and developmenr of new alternative'
energy sources, especially oil and gas synthesized from
coal.

My group would have liked, however, ro see this wish
reflected in the 1980 budget estimares. Unfonunately,
this is not the case. Our amendmenm ro this effect
have not been aceepted. But I tell you here and now
that we shall be taking this marrcr up again in the l98l
budget procedure because we simply are nor prepared
to be fobbed off with promises and declarations of
intent. \7e want ro see some positive action alont
these lines and for that we obviously need to have rhe
necessary resources entered in the budget. More than
that, Mr President-in-Office, there has to be evidence
of real political will and the required instruments musr
be made available ro ensure our self-sufficiency in
energy.

I would remind you once again - and I am very sorry
indeed to have to bring rhis up on rhe occasion of
every Council smtement - that the Socialisr Group
put forward concrere proposals on this marter as long
ato as the pan-session of July 1979. These proposals
included, among orhers, the setting up of a European
Energy Agency, one of rhe purposes of which would
be to moniror the acdvities of rhe multinadonal oil'
companies and ro find a Community solution, and it
really must be a Community solution, to the problem
of safeguarding our supplies. I am not oprimistic about
what the Council of Ministers of the Nine proposes
eventually ro do about these specific proposals, formu-
larcd by our group 

^year 
ago, as there is no evidence

of even a preliminary study having been put in hand.

I should like ro move on now to what you said, Mr
President of the Council, wirh reference to the budget
for 1980. You expressed considerable satisfaction at
the conclusion of the budgetary procedure for the

't"'
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current year, and in your view the Council bent over
backwards on this occasion.

The Socialisr Group is quite unable to share your satis-
faction. Ve accept that certain improvements to the
1980 budget have been introduced since the end of last
year. 'Sfle also recognize the fact that the Council has

taken.account of amendments adopted by a majority
in Parliament - I say majority because often the vote
went againsr us - in the sittings of 26 and 27 lune in
Luxembourg. It does not alter the fact, though, that
cenain amendrhents that we in the Socialist Group
regarded as fundamental - I am speaking principally
about the amendments tabled by the Social Affairs
Committee concerning the steel industry, measures to
combat poveny and a programme in favour of women,
and also those mbled by the Committee on Develop-
ment and Cooperation on the problem of food aid -were rejected by a parliamentary majority. Obviously,
the Council as such cannot be blamed for this rejec-
[ion, even though no doubt it was pleased about it, but
the President-in-Office will understand that, under the
circumstances, the Socialist Group has no cause to
rejoice.

I should also add - indeed, Mr Thorn, you referred
to it yourself in your statement - that we feel very
strongly about the need for a radical restructuring of
the budget.

Speaking about cenain problems that you quite rightly
.igard is fundamental, you said that we have two
years in which rc find some solutions and that, no

ioubt we should act more speedily. For several years

now, in point of fact, the automatic growth of cenain

agricultural expenditure, connected with the dairy
s,irpluses, has led to a relative reduction of the

Community's own resources. The Commission has

promised io submit proposals for restructuring .the
Ludger by the summer of 1981. Although this under-

mking has been greeted with general satisfaction in

,n"ny qur.t..s - in fact, only last night I heard Prime

Minitei Raymond Barre saying on French,television
how delighrcd he was on that score - I wish to point
out that this would mean that these vital measures

eould not effectively be implemented before the 1982

budget. As far as we are concerned, we should like rc
see ihese changes introduced, as far as possible, in the

budget for 1981, which will be coming before us

shonly and to which we are already devoting a great

deal of thought. Make no mistake, this budget is sure

rc lead to yet another major confronmtion. \tre
ourselves believe that from now on we must look at

the budget in terms of the need for a radical restruc-

turing, *ithin 
" 

muld-annudl framework, coupled with
an oierall policy that will ensure a greater degree of
convergence biween the economic policies being

pu.ru.d within the Community. \Tithout wishing in
any way to appear alarmist, we believe that the

own-resources crlsls and the failure to carry through
the policy of budget restructuring together threaten

the very survival of the Community. Ve would not,
for example, want to see non-compulsory expenditure
squeezed out as a result of mounting economic pres-

sures.

Ar this point I should like rc address a specific ques-

tion to the President-in-Office as a Luxembourger. In
an interview he gave on 5 July to the Belgian newspa-
per 'Le Soir', Mr '$7erner, President of the Luxem-
bourg Government said, with panicular reference to
the budget question: 'It is of course the intention to
alter rhe balance between agriculture and other
sections of rhe Community budget, so as to tilt it in
favour of new policies. But, despite every effon, this is
bound ultimately to result in unforseen expenditure.
Now, we are almost at a point where the Community's
resources are fully stretched and Luxembourg, among
other countries, is not in favour of any increase in the
percentage of VAT going to own-resources beyond
the present I 0/0. However, stalema[es of this kind
have a.way of stimularing the imagination and perhaps

this may help us to find resources where we might not
otherwise have expected ro do so.'

I shall not dwell on some of the contradictions
between Mr Verner's remarks and your own and go
on to ask my question: If the Nine decided against any,

increase in the I 0/o share of resources from VAT and

if, despite a radical restructuring of the budget, it
rurned out that additional resources absolutely had ro
be found, what would be the nature of these unforseen
resources that the President of the Government of the
Grand Duchy referred to? I hope that you will be able

rc shed a little light on this point.

Mr President, I should like now, if I may, io give you
our reactions to what you had to say concerning the
European Monetary System. It is a pity that you had

to leave us in the air as regards the second phase of the
EMS. Ve should have liked rc know more about the
Council's protress with the European Monetary Fund,
with the ECU, and with coordination between the
monetary policies of the Nine and those of the United
States. Sfl'e appreciate that these things present enor-
mously difficult technical problems, but at the same

rime they have far-reaching political implications.
Furthermore, in that interview I mentioned earlier in
'Le Soir', the Luxembourg Prime Minister is a little
more specific because he says that the Nine will have

to declare whether or not they are prepared to move

on to the second phase of the European Monetary
Sysrcm in March of next year. It is essential, he says,

'to expedite the work on setting up a European Mone-
tary Fund, the decision on which was taken 18 months
ago.' 'It is probable,' he goes on to say, 'that this point
will be on the agenda of the next EuroPean Council,
which should be meeting in Luxembourg some time

during che last quaner.' I should like therefore to have

some more information on this matter and, while we

are on the subject, I am sorry that you should have

dealt so superficially with two problems that are of
such paramount imponance in the field of interna-
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tional liquidity, namely rhe problem of controlling rhe
Euro-currency market on rhe one hand, and the prob-
lem of recycling perodollars on the other. These two
problems, which are among rhe principal factors
underlying the economic malaise currenrly affecting
the Vestern world, were scarcely rcuched on in your
statement, and then almost in passing.

Madam President, Mr Presidcnt-in-Office, I
mentioned my Uroup's grave concern over rhe appall-
ing problem of unemploymenr which, we believe, is far
more urgenr than the problem of inflation. Virh
regard to the unemployment crisis, you said thar the
Luxembourg Presidency intends to make every effon
to continue and expand the dialogue with both sides of
industry at Communiry-level, in panicular within the
Smnding Commitree on Employmenr. I was delighted
to hear you say this and we welcome your declaration
of intenr wholeheanedly. You should understand,
however, that we attach a great deal of imponance not
only to rhe Standing Committee on Employment but
also to an urgenr resumption of the tripanite confer-
ences. The lasr Council of Social Affairs Minisrers at
the beginning of June succeeded in thawing somewhar
the atmosphere between rhe panies concerned. Ve
believe we musr have a rerurn ro these ripanite
conferences and thar rheir object should be to formu-
late agreemenr rhar are binding on employers and
workers, and also on rhe Member States. Ve should
also very much like to see collecrive agreements at
EEC level being negotiated and signed in cenain key
sectors. The ETUC has suggested, for example, rhat
collecrive agreemenrc of this kind could be negotiated
in half a dozen or so secors, including the auromo-
tive, glass and rextile indusrries. On a more general
note, Mr Presidenr-in-Office, we ask rhe Council to
take more notice of the ETUC's recommendarions,

'panicularly on the problem of reducing workinj
hours. As you know, rhe representations made by thi
ETUC to rhe Council in Venice unfortunately came ro
nothing. This failure aroused intense frustrarion and ir
is vital thar a solution be found.

Mr Presidenr, you spoke to us about our poliry
towards the United Nations and, earlier in your state-
ment, abour your desire to improve conciliarion
between rhe Council and Parliament. Vhich leads me
ro a very specific question that I should like m put to
you concerning the second United Nations world
conference on [he position of women being held in
Copenhagen from l4 July. \7e read in the press that it
is inrcnded ro send two observers from rhe European
Parliament ro the conference, which is fine if rhar is
indced true. I have to tell you, however, that the Ad
,Floc Committee on Vomen's Rights has still not had
any official notificarion of this intendon, so perhaps
you could rcll us if a decision to this effecr hal indeid
been made or if it is simply a piece of journalisdc
licence.

On behalf of the Socialist Group I welcome your
remarks concerning the entry of Spain and Portugal
into the European Community. I was equally pleased
to hear the French Prime Minister, Mr Barre, speaking
out in suppon of rhis integrarion, in conrrasr ro views
expressed earlier by President Giscard d'Estaing.

The Socialist Group, in line with rhe position outlined
in a press release in Germany last week from the
Bureau of the Confederarion of Socialist Panies of the
European Community, reaffirms im belief rhat the
enlargement of the Community cannot now be
brought inro question. The timetable agreed upon wirh
each of the applicant srates musr be adhered to, whilsr
of course prorecring rhe interests of all the parries
concerned. These can be considered during the transi-
tional periods and negotiations, which is what they are
for. But the main thing is for us ro honour the under-
takings we gave [o the democratic movements rhat
were only jusr beginning ro emerge, still under rhe
yoke of oppressive dictarorships, in Ponugal and
Spain.

And now just a brief word about rhe Nonh-South
Dialogue and polirical cooperation in rhe afrermarh of
the Venice Summir. Ve Socialists artach enormous
importance to this North-South Dialoguc, which you
quite righrly covered in your sraremenr. May I draw
your attenrion ro the fact that rhe President of the
Socialisr Internarional, our own colleague \7illy
Brandt, and the Commission which bears his name,
have drawn up an excellenr reporr. on the subject and
we hope that ir will be given positive consideration.

As regards the Middle Easr, we lisrened to whar you
said with inreresr and approval. You indicated ihat
contacrs should be ser tp with all rhe panies
concerned withour roo much delay. You have in fact
restated rhe philosophy of rhe Venice Summit and you
also said thar you have laid down rhe groundwork'for
a contacr mission that you inrend ro undenake at a
later dare. Vhich means rhar you are mking rhe
responsibiliry for extremely heavy and delicate
personal initiarives in this area entirely on your ourn
shoulders.

\7hile on the subjecr, I should like rc sound you out
about cenain rumours thar are circulating in the Neth-
erlands concerning a'proposal to appoint a son of
special ambassador, or plenipotendary, of the Nine
who would initiate conracff of rhe kind you have
described with all the inrcresred parties, but'at a very
early date.

Coming now ro the problem of Iran, I feel bound to
take issue with you on one or tvo points. You have
gone on record as saying that, in your view, not until
after the hostages have been released will rhe positive
aspects of the Islamic revolution in Iran be seen in
their true light and only then will it be possible to
restore the traditional links between Iran and Europe.
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As I say, we would not be quite so categorical,

although we of course utterly condemn the taking of
hostages at the United States embassy in Tehran, so

long ago now, as indeed we would condemn any simi-

lar mking of hostages if it happened at the Soviet

embassy there. But, getting back to the essential points

contained in a resolution that we tabled, but which
sadly did not win a majority in Parliament, we believe

that we cannot afford rc forget the horror of the

human righm violations that took place under the

Shah's regime. Ve must remember that it is the inde-

fensible right of the Iranian nation to exploit its

resources primarily for its own benefit. 'We must stress

the interdependence of all the peoples involved and

avoid turning a blind eye to all but one particular
aspect of the situation.

It was this resolution that led to three Socialists of
world prominence, Mr Bruno Kreisky, Chancellor of
Austria, Felipe Gonzales, the well-known Spanish

political leadir, and Olof Palme, Sweden's former
Frime Minister, to undertake a mission to Tehran
where they held some very useful talks.

It was also this same resolution that paved the way for
the Iranian Minister for Foreign Affairs to join in
discussions with our most senior rePresentatives at the

meeting of the Socialist International in Oslo a few
weeks go. \fle believe this was not only useful but also

necessary. \7e must keep the lines of communication
op.n, "i much as anything in order to secure the

ril.rs. of the hostages. This is infinitely preferable rc
any show of strength, because any such show of
strength is futile, irrational and irresponsible, panicu-
larly when, for example, one of the Member States

takes up the running and then drops out of it.

Mr President, I should also like 'in cauda oenenum'

perhaps, but at any rate quite openly,- to raise two
iunher problems. You made repeated references to the

hopes you have for the Commission. You said the

Council was expecting rc receive from the Commis-

sion proposals on energy; you are also awaiting their
p.oposali on rclematics; and on restructu-ring the

budget - let us hope they will be to hand before June
198 l.

a

As President of the Council, assuming you remain in

office, you will be receiving summary analyses from

retiring' Commissioners. Since we have both been

Memb-ers of the former Parliament together, and for a
very long time, perhaps you will allow me to put a

direct qtlstion to you. You are in fact now President-

designaie of the Commission of the European

Corimunides. This is common knowledge and we are

delighted that this is so, even though the appointment

has 
"not 

yet been finally confirmed. Ve would like you

as soon as possible to become either full-time Presi-

dent of thi Council or full-time President of the

Commission. Ve say this because we consider that the

President of the Commission needs to devote himself

to important procedural discussions with the govern-
ments of the Member States and with his new
Commissioners, and because we expect the new Presi-
dent of the Commission of the European Communities
to come before Parliament with a declaration of intent
which can then be followed by a debate. Enormously
gifrcd though you are, as everyone knows, I believe it
is too much to expec[ for Gaston Thorn, President of
the Council, to confer with Gaston Thorn, President
of the Commission. Besides, we hope that you will
very soon be mking up your duties as President of the
Commission.

One final question, and this is where the 'in cauda

uenenum' comes in, about what your Prime Minister,
Mr Verner, refers to as 'the battle of the seats'. For
the third time I am quoting from his interview with 'Le

Soir':

'Vith the Community facing such fundamental difficul-
ties, this is hardty the time to raise this panicular problem.

However, if I had to - for example if I was specifically

asked by the European Parliament - I would say as

follows: In the first place, the matter of seats lies within
the jurisdicrion of rhe national governmenm. Secondly,

the Luxembourg compromise arrived at in 1965 clearly
established the system thet operates at the moment. For
my part, I think it is wrong to draw a semantic distinction

between seats, which would place them under the juris-

diction of the governmenm, and places of work, which
would place them within the jurisdiction of.the Members
of Par[iament. Any such distinction would constitute a

deviation from the text agreed in 1965 and annexed to the

Merger TreatY.'

I hope that this statement is a misquotation by the-

journalist rather than a misconception on the pan of
its author. In any event, I should like to make one

thing dear: o* G.oup - and indced a resolution to

the"same effect was-mbled by Mr Seefeld several

months 
^go:- 

wants the governments of the Member

States, wtose responsibility it is according to Anicle
2 16 of the Treaty' to stir themselves out of their torpor
and finally make a decision concernint the. seat -
notice I say seat' not seats - of the Community insti-

rudons. ,qnd this seat - note the singular again - is

very different to the sea6 that the Luxembourg Prime

Minister spoke of so confusingly. Having drawn this

essential distincdon concerning places of work, may I
say quite simply, without wishing [o sart. any argu-

*ent'here bui nevenhiless with deep conviction, that

the European Parliament, which is very much involved

in this question, should be allowed the last word' Its

opinion should carry regardless of any lobby, regard-

liss of any national interest, regardless of any question

of prestige, regardless of any possible repercussions'

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Scott-Hopkins to sPeak on

behalf of the European Democratic Group.
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Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- Madam president, I would

join with the last speaker in saying how glad I am ro
welcome the President-in-Office hire and to listen ro
his speech, which covered, a very grear many subjecrs.
Q-uite obviously there is nor time for -e to go inio all
of rhem, but I would like to congratulate h'im on his
presentarion of them ro us, because rhey undoubtedly
cover all the issues which are of imponance ro us
rcday. They range from the situation in rhe Middle
East ro the difficulties over the budget and various
other problems facing us in the Comminity.

But I must say to rhe President-in-Office, after having
lisrcned to his speech, and I am sure he will not misun-
derstand me, rhar the road ro hell is paved with good
intentions, and rhere are an awful lot of good inten-
tions.in his speech. I hope over the coming weeks and
months we will see a little more precision regarding
those various good inrcndons which he laid on ihe lini
today. However, it would be churlish of me to lay too
much stress on thar aspect, because I welcome very
much rhe initiatives that were aken in Venice and
particularly whar the Pr6sident-in-Office has said
today .concerning the Middle Easr And I sincerely
hope rhat those initiativps which he has already taken
and those which he will be mking in the toming
months will bear fruit.

I musr say that rhe quesrion which Mr Glinne has just
put to him concerning what,his acual role is to be in
the coming monrhs'is, of course, in this conrcxr an
extremely imponanr one. lTherher he will be acting as
President of Council for the six months or as presidlnt
-dcsignate of the Commission is something that we
rn rhis House would wanr rc know, panlcularly in
relation to rhe initiatives which he meniioned ne.i to
b.e.ta$n conce-rning the Middle East. I think ir is only
right for rhis House to hear his views on this panicular
Polnt.

I shall now turn, if I may, ro rwo other issues which
are as imponan-r as any I am going to rouch on. They
concern, first of all, energy. The piesident-in-Office is
righr to place the great emphasis on ir rhar he did. On
the subjecr of energy conservarion, all kinds of expens
have written and spoken ro me concerning what will
happen even with a modest increase in the 6Np of rhe
Community over the nexr 20 years. By the rurn of the
century, rhere is bound to be a very considerable
energy gap and very severe and stringent -easures o)ill
have to be mken. However, if the nicessary measures
are nor put into effect now, if during the next six
monrhs we do.nor begin to see what they should be
and how they should be applied, our effons will come
too late. I do nor believe that we have sufficient
resources of coal or oil within the Community, let
alone wirhin. fy.o.yn country, to satisfy our energ.y
needs. I would ask him therefore to consider this prJ'-
lem and ro come ro us ar the earliest opponunity with
whatever plans he and the Commission may have ro
increase ourpur in this field. I believe thar the'problems

inherent in developing the nuclear secror, whether it
be fusion or fission, are very substantial and I welcome
his commenr on rhis, but I beg of him not ro underes-
timate rhe considerable problems mentioned by the
honourable gentlemen opposite concerning safety in
this field and would point out that a grear deal of
research and development needs to be done here and a
grear deal of money spenr. I should like him ro come
forward within the next six monrhs with concrere
plans in this field

The last marter I should like to raise concerns the
budget for 1981. I pray rhat we shall have the l9g0
b.udgeg over and done with by tomorrow evening. Ve
shall then have to .o.r..nt."rc on rhe lggl bJdget,
and, as rhe Presidenr himself said in his speech, 

"the

issues thar confronted us have not tone a*ay, they a.e
still,there. Y9.l..d a grear deal ofihought 

"nd " i.."t9:rl 9{ flexibiliry in our approach to rhii."rr.r. Iiir.
!im,f.ai1 

warning rhat.my group will not 
""..pt "i"inthe krnd ot balance which existed in the l9g0'bud-get.

Ve cannor accepr any repetition of this in the l9gl
budget. The balance berween agriculture and the other
sections.of the budget has got to be altered. Ve hope
that, following rhe .g...-.nt reached in Brussils
under rhe chairmanship of presidenr Colombo, the
undertaking ro resrrucrure rhe CAp is a really genuine
one and rhat work on this restructuring will Le"staned
with rhe Commission and rhe Council in all serious-
ness during his six months' Presidency. I hope rhis will
be so, because I say to him quite clearly rhai rhere has
Bot to be new thinking concerning rhis budget.
Moreover, we musr nor rerurn to the old bad habiti of
having a budget presented to us which includes some
rather imaginary figures for agriculrure. The actual
budger irelf, rogether with rhe price proposals for the
coming agricultural year, musr be coordinated. The
past practice of presenring enormous esdmares larcr
on, meaning supplementary budgets, is a method
which will not be tolerable in 1981. \7e had it properly
done in 1980, although the result was nor netesja.ily
what we would have wished, so let us be quite cenain
that in l98l we do not fall back into the old bad
habits.

Nevenheless, I welcome rhe president-in-Office and I
wish him well in wharever task he decides to under_
take over rhe nexr six months. I am quite cenain thar
he will execure it extremely efficiently and I am quite
cenain that whqever takes over from him will indeed
further rhe aims and desires of this Communiry. My
final word, Mr President, is thar we look forward
during this six monrhs ro a posirive approach ro rhe
problems of rhe Community. \fle have marked time up
to now but cannot afford rc do so any more. '!Ze must
go forward. I look rc him and his iolleagues to see
that we do rhat very thing.

(Applause from the igh t)

I.i ,t, ,; f.,,
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President. - I call Mr Berlinguer to speak on behalf

of the Communist and Allies GrouP.

Mr Berlingucr. -'(I) Madam President, ladies and

gentlemen, the crisis of the European Communiry.has

5..o.. so far-reaching in its implications that it is

difficult to imagine iti survival for long under the

Dresent conditions. \7e have reached a point of no

i.rurn, either we advance the process of integration

through vigorous new action or we face the risk -
indeei the ienainty - of decline and disintegration of
the Community. I must say that I found no race of an

awareness of this fact, of this dilemma, in the speech

made by Mr Thorn, however diligent, competent and

,n."tu.id some of his observations may have been'

The last six months have counted among the most

troubled in the history of the Communiry. On some

occasions the limit oi paralysis and breakdown has

been reached or even plssed. The Italian Presidency

- and I regret this fact even if I belong @ a PafiY
which is vigorously opposed to the Present govern-

ment in .y o*n country - has done nothing rc begin

to remove the underlying causes of the situation now

facing the Community. The much-vaunted comprom-

ise ariived at with thi United Kongdom, which cons-

isrcd in reality in giving that country everything it had

asked for, h"i cenainly not helped to bring about solu-

tions to the Community's internal problems which

have merely been postponed and aggravated.

The facts speak for themselves. They are well-known
and have oircn been the subject of critical comment in

this House. There are close on seven million unem-

ployed in our nine countries; inflation is rising; prod-

u.tion it moving into recession; imbalances in &ve-
lopment are widining to the detriment of the weakest

..giont and countries. Despite all this, the percentage

oiexpenditure on agriculiure, consisting, as we all

know, almost entirely of funds required to suPPort

prices and to a minimal degree of money earmarked

ior a policy of srructural reniwal, has risen to74 0/o of
the toml budget in 1980.

This merely highlights the inability of the C-ommuniry

institutions - beginni.rg with the Council of Ministers

and the gor..n*.nt, of the nine countries - to imple-

ment a ptticy of renewal necessarily entailing common

action in the economic sector, in energy poliry and so

fonh. This action has not been taken, despite all the

fine words and undenakings which seem unrealistic,

given che fact that the Community's own resources

will shortty be exhausted.

Vhy has progres$ not been made with the definition

and'implemenlation of common policies? In our view,

the .eaion is that the dominant economic and political

groups have an interest in free markem and free rade
a .ii.t has up to now been the main feature of the

process of integration - but do not have an equal

inr.r.r, in the idoption of common policies designed

ro attain the objective of more balanced and more

equitable economic and social development through-

out the Community.

This merely serves to confirm our deep conviction that

we need dicisive reforms to break out of the crisis by

advancing the process of inrcgration accompanied by

renewal of th. p..s.nt economic and social slructures

- reforms in rhe life and workings of the European

insticutions; but the decisive steP to be taken involves a

full commitment on the pan of the working classes'

This is one reason for which we must emphatically

seek all possible understanding with.the forces, parties

and social organizations foundid on the working dasses

and pcoplcs of our continent.

There is a further vital need: that of making decisive

progress towards full affirmation of the specific, indc-
p.ni.n, role of Europe in the world.'!/e welcome the

i-port"n.. attached by Mr Thorn to political cooPer-

atitn, but it remains a fact that the only major inde-

pendent act of the Communiiy has been--the.Venice

ieclaration, in panicular the section affirming the

need to involve ihe Palestine Liberation Organization
in efforts to attain a solution to the Middle East prob-

lem.

Other initiatives have come not from the Community

but from certain Member States. They have demon-

strated the prospects existing rcday for a .European
initiative in world politics. How do we envisage such

an initiative? Ladies and tentlemen, in recent months

we have repeatedly debated evenm marking a rapid

deterioration in the international situation' The evenr

in Iran, the intensificadon of the planned deployment

of nuclear missiles, the Soviet intervention in Afghani-

stan, the proposed and actual acts of retaliation

against the Soviet Union and Iran' Faced with this

dlterioration in the situation which involves as the

most serious risk the growing opposition between the

two superpowers, two divergent posidons have

...rg.i in the Community, in the Atlantic Alliance

,nd i"n our Parliament: the first position is that of
those bodies of opinion who give total suppon to the

line of the preseni American adminisration and see a,

need for a trial of strength and punitive retaliation'

The second posidon is, on the contrary' inspired by a

conviction that none of the outstanding conflicts and

problems - a reduction of armaments, the withdrawal

tf Sori.t trops from Afghanistan and the return of
the American hostages - can be resolved without a

contribution to a reJuction in the tension between t'he

two super-powers, the two great blocs' This tension

,.*., ..rily to make positions more rigid. and to

heighten divergences; it bears within it a disastrous

logi"c leading rJ*a.ds nuclear conflict' Ve must there-

fo?" .ond.,in all violations of international laws and

demand respect for these laws without ever interrupt-

ing the dialogue and negotiations.
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That position has in recenr months through various
iniriadves and in differenr ways gained the iuppon of
many non-aligned countries, and also of othei forces
and governments which, even within the Adantic Alli-
ance and in a spirit of respect for their commirmenm,
have still.managed ro resist the injunctions and p.es-
sure of the Unircd States, through a conviction that
negotiations and detenre are the necessary condition
and the most solid base for security in Euiope and in
all international relations.

May I remind you rhat rhis is the line which we have
coherenrly supponed and on the basis of which our

. acrion has been developed in Ialy and in Europe, to
say norhing of many conracts outside our conrinenr.

Chancellor Schmidt's visir ro Moscow, which, surpris-
ingly enough, did not even earn a menrion b1 Mr
Thorn, proves rhat this approach is borh correci and
pracdcable. After months of rcnsion there has ar last
been a firsr overrure with rhe possibility of fresh nego-
tiations on rhe reducrion of forces, anovenure wh'ich
demonsrrates, ar the more general level, that negotia-
tions are also possible to solve rhe orher more sirious
and explosive problems of Nonh-Sourh relations.
Here the European Communiry has an essenrial role
to play if it is able to acr with the strength derived
from polirical uniry.

Ve are now on the eve of the Madrid Conference and
it is in the deepest interests of Europe for this evenr ro
clear rhe way for new progress in- all areas of East-
Vest cooperation through fuller applicadon by all the
panies of the commirmenr given in-the Helsinki Final
Act. Ve would urge rhe Council of Ministers and the
Luxembourg Presidency ro ensure that the Nine, in
the framework of political cooperarion, define a posi-
tive and outward-looking for the Madrid Conference;
finally rhis Parliament should be informed in gooj
time to enable ir to debate the guidelines which- the
Nine propose to follow.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Lecanuer to speak on behalf
of the Group of the European Peoplet pany (Chris-
tian-Democratic Group).

Mr Lecanuet. - (F) Madam presidenr, ladies and
gentlemen, the year rhar has passed - we are after all
being asked to take stock to some exten! - since rhe
election of the European Parliamenr by universal
suffrage has seen opposition grow in one Member
State of the Communiry to the basic rules which have
governed the functioning of rhe common market until
now. This crisis, imponant enough in itself, has been
joined by the budget war, which will now soon, we
hope ar least, be broughr to its conclusion.

Thus, in the eyes of rhe public, rhe first year of the
term of office of the European Parliament, while
bringing new vigour to the construction of Europe,
has coincided with a feeling thar Europe has bien
passing rhrough a crisis.

Ve feel rhat we musr do everything in our power ro
prevenr European policy from becoming a srrategy of
brinkmanship, which paralyses the 

- 
Community,s

. forward movemenl by causing confrontation between
the various institutions created ro cooperate one with
the other in the Community. Vhy -uir *e avoid this
dangerous srrarety, of which rhe public has so little
awareness? Firsr and foremost, for the sake of rhe
construcrion of Europe in itself. And rhen because
international events are too serious for Europe to show
its weaknesses, while in Moscow and elsewhere the
Communist srraregy is focused specifically on divisions
in Europe for rhe developmenr of irs'offensive, in
opposition to rhe fundamental inrerests of the free
democracies. And lastly because the public is
complerely at a loss - to judge from what Iiee in my
own counrry at least - ro understand rhe squabblei
over procedure and the arguments between parlia-
menr, the Council and rhe Commission about terms of
reference. If rhis impression conrinued for long, the
result would be, I fear, a weakening of the European
ideal, and this would reduce the popular suppon rhar
our institution needs.

Ir seems to us, rherefore, tha[ we must all endeavour
ro give ourselves a better image and !o resrore hope to
the millions of citizens who have placed their trJst in
us.

So I will come straight to whar seems to me essenrial.
The Communiry must regain its cohesion, shake off im
slulgishness and break the yoke that is hampering its
operarion. I shall briefly discuss rhe aspects which
show that the time has come for Europe to play more
fully its proper role in the world.

Firsdy, I should like to say something about the need
for Europe to be gjven back its coheiion. The agree-
menr of 30 May of this year on rhe British .ontiibu-
tion to rhe budget and agricultural prices has rhe merit
that it exists. But ir has done no more rhan largely
posrpone rhe difficulties rarher rhan resolving thim.
The agreemenr of 30 May should be more than a
break, a gap berween rwo crises. The fact remains that
the Nine have nored that the increase in agricultural
supporr spending is the outcome of srrucural
surpluses in cenain producrs, and that consequently
this increase in spending musr be slowed down. It is
the outcome of the poor functioning of the rules,
which in themselves are still good rulei. It is much to
the credit of our Parliament that it has made people
more aware now of the need for adjusrmenr in ihe
common agricultural policy. These adjustmenm and
the British conrribution are linked: both should
encourage us ro make of the Communiry budger the
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instrument of a more determined policy, one that is
adaprcd more closely to its objectives, and one that is
capable of correcting the excessive imbalances that
have come to light over the years. No one, we hope,
will agree ro rhe abandonment of the basic rules of the
common agricultural policy, which remains the only
true Community policy. But no one disputes that
Europe needs new common policies, which, if they are
to be implemented, will require substantial financial
resources.

How are we to break out of the circle of the wofold
concern to preserve what has been achieved with the
agricultural policy without overly increasing public
spending? If the Member States refuse in the next two
years to increase the Community's own resources, we
shall face two equally unacceptable solutions: reducing
the Community to no more than an agricultural
organization or reducing farmers' standards of living
so that new policies may be developed.'!7e must there-
fore try to get out of. this impasse . The only way out is

upwards, if I may put it that way,by proving that the
introducrion of new, dynamic policies at Community
level will benefit the Community as a whole.

In this respect, I am thinking first and foremost of the
energy policy.The national parliaments will not agree
to new financial transfers, to an increase, for example,
in the VAT percentage, unless the new Community
policies appear more efficient and more economical
than national policies. It is rherefore for Parliamenr ro
show that this is the case as soon as possible and as

convincingly as possible. Adjusrmenrs to rhe financial
mechanisms and to the agricultural policy are all the
more urgently required as the enlargement of the
Community depends on them. For both Spain and
Ponugal enry into the European Community is an
extremely imponant goal, and it is a goal of the
utmost imponance for the whole of the Community.
For the European Community, Spain's and Portugal's
entry will strengthen pluralistic democracy, what I
have called the 'democracies of freedom', as opposed
to the so-called people's democracies. Let us not
forget, funhermore, that Spain and Portugal, on rhe

south-west flank of 'Western Europe, occuPy a stra-
tegic position of imponance for our own securiry.
Very many of us are therefore convinced that the
democratic stabilizadon of the Iberian peninsula and
the enlargement of the European Community stem
from the same principles and are closely linked: safe-
guarding peace and the libeny of the democracies of
freedom.

(Applause)

'!(/e must therefore do everything to ensure shat the
restoration to order of the European Community's
financial rules and of the common agricultural policy
does not delay the enlargement of our Community.
The deliberations now beginning amont the Member
States should therefore extend to the needs of Spain

and Ponugal as candidates for accession to the
Community until such time as they have developed
sufficiently to become full members. And the principle
which must inspire both of us - the present Member
States of the Community and the applicants for
membership - is that of acdve solidarity based on
common values of civilization. To make it clear that
we appreciate the political imponance of the steps

taken by Lisbon and Madrid, I should like to see the
nine governmenrs of the European Community consi-
dering as soon as possible the inclusion of the govern-
ments of Spain and Ponugal in European political
cooperation.

Although Parliament is quite naturally predestined to
make a basic contribudon to the profound delibera-
tions now in progress, the role of the Commission and
its President will be no less vial. The greatest service

rhe European Parliament can do the Community insti-
rurions is ro strenghten the responsibility, authority
and independence of the Commission. The Commis-
sion performs unique functions in a community of
Sates which are, of course, sovereign, but which -and let us not forget this - are linked by their
commitment freely given to place the collective inter-
ests of Europe above national egoism. Robert Schu-
man's inventiveness consisted specifically in giving
binh to a body known as 'the Commission', which had
no equivalent or precedent in the traditional interna-
tional organizations. The Commission has one very
imponant feature, which it must preserve and which
we must. encourage: independence, now more than
ever indissociable from the credibility of the proposals
pur forward by the Commission as pan of its right of
initiative, making it the prime mover in the European
Community. !flithout trust, ladies and gendemen, the
pursuit of joint action is a hopeless task, fading before
the sterile imperative of 'every man for himself'.

Our suppon for the independence of the role played
by the Commisssion, in the interests of Europe and to
ensure tha[ the Community institutions function as

smoothly as possible, cannot be questioned' !/e hope
ro see the spirit of loyalty maintained and streng-
thened in the Commission, which will have 14

Members from l January 1981 and which, taking
account of the political balance emerging in our
Parliament, must above all continue to give as unified an

expression as posssible of the overriding inrcrest of the
Community. Ve call on it to take the necessary action,
such as that suggested in the report of the 'Three \7ise
Men', to ensure that the administration of the

Commission becomes the instrument best suited to
cope with the tasks that awair it.

To conclude and summarize my thoughts on this
aspec[: a sffengthened and rejuvenated Commission, a

Parliament which has found ir rhphm and organized
its activities under its revised Rules of Procedure, a

European Council which focuses ir decisions on
defining the main political lines of the Community, a
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Council of Ministers which is readier to accept its
responsibility and confines to the most exrreme cases
the use of the veto by one of iss members, that broadly
is how we want to see the institutions working.

Before concluding I should like to say a few words
about the need for a clearer assenion of Europe's
strength so that it may exercise its influence in the
world. The world has reached the brink of one of the
most crirical siruations since the end of the Korean
'\Var. East-\fest tension is raking over from Norrh-
South tension. And Europe, is ar th6 centre of this
twofold division. It may be, if the disaster occurs, irs
first victim. h is a porcntial battlefield, and we shall all
be involved if it comes to conflict. It is vulnerable to
the interruption of the supplies of raw materials and
energy,it needs. It is also vulnerable rc the possible
breaking of the maritime links it uses for its foreign
trade.

How are we to ransform this weakness into strength
for the sake of peace? By doing everything possible to
make Europe the panner without whom any lasting
serrlement is impossible. The Lomd II Convention,
now in the process of ratification, bears witness to
Europe's ability and will to establish, in exemplary
fashion, new relations of solidarity between the indus-
trialized countries and the developing countries. In the
Middle East, as the European initiadve mken by the
European Council in Venice has shown, in interna-
tional political and economic relations, in the Nonh-
South Dialoge, Europe can and must increasingly
play the role of a leading aclor on the international
stage. To this end, it has a considerable asser in irs
hands: its economic and commercial weight in rhe
world. If it wants to, ir can also mobilize rhe historical,
cultural, human and rechnological resources to ensure
that no continenr, no people in rhe world, is indiffer-
ent to what Europe says and does.

But Europe will not make its influence felt and will nor
be able to defend its interest unless rwo conditions are
fulfilled. The first of these conditions is thar it musr
increasingly speak with one voice and never give rhe
outside world the impression that ir can be divided.
Ve are very pleased with the considerable progress
made in political cooperarion, and we hope rhis
process will conrinue. Has the time not come ro
consider setring up a cenrre for deliberations on
foreign policy along the lines suggesrcd not so long
ago .in Mr Tindemans's repon? I am personally
convinced that Europe will not overcome its agricul-
tural problems and its political problems unl-less it
decides one day to give ircelf a ioordinated defence
policy so that ir can itself contribute to its security.

If Europe wan[s ro reduce its exposure to external
pressures and if it wanrs ro reduce the tension being
caused more and more openly by the Soviet Union, ii
must think abour its defence capaciry and decide to
esablish a securiry policy. I would find it inadmissible
and incomprehensible for free Europe to abandon rhe

protection for which it realistically had to appeal after
the Second Vorld \Var in favour of domination to
which it would submit through weakness and a lack of
foresight. There is no point in drawing a parallel
between rhe United Sates and rhe Soviet Union and
placing the two super-powers back to back. Europe is
proud to belong to the Atlantic and Mediterranean
community of free nations. Bur it is rime for Europe ro
seek ro place the alliance on rwo equal pillars, equal in
law and one day, I hope, in resources. The time has
come for Europe ro assen itself in the world, unless we
are to resign ourselves to self-effacement. It is not, at
all events, a risk rhar the group on whose behalf I have
the honour to speak is ready ro rake.

Europe will be respected if it makes rhe necessary
effort to ensure irc securiry. D6rente is not a state of
mind. D6tente can survive only if it is based on a

balance .of forces until disarmamenr rakes effect. \fle
say yes to d€tente between East and Vest, but not to
the disinregration of the free world, since d6tente can
only be based on firstly rhe closesr union possible
amonB the European counries and then Europe's alli-
ance with the Unircd Stares, an alliance founded on
the two pillars I have briefly atrempted to define.

Resignation, retreat before force, the absence of deep
faith in one's own values have never led to anphing
but the slow disappearance of peoples or even rheir
violent annihiladon. Ve need only consider the
manyred peoples to convince ourselves of this need.

To conclude, whar Europeans have in common,
whether they are Socialists or Chrisdan Democrats,
Conservatives or Liberals, is surely a cenain vision of
man, of man's moral dignity, of man's physical digniry
which leaves no room for gulags or fecters. \flhat we
all have in common is that we consider the human
person to be unique, irreplaceable and, in our Chris-
tian-Democratic eyes, sacrosanct. That is the heritage
which we have in common and define through human
righr. Parliament has resolutely'commitred itself to
the struggle ro defend human rights. That is its
honourable duty and ir vocation. Nothing that
happens in Afghanistan, Vietnam or El Salvador - or
elsewhere under righr-wing or left-wing dictatorships

- is unfamiliar to those who meer in Strasbourg,
because the popular legitimacy we derive from our
election by universal suffrage uni[es us, beyond the
limits of the powers which we respecr and which are
defined in the Treaties, in solidarity which all peoples
linked with the cause of democracy, anywhere in the
world where this cause is threatened. Faced with rhe
challenge of a difficult world, a dangerous world, we
hope that rhe European Parliament will make rhe
voice of our people heard loud and clear, because our
peoples want the union of Europe, they want to
contribute to progress towards rhe organization of a
cohesive, unired and responsible Community. This is
the task to which we for our parc are dctermined to
devote ourselves.
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President. - I call Mr Rey to speak on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Rey. - (F) Madam President, Mr President-in-
Office of the Council, ladies and Bentlemen, in speak-
ing on behalf of my friends I shall surprise no one by
expressing pleasure at seeing Mr Thorn once again
occupying the lofty position of Presid6nt of the Coun-
cil and the feeling of confidence with which we
welcome his presence at the head of one of the great
institutions of the Communiry. \7e have listened with
grear interest to the statement he has just made on the
programme of the Luxembourg Presidehcy. Ve appre-

ciated is realism and active conviction. It was too
wide-ranging to allo* an analysis in a few minutes.
But we particularly appreciated what was said about
the role of our Parliament, especially in so imporrant a

field as political cooperation, and the need for colla-
boration among the institutions of the Community.

I intend today to concentrate in the Community's
instirutional problems, which will take up a great deal

of our Assembly's time over the next six months. I
shall not dwell on the Commission; Parliament
debated that aspect during irc May part-session. I
should like to say to Mr Thorn how pleased we are

that it is in him, a represenrative of the Grand Duchy
of Luxembourg, tha[ general confidence is placed. I
would remind him that Parliament hopes its Political
Affairs Committee will soon have the opponunity of a

rhorough discussion with the President-designarc of
the Commission on his programme as the future Presi-
dent of the Commission, rather than waiting until the
Commission is complete and the Assembly eventually
has its grand investiture debarc to express its confid-
ence. As regards Parliament's powers, we shall shonly
be discussing their present level and their extension,
particularly in the legislative sphere. This principle was

recognized by our Heads of State or Government as

long ago as their deliberations of 10 December 1974 in
Paris. You are more familiar than anyone Mr Presi-
dent, with those deliberations, since you took pan in
them and made a personal contribution to their
outcome. \7e hope that under your Presidency this
extension of Parliament's powers will become a matter
of fact, with our needing to await the amendment of
the text of the Treaties to establish that extension in
law.

\7hat I would panicularly like to discuss with you, Mr
Presideni, if I may be so bold, is the functioning of the
Council. Vithout a doubt it must be admitted straigh-
raway that it has the most difficult nsk. The national
ministers who form the Council, accountable to their
own parliamenm and exposed to pressure groups in
their own counries, have the trouble of reconciling
the interests of the Member States they represent with
the general interests of the Community as a whole.
This should be remembered from the outset, when
criticism is levelled at the work of the Council. This
having been said, the remarks that follow may seem

more acceptable from one who for four years was a

member of the special Council of Ministers of the
European Coal and Steel Community, who on three
occasions chaired its proceedings, who worked in
close cooperation with the Council in the rcn years he

was a European Commissioner and the three years he

was President of the Commission and who will be

leaving the European Parliament at the end of this July
part-session, with the result that these observations
have all the marks of a political farewell.

I have three points to which I would draw your atten-
tion. The first concerns the famous Luxembourg
compromise of February 1966, afrcr which it became

rhe Council's habit, on a scale unforeseen at the outset
to take im decisions unanimously. It is a subject with
which you are too familiar to make funher explana-
tion necessary. This annoying habit, a nuisance when
there were six, very cumbersome now that nine are
involved, would have a paralysing effect on twelve. As
you know, it was decided at the meeting of the Euro-
pean Council rc which I have just referred, the one
you attended in 1974, that the present practice should
be changed. But it must be admitted that this intention
has had very little effect up !o now. The moment has

come to act. Might it be suggested to the Council that,
failing a sudden reversion to the normal applicadon of
the rules of the Treaties, a progressive system should
be established and a list of decisions drawn up which
henceforth should be taken normally, includihg, for
example, all decisions concerning policies the principle
of which has already been accepted. !7e hope that
under your Presidency we shall at last see some real
progress towards adherence to the rules of the Trea-
ties, which, moreover, have never been changed and to
which it is high time we reverted.

My second point is that, while there is only one Parlia-
ment and only one Commission, we find that there are
in fact several Councils, each independent of the
others, without there.being sufficient authoriry for
coordination. The rejection of the 1980 budget by our
Parliament is a direct result of this. Vhen we symboli-
cally reduced spending on the common agricultural
polrcr, and evervone now admits that this is necessary,
the Minisrers of Agriculture discussed the issue. Not
onh did they refuse to accept this reduction: they even
ir.rcreased expenditure. And then the Finance Minis-
ters, legitimrtell' concerned ar the overall budgetary
burden, pointed out that, as their agricultural
colle;rgues had increased agricultural expenditure,
thev would have to reduce social and regional spend-
ing. Mr Presidenr, I would say that that is poor admin-
istration and therefore poor policy. It is unreasonable
that ministers specializing in a given fielC, and no one
is disputing the importance of this field, should alone
decide their budgetary allocation without regard to
the general requirements. It is time the Council
adopted better methods of administerirlg the policies
and finances of the Community and realized that the
Community must have a single Council bearing ulti-
mate responsibility.
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And so I come to my third point, and I now address
you as a Foreign Minister. This is undoubredly the
most difficult issue and rhe mosr difficult from your
point of view. Vhar I wanr to say is thar it no longer
seems normal ro me these days that the Foreign Minis-
ters should be looking after the internarional problems
of the Community. The Community's exrernal rela-
tions are undoubtedly conrinuing ro grow in imporr-
ance in Europe, in Africa, throughour rhe world. It is,
of course, right and essential that rheir administration,
where they concern rhe Council, should remain in the
hands of our Foreign Ministers. Bur rhe situation is

different, I feel, where rhe Communiry's inrernal
policv is concerned: it is no longer an exrernal marrer
for our governments. It has been in existence for a

quarter of a century. It has become, I repeat, an inter-
nal matter. Our Community is no longer a subject of
negotiation: it needs to be governed. This task should
therefore be enrrusred to rhe Economics Ministers.
They are berter equipped than others to perform this
task. They do so within our Member Stares. They have
the general aurhoriry rhat allows rhen to assess all rhe
aspects of the policies concerned. Thar was how ir was
at the beginning of the Community, in the special
Council of Ministers of rhe European Coal and Sreel
Community, of which I was a member for four years.
It was the Economics Minisrers who met in Luxem-
bourg every monrh, and I would go so far as ro say
that it worked very well. I believe we musr reverr ro
this practice and that in future the Economics Minis-
ters should be generally responsible for and supervise
the Community's internal affairs.

Mr President, I do not expecr you to respond to my
suggestions rmmediately. If you consider rhem worthy
of vour arrenrion, vou will no doubt wanr ro ro discuss
them uith vour colleagues before perhaps staring your
riews. Tell them that they come from a man who has
der-oted more rhan a quarrer of a cenrury of his life to
the Community. And as he speaks the lasr words he
u'ill be able to address to this Assembly, permit him to
sxv to you, Madam President, that he has every
confidence, despite all rhe presenr difficulries, in the
future of our Community. I believe the time has come
for it to adapt its institutions to the needs of its grow-
ing responsibilitv in Europe and rhroughour rhe world.

(Tbe Assembly rises to gioe the speaher a long ooation)

President. - Mr Rey, you have just confirmed your
intention of leaving our Parliamenr, which you had
previously indicated to me by lerter. I should like
therefore [o convey [o you rhe grarirude of Parliament
for rhe parr you have played in its proceedings for
many years now. Ve regrer thar we shall no longer
hear you in this House, rhat we shall no longer meet
you in the corridors and thar we are losing a rrue
f riend.

(Loud applause)

I call Mrs Ewing.

Mrs Ewing. - Madam President, on behalf of my
group may I welcome rhe President-in-Office to his
very exalted and extremely responsible posirion. There
can be few such responsible and worrying positions in
the whole arena of world politics and I wish him well.

A year ago I was raising a number of hopes that I
hoped would be answered in the life of this Parliament
and perhaps I might be excused if I urge rhe Presi-
dent-in-Office to give favourable consideration to
using some of his energy to gerring some of rhese
hopes translated. I am concerned thar so many of the
citizens in the Community are still Iargely ignorant of
what we do and that rhis does not seem ro be improv-
ing greatly. I do suggest that here is no real reason
why we should be so secrerive in our commirree prac-
ticc and I fecl that wc should start looking at the possi-
bility of opening up our committees. I do not think we
have such secret matters being discussed inside
committees that we cannot simply say, rhese are open
doors. I think rhar would help to disseminare more
interest in and information about rhe Community righr
down to our citizenry.

The other matter which will not surprise you, Madam
President, I am sure, is rhar I did hope thar in the life
of this Parliament we could remove all the inequalities
that affect women - if it could nor be done in six
months, then at least I hoped rhe good work could be
taken further. In my group there are five women our
of twentv-two, which is quire a high proportion, and I
feel *-e have made progress in serring up rhe women's
committee. I wish them well. But I would like to make
x prictical suggesrion for the next six monrhs, a very
simple one which has come from the Lord Advocate of
Scotland - our chief law officer - namely, rhat rhe
Member States should recognize each orher's judg-
ments, so that there would be no hiding-place for
erring husbands or wives or parenrs or debtors. Ve
would simply accepr our judgments frorn our Supreme
Courts as murually recognizable. If we did rhis, I rhink
we would take a rremendous step forward and a fairly
simple one. Ir requires only the collecrive will of the
Member Srares, and I rhink it would help ro eliminare
some of the injustices that do affect rhe female sex in
the Community.

Could I also refer ro my passionate desire rhat rhis
Community should do what no Member Srarc will do,
that it should seek ro impose a code of conducr on rhe
behaviour of substandard oil unkers. In a recent
debare initiared by myself I understand I got the
supporr of every group in rhis Parliamenr on rhe need
for this. I would urge rhe Presidenr-in-Office to get on
with this job, because we have had a Bantry Bay disas-
ter in Ireland, we have had a Brirtany disasrer in
France, we have had a Shetland disasrer in my area.
The Channel is fraught wirh danger daily and so is the
area in the North of Scotland. Ir is really a marter now
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of getting on.with doing this and of making much

moie stringeni rules apply. The oil companies share

the blame, but the Member States could control the oil
companies' behaviour if we could get such a code And
with Greece's entry the urgency increases' I welcome

Greece's entry on behalf of my group wholeheanedly

- after all, Greece is a land of many islands and I
represent 80 inhabited islands. I welcome the peripher-
ies - Portugal and Spain - 

joining the Community;
indeed I believe that the existence of this Community
has a lot to do with the fact that these countries

became democracics when we all trembled to think
what might happen to them. So I welcome enlarge-

ment. But on the matter of oil tankers, let us not close

our eyes to the fact that we are going to get the largest

fleet 
'in 

the world added to us - an accident-prone
fleet with three times the accident rate of the rest of
the world and an elderly fleet of which half the tank-
ers are extremely old, many of them having been

bought when, for instance, the United Kingdom sent

them fo. scrap. I do not think the problem is going to
go away because no-one talks about it very often' I
ihink i, really has to be looked at in the next six

months or we are going to face a serious problem.

Bear in mind that we have a scrap-and-build
proposal from the Commission and it looks as if only
G..... would really benefit and would use up the
whole quota of what is really an excellent set of
proposals.

No-one will surprised if I mention that the common

fisheries policy has not yet come into being. Now
there is a great problem here. Uncertainty is not good

for any Member State. Uncertainty is not good for any

of the'industries in the Member States. In fact, uncer-

tainty is resulting in lack of investment. It is costing

the lives of certain small communities and it is costing

rhe livelihood of men at sea because of the uncertainty
and the worry about paying their bank loans' I have

pressed the Commission repeatedly to give the vital
statistics ebout what fuel subsidies, what interest-rate

subsidies are being given in the Member States. \7ith-
out that information we can never have a common

fisheries policy. So I would urge the President-in-
Office to use his influence to see if we could not get

the vinl sratistics, and then we will know in what
direction we should proceed. I think we have to look
at licencing as being an automatic right of owner-skip-
pers. I think quotas should give some recognition to
ihe count.ies with the largest fish ponds. And I think
we should all remember that the whole Community
has a responsibility to safeguard the fabric of lives in
remote places where there are no alternatives.

May I also ask the President to sympathize with those

of us who serve on the Committee on Regional Policy
and Regional Planning. I am one of the frustrated
regionalists. I remember Mr Brandt's opening speeac.h,

in which he said that Europe was a Europe of the

regions. \(ell, it is frustrating that we have no identifi-
able regional policy. The criteria for eligibiliry for aid

change certainly, but very slowly. For instance, tour-

ism is now accepted. I have been urging the criteria of
remoteness and lack of population. Perhaps that will
come. Commissioner Burke has excellent proposals
but no budget. But it is a frustrating thing to see the
needs and to see that the funds are not always reach-
ing the people. My colleague, Mr Flanagan,
mentioned that in a speech in June, when he was talk-
ing about the millions that were returned to the

general budget. \flhy on earth, when you think of all
the good projects that could have been given aid and

could have also served as a means of awakening the
interest of all our citizenry? I have pleaded in this

committee for flexibility, because to have a numerical
rule about a number of jobs makes no sense in certain
remote areas. I have pleaded about additionality' I
would urge the President-in-Office to look favourably
on the proposals of the transPoft infrastructure
schemes. I think that is one very excellent field in
which great assistance can be given. I welcome the fact
that inihis year the Commisiion has decided to have

a code of conduct for multinational companies. I am

only sad it has come too late to prevenl a highland
clearance in my area.

On the budget war, can I just say this, that I regret it

- 
I think it was a phoney war. Now I hope we can Bet

on u ith the budget, because in that delay many excel-
lent projects have been held up. I think to some extent
it uas r new parliament flexing its muscles, and at the
end of the day I wonder to what avail, seeing that we

hlre capitulated. So I do hope that this kind of war
xmong the institutions will not be continued.

I would just like to end by saying that I would beware

of some of the kind of speeches we hear assuming that
it is the view of all of us that Europe should be a
quasi-military super-power. That is not the view of all

the Member States and it is not the view of alI the ciri-
z.ens. I think it is a dangerous thing to make speeches

assuming that all the citizens want that or agree with
it. I would like to congratulate this Parliament on what
it has done in the human righm field. I believe its influ-
ence carries far beyond even its own citizens, when it
speaks up on the issues of human righm. And I am very

proud to be in the Lom6 Convention, which is one of
the greatest international achievements in the world. I
can only hope that we will proceed to do good work
in these fields.

(Applause)

IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE\7IELE

Vice-President

President. 
- 

I call Mr Pannella to speak on a point
of order.
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Mr Pannella. - (F) Mr Presidenr, I would requesr
that the srop-warch, the guillorine, not be sei in
motion, as I am rising on a point of order.

I wish to point out rhar the eleven Members in my
group asked to be included in the list of speakers, bur
my name alone is to be found in this lisr. I should
therefore like ro see the names ar leasr reinsrared in the
list since, although ar presenr mourhs can be gagged
and voices silenced, we have nor yer been deprived of
our identiry.

Since I feel, Mr President, that this Assembly has
deprired us of the parliamenrary righr which *i haue
dutv to exercise, I must tell you thar we refuse ro be
partv to this languid. masquerade, which is an insulr to
a free I)lrliamenr. 'We do not intend ro give our
lpproval to rhese procedures by taking rhe floor as
r"ou dictate - or in realiry remaining silenr rarher rhan
t;rking the floor. You have allocared us five minures ro
repll' to the President of rhe Council - five minutes
for eleven Members! It would be a travesty to reply ro
Presidenr Thorn by Cccepting the anti-parliamenrarian
rule which vou are imposing on us and which make of
our Perliamenr nor a free Parliamenr but a disgrace
u'hen u'e consider our hopes and our electors.

This being rhe case, Mr President, I felt I must pay
tribute rc the President and presenr her with a gift ro
mark this anniversary. I shall presenr it ro you insread:
it is a gag. It is a symbol worrhy of you.

I shall now take three seconds of rhe speaking time I
have been allocated for the debare to say, simply. M. . .

(Mr Pannella approacbes the Chair witb a placard and a

cag.)

President. - Mr Pannella wanrs ro srage a demon-
strationl I hope that the photographers are presentl
1We know how he works. Mr Pannella, for all your
polite uords, you have not raised a poinr of order,
because the agenda was discussed yesrerday and
edopted. All the Members whose names you wished to
hare put on the list,of speakers have been enrered on
it. \U/e musr nor wasre roo much time playing the
clow'n here, must we?

Mr Pannella.- U) I should like to make you a
present of this; ir is a gag.

President. - In rhe Belgian Parliamenr, Mr Pannella,
you would never get this far, but I shall graciously
accept vour presenr, because tomorrow is my birthday.

(Laughter)

All the members of Mr Pannella's group have been put
on the list of speakers, bur they have only ten minures

between them. If each one wenrs ro speak at the same
length as Mr Pannella, ir will obviously be impossible
eren for their fourth speaker to ger rhe floor.

I call Mr De Goede.

Mr De Goede. - (NL) Mr President, as spokesman
for the Dutch D'66 partv I should like to say to Mr
Thorn that as democrats we ;rre very happy rhat
Parliament should be able from rime to time to place
its Members on rhe governmenr and Commission
benches. Afrer Mr Colombo, we now have anorher
good example in Mr Thorn.

This morning our President reviewed rhe activities of
the European Parliament in the last rwelve months.
She rightlv made the important observarion that this
Parliament fulfils its legislative duries. To rhe Council
I must unfortunately say it has hitherro taken too little
accounr of the position, the opinions, the quesrions,
the debares and the resolutions of this Parliamenr. The
Council also pays roo little arrention to the initiarives
taken by Parliament. I rherefore find rhat Mr
Colombo has done well and Mr Thorn would do well
to bear Parliament's views in mind. After one vear of
the European Parliament ir can be said, I rhink, rhat
we have had a number of reething rroubles, but thar
the child has grown a litrle. But thar means rhe Coun-
cil cannot go on rrearing Parliament as if it'had
remained a small child. From whar I have heard from
members of the Durch Governmenr and from orher
sources I know, and rhis is an indicrment of rhe Coun-
cil, I feel that rhe Council does nor take sufficienr
account of the exisrence of a European Parliamenr
which has been elecred ro represenr 260 million Euro-
Peans.

The European Parliament's position also means rhar
we have a say in the establishmenr of the budget thar
will be before us soon. None of us wants renewed
confronration with rhe Council and/or Commission
over lhe I 98 I budger, but confronration is inevirable if
last year's spectacle is repeared through rhe Council
not taking sufficient accounr of Parliamenr.

Vhat basically is rhe issue? Of course, we all know
individually what we wanr. As the represenrarive body
of the European community of nations rhis parliamenr
wants influence. '1tr7e do nor wanr ro abandon rhe agri-
cultural policy; we wanr co reorganize ir. And we must
think more abour orher areas, energy, rhe envinon-
ment, employmenr, than we have done in rhe pasr. If ir
is important for acrual policy to be relared co rhe ciri-
zens of Europe, rhen ir is in rhe field of incomes,
employmenr, energy supplies, agriculrural prices and
so on. I therefore hope rhar, when rhe l98l budget is
being drawn up, arrenrion will be paid not only ro
agriculture, but also, and more so, ro energy, the envi-
ronment, employmenr, industrial innovation and
convergence berween the Member States.

",1','
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Mr Thorn talked about energy this morning and indi-
cated the priorities in this connection' He attaches

great importince to nuclear energy in the futu re

ine.g, policv. He must then surely ask himself
,r'hether he is reflecting fairly the views of the commu-
nitv of European narions and taking due account of its
priorities. I personally think, Mr Thorn, that the first
prioritv of the energy policy must be a good conserva-
tion programme and research into ways of conserving
energv. Substantial savings are possible' Give this

subject more thought:

Secondly, referring now to coal technology, we must

nol forget that we are trying to find a solution to the

environmental problems in Europe. And we must not
create a new environmental problem by changing from
oil-fired to coal-fired power stations on a massive

scale. In the field of research the Community in parti-
cular has a duty to ensure that no new environmental
problems emerge and that we therefore take the neces-

sary xction to protect the environment when changing

from oil-fired to coal-fired power stations. Further-
more, when the newly formed Commission - 

includ-
ing Mr Thorn - 

appears before us in January, it must

submit to Parliament a multiannual programme which
gives concrete form to the policy lines I have

mentioned in the fields of energy, employment, the

enviroment and so on.

Nor may we close our eyes to the problem we shall

very soon have to face when we exceed the I % limit
for the financing of the Community's own resources'

The time required to achieve this I 0/o increase will
inevitably be longer than the few months we have [eft.
Mr Thoin and t[e Durch Presidency musl realize that

it is really too late to escaPe this confrontation, i.e. a

budgetary deficit in 1981, not to speak of the 1982

budget. Consequently, it is also too late now to follow
up Parliament's request that consideration should be

giuen to areas of Community policy of immediate

interest to the citizens of Europe' I hope that Mr
Thorp and the new Commission will not delay in

examining the views expressed by Parliament, the

resolutions it adopts and the initiatives it takes,

because otherwise it must face the electorate emPty-

handed at the next elections in four year's time. The

Council must strengthen Parliament's position, and this

also applies to the new Commission which begins its
activities in January 198 L

President. - I call Mr Kirk.

Mr Kirk. - 
(DK) Mr President, I was most inter-

ested to hear the President-in-Office of the Council's
speech this morning. Parliament's wish, as expressed in

Mr Rey's reporl a few months ago, to hear a statement
bv the President of the Commission before he takes

office, has now been met' albeit probably unintention-
ally. It is probably due more to chance that we have

heard Mr Thorn today as President of the Council,

and *ill probably be hearing him in six months time ls
President of the Commission. But it has heightened

the interest of his exposition of the Council's work
over the next half year. I should like to concentrate on

the question of internal solidarity in the Community
and on foreign policy.

As somebod."- said at our last part-session during the

debate on the report by the outgoing Council Presi-

dent, Mr Colombo, on the past six months work, it is

a fact of political life that when you solve one set of
problems, a new set immediately takes its place. Thap

is the situation today, as Mr Thorn described it in his

speech. I should like to draw your attention to what I
sie as the great threat to the funher development of
the Community. If there is general acceptance of the

concept of limited solidarity between the Member
States that emerged during the dispute over the budget

this yeer, and persisted even after a solution had been

found, I think we are facing a substantial threat to
European cooperation. If the Community's financial
basis is altered, developments in European cooPeration
will be slowed down if not completely halted' Not
many people can want that, and those that do are the

people who want to see the Community fall. I cannot
lay too much stress on my warning. As I said, I am

tfrinking of rhe statements that the Community should
be limited, or that there should be limits to how much

the individual MembelStates should put into the
Community and how much they can Bet out of ir'

I should like to ask - and I hope I shall also get an

answer - 
whether we can really talk about a Commu-

nity if that principle is incorporated in the Commu-
nity's financial arrangemenr. Vould we not then be

talking about a kind of collaboration between a Sroup
of rich countries looking for solutions to a limited
number of specific problems? \flould the Treaty of
Rome have been drawn up and signed at all if this

principle had been current in 1957 and had been

uppermost in the minds of those who led the way to
European cooperation?

\7e must acknowledge that among the Member Smtes

few rake a really European attitude towards the future
development of the Communiry. \7e must also

acknowledge that selfish national interests and atti-
tudes towards European cooperation are coming to
the fore. The other day I saw a survey of public atti-
tudes within the Community towards European coop-

eration, and it was very clear that there was little
enthusiasm for it, but a recognition that it was neces-

sary. I should like to warn against the tendency in-

some Member States to pander to the popular view of
rhe Community rather than tell the public what is

required for the development of the European
Communitv. 

:

ln your speech, Mr Thorn, you dealt briefly with
European monetary cooperation. But you did not
explain what future developments should take place in
the monetarv system nor did you touch on the chances
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of all Member States joining in that cooperation.
Many of those present roday will realise rhai a lot of
the problems we are encounrering in different fields
are simpll' due to the widely differing economic and
monetary situations in the Member Srates. I should
therefore like to know whether grearer priority might
rlot be given ro monerary cooperarion wirhin ihe
Communiry.

Finally, I feel you did not say a grear deal about rhe
state of tension berween the Vest and rhe Soviet
Union. I should very much like ro hear your assess-
ment of future relarions berween the Community and
the Sovier Union, parricularly in the light of Helmur
Schmidt's recenr meering with Mr Breihnev. Are we
going to see an easing of the tension, and a renewal of
the policv of d6tente, and is there any chance of
persuading the Soviet Union to work more seriously
for peace, or would you say rhar no new developmenrs
were likely to follow rhis meeting?

In conclusion, Mr Thorn, I would agree with your
remarks on Afghanistan. It musr be made absolurely
clear that we in the \i(est and we in Europe cannot be
happv about evenrs in Afghanistan until rhere has been
a complete withdrawal of Soviet rroops.

President. - I call Mr Piquet.

Mr Piquet. - (F) Mr Presidenr, ladies and genrle-
men, whar is peculiar about politics is rhat ir leads each
one of us either ro repea[ himself or to contradicr
himself. The Presidenr-in-Office of the Council is no
exceprion to rhis rule. As he does nor intend ro change
the broad lines adopted by his predecessors, he cin
only repear himself. I find this rather regrettable,
because somerhing might otherwise have happened in
this Assembly. Ler me illustrare rhis statement wirh a
few observations.

Firsdy, although rhe Presidenr of the Council speaks
of the various economic and social aspecr thar charac-
terize rhe situation in the Community, I also heard
him refer in his staremenr ro srrucrural modifications,
to inflation. I heard him refer ro investments, trowrh
and other very real economic concep6, but I did not
hear him menrion - perhaps my hearing is deficient

- unemploymenr. I did not hear him once say rhe
words 'male and female workers'. But rhis is a'basic
and well-known economic fact. It is work that creares
wealth, work is rhe source of wealth. Behind rhe
economic srrucrures, growth, inflarion and all these
other economic concepts are millions and millions of
men and women whose presence, standard of living,
living conditions are determining factors in the devJ-
lopmenr of our socieries. But evidendy the Council is
no[ concerned with such rhings, and one thing
explains anorher.

Secondly, rhe Presidenr of the Council refers to the
imponant question of energy, and here again, as

always, oil raises its ugly head. But, as we know, rhe
economists refuse to attribute all the presenr grave
economic and monerary difficulties ro lhe one factor,
oil.

I was glad ro hear the President of the Council refer-
ring in his starement ro rhe quesrion of coal. But ar the
same time I proresr againsr the impon of coal ar a rime
when mines are being closed in France, when we have
considerable narional resources. Even worse, the
French tax-payer is conrributing towards the Commu-
niry subsidies granted for German coal, where the
trend in production is known. Ir is not surprising,
rhen, rhat in my country rhis Community policy ls
opposed by rhe miners, the farmers and rhe *o.kers
and that rhis opposirion also exrends to [he enlarge-
ment of the Community.

Thirdly, rhe President of the Council refers to the
enlargement of the Community and asl$ us nor ro
overdramatize rhe difficulties thar have been encoun-
tered. In my opinion, it is .not the difficulties during
the negotiations rhar are dramatic, it is rhe consequ-
ences which tnlargement will have for industry and
agriculture, for the workers in my country. i also
noriced thar Mr Thorn kept quiet about'how the
tax-payer is going to have ro pay for the financial
presenr rhat has been made to Britain. It came to
4,000 m francs in the case of my country, and how
much is rhe enlargemenr of the European community
golng [o cost. us tomorrow? In these circumstances, it
is rherefore undersrandable that the plans for enlarge-
menr are meering with increasing opposition. Person-
ally, as you knoc/, nor only am I opposed to enlarge-
ment bu[ also, and categorically, I am in favour oflll
prepararory negotiations being brought to a halt.

Founhly and lastly, the Presidenr of the Council hopes
that Europe will play a more acrive and more indepin-
dent political role in rhe internarional arena. Bur it
would be no exaggerarion, I believe, to say that Mr
Caner plays a major parr in rhe Council's decisions.
He is even becoming increasingly 'European', if I am
to believe whar I have heard in rhe last few days about
the outcome of the Venice summit conference, or even
the threatening demands he addresses to this or thar
Community Head of Stare.

I will condude by assening that Mr Thorn's presi-
dency - and I hope Mr Thorn will excuse me, I do
not mean him personally -- ;r clearly resolved ro
continue a policy of which it cannot be said rhar it is
marked by success, bur which is more than ever char-
acterized by the decisions taken in Venice- by the
major 'S7estern powers under American leadership.
Everyone will understand that rhis policy does not
meet with our approval.
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President. - I call Mrs Dienesch.

Mrs Dienesch.- (F) Mr Thorn, you may rest

assured that my Group views with a great deal of plea-

sure your relurn to rhe top level of European activity.
Youi talents as a negotiator are much needed at this
time of great uncertai-nty about the continuation of the

activitiei begun more than twenty years ago, and at

what everyone considers to be a major turning point,

despite the work of our Assembly and its many meet-

ings, sometimes [oo many meetings.

I should like to begin by saying that it seems to me you

have an important role to play in strenStheninB the
internal cohesion of the Community. At some s6ances

the cry goes out: 'Spirit, are you there?'The question
that should be put to the Nine is: 'European spirit, are

you there?' Ve would be very grateful to you if you
could manage to ensure that in this Council everyone
pulls in the same direction.

During your statement, we were very pleased - my

Group and myself - to hear you stress the role of the
Council of Ministers in all deliberations and decisions,
as compared with the Assembly, which in no way
minimizes the role of our Assembly, but is in line with
the Treaties, which we must resPect. You also emphas-

ized, I am happy to say, that it is not for the Assembly
to esublish policies through the budget, but merely to
express its opinion on them. Those two remarks seem

to make good sense. Thank vou for making them.

As regards the functioning of our Assemblr', there is

clearly a lack of cooperation among the institutions.
Encroaching on the others' powers sometimes seems

ro be the aim of each institution, and we for our part
feel it would perhaps be better to reconsider the report
of the 'Three lVise Men' to impror e coordinltron lnd
do away with this perpetual guerilla warfare to gain

excessive power.

\Tithin the Council too, you must ensure that the
governments demonstrate at least a glimmer of Euro-'
pean thinking, in other words that they do not make

excessive demands in some cases and do without in

others, and perhaps also ensure that public statements,

whoever they are made by, take slightly more account
of the European position. For example, we worried the
public with the statements on Portugal and Spain, and

I am pleased to say that the EPD Group has stressed

the need for more frequent meetings with these two
countries, while setting a later date for the time when

they can be welcomed as Member States of the

Community. But we do not think it is very reasonable

to say 'yes' one day and 'no' the next. I feel the
Community has its role to play in this, its European
role.

Secondly, the European Council must not replace the

Council of Ministers, which performs a legislative task

on the basis of the Commission's proposals, providing,

of course, that such proposals exist. Too often the

Council is confronted with communications and

memoranda and not often enough with carefully

drawn up proposals for regulations or directives' But

the Couniil needs these to set the priorities for
Community action in the years !o come. These should

be set befo.e the end of igst. This master plan must

indicate 'the direction of action to be taken and the

means'. Is this being drawn up? The Communiry lacks

medium-term prospects, and pious hopes or worldly
daydreams during certain summit meetings cannot

replace the will and the abiliry of the Nine to plan

rheir action for the years to come.

\7hat part did the European Council play? It undoubt-

edly came to an agreement - as you have said. But

aftir that, did we nbt find deliveries being made to the

USSR and Britain refusing to implement the decision

on Iran? And what was the position on the Olympic
Games? The public has the impression that there is less

European sentiments than diplomatic hypocrisy in all

this.

Some Members might fear the power of a suPrana-

tional Europe. Their report after a year of experience

shows that we might have a greater fear of the confed-
eration of clans, tiams, committees and electoral needs

than of the political authority which should provide

overall coordination. Only if this coordination is

achieved can you count on the wholehearted support

of this Assembly.

I shall say no more than a few words about two other

aspects, iince I cannot, in so shon a statement, take up

a[[ the uery many points which you raised. You painted

a general picture of all the difficulties we face, and we

oiviously-agree with you. To all the issues you raised

we must find appropriate solutions, and perhaps your
sratement contained, of necessity, rather [oo many

opinions of a general nature, which no one would

dispute, rather too much vagueness where dispute

rhere might have been, and here I am referring in

particular to the Middle East.

I have to more remarks [o make, one on employment,

the other on the North-South Dialogue. As regards

employment, yes, we must' as the speaker before me

said, realize that this is not only an economic problem.

h is a question of the attitude of young people towards
the future. Although Europe has a fund of values,

although it makes it know that it has them, its youth
must not grow up wrth a feeling of uselessness, of a

Iack of solidarity. The youth must also have an opPor-

tunity to get to known these values and to understand

them through action and not to find themselves

excluded from the everyday life of their country. This
is an aspect to which I should like to draw your atten-

tion.

As regards the North-South Dialogue, we sometines

-ondir whether, since the negotiations began, the

slightest progress has been made. Of course, there
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have been sreps forward: rhe joint raw materials stabil-
ization fund, which recently came inro being after four
years of discussion and u,hich will enter inro force
when 90 Member Srates, accounring for two-rhirds of
direct conrributions, have joined ir. There is a danger
that such progress will long remain theoretical, since
the functioning of the joint fund depends on atree-
men$ on raw materials. But agreement has been
reached on only one of 20 products, rubber. I will not
dwell 

'on 
rhis. Meetings will also be held on all the

other producrs under rhe aegis of UNCTAD. In rhese
circumstances, I doubt rhat the special session of the
United Nations General Assembly will be very success-
ful.

Finally, we are witnessing decisions and episodic meer-
in8s, and I am afraid that this multipliciry of fora, in
which everyone has the'lasr word ro say on the subjecr,
will wind up simply complicating marrcrs. I would ask
you to ensure thar rhere is far more precision in the
objectives pursued and far more haste in rheir achieve-
ment. You have said that you will give a new impulse
to cooperarion wirh the developing countries. Bur do
you have the means ro do so at rhe momenr, and are
we not somerimes adopting rhe wrong course by
focusing primarily on an economic model proposed by
the. indusrialized countries ?

For them, ir is a philosophy of making good and of
interdependence, but rhis very often clashes wirh rhe
attitudes and basic concepr of the Third Vorld. Ir
clashes with the sense of its collective auronomy.
Perhaps, as I previously said, rhe economic viewpoinr
should be supponed by a closer examinarion oi the
problems, with respect shown for men, wirh under-
sunding for culrures, wirh grearer respecr for the
specific values of rhe Nonh and Sourh, without which
all our effons will not only conrinue for a long rime,
but. may perhaps one day prove ro have been utrerly
useless.

President. - I call Mr Ryan.

Mr Ryan. - Mr President, as I will not have the
opponuniry of speaking romorrow, may I use this
occasion ro extend to you my personal besr wishes and
those of all rhe Members of the House on your binh-
day. You are so erernally young, it is hard to believe
you will be a day and a year older tomorrow.

Mr President, if the European Economic Community
is to hold the inrerest and suppon of the citizens of
Europe, ir will need ro replace the batrle of words and
figures over rhe budget wirh realisdc action in the
economic field- Our citizens are disenchanted with rhe
argumenr over the bookkeeping of the Community
budget. A budger rhar amounts to a fraction of I o/o of
Europe's gross domestic product cannot provide reme-
dies for Europe's grear problems. It is high rime, there-

fore, rhat we lifted our heads out of the accounr books
and worked out and applied new dynamic economic
policies.

Community action during the 1974-76 world recession
was nor wonderful, but its thrust was at least positive.
For insrance, the Commission recycled OPEC
surpluses towards Member States in difficuldes and
the Social Fund was boosted to assist in maintaining
jobs. The Council, even if internally anxious - and ai
a Member of the Council at the time I know it was -none 

. 
the less spoke publicly wirh an ecouraging,

confident voice against pessimism. But now, when our
economies are sliding inro deeper and deeper reces-
sion, there is a real danger that Europe will tumble
into depression. !7e are unfonunately led by a Council
of Ministers or by governments paralysed by their own
pessimism and divisions, and Europe is consequently
in danger of rumbling into a depression. I would say,
let us have a little cheer instead, and I would like io
thank the President-in-Office, Mr Thorn, for his
encouraging words and for his obvious dedicacion ro
the msk of finding European solutions ro our prob-
lems.

It is, of course, right to wage war on inflation; but
combating inflarion musr nor be allowed ro rake prior-
ity over the prevenrion or reduction of unemploymenr.
They are inseparable pans of economic wisdom, bur to
beat inflation it is not necessary to suffer unemploy-
ment rares of 5o/o o 400/o in the worsr regions. The
human misery and frusrrarion associated wirh high
unemploymenr leads to irresistible calls for g.eate. and
Breater unproductive public expendirure. More grie-
vous than rhe infladon resulring from oil price risis in
the lasr 7 years are the waves of inflation triggered by
public spending which repearedly wash oveiEurope;s
e.conomy. Unemploymenr is unfonunately widespread
throughout E-urope, bankruptcies are increasing, so
are business failures, but its worse levels are in rhe
most disadvantaged areas which are leasr able to fighr
unemployment. Therefore the need for EEC policies
on an EEC level is obvious.

There are several areas where action can be taken
withour any addition to rhe European budget. For
instance, more immediate and far-reiching iction is
required ro prorec[ Europe's textile and carpet indus-
tries from unfair comperirion. Ir is deploiable thar
steps have not been raken ro exclude US products
which are manufacrured with heavily subsidized oil.
!(i'hen car sales in Europe are falling off because of
recession, it is unacceprable that impons of Japanese
cars should be on the increase. Orher areas where
Community funds should be positively spent and
restructuring policies imaginatively applied are in the
steel, metal manufacturing and shipbuilding industries
and in indusrries based on timbei. Europian energy
resources also need a Community policy. There is
somerhing fundamentally wrong wirh the argumenr,
which was pur forward again in this House roday, that
progress cannor be made on rhe industrial front
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because the common agricultural poliry runs away
with 75 o/o of the Community budget. It is mad to
demand the dismantling of Europe's one really
successful economic policy as a precondition for
raking remedial action in the industrial and energy

r..toit. Vhen Europe can be self-sufficient in food, it
is wrong that Europe should impon food from other

marketJwhile the poorest counries suffer 30 0/o shor-

tages of essential foodstuffs. Vhen Europe ]ras failed

rnillions of industrial workers, it would be a further act

of insanity rc drive more families out of agriculture to
join theii indusrial colleagues in the queues of the

unemployed. Respect for the dignity of man and man's

laboui, ihe risk to democracy resulting from social

unrest sparked by unemployment, the underuse of
productive capagiry during a recession, all point to the

'crucial imponance of stimulating Europe's economy

now rather than later.

I share all my colleagues' concern about the problems

and injusdces in many other parts of the world. I agree

that Europe has a duty to make her own conribution
to the eaiing of world rcnsions. I feel, however, that
too much energy and time is wasted in this Parliament,

in the Council-and in the Commission tilting at other
people's windmills, driven by winds outside our

ionirol, telling the rest of the world how to run their
affairs while *e shy away from solving Europe's prcib-

lems like energy shonages, the unemployment of the

young, industrial collapse or conflicts in Nonhern
Ireland.

I am flattered that Mr Rey anticipated my final
comment. Like him, I believe it does not help Europe

to take the right direction on internal economic prob-
lems when foreign ministers are given the driving
wheel. The nature of their jobs requires them to pres-

erve national sovereignties as sacrosanct, to talk in

generalities and to avoid specifics. Europe's grearcst

ieed is to break the old inefficient moulds and to
replace them with realistic Community policies. Ve
can hardly expect the Council of Foreign Ministers to
pass a vote of no confidence in themselves - and I am

not asking them to do so - but I would like rc see the

gou..n-*ts of Europe give prior responsibility for
Er.op."n affairs to ministers who are not preoccupied

with questions of national prestige to the exclusion of
'specific economic objectives.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Curry.

Mr Curry. - Mr President-in-Office, your country
comes to the presidency at a time of greater flux and

uncertainty than perhaps any other in the Commu-
nity's history. The old order, whether it be in agricul-
lure or budgets or social organizacion, seems every-
where to bJ fragmenting, and the main job of your
presidency is to lay down the first guidelines as to how

this Community can smn to emerge from the uncer-

tainry which lies within it and all around it.

I wish to speak specifically about the agricultural
policy, Mr President. Your first great task as Presi-

ient-in-Office must be m begin the work of reforming
the agricultural policy. I do not use that expression

lightly; we know it will take a long time._Ve know

th1t, with elections in two large Member Smtes

coming up, the final solutions will mke cenainly
monrhi and maybe years to decide, but it is the job of
rhe presidency io sm.t immediarcly to define what the

options are in reforming the agricultural poliry. The

aiternative to that is to have nine national bureaucra-

cies beavering away in nine national capitals. They will
emerge with-nine i.p"."t. proposals for reform, all of
them-carefully tailored to national interests, and the

idea of rescuing and promoting what is the only
genuine Community policy, whbther it be good or
6ad, will have fallen by the wayside. Your first task

must be to lay down the tape and define the terms

upon which this debate proceeds.

, Your second task, Mr President-in-Office, must be, at

last, to get the Council and the Commission to uckle
the very real problems consequent upon enlargement,
panicuiarly where it concerns Mediterranean food-
ituffs. Vhen we are alking about these products, we

are not simply talking about financial threat. '!7e are

mlking also-aLout a political threat, about a threat to

law aid order and social peace. Anybody who has

witnessed the events on the Franco-Spanish frontier
over recent months will realize just how volatile and

emotional this sector is. Ve know what the products

are - olive oil, wine, fruit and vegetables - which

threarcn to go out of control, not just after enlarge-

ment but before, and which are already absorbing an

increasing slice of the Community budget. It is no

good taking political decisions about the desirability 9f
Inla.gemenl-if we are not prepared to look in the face

the eionomic, financial and social consequences of
those political decisions. Mr Presidgnt, if you can help

the sotial consequences to catch up with some of the

polidcal decision-making, you will be doing a very

important job for this Community.

Finally, Mr President, you must tackle on a global

scale the problem of agricultural .structures. in this
Communiry. Up to now we have had a feeble little
policy which has got nowhere. Yet the exodus of
people from the land will continue and is condnuing
even despite the recession. !7hen the economy does

recover, it will accelerate. At the same time we have a
rapidly ageing agricultural workforce, a fact which
will also tend to depopulate our countryside. It is no
good trying to respond to that challenge by little bits

' of actions here and there on the west coast of Ireland
or in the south of Italy. \7e need a genuine global

approach which brings to bear all the Community's
instruments in order to tackle the genuine social prob-
lems caused by the devastation of our regions and our
provinces. Vhen you are doing this, Mr President,
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you should recognize rhar for certain members of the
Cornmuniry, indeed for all of them, rhose social and
regional problems have an industrial characrer as well
as an agricultural character. The more we can start ro
bring togerher the various categories of people threa_
tened under rhe umbrella of i genuini pblicy, the
Breater service we will be doing.

Now, Mr President, rhere are also cenain specific
problems in agriculture to which I think you ihould
direcr your arrenrion. There is the problem of beef. At
the moment practically .u.ry tonn. of beef slaugh_
tered in France and Ireland is going straight inro inrer-
vention. It is curious that this sysrem, in which we are
96 % self-sufficient in beef and import the remarnder
ro creare a balance in rhe market, should sdll cosr 500
million.pounds a year ro manage. There is cenainly
somerhing wrong. with the way ih"t sysrc- is organ_
ized when somerhing like this can come about. Ve
would like you to direct your arrention ro [har.

You must also as a marrer of priority rie up rhe
remaining pan of rhe sheepmeat policy.'It is viriually
incomprehensible, and if you can unjerstand ir, Mr
President, you will have no doubr demonstrated your
worthiness ro assume rhe office which you now liold.
Certainly rhe negotiations wirh New Zialand musr be
concluded rapidly, and, of course, rhe subsequent
negoriarions with New Zealand, also to ,..u.. 

" lur
and equitable access for im dairy produce after the end
of rhis year.

In the dairy secror, Mr President, we would all dearly
love to know, what the idea of a super l.ry - anorhei
lt/z 0/o or whatever on rhe co-responsibility levy -really means. Ve know rhat the Council has pledged
itself to implement this super levy. \7e do noib.liilre
you. \)fe wish we could believe you. '!fle wish we could
place more credence on what is said, but we know that
promises hry. .". way o.f evaporaring once rhe magic
word.'modality' is mentioned. Therelre going ro be" a
lot of modaliries accompanying your prJmise"s in rhis
sector. Mr President, when you do- son our your
modaliries, we should very much like to ,.. ,uth 

"super levy applied on a regional basis to rhose people
increasing their milk producrion nor in rhe fo.m oi a
flat-rate increase on the already unjust co-responsibil_
ity levy designed specifically to penalize those who
produce milk most efficienrly.

Finally, Mr President, rhere is the fishing problem.
Thar is a very rhorny quesrion, bur one whlih'l believe
is nor incapable of soludon. There seem !o be several
guidelines which can be followed. The Norwegian
poutbox, for example, has caused a lot of difficuliy in
the Communiry, buc provided we can arrive at a
proper process of policing and inspection and control,
there is no reason why rhese fish cannot be caughi
without disturbing rhe breeding grounds of otf,er
species. In rhe whole of rhe Community's fishing
policy rhe question of licensing 

"nd cont.tl mosr bi

carried our on a Community basis. There is also rhe
crucial issue of access ro fish and the share of rhe carch
in thar vital area which lies between 12 miles and 50
miles off the Unired Kingdom coasr. \tre believe that if
we can tackle thar, beginning perhaps by looking at it
on a regional basis and adopting the criteria of tradi_
tional catches, we can rhen develop it into a Commu-
nity policy which we can all of us defend.

These are specific quesrions, and I have tried ro put
specific issues to you, Mr President. There is an
lmmense uncenainty in the Community, panicularly
in the agriculrural secror. Ir haunts nor jusr the farmers
but all who live off rhe land and from the land,
whether it be manufacturers of agricultural equipment
or processors of raspberry jam in Scotland. These
people have got rhe righr ro have some certainty in
their lives, because ar [he momenr all the ceniiude
with which rhey have been brought up is disappearing.
It is up ro you, Mr Presidenr, to lay down the firir
guidelines rhat will ensure rhat we emerge from these
uncertainries in a rational and inrelligenr manner and
above all in a Community manner.

President. - I call Mr Coppierers.

Mr. Coppieters. - (NL) Mr Presidenr, I shall begin
with a quorarion from the chairman of the Groirfof
the European People's Pany, Mr Klepsch: .The iirst
direcr elections are an imponant srep on rhe way ro
the polidcal unification of a democradc Europe of 

'free

and independent cirizens'. I have picked this quoration
of set purpose, because roday's agenda with the state-
menr from rhe Presidenr-in-Office of rhe Council on
the one hand and rhe Lusrer reporr on the other make
it quire clear thar rhis claim was roo oprimisric, nor ro
say downright exaggerated. I should like to dwell a
momenr on rhe relations between rhe Council and
Parliamenr. I feel rhat ir can be argued rhar despire our
most valiant and sreadfast effons no protress whatever
has been made in regard ro our position ztis-i-o-is the
Council. This is quite clear in many secrors, including
the energy sector.

I must also remark rhar we have so say what-
ever in regard to the ma.ior issues. Take rhe debate on
unemploymenr, for instance; we have got absolutely
nowhere on rhis. Finding jobs for peopli must be our
first priority ar rhis time, and t would hope thar
together wirh rhe Council we can finally work out a
policy.

In conclusion I should like m say how unpalatable I
find highflown speeches such as that maie by Mr
Lecanuer. Even in the Community irself some values
that he menrioned, such as human'righr, for instance,
are not respected, and we have no right therefore to
take the rest of rhe world ro rask.
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President. - 
'I call Mr Almirante.

Mr Almirante. - (l) Mr President of the Council,
you opened your ppeech with a most apt relerencc to

the Europe of the electors. It would be fitting for us all

to remember, and above all for the Council of Minis-
rers to remember, that rhe real European mandate lies

with the electors who not only pass judgment on the

Members of the European Parliament but also on the

ministers and governments. Bearing in mind this

Europe of the electors, I wish to comment' Mr Presi-

dent, on the problems of relations between Parliament

and the Council, while Mr Romualdi - also speaking

on behalf of the Italian right - will discuss the major
political problems to which you referred'

You said - or at least this aPpears from the written

text which was distributed to us, because I did not
hear you say these words - that panicipation of
Parliament in the life of the Community necessarily

involves a legislative function. I agree: a good govern-

ment presupposes a good parliament, and a good

parliament cannot exist without a legislative function. I
'hope 

that the Council of Ministers will agree with this

view - it has not done so in the past. You referred to

the responsibiliry of the European Community in the

,.." of the two major problems raised at the Venice

summit: inflation and energy policy' Both these topics

are of course vital, even more so than that of North-
South relations, if only because a Europe with a high

rate of inflation and heary dependence on the oil
producers would cenainly not be able to meet its
tommitments to the developing countries. Let us learn

how to live first - as the classical sages said, but their
words would still be relevant in Europe today -
before philosophizing over generous but hypothetical
policies.

You referred to the procedure for the 1981 budget.
But, Mr President, the real issue is this: does the

Council intend once again to adopt a budget of srin-
gency consisting essentially of compulsory expendi-
irre, o. will it adopt instead a genuine budget with a

social content which can lead to real Progress? In
conclusion, you yourself deplored the erosion of
Parliament's budgetary powers which are being
reduced to a purely distributive function without the

right to take new initiatives; you stated in all frankness
that the consequence of this attitude is the stagnation
of the Community process, deprited of the means of
extending beyond the limits imposed by the unanimity
rule.

Mr President, the Council musl at long last come to
see the budgetary problems in the more general

context of the Community's social and economic

development; I hope that you will succeed, so that
Europe will move on from a struggle for its own survi-
val to genuine construction - to a real Europe, a

Europe of the people and of the electors.

President. - I call Mr Narducci.

Mr Narducci , - (I) Mr President, ladies and gentle-

men, Mr Thorn's reference to the subject of develop-

ment and cooperation, within the limits of a budget

which I am afraid will once again be narrow and

shortsighted in 1981, reminded us of one of the princi-

pal reasons for our presence in this Parliament.

If we believe that the Community must be more than a

mere free trade area, if we believe that our responsibil-
ities increase in direct proportion to the growth of
international tension and if we consider that the cause

of peace is inseparable from the fight against under-

development and misery, we must know full well that
without an effective renewal of our policy of coopera-

tion with the countries of the Third and Founh
'S7orld, and not mere lip-service to that policy, there is

no point in speaking of the North-South Dialogue and

we can only do funher serious damage to the pros-

pects of international d6tente which are aheady

gravely jeopardized.

'\7hat kind of cooperation do we have in mind? Mr
Thorn referred to the Second Convention of Lom6

and to the need for it to be ratified at the earliest
possible opporrunity by the national Parliaments; he

itressed the importance of the forthcoming UN
General Assembly at the start of the third development

decade and the role which the Community can and

must play in the troubled Middle East, on the conti-

nent of Asia and in Latin America.

All this will cenainly meet with our agreement and

point to continuity in Community policy. However,
we feel bound to call for an additional commitment, a

greater effort. Such an effort is necessitated not merely

by orr recent budgetary problems, which,have done

unnecessary harm to our development policy and to
the prospects of aid to the Third Vorld, but also by

the observation that the vast regions which require our
atrention are obliged [o accept aid that is not disinter-
ested, to suffer new and more Perverse forms of colon-
ialism and engage in a costly armaments policy which
is always t.rnd"lout but has now become little shon of
suicidai. The repons coming out of Africa every day

are extremely significant in this respect, but there are

plenty of other examples too.

I do not think that we need seek many new Paths to
strengthen our action; it would suffice to continue on

those already taken, because a disconcerting lack of
courage has so far been aPParent. Many examples

,.*. io confirm this - the development aid target of
0.7 o/o remains a mirage while many developing coun-

tries experience difficulty in gaining access [o new

markets, despite LomE II; the non-governmental

organizations receive miserable amounts of aid;
migrant workers from the Third \(orld countries are

only too often the subject of great discrimination in

rhe Communiry; the difficult but bold proposal, which
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is only_paradoxical at first sighq ro finance develop-
ment through a tax on armaments production and
exports has not got off the ground.

Are rhese Utopian objectives? They mighr seem ro be
so, but if rhe Council, following rhe guidance given by
Parliament, were ro play its true role at the-Auguit
session of rhe United Narions and if rhe Council were
to provide an appropriare srucrure for she new
Commission raking due accounr of rhe work done up
to now, and if roo the Council were ro approach with
real Community logic in the next half year and in rhe
more distant furure our relarions with rhe developing
countries and also to give real conrenr to the Nonh-
South Dialogue, rhe objecrives which today appear
remore could still be achieved - even if with some
difficulry. If we genuinely believe in international soli-
dariry, we must follow this line of action through
conviction; and even if we think first of our own
national inrerests we musl still recognize that we need
the Third \7orld and that there can be no salvation in
isoladon. This more than any other is the area in
which rhe fortunes of the Community and of world
peac.e will be determined. The Group of the European
People's Pany is aware of this, just as it recognizei the
fact that the struggle for civil rights and inde-pendence
can only be credible and obtain a general consensus if
it is conducted where rhe need really arises - in
Africa, South Africa and in rhe Middle East.

And rhen there is our ov/n third world wirhin the
Community consisting of the millions of unemployed
and rhe ever-increasing ranks of the young seeking
their first job. Mr Thorn mentioned die criiis in thI
steel and texdle industries; tomorrow, I believe, a
motion for a resolurion will be tabled by the Epp
Group on the crisis in the motor vehicle industry
which is nor a marrer of concern to Inly alone. As IvIr
Thorn poinred out, the fight against unemployment is
first and foremost a maraer for the national'govern-
menrs, bur it is equally rrue rha[ the Community as
such can direct, through provision made in the new
budget, new policies capable of meeting social require-
ments - ranging from transpon to health - and
capable of providing real aid in the struggle against
unemploymenr which concerns each on'e of us.

As you have seen, we always come back to rhe budger:
to a problem of political resolve in which parliament

- as the Council musr recognize - has a righr rc
intervene decisively over and above its consultative
function.

(Applausefrom the centre benches)

President. - I call Lord O'Hagan.

Lord O'Hagatr. - Mr President-in-Office and Mr
President-ro-be of rhe Commission, I wish rc speak
about one subject alone in the few momenrc alloiated

to me and in so doing ro address you in borh your
capaciries, because it is often said thar when somebody
working in the European Community is in doubi
about what ro say or to do or both, he begins to
discuss the insritutions of rhe Community, or-setting
up a committee, or workint our some way of examin.-
ing the prciblems. Bur I think you, Sir, have a special
rgle i1 gerring some of rhese previous reporrs out of
the lib-rary, rerrieving some of rheir ideai and taking
some firm acrion. Ve know rhe difficulties of enlargel
menr. '!7'e know the way rhar the Council of Ministers
has evolved its procedures wirh mulrifarious councils
meeting, wirh different Ministers at different rinres
taking.conflicting .decisions. !7e have rhe European
Council and we have the Commission, which' has
become far too much of an international drafting
agency, far too much of a technocratic paradise. !fli
have rhe European Parliamenr which, airhough now
legirimare, directly elecred and politically conscious,
has not yet discovered for itself a purpose within rhe
balance of forces of the Community,s institutions.
Now you, Mr Thorn, have the rask over the next few
years of gerring hold of the Communiry's institutions
and in.iecting some new dynamism in them, because
although rhe institutions rhemselves can never replace
by their own acriviry polirical will or a sense of politi-
cal purpose which must come, of course, from govern-
ments and from leaders in the Commission and rhis
Parliament, the Community, although well past the
age of adulthood, is still using instituiions framed and
developed early in irs infancy. I hope that, under the
presidency of Mr Thorn, we will begin to look more
closely-and more deeply at the real institurional prob-
lems of the Community, because unless we improve
the institutions we will nor ger anywhere.

Vhy can we nol have joinr recruirmenr berween this
Parliament and the Commission? lVhy can we nor ger
rid of rhe Economic and Social Committee, whlch
wasres a lor of time and money? \Vhy can we nor
re-examine the way ghe Council of Minisrcrs works in
order to bring m ir some element of public panicipa-
tion wirhout forfeiting any of rhe necessary diplomitic
secrecy, because until the processes of governing the
Community are made more accessible and more
comprehensible ro rhe people of the Communiry, none
of the political initiarives will work. Therefore'I hope
that, when dreaming abour rhe visms of an energy
poliry or travelling around the world discussing aii
thinking about political cooperarion, president fhorn
will also tether himself firmly ro the ground when
thinking about the institutions, because unless he can
drive them forward, it may be that we will have a
Community of wonderful dreams bur will be unable to
translate them into firm and effective acrion. And, Mr
Presidenr, I promise that in my humble capaciry I will
try ro induce rhis Parliament to be more-realiitic, to
waste less of its money, ro resrricr staff rc what is basi-
cally necessary. Moreover, we in parliamenq through
the commitree on Budgets in particular, must disci!-
line ourselves as well. But unless the president-in-
Office drives the Community forward in this way,
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none of the necessary reforms will in fact be achieved.

Thank you, Mr President. H"PPy Binhday! I hope,

President Thorn, you have a good lunch here and

come to see us often.(APPlaase)

President. - I call Mr Romualdi'

Mr Romualdi. - (l) Mr President, in his speech Mr
Thorn drew clear and specific attention to the great
prospects and difficulties ahead of the Community.
The prospects can be summed uP as our increasingly
practical possibility of playing a role in the world as an

independent Community in every sector- and of
making our contribution to the solution of the vital
problems of policies rcday.

The difficulties on the other hand reside in the serious

political and economic crisis - to which Mr Almi-
iante referred - facing Europe and the Vestern
world today, because they are increasingly exposed to
rhe Communist challenge and to the demonstrable
impossibiliry of making our voices heard individually
instead of as a real community, we must act as a

Community and not merely as nine countries joined

together on cenain economic and market issues, allied

bui free to act as we think best to safeguard our
respective national interests.

Mr Berlinguer poinrcd out that Mr Thorn had failed
to mention the Moscow meeting between Schmidt and

Brezhnev in the context of a policy of dialogue and

encounters - including the Madrid conference -
which, come what may, must never be interrupte.d,

regardless of the attempts by Russia and international
CJmmunism to destabilize the existing balance and

the policy of peace and security, atrcmPr which have

in eifectbeen under way pracdcally every day for the

past 35 years.

But what could Mr Thorn have said that we have not
akeady read in the newspapers? \7hat does the

Community know about the real issues which were

discussed in Moscow? France and the Vhite House

administracion have cenainly been informed and

perhaps other countries have also been informed indi-
uidu.lly, but the Community as such knows nothing.
This is the regrettable fact and this is what makes a

European initiative impossible, because action must

not be mken by individual counries, by Schmidt or
Giscard, but by the entire Community without excep-

tion.

Vhat joint action will now be taken on the basis of the
joint declaration issued in Venice on the Middle East

with a view to moving towards practical solutions?

This Parliament and the Commission and Council
proposed some time ago economic sanfiions against

Russia following the occupation of Afghanistan and

against Iran following the taking of hostages. !flhat
ca-e of all this? Each country did as it pleased and

our debates went unheeded. Mr Glinne spoke of
impoitant steps taken in Tehran by three well-known
Socialists, his friends Kreisky, Olof Palme and

Gonzales. \flhat result did they achieve other than the

admittedly imponant achievement of not being taken
hostage themselves?

Such is the reality. A reality in face of which individual
actions, however determined and however inspired by

good will, can have no chance of success. \(e need

[enuine Community action. The facts of the situation
iequi.e this as do above all - and we have already-

bein reminded of this at the end of our first year of
activity in the directly elected Parliament - the

p.opl.s of Europe *ho iaue sent us here not simply to

iind solutions io , number of economic problems,
'which are still far from being solved, but to organize,

in a context of genuine political cooPeration, common

action to tetpond to thi economic and political chal-

lenges whicli must inevitably be faced on our Path
towards unification.

President, - I call Mr Alber.

Mr Alber. - (D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-

men, one of the most tragic and shameful chapters of
our times is the refugee problem. It is therefore grati-
fying to note that the Heads of State or Government
did it least broach the subject of the tragedy and this

suffering at the summit conference in Venice.

The United Nations estimateds that there have been

more than 12.8 m refugees since 1975- And everyone

knows it is impossible to give an accurarc figure.
Expens calculaie that about the same number of
unkno*n refugees must be added to this figure' Many
cannot be included in the records because they were

murdered or died on the way to safety, drowned like

so many of the 'boat people', or died of hunger or
rhirst like so many in Africa.

Nor does this figure include those who, despirc the

right of freedom of movement guaranteed by the UN
Human Rights Convention, cannot leave their coun-
tries becauie they are locked up in prisons, work
camps or so-called psychiaric wards.

This is principally the case in countries whose political
system is much admired by some people in this House.
\i7har is suiking is that 900/o oI the.refugees come

from Marxist iounuie's or have been expelled by

so-called liberation organizations that are Marxist-
oriented. More than a million have fled from Ethiopia,
about a million from Vietnam, Laos and Kampuchea'

More than one million have fled from Afghanistan,
and this figure is rising by the day. Over half a million
have been expelled from Angola. Every tenth Cuban

no longer lives in his home country. One in four
natives of Equatorial Guinea now lives outside that
country.
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Let rhere be no mistake: we accuse all countries rhat
expel people, regardless of rheir political sysr.em.
Thousands of refugees from Latin America are just as

.great a disgrace as rhousands from Pakistan, Sourh
Africa or the Philippines. It applies ro rhe expulsion of
the Palesrinians and ro rhe fact that rhey are deliber-
ately left in misery and misused for political purposes.
And 80 000 refugees from Chile are also 80 000 roo
many Srrange ro say, most of these refugees have fled
to so-called capitalisr countries. Only I 500 have gone
over to the German Democraric Republic and I 00J ro
Romania. In the UN High Commission's list of host
countries rhe name of the Soviet Union will be sought
in vain. This,also surely provides food for thought! 

-

But all these figures tell us nothing of rhe endless
suffering. Vhat suffering and hardship normally form
part of rhe fate of refugeesl Many continue to be
pursued by agenm in rhe countries to which they have
fled. Sanctuaries and asylums were obviously only to
be found in ancient times. Today rhere are no
churches, no Temple of Athena in Tegea, no Temple of
Poseidon in Calauria. \(/e are, of course, living in
modern rimes. Many refugees receive no rnor. th.n
scant assistance, if any at all. How differenr rhis all is
from the past, when religious refugees ofren found a
new country, a new home and work. Funhermore,
refugees are often a means of making money, nor only
for unscrupulous businessmen who sell placls on ships
or forged papers, but also for countries, which sill
refugees, trade in human beings and regard them as
polirical wares.

The hardship suffered by refugees is a disgrace and a
challenge. Ve must do everphing possible to help to
alleviate this hardship. It is regrettable that rhe Venice
declaration should imply rhat our resources are nor
unlimited. Vhere such sufferint exisrs, o[her s[an-
dards must apply.

It is rrue to say rhat the refugee problem musr. be
tackled ar irs roors. Bur mere appeals ro che responsible
governmenrs are nor enough. It is rherefore equally
regrettable that rhe Heads of Stare or Government
evidendy did not have the courage ro do more than
make mere appeals. The ragedies being suffered by
refugees are nor simply a quesrion of moials. A warn-
ing finger is nor likely ro solve this problem.

My group will rherefore be submirring practical
proposals and discussing this subjecr separarcly in the
autumn.

Mr Rinsche will also be making a requesr rhis week -on the basis of rhe ASEAN resolurion - for an urgenr
debare on rhe refugee problems in rhis parliamenr,
with the pafticular aim _oj reopening rhe land bridge
between Thailand and Kampichea] which has beEn
bloiked by Viernamese aggreision.

Benold Brechr, who was himself an emigrant, once
said that anyone who has walked through the crowd

in tattered shoes is evidence of rhe disgrace that
besmirches the counrry from which he has fled. I
believe rhar if the refugee problem is not solved, ir will
be a disgrace for more than the countries responsible.
It will be a disgrace for us all. No one in rhis House
can wanr thar. So let us do our duty.

President. - Before I adjourn the sirting, I should
like to ask those commirtees that have arranged meer-
ings for 3 p.m. ro delay rhe start of rheir meerings for a
few minures in order ro wait for rhe end of rhis debarc.

I call Mr Pannella.

Mr Pannella. - (F) Mr President, I should like ro
thank you for rhe requesr you have just made ro the
commirrees, but I hope that the presidency of the
Assembly, which granrs or refuses the commitrees the
right ro meer, will rake rhe inirarive in convenrng rhe
committee meerings after rhe Presidenr of the Council
has replied.

President. - It is only an inviration, and I hope rhat
all the commirree chairmen will have heard your
request.

Mr Pannella. - (F) Mr President, forgive me, bur
whar I should like to see is the Presidenr informing the
chairmen of rhe commirrees [har rhey musr wait.

President. - Your requesr will be passed on. '!7e

shall now suspend our proceedings and resume rhem
at 3 p.m.

The House will rise

(Tbe sitting utas adjourned at 1.05 p.m. and resumed at
3.05 p.n.)

IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE\TIELE

Vice-President

President. - The sitting is resumed.

I call Mr Pannella ro speak on a poinr of order.

Mr Pannella. - (F) Mr President, I am very happy
to be able to speak again while you are in the Chair. i
wish to refer to the Rules of Procedure, while awaiting
Mr Thorn's rerurn. I should like to rhank you, Mi
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8. Urgent Procedure

President. - I have received from Mr Isra€l and

others a motion for a resolution with requesl for
urgent debate, pursuant to Rule 14 of the Rules of
Procedure, on the follow-up to the Geneva Interna-
rional Conference on humanitarian aid to Kampuchea
(Doc. I -301l80/rev.).

The reasons supponing this request are contained in

the document itself.

I shall consult Parliament on the urgency of this

motion for a resolution tomorrow at the beginning of
the sitting.

Pannella

President, for your kindness earlier on and also to
recall, for my own benefit principally, that Rule 10 of
our Rules of Procedure requires that, when a Member

does not do what he should do or disturbs the sitting'
the President must call him to order once, t\rlce or
three times. I would stress, Mr President, that this

possibility exists and that the fact advantage was not
taken of it after what happened this morning has great

significance.

President. - Mr Pannella, there are times when the

President, who is no neophyte in this Parliament,

prefers not to hear. Certain words have been used

which I did not hear and things have been done which
I did not see. I must ask you not to go on about this

matter.

I propose that we suspend the sitting for five minutes

ro au'ait the arrival of the President-in-Office of the

Council.

Are there any objections?

I call Lord Harmar-Nicholls.

Lord Harmar-Nicholls. - Mr President, I wanted to
congratulate you on your efficiency. I believe that you

have set a very good example. You appear on time and

if Members of Parliament are not here when they

ought to be here, then it is their lookout. But I congra-

tulate you. I hope that other presidents will follow
your example and then Members of Parliament will
i.no* that and they will be here to do their job'

(Applause)

President. - By taking the chair at 3 p.m. I wanted
to show that the President is punctual.

The sitting is suspended.

(The sitting ans suspended at 3.10 p. m. and resumed at

3.15 p. n.)

President. - The sitting is resumed.

I call Mr Thorn.

Mr Thorn, President-in-Office of the Council - (F)

Mr President, some speakers this morning have

reminded me of my past as a Member of this Parlia-
ment, my present role as President-in-Office of the

Council and even, albeit with the greatest kindness

and graciousness, of my future. For the moment, you
will ippreciate that I prefer to confine myself to my

presenr role. As President-in-Office of the Council I
intend to devote all my energies to this task and do not
feeI authorized to speak of other functions mentioned
by certain people. There will be plenty of time to go
back ro these other matters. I should only like to say to
this Parliament, so that there can be no misunder-
standings on this subject, even in rhe press, that the
Commission has only one president. He is Mr Roy

Jenkins, who has done such enormous work and who
has such important responsibilities to bear up to 5

January. I would not like any institution rc fall into the
rrap of thinking that it could have two presidents. The
Prisident of the Commission must be invested with all

the moral authority he needs and with the entire
confidence and trust of those who have the interesr of
the Community at heart. I think therefore that we

need waste no further words quibbling about this
matter.

9. Agenda

President. - Mr Penders has informed me that he

has no obiection to the debate on his report on behalf

of the Political Affairs Committee on human rights in

Poland (Doc. l-219/80), which is on the agenda for
Thursday, being held over until the September Part-
session, in accordance with the enlarged Bureau's

request.

That is therefore agreed.

10. Council statement on the Luxembourg Presidency
(continuation)

President. - I note that the speakers still down to

speak in the debate on the Council statement are not

Present.
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I thank Mr Scort-Hopkins for, his kind words in
regarding my past as a guaranree of my furure resolve
to devote myself enrirely to rhe cause of Europe. As of
this momenr, wirh the agreemenr of my governmenr, I
am devoring myself enrirely ro rhe msk of being Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council of the European
Communiries. Vhen I have other funcrions artd orher
responsibiliries I shall devote myself ro them. And if
there should ever be any doubt rhat one function was
interfering wirh the orher, please believe me rhar I
would nor hesirate ro assume my responsibiliries and to
carry our the trust reposed in me. !7e shall have
another opportunity to speak of rhese responsibiliries.
You musr nor forger thar rhe President of the
Commission has often been asked, before taking up
his duties, co take some rime to familiarize himseif
with the problems of the Community and panicularly
its relations with Parliament. But you will permit me to
ask how one can better familiarize oneself with the
problems of the Community than by assuming, for the
founh time in a reladvely shon life, rhe prisidency of
the European Communiries. How could one bitrer
esmblish conracrs wirh the European Parliament rhan
by attending each of im pan-sessions over a period of
six months? This is whar I inrend ro do, ladies and
gentlemen, and I assure you rhar we will have an
opponunity ro discuss all rhese problems on many
occaslons.

Vith regard ro energy, Mr Glinne and others have
expressed anxiety !o see more concrete progress and
hear more precise replies. The statement made by the
President of rhe Council when taking up his office
cannor, as you will realize, replace rhe discussions we
shall conrinue to have in differenr fora on the main
problems. For my part, I hope rhat rhese debares will
be held and rhar 'we shall nor over-emphasize rhose
questions, however imponant, which can be more
usefully debated in the framework of normal proce-
dures, above all wirh the Commission.Ve have spoken
of the need ro replace oil by orher energy producrs.
This is acknowledged today, and we musr draw rhe
proper conclusions from it. I nore that in this gather-
ing som.e Members of Parliamenr, such as Mr Glinne
and Mr De Goede, would like ro take other oprions.
Some Members are inspired by environmenlal reasons
and others by the porenrial danger of this or rhat
source of energy. I must remind you rhar I am not
speaking and have not spoken on rhis matrer in my
personal capacity. I have analysed the Venice commu-
niqu6 and given my inrerpretarion of rhe wishes of the
nine Heads of State and Government. Their wishes are
clear and as a Community of Nine, wherher we like it
or not, rhey have said clearly thar they recognize thar
there is an energy crisis. Ve musr make ourselves
independent or a[ leasr more independenr of oil, and
this is why we mus[ reach out for alternative sources of
energy. I also feel rhar when Mr De Goede re-reads
my- speech he will see rhar there were nor so many
differences between himself and myself. He feels thar
we musr begin by €nergy savings- before we proceed to
look tor alrernauve sources of energy, and that is

exacrly whar I said myself this morning. Our No I
objective must be ro save energy and above all to save
oil, but since rhis is not possible ro rhe very grear
extenr thar we might wish, we musr also, hand in hand
wirh this and immediately, see ro it rhar we become
more independent of oil. '

Vith regard ro rhe Seveso directive about which you
have lsked r question, I should like to sav firsr of all
that it has nor been shelrcd cntrrell , as the Chairman
of the Socialisr Group said, but rhat it has been held
back to rhe nexr Council. I know that people will say
that if it has been pur back, it is because it did nor meet
with general agreemenr. You are righr in this, bur you
must also realize rhat there are very few directives and
there are very few essenrial problems thar are resolved
ac the first artempr. Ir is perfectly normal rhar any
quesrion of a cenain degree of complexiry should be
held back and discussed a second time. I shall give you
further information on rhis ma[rer.

'\flith regard ro rhe European Energy Agency, this is
certainly a very promising idea. However, ir remains
to be seen wherher a funher agency would be jusdfied
in addirion ro rhe one operaring ar presen[. I remember
very well that even in this Assembly frequent
complaints have been made about the proliferation of
measures and rhe juxtaposirion of institutions and
agencies. Thar is why I take the liberty of suggesting
to Members rhat ir mighr be betrer to take a second
Iook at rhis marter before doing anyrhing. It is clear
thar the Community should and can go funher than
the OECD countries as a whole, bur I feel rhat we
must make a careful choice of rhe areas in quesrion
and refrain from raising hopes which we cannor
satisfy, as marters srand at present.

Vith regard to research credirs, on which Mr Glinne
and others following him dwelr, I feel thar it would be
a good thing to increase these credits, bur I should not
like eirher ro do it for any demagogic reasons ancl to
say thar w€ musr increase credits, knowing all rhe rime
that to add on various credirc will only bring us up
againsr, anorher brick wall in a few monrhs time. It is
essential therefore in this sector that we coordinare all
our acrions with what is being done in the Member
States. I believe rhat we just have nor gor rhe
resources, even the richest amongst us, and we have
no- longer the time to afford rhe luxury of duplicared
effort.

In a fairly rrenchant criricism, Mr piquer referred ro
the use of coal. It is rrue rhat one of our grear ambi-
tions in rhe energy seccor is to mainrain and develop
coal production in the Communiry and ro find new
u,ays of using-rhis resource, and I am thinking here
particularly of gasification. Must we cur oui coal
imports? If I understood the honourable Member
correcrly, rhat was the solution, a rarher simolistic one
perhaps, rhat he was advocating. \Vhy should the
Community adopr a protecrionisr policy in coal alone
when it continues to imporr uranium and many orher
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commodities? If we cut out coal impons in all circum-
stances, we run the risk of making certain of our
finished products even less competitive as against other
countries or asking our citizens to cough up an even

grearer subsidy for national coal, for which our
Members of Parliament would subsequently have to
uke the blame. You realize that this would only be

done by means of a costly system of financing and, as

European Members of Parliament, you will appreciate
how difficult it could be to reach agreement among
the governments of the Nine in this matter.

As for infladon, employment and growth, these

matters have been spoken of at length and I have reaf-
firmed the prior importance of the fight against infla-
tion. Mr Piquet and others have alleged a cenain
negligence or even moral backsliding on my pan. He
said that we must. concenrate entirely on unemploy-
ment and make the creation of jobs our all-imponant
usk. I recall that Mr Piquet reproached me with the
fact that in my entire statement the word 'workers'
never figured even once.

I feel that when we speak of growth, every one has his

own style of speaking, and this is the case even

amongst Liberals.'!flhen we speak of Browth, develop-
ment or the fight against inflation, we all have exactly
the same goal. \7hen our governments take up the
fight against inflation, they are also fighting against

long-term unemployment. !7hen we fight for
increased growth in our countries, we are fighting for
an increase in the number of jobs. Men and women
workers are for me quite simply, all the citizens of our
countries, and while we may have different educa-
tional backgrounds and different preferences, I should
like to assure the honourable Member that we are all

'intent on the same objective.

As far as the budget is concerned and the restructuring
of policies, I would recall that the views I expressed

this morning made it quite clear that the budget is at

the service of the implementation of policies and not
their definition alone. That is why I feel that there is a

cenain danger in restricting ourselves in our choice of
policy within the context of the budgetary debate. This
is *hat some people are trying to have us do, and I
would warn Parliament, the Commission and all
concerned, against limiting their discussions on the

choice of policies to a purely budgetary discussion.'It
is true that afterwards we shall have to find the means

to fund the policies selected, and that we shall have to
do this in the framework of the budget debate. There
will perhaps be revisions and substantial cutbacks, but
I feel that the choice of policies should be made inde-
pendently of budgetary policy. It should be made in
advance if possible, or at least simultaneously.

The budget, as you yourselves have found out, can be

a stimului and a guideline, but the pretext of sdmula-

tion must not beiome a lhreat blocking the smooth

operation of the Community. Ve are currently
engaged in reconsidering and restructuring existing

policies. This morning I outlined the nature of one

such reconsideration. If the element of Community
solidarity were to be abolished or even reduced, there

would no longer be such a thing as Community policy,
and this is the vital fact. This would undermine consi-

derably the role of Parliament. I must emphasize once

more that I reject any so-called policy of juste retour

but I also believe firmly thar the present imbalance in

our policies as a whole will, unless some remedy is

applied, remain a permanent blocking factor in the

eiaboration of new policies, however essential these

may'be for our future develoPment. But when an

honourable Member asks, as happened this morning,
whether we are sdll living in a Community ivhere

people say: 'I am a net contributor' or 'I am a net

beneficiary', he has put his finger on the problem. \fle
must try rc be fair to everybody,-but it would be very
disheartening if our policies were judged solely and

strictly by the 'fair return' factor, if everyone wanted

to get back exactly what he had given to Community
funds in every aree and in every policy.

(Applause from some qudrters on tbe right)

Ve are all politicians here, and we can neither criticize
nor defend politicians if they ask what effons the

people that sent them, to this Parliament are being

obliged to make, what they are being asked rc contri-
bute to the Community budget, and what advantages

they are deriving from it.

Ve are amongst politicians who are accustomed [o
concerning themselves about a fair balance within the

Community and about thinking whether the common
policies we define are to the advantage of one Person
or the other or [o their detriment. If we are to have

genuine Community policies wonhy of th-e name, it is

no harm rhat we'should think in terms of fair balances,

but I would hope that we would not engage in the

sordid calculalions of petty grocers.

As far as development policy is concerned, I have said

plainly that the Community must always be in the

iorefront, and that it why I am Panicularly anxious to
see it live up to its reputation as we are about to
embark in New York on a new debate on the North-
South Dialogue .I am afraid that our Sovernme.nts have

nor up !o now glven this meetin8 the priority it
deserves. How would we feel if the Special Session

were to add funher frustration to all the frustration
that has already been suffered and the Third and

Founh \Torlds were to find that the entire debate was

in vain and that the indusrialized countries had come

up with no solutions? That would be serious for the

world's future. Now, we know that we need not look
for any solution to the Eastern countries. Up rc now
they have never given any substantial aid to the devel-

oping countries, except to supply them with arms. !fle
.iro kno* that there are other countries that neither

have the resources nor the imagination to provide aid.

The Community, more than any other body, must give

proof of resource and inventiveness, by working out
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valid proposals and sranding up rc defend them in
New York. I would be one of the first to acknowledge
rhat the \7illy Brandr report is an imponanr conrribu-
tion, which is based on rhe thinking expressed in our
House. On rhe basis of this repon we must devise
practical solutions in rhe immediare future.

Permit me now, Mr President, !o say a few words in
reply to rhe various speakers who have spoken on rhe
problem of enlargement. As is rhe privilege of all poli-
ticians, I had an opportunity ro have some discussions
in the break between the morning sirting and this
afternoon's sitting, and these discussions lead me ro
fear that some people did nor perhaps understand my
position very well. The arrangemenm agreed upon
must be put inro effect. Thar is my posirion, that is rhe
position of the Council, and as of the momenr. I am
not aware of any orher position being held by any of
the governmenrs. However, ir is a fact thar we have
not solved all the problems posed by the candidarure
of the applicanr Srares. I said rhis morning in my
speech that many vital problems are srill far from being
resolved.

Independenrly of rhe problems posed by the applica-
rions of Spain and Portugal, there are a cenain
number of problems srill in abeyance amongs[
ourselves, as you all know. The President of the
French Republic has called arrenrion ro [hem, but they
exisred long before thar. I rhink it is a good thing ro
call them to mind, because we shall have to face up to
them. There may be differenr inrerprerarions, bur rhe
question remains rhe classic one: is rhe glass, of water
half empty or it is half full? Some will rell 'you thar
enlargemenr should nor come about before these inter-
nal problems have been solved, and others conclude
that rhese problems will go on for a long time. For my
part, I would see rhings differently. Enlargement musr
come about; on rhar we are all agreed. Ve have inter-
nal problems quire independenrly of this enlargement,
but these applicarions will make rhe problems loom
larger. Ler us once and for all arrack ihese problems
and find a solution for rhem. '!7e have delayed too
long. \7e can solve them, and go on ro achieve
enlargemenr. It is futile ro quarrel about one inrerpre-
tation rarher than another; we musr finally get ro grips
with the real problem, which we have neglected foi fa.
too long.

On the quesrion of rhe insritutions, I was asronished ro
hear a Brirish Member say rhis morning that when one
did not know what ro talk abour, one spoke abour the
instirutional problems. I was slightly abashed, because
having always spoken myself of institutional problems,
I felt that I was in danger of hearing it said that ir was
because of my lack of competence in certain specific
subjects. However, I stick to my views, and I will
begin by saying rhat there are rhree major insriturional
problems. '!(i e have all possibly been a lirrle guilty, and
I would address myself mainly ro rhose who sar in rhis
Parliament in the sixries. \fl'e were a lirrle rraumatized
by rhe 'war of religion', by the institurional war of the

years'63 and '65. One hardly dared to even menrion
the word insritution, for fear of putring the Commu-
nity's very existence in danger.

I feel that this era has been buried by now, bu[ even
today one musr speak of the insritutions. \7e have
mechanisms which are in danger of nor adapdng
adequately to the dimensions of the Communiry or ro
their tasks. In rhis fast-flowing historical currenr in
which we live, I know of no machinery, even rhe most
sophisticated, which does nor need ro be reviewed and
re-examined after 30 years. This is our siruarion today,
and there is no longer any danger of compromising
the Community and irs fundamental principles. Vi
have to see how we can sharpen our instruments and
strengrhen the cooperation berween insriturions wirh a
view to getring betrer resulrs. I believe rhat we musr
have the courage to speak of rhese maners because if
we do not do so before rhe Community is enlarged to
ten, eleven of rwelve or any number you like, we shall
lose everyrhing. Because we shall have instirurions
which are nor able ro meer the demands which we
have a right to make on them.

My second point in this connection, ladies and genrle-
men, is that I believe rhat all of us - Council, parlia-
ment and even rhe Commission - have been guilry of
quarrelling amongsr ourselves ar various levels and in
various degrees. Ve must realize thar we are all
engaged in rhe one work and that rhe insrirutions were
ser up ro sen'e the Community and not to be in
conflict with each orher. 1Ve shall get nowhere if we
fight one another, but we can if we fighr rogether,
each one wirhin rhe limits of its own powers, ro rry [o
advance our common endeavours. I shall be trying to
assisr Parliamenr along these lines, int the second 

-half

of the year.

Mr Rey made us all sad this morning when he rold us
that he was about ro leave this Parliamenr. I have
always been happy to work under the warchful eye of
Jean Rey, who was my menror in rhe area of liberal
thoughi, and who was also a Liberal minisrer, Member
of the Commission, and President of the Commission.
This morning, Jean Rey criticized the fact that J0
years afrer rhe beginning of rhe Community, rhe
Council of Ministers of this European Communiry is
still in the hands of the Foreign Minisrers. He used a
c.harming-phrase when he said.rhat rhis is no longer
the era of negotiations, bur thar rhe Communiry musr
be governed and administered. At the same dme, he
recalled why rhe Foreign Ministers were in charge of
the Communiry, and it was because the Foreign Minis-
ters had negotiated the Trearies and when these nego-
tiations were concluded, they simply carried on ihe
work of administration.

It is a facr thar Communiry affairs are no longer purely
external affairs, but who will replace rhe ministers? i
would dare ro say ro my friend, Jean Rey, thar I am
not entirely in agreemenr with him when he proposes
as an ahernarive the Ministers for Economic Affairs. I
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would add straight away, and speaking personally,
that this is certainly not because this is not my own
area. In fact, since I held both the ponfolio of
Economic Affairs and that of Foreign Affairs at the
same time, there is no difficulry there as far as I am

concerned. However, it is, on the one hand, inaccurate
to say that European Community affairs are purely
foreign affairs, but rhen, on the other hand, it would
drag down the Community to an unacceptable materi-
alistic level to say that its affairs were purely economic
ones. I may add from personal knowledge that it is not
the Ministers for Economic Affairs who have been

most hard pressed by Community affairs up to the

present time.

'!/hat is the problem? The problem is that the Commu-
nitv goes far bevond technical matters and encroaches

a little on the areas of all ministers. In order to admin-
ister, or as you have said, Mr Rey, to govern this
Communrty, you would need a Council made up of
people who have the power to decide, who represent
the French Government, the President of the

Republic, the Federal Chancellor, the Prime Ministers.
It mrght even be Deput,v Prime Ministers or Ministers
of State, but the important thing is that there should
be people who have the power to take decisions

eround the Council table. That is the nub of the prob-
lem. I feel that one of these days, as Leo Tindemans
and all those who have been asked to make reports on
rhis matter have advocated, we shall come up with
solutions of this kind.

I shall make one last point on this very delicate ques-

tion. Mv old colleague, Mr Glinne, took me to task

u'hen he brought up all the theoretical and practical

problems about the seat of Parliament, its place of
work and so on. I would only say to him very simply,

though quite seriousl/, that he will understand that I
am hire as President-in-Office of the Council and that
I must confine myself to my Present responsibilities. As

President-in-Office and speaking on behalf of the

Council, I defend the agreement concluded between

the Member States, and I am all in favour of this

agreement being strictlv ohsen'cd. I have been alleged

to be guiln' of some dissembling tsis-d-zsis the Council
or one partner or the other, but I would only say that I
am a convinced European and at the same time a

defender of the interests of my country, which I would
never be prepared to sacrifice. I feel that Mr Glinne
and all the other speakers will understand this. I am

there to defend its rights and I shall defend them all

the more vigorously in that I do so with profound faith
and conviction. So much then for the question of the

sear of Parliament - 
no doubt we shall have other

opportunities of discussing this matter.

I now come to some specific points' My adversary and

very good friend, Mr Glinne, asks me if it is true that
two Members of Parliament are to be delegated to
artend the United Nations Conference on the Rights

of \7omen in Copenhagen. As far as I know, only the

Commission, and I speak here under the watchful eye

of ir President, has observer status at the United
Nations. The Council does not have it. The question
was raised at one time in the Council, but it was

settled along the lines we have indicated. It is not for
the Council to send a delegation, but I think that the

Commission was thinking of having some Members of
Parliament attend. However, the Commission is better
qualified than I to give a reply on this matter.

\flith regard to the Middle East, I feel that there was

perhaps not general but at least majority approval of
mv remarks. One speaker, however, asked if I would
make my tour of the Middle East personally or if I was

going to send a trouble-shooter. I did not quite grasp

the sense of this word. Does he think that I would put

any person 'in trouble'? In Venice, the presidency was

asked to fulfil its responsibilities in this matter. As I
had the honour to atrend this Conference of Heads of
State and Government, I, like Mr Jenkins, can reply

that I was told that after I July it would be for the

Luxembourg presidency to take responsibilitiy for this

matter, though it could ask for someone else to
accompany it, but these are only minor points. I was

told that this mission should be at Foreign Minister
level, and that I would have to accept resPonsibiliry for
it. I said this morning that I was prepared to do so,

and to do so immediately, because I believe that it is

important that we should get a maximum of informa-
tion from all the parties concerned, as stated in the

communiqu6, before the Nine confronts the entire
world in New York at the meeting of the Unircd
Narions. Vhile Venice was a good starting point and

the Venice Declaration was welcomed in the vast

majority of Member States of the United Nations, it is

important that before we rake up a position, we should
be informed, as confidentially as possible, of the reac-

tions of all parties to the conflict. This is the way it
seems to the Heads of State and Government, and I
feel that at the conclusion of the coming Council we

shall find solutions enabling us to make progress in
this matter.

On Iran I have nothing to add. Regrets were expressed

rhat we did not denounce the imperial r6gime' Ve are

speaking of the p'resent situation. I only spoke of the

question of the hosuges, and I feel that I spoke on

behalf of the Council in very moderate tone5, mainly
with an eye to the future. I feel that we must turn our
attention to present and furure problems and this is

not the time to encumber this debate with looking
back to the past.

Mr Lecanuet asked me if the Council intended to have

Spain and Portugal participate in political cooperation.
I must recall the basic principles. Being a member of
the Community and taking part in political coopera-
rion are two ideas that are closely linked. Up to the

present, you could not have one without the other.
According as the accession negotiations move

forward, formulae for progressively increased partici-
pation in political cooperation will be worked out, as,
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in fact, we are doing ar the present rime in the case of
Greese.

I agree to a grear extent with Mr Berlinguer when he
advocares rhat dialogue should be kepr up berween
East and Ifl'esr, particularly in the CSCE. That is not
just my opinion alone; ir is also rhe opinion of the nine
Foreign Minisrers and of rhe Nine Heads of Srate and
Governmenr. I am glad to be able ro srress rhis once
again. However, I would claim rhat this dialogue will
be more difficult than was the case before the invasion
of Afghanistan. Vho would deny thar? !fle conrinue
to be committed to d6tente, and'we have decided by a
common agreemenr of the Nine, that we will go ro
Madrid, and rhar we will make preparations for the
Madrid meeting.

Ve have been doing this seriously for some monrhs
rnd we hope thar Madrid will be a grear success for us
all. However, it is going ro be more difficult, bur thar
is not our fault. It is rhe fault of people who under-
stand differenr rhings by the word 'd6rente', because
while pledging allegiance to d6rente rhey felt able to
invade anothcr countr\ Thc Communitv has alwavs
plaved a dl,namic .ol. ,n the proceeding, of ti.,.
CSCE, and I know that we have been criricized, even
ar the Helsinki Conference, for being roo
thorough.You can be assured rhar we shall continue ro
be so. Bur I would say ro Mr Berlinguer, as I should
like to say to all the Members of this Assembly who
are worried about the future of d6tenre, rhat d6renrc is
something very sensirive, pafticularly when one sees
that ir is interprered differenrly in different quaners.
That is why I feel rhar only when we have restored a
balance of forces and when rhe Nine can speak with
one voice and give proof of rheir determinarion not ro
accept violarions of justice, such as rhose committed in
Afghanistan or orher counrries, that we shall have
once again a worthwhile dialogue in a spirir of loyalty,
generosity and frankness and in a serious manner. '!(/e

have no wonhwhile dialogue and we make no wonh-
while progress as long as we have misunderstandings,
deceptions and equivocation. Ve shall do everything
we can [o Pur a stoP ro these.

Mr Alber also spoke about rhe problem of rhe refu-
gees. I would say straight away rhar if he re-reads rhe
communiqu6 issued by Venice II, he will see rhar rhis
subject was mentioned. I would remind him also that
the Communiry, through its material aid, contributes
to alleviaring [o some slight exrent.the excessively sad
state of these refugees. The Member States have
welcomed numerous refugees and continue to do so. I
realize that this is not enough.

\7e can only hope rhar each one will prove more
generous in future. But let us not deceive ourselves on
this matter. Generosity is one rhing, rhe legal problems
encountered in this matter are anorher, and ir will not
be easy to resolve rhem. The Community and rhe
Ministers meering in polidcal cooperation have rhis
problem very much at hean. These are nor jusr empty

words, because I can assure you rhar no meeting of the
Foreign Minisrers in political cooperarion passes with-
out this problem being discussed. Much has been
achieved, even if this is not always evident ro rhe
public gaze.

Mr President, I should like to rhank Parliament and
those Members who have spoken in rhis debace for
having given me rhe opponuniry to clarify matrers
somewhat. I am sorry if I was not able to answer all
these questions. I hope that in rhe furure I shall have
the opponunity to rake marrers a lirtle funher.

(Applause)

President. - Mr President-in-Office of the Council,
on behalf of the enrire Parliament I should like once
again ro rhank you for the warmrh with which you
have replied ro rhe numerous quesrions pur to you. I
am one of those who knew you when you came under
other circumsrances to artend the meetings of rhis
Parliamenr, and we have always admired your vigour
and your warm humanity. Ve hope that the Presi-
dency now commencing will be a very fruitful cime for
the Communities and also for the European Parlia-
ment. Thank you very much, Mr President.

The debate is closed.

ll. Amendment of Parliament\ Rules of Procedure

President. - The nexr irem is rhe debate on rhe
repoft by Mr Luster, on behalf of the Commirtee on
the Rules of Procedure and Petitions, amending the
Rules of Procedure of the European Parliament (Doc.
1 -l 48 / 80 / fin./corr.II).

I iall Mrs Vayssade ro speak on bihalf of the Socialist
Group

Mrs Vayssade. - (F) Mr Presidenr, ladies and gentle-
men, here we are again, as ar rhe beginning of 1979,
debating the Rules of Procedure, a debate rhar will
again be far from complere. The Socialists have found
little rhey like in this second Luster repon. These frag-
mentary revisions, following some problem that has
arisen during a pan-session, are nor a good way of
going about rhings. They are reactions to evenr in the
Chamber. They do nor permit general reflection on
the role and rhe functioning of rhis Parliament.

The previous Assembly knew thar the problem was a
political one when it refused to vore on new provisions
for the Parliamenr rhat was about ro be elecred. It also
knew that this newly elected Assembly would face new
problems. Continuing ro make piecemeal addirions ro
ill-suired Rules of Procedure will not solve our prob-
lem.
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The Commirtee on the Rules of Procedure has begun
rhis general review, but there is a danger that it will
never complete this work and will revert, to piecemeal
revisions if requests for changes as a matrcr of urgency
are constantly being made. There is also the situation
in which the same rule, Rule l4 for example, is consid-
ered several times: we discussed Rule l4 in November
and we shall be discussing it again today and tomor-
row. I know that .r..y- Att."tnbly must constantly
adapt its rules of procedure, but I believe it does so

after generally deliberating on the spirit of those rules.
lifle have nor yer done this in this newly elected Parlia-
ment, and as long as we go on discussing small, piece-
meal repons, we shall have the same problems as we
are now facing.

I also have a second preliminary remark to make. \7e
do nor really understand what precise role the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions
and the enlarged Bureau play in the functioning of this
Parliament. The procedure adoprcd for this second
Luster report seems completely ambiguous to me, and

this includes the decision to hold it over from the June
part-session without the appropriate committee being
consulted. Knowing who decides how things should
be done is one of the problems in this Parliament.

And now to the report ircelf. Ve are not satisfied with
it in its present form. It is a poor conipromise between
conflicting tendencies in this Par[iiment, between

rhose who want more individual rights for Members to
the detriment of the groups'and cenain working meth-
ods and those who would like far stricter Rules of
Procedure, with greater powers for the Bureau and the

presidency. I also feel thar the report. is [oo much a

reflection of this second tendency and that we are

heading in this Parliament towards - dare I say it? -
a presidential, far too presidential a system. It must not
be forgotten that a parliamentary assembly consists of
its rirembers and not only of a bureau.

The report concerns two rules: Rule 14 on urgent
debates and Rule 26(3) on explanations of vote. It has

become clear from certain debates, more so to some

Members than to others, that these procedures are

time-consuming, that we are wastinB valuable time on
them which should be devoted to other debates. It also

seems to me that they are the expression of the right of
Members to take the initiative and to make their
opinions known. The debate on this repon must take
account of these two requirements, efficiency and
democracy, which questions the validity of many other
rules of the Rules of Procedure, and we are going to
feel frustrated over the next two days.

Rule l4 makes it possible for the Community organs

- the Commission, Council and Parliament itself,
through its President, Broups and members - to hold
urgent debates on subjects not originally included in
the agenda.

The introduction of such debates means that events

have occurred between the fixing of the agenda and
the start of the part-session or that even$ have

occurred even while we are sitting. It is, in fact, essen-

tial in such cases rhat Parliament should be able .to

react quickly and, if necessary, express its opinion. But
rhere should also be agreement on what is urgent. This
procedure has perhaps been used in various cases more
to allow Parliament to rake initiatives, panicularly in
the field of political cooperation, than to discuss cases

of genuine urgency, because, where urgency is not
adopred, the matter concerned is referred to the
appropriate committees for funher consideration.

The existing procedures must therefore be reviewed
w'ith the aim of enabling Parliament to take rapid deci-
sions. The case for urgency is that Parliament needs at
least several weeks to take action, after which the

problem arising during a part-session ceases to !e a

problem or the circumstances are completely different
at the next part-session. Parliament must therefore be

able to adopt a position immediately. Such are the

problems connected with urgency. All other matters
should be referred to the appropriate committee,
pursuant to Rule 25, so that they can be thoroughly
examined like all other subiects which fall within
Parliament's terms of reference.

If the urgency proc'edure is to be accepted and to be

efficient, we feel the debate on the vote on urgency
should be abolished, that written explanations
supporting the request for urgency should accompany
the text in question and that 24 hours later a vote

should be taken solely on the issue of urgency. This
would obviate the ambiguity of a debate which never,

exclusively concerns urgency and is not a debate on
rhe substance either, but merely touches the surface.

This would also make for a more valuable debate on
rhe subject when it is included in the agenda. In this
connection, I feel that urgent debates should not be

placed as a matter of course on the agenda for Friday
morning, when matters which may be important for
European affairs or for human rights are discussed

before an almost empty House.

In this way, if agreement can be reached on this' we

feel that the right of parliamentarians, who have repre-
senred the citizens of Europe since the elections by

universal suffrage and who exPress the various

con(,erns of those citizens, would be resiected, that we
w'ould evoid having various sterile and ambiguous
debates and also that we could take debates on matters
of genuine urBency more seriously and attach to them
the importance they deserve. So much for Rule 14.

The second rule we have to consider is Rule 26(3).
This concerns the right of Members to explain why
they have voted in a certain way, a right that is recog-
nized in all our parliaments. It is a right that is granted
both to political groups and to individual Members. It
is true to say that where individual Members explain
rhe way they have voted, it is usually because they
have voted in an unexpected way, perhaps contrary to
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their general cusrom or unlike other members of the
Broup to which they belong, or because they have
changed their minds during the debare and wish to
explain to rheir colleagues why this change of heart.
The explanatron of vote is rhus always a means of
elrminating misunderstandings.

Bur when the vote is taken, the debate on [he sub-
stance hai finished. In general, even where there are
complaints about a shortage of rime for certain
debates, everyone has had rime to explain rhe views he
is defending. Explanations of vote cannor therefore be,
and must not be, a means of reopening a debare on the
substance of the merter, since rhe debate is closed.

I am well aware rhat our voring sysrem, especially rhe
system of voring rimes, separared from rhe debate
itself, often makes both debaring and voring condi-
tions difficult and that it is sometimes hard ro follow
exactly what line some of our voting is taking. This
only goes to show how difficult it is to deal with one
rule wirhout quesrioning all the other mechanisms of
the Rules of Procedure, but even if we have a sysrem
under which we are somerimes forced ro lisren to
rather long explanations and which I personally find
unsatisfactory, I do not believe that roo much time
should be given over to explanations of vote. 'S7'e

therefore feel that the right of explanarion should be
limited to some exrenr. Ve consequenrly agree ro
Members' speaking rime being reduced on rwo condi-
tions: explanations must be given orally in such a way
that thev can be undersrood by rhe whole Assembly,
and thev must be given before the vote.

Ve do not think it would a good thing for rhe Presi-
dent to have the power ro decide if explanarions
should be given orally or in writing, and we rherefore
requesr thet they auromarically be given orally, unless
the speaker has not observed the deadline for making
x request to give an explanation.

The last rule which it is proposed should be revised is
Rule 3lA. The amendmenr concerned is merely a

matter of form, the aim being ro ensure thar the word-
ing of Rule 3lA corresponds ro rhe amended form of
Rule 26(3) regarding speaking time. 'We feel that this
rule should nor be amended any furrher during rhis
debate or thar it should not be amended with undue
haste, since it concerns very important matters to do
with the right of Members both to speak and to make
personal starements, to speak on amendmenrs and so
on. Rule 3lA musr therefore retain irs purely formal
nature if the amendments to Rule 26(3) are adopred.
Let us not start a debate rhat rakes us further.

That then, Mr President, is the opinion of the Socialisr
Group on rhis report. If the amendmenrs we have
rabled are adopred, we shall approve them, but wirh-
out enthusiasm. Ve shall approve them wirhour enrhu-
siasm, because we feel that some of the problems rhey
deal with will come up again when we ger down ro rhe
general revision and rhar we will have perhaps worked

to no avail in the monrhs since the enlarged Bureau
made its request. Cannot we save rime by having a
proper debate on the role'and the functioning of rhis
Parliament, one year after rhe first European elec-
tions? That would have seemed more useful ro us rhan
these piecemeal revisions.

President. - I call Mr Adonnino to speak on behalf
of the Group of the European People's Party (Chris-
tian-Democratic Group).

Mr Adonnino. - U) Mr President, ladies and genrle-
men, I think it is as well to recall that rhe debare roday
and tomorrow's vote are rhe result of a request from
the Bureau to the Committee on the Rules of Proce-
dure and Petitions that, following the drafting and
adoption of certain urgent amendmenrs ro the Rules
of Procedure last autumn and pending rhe completion
by the committee of the general revision, it should
amend the points rhat figure on roday's agenda.

I agree with Mrs Vayssade when she says rhar this
poses a quesrion, that is, the role ro be played by
Parliament's Commirtee on the Rules of Procedure
and Petitions with regard to the Bureau's proposal.
That is something rhat I too wanted ro ask'ahhough I
realize of course that any commenrs or debate on rhe
problem and a solution to ir will have ro wair for
another day.

Be that as ir may, I am sure rhat rhe work the commit-
tee is doing in completely revising the Rules of Proce-
dure will provide Parliament with appropriare and
well-defined Rules of Procedure. Needless ro say, rhe
existing Rules musr be rhe starting poinr, with changes
being introduced as required.

I believe, as orhers have suggested, that we mighr very
usefully draw on the practice in rhe,various national
Parliaments, but only up ro a poinr, because we musr
constantly bear in mind rhat rhis Parliament has irs
own special characrer and rhe difference berween it
and the national Parliaments lies, as much as anything,
in the way its working merhods are consrrained by ir
composition. '!7e have ro remember that rhis House
meets for one week - which in pracrical rerms means
five days - in every monrh, rhe resr of rhe rime being
set aside for commirree work and political group.meer-
ings. Since our rime is so short, we need Rules of
Procedure that will make for smooth conduct of our
business and indicate which bodies should deal more
fully with panicular marrers. Personally I am rhinking
of the committees, but this is something that will have
to be decided in the contexr of rhe general revision of
the Rules of Procedure.

For the dme being we have ro focus our arrenrion on
just two poinrs: requesrs for urgenr debate (Rule la)
and explanations of vote (Rule 26). The proposed
amendmenr to Rule 3lA - and here again I agree
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with Mrs Vayssade - is a purely technical one to take
into account the new wording of Rule 26. As the
speaking item for explanations of vote is now covered

by Rule 26, rhe reference to it in Rule 3lA must be

deleted to avoid repetition.

The problem of urgency, Mr President, is a problem
peculiar to this Parliament and yet another consequ-
ence of the way t'e work and of the fact that we meet

for one week in every month, so that there is an inter-
val of three and sometimes four weeks between part-
sessions. Clearly, therefore, if Parliament is to be able

to express an opinion on events that occur in those

intervening weeks and before they lose their immedi-
acy, urgen[ procedure has to be used. \7hile I am

bound to agree with those who say that this procedure
is abused from time to time - that is to say, instead of
being used rc help highlight matters of an urgent
narure it has been used to draw attention to the need

to debate matters of wide political significance that
had been omitted from the agenda - it is nevertheless

true that our Parliament needs a procedure of this
kind. That being the case, we must have suitable rules

to which, even if they fall short of perfection, even if
they' do not succeed in striking an ideal balance

between each individual Member's right to speak and

table motions at an)' time and the need to conduct our
proceedings smoothly and rapidly, are still an accepta-

ble compromise. It seems to me that Mr Luster's
proposal is the best of the available solutions.

That is why we in the Group of the European People's
Party endorse Mr Luster's proposal, although we are

quite prepared to look at any sugBestions from any

quarter for changes that might lead to a better solu-
tion. I shall be coming back to this point in a moment.

Mr President, I have tabled an amendrnent, No 56,

the purpose of which is to amplify Mr Luster's
proposal, because I believe it is right to make the point
that the rules on urgent procedure must not be

allowed to interfere with the preparation of the
agenda (Rule l2(2)), with the procedure relating to
oral questions withour debate and oral questions with
debare (Rules 45 and 47), and with the debate on
answers to questions (Rule a7B). My amendment
therefore seeks to embody that stipuladon in Mr
Luster's proposals.

The problem is this. In cases of urgency should there
be a debate in Parliament or not? It goes without
saying that any debate that may be held must relate to
urgent procedure and not to the substance of the
matrer, which will be the subject of a separate debate

later on. '!7e agree with Mr Luster that a decision on
urgency should be taken without debate unless

urgency is contested in wridng by a certain number of
Members, in which case a very brief debate would be

held with just the author of the request and one

speaker against being heard.

I do think it is wise to leave the decision as to when to
place the debarc on the agenda to the president's
discretion, since it is he who is responsible for the
smooth conduct of business and who knows best

where to insen rhe extra debate, which inevitably
alters the planned agenda. I also think that requests for
urgent procedure should be put to the vote at voting
time, following the custom in this Parliament, and that
a certain number of votes should be required before
urgent procedure can be adopted. It has been
proposed, as a way of emphasizing the importance of
the matter in hand, that at least half the Members -
206 - need to be present and that at least one third -
that is 137 - need to vote in favour.

I also agree with the proposal that, where several
requests for urgent debate on the same subject are

received, they should be dealt with rcgether, since the

arguments for and against urgency in any panicular
case must essentially be the same. Again in the interests

of the smooth conduct of business, I am in favour of
rhe proposal not to allow explanations of vote on
matters of urgency, which are in effect procedural
motions and as such already covered by our Rules of
Procedure, but which we shall in any case be looking
at more closely in the context of the general revision
of the Rules. Funhermore, if the House were to
request a vote by roll-call, it should be taken using the

electronic voting system.

Mr President, I have said that we suPPort Mr Luster's
proposal in this connection. Ve know that there are
other proposals, some of which are no doubt worthy
of consideration and we shall be able to look at them
when we come to vote. One proposal would in effect
remove the decision from the Assembly's powers, since

the request for urgent debate would be posted on the
notice-board for signature by Members. If, let us say,

a request for urgency were to be supponed by the
signatures of one-third - that is, 137 - of the
Members, or by four political group chairmen - who
obviously would have the backing of many of their
colleagues - ic would be granted automatically and

the President would place it on the agenda. This idea

has less appeal for us. Given the imponance of the
question of urgency, we should prefer the House to
rake the decision by a qualified majority, even if with-
out debate. However, we do not entirely rule out a

solution along these lines.

Let us turn now briefly to Rule 25. It seems to me that
the Luster report makes an extremely imponant
distinction between the final statement made by the
spokesman for a political group at the conclusion of a

debate and the explanation of vote given by an indivi-
dual Member.

As Mrs Vayssade observed earlier, this problem has

arisen basically because some Members have inter-
preted the explanation of vore, also in theoretical
te..s, as a legitimate extension of the debate. This
argument has already assumed special relevance in this
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Parliament, since Rule 28 of rhe Rules of Procedure
restricts every Member's speaking rime. Ir was thought
that'anyone who, in giving an explanation of vore,
eluded Rule 28, would still be subjecr ro rhat Rule
when making a general sraremenr. ,The problem

'presented by Rule 28 is a serious one which will have
to be discussed some other rime. Irs imponance is due,
among orher rhings, I believe, ro rhe fact rhar Parlia-
ment sits only five days in the month so tha[ its business
must be strictly ordered, bur wirhout infringing the
rights of individual Members.

I believe - and hope - thar in furure rhere will be
less rieed to invoke Rule 28, if we succeed in finding
other ways of reducing, our workload a_nd cutring
down on the number of irems on rhe agenda for each
part-session. However, as regards individual explana-
tions of vore - as distinct from rhe final sratemenrs in
n'hich the political groups can give their reasons for
adopting a particular posirion - we reject the idea
that they can be used to extend the debate. It musr be
made quite clear that an explanation of vote is
intended solely to enable a Member to express his
drsagreement with the vore and thereby prevenr any
possible misunderstanding of his voring behaviour.

I realize, Mr President, rhat it is exrremely difficult ro
translate such a highly rheoretical notion satisfactorily
into practical terms, as ir would probably require the
President to take a very hard line with Members. For
this reason we are seeking ro get round rhe problem
another way. Once rhe idea of final starements by rhe
political groups has been inrroduced, we think - even
if we are nor alrogerher keen on rhe idea - that it
would be berter for individual Members to give rheir
explanations of vote after the resuh of the voring has
been announced. I am aware rhar rhis is a highly
controversial point. A few moments ago we heard he
spokesman for the Socialist Group expressing their
opposition to such a proposal and I quire understand
their arguments. Perhaps the solurion put forward by
Mr Luster and taken up again in one of my amend-
ments, No 55, is still the best. Needless to say, if we
accept this proposal we musr also aciept thar the Presi-
dent should have rhe power a[ any rime to invite
Members - or instruct them, if their names have nor
been entered on rhe list in rime - ro give written
explanations of vore not exceeding 150 words, which
will subsequently be published wirh rhe minutes of
proceedings as a record of their position.

Mrs Vayssade menrioned the proposal to limit the
sta[emenrs by the political groups ro rhree minures and
those of individual Members to one and a half
minutes. I think this is an exrremely sensible proposal
and, as such, deserves ro be adopted. Those then are
our thoughts on rhe maner, although, as I say, when
we come to vore, we mighr be prepared ro accepr the
other suggesrions I referred to, subjecr to the qualifi-
cations I menrioned. I hope rhat this debate may lead
to a clearer understanding of rhe various artitudes so
that when we come to vote tomorrow we can be sure

of adopting those changed in rhe Rules of Procedure'
that, from a practical point of view, are most likely ro
help us get through our business as smoorhly as possi-
ble.

President. - I call Mr Parrerson ro speak on behalf
of the European Democratic Group.

Mr Patterson. - Mr President, could I srart some.
what controversially by agreeing with somerhing Mr
Pannella said yesrerda/, that is, ro protest at rhe way
this particular debare is being rreared. Ir is being
treated rather like rhe tradirional, poor relation moved
from house to house, and in June we even lost our
rapporteur. Indeed, I do nor quire see how this after-
noon we are going ro move 172 amendmenm. I am
going ro have to move l5 in my shon speech. Could I
also say that some rime ago the Committee on rhe
Rules of Procedure and Peririons firmly took rhe deci-
sion never to have any more of these emergency or
urgent reports. It was, however, ar rhe request of rhe
enlarged Bureau rhar we did so and not of our own
volirion. Now, ro che point of subsrahce, we are deal-
ing wirh rwo marrers - the marrer of urgency and the
matter of explanations of vore. Mrs Vayssade referred
to the need for a balance berween order and libeny,
something which I menrioned when we last debarcd
the Rules. Ve are clearly dealing with two abuses of
presen[ procedures. In rhe matter of urgency, as
speakers have already said, whar has been happening is
that insread of debaring urgenr procedure first thing in

, the morning, we have been debating the substance of
the matrer itself. Thar is because the Rules of Proce-
dure allow a spokesman from each group to get up
and make a lirtle speech. As regards explanations of
vote, instead of having pure explanations, we have
been reopening the debate. In both casis ir amounrs ro
an abuse of our procedures. But let us be quire clear,
they both have a similar cause. And here once again I
agree with Mr Pannella. The reason why this is
happening is rhe use made of Rule 28 on speaking
time, which has been steadily squeezint rhe ability of
people to speak in the debates rhemselves, and the
vinual abolition, because of pressure of time, of any
debates or questions under Rules 46, 47 or 47B. \flhat
we have been wirnessing in this House is rarher like a
balloon. If you have a full balloon and you push it in at
one point it will pop our ar another point, and this is
why really we are having to do something about
urgent debares and explanations of vote.

It all serves to illusrrate how wise the Committee on
the Rules of Procedure and Petirions was [o say rhar
we should undertake a general revision of the Rules
because all rules hang together, and rhar, of course, is
sornething we are doing.

Meanwhile, however, we have in fronr of us this pani-
cular repon. To stan off with Rule 14, the original
purpose of this rule, and I think we ought to be clear
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about this, was not in order to hold urgent debarcs on
resolutions but in order that Parliament could express

ir opinion on matters which were coming before the
Council of Ministers but on which no committee
report had yet been concluded. That was the original
purpose of Rule 14. However, it is being used increas-
ingly in order to hold these little debarcs first thing in
the morning and a whole scramble of debates on reso-
lutions late on Friday. The report, therefore, is

intended to do something to remedy this situarion. In
my opinion the most important element of this repon
is that we should have time to consider requests for
urgent debare before we vote on them. At the moment
groups have no time to discuss the matters in hand,
ind sometimes we have to vote when the documents
have just been placed on our tables as we come into
the Chamber. Therefore the suggesrion thar we should
haVe a clear 24 hours between the distribution of the

documents and the vote on urgent procedure is in my
opinion most imponant.

Then we have the matter of sPeeches on urgent Proce-
dure. It is clear that a great deal of time is sPent on

this, and there are three proposals in the repon and in
the draft amendments. Mr Sieglerschmidt's Amend-
ment No 43 would have no sPeeches at all. Mr
D'Angelosante's amendment No 8 would always have

two speeches, and Mr Luster's proposal is that we

should have two speeches if there were any contest. It
seems to me that Mr Luster's rePon, therefore, has hit
rhe happy medium on this issue, though my SrouP
would be satisfied with either of the other two propos-

als.

The final element is that in order ior urgent procedure

to be adopted, ohe-third of rhe Members would have

ro vote for it. This is something which is slighrly more

controversial and my group again has not exactly
made up ir mind on the matter, although if everybody

else agrees that one-third should be necessary before

urgent procedure can be adopted, we would vote for
that proposal.

Ve have two criticisms as regards the existing text.

First of all, ri.e clearly must. vote for Mr Adonnino's
amendment No 56 since rhe Rules would otherwise

exclude all questions. Moreover, we must delere the

matter about roll-call vores only being electronic
because fast experience of the electronic apparatus in

this and other chambers has shown what can happen if
it does not work.

There is, however, a further draft amendment, tabled

in the name of Mr Nord, about which my colleague,
Mr Tyrell, will speak later on. 1trfle are very much

attracted by this amendment because it does introduce
the element of the register. It was originally a proposal

of my group in the Committee on the Rules of Proce-
dure'and Petitions that there should be a register for
urgent debates, and I notice that the enlarged Bureau
voted for this concept by l2 vorcs to l. There are one

or two aspects of this proposal by Mr Nord, however,

on which I would like further clarification, panicularly
as to whether, if several proposals are made for a

debate on the same subect, we have got to have several

registers, or several votes, because I do not believe the

translation of Mr Nord's original text is altogether
accurate. I

Turning now to the matter of explanations of vote, it
is here that we have met with extreme difficulty. \7hat
is the purpose of explanations of vote? In my country
there is no such thing in our parliamentary practice,

and we have been at Breat pains to discover from the
various people who do have such a Practice what is

meant by such an explanation.

First of all, it is quite clear that in what we would call a
winding-up speech there is every justification for
making a final statement. Clearly, as in the budget,
when there has been a long series of votes on amend-
ments, it is very useful to have the spokesman of each

political group sum up the point of view of the group
before the final vote is raken.

Bur what about individuals - and this brings us to the
question whether explanations of vote come before or
after the vote? Now, at first sight my group has found
it quite incomprehensible how one can possibly explain
something before one has actually done it, which is

why we have consistently called for explanations of
vote to be delivered after the vote. However, we do
understand that this is not in accordance with the
parliamentary traditions of a number of other coun-
tries and indeed that it would be unlikely to command
rhe suppon of the majority of Members of this House.
Therefore, we are willing, as my amendment, No 19,

states, to concede that ,explanations of vote should
cor4e before rather than after the final vote.

Finally, we come to the question whether they should
be oral or in writing. Clearly, if the purpose of an

explanation of vote is to remove a misunderstanding,
which might be reported in the press, then it does not
matter very much whether one delivers ir orally or
whether one writes it down afterwards and has it
included in the record. \7e would suPPort the half-
way position whereby explanations of vote should, in
principle, be oral but where, if it looks as though the
whole debate is being reopened again and there are

endless explanations of vote, it should be at rhe discre-
rion of the President to decide that remain'ing explana-
tions should be in writing.

I have tabled, in the name of my Group, a cornpletely
new rext on this matter of Rule 26 (3) for a number of
reasons. The proposal made by the Committee'on the
Rules of Procedure and Petitions, that is Mr Luster's
proposal, is that there should first of all be a prelimi-
nary notice of explanations of vote, with a cut-off
when the first explanation of vote has begun. This is

clearly right. It enables individuals to listen to their
group spokesmen and, if they disagree with them, to
put their names in to deliver an explanation of vote.
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The final sraremenrs, I agree, should be limired ro
three minutes, which brings us to rhe question of when
the explanarion of vote should be. The Luster repon
says: 'After the final vote: l7z minutes'. This I have
elready dealt with.

The President may decide thar they should be taken in
writing. The words 'raking accounr of rhe situadon'
appear ro us rather odd. Ir is difficuh to believe thar
the President would not rake accounr of the siruarion
in making such a decision and, indeed, any words on
this matrer appear ro us superfluous, and so we would
delete that and leave the marter ro the discretion of rhe
President.

The Luster report also makes the provision that if one
has missed rhe deadline one can srill make writren
explanarions of vote. Ve think thar rhis is really super-
fluous, since we cannor believe rhat if you rCally
wished to make an explanation of vote you could not
have pur your name on rhe Prgsidenr's lisr in time, and
rherefore my amendment would delete rhis.

As regards rhe purpose of an explanation of vore, in
order to avoid any misunderstanding the Luster repon
does provide a definition. However, we rarher tended
to agree with Mr D'Angelosante's suggestion rha[ an
explanation of vote should be given when a Member
disagrees wirh what his/her group's spokesman has
said. None the less, it appears to us in rhe last resort
that any definidon of an explanadon of vore is proba-
bly going to give rise ro more trouble rhan it is wonh,
and therefore my amendment would delere any defini-
tion o[ an explanarion of vote.

The final marrer, and this is imponant, is rhar there
should be a provision in rhe Rule thar if there have
been explanarions of vote and rhen, because of rhe
quorum being called, no vore is held, rhere should nor
be a whole lot of other explanations of vore the next
day when the vote is finally taken, and rhat is whar my
amendment seeks to ensure.

In conclusion, Mr President, might I remind rhe
House rhar for this repon [o go chrough at all we need
205 posirive votes. No Group is going to get everything
it wanr. My Group does nor expecr ro do so. Ve hopi
in fact rhar it may be possible to seek an agreemenr
between all groups in this House whereby we can
adoptpossibly Mr Nord's amendmenr and possibly my
amendment, which would then form rhe subsmnrive
motion which everyone can supporr. Unless rhere is
some compromise, rhis debare and all the work of rhe
Commirtee on the Rules of Procedure and petitions
and, indeed, rhe work of this House in voting on 172
amendments will produce nothing, and so I pliad for a
spirit of compromise.

President. - I call Mr Pannella to speak on a point
of order.

Mr Pannella. - (F) Mr President, I would appeal to
your wisdom and experience to rell me whar I should
do in the situation in which I find myself.

At this momenr, in the Commirtee on Developmenr
and Cooperation, of which I am deputy rapporreur,
voting is going on and will conrinue for some hours.
Here I have 108 amendmenrs [o present, and I am
down to speak in three minutes, afrcr three orher
speakers have had the floor. I should afrcr all hear
what the others have ro propose. As I personally feel
that this is not a parliamenrary situation - but
perhaps rhat is due rc my limitations and nor ro an
objective view of things - I ask you, Mr President,
what I should do.

President. - Mr Pannella, even my wife does not ask
me what she should do.

(Laughter)

However, in order ro help you, I am prepared to put
back your speech for a litrle. Perhaps anorher -.rLe.or a friend could -tell you when you are due to
speak. . .

Mr Pannella - (F) Mr President, having heard how
you deal wirh Members, I am not surprised your wife
does nor ask you for advice.

(Laughter and cies)

President. - I call Lord Harmar-Nicholls.

Lord Harmar-Nicholls. 
- Mr Presidenr, rhe point

that Mr Pannella has made has no subsrance. I know
of no parliament where the dilemma of trying to be in
two places does nor exist. ft is for him ro son our his
own prioriries and not ro expecr the whole parliamenr
to adapt itself ro his time-table.

(Laugbter)

President. - !7e shall resume the debare.

I call Mr Chambeirbn to speak on behalf of rhe
Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Chambeiroa - (F) Although I shall try to be very
brief, I should like to protest very strongly'against thl
unacceprable conditions in which the majority of rhe
enlarged Bureau is forcing us to debate thi Lusre.
reporr. Bur can we really speak of a debate when it is
so truncared and speaking time is measured so parsi-
moniously? Vhen our predecessors rre.e .iking
changes ro our Rules of Procedure by a qualifiel
majority, rhere can be no doubt that rhey considered
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the matter sufficiently important not to leave it to
chance oi chance majorities. For them, most cenainly,
amendments to the Rules of Procedure could only be

the outcome of a full discussion, of a genuine
dialogue. Today, dialogue is being refused, and with-
out dialogue there is no real democracy. The Luster
report concerns the freedom of expression of each and
every one of us, which is the subject of an unaccepta-
ble restriction.

In his explanatory statement the rapponeur endea-
vours to justify this serious attack on Members' rights
by explaining that his concern is to ensure the smooth
conduct of business during part-sessions and observ-
ance of the time-table. I am sorry that the rapponeur
showed a lack of curiosity in not seeking out the
reasons why our business is not conducted in the way
he rhinks it should be. He would have had no diffi-
culty in establishing that the inconsistencies which are
too often a feature of our part-sessions are mostly due

ro action taken by his Group. Since July of last ye ar the
abuse of the urgency procedure is entirely attributable
to the fact that a majority of this Assembly has upset
agendas to include debarcs on matters which in no
way fall within the European Assembly's terms of
reference. On the grounds that they are defending
human righm, but too often with politicians' ulterior
motives, they have cluttered our agendas. This week
we shall again be called upon to consider a report on
human righrc in Poland, at the very time when the
press is telling us that an international conference on
human righm has just been held in \flarsaw and was
attended by an eminent member of the Liberal and
Democratic Group, who himself presented Mr Gierek
with rhe medal of rhe Institute of Human Rights. If
absurdity killed, imagine what slaughter there would
be in this Assembly. !7hen, on the other hand, have we
devoted the necessary time to a discussion of matters
as serious as employment, the textile indusry, the steel
industry - subjects which are of immediate concern
to the peoples of the Community - or human rights
in the Community itself? Rules of Procedure are not
wonh having if there is not at the same time a real will
to keep our debates within reasonable limits, and rhat
is what seems to be lacking in this Assembly.

I should like to refer briefly rc the two rules concerned
here. Rule 14 covers the urgenry procedure. In all
parliaments the declaration of urgency is linked to the
idea of exceptional circumstances. I realize that the
proposal is not to delete this rule but to amend it so

rhat, by applying the quorum ruling in the new second
paragraph of Rule 14, the EPP and the Conservatives,
whose elective affinities are known to us all, are sole
masters of the procedure. As regards Rule 26, the
proposed new wording is not only peculiar; I would
say it is absurd. The spirit of logic cannot be said rc
have inspired this text. Vas it not the President of this
Assembly herself who last month stated that every
Member had a right to give an explanation of vote and
rhat such explanations should be given before the

voring on the text as a whole. \7ith the new version of
Rule 26 only a speaker expressing the views of the
Group to which he belongs would have this right.
Shades of opinion would no longer be permitted in
this Assembly, the aim also being to deny the fact that
the muldnational groups are made up of representa-
tives whose opinions may legitimately differ.

To summarize, the proposal is simple: the right of
some to eipress their views on subjects of their choice
and rhe right of others to silence. This is truly unac-
ceptable, ladies and gentlemen. \7e have tabled
amendmenr to try and correct this interference with
parliamentary rights. But we are too devoted to the
freedom of each individual, which we shall never
confuse with the abuse of libeny, to deny that we shall
without hesiration vote against the text in the form in
which it has been presented to us.

President. - I call Mr Nord to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Nord. - (NL) Mr President, although my Group
does not agree with the proposals contained in the
Luster report, I will begin by thanking Mr Luster for
the work he has done in drawing up this repoft. He
has not had it easy; the Committee on the Rules of
Procedure and Petitions is not the easiest committee in
Parliament, and being that committtee's rapporteur is

not the easiest task imaginable. In addition, the
Commirtee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions
did not act on its own initiative, but at the urgent
request of Parliament's Bureau. Although my grouP
does not, then, agree with the content of Mr Luster's
proposals, I feel we owe him a vote of thanks.

Ve are dealing here with the second panial revision of
the Rules of Procedure , the Bureau having felt that it
musr give priority to certain rules and rhe Committee
on the Rule of Procedure that it could not ignore a

request from the Bureau. This is a pity, because the
committee would have preferred a general revision. A
general revision will no doubt be made one day, but it
will take a Breat deal of time. I am not therefore sure

rhat this second panial revision will be the last before
we can proceed to a general revision of the whole of
rhe Rules of Procedure.

This repon by Mr Luster deals with two issues, the
urgency procedure covered by Rule 14 and explana-
tions of vote covered by Rule 26. In the few minutes
allocated to my troup I should like to explain its posi-
tion on the urgency procedure. Mr Galland will then
state our views on Rule 26.

'!(i'e are not happy with the proposals put forward by
the committee on the Rules of Procedure on Rule 14.

There is no doubt that the urgency is abused in Parlia-
ment. As Mr Chameiron has already said, we lose an

average of one and a half hours a day on mock
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debates which are supposed ro codcern the reason for
urgency, but in facr deal wirh the merits of the matrer
itself, afrer which the merits of the matrer are again
debated on rhe Friday before empry benches. The
Groups - my own no[ excluded - are themselves
principally to blame for rhis abuse, since they feel they
have to compere with each other: if one Group has
t4bled an urgent resolution, rhe orhers wanr ro, and
so on.

This abuse can be sropped in rwo ways, eirher through
self-discipline or by amending the Rules of Procedure.
Self-discipline does nor exisr, so we face the need to
amend rhe Rules of Procedure. But we are not happy
with the way rhe Lusrer repon proposes we should
make these amendments. In our opinion, it is not right
to raise the question of urgency again and simply ro
try to limit the number of people who may be
involved. !7e feel ir would be better - and in this we
derive our inspirarion from earlier amendments mbled
by Mr Blaney, Mr Coppieters and others - if a wrir-
ten procedure were adopred for the abling of resolu-
tions for which an urgenr debate is requested, on rhe
understanding thar rhe required number of signatures
had been obtained.

\7e would also like ro make a distinction berween
proposals for urgency and requests for urgency.
Requests for urgency would concern resolutions dealt ,

with in Parliamenr, while proposals for urgency would
come from the President of the Council or Commis-
sion and would usually concern marrers which were
urgent and on which Parliament's opinion was sought
during the part-session. !7e feel a disrincrion should be
made berween these two types of urgency, because the
abuse does not occur when Parliament is consulred by
the Council or Commission in this way, but when
resolutions are nbled. Ve therefore believe a wrirten
procedure should be introduced for rhis. Every
Member of Parliament must have the righr ro make a
request for urgency, bur if he does not find rhe neces-
sary support, Parliament's time should not be wasted
any further. This is the essence of Amendment No 59,
which we have tabled on Rule 14. Mr Galland will
explain my Group's posirion on Rule 25.

President. - I call Mrs Dekker.

Mrs Dekker.- (NL) Mr Presidenr, we are nor
ent.irely happy wirh this laresr revision of rhe Rules of
Procedure. In rhis respect, we do not stand alone, ro
judge by rhe enormous number of amendmenrs tha[
have been rabled, and nor all of rhem, by the way,
have come from these back benches.

Like any mandarory arrangemenr, our Rules of Proce-
dure should reflect a general sense of justice felt by
rhose to whom they apply, in this case the Members of
this Parliamenr. For this the votes of a simple majority
are not enough, because rhese Rules also apply to the

minorities. In parliamenrary rules of procedure a
balance mus[ be found berween suitable organizarion
of business on rhe one hand and the assurance rhar
each Member can fulfil the mandare he has received
from his constiruents, on the orher hand.

Parliamentary rules of procedure musr rherefore be
formulated in such a way thar business can be
conducted efficiently and well. On rhe other hand,
they musr safeguard democraric decision-making
procedures to enable individual Members rc do rheir
duty towards rheir constituenrs.

The amendments proposed here touch on the very
essence of the means open ro Members to express [heir
views, namely the raising of ropics by means of the
urgency procedure and explaining their reasons for
voting in a cenain way.

In any parliamenr there musr be a means of reacting
promptly to developmenrs in society, especially where
not ac[ing immediarely is equivalent to no longer
being able ro acr or no longer needing to act. The only
means our Rules of Procedure provides in rhis case is
the urgency procedure. In its presenr form rhis proce-
dure is undoubtedly capable of improvemenr, bur nor
every change signifies improvemenr.

This is certainly true of the amendment now being
proposed, according to which a sizeable quorum will be
required before a request for the application of the
urgency procedure can be accepted. \7hen we remem-
ber that, because of our calendar, translation and so

on, it takes a[ least several months for a matter to pass

through the committee stage, the only other possibility
open [o us, it is surely obvious that there is a danger of
approval of the amendments in the proposed form
resulting in inflexibility and inertia in this Parliament. I
find the suggestion made by Mrs Vayss4de thar rhe
vote and the debate should be combined in the case of
the urgency procedure extremely valuable. It is, to pur
it mildly, very disappointing rhat rhe alrernarives which
have been proposed for this basic quesrion and which
were also raised in the Committee on rhe Rules of
Procedure and Petitions, including rhe register sysrem
which Mr Nord is now proposing in an amendmenr,
have not been considered in grearcr detail.

In' order not to make rhe mountain of amendments
even higher, I have confined myself ro proposing a
change in the amendmenrs ro Rule 26.

In my Amendment No 33 I have as far as possible
retained the existing arrangemenm, such as the proce-
dure for the submission of requesrs for approval to
make an explanation of vore and the possibility of
3ubmitting a wrirren morivarion after the final vote.
The elemenrs of the proposed texr which ere at
complete variance wirh the principles we introduced
the last time the Rules of Procedure were amended -I am referring ro rhe unjustified and non-functional
distinction berween explanarions of vote before and

.,, ... " .,' l
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after the voting, which is based entirely on whether or
not such explanations come from a political group in
the sense indicated by our Rules of Procedure -would be eliminated by my amendment.

To leave ir ro the President alone to decide whether an

explanation of vote should be given orally or in writ-
ing is also a less than satisfactory solution.

The amendments proposed in the report clearly reflect
rhe efforts being made to restrict the opportunities of
Members of this Parliament to express their views.

Does the report even begin to establish present needs
or thd reasons why Members try to have new items
placed on the agenda or to give their own personal
explanations of vote? Not in the least. No more than
seven members of the Committee on the Rules of
Procedure were in favour of the amendments
proposed in this report, and their reasons were very
[enuous. So we are now having a debate which, in
rerms of the procedure being followed, is cenainly no
example of satisfactory decision-making.

Ironically, the report does not give an ansrler to the
questions which are raised by Mrs Van den Heuvel's
resolution and form the basis of this report.

Mr President, today we have again had frequent
appeals from various sides for the review of the Rules

of Procedure, which is needed to adapt our proce-
dures to the political realities of this new Parliament,
not to be carried out in this fragmentary way, but for
thorough preparations to be made, because otherwise
we run the risk of finishing up with a patchwork of
inconsistent ad hoc provisions. I should once again
like to express.my full support for this,plea. In organ-
izing our activities, we must also consider our working
conditions, particularly as regards the places where
Parliament works. After all, it is obvious that many of
the problems connected with the organization of our
work have to do with this aspect and cannot therefore
be solved by some provision in our Rules of Proce-
dure.

President. - I call Mr Pannella.

Mr Pannella. - (I) Mr President, Rule 29 (l), third
subparagraph, reads as follows:

'Parliament shall not deliberate on any amendment
unless it is moved during the debarc.'

Mr President, I have one minute and fony-five
seconds in which to speak in the debarc - since we
are at present debating - but I also have 108 amend-
ments to move. According to our Rules of Procedure,
unless I move them they cannot be put to the vote.
Fortunately, or unfortunately, these Rules of Proce-
dure, which now and again you try to change, get
thrown in the wastepaper basket the moment they are

changed. The Rules of Procedure are not our constl-

tution, but every day you treat them as if they were
just so much waste paper. And a Parliament that does

not observe irs own rules would do better not to
change rhem! It is pointless changing rules, if you are

not going to abide by them anyway! Mr Patterson was

quite right when he said that the problem is with Rule

28: you don't use it but abuse it.

'\flell, Mr President, where do we go from here? I am

not asking your advice so much as wondering whether

you are going ro let me speak or not. I suspect not. In
that case, for us to be able to debate the amendments
romorrow, I am going to have to go through them for
you: Amendment No 1Zl, Amendment No 95,

Amendment No 98, Amendment No 96, No 97, No
93, No 114, No 99, No 92, No 115, No I15. . .

Mr President, in Italian we have an expression 'dare i
numeri'. I don't know how the ihterprercrs will tran-
slate that, but it means 'to show signs of madness'' I
am seemingly faced with a dilemma: should I 'show
signs of madness' or should I deny the House the

chance to vote on a series of amendments. So you see,

it is not simply a matter of finding a way round the

problem of ubiquity - as our British colleague Put it,
who earlier tried unsuccessfully to exPress an opinion:
rhese things happen - we also need to solve the.prob-
lem of what to do to ensure that your plans are

respected. I don't know what to do. I ask you there-
fore, Mr President, to please take these 108 amend-
ments as read, because I am cenainly not going to
have the time to go through them one by one.

Vhether this is to be a parliament or a travesty of one,
whether this is to be a parliament or a madhouse, is for
you to determine. As far as we are concerned, let me

tell you that ir is only out of respect for parliamentary
right and for Parliament tha[ we continue to speak, to
remain silent and to rcll you that we shall be voting
tomorrow. I don',t know if we are going to be allowed
ro vore for long, but I hope that this at least we will
con[inue to do, in spite of the Lusters, in spite of the
presidenr - not you, Mr President, that this Parlia-
ment has elected and who still represent it.

President. - I call Mr D'Angelosante.

Mr D'Angelosante. - (I) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, anyone with any common sense who has

the slightest knowledge of what Boes on in this Parlia-
ment is aware [hat it operates under extremely difficult
conditions which ar times become nearly impossible'
This is to be expected in a Parliament that has at least

as big a programme as any of the national parliaments

but very much less time in which to carry it through.

\flhat we have to do then is either extend the hours we
work or reduce the workload. Ve believe that this

should be achieved as far as possible by means of
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voluntary cunailment by Members of cenain activiries,
the effect of which has been ro carry the elecrion
campaigns of many of us over into this House. Ir
would also help if we were ro bring about changes in
some of the long-established practices that really have
no basis in the Rules of Procedure, such as the lengrh
of pan-sessions and, as recen[ly, if we were to make
suitable changes ro the Rules or Procedure. This latrer
step musr, we feel, be rackled with the greatesr possi-
ble circumspection and in the full awareness that we
are not talking here abour cutring off dead wood but
about rights and privileges rhar are the very essence of
parliamentary life but which are conceded rather
grudgingly by the existing Rules of Procedure.

But they have decided ro make a sran on marrers rhar
to us seem far from secondary, rather than on other
less sensitive areas.

Turning now ro the proposals rhemselves, and begin-
ning with Rule t4, we are not ar tll in favour of limit-
ing urgent procedure ro matters that have not
previously been rhrough rhe committees because a
matter already discussed in committee bur not yet
placed on rhe agenda may neverrheless be urgent. Nor
do we think it right, in view of the tightening up of the
procedures, to allow urgent procedure to be repeated
in respect of marters already dealr with only a short
time before, as has happened here in recenr months.
Furthermore, it is unreasonable to insist thar reques[s
for urgency can only be contesred in wridng as rhis
simply creares funher means of obsrructing the
proceedings. The written staremenrs of those opposing
urgency have ro be translated and circulated and, if
several such sratemenrs were submitted, rhis procedure
would effectively block any debate on rhe marter for
which urgency has been requested and ar the same
dme significanrly add to Parliament's workload.

Lasdy we are opposed to the idea of a special quorum
of one-third of the Members being required for
urgency to be granted. This device would be exploircd
by some groups even in cases which, by rheir very
nature, do nor warranr imposirion of such a quorum.
Our amendmen[s ro Rule 14 seek ro do away with
these points.

However, much more serious changes are being
proposed [o rhe rule relaring to explanations of vote
that Members of rhis Parliament have been allowed
hitherto. This righr is already very severely cunailed
by the facr that it is confined rc the final vore and may
not exceed three minutes. The presenr proposal leaves
things as rhey are as regards the spokesmen for rhe
polirical groups, but orher Members may only, in
certain circumstances, make a statement after the vote.
Moreover, the sratement may be given orally only if
the P.resident agrees; otherwise, it must be submitted
rn wnltng.

Ve feel this proposal is a gross imposition on Parlia-
ment and humiliating for irs Members, It is also ridicu-

lous and arrogant. By its very narure the explanation
of vote has to come before rhe vote. ft is the only logi-
cal place for ir. The rapporreur knows this himself but
still he is rying unsuccessfully ro circumscribe and
define the purpose of these explanations of vote by
quoting examples nor worrh imitating. \(le need only
look at the parliamentary tradirion of most of our
countries to find our model. Indeed, in my country
any statement after rhe vore is prohibited and would
be regarded as an inadmissible commenr on rhe vore
already expressed. Now, we can see that there may be
times when we have ro bow to a majority view in
favour of a different solution, however irrational.
Vhat we cannor accepr, however, is that spokesmen
for the polirical groups should be allowed to give a
genuine explanarion of vote, while orhers have to be
content with a brief, pointless and unheeded staremenr
hours, if nor days, after rhe debare is over. Ve cannot
stand for a siruation where, in the same circumslances,
the .same righrs are applied differenrly or, worse srill,
entirely different righm are applied ro different
Members. In allowing Group spokesmen ro make an
oral statemenr before the vote, you are in effect
conceding rhat thar is the explanadon of vote. You
cannot therefore allow other Members somerhing else.
You can cut down rheir speaking time but you have ro
give them the same right! Like orher Groups in rhis
Parliament, we are proposing rhar individual explana-
tions of vote should be kept ro one and a half minures.
If this amendmenr is rejected, we propose thar oral
explanations of vore lasting one and a half minutes be
allowed ro Members who disagree wirh the srarcmen[
made by rheir Group spokesman.

Mr Presidenr, the amendmenrs we have rabled are
realistic amendmenrs. Ve have not tabled hundreds of
them and we have no desire ro engage in an endless
stubborn batrle, because we hope thar rhere is still a
majority in favour of decisions rhat will help Parlia-
ment to avoid unnecessary humiliation and loss of
prestige.

IN THE CHAIR: MR B. FRIEDRICH

Vice-President

President. - I call Mr Galland.

Mr Galland. - (F) Mr Presidenr, we have, thank
Heavens, already made some changes to the Rules or
Procedure. And, thank Heavens, we have in panicular
revised the provisions on speaking time. This-has been
effective, because when I have an tpponuniry, and this
is a regular occurrence, of hearing Mr pannella
expressing his views in our midst, I consider ir fonun-
ate rhar we have limited the excesses. In the hir parade
of those who speak mosr in the European parliamenr
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Mr Pannella is cenainly No 1. But when it comes to
rhe substance and the essence of the matter in hand, he

is fortunately under control, so to speak. Hence the
interest in modifying the Rules of Procedure. I should
also like to say that - and in this we perhaps stand

alone in this Parliament - we are quite satisfied with
our speaking dme. I do not need to speak more
quickly to explain myself. Mr Nord has spoken, Mr
Rey this morning explained the position of the Liberal
and Democratic Group on the Council's programme
and, since we get ourselves organized, we are perfectly
happy with Rule 28 (2), knowing that we are clearly at
a disadvantage comparid with the minority troups.

\fle should, however, like to draw Members' attention
to various points, and I have three preliminary
comments ro make. Firstly, how should we reform the
Rules of Procedure? There are two tendencies in our
Parliament: those whom I would call the lightning
artists, and the wait-and-see purists. And we cannot
escape the lightning anists or the wait-and-see purists.

The former say we must modify the Rules of Proce-
dure all the time by the urgency procedure, this being
necessary for the proper organization of our work. It
is also true to say, when we consider what is happen-
ing to Mr Nord's report or to Mr Luster's repon, that
rhey are not altogether wrong. It is the only time we

make any real progress. The wait-and-see purists, on

rhe other hand, say: Let us wait until the whole of the

Rules or Procedure is modified, because when we

have revised the whole thing, with the rules slotting
rogether one with the other, we shall have done a

good job. But, as the wait-and-see purists well know,
we shall still be at it in four years' time. So once again
in this Parliament - and I believe this is not the first
time that the Liberal and Democratic Group has

drawn the attenlion of Parliament and the members of
the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Peti-

tions tc a number of effective methods - we proPose

that we should systematically proceed to reform the

Rules of Procedure every yearr during the budgetary
pan-session in November. This will allow us to under-
take the revision of the Rules of Procedure as a whole,
snning with Rule I and finishing with Rule 54. And
then, at each November pan-session, what is ready

wilt be discussed and voted on. \7e shall have dead-

lines each time and make real progress in our work. If
these deliberations coincide with the budgenry part-
session, we shall be sure of the quorum that is needed

for both the Rules of Procedure and the budgetary
part-sessions. Ve believe that this will be an efficient
way of doing things.

As regards the spirit of these revisions of the Rules of
Procedure, again the Liberal and Democratic Group
of course takes up the defence of the minorities, as it
did at the time of the recent amendment of the Rules
proposed by the Nord repon. And in the amendments
we have nbled this time, here again we take up the
defence of the minorities. I feel that the repon by Mr
Luster - whom Mr Nord rightly thanked, because it
is ruly an ungrateful task being the rapponeur on the

Rules of Procedure - must allow us to work in rhis

spirit if we table reasonable amendments. I would
merely point out that, if we followed Mr Pannella's
advice on rhe amendments, ladies and gentlemen, we

should need more than two days simply rc defend the
amendments to the Luster report as he wishes. More
than two days to defend the amendmenrs to the Luster
report: I wonder when we would discuss the other
subjects which are so dear to his hean and which seem

to me so very much more important.

\fle have now reached the stage where I should like to
put forward the ideas the Liberal and Democratic
Group has on Rule 26. Once again, the way we went
aboui our work in the Committee on the Rules of
Procedure and Petitions was far from satisfactory. Not
because we drew up a repon in a rush, but because we
systematically work in a disastrous fashion in that
ctmmittee. fue need only consider the number of
amendments that have been tabled to the Luster rePort
by all the political groups to realize that our work was

of a poor standard. But we agree' this is what is

surprising, that we could have worked better. Let us

admit our guilt, Mrs Vayssade, Mr Patterson, Mr
Luster, Mr Nord and myself, because as I see it -
amendment No 19 by Mr Patterson, amendment No
14 by Mr D'Angelosante, amendment No 151 by Mrs
Bonino, amendment No 50 by Mr Galland and Mr
Nord - we are all agreed. I am not referring to the
EPP Group, but we are all agreed, and that repre-
sented a large majority. To put it extremely simply: let
us limit individual Member's explanations of vote to
one and a half minutes and let us have them before the
vote. So if we were all agreed - and our amendments

show we were - I ask myself why we have this rePort.
Ve worked badly. So we have two alternatives, and of
course, whether we take amendment No 19, No 151

or No 60, we defend the right of every Member of
Parliament to give an explanation of vote before the
vote. That seems elementary to us. \7e took a long
time trying to explain this in the Committee on the

Rules of Procedure and Petitions. Once again, the
vores tomorrow will show we were right. Ve are sorry
we were not heard early enough to avoid this waste of
rime.

'\7'e are now faced with a problem: the possibility that
the President may deny individual explanations of
vote. Firstly, the Sieglerschmidt solution, amendment
No 46: remove the possibility open to the President of
not allowing an oral explanation of vote. This is an

extreme solution: we are not opposed to it. The
Liberal and Democratic Group has not yet expressed

its views regarding this suggestion. But it is necessary

to be rigorous with Rules of Procedure. Second solu-
tion: amendment No 6l by Mr Galland and Mr Nord,
which is a sub-amendment to the Patterson amend-
ment: Vhere the President deems it absolutely neces-

sary in the light of rhe progress of Parliament's work

- and this is more rigorous than what you are saying,
my friend - on rare occasions, therefore, he may
deny the right to give an oral explanation ofvote.
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'!7e therefore have a simple choice, and a parliamen-
tary assembly is normally elected ro make choices,
between two ways of applying a principle on which we
are all, with few exceprions) agreed. I would rhen say
that it would also be sensible ro suppress any definition
of the explanarion of vore in rhis rule. Mr Lusrer, we
come from different countries and do nor rherefore, as
you well know, agree on a definition of the explana-
tion of vore. To Mr D'Angelosante I would say thar I
was surprised by'his closing remark, and I too will
close with rhis remark: Mr D'Angelosante, rhe right of
the individual Member of Parliament, to give an
explanation of vote may mean his doing so even when
he agrees wirh his group, because he finds it necessary
to explain his posirion. I am rherefore very surprised ro
find you apparen[ly saying in one of your amendmenm
that a Member should be permirted ro give an explana-
tion of vote only when he disagrees with his troup.
The principle of rhe right of the individual Member so
give an oral explanarion of vote before rhe vote is
taken is absolure, and if the amendments to which I
referred just now are no[ adopted, the Liberal and
Democratic Group will nor vote on [he Luster repon,
for which there will nor rhen be a quorum. \7e have
been saying the same thing for rwo months, ladies and
genrlemen. The leasr we deserve is consistency.

President. -- I call Mr Coppieters.

Mr Coppietcrs. - (NL) Mr President, in a recent
sraremen[ Mr Klepsch claimed that Europe was
progressing rowards genuine democracy, and, he even
added, rowards a Europe of free and emancipated ciri-
zens. I would casr serious doubts on rhe correcrness of
this statement afrcr a year of incessant changes to the
Rules of Procedure in rhis Parliament, wirh which Mr
Luster's name has unfonunarely been associated more
than once. \U(ie are now discussing Rules 14 and, 26, in
other words rhe urgency procedure and the explana-
tion of vore, rhe most suitable means we have of
expressing our views and making our contributions.
But the Luster repon se[s our from a complerely
wrong train of thoughr. Ir is not based on the will of
Parliamenr but of a certain majority group in the
Bureau, whom I would without funher ado accuse of
lust for power. Such groups are always annoyed abour
minorities rhat do nor roe the line. As rhey have not
been able to eliminare the small political groups or
bring them to their knees, they try to reduce us to
silence wirh repeared changes to the Rules of Proce-
dure, which are nor aimed at improving rhe conducr of
business in Parliament. I proresr againsr this, because
that is rhe essence of rhe matter. I do nor have rhe time
to go into derail, even though I too have abled
amendments.

Let me give an example of the danger rhar lurks in this
change in the Rules of Procedure: those who have the
.or.ig. to rable amendments suffer because in rhe
general allocation of speaking rime rhey are nor

allowed any additional time ro explain rheir amend-
ments. The same majority rhar is responsibfe for the
revision of Rules l4 and 25, is now endeavouring to
use the general allocarion of speaking rime to make it
impossible for amendmenrs ro be moved. And rhe only
chance we still had of convincing perhaps just one
Member that we are righr, namely rhe explanation of
vote before rhe voting, is consequenrly rhrearcned with
revision. The whole affair has to do wirh lust for
power and nothing ro do wirh the satisfacrory conducr
of business in Parliament. I therefore hope rhar you
will all be wise enough ro suppon rhe amendmenr
tabled by Mr Clwyd, Mr Boyes and Mr Seal, so that
the minorities are nor killed stone-dead.

President - I call Mr Tyrrell.

Mr Tyrrell. - Mr President, I have listened to this
debare with the same despair with which I sar rhrough
very many hours and counrless meetings of the
Commitree on rhe Rules of Procedure and Petitions
since direcr elecrions last July. The inabiliry of rhis
Parliamenr ro conducr irs own affairs in a sensible
manner is one of the most frustrating experiences that
can befall one of rhe firsr directly elected Members.
Vhat so many of my colleagues in this House have
not appreciated is rhat we have 35 hours a monrh ro
debate a wide range of subjects in the House, rhose 35
being concencrared inro one week. The question rhar
we are considering is how rhose 35 hours can best be
used. This problem will remain wirh us - I agree wirh
Mrs Dekker abour this - unril we have our own
building in our own place so thar Parliamen[ can mee[
more rhan one week a month when ir is necessary to
do so and at more flexible hours.

Meanwhile, [wo areas have been mentioned where it
may be possible to economize time. One of them is rhe
dme spenr discussing whether ma[ters are urgenr or
not, and the other is the explanation of vote. Now, Mr
Chambeiron - he also has left, I see - rime spenr
discussing matters rhat are urgent is not wasrcd. N-ot a
momenr of ir is wasted. Vhat is wasted is the dme
spent discussing. whether they are urtenr or not. This
is .what rhe proposed amendmenrs are aiming ro
reduce. Now rhe precise way in which that end is
achieved is of less importance rhan achieving it, prov-
ided, as Mr Gallagher has said, minority rights are
prorecred. Similarly, on rhe explanation of vorc, one
has an elaborate allocation under Rule 28 of time
between groups so rhar the time of the Parliamenr can
be carefully rationed .and allocated berween rhe
mat[ers that demand it, yer we find that a mass of
explanarions of vores completely wreck the timetable.
Now, again we are ar one in seeking ro deal with that
issue. The only question is how.

\7e in the European Democraric Group do nor like
some of the proposals either in the repon thrashed out
by Mr Lusrer in commirtee after many hours of very

I
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painful debate. !(e do not like some of the points in

Mr Nord's amendment on Rule l4' Ve cenainly do

not like some of the proposals on Rule 26, but we in
our group are willing to support amendments, even

rhou[h *L do not likethem, provided they achieve the

end which we have suggested.

So I urge my friends Mr Galland and Mr Adonnino of
rhe Chiistian Democrats - I see he too has left the

chamber at this crucial period in the debate - to come

together and see if they can find whether one or other
of these amendments will suit them. They each want to
save Parliament's time that is being spent unnecessarily

and they each want to defend minority righrc. I do

urge them before tomorrow to come togeth-er and find
.o.rnon ground. I can say this on behalf of my SrouP:
although we do not like a number of the proposals

being put forward, we will supPort those amendments

which achieve these purposes, provided they have

majority support. The rapporteur is sitting there and I
know he will use his good offices to this end, knowing
that he can count on our suPpon. If this Parliament is

going to be credible, it must have sensible Rules of
Fro..dur.. It can only have sensible Rules of Proce-

dure if we approach the problems in a spirit of
compromise. Remember that we are going to need 206

Members to vote for these amendments if they are to
be adoprcd. This is a time for constructive thinking,
good will and coooperation. I urge the House to vote

accordingly.

Presidcnt. - I call Mrs Hammerich.

Mrs Hammerich. - (DK) Mr President, we see a
particularly political aspect to Mr Luster's proposals.

\7e are'thinking especially of the new rules on explan-
ations of vote. In future only one rePresentative of
each group would be allowed an explanation of vote
before voting rcok place. The others, if the powers
that be permit, would be allowed 90 seconds after the
fall of the curtain and without any audience. Only one

from each group. That would substantially strengthen
the position of the supranational political groups with
their pecking orders and hierarchies, and correspond-
ingly weaken those who do not share the groups'
majority views and weaken national minorities
within them. In the past explanations of vote gave

these minorities a chance to speak. The proposal will
make it hard for Members from our small country to
put their views, and even harder if they are against or
doubtful about any extension of the Community's
powers. It will be difficult for all of them to retain
rheir links with their voters who, with all due respect,

Mr President, do constitute a nation. Ve do nor wish

to see ouy' countrymen in the large grouPs forced to
conform to majority opinion chere. That we see as the
political aspect. '!fl'e shall therefore vote against the
proposal as a whole and abstain on rhe amendments.

President. - I call Mr Capanna.

Mr Capanna. - (I) Mr President, it is wrong to-

imagine that the proposed changes in the Rules of
Procedure are going to help Parliament to conduct its

business more smoothly. These changes clearly have a

direct link with the changes already introduced by

Parliamenr. If we look at [hem as a whole, as we have

to in practice, we can see immediately that this idiotic
policy with regard to the Rules of Procedure has a

very specific object in view, namely to reduce the areas

of dissent within Parliament. And I mean dissent not
only among the minority groups but also within the

majority groups, whether of the righq centre-right or
even, occasionally, the left. To any unbiased observer

it is clear that this is the thrust of Mr Nord's rePort

yesterday and Mr Luster's repon today.

Vhy this obsession, Mr President? Vhy is this objec-

tive being pursued with such single-mindedness? A
fundamental reason is beginning to emerte more and

more clearly - and I am not indulging in flights of
political fancy: this is not so much a Parliament as a
-heterodirect 

assembly, let us be quite blunt about it. By

that I mean that we are being asked rc take decisions

most of which - and above all those with broad polit-
ical implicadons - are in fact being taken outside this

House, above all in Paris and Bonn but sometimes

elsewhere too. Mr President, we cannot close our eyes

to rhe fact - indeed it would be wrong to do so -
rhat rhis Parliament was not informed about a political

event that took place only a few days ago and which is

nothing shon oi a major scandal. The Political Affairs

Committee decided not to follow uP two resolutions -in connection with which Parliament considered but

rejected requests for urgency on the deploy-

ment of the deadly new American missiles in Europe

and the other about the genocide of American Indians

by the Unircd Srates Federal Government, which may

seem a matter of little importance but is in fact of very

real significance. The Political Affairs Committee did
not corisider either of these two matters worth rePort-

ing'on. The Political Affairs Committee, chaired by

thi ineffable Mr Rumor, decided, in other words, not

to discuss them.

Mr President, if you put all these apparently separate

yet logically connected elements together' it becomes

perfectly clear that these measures are measures

against democracy, calculated to destroy freedom. I
am very curious to see whether Mr Galland will stand

by his proposal, because then I believe Mr Luster will
realize that there is still a few hours' time during
which these clearly libenicidal measures - I repeat

this for the benefit of the majoriry groups and thus

also for rhe 270 million Europeans we'are supposed to
represent here - can be stopped, rhwarted by our
Pirliament's desire for wisdom and democracy'

President. - I call Mr Spicer.

'l'
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Mr Spicer. - Mr President, I have been a Member
of this Parliamenr before it was directly elecred, when
we were nominated, and I have had the great fortune
to become a Member of a direcrly-elected Parliament.
And I must say ro rhose Members who are in rhis
House rhat if we proceed upon rhe course upon which
some Members in panicular now seem to be
embarked, rhen all thai has been built up in the past 20
years in rhis Parliament will be destroyed. I have been
horrified to sir here and hear people say - at this
crucial moment, when at long last we are beginning ro
think about gerring some order inro our affairs - ihat
they are prepared ro rurn aside from rhar, led by, if I
may so, the honeyed but dearhly words of people who
really wanr us ro spend our rime talking, if I may
quore whar was said just a minute ago, about rhe
genocide of Americal Indians.

Vhat are we about? 'S7'e are abour rhe European
Communiry, and our first duty is ro deal wirh the busi-
ness of rhar Community. Everything else is secondary;
if we have time to do ir afrcrwardi then by all means
let us do ir. Mr Presidenr, you know how rrue rhis is,
as do many of the people who serve this Parliament
and have served it over many years. However, if we go
on as we are, if we wasre hours and hours of those
precious 35 hours on fruitless discussion, then nor only
will people wirhin the Communiry take no notice of
us, but we will increasingly become a figure of fun for
the media wirhin rhe Community, and rhar would be
destructive.

I do beg rhose people who have spoken in terms of nor
giving their suppon romorrow to rhink again. Tomor-
row is a crucial day for rhis Parliamenr, and if we do
not achieve the right result [omorrow, we come back
in September as we were lasr July and last September,
October, November, December. I have never felt so
strongly about anyrhing in my life and I will come
back in Seprember with a hear.y heart if this matter has
not reached a conclusion then.

President. - I call Mr Lusrer.

Mr Luster, rapporteur. - (D) Mr Presidenr, I should
like to thank most sincerely all rhose who have made
the effon to view objecrively the report which I have
drawn up on behalf of rhe Commitree on rhe Rules of
Procedure and Petirions. I was flatrered ro hear Mr
Nord's and Mr Galland's fairly accurate description of
the rapporteur's role in rhis commirtee. It is indeed
tru_e ro say that none of us faces an easy task. I most
definirely rejecr rhe insinuation evidenr from some
speeches thar the sole objecrive of rhis whole affair is
to pievenr minoriries from exercising rheir rights.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, we have, as it
were, for each part-session a cake ro eat. 'V'e mus! [ry
to share this one cake our fairly, ensuring that all thl
groups, the smaller ones and the larger ones, get their

due- Anyone who tries ro ear rhe cake twice is being
foolish, and is asking us to do somerhing absurd. 

-I

have a greac deal of symparhy for the minoiities in the
House, for those who belong to rhe smaller groups
and for rhe non-atrached Members when rhey say they
are nor happy with rhis arrangement, because rhey
wan[ more speaking time than they are allotted,
although rhey simply cannor be allorted any more. I
was [herefore really rather disappointed thai we have
not been presented wirh new ideas on how to ter our
of rhis vicious circle of limircd time, ideas tf,"t *.
mighr have considered. But at rhe momen[ we have the
problem of limircd rime, and this is rhe only way we
could think of solving it.

I am, of course, willing to view all reasonable amend-
ments with an open mind, as I shall demonsrrare
tomorrow when the President asks me during rhe
vot,ing whar my position is on rhe various amendmenrs.
But the approach we adopr romorrow should, I feel,
be that implied by Mr Tyrrell when he,said rhar we
musr tackle the problems in a spirir of compromise. So
disdnguished a Member as Mr Galland rcid us at the
beginning of his speech that the purisrs are bad people
and finished by saying: 'And I, Galland, have ubled
amendmenrs wirh my friend Nord. If you adopt them,
everything will be fine. If you reject rhem, we shall
vote against everyrhing, and rhen you will nor have a
quorum.'

I believe, Mr Galland, that I am prepared rc think
about what has been said in rhe report. I would ask
you ro think seriously about this sentence of ,your
speech in rerms of whether it should be so caregorical.

I promised ro speak for two minures. My rhanks for all
the cooperarion in committee. Ir was a hard job, I
would say, and despire everyrhing I hope thar tomor-
row, in_the spirit of compromise to which Mr Tyrrell
referred, we will find a satisfacrory solurion foi rhis
Parliamenr. Rome was nor built in a day. Anyone who
tries somerhing similar is doomed rc failure from the
outset. Let us do what we can romorrow.

(Applause)

President. - The debate is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be put to the vorc ar
the nexr voring rime.

12. Urgent procedure

President. - I have received rwo morions for resolu-
tions with requesr for urgent debate, pursuanr-ro Rule
l4 of the Rules of Procedure:

- from Mr Seal and others on rhe neutron bomb
(Doc. l-307180);
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- from Mr Sayn-Vittgenstein-Berleburg and others
on the outcome of the Third Conference on the Law
of the Sea (Doc. l-308/80).

The reasons supporting these requests are contained in
the documents themselves.

I shall consult Parliament on rhe urgency of these
morions for resolutions at the beginning of the sitting.

13. Question Time

Presidcnt. - The next item on the agenda is the

second part of Question Time (Doc. l-287 /80).

\7e shall begin with the questions to the Council.

Question No 43 by Mr Adam (H- I 83/80):

Vhar is the reaction of the Council to the proposals for a

new Community energy initiative issued by CEPCEO
(the Community Coal Producers' Organization) on 24

March 1980 and how far are the views expressed by
CEPCEO acceptable to the Council and how soon can
positive measures to implement the proposals be

expected ?

Mr Thorn, President-in-Offiie of the Council - (F)
The Council has nor yer been informed of the propos-
als for a new Community energy initiative issued by
the Community Coal Producers' Organization to
which the honourable Member refers. In any case, it is

more for the Commission to assess the extent to which
such ideas might be taken into account when it is

drawing up the proposals it intends submitting to the
Council. I would add in this context rhat I expressed
my personal views on this subject during the general
debate earlier today.

Mr Adam. - I am surprised that the deuils of the
proposals put forward by the coal industry in the
Community are not known to Members of the Coun-
cil, but could I ask specifically what artitude rhe Coun-
cil is going to take on the question of pit closures,
because one of the things that was said in the latest
meeting of Energy Ministers was that they were going
to increase the amounr of coal that is produced in the
Community? That depends on having pits available to
produce that coal, and in the last five years 52 pits in
rhe Community have closed. As I see it, it is necessary
to keep our pits operating, unless they have completely
run out of reserves, so that the capacity to produce
more coal is there. I would therefore ask the President
of rhe Council if he could confirm that the Energy
Council does intend to look at this problem and I
specifically repeat the question that I had in my
original submission, namely, when can we expec[
measures from the Council to implement the proposals

rhar come from the Commission and also to follow up

on the recent Energy Council meeting?

Mr Thorn. - (F) As regards the proposals to which
the honourable Member refers, I would point out to
the Assembly that the proposals put forward by
CEPCEO, as this organization is known, are in fact
confined ro a press release dared 2+ March 1980, and

rhis is the only way in which they have been brought
ro our notice. They were not addressedto us directly.

I had an opportunity of expressing my views on the

substance of the question this morning. I said that the

Community is perhaps more sensitive to [he energy
problem now that the two summits - the Community
summit and the summit meeting of the industrialized
countries - have decided that resolute steps must be

taken in an atlempt to reduce dependence on oil
supplies, to increase the range, to find alternative
sources of energy and to make increasing use -something that was criticized by certain Members only
this morning - of coal and nuclear power.

As regards the economic and social problem which the
honourable Member mentioned, it is difficult to give a

general answer. You will agree with me that the trend
in oil prices - and we saw some years ago what many
did not envisage happening - that the prices of all
sources of energy are rising and levelling off at the
price of oil, and that this general rise in prices has

resulted in certain coal mines which had ceased to be

profiteble in economic rerms, now becoming profitable
a8aln.

Vhen it comes to aids at Community level, it must be

remembered rhat the Coal and Steel Treaty, or the
Treaty of Paris, provides for social aids, but so far
economic subsidies as such have always been refused
by the Communiry. Proposals are being discussed by
rhe Council, but agreement has not yet been reached.
The Council has nor been able to decide on the
proposals that have been submitted to it. As you will
appreciate, it is very dangerous for a President-in-
Office who has just taken up his post to make fore-
casrs abour the date on which, in a matter as complex
as rhis, a final decision is likely to be taken. I can only
hope that this will be done as soon as possible, and this
oprimism srems from the fact that the Heads of Smte
or Government have insisted on urgent action in the
establishment of a policy in this area.

Mr Griffiths. - To a very limited extent the Presi-
dent of rhe Council has answered my ques[ion, bu[ I
would like a more positive assurance that the Council
is prepared to ask the Commission to draw up propos-
als for economic support to coal mines which at the
present time may not be able to make a profit, but
whose loss, if they were closed, would have a severely
damaging effect on the future possibilides for coal
production in the Community. He mentioned himself
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that some mines which previously were not economic
have become so because of changing circumstances. I
would like a positive assurance that the Council will
set about pursuing such a policy to save mines which
might not be economic now, but could well become so

as oil prices go even higher.

Mr Thorn. - (F) As President-in-Office of the
Council, I can only replv on what is being done. I fully
eppreciate that, in so saying, I may be disappointing
Members. But if certain Members ask me to give the
answer they consider most favourable to their theories,
we shall have difficultv in understanding each other. I
em explaining rhe situation as it is. To put it more
precisely, I must ask the honourable Member to bear
in mind that - whether he likes it or not - the
rbsence of agreement in the Council on the course he

seems ro be outlining, is due to the fact that there are
Member Srates which are not willing at this time to
subsidize certain energy products from which they do
not derive any benefit. It is regrettable, but thnt is the
u av it is, and that is why unanimity has not been

achieved at this level. That is why I cannot even

im:rgine it being rchieved today. The Community's
newspapers are full of this debate, the governments
hare differing opinions and the President of the Coun-
cil cannot sav we must adopt this or that course. He
can srmply tell you that there is disagreement on this
issue and that, as I see it, knowing the situation in this
marrer, we should not expect - unfortunately, you
rvill sav - aBreement to be reached in this area in the
short term.

Secondly, rhe Commission has made proposals but, as

I have rold you, rhey have not reached the final stage
of discussion in the Council and they have not been
approved.

Thirdly, you ask me if the Council intends to call for
new proposals. But it is not for the Council to call for
proposals: it is for the Commission - and it has done
so - to put forward new proposals if it considers this
worthwhile, and the Council will rhen act. But do not
expect the Council - especially along the lines you
have described, where we are a long way from unan-
imity - unanimously to call on the Commission for
these proposals. That will not happen so soon.

Mrs'Ewing - Could I thank the President for what
I think was a very frank answer and could I ask him if
he is aware that the Commission canno! even give esri-
mates of optimum tonnage from Scotrish pim, which I
put at 12 million tonnes a year, bur for which the
Commission refuses to give any figure? Is it good
enough for the Council to sit and talk abour profitabil-
ity - which is after all the President's own word -when we all know perfecrly well that the tesr of p.rofit-
ability is a very differenr standard indeed in rhe
nuclear industry and in the coal industry. Could we
not ask the President in the coming six months to look

ar this and perhaps sit a bit hard on the Commission,
because unless we have an overall set of forecasting
staristics, how can we possibly advance towards any
kind of common energy policy?

Mr Thorn. - (F) Madam, I fully appreciate your
reaction this evening, as I appreciated it this after-
noon, since I believe I understand the thought under-
lying your question. But allow me to draw your atten-
tion to something I said earlier: I said that unfortun-
ately - and this is what you are criticizing - we are
still very far from having an integrared energy policy.

At the moment, as you know, energy polcy is, on the
one hand, in the hands of the various Member States
and, on the other, very much a sectoral matter. At this
stage, things being as they are,.the Commission itself
will certeinly be very careful w\th the figures it puts
forward. You have just proved this with the example
you have given. Ar this stage, rhe Commission, as I
know it, will do no more than put forward what the
various national governments regard as the optimal
figures, the figures with which it is provided. It is not a

case of when we have taken the step of esablishing an
integrated policy on energy resources and supplies,
you will have sui generis concepts and ad hoc solu-
tions proposed by the Community. Ve have not yet
reached that slage, unfortunately. Rest assured,
Madam, that your are not alone in retretting that this
is not so.

Mr Moreland. - As the President of the Council will
know, the Commission has put forward proposals in
recent years to restrain the growth in imports of coal
into the Community, while accepting that the
Community must import some coal. Does the Council
accept this as a principle of policy and indeed does ir
accept that really the time has come when we must
look ro festrain the growth in imports of coal from
countries such as Poland and South Africa?

Mr Thorn. - (F) I am afraid rhere is some misun-
derstanding. The Commission has nor, has never
,proposed that imports of coal should be limited or
stopped. The situation here is the same as in other
areas:we are told, on the one hand, that we have too
much meat and asked, on the orher, ro imporr meat
from New Zealand. The Commission's policy has
never been to close the market and ro prohibit imporrs.
!7har it has asked for is that the subsidies granted to
imported coal remain below those we granr rc coal
produced in rhe Community. These proposals have,
moreover, not yet been unanimously approved by the
Council. This is a sraremenr of fact, nor a personal
view of my own.

President. - Question No 44 by Sir John Srewarr-
Clark (H-223l80):
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Vould the Council accept that directive 77/489/EECI on
the protection of animals during international transporr
needs clarificatron to ensure firstly that responsibility
during transpon is defined and thar rhose counrries
exportlng panicularly horses to the Community are
subject ro rhe condirions of the directivel

Mr Thorn, President-in-afice of tbe Council. - (F)
Article 7 of Directive 77/489/EEC on the protection
of animals during international transport provides for
the adoprion of the measures required for its imple-
menrarion. The Commission forwarded a proposal for
a directive to this effect to the Council on 23 January
1979. The proposed measures provide, among other
things, for better supervision of animals during inter-
national transport, specifically by means of detailed
certification covering each part of the journey.
Following the opinion delivered by the Assembly on
I I May 1979, the Council is considering the proposal,
and a decision should be taken in this matter at the
earliest opportunity.

Sir John Stewart-Clark. - I would like to thank the
President-in-Office of the Council for those very reas-
suring words and hope that we will be getting a full
report shortly. I am sure you will understand that I
have particular concern about the matter of shipment
of horses from Iron Curtain countries.

Can the Council inform us which authorities are, or
should be, responsible for the animals at the initial
shipment s[age, the separate trans-shipment stage and

on delivery? And can the Council say whether
adequare ,ete.ina.y services are available at bach of
rhese stages to ensure proper inspection and veterinary
attention?

Mr Thorn. - (lc) I hope that the honourable
Member will not take it amiss if the poor President-
in-Office of the Council admits, quite frankly, that he
is far from being a specialist in this field and that the
only information he can give him today is of a very
recent date. I am told that the Commission's propos-
als, already provide for a health cenificate - issued
after an inspection by the official veterinary officer of
the exporting country - to accompany the animals,
for a second certificate showing that intermediate
checks have been made to ensure the standards laid
down in the directive have been observed, and for the
inspection by the veterinary officer of the imponing
country cenifying that the animals are in a good state
of health after being transported to suffice as an assur-
ance that the standards specified by the directive have
been observed. Nevertheless, the Council's group of
veterinary experts are cont.inuing their technical work
to provide for more detailed certification, as proposed
by the Commission. And I believe that in this respect
rhere may be a difference of opinion between the
honourable Member and the view expressed by Parlia-
ment, which differs slightly from his opinion.

Mr Howell. - I would like to draw the President-
in-Office's attention to the great problem and public
concern concerning importation of horses from
Greece into Italy. And I would be grateful if he would
inform this House of what the situation is at present

and if he. would assure the House that in the negotia-
tions for Greece's entry-prior to Greece's entry-
into rhe Community he will look into this situation,
since tremendous public anxiety is caused by this prob-
lem, especially in the light of recent reports that horses
in Greece are being maimed on purpose to enable
them to be transported live for slaughter'into Italy.

Mr Thorn. - (F) My officials advise me that a simi-
lar question was asked when my predecessor, Mr
Colornbo, was President-in-Office. He gave much the
same answer as I shall now give.

You realize, Mr Howell, that when Greece accedes to
the Community as from I January 1981, it will submit
itself ro all Community laws, directives and decisions.
By this date therefore at the very latest order will have
been restored in the area that you have very rightly
mentioned, because we shall then have legal means of
carrying out checks and exening pressure in this
marrer. As to whether anything can be done between
now and then to improve the situation, I can only say
that I shall do all I can, but please do not ask me to
promise,anything more than that.

President. - Question No 45 bv Mr Seal (H-148/
8O):

Vhet amendments ,*lould heve to be made to the Treaty
of Rome irr order for a national Parliament to enact legis-
lltiorr to restore pouers to decide whether Community
legisl:rtion should be applicable to itself?

Mr Thorn, President-in-Office of the Council. - 
(F)

.\ccordrng to the provisions of Article 235 of the
'I'reetr of Rome it is for the government of any
N{ember Stlte or for the Commission to submit to the

Council proposals for the amendment of the Treaty. On
receiring:r proposal of this kind, it would be for the
Council, after consulting the Assembly and, where
appropriare, the Commission, to decide whether to
deliler a favourable opinion at a conference of repre-
senrarives of the governments of the Member States.
'!7here the Council delivers a favourable opinion, this
conference is convened by the President of the Coun-
cil for the purpose of determining by common accord
the amendments to be made to th€ Treary. The
amendments then enter into force after being ratified
bl' all the Member States in accordance with their
respective constitutional requirements.

As rhe Council has not received a proposal for an

amendment with the objective alluded to by the
honourable Member, the Council has not been called'
upon to decide whether such a proposal would merit, OJ L 2oo of 8. 8. 1977, p. l0
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the convening of a conference. It is not for the Coun-
cil, at nny stage of the procedure ser our in Arricle 236,
to decide what amendments are needed to achieve this
or thrt objective.

Allou me to add, Sir, mv personal view that, in the
Communitv as it is and which has my full approval,
such an idea seems inconceivable to me.

Mr Seal. - The reason I ask this question, Mr Presi-
dent, is that manv people in the British Labour Party
feel that enicting this kind of legislation for the UK
parliement rs the absolute minimum that will happen
uhen the l-abour Part'"'takes control, as it surely will,
in the UK.

( l.aughtcr)

Could rhe Presiderrt-in-Office of rhe Council there-
forc tcll us 

- 
his erplanation did seem rather long and

cornplictred;rnd I shrll hare to studv it when I ger rhe
rrritten document 

- 
uhar action he would recom-

rrcnd tlre Councrl to take against anv Member State
that lctulllv errlcted legislation for its ou'n parliamenr
s ithout going rhrough this long rigmlrole?

Mr Thorn. - 
(F) The problem to rlhich the honour-

lblc I\4ember refers u'as discussed before Britain's
ncccssic'rr and at the time of the negotiations after Brit-
nin's entrr, the 'renegotiations' requested by the
Unrted Kingdom. It is therefore a question with which
I. arn quite fnmilrlr. You knou' the answer we gave.
.\nd m)' erplanations 

- which the honourable
l\{ember found so long - merely referred ro rhe
procedure for amending the Treaties.

I could hare given a more laconic answer and said
that, rhe Communitv being what it is and rhe Treary
be ing u hat it is, such proposals are inconceivable. This
is u hat I said at the end of mv answer.

l-et me sa\ no\\, in the clearest possible terms, rhat I
have the greatesr resen'ations abour the very idea of
amending the Trearv so as ro allow Member States
themselres to decide if Community legislation is appli-
cnble to them or nor. If we do that, we shall reallv,
hare an i la carre Europe in every respecr. h is

obr it-rus, ladies and gentlemen, that such a course
uould radic:rllr, change the foundations on which the
Corrmurrrv is built and might even endanger its survi-
ral. I;rm also sure rhat the honourable Member is ven,
uell aware of this.

'lo illustrate rhis obsenation, I shall simply quote a

pxsslrge from the judgment of the Court of Justice of
l5 luly 1964 jn the Costa case:

The law stertrming from the Treaty, an independent
source of law, could nor because of irs special and
original nature, be overriden by domesric legal provi-
sions, however, framed, wirhout being deprived of its

character as Community law and'without the legal
basis of the Community itsclf being called into ques-
tion. The transfer by the Stares from their domestic
legal system to the Communiry legal system of the
rights and obligations arising under the Treaty carries
wirh it a permanenr limimdon of their sovereign rights,
preccdence over which limitation may not be accordcd
to a unilaterd and subsequent measure inconsistent with
the notion of the Community.

In other stlrcls, ri ue uere to do u'hlt vou u':lnt us to
do - and I understand vour political concern, even if
I hare no s)mpithv with it - the Treatv would have
to be amended. That is all.

Mr Velsh. - Mr President-in-Office, with great
respect, since this is the first time thrt rou hlve taken
questions, could I perhaps explain that Mr Seal asks
this question ererr Question Time. He gers rhe same
Ans\\ er cr erv time, but regrettablv the Righr Honoura-
blc Gcntlernen shares certain characreristics with
certain French kings rn thrt he has forgorren nothing
and le lrrrt nothing.

( I-aughter)

Does the President-in-Office understand rhar rhe
present British Gorernmen[ is rotally committed to
Brit;rin's membership of the Community and irs arri-
tude is most unlikely to ever change?

(Applauscfrom the European Democratic Group

Mr Thorn. - (F) Those are political considerations
that the honourable Member would not wan[ me ro
pursue. I understand the position of the Labour Party,
and I understand the position of the British Conserva-
tive Pany now in power.

Mr Megahy. - Could I ask the Presidenr-in-Office
first of all if he would agree that the 1972 Act which
took the United Kingdom into the Community laid
down quite explicitly rhar that Act could be amended
by any British Governmenr, and secondly that ir is in
fact the policy of rhe major opposirion pany in the
United Kingdom !o review that Act? Leaving aside all
considerations as to whar the result of rhe next elec-
tion might be, could I put a hyporhetical quesrion as ro
what would happen if a furure Brirish Governmen!
did, in fact, dccide to exercise the sovereign powers ir
undoubtedly has to amend the '72 Act, and lastly
could I ask whether, irr the light of rhe recent experi-
cnce where the French Governmenr has shown quite
successfully that no effective sancrions can be taken
against governments which do in fact break rhe rrea-
tics, he would not agree rhar, in such an evenrualiry,
the EL,C ircelf could take no effecrive sancrions against
a government which chose to exercise such powers?
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Mr Thorn. - 
(F) As regrrds the first point, I am

unfortunltelv unable to agree with the honourable
Member in anv way u'hen he speaks of the right of the

Me mber Stete that has joined us,'the United King-
dom, to amend acts or the 

-freaties. I negotiated Brit-
nrn's lccession and I myself signed the Treaty of
\cccssion on be hllf of the Council of the Community
along with the then British Prime Minister. In the
'l'rcatv whrch I signed there is no mention of this right.
If vou have been told differcntly by a member of the

Blitish Gorcnlrrcrrt, thlt is art internal question you
u ill hrrc to clrrifr u ith him. But the Treaty, nego-
ti:rtcd rrrd tlulv signed, rrrkes no mention of the provi-
\i()rr\ t() u lrich lou refer.

In :rdditi.rn, r'ou spe:rk of those who have allegedly,
...'.r..iing to u hat vou srv, violated the Treaty. This is
rrot the pl:rce and Question Time is not the time for us

to judge these cases or matters as political as these.

But rou add a final question. You ask us if we have the
rrclns t() applv sanctions. 1We said this morning and

sc hnvc snid throughout the day that we have many
things in common, including our conception not only
of hurrrln rights but also of democracy, parliamentary
rule s and iustice . Somerhing else we all have in
comnron, I feel, is tl-rat we keep our word, we respect

trclties that have been duly signed. Forgive us.if in the

treaties r. e conclude amongst ourselves we do not
rl*;rr s rrr.tke pror rsion for all the sanctions which
npp:lrentlv rreed to be applied against those who viol-
xre the 

-freaties lnd acts, because we proceed from the

ider of pacta silnt seroanda and that those who sign

treaties rntend to respect them. This is a basic element
of internationll law.

(Applause fion carious quartcrs on the right)

Mr van Aerssen. - 
(D) Let us suppose for the sake

of rrgument, Mr Thorn, that a Member State takes

the :rction depicted b1' Mr Megahv in his question and
breeks the lau of the Treaty. Does rhe President-in-
Office of the Council rgree that the European Parlia-
ment, acting bv e majoritv decision, might call on the

Commission to initiate proceedings against that
N{ember State in the Court of Justice ro bring the
situation back into line with the Treaty?

Mr Thorn. 
- 

(F) As the gurrdian of the Treaties, the
Commission must, even if Parliament does not request

it ro do so, ensure that the Treaties are respected. It
must teke the necessnrv action to this end. As for
Parliement, it does not need to be taught any lessons'

least of rll bv the President-in-Office of the Council.

President. - Question No 46 bv Mrs Ewing
(H-167 /80):

Irr rieu of the Opinron of Parlrementl that industrial
restructuring problems, uhich :rre perticularll' acute in

Scotland, should be referred for long-term anelvsis ro r
forecastine untt (such;rs the Fiuropean Institute for
Econ.rmi.I:rnd So.lixl Policv Reseerch). uhat progress has

rhe Council mede in negotietions to set uP this body;and
urll the Council est:rblish it in centrll Scotland, as Scot-

land :rnd Denmrrk lre the onlv Communitv countrtes

u ithout lnr Communitr tnstitution on their soil?

Mr Thorn, Presidcnt-in-Office of the Council. - 
(F)

l hc Council hrs unfortunately been unable thus far to
reach egreement on the Commission's proposal for the

crcitioll of l European Institute for Economic and

Social Policr Research, a proposal 'which, moreover'
r.as made in the report drawn up bv my Prime Minis-
ter. I am sorrl', Madrm, that I cannot give you any

accurlte informetion on this, and I must say that I
hare a gre.rt deal of sympathy for you, because the

issue in this case seems to me to be the locarion. I hope

that a solution which meets with your aPProval will be

found in the near future.

Mrs Ewing. - M.y I draw the attention of the Presi-
dent-in-Office to the sad history of the institute that
was approved by this House in 1976 and has never

come into existence, even under a different name. It
was originally christened the Institute of Economic
Analysis and Research afrcr the Council turned it
down, it and Social Policy Research was renamed the
Institute for Economic but apparendy the Council is

still turning it down. In drawing the attention of the
President-in-Office and of any other interesred
Member to this matter may I suggest that with our
failure to forecast our requirements in every area of
industrial restructuring, which is so lamentably
obvious at Question Time and during debates, it is

time that the Council changed its mind. The Commis-
sion is not at fault here, it is the Council of Ministers
which is at fault, and may I suggest that when you do
reverse your decision, you consider the home of Adam
Smith as a very suitable country for it to be established
in?

Mr Thorn. - 
(F) I regret that I can add little to what

I have already said. This is a regrettable situation, but
let us not forget that there are institutes of this kind in
most of our countries, and this may explain the lack of
willingness of .the.various 

Member States to decide to
ser up a new institute at European level. I can do no
more than say to the honourable Member once egain
that personally I of course view her request with the
greatest sympathy, but I do not believe that I can be of
very much help in this matter in the short term.

Miss Quin. - 
I am rather surprised that in his answer

the President-in-Office of the Council did not point
out that Scotland is not a country in the same sense

rhat Denmark is, Denmark being a Member State

while Scotland is not. As someone who comes from a

region that has a higher level of unemployment than
Scotland .. .
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Mrs Ewing. 
- 

It is not l regionl

Miss Quin. - . . . Scothnd is a region of the EEC
. . . u'here industriel restructuring is also causing verv
considerable problems, may I ask the President-in-
Office whether he would not agree that the site of this
bodv is much less important than the work rhar it actu-
allv might carry out?

Mr Thorn. 
- 

(F) V'e must distinguish between two
questions. The Member States must first agree on the
need to create a European institute of this kind. Only
then does the question of ir location erise. Personally
I do not think whether a given area is a district, a

region or a country is relevant. The problem as such is

not at this stage the location. The question at the
moment is to know whether we are going to set up a

European institute in addition to those which already
exist. I cannot, Madam, prejudice the discussions
which will be taking place in the Council on the merits
of one city as opposed to another.

President. 
- Question No 47 bv Mr Remilly

(H-t7e/80):

In vrew of rhe fact that the OPEC countrres have decided
to adopr rhe prrnciple of a quarterly adjustmenr of oil
prrces, does the Council intend to start negotiations in
order to fix these prices on the basis of a jointly agreed
and therefore reliable index?

Mr Thorn, Prendent-in-Ofice of the Council. - (F)
Ar its last meering in Venice, rhe European Council
deplored the latest increases in oil prices, which we do
not consider jusrified by the srate of the market.
Nevertheless, the principle of a dialogue with rhe
oil-producing counrries has been referred [o on several
occasions bv the European Council and by the Coun-
cil of Ministers. The principle of a dialogue of rhis
kind remains established ar rhis srage, and we are
au'are of quite ;r number of difficulties in getting ir
going properlv. However, I would add rhat so far the
Council has not been able ro pur this principle to
practical use. I would also add, to avoid any misunder-
standing, ther u,e should not forget that no agreemenr,
certainl'"' no unanimous agreement, has been reached
in the Council on the principle of indexing. There
would even be hostilitv to such a principle.

President. - Question No 48 br Mr Kar,anagh
(H-216l80):

Vill the Council outline briefly the main issues dealt uith
successfullr rt the recent meeting of Educatrorr Mrnrsrers?

Mr Thorn, Prcsident-in-Office of tbc Council. - (F)
On 27 Junc, (lurre recenrl\ therefore, rhe Educatiorr
Nlrnisters nrctrurg in the Council reached basic agree-
nrent on rlre conclusions drawn bv the education

Comrnittee on the progress made with the implemen-
rrtion of the lction programme of 9 February 1976.
Ve must ldmit rhat it rook us some considerable time,
fronr 1976 to 1980, to have this meering. The proceed-
rngs focused principallv on the education of migrrnt
sorkers and their children, on encouraging rhe reach-
rng of 

'foreign 
langulges, on equal charices-for girls in

education, on the studv of rhe European Community
and Europe in schools and on admitting srudents from
other Member States ro further education. The
I)ermanent Representatives Commirtee was invired to
consider the action to be trken on rhe rexrs adopted
and the budgetary implications of rhese texts. In addi-
tion, the Council of Educarion Ministers exchanged
vieu's on problems connecred wirh the [ransirion of
voung people from education to working life and in
particular on the links between educarion and work
and practical experience.

As regards the question of greater conformiry of rhe
various education sysrems in rhe Communiry, the
Ministers noted with inrerest rhe iniriarive raken by rhe
French delegation with respecr to the drawing up of a
guide to the history of European civilization for teach-
ing purposes. I think I am also right in saying that a

similar quesrion was pur ro the Commission yesterday
and rhat the answer given was almosr rhe same. I
would add, speaking personally, rhat rhe various diffi-
culties we are having in this area and rhe long delay
before the Council of Education Ministers met again
have been due to the fact that, as you know, opinions
differ as to whether or nor rhis subject falls within the
Community's rerms of reference.

Mr Kavanagh. - The Presidenr-in-Office assures me
that there is in fact a mistake in the press release deal-
ing with this Council and rhat the Irish Governmenr
was actuelly represented ar the meeting. After four
years one would expect that there would be an Irish
Government representarion ar rhis meering. I hope
there is a mistake in the list of counrries present at rhe
meeting.

Could I ask the President-in-Office of rhe Council if,
during his presidency, he will hold anorher meering of
Minsters and ensure that a delay of four years should
never occur again. During rhe last four years, covering
the presidencies of eighr of the nine Member Stares,
no meeting has been called. In view of the fact thar so
many important items are being dealt wirh, such as

these mentioned by the Presidenr-in-Office, will he
ensure thet these rerv important items will be dealt
sirh much more expeditiously in the furure? Hope-
fullr under the Luxembourg presidency, and perhaps
urrcler the neu'Commission, there will be regular
nreetings of this Council to discuss the important
toprcs being dealt with by the Education Ministers.

Mr Thorn. - Firstly', rhe Irish Minister did attend
this meeting, rhet I must stress. Secondly, does the

,\ --. .
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honourlble Mernber not think it is asking rather much

clf a Council u'hic'h to date has met at four-yearly
rnten lls to meet at four-monthly intervals? That
uould perhaps be a rather sudden qualitative or quan-
titative leap, and I would be exceeding my rights if I
rold 1'ou thlt I would ensure that the Council of
F.ducntion Ministers met in [he next six months. I am

in arry case convinced that this will not happen. But I
beliere the fact you have made your voice heard and

slid 1'ou hope another four years will not elapse will
have some effect. Personally I fully agree with you,
but I do not believe that half-yearly meetings can be

considered a serious proposition.

Mr Key. 
- 

This question concerns recognition of
diplomas. Is the Council aware that in the United
Kingdom certain medical doctors who obtain a first
certificate outside the Nine are allowed to pr'tctise
inside the United Kingdom, bur that, regardless of the
qualifications they subsequently obtain inside the UK,
thev cannot. practise inside the other eight Member
States of the Community? Indeed, there is an example
of a professor in a medical school who acquired his

<lualifications outside rhe Nine and who teaches and

trains medical doctors inside the UK. Vhile the
doctors he trains are permitted to work in the other
eight Member States, he himself cannot.

I would welcome the President's views on this prob-
lem.

Mr Thorn. - 
(F) I am aware of similar difficulries

which, if my information is correct, do not occur in
onlv one countrv or do not face the nationals of just

one countr\'. '!fle are aware of these difficulties, which
rre not connected u'ith educational or training criteria,
but u'hich stem from the directives either on freedom
of movement or on the pursuit of some occuPation or
another. And knowing of these difficulries, my colla-
borators remind me that a special committee has been

instructed to examine, or to record, if vou will, all

these difficulties and to try to find an elrly solution to
tlrcm.

Mr Schwencke. - 
(D) Can it reelly' be said that not

onll' has thrs meeting enabled the continuation of the

progr.rmmes on *hich a stlrt has alreadv been made,

bur thet there is also l chlnce that, after this Parlia-
merrt has intervened [wice, new, topical aspects of
education policv u'rll at least be tackled, and does the
President-in-Office of the Council think that there is a

chrncc *'e might fully exploit the opportunities
offered bl the Treaty?

Mr Thorn. - 
(F) After the rwo meetings, in 1976

rnd 1980, and after the various interventions of this
Parlilment and other quarters, there is good reason to
hope that things will keep going now. But there are

alwavs various difficulties of a legal nature among the

Member States or,, let us say, between one Member
State nnd the others in agreeing on what falls within
the Communitv's terms of reference. On this point we

should perhaps all use all our influence to gain accept-

ance for the idea of regular'meetings and for the
mission vou u'ould like to see devolving on the

national Education Ministers.

Mr Price. - I would like to try to establish precisely
u'hat hes been accomplished at this particular meeting
of the Council. Could the President-in-Office confirm
rhat in fact the matters of principle which were agreed

ar this meeting were decided in principle as far back as

1976, when the Education Committee of officials were

required at that time to discuss implementing
measures? Secondly, can he confirm that the imple-
menting measures were already agreed lrom 1976

onwards, and that in fact this meeting has made no

further progress on agreeing implementing measures?

Thirdlv, has there been any agreement concerning
implementing measures for the admission of students

in other member countries? Finally, if as I rather
suspect, no progress has been made regarding imple-
mentxtion, will the President-in-Office give this very

hrgh prioritv :rnd try to accomplish during the term of
the Luxembourg presidency some actual, practical
progress and not merely a further discussion of princi-
ple ?

Mr Thorn. - (F) First, a general remark: we will
ensure that, come what may, the Educadon Commit-
tee conrinues to work with all due haste under our
presidency. Secondly, as regards your request for
more deuiled information - and as I do not want [o
repeat what I have just read out from the docum-ent

and particularly as I do not want to bore the Assembly
by reading out four pages of typescript - I would
draw your attention to the press release issued by the
General Secretariat of the Council of the European
Communities with specific reference to this meeting of
rhe Council of Education Ministers of 27 June 1980.

This is Document 8.278-80, and I shall ask one of my
collaborators to ensure that you receive a copy, if you
do not already have one.

'\7ith regard to the specific question you raised at the
end of your statement, asking whether the admission
of srudenr from other Member States to further
education had been discussed, I have just seen, proba-
bly after you, that the press release states: 'The discus-

sion enabled solutions to be found rc the final ques-

tions still outstanding as regards this last point and the
guidelines worked out earlier on in the proceedings to
be completed.' If you find that sufficiently clear, I
think it answers your qucstion.

Mr Msller. - (DK) Mr Thorn, in your reply you
stated that there was disagreement in the Council as to
the Community's competence in the matter. I am

under the impression that one reason for the disagree-

t'
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men[ was thar rhe Minisrer of Edu.cadon from my
country was not present on the occasion in question.
Had she been rhere, rhis disagreemenr mighr nor have
taken place. But I should like to ask rhe President of
the Council wherher he believes rhar educadon falls
within rhe ambit of rhe Community? That is ro say,
whether our work can rouch on educarion. And before
he answers I should like to say thar I definirely nke
the view that admission to examinarions and the like
should be uniform rhroughout rhe Community.

Mr Thorn. - (F) This is precisely what I said just
now when I said there were legal difficulties and
differences of opinion berween one delegation and rhe
o[hers, because all the Member Stares were repre-
sented. Even if Denmark was no[ represented at minis-
terial level, it was represented by its ambassador and
permanent representative to the Communities, who, as
you probably know, is rhe legitimate representarive of
your counrry in this Council, since he represents it in
wharever Council ir mighr be. The problem is that rhe
Danish delegarion feels some of rhe aspecrs covered by
the resolution of 9 February 1976 do not come wirhin
the Communiry's terms of reference and that,they can
only be put into effect through intergovernmenral
cooperation. It should be noted that it was conse-
quenrly opposed ro recourse to Anicle 235 of the EEC
Treaty for cases not covered by the Treaties. For rhese
same reasons, your country's delegation, which, like
all the other delegarions, agreed ro rhe subsrance of
the conclusions, is. opposed to acrion being taken
solely as a resulr of the Council taking nore of the
general reporr of the Education Commirtee.

The resolution of 9 February 1976 is a mixed resolu-
tion. At this srage, therefore, the Danish delegation is
in favour of resolurions, as long as rhey hare some
other legal basis, in other words, as long as [hey are
pu rely intergovernmental.

Mrs Dienesch. - (F) Referring ro an answer you
have given, I should like rc ask you, Mr presideni, if
you do not feel thar rhe terms of reference in educa-
tion should be reviewed somewhar earlier rhan in four
years' time. You did, of course, say rhar there is lirtle
likelihood of rhis in rhree monrhs' time, but I
nevenheless emphasize rhe need to consider the deve-
lopment of our young people and the new require-
ments we may face. All we have been offered roday are
problems to which solurions should have long iince
been found. Perhaps this Education Commirteeihould
now waste no more time before meeting again to srudy
the new requirements of our young [.ople. A grear
deal has been said about jobs and exchanges. AII rhis
seems ro me to have been self-evidenr for some rime,
but I feel it might be a good time to draw rhe arrenrion
of all the governmenrs ro the need ro envisage in their
education sysrems possibilities of artracting ou. yorng
people towards a more moral way of tife. I believi
essential needs are coming to light and exist. All the

youth movements show rhis. But we are confining
ourselves ro a very limired srudy of exchanges, which
doubrless have practical objectives, but which are nor
in tendency aimed ar resroring the values of our civili-
zatron.

Mr Thorn. - (F) Mrs Dienesch, I am aware of your
interest in these marters, which concern culture and
education. I conclude from rhis that rhe aim of your
supplemenrary quesrion is to try and speed up rhe
procedure or to help ro ensure rhat rhe work is con[in-
ued. And I can only rell you that we shall ensure rhat
the Educarion Commirtee conrinues its work. I shall
quite simply be your. messenger, or Parliament's
messenter, in communicating rhe inrerest we have in
such matrers. I remember only roo well a European
Council meeting, or a summit meeting as it was known
then, at which rhe President of the French Republic
requested - and his request was supporred by the
other Heads of Governmenr - thar our Communiry
should assume a dimension other than the pureiy
economic dimension and become far more involved in
cultural cooperarion and education. I shall make my
contribution but, as you will appreciare, there are
limir to the opponuniries available to me.

President. - I musr remind rhe House rhar several
speakers, when putting their supplemenrary questions,
have asked several quesrion ar once. fhis is nor
permitred by rhe Rules of Procedure. \7hen purr.ing a
supplemenrary quesrion only one quesrion -"y b.
asked.

Question No 49 by Mr Seligman (H-220/BO):
'!flhat consulration is the Council pursuing with their
colleagues in the Council of Ministers of the international
Energy Agency in order to achieve international harmoni-
zation of energy prices and taxes?

Mr Thorn, President-in-Offce of the Council.

- (F) As not all rhe Member Stares of the Commu-
nity are members of rhe International Energy Agency,
the Communiry as such is nor represented.'Rlt[ough
the Commission attends meerings of rhe Agency as an
observer, the Council of Ministers ."nnot become
involved, which excludes rhe possibiliry of our engag-
ing in consultations of rhe type referred ro by th'e
honourable Member in his question.

Mr Seligman. - I am sure rhe President-in-Office of
the Council is nor satisfied with rhar answer. \fle get
such a loc of cases of distorrion-of comperition duelo
unequal prices of energy and I am sure rhar he is
trying to do more abour them than he said in his
answer. A rypical case is the romaro growers in south-
ern England who pay 40 p a gallon for heavy oil,
whereas the Durch growers only pay 24p-60 o/o of
what we have to pay in Englana. Vhin is rhe Council
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going to demand that the Dutch Government take
action to harmonize the price of gas so that there is

fair competition within the Community? At the

moment British tomato growers are being forced out
of business by the inequality.

Mr Thorn. - (F) On the formal question I have

nothing to add to what I have just said, except that, to
ensure that the Community mechanisms work
adequately, the traditional procedure for the prepara-
tion of discussions held within the OECD is also used

for the meetings of the various organs of the Agency.
Ve are not represented in the Agency as a Community
because not all the Member States belong to it, but at
the preparatory s[age we ensure that work is done at
Community level. This takes the form of prior meet-
ings between the relevant officials of the nine Member
States and of the Commission. These meetings are

usually held in Paris.

As regards the general principle of tax and price
harmonization to which you have referred, the
Commission has in fact pu[ forward proposals to this
end. It is quite obvious that if we want to make
proBress, as we do and as was indicated at the Venice
summit, towards the general hormonization of an

energy policy, this is one of the elements it will
include. Until now the Finance Minisrcrs, who are

more particularly concerned, have refused to adopt
rhis course of action and to give their blessing, but I
believe that Venice marked a major step forward along
this path and that we shall be induced to reconsider
rhis problem from this angle.

Mr Galland. - (F) Following on from you have just

said and in the context of this harmonizarion, which
everyone, including the Council, wants, do you not
rhink that the first thing to be done to achieve

harmonization would be to ensure that, when tension
occurs in the market, none of the nine countries of the
Community obtains its supplies from the Rotterdam
spot market? Have you any definite, realistic proposals
in this regard?

Mr Thorn. - (F) I agree that this is one of the prob-
lems, and it is one of the basic problems to which a

solution should be found. As I do not enjoy the same

freedom as you, I would perhaps not Bo so far as to
say that it is the first problem to be tackled. I would
point out thar the Council has already taken action
along these lines and,has done everything to discour-
age this tendency, at least that is what it said at its
recent meeting. I believe you are right: this is an area

which should be given priority and on which we shall

heve to adopt a position.

Presidcnt. - We now come to the questions
Foreign Ministers of the nine Member States

European Community meeting in political coopera-
tion.

Question No 62 by Mr van Miert (H- 165180):

Do the Foreign Ministers not consider that it is desirable

and necessary to improve consulution with the United
States through the appropriate channels, in view of the

fact that the Foreign Ministers took a decision concerning

Iran on 22 Aprrl last, manifestly unaware of the United
States' decision to take military action, as a result of
which the Secretary of State, Mr Vance, rcndered his

resignation on 2l April?

Mr Thorn, President-in-Offce of the Ministers of
Foreign ffiirs meeting in Political Cooperation. - (F)

The declaration on European identiry published by the
nine Foreign Minisrcrs in Copenhagen on 13 Decem-
ber 1973 refers specifically to the close links between
the United States and the Europe of the Nine, which
share values and inspirations based on a common heri-
tage.

According to the communiqu6 issued in Copenhagen
in Decemberl973, 'These ties are mutually beneficial
and must be preserved. They do not conflict with the
determination of the Nine to establish themselves as a

distinct and original entiry. The Nine intend to main-
tain their constructive dialogue and to develop their
cooperation with the Unircd States on the basis of
equality and in a spirit of friendship.

Since that time, a constant exchange of views and

ideas on the main problems in international politics has

developed between the Nine and the United States on
the basis of these principles. At the meedng of the
Foreign Ministers of the Nine at Gymnich on 20 and

2l April 1974 ir was agreed that the President-in-
Office of the Foreign Ministers meering in political
cooperation should have the permanent task of ensur-
ing, each case being taken on its merits and a prag-
matic approach being adopted, exchanges of commun-
ications and consultations between the Nine and the
United States. The many serious crises throughou[ the
world and their effect on the climate of international
relations call for very close and increasingly effective
consultation with the United States on questions of
mutual interest, notwithstanding the differences in
attitude and responsibility. It is to this thar the presi-
dency will apply itself.

President. - Since its author is absent, Question No
5l will be answered in writing r.

Question No 64 by Mr Fergusson (H-197 /80):

\7ill the Foreign Ministers say what steps they have taken
or ere considering, meeting in political cooperation, to
protect the civilian population of the Community from

to the
of the t See Annex.
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the harmful effects of the possi[le use of nuclear, biologi-
cal or chemical weapons in the event of grar in the Euro-
Pean rheatre?

and Question No 65 by Mr Hutton (H-225/80):

In view of the answer given by the President-in-Office rc
Question No 53 (H-26l80) of 2l May 1980, would the
President-in-Office agree rhat the process he described is
wholly inadequate to determine and prevent the current
use of chemical weapons in warfare?

Since both these question deal with the same subject,
they may be taken rogerher.

Mr Thorn, hesident-in-Offce of tbe Ministers of
Foreign Alfairs. - (F) These rwo quesrions may be
considered from rwo separare aspecrs, that of defence
as such and that of international law.

As far as the firsr aspecr is concerned, it should be
pointed our rhar rhe problems raised by the honoura-
ble Members have not been considered within rhe
framework of European political cooperarion since
there has been no move rowards concerred acrion in
this area. The Presidency is rherefore unable to reply
on behalf of the Nine. The problems which relare to
defence in rhe stricresr sense are of course dealt with
individually by each of rhe nine Member Srates ar
national level. There is also cooperarion ar in[erna-
tional level wirhin the relevant bodies.

From the point of view of inrernarional law, these
questions provide an opportuniry ro demonsrrate rhe
active role played by the Nine, borh individually and
jointly, in rhe relevanr internarional spheres in promot-
ing the adoption of practical measures, the preparation
and conclusion of new legal convenrions and rhe
observance of existing convenrions, in order to prevenr
the use of certain specified weapons capable of causing
massive destruction, and, in more general terms, in
order to artain the ulrimare objecrive of general and
total disarmament under effecrive inrernarional super-
vision, as called for once again by Mr Colombo on
behalf of rhe nine Member Srares of rhe European
Community at the United Narions' Commitree on
Disarmament.

The acrive concern of rhe Nine is also demonsrrared
by rhe great imporrance artached to banning the prod-
uction of chemical weapons. Recently, when resolu-
tion 34/72 was adopted by rhe Unired Narions,
General Assembly, rhe Nine agreed unanimously on
the urgent need to begin mulrilareral negotiarions
within the Geneva Commitree on Disarmamenr for rhe
purpose of drawing up a draft convenrion on toral and
effective prohibition of development, production and
srorage of chemical weapons and eliminarion of exisr-
ing srocks. The Nine rherefore warmly welcomed the
recent decision by rhe Geneva Committee on Disar-
mamenr ro ser up an ad boc working pany responsible

for carrying our detailed studies during the 1980
sessiqn to decide what aspects should be discussed
during rhe negoriarions on the aforementioned
convention, taking account of all the proposrils which
have already been made on rhe subjecr and of any
possible future initiadves.

Mr Fergusson. - I hope rhar in view of the some-
what curr nature of the President-in-Office's reply rc
my question you will forgive a son of double supple-
mentary in reply to it, because if he cannot ansv/er
one, [hen he musr answer rhe other one. It goes as
follows. If the Foreign Ministers are unable to give an
appropiate reply to a quesrion inrimately affecting the
safety and health and survival of the civilian commu-
nity who elected rhis Parliament, would rhe Presi-
dent-in-Office say ro which Minisrcrs meering in
political cooperarion quesrions about safeguarding the
people against atomic and biological and chemical
warfare should be directed? \/ould he nor agree that
civil defence is a highly proper marrer for Community
study and rhat research and even procurement in rhis
field mighr be economically and practically rewarding?
In oiher words, will rhe Foreign Minisrcrs meering in
political cooperarion consider purting this marter on
their agenda in furirre?

Mr Thorn. - (F) I quire understand rhe honourable
Member. Indeed, rhis subjecr is one of many which
may be seen ro fall under two distinct headings. Bur I
think it is also raking things roo far to say rhar it is
purely a quesrion of civil defence. The prohibition of
cenain weapons, such as chemical weapons, has
nothing to do with civil defence, it is a quesrion of
defence itself. The use of certain c/eapons may, of
cor^rrse, have consequences which come within the
scope of civil defence. That is why the governments of
the Member Srates have considered up undl now rha[
these quesrions are rhe responsibility of che Ministers
of Defence. Thar is why rhey have felt that rhe major-
ity of us, with the exceprion of Ireland thar is, should
discuss rhe question wirhin rhe framework of NATO,
and not polirical cooperarion. I will gladly pa6s on
your requesr if you wish me ro do so. All I can do is
describe ro you rhe procedures involved and the deci-
sions taken so far.

Mr Hutton. - Is rhe President-in-Office of rhe
Council quite serious in saying rhat the Nine can be
pleased rhat the Geneva Commirtee on Disarmamenr
has only ser up an ad hocworkin1pany ro think abour
the possibility of. perhaps looking into ways of dealing
with chemi"al weapons, when they are presently being
used in warfare in Laos and Afghanistan and when thi
American Congressional Subcommirtee on Oversighr,-
in its recently published reporr. on Sovier biological
warfare activities, has shown that rhe Soviet Union is
now turning over pharmaceutical factories to rhe
production of biological weapons? Can the President-
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in-Office not rcll us thar this is a wholly unsatisfactory
procedure for dealing with such a serious marter and
can the Nine not use its strength and influence to
bring about a very much more urgenr procedure for
the prohibiting of the production and use of these
weapons?

Mr Thorn. - (F) Let us rry to distinguish the ques-
tions involved here. I would say ro rhe honourable
Member that my reaction to the news that certain
weapons were being used in Afghanistan was one of
horror also; we are of the same opinion.

Secondly, at the time when the Nine expressed satis-
faction here at the setting up of the Disarmament
Committee the news of these events had not reached
us. I feel bound to point out this fact as the text was
actually drawn up under the Iralian presidency.

Thirdly, I know that these words may be regarded as

rather non-committal by the Members of this Assem-
bly. But if you are aware of the difficulties to be over-
come in drawing up this rype of text you will not ask
that we try to speed rhings up. Do not forget that only
some of the Nine are represen[ed on this committee,
and that they do not much like being rushed by the
others who do not necessarily share the same responsi-
bilities and the same point of view on the subject of
arms. As the representative of a very small country I
can understand your reaction, but this is a very deli-
cate question and one which our governments, parti-
cularly within the framework of the Nine, will
approach only very cautiously.

President. - Question No 66 by Mr Penders
(H-23 r /80):

Vhat practical measures have been mken with regard to
the Madrid follow-up conference in November 1980?

Mr Thorn, President-in-Offce of tbe Ministers of
Foreign Affairs. - (F) Vith a view to preparations for
the Madrid meeting which is expected to begin on I I
November 1980 as part of the follow up to the CSCE
Conference, the Nine will continue, within the frame-
work of European political cooperation, to maintain
the close collaboration which was started at the ourser
of the CSCE proceedings.

The Nine are thus in the process of preparing *ieir
joint posirions with regard both to formal, procedural
and organizational problems, etc., and to the problems
of substance which are expected to be raised at the
Madrid meeting. !7ith regard to the organization,
timetable and other arrangements for the Madrid
meeting, the Nine consider rhat the preparatory meet-
ing to be held in the Spanish capital from 9 September
1980 onwards, at which such questions will be

decided, should base its discussions on the report
drawn up at the Belgrade Conference, generally

referred to as the yellow book, which seems to answer
most of the present needs arising in connection with
rhe organization of the work of the Madrid meeting.

\flith regard to questions of substance, the Nine are
currently preparing joint texts on major themes, which
may be used in Madrid by the delegations of the Nine
during the opening statemenr and the discussion of
rhe implemenrarion of the final act. These themes,
which will be situated in an international context both
before and during the meeting, will cover the follow-
ing areas: d6tente and the CSCF prrrcess; first basket
of the final act: principles, mrlrtary aspects of security;
second basket: questions relating to security and coop-
eration in the Mediterranean; third basket: human
contac6, information, culture and education, follow
up to the conference.

The joinr proposals to be submitted by the Nine at the
Madrid meeting should help to funher the CSCE
process in all areas of the final act, and in particular
with regard to military aspecr of security, and cooper-
arion in humanitarian and orher fields: human
contacts and information.

In drawing up these proposals the Nine are paying due
amenrion ro the fact that the final act represents - as I
believe i said this morning - a balanced whole and
that therefore no one pan should be over-emphasized
at the expense of the others.

Mr Penders. - (NL) How do the Foreign Ministers
meeting in political cooperation intend to ensure that a

European Disarmament Conference, the mandate for
which is m be discussed in Madrid, will likewise be

held within the overall context of the Conference for
Security and Cooperarion in Europe?

Mr Thorn. - (F) Such amendmenr come within
whar we consider to be the scope of the first basket. It
is within this framework also that our 'associates

should endeavour during the preparatory conference
to draw up a mandate on our behalf.

Mrs Mail-Veggen. - (NL) The President-in-Office
of the Council said earlier that this conference would
probably be held. According to a number of press

reports the Council of Ministers, or at least cenain
members of the Council of Ministers, have reasons for
wanting to hold up this conference. Can the Presi-
dent-in-Office confirm this, and if so, can he indicate
the reasons behind it?

Mr Thorn. - (F) I 'am sure that the conference will
take place. The word 'probably' applied simply to the
date of 1l November, but I regard that too as definite.

I
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President. - Quesdon No 57 by Mr Lalor (H-24g/
80):

The Ninc have stated that they are convinced that the
Islamic and non-aligned countric have a panicularly im-
portant part to play in bringing about a solution to thc
Afghanistan crisis l). Would the ministers elaborate on
how this eight be donc following the Islamic Confercnce
in Islamabad?

Mr Thorn, President-in-Office of the Ministers of
Foreign Affairs. - (F) In its sraremenr of 28 April
1980 the European Council reaffirmed rhe view of the
Nine rhar a solution to rhe problem could be found, in
accordance wirh rhe resolution of rhe United Narions'
General Assembly, through a formula allowing
Afghanistan ro remain uninvolved in rhe struggle
between world powers and enabling ir ro return ro its
former posirion as a neurral and non-aligned State.

The Nine said rhar they were ready ro offer their
suppon, rogether with friendly and allied Smtes, for
any initiative designed ro promore such a solution, and
they considered that rhe Islamic and non-aligned
States had a particularly important role to play.

Since then rhe eleventh Conference of the Minisrers of
Foreign Affairs of the Islamic Srares has taken place,
as you know, and the European Council meering in
Venice on 12 and l3June 1980 shared the anxiety
expressed by rhe Islamic Srares and agreed wirh their
conclusions wirh regard ro rhe conrinuing Soviet mili-
tary presence in Afghanistan. The Council reacted
with great interesr [o [he serring up of a commirtee
responsible for examining all possible ways of finding
an overall solution to rhe serious crisis in Afghanismn,
and reaffirmed its suppon for all meaningful initiarive5
aimed at promoring a solution.

Mr Lalor. - Is rhe President-in-Office satisfied rhat
there is sufficient political cooperarion within the Nine
on this issue? Could they collectively or individually,
in conjunction wirh the non-aligned counrries, do
more towards resolving the Afghanistan problem,
where a solution is so vital? Is the Presidenr-in-Office,
speaking on behalf of rhe Nine, sadsfied that sufficienr
is being done, and could nor more be done through
the non-aligned in an effon ro try and resolve this
problem?

Mr Thorn. - (F) Of course we are nor satisfied.
\flho amongsr us could be satisfied all the time no
solution has been found to rhe Afghanistan problem? I
made it perfecdy clear this morning, speaking on my
own behalf and on behalf of the Nine, that rhe Nine
will not accept that rhe Afghanistan quesrion has been
solved unril the day when all Sovier rroops have left
Afghanistan.

Secondly, we are asked if we have exhausred all possi-
ble conracrs? It is difficulr to lisr them all in demil here.
But please believe me when I tell you rhat we have
forged con[acls at all levels and in all quaners where
we thoughr some influence could be exercised.

Thirdly, what is essenrial here is rhat the Soviets
should be given rhe genuine impression thar they have
been outlawed by the inrernational communiry and are
up against a unired front and unanimous standpoint,
of peoples belonging nor jusr ro rhe Arlanric Alliance
or the '\Testern narions. This is why we have atrached
particular imponance to establishing conracrs with the
ASEAN counrries, with the countries of Sourh-Easr
Asia, with the countries of rhe Middle-East and with
the Islamic counrries, to demonstrate rhe solidarity of
the non-aligned srares and of the lfesrern narions on
this subjecr.

We have had the impression, panicularly during recenr
weeks, that rhe Soviets did nor expect such a

unanimous reacrion and rhat rhis general and virrually
universal disapproval has a considerable impacr. It
does not exclude the possibility of any Vesrern starc
taking individual or bilateral initiatives and holding
bilateral meetings,, as in the case of the Chancellor's
visit to Moscow and the French President's discussions
with General Secretary Brezhnev in Varsaw. Ever-
yone may anempr ro do as much as possible bilaterally
to achieve the aim I have described. Bur, in addition to
bilateral action using diplomatic channels and all other
means available, there is still a place for these declara-
tions of principle which will, it is hoped, gain the
supporr of other inrernational bodies and isolate rhe
Soviets, wirh rhe sole aim of persuading them to with-
draw their troops from Afghanistan.

Mr Spicer. - I am sure we would all agree wirh the
President-in-Office that rhe views of the United
Nations carry some weighr. However, would he not
also agree rhat, in a situation where we are faced with
an absolutely open violation of all the Trearies rhar
have ever been signed since the Second \7orld Var,
we should perhaps take a more independenr line rhan
that taken by rhe UN, because ar the end of rhe day
the UN confines irself to words and serring up
committees? I would have thoughr rhat if I were in the
position of the USSR, I would nor pay very much
attention in the long rerm to resolutions from the
United Narions. Could we not take our own srand
much more as a Community, the most powerful
Community in the world?

Mr Thorn. - (F,) I rhink there is some confusion
here. Firstly, we perhaps differ in our assessmenr of
the value of the United Nations. I perhaps have a
higher opinion of ir than you do; but when I was talk-
ing just now I did nor menrion rhe Unircd Nations. I
spoke of an effon ro garher [ogerher as many coun-
tries of the world as possible sharing a common smnd-(r) Answer to Oral Question No H-121l80 of 21. 5. 1980.
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point. I spoke of the united front which we are trying
to establish with the countries of the region,' the
Islamic countries, this seems to us to be a matter of
panicular imponance. If the Community of Nine were

to adopt a position in the form of a declaration or a

motion in which it was not supported by the bordering
States, the neighbours of Afghanistan, it must surely
be admitted that our decision would thereby lose some

of its moral force.

\flith regard to the adoption of a declaration by the
Nine without the suppon of other counries, this has

already been done, the Nine have already adoprcd
positions without waiting ro be joined by other States.

lf you are not thinking of declarations, exhortation or
verbal demands, then I do not know what you are

thinking of. \7e must go carefully, but I am, of course,

anxious to hear your suggestions.

Lord Harmar-Nicholls. - Does not the President-
in-Office think that the Community of Nine ought
now to dissuade members from bilateral meetings in
public, because when these meetings are held and

nothing seems to flow from them, it does appear to
st.engthen the hand of the Russian invaders and is

more likely rc lead uncommitted nations to believe

rhat they are the ones they ought to suppon? The
diplomatic approach, as the President-in-Office has

srid, is acceptable, but the public approach of the kind
we have witnessed over recent months can only reflect
or give the impression of weakness.

Mr Thorn. - (F) I do not consider thac the exist-
ence of the Communiry has brought all bilateral rela-

tions to an end, and I think it would be unrealistic to
suppose that Community relations have completely
replaced all bilarcral relations between the Member
States, and above all, between individual Member
States and non-Member States. Ve must be realistic
and see'things as they are! Other than phaq the
honourable Member makes a value judgement which
is purely his personal opinion. I am not so pessimistic

as he is and I do not agree with his conclusions
regarding cenain bilateral meetings, on the contrary.

President. - Question No 58 by Mr Isra€l (H'250/
80):

Have the Foreign Ministers adopted a ioint position for
the Madrid Conference? Vhat specific proposals do they

intend to put forward and what instructions do they

intend to give to the council?

Mr Thorn. President-in-Offce of the Ministers of
Foreign Affiirs. - (F) ln accordance with the

approach adopted by the Ministers of Foreign Affairs,
the Nine are preparing joint positions for the Madrid
meeting within the framework of political cooPeration.

This collaboration covers both procedural and organi-
zational matters relating to the next meeting and the

formulation of joint proposals regarding all aspects of
the final act.

'!7ith regard to the military aspects of security, the

Nine are continuinB their work along the lines speci-

fied in the statement by rhe Ministers of Foreign
Affairs of 20 November 1979. They are also studying

specific initiatives concerning, amongst other things,

economic and commercial information, human

contacts, working conditions for journalists and the

circulation of printed information, and exchanges of
students, [eachers and scholars. In drawing up all these

proposals the Nine will take account of rhe fact that
ihe final act constitutes a balanced whole and that,
therefore, no one pan should be given more attention
rhan the others.

Mr IsraEl. - (F) Thank you for your reply, Mr
President. I was somewhat taken aback by the force
wirh which you stated that no one basket should take
priority over the others. I was also struck by rhe fact
'that in speaking of the third basket you did not even

mention the words 'human rights'. I would therefore
ask you whether, with regard to the defence of human

rights, you would consider the possibility of maintain-
irlg certain permanent committees on human rights
wliich could be set up at the Madrid Conference and

would be responsible for ensuring that pressure is

continually brought to bear and for monitoring the
progress achieved in the area of d6tente.

I would also ask you if you are in favour of following
the United Nations and UNESCO in granting the

official status of non-Bovernmental organizations to
the committees which have become known throughout
the world as 'Helsinki watchdog committees'. This
seems to me of vital imponance, panicularly as we are

demonstrating a somewhat incomprehensive indiffer-
ence towards these committees which are widely
spread throughout Europe, panicularly Eastern

Europe.

Mr Thorn. - (4 I think rhere are various questions

ro be dealt with here. Firsdy, you say you are surprised
ar the firmness with which I stated rhat all baskets

should be given equal attention. This is indeed a vital
aspect of our position. '$7e know what some people
want and what others do not want and we believe that
compromise may be difficult to obtain but that we

must continue to strive for it and must not deviate
from this aim. The Helsinki Agreement musr be

applied in its entirety, with all baskets and without
placing greater stress on one while neglecting some

aspect of another. I say again that we must be firm on

rhis matter.

You then raised the question of human rights and

expressed surprise that I did not mention the subject. I
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did not lisr ir among rhe three baskets because human
righr are referred to in the preamble and nor
contained in any of the rhree baskem. You may resr
assured that I have nor in any way overlooked human
righrs.

In your rhird question you asked me whether perma-
nent commirrees should nor be set dp in Madrid. I
should tell you rhat up until now, and this will remain
the case unless rhere is some change in legal principles
or basic arrirudes during preparations for the Madrid
Conference, the majority of Member Srares have been
opposed to the setring up of official commirtees. Ir
should nor be forgorten rhat some people also wished
to set up committees between conferences, and we
rejected rhis principle for reasons u'hich may be gone
into on anorher occasion. This is why it was thought
better ro go from one conference to another, withour
serring up a whole insrirurional appararus wirh official
commitrees. To accepr them in one context would
mean accepring rhem in others.

Vith regard to rhe last pan of your question, one
might inirially be rempred to take such a step. Bur you
should not, however, forget rhe purpose of'the
Helsinki Conference, of the Belgrade Conference and
of the Madrid Conference. As soon as you admit
non-governmenral organizations you will completely
change the dimension of rhese conferences.

Also, you should remember thar rhe agreemenr of all
sides is iequired. I cannot imagine us getring this
agreemenr and in any case I do nor see how it could be
either useful or productive, since we would then have
to obtain agreemenr on every subsequent occasion

during negoriarions and discussions. It is one thing for
responsible governmenrs ro negotiarc such an agree-
ment and quite another to expec[ non-governmental
organizarions to do the same. I have given you my
immediate and personal reaction [o your proposal, but
I would very much like to find our rhe reactions of my
colleagues. They may disagree with me, as sometimes
happens, but on rhis occasion I doubt it.

President. - Question Time is closed r.

14. Agendafor next sitting

President. 
- The next sitring will be held romorrow,

Vednesday, 9 July 1980, wirh the following agenda :

9,a. m. and 3 p. m.:

- Vote on several requesrs for urgent procedure

- Starements on the proposals for the total rejection of
the 1980 budget

- von Bismarck repon on rhe Community's economic
development during the first half of 1980

3 p. m.: Vote on the proposals for the total rejection of
the 1980 budget and on the motions for resolutions on
which the debate has closed.

The sirting is closed.
(The sitting uds closed at 7.05 p. n.)

I See Annex.
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ANNEX

Questions uthich could not be ansanered during

Question fime, utith written ansruers

l. Questions to the Council

Question No 5 1, by Mr Penders (H-230/80)

Subject: CSCE (Madrid follow-up conference)

'\7har practical measures have been taken with regard to the Madrid CSCE follow-up conference in

November 1980?

' Ansaner

The preparatory work for the second conference provided for by the Final Act of the CSCE, to which

the Communitf attaches particular imponance, is continuing apace both. within the Political Co-oper-

ation bodies 
"nd 

*i,hin ih. Cornrnrniry framework on those issues which come within the Commu-

nity's competence.

The Communiry's conrribution,to the Madrid conference will of course have to be seen within the

broader frame*ork of the objectives and strategy of the Nine, which it is for the Political Co-opera-

tion bodies to de.fine. They intend ro arrive at definitive guidelines in September.

As a contribution to the framing of these guidelines the Community bodies are currently preparing

the files for rhe two major aspec-rs of rhe wlrk programme envisaged for Madrid, namely the exami-

natron of the implemenrarion of rhe Final Act of the CSCE and rhe new proposals likely to be.put

forward ar this ionference. Panicular atrenrion is being paid to comparing the economic and techni-

cal merits of cenain topics which could be the subject of Commun\ty iniriatives in Madrid.

These proceedings should be completed by the end ofJuly.

Question No 52 by Mr Fuchs (H-232/80)

Sub.ject: Directive on measurements and weights of commercial vehicles

Does the Council nor consider that a decision on a directive (or regulation) on the measurements and

;;;i;;;a;mercial vehicles is urgently 
-required 

in view of the fact that such a decision could help

,o p"ro.o,. energy-saving by reducing the fuel consumed per tonne carried?

Answer

On 4 January 1979 the Commission submitted ro rhe Council a proposal for a Directive on the weight

"nd 
cirt"in othe. cha.acte.istics (nor including dimensions) of road vehicles used for the carriage of

g".ai i" i,, p.opor"l, the Commission coniider.d thar an increase in the maximum authorized

ieight *ould r..rul, in', gain in payload in relation to fuel consumption and would thus be wonh-

;.ii| i..; the poinr of vii* of.n.igy s"uing. This aspect of the proposal, although but one of many

problems, merits funher study.

However, the Council cannot adopt a position on the matter as the Parliament has not yet delivered

its Opinion.

i,[,
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Question No 53, by MrAnsquer (H-239/80)

Sub;ecr: Economic situation in the Community and enlargement

Does the Council not agree that the difficulties experienced recently in the European Community in
the economic, bldgetary and agricultural fields call inro quesrion rhe proposed'enlargement of rhe
Community to include Spain and Portugal? Vhar conclusions does the bouncil drai from these
developmenr?

Ansuer

At th.e outset of the negotiations on accession, ir was agreed by both sides that negotiation meetings
should follow a certain rimetable, namely at least threC meetings ayear at ministJrial level and tw1
meetings every three months at Deputy level. This timetable has been adhered to so far and the presi-
dency intends to continue to adhere to it in the future, since the work to be done covers the whole
range of the Communities' activities and thus is of necessity wide-ranging, which in imelf justifies
maintarnance of the frequency of the negotiaring meetings at a susuined Ieull.

Of .course, developments in internal proceedings within the Community with regard to the problems
with which it has to deal,-in particular in the case of rhe common-agricultiral policy and own
resources, will inevitably affect the position adopted by the Community in due .ou.i. on these vital
negotiation chapters rn the negotiations with Spain and Ponugal. It should also be remembered that
the negotiations are based on the principle laid down by the Community at the opening of the nego-
tiations and accepted by the applicant countries of the acceptance by Spain and PJrtugal of ihe
'acquis communautaire' as it stands on the date of their accession, includini therefore any fhanges in
it between now and accession.

Question No 55 by Mr Wurtz (H-247/80)

Subject: Exclusion from public sector employment in the FRG

\Jrould the Council not agree that the practice of excluding cirizens of the FRG engaged in a wide
variety of occupations from employmeni in the public sector-(Berufsverbor) because oT ih.i. beliefs or

Question No 54, by Mrs le Roux (H-241/SO)

Subjecr: Free movemenr of milk within rhe Communiry

Vould the Council not agree that the United Kingdom is protecring irself from impons of liquid milk
by means of unfair health regulations which constitute an insupera-ble non-tariff barrier to rrade and
thus.violate the_principle of the free movement of goods within the Community, whereas the French
regulations applicable to drinking milk fully safeguard the inrerests of the consumer? lfould it not
also agree that it is urgent and necessary ro correcr this illegal situation? If so, what action does it
intend to take?

Ansaner

The Council is aware of the ex.istence of divergent national health rules which may constirute a
barrier to intra-Community trade in drinking milk. In order to harmonize these regulations, the
Commission submitted in l97l two proposals for Directives laying down the healrh"requirements
whrch must be met by

- unrreated milk inrended for heat-treatment

- helt-treted milk intended for direct human consumption.

Although the proceedings in the Council's subordinate bodies have reached the final stage, it has been
necessarv to postpone the adoption of these texts.by the Council as cenain delegations'are not yet in
a positron to adopt an official posirion on rhe finalized texm.
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their affiliation to certain legally recognized panies is in flagrant breach of the principles of nondis-
crimination and equality of rreatment before the law, which are the cornerstone of all democratic
regimes?

Answer

The question put by the Honourable Member does not fall within the Council's competence.

Question No 56, by Mr Lalor (H-248/80)

Subject: Closing loopholes in trade sanctions with Iran

Vhat action will the Council take to close tho loopholes whereby EEC trade sanctions against Iran
could be broken by the shipment of goods to Dubai or Kuwait and then across the Gulf to Iranian
pons?

Answer

The embargo measures decided on by the Minisrcrs for Foreign Affairs of the nine Member States in
Naples on l8 May 1980 have been implemenrcd by means of national measures.

Although mosr of these measures do not expressly make provision for the case of the transit of goods

through a third counrry, they do, however, ban all expons the final destination of which is Iran.

The task of suppressing fraudulent activities is the responsibility of the Member States. The conditions
for rntervention by the Community institurions are laid down in Anicles 224 and 225 of the EEC

Treary and therefore concern only the case where the application of national embargo measures

would affect the proper functioning of the Common Market.

Question No 57, by MrAnteniozzi (H-251/80): y'eferred

Question No 5, by Miss Hooper (H-256/80): deferred

Qaesuon No 19, fu Mr Dcleaa (H-26t/s0)

Subject: USA/European Community steel war

As the iron and steel conflict between rhe USA and rhe EEC appears to be leading towards a several

million tonne reduction in European exports to the United States, and now that the European steel

industry in general seems to be on the point of recovery, does the Council not think it would be

advisable ro warn rhe USA now thar Europe would be forced to reduce im impon quotas for steel

producrs from third countries by an amount corresponding to any penalties imposed on it by the

u:o

. Ansuter

The Council is keeping a close watch on rhe course of the anti-dumping complaints against most

Community steel producers and nores with growing disquiet that these procedures have begun to
creare serious difficulties for Community exports of iron and steel products to the United Smrcs.
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IU/ithin the Council, discussions are continuing with the aim of mutual exchanges of information on
the developing situation and the joint definition of a defence srrarcgy for the various sages of the
United Sates enquiry. In the same framework the position of the Community's representarive on rhe
OECD Steel Committee has been finalized; the Communiry has clearly indicated rhat it regrets the
decision of the United States Aijministration to suspend the rigger price mechanism, as this measure
has undermined the consensus reached within the OECD in 1977 by the principal sreel producing
countries.

I would however remind the Honourable Member that the United Smtes aurhorities have not yer
taken any final decision on the anti-dumping complain$. Given the timetable laid down by United
States law, these decisions will probably be taken in October/November of this year.

In the light of the decisions taken in Vashington the Council will then - or possibly sooner if the
situation calls for it- examine the matter again to decide on whatever measures seem necessary.

Question No 6Q by Mrs Scioener (H-280/80) 
|

Question No 51, by Mr Cuny (H-287/80)

Subject: Supplementary levy on the dairy sector

Following the agreement of the Council to impose a supplementary levy on the dairy sector if milk
production this year is more than I t/z per cent above that recorded in 1979, will the Council explain
at what date it expects to receive clear indication of the trend of the milk levy and from what date if ir
is clear that milk production has increased by I t/z per ce nt; what form rhe levy will take and whar
plans it has to ensure that the levy is imposed only on those regions which show a production increase
and that no supplementary levy will be imposed on those areas and producers which have observed
market and production disciplines?

Ansuter

It is for the Commission, within its powers relating to implemenration of Community legislation and
management of the market, to establish how much milk will be produced during the 1980 calendar
year. This figure may be established after I January 198 I to enable the Commission to rake ir inro
account in its proposal to the Council for the fixing of the co-responsibiliry levy for the l98l/1982
marketing year, which will be applied as from I April 1981, and for the application of this levy.

The Council will decide in good time, on the basis of a proposal by the Commission, on rhe form and
deteils of any supplementary levy that might be necessary for the 1981/1982 marketing year, in thc
event of production increasing by I .5 0/o or more.

2. Questions to the Foreign Ministers

Question No 69, by Mr Selignan (H-259/80)

Subiect: Accession of the European Community to the Convention of the European Space Agency

In view of the political imponance of space cooperarion for the Community and the need to take
decisions concerning the future of the European Space Agency ar the highest political level, will the
Foreign Minisrcrs now authorize negotiations for the accession of the Community ro rhe Convention
of the European Space Agency?

Ansuer

'As the Foreign Ministers meedng in political cooperation have not discussed the marrer raised by rhe
Honourable Member, the President regrets that he is unable ro answer this question on behalf of the
Ninel This does not mean, however, thlt the Foreign Ministers are unaware'of rhe great imponance
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of cooperarion between their counuies, most of which are in fact panies to the convention in ques-

tion, in the field of space research.'

o**

Question No 70, by Miss Cluyd (H-278/80)

Subject: Contravention of Code of Conduct on South Africa, relating to minimum wage level

Vhat is che Council's view of recenr allegadons that at least 20 0/o of African workers employed by

British complnies in South Africa are paid below the minimum level recommended by the EEC Code

of Conduciand will the Council ensure that a full list of those companies contravening the spirit of
the Code of Conduct be made public?

Qaestion No 71, by Mr Hune (H-279/80)

Subject: Employment conditions for European .o-p.ni., in South Africa

Does the Council know of any European Companies infringing rhe code of employment laid down
by the Council for European Companies operating in South Africa and if so, will the Council name

such companies and sute what action can be taken against such companies?

/oint ansuter

'The code of conduct of 20/9/77 for European companies with subsidiaries in South Africa was

adopted by rhe Nine in rhe framework of European political cooperation. Implementation of the code
is a matter for the individual Member Srates of the Community which have drawn it to the atrcndon
of the firms concerned with a recommendation that they adhere to im provisions.

The code of conduct is not binding. Failure on rhe part of firms in a panicular Member State to
adhere to the code and the publication of a list of such firms is a matter for the government of the

Member State concerned.

The Nine hope that the firms concerned will increasingly come to realize that it is in their inrcrests to
rctively help to promote the economic and social advancement of the African workers employed by
their South African subsidiaries.

The Nine are currently considerating national assessments by the governments concerned of an initial
series of repofts on companies.'

Question No 72, by Mrs Lizin (H-285/80)

Sublect: European legal area

Could the Foreign Minisrcrs indicarc rhe current position regarding the agreemenrc reached on the
European legal area, the deadline for rheir implementation and the progress made on work within the
Trevi Group?

Ansaner

The Justice Ministers met in Rome on 19 June last to consider the progress made on the draft cooper-
ation agreement on penal matters.

At several meetings of senior officials a draft agreement had been prepared with a view to its being
submitted for signature in Rome. However, cenain difficulties raised at the meeting of the Justice
Ministers prevenrcd the agreement from being signed. It was decided therefore to have these difficul-
ties examined within the context of political cooperation.
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The Trevi Group was set up in Rome at the European Council of l-2 December 1975 to mckle prob-
lems not directly connected with the European legal area. Vithin the conrcxr of this Group's acriviries
the Ministers for Home Affairs and the Ministers responsible for security have met four times since
2EJune l9T6,thelastof thesemeetingsbeingheldon2]octoberl979. Intheintervalbetweenthese
mrntstertel meetings working parties have been meeting to coordinate the effons of the Nine in their
struggle against terrorism and crime. No draft agreemenr is as yet in course of preparation.

Question No 63, by Mr Romualdi (H-254/80,formerly 0-22/80)

Subject: Attacks on Libyan refugees in Communiry countries

Vhat security measures does the Couicil intend to take to put a stop to the series of savage murders
of Libyan refugees in the countries of the Community and to the activities of the hired assassins
acting with the backing of the authorities in their counrry, following the threats made on various
occasions by the Libyan Head of State Colonel Gaddafi whose inrcntion it is in this way to eliminare
all opposition to his regime and all dissidents?

Anszoer

Although most information about the policies being pursued in the many countries of the world,
Libya amongst them, are of interest to the Nine and can give rise to discussion amongst them in
certain circumstances, the measures to which the honourable Member refers do nor come directly
within the scope of political cooperation and have not formed the subject of discussion in this context.
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Amendment to paragraph 4:
Mr oon Bismarck

Amendement to paragraph 11:

Mr aon Bismarch

Amendment to paragraph 15:

Mr un Bismarcli

INTHE CHAIR: MRJAQUET

Vice-President

(Tbe sitting was opened at 9 a.m.)

President. - The sitting is open.

l. Approoal of minutes

President. - The minures of proceedings of yester-
day's sitdng have been distriburcd. Since there are no
comments, the minutes of proceedings are approved.

2. Documents received

President. - I have received from Members and
from the parliamentary committees a number of docu-
ments, details of which will be found in the minutes of
proceedings.

3. Membership of Parliament

President. - Mr Claude Labb6 has informed me of
his resignation, with effect from 9 July 1980, as
Member of the European Parliamertt. It is noted by
the Assembly, pursuanr to the second subparagraph of
Anicle l2(2) of the Acr concerning the elecdon of the
representatives of the Assembly by direct universal
suffrage, that there is a vacancy and the Member State
concerned will be informed thereof.

Adoption of the resolution

164

164

164 Annex

I I . Agenda for next sitting

10. Urgent procedure

4. Decision on urgenc!

Presidcnt. - The first irem is rhe decision on the
urgency of three morions for resolutions. Ve shall
begin with rhe motion for a resolution (Doc. l-301/
80/reo.) by Mr Israel and otbers.

Humanitarian aid to Kampuchea.

I call Mr Israel.

Mr Israel. - (F) Mr President, we felt that the sirua-
tion along rhe border between Cambodia and Thai-
land was a serious challenge to the civilized world. In
this area there are not only cross-border raids by rhe
armed forces of one of these counries, but we also
have a tremendous flow of men, women and children
which poses a threat to all of us.

The aim of this motion, which is purely humanirarian
in tone, is to bring this area back within the civilized
world as far as we can. I shall speak out in favour of
the various proposals which have been made during
the debate, but I do feel that urgen[ procedure is abso-
lutely vital, panicularly because of rhe enormous risks
to children, especially litrle girls, along the border
between Cambodia and Thailand.

President. - I put ro the vote rhe request for urgent
procedure.

Urgent procedure is adopred.

The motion for a resolution will be placed on rhe
agenda of the sirring of Friday, I I July.

Ve shall now consider the motion for a resolution
(Doc. 1-307/80) by Mr Seal and others: Neutron bomb.

164

t64

164

155
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President

I call Mr Glinne.

Mr Glinne. - (F) Mr President, the great majoriry of
the Socialist Group feels that this is an important issue

which needs to be discussed, especially in connection
with the run-up to the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe which is scheduled for Madrid
this autumn.

As for procedure on chis matter, we do not think that
Rule 14 is rhe right approach. The matter has to be

looked at calmly. As a result, although the Socialist
Group supports consideration of the matter on the
basis of Rule 25, we are against considering it under

,Rule 14.

President. - I call Mr Seal.

Mr Seal. - Mr President, Mr Glinne has already
stressed how imponant this matter is and obviously he

has pointed out that there is a difference of opinion
wirhin the Socialist Group. But I am sure that all
reasonable people in this House are atainst arms proli-
feration. I am sure that all Members of this House are
horrified at the thought of nuclear war. I am sure that
all rhe people in this House are appalled at the escala-
rion of bigger and more lethally effective weapons.
And I am sure that no one in this House could be

against the sentiments expressed in this resolution.
And if it fails, as Mr Glinne said, it will be pursued by
rhe Socialist Group. If it fails to be rhe subject of an
urgent debare today, it will be pursued and it will be

followed up. This is not the last we have heard of this.

But, Mr President, I have to convince the House on
two points roday in spite of what Mr Glinne has said.
The first is whether this matter falls within the
competence of this House. One effective function -in fact one of the only effective functions - of this
Parliament is to bring imponant points to the attention
of the world's press. Ve have akeady set precedents
about discussing arms proliferation and other matters
concerned with defence. But as rhe European Parlia-
ment, Mr President, we must be concerned with
anything that threatens all life within all Member
States.

And then on the urBency side, the French Government
made its announcement and then sat back to await the
reaction. If there is no reaction, or if the reaction is

diluted, then it will go ahead and produce rhis horrific
weapon. If there is a massive outcry, then it may take
notice. Even the French Government is not totally
impervious to public opinion.

Mr President, the other point is that this House is to
hold no more part-sessions until Seprcmber. And by
then I assume the French will be manufacturing this
weapon.'I7'e must act and we must ac[ now. Ve must
leave no doubt in the minds of anyone - anyone in

any Member Stare - about our total opposition to
these new and horrific weapons of death.

President. - I call Mr de la Maldne to speak on
behalf of the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats.

Mr de la Maline. - (F) Mr President, this is not the
time and place for me [o get involved in a discussion
about the pros and cons of France's possession of this
new weapon. I just want to say quite categorically on
behalf of my group that rhis matrer - which without
doubt is of vital imponance - is equally wirhout
doubr oumide the competence of this Parliament.
Once again, as the House is about, to stan a debate
and possibly move on [o vo[es on military or strarcgic
marrers, I want to point out that this Parliament has no
competence in this area and that there could be serious
repercussions for the future development of Europe, if
this House insists on discussing matters which have
nothing to do with it.

President. - I call Mr d'Ormesson to speak on
behalf of .rhe Group of the European People's Pany
(Christian-Democratic Group).

Mr d'Ormesson. - (F) Mr President, the Group of
rhe European People's Pany calls on this Assembly to
vote against urgent procedure. The fact is that this
requesr is incompatible with the letter of the Treaty of
Rome, and even more so the spirit of the Treaty,
because the European Community was set up to safe-
guard freedom for all of us, and there can be no free-
dom unless we have the means to defend it. It is for
this reason that the European People's Party wants
this motion referred to committee and a rapporteur
appoinrcd. \7e shall not stand in the way of a debate
thereafter, because we have nothing to fear. It was
Pericles who said that rhere can be no happiness with-
out freedom and no freedom without courate. I ask
the aurhors of this motion to think about that.

President. - I call Mr Galland to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Galland. - (F) Mr President, the Liberal and
Democratic Group firmly requests Parliament to vote
against this motion for urgency.

There are several reasons. You may want to get on
with things, Mr Seal. But until there is any evidence to
the contrary, this is a defence matter and we have

absolurcly no competence in this area. S7e might like
ro see some progress on this matter, but as things stand
we certainly cannot interfere in a Member State's poli-
cies on weapons and strategic defence.

T' n"'j
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Secondly, we might like to adopt a neutral sance bur
the imbalance in tactical and strategic weapons
between Easr and Vest leads us ro think rhar the
authors of this motion, in their quesr for peace ar any
price, have unhappily taken an unrealisric and indeed
irresponsible approach.

Thirdly, is there any call for urgency? Of course nor.
This is somethint which one of the Member States
started a long time ago and which is going ro take
several years yer, and which - I repeat - as rhings
are at the momenr has nothing to do wirh this Parlia-
men[.

Finally, Mr President,let me say here and now that this
request shows once again how imponant ir is to
change the Rules of Procedure on urgency when we
come to vote on the Luster repon this afrernoon. If
this repon had been adopted, we should be able to
avoid all this excessive behaviour and the waste of time
caused by certain political groups or factions within
them.

President. - I put to the vo[e the request for urgent
procedure.

The request is rejected.

The motion for a resolution will therefore be referred
to the appropriate committee.

President. - !7e shall now consider the motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-308/80) by Mr Sayn-tffittgenstein-
Berleburg and otbers: Law ofthe Sea,

I call Mr Herman ro speak on behalf of the Group of
the European People's Pany (Chrisrian-Democratic
Group).

Mr Herman. - (F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, [here is no need for a long speech to jusdfy
urgency. The Geneva Conference is scheduled to take
place in Augusr. The Conference is to rake a final
decision on the European Communiry's aurhoriry to
sign the Convenrion. Ve shall nor be meeting again
until September.'\7e must decide now.

President. - Icall Mr'S7alter.

Mr Valter. - (D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I am no[ at all happy rhat Mr Herman has
spoken out in favour of urgency on behalf of the
Christian-Democraric Group. Mr Herman is a

member of the Commirtee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs and he is well aware thar we are already
working on a repon on this subject in the committee. I
myself am the rapporteur. Ar rhe beginning of rhe
week we agreed on rhe sound principle rhat while
discussion continued at the commirree srage we should
not table any morions for urgency in the House. Thar
is the firsr reason why I and the rest of the Socialist
Group are against urgency. There is also a second
reason. The second Geneva Conference on the Law of
the Sea, which is to take place in July and August this
year, is pur forward as justification for urgency. I
would point out that in February or March rhis year,
following a reporr. by the Legal Affairs Committee on
this Conference on the Law of rhe Sea, Parliament
adopted a comprehensive position on rhis marter. I
would also say that, even if we go into this marrer
today, we can no longer influence [he outcome of the
Geneva Conference because negotiations have
progressed to such a stage that there is essendally very
litde that can be changed. There is only one reason
why Parliamenr should consider the Conference on
the Law of rhe Sea again in the aurumn, and rhat is to
examlne rts economic repercussions on the European
Community. The Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs has already planned a reporr on rhis
aspect, ladies and gentlemen, and I am the rapponeur.
I am therefore against urtency.

President. - I call Mr Calvez to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Calvez. - (F) Mr Presidenr, our group has a
series of criticisms to make with regard to this morion.
It it quite wrong ro sugtesr rhere is any lack of inrra-
Community cooperation at rhe Conference on the
Law of the Sea. Everyone knows that rhe Member
States have been meeting three or four times a week.

I do not want to go on for a long time but there are
also some inaccuracies wirh regard ro sovereignty and
sciendfic research. I think this would be a polirical
error just before what could in fact be a decisive meet-
ing for this Conference on rhe Law of rhe Sea. Europe
has to make an effon to reconcile the views of rhe
Third \forld and the developed counrries, and there is
no doubt that Europe has an imponanr role ro play
between the Third Vorld and the industrialized
nations.

Ve have to insisr of course rhar Europe has a place at
the conference nble bur rhis morion is far roo techni-
cal. It would be fine wirh one or lwo alterations but we
are nor going to adopr it as ir is.

President. - I call Mr Sayn-\Tirtgenstein-Berleburg.

Mr Sayn-Vittgenstein-Bedeburg. - (D) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, I realize that the House is
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being snowed under with requests for urgency. As for
this mocion - which the last speaker commented on,

and incorrectly in my view - our SrouP would not
have tabled it if the Third Conference on the Law of
the Sea had not been meeting at the end of this month
and beginning of August and for the first time reach-

ing some final decisions. You know how difficult it is

to- change a resolution once it has been formally
adopted.

'!/hat our group feels is that there should be a last-

ditch attempt, as it were, to ensure that the Commu-
niry gets the right to play a genuine Part in the

proceedings. This has not been the case until now.

And I do not share the view that what has been done

so far has been coordinated. It has'been a series of
individual moves. The whole point of our group's view
is that it is high time we actually adopted a Commu-
nity approach and did what should have been done at

some time over the last eight years. Nothing has been

done. There has been the odd initiative now and then

but they have all got bogged down. The upshot is that
the Community is now going into this Conference on

the Law of the Sea with nothing to show.

I urge you all to vote in favour of urgency since at the

end of this month we have to be there in Geneva or at

least let our opinion be known.

President. - I call Mr Moreland ro speak on behalf

of the European Democratic GrouP.

Mr Morcland. - Mr President, I would like m'say
rhat we accept the view of the Christian-Democratic
Group that u.gent procedure is needed because the

session will take place shonly and will end before our
Parliament's next par[-session. There are cenain
points in the text with which we cannot totally agree

and to some extent I go along with my colleague, Mr
Calvez. Ve might put down amendments on this

motion but obviously, given the purpose of this debate

which is urgent procedure, we shall not be opposing

this resolution.

President. - I put to the vote the request for urgent
procedure.

The request is rejected.

The motion for a resolution will therefore be referred

to the appropriate committee.

5. Proposak for total rejection of tbe I 980 htdget

President. - The next item is the presentation of two
proposals for the total rejection of the general budget

of the European Communities for 1980 and the

explanations of vote relating thereto.

I call Mr Balfe.

Mr Balfe. - Mr President, I am asking the House

today to maintain the consistency which it spoke of
and showed last December and to reject this budgeq a
budget which is bad for the workers of the EEC and is
badJor workers beyond the EEC, a budget which,. in

spite of the tinkering since December, still offers no

hope for the hungry in the world, little prospects for
the jobless, a budget in which the social and regional
programmes have been cut back from the inadequate

ieveis which were put forward, a budget from which
the coal and steel proposals have been deleted in
financial terms and a budget in which agricultural
expenditure rises whilst within it we have the obnox-
ious spectacle of speculation in commodities and also

in agricultural policy, which provides inadequate-

..*"id, for the poorer and more marginal farmers of
Europe.

Vhat I would ask this House is how many people

must die, how many must be unemployed, how many

must live in poverty and unhappiness before this

House will face up to its responsibilities towards the

people of the EEC and towards the people beyond the

EeC in the Third \(orld, because what I would say to
this House is this: unless you can construct a credible

budget which offers hope within the EEC and beyond

the EEC, you will have neither credibility nor a

following. If people cannot get their just desires

fulfilled by democratic institutions, then they will turn
against them, because democracy is based on consent.

This budget is a bad budget. It is a budget which
comes nowhere near to fulfilling the limited aspira-

tions which we in this Parliament set ourselves. This
budget is not substantially different from the budget

that we rejected in December and I challenge anyone

ro say that it is. Vhat we will see today, because we

have asked for a roll-call vote, is who cares enough to
reject the budget, who cares enough to pass the budget

and - the worst group of the lot - who cares so little
that they have no opinion on the budget - those who
are so concerned with being latter-day Neville Cham-
berlains, wandering round Europe with wonhless bits

of paper which they pretend are policy statements' that
they are prepared to sacrifice in return for those piec.es

of paper the ideals which they profess so loudly. The
people of the EEC and the people beyond the EEC

i.ri*. a better response from this Parliament and

deserve a better budget. For the sake of consistency
and all the claims that were made last December, I
challenge this House that the only honest thing it can

do is to maintain its position, to reject the 1980

budget, and thus strike a blow for the workers within
the EEC and the world beyond.

President. - I call Mr Pannella.
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Mr Pannella. - (I) Mr President, I agree rhat it
would be extremely difficult for anybody to maintain
tha-t the budget which we have before us today is
different in either essenrials or details from the one
which we rejected in December as an acr of fairh in
Parliament's beliefs and as an imponant demonsrra-
tion of political solidarity.

The reasons why we are now preparing to approve rhe
budger, Mr President, have of course gor nothing to
do wirh the budget irself - rhey are considerarioni of
another kind, considerations of political expediency,
dictated, I believe, by those in this Assembllwho still
do nor believe rhar in the Communiry this Farliament
must make a role for itself which is not an extension of
the day-to-day administrarion and the anri-European
bureaucratic rourine.

Apan from rhe growing imbalance, between obliga-
tory and non-obligatory expenditure, it is very difficult
to.see anything new at all in this budget, as regards
either im effect on economic corue.genie or rhe pros-
pect of the rapid depledon of our own resources. This
major imbalance has been maintained, even rhough ir
was in fact one of the reasons which led parliamenr to
rejecr the budger.

Apa.n from the poinrc which Mr Balfe has already
made, there is also the funher increase in agricultural
expenditure in absolute rerms. I would even maintain
that this expenditure does not help agriculture:
expendirure of rhis nature has in fact turnedour to be
increasingly againsr the inrcrests of European agricul-
ture. It isn'r by docroring one or rwo face$ of our
economic strucrure rhat we will achieve a satisfactory
situation. Ve keep on making massive investmenrs in
agriculture, and rhe crisis in European agricuhure
continues ro grow. The more mo-ney you diven like
this from a comprehensive renewal policy, the more
the agricultural secror, which you cliim you wanr [o
heal, will languish.

And then, Mr Presidenr, [here are other points which
seem to be to have a moral significance. How, when
the Caner Administration is laying down the i"*, -even if it has no legal force; how, when the Brandt
report is abour to be published; how, when last
November we approved a resolution requesring rhe
immediare appropriation of 0.7 o/o of oui counrries, ,

GNP for rhe campaign against hunger in rhe world
and for an aid programme; how can rhe European
Communities now funher reduce rhe ridiculouslllow
sum paid so far? And yer, Mr president, rhere hai been
a lot of talk - including whar Mr Thorn said - about
the need ro invest in new energy resources which will
meet our new requirements. And here we realize we
are the victims of a sorr of con trick, wirh lip service
being paid to the need to invesr in alternativi sources
of renewable.gnerg-y, so as ro make it easier to slip
through a policy of unqualified suppon for uranium
and pluronium. This budget is typical of a corrupr
Europe using massive investment and a torrent of

words to rry and retain a cerrain way of life and a
cenain kind of policy which in facr push it nearer and
nearer the precipice: in agriculture, in international
affairs and now in energy.

Thar is why this Parliament's act of faith in imelf, in its
tradition as an elecred Parliament, and not in the rad-
ition of irs predecessor which was no more than a
bureaucraric, parasitic branch of the administration
. . .Thar, Mr Presidenr, is why we hope thar this
budger will be rejected.

President. - I call Mr Glinne to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.

Mr Glinne. - (F) Mr President, ladies and genrle-
men, the 1980 budget, as drawn up ar rhe Council
meeting of 30 June following our extraordinary pan-
session in Luxembourg, is, in the opinion of rhe enrire
Socialisr Group, extremely inadequate. This was
already the case after the .batde of amendments in
Parliament on 26 and 27 June, since rhe amendments
introduced by rhe Socialism were rejecred; since, in
spite of our supporr, rhe amendments proposed by the
Commitree on Social Affairs and Employment and the
Committee on Development and Cooperation were
not adopted; and, since, despite ou. suppon, cerrain
appropriadons and rhe inclusion of rhe European
Developmenr Fund and rhe loans in the budger, as
proposed by rhe Commitree on Budgets itself and on
which a wide consensus had earlier on been achieved,
were turned down by rhe plenary session. Afrer the
vote on, rhe amendments by rhe majority of parlia-
menr, ro show our deep dissarisfaction, we had no
choice bur ro vor,e againir the motion foi a resoludon
that went along with rhe budget. Ve did so, ler me
remind you, wirh only two absrentions.

The budger, in its presenr form after rhe Council
meering of 30 June, is worse rhan thar of 27 June. Ve
cannor rn any way approve it.

However, in the present circumstances and given our
timetable, the overwhelming ma.ioriry of thJSocialist
Group considers it inexpedienr to endorse the propos-
als for rejection before us. It is imponant ior- the
Communiry finally to have a budget for 1980. Rejec-
tion would moreover imply an extension of the provi-
siorial twelfths from thi igzg budget which is consi-
derably outdated and inadequate in several respecrs.

_Our 
posirion will therefore be to abstain from vodng.

\7e feel that the procedure to be followed under th-e
1980 budget is now accomplished. Most members of
our troup expecr rhe provisions of Anicle 20j to be
implemented today. In our opinion, parliamenr, in
rejecdng rhe budget in December lg79 - wirh our
mas-sive suppon, as I said - was trying rc encourage a
profound revamping of the budgeta.y structures ind
of Community policies, so as ro inroduce new poli-
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cies, and live up rc the expectations of the peoples and

vorers of 10 June 1979.1 must point out that as far as

we are concerned, it was not a question of institudonal
squabbling.

Mr President, the underlaying struggle will continue

in the immediate future not only over the budgetary

procedures for 1981, but also in the entire work of
i?arliament, I would, moreover, like to remind you

that we are here, more specifically, to defend all Euro-
pean workers who also - and I am referring particu-
iarly rc the statements of the European Trade Union

-Confederation 
- expect a profound change in the

Community.

President. - I call Mr Langes to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (Christian-

Democratic Group)

Mr Langes. - (D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-

min, the EuropeanPeople's Pany gives its approval to
the 1980 budget and consequently rejects the motions

tabled by Mr Balfe and Mr Pannella and their
comrades. The fact is that this draft budget, in its

present form, incorporates substantial improvements in

i number of areas in line with the demands expressed

by this House when it rejected the original draft in
Nouember and December 1979. Since we essentially

support the common agricultural poliry, we welcome

the fact that our proposals for an average price

increase of 5 o/o have now been accepted. \7e agree

with che 0.5 o/o increase in the co-responsibility levy to
2o/0, and we realize that we shall have to discuss the
question of surplus production again with the Council
when we come to deal with the 1981 budget.

\7e recognize that a great step forward has been taken

"s 
r.g..dt regional policy, and that more modest

su..ets.t have been achieved in the fields of social and

energy policy. Of course we realize that not enough

has been done, but this is after all a compromise
which, we believe, justifies our decision to reject the

budget in December 1979,but which also justifies us

in approving the budget now so that Europe can start
making progress again. Since you raised.the question

of logic, Mr Balfe, let me say that, of course, there is a

very wide measure of agreement on logical PrecePts -
ranging from Thomas Aquinas through .Kant and

Voiiaire to your compatrior Karl Popper. The logic of
your speech boils down to the fact that you are essen-

iially against the European Community and are out to
destioy it. If that is what you are really after, then

please-say so publicly in this House. That is surely the

logical conclusion to be drawn from your artuments.

The fact is then, ladies and Bentlemen, that our
approval of the budget is bound up with a very clear_

demand on our pan to the Council. Let me remind
you of what the President-in-Office of the Council,
Mr Thorn, said yesterday to the effect that structural

changes must form a Part of the 1981 budget. It
..."ins to be seen to what extent the President-in-
Office can impose his authority in the Council as

regards this matter. The real problem in Europe, as we

in the European People's Pany see it, is thaq of the

three pillars of the European Community - Commis-

sion, Parliament and Council - the Council is the

biggest problem because unfonunately see

only too often the agriculture ministers decide some-

thing the finance ministers know nothing about, and

the inergy ministers come uP. with a demand which
the finanle ministers promptly reject. The Precept
from the Gospel that the right hand should not know
what the left hand is doing is not applicable here. The
Council - and this remark is addressed to Mr Thorn

- should see itself as a European Institution and not
as a summation of national interests or of specialist

Councils.

Ladies and gentlemen, this is the real political issue,

and that is why our thanks are due in panicular rc the

outgo?ng President-in-Office of the Council, Mr
Colombo, for showing that it is possible to re-esmblish

unity in the Council by working in the true European

spirit to get us out of the earlier deadlock in various

Councils of Ministers. If the Council continues his

good work, there is every chance of the l98l budget-
Iry procedure reaching a favourable conclusion.

(Apptause)

President. - I call Mr Scott-Hopkins to speak on

behalf of the European Democratic Group.

Mr Scott-Hopkins. - Mr President, I think uery {9Y
of the Members of this House are completely satisfied

with the outcome of our deliberadons on the 1980

budget since December of last year. I think that most

p.opl. have a feeling of unease. On behalf of my
group, however, I have to sav thrt we cannot 8o

"tong 
*itl, the rejection of the budget now, either on

the jrounds that Mr Balfe has put forward or on the

g.o*ds that Mr Pannella has. put forward. It is true

ihat rhe underlying problems which caused the rejec-

tion of the budget in December of last year are still
there. Of course they are. Nobody would deny it. But
at least there has been some advance, as we have just

heard from fvlr Langes. But I give fair wa-rning to-the
Ministers and to the Commission that the promises

which have been made to us in regard to changing the

srructure of the common agricultural poliry, changing

the balance of the budget between agriculture and

energy, regional and social policy, those promises

rnusiL. fulfilled. During the debates later on this year,

we must see the first steps along that road. Ve know

full well that nothing can be done immediarcly' It will
not happen within a few weeks' But, unless we see

some proof during the coming months and when we

start dibating the 1981 budget, then we shall not only
be very disappointed men and women, but we shall
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never again rusr the word of either Council or
Commission. Indeed, a solemn pledge was given by
Minisrers ar the meeting of 30 May in Brussels that
they would consider how to effect these changes. And
so we look ro rhem to do so. That is why, Mr presi-
dent, my troup canno[ supporr this motion for rejec-
tlon.

But as I said, there is a very g.."t d."l to do in rhis
field. Ve, as the joint budgeury aurhority, are nor jusr
here as a rubber stamp for the Council, or indeed for
the Commission.\7e wish to panake in rhose decisions'which derermine the expenditure which this House is
asked to aurhorize at a later stage. And I give notice to
both Council and Commission that this House will
increasingly ask to be panicipants and joinr panici-
pants in the formulation of poliry which leads rc the
expenditure of money. And so, Mr President, with a
cenain amounr of unease, my honourable friends and
I will vore against the morions which are down on the
order paper co reject this budget.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Baillot.

Mr Baillot. - (F) Mr President, there was a long
debate in Luxembourg on whether or nor Parliamen-t
should vore on rhe budget. The'majoriry, shirking its
responsibiliry, refused [o vote on it under the pretexr
that there would be anorher opponuniry here in Stras-
bourg. If, however, we did not today have ro examine
two motions submitrcd by some of our colleagues,
Parliament would not have to vore on the 1980 budger
at all. There is something profoundly disturbing in
such a siruation which does not add to the laurels of
this House. Despirc that, for the one year ir has been
sitting, from the Socialisr Group to the Liberals via the
Christian Democrars and the Conservatives, every-
onc has been asking for an increase in its powers.
Vhat a beautiful opponuniry the budget offers, but
you rurn it down! Ve, the French Members of rhe
Communist and Allies Group, intend to reaffirm our
opposition m rhe budget, which the Council had no
problems accepring, since it u/as so similar ro rhe one
previously submitted to us. As for the two morions
before us, we intend to abstain. Explicitly in one case,
implicidy in- the other, since the share of the budget
earmarked for agriculture is given as the reason for ihe
insufficient appropriations set aside for workers. Ve
canno! accepr a view, even if we think the social policy

9{ th: Community is extremely inadequate as my
friend Ren6 Piquet said y.*..d.y. In any ."r., 

"ilthese issues will be raised again in a few weeks with
the.l981 budger and we will, once more, srare our
POSrtrOn.

President. - I call Mrs Scrivener to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democraric Group.

Mrs Scrivener. - (F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, rhe Liberal and Democratic Group will be
voting againsr rhe morions for rhe rejection of rhe
budget, and I would like to briefly explain why we
today accept a budget rejected by pirliameni lasr
December. In outline, I intend ro mention rhree
facrors that have changed over rhe last six months.
Firstly, rhere are rhe relations between Parliament and
the Council. Real progress has been made in this area.
The Council is now prepared to engage in a dialogue
which it had too ofren avoided in the past, siice
Parliament was considered somewhat as thepoor rela-
tion in the budgeury aurhority. Recent discussions
have provided proof of changes in rhe right direction.

Secondly, ler me menrion agriculrure. \Tithout trying
to.quesrion_.the basic principles of the common agri-
cultural policy, I think !har, over the last six monihs,
everyone has become aware of rhe need to adapt it ro
coday's realities. The question of sectors with suuc-
tural surpluses was pracrically a forbidden topic last
year. From now on, no one can deny the effons that
have to be made in rhis sector. The Council of Minis-
ters echoed rhis concern by taking rhe well-known
decisions in rhe dairy secror. Ir cannor be denied that
we are wrtnessing a genuine change in attirudes, on
this subjecr.

Lastly, Mr President, I would conclude by referring to
the quesrion of non-oblig"to.y .*p.nditure. the
Council has accepred rhe eleven million supplemenrary
units of account that we inserted. Ler no oni be misled.
This extremely modest amounr is not going to make
any grear. change in rhe budger. Ours was a polirical
move ro show rhe high priority Parliamenr accorded to
cenain sec[ors which until now were inadequarely
endowed. The four million ser aside for energy'policy
is proof of rhis desire.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, rhe Liberal and
Democraric Group consequently approves rhis draft
budget for 1980, but would like to make it clear thar
those points that I have just dwelt upon musr be
considered only as the beginning of the process of
improvement. Considerable progress still has ro be
made; let us nor deceive ourselves, because now all our
effons have ro be turned rowards the l98l budget, the
preliminary draft of which will be submirted to us
tomorrow by the Commission.

President. - I call Mr Ansquer to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive De.ocram.

Mr Ansquer. - (F) Mr President, ladies and genrle-
men, one idea comes ro the mind of all observeis who
have been following rhe proceedings of this House
since its election by universal suffrage. The idea is that
Parliament has fully exercised its budgerary poy/ers.
Some Members are asking for greater ..ope'"nd ,o..
powers. Vith regard to the budger, I must say rhat
Parliamenr certainly has exercised its po*e.s.
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As to whether Parliament was right to reject the
budget, I will not pass any judgment. It will be left to
rhe history of the Community to decide whether we
were right, ro reject the first Community budget so

soon after our election by universal suffrage.

On the other hand, Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, our stand is clear. Ve wanted a vote and this
is going to take place; so we have obtained some satis-
faction already. ttrfle feel that the Assembly must, once
more, state its opinion as it did in re.iecting the budget
last December.

Lastly, with regard to [he main issues, namely that of
incorporating the policies into the Community budget,
we voted in favour of the budget in December and will
do so again. However, we did not accept the proposal
of our rapporteur, Mr Dankert, because we felt and
srill feel thar it may lead to disunity in the Community
over the common agricultural policy and financial
solidarity. The common agricultural policy is the
only common policy founded on basic principles. That
is why, in our opinion, it must continue to be one of
the pillars of European constructions even if it has to
be amended or improved upon.

'\U(i'e are also asking, however, for a bold trade policy
m be established within the Community so as to avoid
any disorder or mistakes, Above all, we would like to
see new policies introduced using adequate own
resources, so thar our Communiry could thus continue
to play the role we have a right to expect of Europe in
rhe maior problems facing it and the world at large.

President. - I call Mr Bonde.

Mr Bonde. - (DK) Mr President, the members of
the People's Movement against the EEC will not give
their support to the budget for 1980. !7hy should we,
since the Council of Ministers has shown that it is

more than willing to adopt anything whatsoever? I
should like to congratulate the Council of Ministers not
on getting a new budget, since it has had one already
all the time the provisional ryelfths have been in force,
but for scoring a hat-trick of own goals.

This started in December, when at least from a Danish
point of view, they seemed prepared to gran[ Parlia-
ment 100 million u. a. for Parliament's non-obligatory
expenditure. In a different room, at 5 o'clock in the
morning and in a foreign language this amount was

doubled following a threat to reject the Community
budget. The budget was in fact rejected, and three
weeks ago yesterday we got our reward in the form of
an increase from 200 to 240 million u. a. However,
this was the Council's final offer and was on condition
that Parliament adopted the draft budget in a single

reading. Vhat did Parliament in fact do? It staned
involving itself in the obligatory expenditure, although
it was not supposed to do this, and the non-obligatory

expenditure was increased once more from 240 to 251

million u. a. Thus the Council scored three own goals.
These were three unnecessary concessions to Parlia-
ment which will not give up the fight over the
Community budget until it gains control over the last
pennies of the taxpayers' money.

Every single piece of paper in the Committee on
Budgets and in this Parliament concerns the constitu-
tion of Denmark and the other Member States.
They concern the extent to which it should be this
assembly, in which l5 of the 410 members represent

Denmark and Greenland, which should make deci-
sions, or whether they should be made in a Parliament
which we ourselves are able to elect. This is an impor-
tant issue here, even if the actual amoun[s involved are
sometimes peanuts.

Looking back at what has happened on this occasion. I
should like ro urge the Council of Ministers to take a

firm srand when we come to discuss the 1981 budget,
since if it does not do so once and for all, and if
Parliamenr is not taught a lesson once and for all, the
l98l budget will be rejected, and so will the 19112

budget and the 1983 budget, and we will repeatedl.r be

without a budget to work with for six months at a

time.

President. - I call Mr Spinelli.

Mr Spinelli. - (I) Mr President, che budget which
the Council is offering to us for a second reading
today is a slightly worse version of the budget we sent
back to them a month ago. A month ago we Italian
Members of the Communist and Allies Group made
very plain our opposition, and the reasons for our
opposition, to that budget, and so there is no point in
my going into them in detail again.

I will simply say that this budget, as put to us by the
Council, fails to meet the Community's needs and the
demands made by this House last December for
fundamental changes in the structure of the budget
and of Communiry policies. The only reply we had

from the Council was 'no' and a few crumbs thrown
under the mble. I mus[ say how very sorry I am to hear
Mr Langes and Mrs Scrivener more or less unas-
hamedly saying thank you for those crumbs after help-
ing us with the fight to get a new budget. At least Mr
Scott-Hopkins has had the courage to admit that even
if he votes against rejection he will vorc asitb unease.

And you say that you are satisfied! How can you be?

And then tomorrow Mr Tugendhat will present the
l98l budget to you saying that he is dancing to the
Council's tune: that budget will be even worse because

nothing will have been changed. Under circumstances
such as these we would not wish rc bring up the big
gun of rejection, a procedure which we cannot easily
use lightheartedly, and so, along with the Socialist
Group, we shall not be taking pan in the vote. But let
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there be no doubt about it: we do not supporr this
budget I

(Applause from tbe left)

President. - I call Mr Blaney.

Mr Blaney. - Unlike previous speakers, Mr Pannella
and Mr Bonde on behalf of my group I support the
budget, not because I paruicularly like it but because I
think that we have already done a disservice ro the
Community over rhese lasr seven or eighr months and
that we should, despite rhe objections, have accepred
our budget back in December. I regard the passage of
time since rhen as an overall attack on the common
agricultural policy and I lisren wirh interest ro rhose
who today say they will approve thrs budger but give
due warning thar rhey wanr resrructuring in agricul-
ture and in the common agricultural policy. I agree
with restructuring, but nor rhe type of restructuring
that is intended and is being foisred upon us by the
speakers and groups whom we have already heard
here today.

Regional policy does not exisr ro any grea[ exren[. The
amount of money provided is much, roo low, rhe
non-quota section is ridiculously low and, undl rhat
has been moved up. very subsrantially, we cannot even
begin to apply a regional policy rhat will have any
meaning, the meaning which we inrend, which is ro try
to level up rhe regions that are nor so well off to the
level of rhe better off.

I should say finally in regard ro rhe common agricul-
tural policy thar I totally and absolurely reject and
object to rhe sysrem whereby agriculrural goods are
imporued into rhe Communiry, crearing anificial
surpluses which are rhen laid ar the door of rhe agri-
cultural community within the Community and
counted against the agricultural policy. I think this is
totally wrong and rhe sooner we ger to grips with the
idea thar mulrinarionals can manipulare rhe market for
their benefir under the prerexr of being cortcerned
about common agriculrural policy and calling for
restructuring, the sooner we recognize that and take
the necessary action, rhe betrer it will be.

President. - I call Mr Romualdi.

Mr Romualdi. - (1) Mr Presidenr, we have heard rt
said often enough during the last few days rhar we
must never again have a budger whose sole purpose is
to ensure the conrinued existence and fulfilmenr of rhe
traditional, bureaucratic commitments of a Commu-
nitv which should insread have available a budger
whose flexibility and scope allow it ro develop our
common policy in rhe most dynamic.way possible.

As we have frequently srared, we agree enrirely. But as
we have also already srated, at this poinr ir would be
pointless and dangerous to continue a trial of srrengrh

with the Council, with a Council which is clearly
incapable, et leasr ar rhe mompnr, of overcoming the
problems - parricularly the polirical, but also rhe
technical problems - which prevenr us from raising
the ceiling of our own resources, which is the only real
way, the only means by which we shall see any real
expansion and developmenr in common policy.

That is the reason, rhe only reason, why during the
last few days we have vored in favour of .the budget
which the Council has now broughr back to us, afier
accepting it wirh only a few formal commen$ of no
great significance.

For rhose same reasons we shall vote against the rejec-
tion motions tabled by rhe socialism and the radicals:
firstly because in our view it would not even be admis-
sible in the absence of the imponanr reasons required
by Article 203 (8) of the Treary.

And secondl/, especially, because rhe morions for
rejection, although they may not look like ir, at this
particular rime constiture no more rhan an attempr [o
score a few demagogic, propaganda points, an artempl
which is as noisy as it is ineffectual. Those, ladies and
gentlemen, are rhings which Europe can do wirhour ar
this momenr, ar leasr from us, from this European
Parliamenr.

President. - I call Mr Tugendhar.

Mr Tugendhat, Member of tbe Commission. - Mr
President, I have listened carefully to the advocares of
rejection and also ro rhe spokesmen of rhe various
political groups who have spoken today. I think
perhaps one does nor need ro go any funher rhan the
letter B in the alphabet in order to appreciate rhe range
and diversity of views to be found in rhis Parliamenr. If
one compares the speeches of Mr Balfe, Mr Bonde
and Mr Blaney, one does, I rhink, cover rhe whole
spectrum of views ro be found on rhe benches in rhis
hemicycle.

I, however, would go back to the beginning of che
alphabet and take up a poinr made by Mr Ansquer.
Vithour going into all rhe points thar he made, I
would cenainly agree wirh him that the European
Parliament has shown in irc first year of existence thar
it is prepared and able ro exercise ro the full irs budg-
et4ry righm. There can be no doubr ar all about that.
Equally, I think, rhere can be no doubt now, in July of
1980, rhar the Communiry needs a budget for 1980. By
definition, the douziime prooisoire - the provisional
twelfths sysrem - is a provisional system. If rhe
Community is obliged ro live withour a budget for an
indefinite period, rhen rhere is no doubt ar all thar very
considerable difficulties would arise in the execurion
of the existing policies. !7hat has already been creat'ed
and built up would be threatened, and ir would be
extremely difficulr in rhose circums[ances to begin to
bring about the changes rhe desire for which has been
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expressed in so many quarters of this House today. As

Mr Glinne said, speaking on behalf of the Socialist
Group at the beginning, the interests of the Commu-
nity are against the rejection of this budget.

I would agree with him and indeed with other speak-

ers from all parties who have said that this budget, as it
stands, is not ideal. Indeed, this budget, as it stands,

differs very significantly, very substantially, from the

original preliminary draft budget which the Commis-
sion produced twelve months ago. \7e cenainly regret
very much that some actions by the Council - and

some inaction by the Council - have prevented the
evolurion of a draft budget, and ultimately a budget,
that would bear a closer relationship to the ideas

which we originally produced and some of the ideas
which have been put forward in Parliament than is in
fact tKe case today. I hope very much that the Council
will lisrcn very carefully to the points made by Mr
Langes, speaking on behalf of the European People's
Party, and also by Mr Scott-Hopkins, speaking on
behalf of the European Democratic Group, when they
drew the attention of the Council to the need for
far-reaching changes in the balance and the organiza-
tion of some of the Community's policies.

That, Mr President, brings me to my final point,
which is this. Do not le[ us continuously harp on the
inadequacies of the present. Let us also sometimes take
some encouragement from the Progress that has been

made and the progress that is being made. Many of the

ideas discussed in this Parliament during the latter part
of last year have now entered into the mainstream of
Community thought. Many of the ideas which were
being put forward here, and which at the time did not
always receive an echo in the Council or in the Euro-
pean Council, are now very much in the mainstream of
the speeches being made and the ideas being put
forward by heads of government themselves. That has,

of course, led to the mandate of the Commission to
examine and enquire into the whole balance of
Community policies within the budgec. This is a

mandate, as I have said to the House before' which we
take. extremely seriously. It must be thorough, it must
be far-reaching, it must be ambitious, and certainly we
must complete it in the time allotted, in other words,
in less than a year's time from now. And I hope very
much that all members of the Council will heed very
seriously the words of the German Chancellbr about
the need for the consequential reforms to follows
quicklv after our proposals have been put forward.

As Mrs Scrivener said in her speech, on behalf of the

Liberal and Democratic Group, no one now denies the
need for changes and improvements in the common
agricultural policy. Ve must bring them about in order
ro safeguard and to develop that policy, in order to
protect and preserve it and, of course, in brder to
enable other policies to grow up in the Community as

well. On all sides of the House there has cenainly
been unease - to put it no higher - at the failure of
the Community to widen its scope, to widen its area of

activity. Some people have spoken of regional policy,
some have spoken of social policy, some have spoken
of trade policy, but the need for the Community to
move forward on a wider and broader front is some-
thing which I think unites not quite everybody but
almost everybody in this House. It is certainly a point
of.view to which the Commission can subscribe. I
believe that the mandate we have been asked to carry
out will fulfil the hopes which have been expressed on
all sides in this House and that within a year from now
we will be talking about the possibility, about the
potentialiry, of far-reaching and important develop-
ments within our Community.

I hope therefore, Mr President that the House will
adopt the budget ln the vote this afternoon.

(Applause)

President. - The debate is closed. The proposals for
the rotal rejection of the 1980 budget will be put to the
'rore ,t the next voting time.

6. Agenda

President. - At the request of the rapporteurs, I
propose that Parliament hold a joint debate on the

reports by Mr von Vogau (Docs. 1-235180 and
l-141l80) and Mr de Ferranti (Doc. l'224/ 80) on
technical barriers to trade which are on the agenda for
tomorrow's sitting.

Since there are no objections, that is agreed.

7. Economic deoelopment of the Community
in thefirst half of tw0

President. - The next item is the report (Doc.
l-288/80), drawn up by Mr von Bismarck on behalf of
the Commiwee on Economic and Monetary Affairs,

the economrc development of the Community in the first
half of tg8o and rhe implementation of the Council's
decision on convergence.

I call Mr von Bismarck.

Mr von Bismarck, rdpporteur - (D) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, these last few days, a great
European sta[esman has been visiting his mother's
children who, after a thousand years of enmity, are

now his friends, and what he had to say to them was

that their European mother should at last Bet round to
playing her rightful role - or, as he might have said,
learning to play her rightful role. But before Mother
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Europe can comply with his wishes, we mus[ all make
our righrful contribution, and that includes the
Commirtee on Economic and Monetary Affairs. That
is the background to this reporr, which is firmly based
on the Council Decisions and Directive of l8 February
1974, which form the 'Basic Law' of our European
market economy.

I should like ro suggesr, Mr Presidenr, lhar these rwo
basic documenrs, rhe Council's decisions and directive,
should be handed round ro all rhe Members of rhis
House - if possible in the course of rhis debare - so
that everyone knows whar is rhe 'Basic Law' of Parlia-
men[ as regards economic policy. Orherwise, how are
we to know what we are really ulking abour here?
How are we ro come ro a decision if we ari nor even
acquainted with our own 'Blsic I-;ru'? .\rticle I sets
out the aims, which are pnce stabrlrrr, cxternal
economic equilibrium, growrh and full employment. In
fact, rhis lasr aim, full employmenr, is rhe main thing,
and all rhe others are merel). means ro this end.

Articles 2 to I I go on ro describe rhe means which, if
we were really to apply them, would ger us a good
deal funher. \Vhy do we need rhese means? The
answer is because Europe has two main enemies - the
first of rhem narrow, foolish, obsrinate, vain and self-
seeking narionalism, and the second rather more
importanr - the ignorance of all our people about
whar goes on here and what musr be done in Europe
to achieve these goals. The fauh here lies nor wirh the
people, bur wirh rhe politicians - which, ladies and
genrlemen, includes this House. There is widespread
ignorance of how rhese rhings hang together; wirhour
this, we should have beaten inflation long ago, and I
think rhese rwo enemies - narrow-minded, vain and
self-seeking nationalism on rhe one hand and wide-
spread ignorance on the orher - make it incumbent
upon all of us - Commission, Council and Parliament

- to join rogether in rhe common cause.

This is, of course, a ma[rer in panicular for the
Commirtee on Economic and Monetary Affairs,
because we are reputed to have a cenain amount of
specialist knowledge ar our disposal. Despite rhis,
however, - we are consranrly confronred 

-with 
the

two enemies I menrioned earlier - nationalism and
ignorance. The repon you now have before you
contains only rwo basic sratemenm. The first of these

- and I cannor lay claim ro this very good invention,
since it is rhe brain child of Mr Macario - is rhat we
have been and scill are living beyond our means. In
other words, we have consumed more than we have
produced, and ir is time we made better use of those
resources we have and which were created by rhe
Council imelf. !U/e musr rake our own principles more
seriously. The reporr does not discuss in demil the
ways in which we have been living beyond our means,
but page 5 sers out all the serious consequences of our
recklessness, ranging from inflarion ro disequilibrium
in our balance of trade and from unemploymlnt to the
inadequare elimination of regional differences. This is

all due to rhe facr thar, in our Member Srates, we still
allow ourselves rhe luxury of inflarion rates which
make our aims unatrainable. That is why price stability
is the firsr aim of the Council Decision.

The second basic point in the repon refers to rhe
report.ing in December.

'We must make use of the instruments we ourselves
created. Our esteemed colleague Mr Jean Rey, who is
now leaving us and who deserves our utmost respect,
said yesterday thar Europe now needs ro be ruled
rather than negoriared, and it is indeed rrue rhat, if we
fail ro govern ourselves, it is no wonder rhat the conse-
quences are as rhey are. Ler me repeat - with the
utmost possible urgency - whar I said last dme. Virh-
out centralized guidance, wirhour government, none
of our aims is atrainable. And so long as we have no
governmenr, rhe decisive factor is the qualiry of coop-
eration between Parliament, rhe Commission and rhe
Council. I accept - it was hard for me, bur I do now
accept it - rhat rhe Commission cannor say every-
thing which we can in public. Ir rherefore deserves
praise for what it does nor say in public. Ir should have
been praised for its repon lasr time, which ieally said
everything. lU7hat is more importanr, rhough, is that
we should realize that, without saying so in public, rhe
Commission is trying ro push the Member States'
governmenrs along rhe lines of the 'Basic Law' which
they themselves created. Lidies and genrlemen, rhe
Commission deserves our supporr in spelling our rhe
facts so thpt, lirrle by lirrle, they will become common
knowledge, and we should encourage rhe Commission
to tell us not to live beyond our means, whether ir be
on the wages front or on rhe political front. The wages
front counrs for 7Q 0/0, the political fronr - in other
words, rhe srare - accounrs for 45 0/0. No marter how
virtuous we are, we cannor possibly make up for rhe
sins commirted there. He who consumes more [han he
has must simply work more. But ro work less and
consume the same amoun! likewise amounts to living
beyond one's means. If we wanr to help rhe developing
countries, we cannot consume more if we are not
prepared to work more.

Ladies and gentlemen, we roo - if we wanr to help
the Council and the Commission - musr fight rhe
good fighr against nationalism. I7'e must fightlgainsr
vanity, selfishness and posturing in this Houie. Unfor-
tunacely I cannot name names. However, we have
received a direct mandate from our 250 million vorers.
It is our duty to call upon the Council ro do what it
itself promised, and it is our duty ro suppon rhe
Commission when ir does whar is necessary.-Ir is dury
to create a cenain room for manoeuvre in the Member
Stares' governments and in the Council by spelling out
rhe facr which rhe Commission cannor do si opeily. I
also think ir is our dury to supporr those governments
which - and I am thinking here paniculirly of rhree
ma.ior European counrries - are fully commirted,
even ar. great risk, to rhe fight for stability, and to tell
rhem that they are on rhe right rack and rhar the
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European Parliament is behind them all the way. That
is something we owe to our voters. Our Mother
Europe demands of us that we should from time to
rime bang her children's heads together if they do not
behave themselves. That too is something our people
expect of us.

Ve too are committed by what the statesman is now
saying to his brothers and sisters in other European
countries. Only if we enable Europe to maintain a

healthy balance and to act - in other words, if we
srop living beyond our means and prove capable of
governing Europe - will Europe be able to play its
rightfut role and fulfil the hopes which are pinned on
Europe whether - and note my words - it be from
North, South or Vest or. from the very hean of
Europe.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Delors to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.

Mr Delors. - (F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-.
men, the Socialist Group shares the rapporteur's justi-

fied impatience at the Community's lack of Progress
and at its inabrlitiy to make a united and coherent
response to the economic challenges of our age.

However, in my opinion, we cannot achieve our
common aim b1 taking reckless measures or by refer-
ring to past resolutions which were never applied.'!fle
politicians, in the light of the radical transformation
Europe is undergoing, should be prepared to admit at
some point that we are not omniscient. I myself, and
many others have been confused by recent events. This
is rhe third debate we have had on the economic situa-
rion in a year. In my opinion, and I take upon myself,
that is two too many. Because in each of our discus-

sions we ask the Commissions to submit reports. One
report a month, one report for the Council, one for
the Parliamen[, one for the European Council and

many others.... all of these papers cannot contain
flashes of genius. This being so, we get bogged down
in ideological conflicts and in oversimplified ideas

which cannot reflect the complex and sometimes

bewildering truth of the present situation.

This is why what should be normal cooPeration
between the Council, the Commission and the Parlia-
ment has taken on the form of reprimands and mutual
accusations, when what is needed is for us to work
together to strive to find a solution, for us to tone
down our own opinions and try to make gradual
progress in that evolurion of our society and our econ-
omy which, I repeat, is the real challenge facing the
men and women of our generation.

This is why I am forced to admit that several of the

debates in this Parliament seem unreal to me. And
even as I speak, I cannot shake off a two-fold feeling

of irritation and disquiet, feelings which are shared by
my fellow members in the Socialist Group and it is for
these reasons that we shall vote against this report.

First of all why are we irritated? How simple every-
thing would be if only we could sum up the difficulties
Europe is experiencing today by laying the blame on
two scapegoats. On the one hand, inflation, on the
other the Council of Ministers.

First let us look at inflation and the underlying
simplistic notion that we Europeans are living beyond
our means. But who exactly is living beyond his

means? Is the !trflelsh steel worker whose standard of
living and job are threatened, living beyond his means?

Are the farmers in the south of Europe - who were
told by experts in agriculture that they must moder-
nize even if this meant getting in to debt, and who
now cannot keep up their srandard of living - living
beyond their means? Vho is living beyond his means?
Is'it the oil companies who buy oil, itore it and wait
for the next price rise to guarantee them windfall
profit?

Vho niakes the profit? Vho is living beyond his

means? Is it the speculator who last year invested in
gold, property and other 'hedges', even though the

money supply was already being squeezed, a point to
which I will come back larcr? Vhose fault is it if the
worlds was gripped by money madness before infla-
tion really struck in 1979, just as it was in 1974, can

we accuse the ordinary worker who has taken for
granted that his purchasing power will remain the
same or even be reduced, or should we not accuse our
economies which have all been thrown badly out of
balance? It is not enough just to place the blame on
inflation and link this to the notion that we are living
beyond our means in order to solve such a difficult
problem. Because when we talk of living beyond our
means, this also involves keeping 6 to 7 0/o of Euro-
peans out of the productive cycle, men and women
who if they were at work instead of being on the dole,
would increase production and make it easier Lo Pay
our oil bills.

I have given these examples not because I am seized by
an overriding desire to be argumentative or dogmatic,
bur rather to highlight the fact that our present situa-
tion requires a more searching analysis than the one
we have before us today. If Parliament indulges in
swopping slogans or oversimplifying the problems
then this is an admission of defeat by im Members in
the face of such an extremely difficult situation. Ve
are then tempted into a second course of action, that
of waging inter-institutional guerilla warfare with the

Council and the Commission, both of which are doing
what they can and are a reflection far more of the
self-contradictory na[ure of today's situation of the
effects of conflicts between our countries, than of any
human inability to solve the problems.

If only we were willing to admit that this is true, we
would be able to esrablish [ogether constructive coop-
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eration between the Council, rhe Commission and
Parliamenr and its commirtees, and discover the path
towards more effective economic and social coopera-
tion between European counrries.

Ve should not think of rhe Council of Minisrers as

some sort of 'Asterix'. It has no magic potion. Parlia-
ment can help the Council by becoming a real source
of initiarive. It could even give the Council a srrong
impetus to overcome some of irs internal differences.
But Parliamenr cannor possibly rransform a difficulr
situation into a harmonized heaven. Here is an exam-
ple: if there are such wide disparities between rates of
inflation, this is not because the Council has not
applied irs Decision of l8 February 1974 on converg-
ence, but - ro be frank - because cenain countries
have 'messed about' or have nor gor down to dealing
with their structural deficiencies. I know that Mr von
Bismarck has render memories of a law which broughr
excellenr results in Germany - rhe law on growrh and
stability. Bur, Mr von Bismarck, rhis law was applied
in one individual counrry which was able to do so
because there was a consensus between the two sides
of indusry. So we cannor expecr a similar documenr
to produce the same results within a Europe whose
identity is as yer only in its infancy.

Let me give you an example of one of these ideas
which are too simplisric to be realistic and effective.
Does nor monetarist rheory give credence to rhe
notion of some invisible force. The rhinking behind
this norion is simple. Sociery has no discipline and
private individuals are [oo demanding: there is no way
to making them see reason. So, there has to be an invi-
sible force - conrrolling rhe money supply - which
will exert outside pressure on [hem to become more
reasonable. Then Brinin will stop losing ir industries,
and new firms will spring up. Do you not think that
what we need is a series of measures and incentives
which are more subrle rhan this?

So, with your permission, I shall be less ambitious and
make a few proposals which I hope rule our any reck-
less advenrurism. The European Parliamenr musr nor
become some operatic chorus, good only for singing
\Tagnerian-style batrle hymns within irs own cramped
space. If it does, then Europe cannor expecr ro
protress, but only to vegetare. In my opinion in order
to establish a dialogue between us, and we Socialists
do nor claim to have a monopoly of trurh, then we
must look ar both sides of the problem facing us
today:

Firstly, how can we guide our economies in an uncer-
tain world in which not all rhe economic parameters
are completely under our control? Secondly, and
because economics musr. now be placed in a world
context which is one of drastic change, how can
Europe assume the international economic responsibil-
ities which are hers roday?

So firstly, how can we guide our economies in this
uncertain world? Ir is quire wrong ro say rhat infla-

tion has only one cause. I myself see rhree sers of
causes. There is rhe rise in energy prices, which can
mean a direct increase of 2 to 3 percenrage points,
depending on rhe counrry, in the consumer price
index. Then there was that inflation madness which
struck us in 1979 before it needed to, just as it had in
1974. And I must reiterare rhat monetarisr medicine
u'as alreadv being administered last year. The money
supplv was tightly controlled, budgem were restricted.
And yet, during the whole of rhis period, gold was on
the upturn, 'hedges' were much soughr after, and
inflation shot up. No governmenr can roday truthfully
sav thar the rise in energy prices explains everyrhing.
The \Testern world last year experienced the same
sort of mad desire for expansion which we had in
1974, because we were unable to control the mechan-
.isms of our economies. Believe me when I say that I
have nor the courage to go and explain to a worker
whose job and income are rhreatened the intricate
details of monerarisr policy, when bad examples are
being set by rhe major banks who finance specularion,
by the oil companies and by all types of speculator. If
only the larrer could be broughr to heel, and rhose
who hold the reins of economic and financial power
all did rheir duty, then we could easily ask the other
seclors of society ro make rheir conrribution so the
common effon.

Lastly, there are srructural causes of inflarion. Nobody
is ever prepared ro admit rhis. However, over the last
thirty years we have many limes had experience of ir.
Ve have always tried to combat infladon using only a
rational approach. This boughr abour a remporary
drop in rhe economic rempera[ure, and rhen inflation
took off again once business picked up. The strucrural
causes of inflation are well known. Sometimes they are
restricted to parricular counrries. And whenever rhis is
the case, those countries should se[ rheir own house in
order. But orhers are common to all counrries: marker
inefficiency, regional inequality, lack of a srrong
policy on employment and rhe deanh of risk capi-
tal . . . rhese structural causes musr be dealt with too,
Vhat can a forced recession do ro help in rhe fight
against rhe inflarionary spiral, and how much can it do
and at what price? This is the quesrion we musr ask.
And when I read in rhe press how pleased certain
important people are - although this is nor rrue for
the rapponeur - ro observe rhat 'producrion indices
are on the downturn and rhis is a good sign', then I am
forced to think of the docror in one of Moliire's plays,
who always prescribed rhe same medicine: 'bleed him'
he used ro say. And they bled him so much that rhe
poor man was,unable ro ger our of bed!

Is this whar we wanr ro see happening to Europe? Do
we wanr to see Europe bled white? \flho then will face
up to [he challenge from Japan, ro new comperitors, ro
the new industrial revolution, who will make up the
ground we have undoubtedly lost in energy planning?'\flill Europe be bled unril companies no longer wanr ro
invest? Until unemploymenr demoralizes people and
becomes rhe cancer in the breast of our sociery, taking
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away our desire co work and to crelte? Do we want to
see a Europe with this sort of morale? Of course, a

slowdown in economic acrivity was necessary in order
ro 'calm things down'. But now the cost of this policy
is becoming too great. On this subject I should like to
remind this House that the document which the

Commission put before us last November was quite
clear on this point. It said quite bluntly, 'we were reck-
less in 1979. Ve must now make up for our mistakes'.
But we must be careful, because there comes a time
when a slow-down in business becomes a danger not
only for the present but also for the future, because it
discourages companies from investing. It also tends to
induce a gloomy climate in public opinion and in the

business world. !/ell, now is the time to act and I am

not alone in saying this. If I inrcrpret the newspaper

anicles and the starcments made both by Chancellor
Schmidt and by the French Prime Minister Raymond
Barre properly, then I note that they too are thinking
in terms of stimulating the economy, because they are

worried that economic stagnation might stifle initiative
and willpower, robbing people of their energy and

their dercrmination to face the challenges now loom-
ing ahead. If we lived in a peaceful world with no
great changes, there might well be some justification

for a total purge of the economy, but it cannot be

justified in such a tumultuous. period of history.
Vhenever the purge is carried too far, our steel indus-

try finds it more difficult to become competitive again.

Our textile industry has to struggle harder to reorgan-
ize and break into the sectors which have a real future.
This also means that no real innovation takes place.

That there are more and more unemployed, which
leads to non-productive expenditure, while such

people would be better off working. The time has now
come ro envlsage some supPorting measures, whithout
at the same dme feeding the inflationary fire.

As I see it, these measures should follow three main
lines. First of all that of more vigorous structural inter-
vention. This should be based mainly on energy policy,
energy saving, investment in new energy sources, and

it should also apply to industry. Ve should provide

more aid to sectors which are undergoing moderniza-
rion and are under threat from international competi-
tion, and we should also not hesitate to launch one or
two model Community proiects in the sectors with a

real future. In the realm of new data technology, it
would be a great achievement if the Community could
overcome the conflicts of interest between public
authorities and countries and demonstrate that it is

determined to progress, and to remain not only a giant
in business terms but also in economic terms. It is

essential that we regain this dynamism. How can we

possibly imagine Europe carrying out effective politi-
ial cooperation as a force for peace in the world if at
rhe same time it is losing ground economically and

commercially?

The second line to be followed - and this has already
been discussed here - is that of Community'loans.
The best v/ay to guarantee a minimal level of acdvity

in Europe is for the Community to float a large

Community loan in ECUs which would help to
support economic activity by financing some of the

deficit caused by the rise in oil prices. This loan would
under no circumstances help countries which are ailing
or which apply bad economic policies. But I am sure I
do not need to remind you rhat 50 % of the Member
States' foreign trade is with other Community coun-
tries and that, if I may paraphrase a famous saying,
'one man's impons are another man's exports'. If this
slump continues, we will come to resemble a group of
nine castaways, each of whom depends upon the other
to find some way out of the situation. \7hat a pitiful
image the Community would have in rhis event''Were
we to float a Community loan, this would reinforce
our solidariry not just economically and financially but
symbolically and in a rational way. At the same time,
this loan would enable us to impose a semblance of
order on the international capital market. Lastly, we
should join in implementing some basic solidarity
projects. Not everyone is equally affected by this crisis

- as I am sure I have no need to remind you. There
are those who suffer more acutely, the worse-off
sectors of sociery. \(lhat is Europe doing for them?

Vhar impact do the derisory resources of the Social
Fund have when offset atainst their hardship? \7hat is

Europe doing to try to combat unemployment.? A
repon from the Committee on Social Affairs and

Employment will shortly be put before us - not
before time - on the subject of reorganizing working
hoursl our Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs has already discussed this matter and I was

pleased to note that we unanimously agreed that
working hours should be reorganized, that they
should be reduced to a reasonable exrent in order to
creare new jobs. This is another sign of solidarity. On
other matters, I am tempted to say to each country,
Europe helps those who help themselves. For in spite

of the resolutions of 1974 and 1978, no one in the
Community has the power to help a country which
helped sow the seeds of irc own difficulties.

I now come to my second set of proposals, on

Europe's economic responsibilities in the international
field. There are three major dangers which are inex-

tricably linked. Firstly, there is the financial and

monetary dis6rder which prevails in the world, and on
this subject I should like to stress how disappointed I
and many others were by Venice II. Then there is the

collapse of the countries of the Third Vorld which are

already deep in debt, and here again we cannot exPect

any miraculous solution from the Unircd Nations
Cortference in August. \fle need to act now. Lastly,

there is the general atmosphere of recession in the

world economy which can lead to no good since,

whenever world trade slumps, Protectionist tendencies

increase, as do social conflicts and even international
conflicrs. There is no more potent cocktail than mixing
economic and social conflicts and political conflicts,
and we should not forget this in the present situation.
These three factors are linked, and Europe has a duty
to act on them, and to set an example. Ve must put a
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stop ro this mad round of oil price rises, the falling
dollar and rises in rhe price of manufactured products-.
I have jusr made a simple calculation: since the second
oil crisis hir us, the drop in the dollar - approximately
l0 0/o 

- and rhe rise in rhe price of manufactured
producrs - approximately 12 0/o 

- has reduced the
initial oil price rise of tZO 0/o to 50 Vo. Now, oil
exponing countries are demanding that they should
have solid and guaranteed assets in exchange for their
trade surpluses. Ir is up ro us ro propose a solurion. Ve
must pur forward suggestions and not try ro cheat in
the hope rhat, with rhe drop in the dollar and inflation
a! home, we will manage to solve this problem. This is
essential nor jusr from rhe economic bur also from the
polirical poinr of view. In other word5, Europe should
take steps [o creare these guaranteed asses which
could be in ECUs. Europe should also rake sreps ro
refinance some of rhe petrodollars. You all know-how
flimsy a house of cards the world money marker is; we
must do somerhing about this, and rhe outcome of
Venice II, when the Internarional Monetary Fund was
invited ro make a few symbolic gestuies, will not be
enough to solve rhe problem. New international public
instirutions must be ser up to recycle capital, and at the
same rime we should look into the possibility of
declaring a morarorium on rhe debts of rhe developing
countries. Lastly, the Community must contribure ro
supponing world economic activity. Believe me, if
only the Community could resrricr the effects of the
recession within irc own boundaries, since ir is a major
exporrer and imponer, since it is the biggest rade bloc
in the world, it would help tp boost world rade. And
in this way a srop would be pur ro the inexorable
machinery of recessionist policies.

These are the proposals I wanted ro make, so rhar we
might at last be able to discuss whar definite acrion can
be taken, action which would rule our the possibiliry
of blindly seeking refuge in illusion or in purely insti-
tutional approaches ro rhe problem.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Beumer to speak on behalf of
the Group of rhe European People's Pany (Chrisdan-
Democratic Group).

Mr Beumer. - (NL) Mr President, following the
1973 oil crisis, rhe world economy set about the diffi-
cult task of adapting ro the changed conditions, and
by the end of 1978 we rhought rhere were definite
signs of ar leasr some degree of recovery. You are all
acquainted with rhe grave repercussions of rhe crisis

- inflation, sragnaring producrion and rrade, unem-
ploymenr and balance of paymenrs problems. Ir is now
obvious - as rhe Commission says in its reporr - rhar
the new price shock has interrupted oui economic
recovery. This fact is broughr our mosr clearly by rhe
100 000 million surplus run by rhe OPEC countries in
their balance of payments ois-i-ztis their client coun-

tries. This raises rhe issue of the limited opponunities
for applying these funds and rhe consequCnr need for
the perrodollars to be recycled.

Can the Commission give us an up-ro-dare repon on
the sreps rhat are being taken to recycle rhe pitrodol-
lars to keep damage down ro a minimum? Is any coor-
dinated acrion envisaged? Press reporrs would seem ro
indicare thar quite a number of individual countries -including Member States of the Community - are
conducting negoriarions and conrracring loans wirh
individual OPEC countries. Does that not mean rhar
weaker counrries may be given less of a look-in? This
latter quesrion unforrunately affecm rhe developing
countries more rhan any other. Is the Community in a
position to offer financial facilities in the form of guar-
antees ro help the pooresr counrries in panicular?

Another quesrion which arises from this is whether rhe
Commission can tell us to what extenr rhe absence of
meas.ures to recycle rhe OPEC surpluses - something
to-which rhe report refers - will have a defladonary
effect. I should appreciare a little more information on
this point.

My Group agrees wirh the rapporteur that inflation
should not only be mckled on irs own. Although it is
true that inflation is in irelf a worrying phenomenon,
it can, as a reacrion to oil price rises, in turn give rise
to further oil price rises. 'fhe result will be a vicious
circle which ir will be very difficult to break our of,
and which is one more reason for mckling the problem
of inflation wirh a maximum degree of coordination.

Mr von Bismarck's repon refers rc the problem of
index-linking. The painful facr is rhat, with a structur-
ally-reduced rate of growrh - cenainly over the next
few years - we cannot retain mechanisms with a
more or less built-in infladonary factor. It is also a fact
that there must be restricrions on rhe extent to which
the effects of inflation can be allowed rc affect profits
and government financing. Of course, the lowest paid
must be given special prorection, which means rhat we
shall have to have recourse to such rhings as fiscal
policy, fiscal harmonization and incomes policy, and
which also brings in the problem of convergence
between the Member Stares, where no progress at all
is being made as far as I see.

As regards index-linking, rhe imponant rhing musr be
to keep down imponed price rises as far ai possible
and nor to fan rhe flames. I mentioned deflation just
now. Can rhe Commission tell us about the likely
repercussions of the restoration of balance which is
currenrly aking place in all rhe Member Smtes, bear-
ing in mind rhe effects of the moderation in wage
demands which is currenrly under discussion? \flhit
would be the effects from the point of view of invest-
ment in the Community? However necessary rhe
restoration of balance, the cumulative effect may well
be serious.
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Of course, we must realize that a Keynesian invest-
ment policy is impossible in the present situation, given
current productive capacity, che lack of jobs in the
right places and the tensions on the capital market. \7e
must get back to a situation where financing shonfalls
can be met by governments from internal savings, so

that monetary financing can be dispensed with as far
as possible, thus relieving tension on the capital market
without forcing interest rates up.

Of course, this will require greater monelary stability,
and experience with the first year of the European
Monetary System was not unfavourable.

To what extent would greater harmonization of the
instruments available to the central banks in their own
countries and credit restrictions be able to guarantee
for instance the same or even greater effectiveness in
the ftrnctioning of the EMS?

The rapponeur rightly points out in paragraph l' of
the motion that we have been living beyond our means
rather rhan cutting our coats according to our cloth.
In other words, moderation is what we need, but that
implies the need for mutual support, and we should
then have to get used to a slower rate of material
progress. Society, which was so far characterized more
than anything else by a fairly strong emphasis on
material consumption and an extensive welfare system,
will have to adapt to the changed conditions.

For the time being, we shall have to tell our people
that they cannot expec[ to go on receiving the ever-
increasing incomes they have become used to. That is

bound to have repercussions on consumption. By
stressing the welfare factor, we have at the same time
produced a defensive attitude in people. For instance,
rhere is the defensive element in the employment field,
directed toward the retention of exisdng jobs, and this
issue has been overstressed to the detriment of .the

need ro create new jobs. In this respect, what we need
is a degree of reorientation, accompanied of course by
the necessary social measures to cope with the inevita-
ble fall in consumption. Funds will therefore have to
be made available for capital investment, bearing in
mind the changed situation as regards competition, the
energy situation and the need for environmental
measures, which will in turn require a high level of
effective investment. It therefore follows that the
necessary resources will have to be made available. Ve
have spent too long and devoted too much attention to
the disribution side and perhaps neglected the prod-
uction side. \7hat we really need is a more balanced
approach.

As rhe previous speaker said, the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs discussed the need
for a different and move effective deployment of our
labour resources. There must therefore be some pros-
pect of full employment, but in such a s/ay that work-
ers feel involved in what is going on within their
company. That will have the effect of improving their

motivarion. Ve must ask the Council and the
Commission to draw up draft statemenm - and
Parliament should be given the chance to put forward
its own sutgestions - in a form suitable for discussion
by both sides of industry. If the Council and the
Commission have the wherewithal to take the initiative
in this matter, Parliament must provide as much
material as possible, and we in this House must come
up with the necessary consensus to enable the two
sides of industry to get into the kind of dialogue which
is so sorely needed. Unfonunatel/, what we have at
the moment is not only economic stagnation but also
stagnation as regards decision-taking, just at a time
when decisive action is more necessary than ever.

President. - I call Mr Hopper to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.

Mr Hopper. - Mr President, I have been rereading
not only Mr von Bismarck's interesting repon, but
also the underlying documents going back to 1974. h
occurs to me that what we need in the European
Community is a kind of economic coopera[ion equiva-
lent to the political cooperation which has been such a
success in the past year.

Some may repiy that there is akeady enough discus-

sion within the Community on economic matters. Sfle

have the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs, which meets from time to time and exchanges

information and advice. Ve have regular meetings of
central bankers arising out of the operation of the
European Monetary System, and, in addition, ouwide
the scope of the Community, there are meetings of
central bankers at Basle and there is of course regular
consultation within the OECD.

I would reply that there is, if anything, too much
economic discussion. But it is of the wrong sort, and
conducted in the wrong way. It tends to be either too
general or coo technical. \7hen it is conducted on the
highest level, as Mr Ruffolo brought out in his report
on [he EMS, it can be extremely superficial. !(hat is

needed is regular informed discussion on the level of
the Finance Ministers themselves meeting in economic
cooperation. Emphasis should in the first place be

upon each explaining his domestic policies and their
international implications to his colleagues. Mr Presi-
dent, political cooperation succeeds by the sheer
modesty of its pretensions. It is to be hoped that
economic cooperation would have the same character-
istic. It would seek to promote the concertation of
policies as a habit of mind. Vith the passage of time,
mutual undersmnding would grow. Members will note
that the kind of cooperation I am proposing, like
political cooperation, would stand in pan ouride the
provisions of the Treaty of Rome. There would be no
question of directives imposing policies on Member
States.
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It is for this reason that the European Democraric
Group has moved its amendment to Anicle 4 seeking
to srrike our [he wish to achieve decisions by majority
voting. In the present climare of opinion, ir would be
wrong to impose a federal-type solurion. For rhose of
my friends who are impatient with the slowness of this
approach, let me say that in politics dming is all. I am
myself fully committed ro economic and political
union, but I believe that, before we make a quantum
leap inro a federal or confederal strucrure such as

implied by Mr Bismarck's reporr, rwo grear tasks have
to be accomplished. The first is ro complere rhe
common market itself. It is a scandal thar, a generation
after the signarure of rhe Treary of Rome, rhere are
still major barriers [o rhe movement of people, goods,
services and capital. The second major rask is ro
remove the fundamental imbalances in rhe financial
structure of the EEC itself. Once these grear and
eminently practical tasks have been complered, we can
move forward to a fuller polirical and economic union.
But let us not try to run before we can walk. Mr Presi-
dent, I should like to add how much we agree with
paragraph 5 of Mr Bismarck's proposal. It is doubtful
whether effective acrion ro save oil will take place
unless it is coordinated within the conrext of a

Community energy policy. Such a policy would help
all Members of rhe EEC ro invesr in substirutes for oil.

Let me end with a very small bur I think nor unimpor-
tanr poinr. I should like to complimenr rhe European
Commission on the improvement in irs sratistical
publications. The preparation of these documents is
unglamorous but necessary for rhe making of good
economic decisions.

IN THE CHAIR: MR GONELLA

Vice-President

President. - I call Mr Bonaccini to speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Bonaccini. - 
' (I) Mr Presidenr, ladies and

gentlemen, in the Community as a whole and in rhe
individual Member Stares the number of unemployed
is now reaching record levels. According to OECD
estima[es, rhe number of unemploymenr in the '!flest-

ern economies will rise from 15 750 thousand at the
end of 1979 ro 24 million by mid- 198 I .

The day before. yesterday, the Belgian Minister of
Labour stared that in view of the extent of unemploy-
ment in his country he felt that the democraric system
ircelf was rhreatened. The Brirish Members have
drawn attention many times to the extreme seriousness
of the conditions in rheir country. The vital nucleus
consisting of the major indusrial undenakings in Italy
is in the rhroes of a very serious crisis, and the
response of taking minor economic measures is clearly
inadequate in the face of rhe structural decline caused

by the crisis. The sectors which led indusrial exphn-
sion in the postwar period - steel, the motor industry,
consumer durables - seem to be facing serious diffi-
culdes in demand, rhus joining orher more traditional
sectors in a state of crisis - shipbuilding and rexriles.
The forecasts for the French Five-Year Plan give a
figure of two and a half million unemployed at the end
of the five-year period and call for rhe crearion of new
job opponunities.

All this is occurring againsr a background of interna-
tional tension and very fierce competirion, to which
various speakers have already referred, and which
enables one to describe the presenr crisis as the most
serious of the lasr thiny years. The signs are now all
too numerous that we are qaught in the mechanism of
a recession - which is unlikely to be of shon duration

- accompanied by a high inflarion rare. Yet there is
no trace of these concerns in the motion for a resolu-
tion before us, nor is there so much as a word about- restructuring, reduction of working hours, or rhe need
for an adequate policy on employment.

At the end of the year the 'l7esrern economies will be
dominated by stagflation. No one will be surprised if
the present iitrarion and rhe foreseeable future -which have equally serious implications for rhe cost of
living and of essential services - give rise to a very
deep anxiety in us, and I rhink in many other Members
of Parliament, and a sense of profound unease among
the mass of working people.

In the face of all rhis, and as a polirical commenr, Mr
von Bismarck's motion for a resolution seems to be a

very srrange parliamenrary documenr, a kind of
assortmenl of imperious demands for the medium and
long rerm - paragraphs 13, 16 and 17, which we
would be rempted ro suppon if ir were nor for the fact
that the road ro hell is paved with good intentions -and an assonmenr of calls for considerable and effec-
tive decision-making efforcs - paragraphs 4 and 7 -precisely ar a rime when we are all reflecting on the
crisis of the Community insriturions and bemoaning
the lack of any pracrical shon-term policy or deci-
sions. This last facr must obviously seem very srrange
to us, so much so that one mighr derive the impression
that hard facts are being combated wirh an insubstan-
tial and diaphanous sword - an impression rapidly
dispelled by the first paragraph, which we wish to see
removed, and which was insened by the majority on
the Committee ,on Economic Affairs to make rhe
whole tenor of ihe modon for a resolution brutally
obvious. Quickly conforming to the spirit of the recent
Venice Simmit, and forgewing rhat pan of the
previous opinion which undenook ro suppon
economic acrivity shbuld the cycle decline in rhe latrer
pan of 1980, the moiion for a resolution before you
picks on inflation as the main cause for concern.

It is legirimare to complain of rhe dilatory artitude of
the Council, bur we should ask ourselves if there are
not some signs of resignarion even in this Parliament. I

' ',' "'t 
''
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do not think that any of us can doubt the need to fight
inflation, but even the most worthy aims.cannot be

considered in isolation from the time needed to
achieve them and from their side-effects, the cost of
which, if too drastic a treatment is adopted, could turn
out in a very short time to outweigh the benefits
obtained.

The motion, in launching a frontal and withering
attack on inflation, ignores the social and human costs

which would be added to che very heavy burden
already weighing upon our peoples and those of the

Third \7orld. Macroeconomic aims, even if they are

correct in the longer term, end up by having devastat-
ing effects if they are pursued in the very short term,
given rhat the general picrure is likely tq be one of
painfullv slow growth - if not actual decline, as is

already occurring in some Member States.

In essence, the motion for a resolution proposes tha[
we should plump for a hard-line deflationary policy,
rhar we shoild obtain the consent of the workers to
the recession, to the various cuts, and a reduction in
the defence of real incomes through changes to the
indexing system, and that we should welcome a return
to conservative onhodoxy and conventional deflation-
ary measures in the fiscal, monetary and credit fields.

Ve hope that Parliament will not accept fiis proPosal,
which for our part we intend to reject unequivocally,
all the more so since the present international mone-
tary system has for sorTe lime been playing whar
amounts to a deflationary role, and the growing
inability of the bankint system to ensure the recycling
of currency surpluses from oil exports aggravates the
inadequacies of development policy.

A drastic reorganization of balances of payments
carried out without selective criteria would lead to a

rapid falt in general economic activity and to the
developing countries being presented with another
enormous bill.

Vhy is account not taken of the fact that precisely in

the last few weeks the rate of inflation has dropped
significantly in the United States, and that it is also

rending to fall in the Member States of the Commu-
nity? More generally, interest rates are falling while
the increase in wholesale prices and prices of raw
materials is slowing down in various countries. All this
indicates that the kind of shock therapy openly advo-
cated in Venice and implicitly taken up here was and is

neither essential nor even appropriate. As the Bank for
International Settlements points out in im repon of 9
June, there are at present two crucial questions for the
\flestern countries - how to find a political answer to
high and rising unemployment, and how to finance
investment. How can these two problems be tackled,
given the present tendency to de-industrialization in
our countries, while meetinB the Third Vorld's deve-

lopment needs?

\7e believe that a generalized fight against underdev-
elopment and to democratize and make international
economic life fairer is now che only valid objective for
the economic policy of the Community.

This requires that the necessary anti-infladonary
measures should involve neither rhe denial of Europe's
economic function nor a, severe recessive clampdown.

However, the majoriry of the Commission obstinately
refused to consider even the desirability of a tripartirc
conference in which these problems could be discussed
with the representatives of the workers as a whole. Yet
it is possible to follow a road which may take us out of
the crisis by creating the conditions for increasing the
general productivity and dynamism of our industry
without artificially slowing its rhythm. This is what the
workers, the peoples of the Third Vorld and the
essential interests of Europe demand of you. It is for
these reasons that we shall vote against the motion for
a resolution.

(Applause from the Communist and Allies Group)

President. - I call Mr De Clercq to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr De Clercq. - (NL) Mr President, I should like
to begin by thanking Mr von Bismarck and congratu-
lating him on his succincl but none the less sound and

full report.

It goes without saying that economic developments in
the European Community mus[ be viewed against the
background of the situation in the rest of the world,
and the Commission's rather sombre conclusions are

entirely in line with the present world situation. The
not exactly rosy prospects for the rest of this year and

198 I underline this.point and should Prompt us to
increase our effons to combat the protracted
economic crisis. However, our effons should not be

deployed over a wide front; hence the ever-growing
need for greater convergence in the policies pursued

by the Member States. The whole problem of converg-
ence requires our urgent attention more than ever
before, and what it amounts to is the coordination of
the Member States' economic policies and the creation
of sohd foundations for economic growth throughout
the Community, a coordinated policy on inflation and

employment and the attainment of inrernal and exter-
nal economic balance. As Mr von Bismarck rightly
said, the problem of economic convergence is closely
linked with the question of monetary stability'
Economic and Monetary Union is after all a -joint
process which is developing all the time and which is

now one of the European Community's principal aims.

Economic convergence therefore implies the desire for
European Monetary Union, but it would be wrong to
place most of the blame for the embarrassing lack of
tonu..genc. on the absence of monetary union. After
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all, after one and a half years rhe European Monetaqy
Systern' is clearly a major success. Despite the
economic and monerary insmbility throughour the
world we have succeeded in keeping European curren-
cies within fixed fluctuation margins, and this has
resulted in the srabilization of monerary relarions and
more effecrive resisrance ro rhe oil crisis. In my
opinion, the implementation of the second phase of
the European Monetary System, planned for 13
March 1981, is absolutely essenrial.'S(i'e are astonished
that certain Member States like France and Germany

- whom we can surely hail as the pioneers of rhe
EMS - are hesitaring over rhe implementation of this
second phase. ft is also odd that the President-in-
Office of the Council - in the orherwise excellent
speech he gave yesrerday - should have held our lirtle
hope of the second phase acrually coming inro opera-
tion on l3 March. This kind of pessimisric ourlook
seems to me to be wrong if the EMS is ever to achieve
what is expecred of it. Ve musr do everything in our
power ro ensure that we srick to the planned dates, so
that next year will see rhe crearion of a genuine mone-
tary fund and perhaps even a European central bank.'\7hat is the poinr in delaying this imponant decision
when, bearing everything in mind, the prospects for
convergence in l98l are no worse - or even more
favourable - than they are today?

As a resulr of the budgetary crisis Europe has just
emerged from, the Communiry financing mechanisms
were adapted to our requiremenr and more money
was made available for the Regional Fund ro improve
the shon-rcrm structural situation in the European
Communiry. I do nor believe therefore that rhere are
now more - or more urgen[ - reasons for dragging
our feet than rhere were some time ago, when impor-
tant Member Stares like France and Germany ser
themselves up as passionate advocates of European
Monetary Union.

Vhat is missing is rhe polirical will on rhe pan of the
Member Srates and a belief in rhe need for moneary
integration. A number of positive and concrere sreps
have been mken towards improving economic reli-
tions between rhe Member Smres this year, but if we
wan[ to increase the momentum, we urgently need a
coordinated mone[ary policy. This can only be
achieved by implementing che second phase of rhe
EMS according ro plan, and in panicular by consoli-
dating credir facilities, the full use of rhe ECU as a
reserve currency and as a unit of account, and by the
creation of a genuine monerary fund with its own legal
personality, its own powers and clearly formulated
duties and resources. !7ith a view to convergence and
economic integration within the Community, we musr
also establish inrcrnal and exrernal monerary equili-
brium, which can only be achieved given an adequate
degree of convergence. This interaction between rhe
two aims seems to us to be a sine qua non for
economic growth, the creadon of more and better jobs

and of new and betrer furure prospecr. Thar is whar
my Group will be concenrraring its efforts on.

(Applause)

Presidcnt. - I call Mr Ponceler ro speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.

Mr Poncelet. - (F) Ladies and gentlemen, we are
here today ro discuss the mainlines of our economic
policy in rhe lighr of this new examination of rhe
economlc siruarion in our Community. I think we
should first of all acknowledge and pay riburc to rhe
very sound, very considerable work done by Mri'on
Bismarck. Nevenheless his repon does leave us some-
what sceptical. Ir does nor seem to differ grearly from
the repon which rhis House discussed a few monrhs
ago when my friend and colleague Mr Deleau spoke
of our Group's reacrion ro the reporr and pur forward
several proposals. Even at that time our view was rhar
the first thing rhar we needed ro do was srimulate
growth in order to deal r.ith the unemploymenr which
nos is unirersallyrecognized as sriflingourCommunity,
and then to coordinare inrernational action in order ro
put an end to the staggering rise in inrerest rares (to
which I shall refer again in a momenr) in order to
allow the invesrment which is vital to the development
of Community exporrs and to reorganize a num-ber of
economic sectors in the light of the need ro maintain
social balance, ro save energy and especially ro prorec[
the environment, and what I have in mind here is
impons, to which I shall come in a momenr. Six
months have gone by and we can only note with regrer
that we are sdll concerned with the same problems;
indeed the economic climare is sdll characterized by
the pessimism on rhe pan of rhe Member States.

Mr von Bismarck tells us in his repon rhar the
economic situarion is deteriorating. \7hat is worse is
that the number of unemployed in rhe Community is
growing: there are more [han six million unemployed
men, women and parricularly young people abour
whom we remain quirc righrly concerned. It is ruly
tragic. As for inflation, it is continuing ro climb at a
rate which I can only describe as staggering. Of course
at the firsr Venice Summit the European leaders talked
about an increased rare of growth and said something
about the need to supporr invesrmenrs - what an
agreeable conversarion they musr have had. Bur
nobody took the decisions which had to be taken. And
if one comes down from the European level, with irs
intentions so agreeably expressed, ro rhe level of
national decisions, one can see rhar there is a gulf. Of
course, Europe cannor and does not claim ro be able
to do everything. Even so, our view is rhat we musr,
first of all and urgenrly, reinforce our common poli-
cies, panicularly the one genuine integrated common
policy we have, which is rhe common agriculrural
policy and which I would remind you, has been under
attack for some time. And rhen we musr draw up
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further common policies, draw them up progressively

starting u'ith the most urgent need which is for e

common energy policy. It is talked about a great deal, it
is talked about frequently, not a single decision has yet

been taken, despite the fact that this is a very serious

problem. This i's a subject on which we must not be

.ont.n, u-ith vague objectives. So let us determine rhe

principles on which such a common energy policy

ihouti be based. At the second Venice Summit the

industrialized countries finally realized the need to
'keep better control of their energy expenditure''
Alrhough this may seem to be a worthwhile step

forward, it is far from sufficient. Europe must be able

to make proper allowance for both the future price of
essential raw materials and the economic strategies of
the oil-producing countries. \flhat does this mean? It
..rns th"t there must be a coherent European policy

on energy prices which takes medium-term exPecta-

tions into account. I[ means, to give you one factual

example, that the Council must adopt regulations

immediately to eliminate the anarchical fluctuations in

the price of oil on the Rotterdam market, a situation
whiih my colleagues and I have frequently denounced

in this very chamber. And once European solidarity is

properly understood and accepted by all in practice as

*eli as'in the Treaties' it means the pooling of all

Community energy resources.

Finally we musr complement the policies which are the

basis of our national economies with European poli-
cies concerned with priority sectors. These comple-

mentary policies will of course be the European

common policies of the future.

Thus the essential economic coordination of the nine

members of the Community must no[ be taken to
mean falling into step with restrictive Practices which
suit a panicular country for a panicular reason. The
campaign against inflation and unemployment

de*ands different levels of action in different Member
States, but that does not mean that action may not be

planned jointly. Thus, ladies and g-entlemen, with
Ln..gy costs rising, the way to fight inflation would be

for Errope to advise Member States not to take

advantage of the anarchical situation on the oil market

by imposing prohibitive taxes on consumers. Moreover

- and in my own view this is a panicularly important
point - from the very fact that energy prices have

iir.n, it follows that, as Mr Delors so rightly
complained a moment ago, there is a great floating
volume of capital on the international market over
which Europe has practically no control, or does not
wish to acquire the means to exercise control. Govern-
ments should agree and agree quickly [o control at

least part of this capital invested - so far on a short-
term basis - in European currencies. If for example

only two or three hundred million of the thousand

miliion dollars available were Put into productive

investmenr, we would believe me, have taken an

important step towards controlling inflation from
within.

The specific policy which I have just outlined - and

which runs counter to the headlong rush into safe

propositions of which we see examples every day in

oroDertv and eold - shou[d enable the various
!.onorrii. 

"g.nrl 
,o rebuild their confidence. That is

why our Group is repeating its demands for jointly
fixed European goals rc be properly incorporated into
a dynamic medium-term economic programme which

ar the moment our Community seems to be relegating

to the background. That is how we will best face the

serious difficulties through which many of the basic

sectors of our economy are going: steel, construction,
chemicals and, still, textiles. I trust you will allow me a

moment to consider the textile sector which is panicu-
larly at risk. The situation is becoming very.worrying
indeed in the textile industry and it is a good example

of the difficulties which a number of indusrial sectors

are facing throughout Europe. There are a number of
causes. \7. .rtt act, and act urtently. So what are the

facrc? Comprehensive European statistics are not yet

available but ir is clear that rhe obiectives of rhe Multi-
fibre Arrangemenl - a European arrangement -
have not generally been achieved. The European

Economic -ommunity's [arget was to stabilize the

overall level of sensitive texdle imPorts, but the fact is
that impons of products covered by the Multifibre
ArrangCment from countries with low prices have

increased in volume from a base 100 in 1976 to 112 in

1979. During the same period the outPut of the Euro-
pean textile industry fell from 100 to 99. It can also be

seen that the deficit on trade with cheap-export coun-
tries in this sector increased froin 2 805 million EUA
in 1977 to 4 500 million in 1979. The 1980 figures

show that the situation is worsening and it is time we

srepped in. The reasons for the situation are many and

wiiily known. For whilst the European Economic

Community remains the only major economic zone in
the world to be truly open, an absence of reciprocity
can be seen in competitor countries such as Australia
and New Zealand, which are closing their markets

even more. And then consider what could be said

about those countries where workers' conditions are

particularly bad. I will not pursue the point.

It is becoming imperative that the Community should

take some aition to protect its economy, without
necessarily going so fat as a Malthusian kind of
protectionism. That is not what is needed. But we

ihould nevertheless be taking note of the fact that
whilst the Americans and the Japanese are taking steps

to safeguard their own sensitive sectors which are at

risk, *i are retaining a totally oPen economy which is

threatening our workers' jobs and incomes. Ve must

act, and act quickly, ladies and gentlemen: if we are

not firm enough, we shall be on the losing side in any

world-wide economic war.

President. - I call Mrs Casrcllina to speak on behalf

of the Group for the Technical Coordination and

Defence of Independent Groups and Members.
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Mrs Castellina. - (1) Mr Presidenr, Mr Delors used
the word 'irriration' in connection wirh this reporr,
and I rhink he is putting it mildly. I would add rhe
word 'indignation' - indignation over the method
followed and the conrenr of rhis repon.

Ler me deal first and foremost with the merhod. On a
number of occasions Parliamenr has rcuched on - I
use rhar term because it has never really tackled ir -the question of the economic siruarion, ahd each rime
it has been said rhat in-depth analysis and debate
wgyld .be required- And now we have this repon
which is nor - indeed cannor be - a credible basis
for any serious debate, not only because it makes no
at[empt to enalyse ecgnomic processes or the way in
which rhe various Communiry governments have
responded ro rhem, but because it avoids the real basic
problem of rhis Communiry, which has come up so
ofren here - how ro initiate a coordinated, conver-
gent and planned policy ro reduce the internal imbal-
ances of the Community on rhe basis of a principle of
solidariry leading the richer to help the poorer, i.e.
r_eversing what has so far been the guiding principle of
Communiry policy - given rhat solidarity is callid for
in orher fields, but in favour of the stionger rarher
than the weaker. It is sufficient to look at thi mechan-
isms which were pur inro effect first and foremost in
monerary policy and wich regar! to agricultural
policy, as well as rhe mosr receniproposal oir the iron
and sreel indusrry, which will alsobenefit the srronger
regions at rhe expense.of the weaker.

So this reporr, which ends every senrence with some
vague hope rhat intervention instruments and mechan-
isms may be improved, is frankly devoid of meaning. It
acquires a political meaning in the few clear sratemenrs
which it makes, which amount to rhe old reactionary
recipes, monerary manipulation, recession, and rhe
abolition of index linking of wages - for rhat too is ro
be found in this reporr. Moreover, recession has
already been shown to be an ineffecdve and inapplica-
ble cure. \Therher Mr von Bismarck likes it or noi, ir i,
no longer hisrorically possible - and he should realiz,e
rhis - ro resorr to the tradidon2l ploy of reconstirut-
ing a reserve army of labour through unemploymenr.
The working class can no longer be treated as some
kind of commodiry, and even governmen[s of the
Right know this and know thar ro arrempr to do so
wo.uld be politically roo cosrly in rhis day and age.
Indeed, a rrue recessive policy is not being imple-
mented. anywhere - only fudle policies are biing
pursued. As for index-linking, already openly threa-
tened in Italy, here roo we are dealing with the radi-
tional method of making the workers pay withour
their having any conrrol over rhe way in which the
major resources made available by their sacrifice are
used. Experience shows thar rhey ire used ro supporr
the,spontaneous market mechanisms, i.e. the pressures
leading to unconrrolled restructuring which in rurn
causes a further reduction in employment levels and
more exrensive applicarion of marginal analysis in the
name of a productivity criterion based on nairow busi-

ness inreresrs, and which never takes inro account the
external cosrs, both human and economic, which such
a criterion entails, for unemploymenr is a cosr, indeed
a wasre - rhe most conspicuous form of wasrc in this
irrational society which uses a sropwatch to find our
wherher a worker screws in a bolt in 35 rarher than 37
seconds, but never calculates the hours, months and
even years wasted by the unemployed.

Mr Presidenr, for once rhe very few minutes available
to me are enough, since frankly rhere would be no
poinr in conrinuing a debate on rhe basis of such a
reporr. I think I have made it clear that I shall vote
against it.

President. - I call Mr De Goede.

Mr De Goede. - (NL) Mr President, I hope I am
not derogating from Mr von Bismarck's merits by c;rll-
ing. his 1eporu. cunous- Let me begin, rhough, bv
saying whar I do wholeheartedly agrei with, and rhal
is thar the economic policy coordinarion and consula-
tion.procedures ser up in the pasr are inadequate to
produce a Community response [o rhe ihanged
economic situation. I agree with Mr von Bismarck that
the Communiry has so far failed ro come up wirh a
coordinared energy policy, which is an essenrial
elemenr of economic policy in our situarion, and has
also failed ro come, up with appropriate measures as
regards energy saving. I agree with him that rhe politi-
cal, economic and social imbalances threarcning the
Communiry can only be removed by setting up of
effective decision-making mechanismi and st-rucrures
which.promore rhe Community's aims. I also go along
with him in calling for more inrensive eionomii
consulrarion between rhe Council, the Commission
and the European Parliament.

\7har does nor meer with my approval is rhe - if I
may say so - over-gloomy introducrion ro the motion
for a resolurion. He sers out l3 points, ranging from
the accelerating rate of inflation to the sloidown in
economic growth and the increase in unemploymenr. I
agree rhar the picture is nor all rhar rosy, bur i should
like ro remind Mr von Bismarck and all rhe orher
Members of this House thar exaggerated pessimism
can aggravare rhe siruarion, which I hope we shall be
able to overcome wirh rhe help of the measures which
he himself advocates. Ler me illusrare whar I mean.
The economic prospecrs in rhe Community for 1979
were nor viewed with a great deal of oprimism eirher.
However, the Commission's report ol 5 March this
year,.reviewing developmens in 1979, shows clearly
thar rhere was a marked discrepancy between rhe fo.e-
casts and rhe actual results. In spire of everything, we
managed to achieve economic growth of rhe ordir of
!.3 

0/o In panicular, there was a sharp rise in privare
investmenr - rhe largest increase sinie l9Z3 - rhe
capaciry urilizarion improved employment rare
increased sharply by 0.9 o/o in 197i, ih..e *rs 

"
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slower rate of growth of tiquid resources' public sector

deficits were ieduced and exchange rates remained

more stable than at any time since 1973.

The point I am trying to make is that our gloomy

prognostications may not turn out right after.all, not

bnly becruse of whatever measures we take, but also

because of any number of external and unforeseeable

factors. I should like to see the Commission, in one of
its next reports, compare our forecascs of economic

developments with the actual results. I am quite sure

rhat quite large discrepancies would come to light. .In
.y .orntry, the Netherlands, such comparions are in

fatt made. The Central Planning Office, a highly

capable organization, has often produced accurate

foiecasts of economic developments, but, over a

number of years, they have often been wide of the

mark. This iornrn.nt is inrcnded not as a reproach, but

simply as a fact which has some significance as regards

future forecasts.

I have no intention of shutting my eyes to the dark

clouds gathering on the horizon, but I would warn

you against exaggerated pessimism'

One other point I should like to make about the

matters raised by the rapporteur in his list of gloom

concerns his claim that the low level of investment has

not improved for years. I feel that here, Mr von

Bismarik has been rather too sweeping in his iudg-
ment. \7hat kind of investment does he mean? In my

opinion, at least two criteria must apply here..Firstly,
we have the kind of investment tha[ creates jobs, and

secondly, there is the kind of investment which is an

indication of selective growth. Over the lasr 25 years,

we have seen far too often that, in an economic boom,

investment can be synonymous with environmental

pollution, and can create problems by reducing the

number of jobs rather than increasing them' So I
should like Mr von Bismarck to tell us just what he

means, so that the Commission can also have the bene-

fit of his views.

Finally, I do not agree with the first conclusion drawn'

by Mi von Bismarck in his motion for a resolution' He

is well aware of my objection, which I have stated

before. He says that the Member States of the Euro-

pean Communiry hare been and still are living beyond

,h.i. rn..nt, particularly where che economy is

concerned. I would not deny that, from time to time in

one Member State of another' the economic policy

pursued may have aimed higher than economic

..rou..., pe.mitted, but I think that this is such a

general stitement thlt I shall wholeheartedlv support

Mr Bonaccini's lmendment on this point.

President. - I call Mr Rogers.

Mr Rogers. - Mr President, I am one of those very'

simple politicians who believe that society should be

ordered for the common good and for this particular

reason I am going to vote against this repon because it
does nothing-, in lact, to help bring about an ordering

of society for the common good.

Before I say anything about the repon though, I must

say that Lm aLsolqiely amazed at the attitude of the

Biitish Conservatives - they go under another name

here - towards this report5 particularly paragraph 4

which refers to opponunitites for effective measures

by majority decision and I was quite appalled in the

committee'to see that the British Conservatives were

supporting majority decisions being.raken. on vital

Commun[y and national issues. I think they have

modified tireir position slightly with the amendment

that they have-put down and I presume that Mrs

Thatchei has toid them that they are very naughty

boys indeed.

To come to this rather right-wing and amendable

report: I will my group vote against.the report for

-rny .."ron, which have been outlined, some of them

quire graphically by Mr Delors, but I will be voting

,g.inti ii especiatly because the .repon is facile and

su'perficial .nd .ddt nothing to the economic,debate

that is going on at the moment. I do not mean this as a

p..ronil reTlection upon Mr von Bismarck. He has

worked very hard indeed, but his effons remind me of

" 
mrn shouelling snow in the Sahara desen: vbry hard

work for no result and, indeed, Mr von Bismarck,

your report can be said, perhaps, t9 9vo\9 th.e vision of
bon Quixote tilting at the windmills of inflation' But

*hereihe report is usefut is not in what it contains but

for two specific reasons outside of what it contains'

First of all, the political ideology behind the re-port' It
is not an economic diagnosis, bur simply a rehashing

of conventional capitalist resPonses to the Present
economic situation, resPonses that have continually

failed, are continually failing and will continually fail,
because the system'in itself does not exist for the

common good. It does not exist for the good of
nations. Iisimply exists for greed and profit and you

cannot amend a'system that exists for those particular

reasons. Indeed the report gives an illusration of this:

it complains, for instance, about the lack of investment

and I would simply ask Mr von Bismarck, who

controls inuestmeni? Is it for people's happiness? Is it
for jobs for young people? Is it to remove-unemploy-

ment? No, as you would say yourself, Mr von

Bismarck, it exists for maximum profit, profit which is

then reinvested for more profit , and not for the

common good of peoPle.

The second way in which I find this report useful is in

what it does not contain. Time does not allow me

to proceed on this theme, but .my colleague' IvIr

Delbrs, has already clearly pointed out the roads that

we must follow.

I am sorry, Mr von Bismarck, your vision, your
picture of i,tother Europe suckling the wayward chil-
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dren of the Member States, however graphic and
romanesque, is only a mirage, and your artack on
stubborn nationalism in the introducrion [o the report
this morning means norhing ar all, unless you suggesr'
an alternative ro the present economic uoubles, ind
your vague definitions do nor suggesr rhese alterna-
tives. Your s[atement that citizens' ignorance creates
economic problems is true, but nor for the reasons rhar
you srare. If cirizens were fully aware, and not kept in
ignorance, rhen they would want to destroy your inef-
ficient, corrupr and exploitive sysr.em and i include in
this system the merhods of srate capitalism that exisr in
Eastern Europe as well. Vhy do you nor recognize
that capimlism is in crisis; why do you nor recolnize
thar capitalism is nor a deiry rhar has existed frori the
birth of this world; why do you nor recognize rhar it is
a modern phenomenon; why do you nor recognize
that ir is not working and rhe only long-term ingre-
dients that are incorporated in it are greed and selflsh-
ness while in Europe people are unemployed, facrories
a,nd capital are under-urilized and yer iwo-rhirds of
the world are starving.

President. - I call Mr Macario.

Mr Macario. - (I) Mr President, I would like ro
give my views on how ro ger our of the blind alley of
living above our means, menrioned by the rapponeur,
and on how to achieve a balance bewien the
resources and rhe aspirations of our peoples.

The world economy is heading for a recession no less
serious rhan thar of tgZS. In the firsr half of 19g0, rhe
drop in industrial production was especially substanrial
in the Unired States - l2 o/o in rhe second quarrer -and in the United Kingdom, whereas in Germany and
Japan producrion was maintained, but a reduction is
forecast for rhe second half of the year.

In Iraly production still appears sarisfacrory - indus-
trial producrion increased in April by 3.1o/o over rhe
average for rhe firsr quarter - but srocks of finished
products are piling up and the order books are dwin-
dling. The major industrialized counrries have adopted
a resrrictive economic policy in order ro fight inflation
end restore equilibrium in rheir balances of pryrn.nts,
which have. been upset by oil price increasis. The
increase in rhe price of oil over thi lasr l8 monrhs, and
the proposed index.linking of that price ro the price of
manufactured goods raise rwo considerable and inter-
connecred problems - rhe resrorarion of equilibrium
in cu-rrenr balances of payments, and rhe large-scale
transfer or real resources to rhe oil-producin[ coun-
tries.

The two problems can be solved only by a united
European srrarety. The basic measure; which can be
taken are as follows: firstly, a reduction in the rate of
growth, accompanied by a drop in rhe quantiry of
resources used up internally in consumption or invest-

menr - in other words, a defladonary policy - or,
alternarively, mainraining rhe rate ol growih while
shifting the internal use of resources towards accumu-
lation of capiral, in order to bring about increases in
producriviry and the restructuring of producrion, in
the energy field as well as in otheri, so as ro permit the
transfer of real resources wirhour affecting rhe internal
use of those resources - in other wordl policies of
growth and accumulation u'hich, on an iniernarional
scale, are comparrble u rrh rhc grouth objcctrrcs ol rhe
oil-producing counrries and the rnsuppressable need
for indusrialization of the developing iountries.

The latter alternative is the only acceptable one in rhe
medium to long term. The riade union movemenr and
the workers must commit themselves, and indeed are
a.lready committing themselves fully, ro ensuring thar
this second policy prevails. In this scenario, i,hich
obviously. implies a slower process of reabsorprion of
currenr deficirs, and rherefore policies of financial
recycling ar rhe inrernational level, rhe trade union
movemenl and rhe workers must play rheir pan, which
certainly cannol consisr of wairing passively for others

- governments and entrepreneurs - [o make propos_
als and take action.

The problems which have been so much discussed in
the lasr few months - especially a change in rhe
wage-indexarion systems and the mainrenance of
exchange musr be seen in rhe perspective of a
choice between the rwo basic aiternarives just
mentioned.

Indexation is in facr only one aspect of wages policy. It
should be made clear once and for all, that what
marrers is wage growth as a whole. Control by trade
unions of this orerall grosrh is therefore the rrump
card of rhe working class for discussing srrategies for
overcoming rhe crisis. If the strategy has to beihar of
not lowering the rare of accumulation and growrh, the
overall wages policy of rhe trade unions musr be
consisrenr with such a srraregy.

Firstly, rherefore, it is necessary to encourage invest-
menr rather than consumption, and in rhis connection
I would like ro mention [he recenr agreemenr reached
between rhe Italian Government anJ rhe Italian trade
unions on the crearion of a fund which would take
0.50/o of all salaries in order to provide addirional
resources for investment in the ltalian Mezzogiorno.
The firsr problem, rhen, is ro encourage investment
rather rh.an consump-rion, by proposing - and thereby
substiruting acrion for inacrion - io.., of labour
mobility which would permir resrrucruring in order to
strengrhen and broaden the producrive base.

The mainrenance of the exchange rate, apan from
being a way of combaring inflation, is also pan of rhis
straregy for overcoming the crisis, providedihar deval_
uation is.cor-rec[ly regarded as a policy which leads
only to rhe fragmentation of the indusirial base and
forces ir to fall back on products for which the compe-
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tition of che developing countries is stronger and still
gro*'ing.

However, the exchange rate is not an instrument
which can be exploited at will. The tensions of the
system are reflected in ir, and its maintenance is there-
fore linked to the practical implementation of the poli-
cies I mentioned earlier - particularly restriction of
consumption and energy saving - and to their
success.

Although a wages and employment policy consistent
with the development strategy is a necessary condi-
tion, it is not enough to ensure the success of the stra-
regy. It must be clear that if one had to rely only on
the part which the workers and the trade unions can

play in this field, that would mean that in fact one was

opdng for a strategy of deflation.

The acid test of any plan to cut inflation is in fact to be

found in the commitment to growth which it requires
of the entrepreneurs and in the policies for reviving
investment, housing, alternative sources of energy and

strategic sectors of manufacturing industry, especially
the automotive and telematics industries, through the
mobilization of all sectors, including those under state

ownership, led by the large state corporations.

Only if this active policy of accumulation of real

wealth is an integral part of a strategy for overcoming
rhe crisis can we hope - in practice and not just in
theory - to avoid a classic deflationary policy, since it
is unthinkable for a capitalist economy to be capable

of spontaneously shifting resources from consumption
to investment.

The aim of producing resources in proportion to
people's needs is therefore neither an impossible nor a

desperate one. It calls for consistent and courageous
economic policy decisions, such as those .I have

suggested. I believe that these represent the true
majority desire of the workers and of the European
trade union movement for fuller employment with
growrh.

This is the challenge with which we, Europe, and the
joint, converging action of our nine countries are

faced. It is a necessary precondition so that Europe
may rediscover its role in world affairs, as has been

said in the last few days. It will not rediscover that
role, and this legitimate and wonhy aim could even

remain nothing more than a piece of electoral ProPa-
ganda, if Europe fails rc make the courageous deci-
sions which I have suggested.

(Applause from the centre and the lefi)

President. - I call Mr Moller.

Mr Msller. - (DK) Mr President, this excellent
repon by Mr von Bismarck provides a basis for a

general economic debate. As we all know, it is not the
ripples on the surface of the sea which determine the

force or direction of the masses of water, but rather
rhe undercurrent which determines the ripples and

hence the movement and force of the water.

\(lhen I think of the economic situation over the last

few years, it strikes me that one factor has been over-
looked, a factor which is not determined by conjunc-
tural policy since, whereas the conjunctural situation
can best be compared with ripples on the surface of
rhe water, it is the structure and the structural changes
which in fact determine the actual economic situation
within the Member States.

'!7e have cenainly witnessed structural changes on a

world scale since che Second $florld Var. !7e have

witnessed major developments in rhe history of the
world which have been more radical and much more
far-reaching than anything before.

From about 1800 until after the Second 'Sflorld Var,
Europe and the 'West ruled the rest of the world. They
ruled all those countries which we now refer to as the
developing countries and used their own transPort to
bring home the riches of these countries which they
enjoyed by virtue of the fact that these countries were
either under colonial rule or were nothing but satel-

lires of Vestern countries.

After the Second !7orld Var, there was a major
historical movement in the opposite direction. The
world was decolonized. However, idealism has its
price. One cannot forego one's wealth and at the same

time act as if one still has it and continue to live as

before. The Vesrern world freed I 000 million people
following the second world war. It gave them political
freedom which, in recent years, has been developing
into economic freedom. Ve are now experiencing the
consequences of this growing economic freedom,
which did not immediately follow the political free-
dom, as our trade contacm and hegemony in matters
of trade were originally mainuined. The first example
was the oil-producing countries, which realized in
1973 thar by sticking totether they could esmblish a

sellers' market for themselves rather than being
dependent on the wishes of the buyers.

Ve will see this process repeated with one product
after another in the coming years. 'S7e can deal with
the energy shortage somehow or other, but we cannot
do anything about the forces we have set in motion in

the free world as a result of decolonization' Idealism
has its price, and it is a price which we will now have

to pay. This is why, in my view, we must, in our
economic thinking, take more account of these basic,

fundamental frctois than of conjunctural policy.'Inrer-
est policy and fiscal policy can be used to change a few
things here and there. They can be used to make

rhings easier or to make things more difficult, but they
.rnnot change world history. Ve cannot change

world history, but we should be able to use our
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Communiry ro devise ways of becoming self-sufficient
and guaranteeing independence from rhe wotld which
has become free and which we will help use its
recently acquired freedom ro esnblish prosperity. Mr
President, my time is running our. However, I should
like to poinr our one rhing, namely thar we musr pay
the price for the major historical developments which
took place over the first rwenry or thiny years follow-
ing rhe second world war, when the colonies were
given their freedom and became independent wirh the
result that they have now become economically inde-
pendenr too.

IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT

Vice-President

President. - I call Mr Pranchdre.

Mr Pranchire. - (F) Mr President, rhere is nothing
at all in this repon by Mr von Bismarck. Nothing ro
help the workers and people undersrand the basic
causes of the crisis which they are going rhrough, and
nothing to give them the slighrest hope that the tide
will turn, since the solutions which are being proposed
will only make things worse. All ir contains is a cold,
detached and laconic lisr of the symproms of rhe crisis.

The weakness of this reporr on the economic develop-
menr of the Community during rhe firsr half of tggO
illustrares your own inabiliry. Your inabiliry ro explain
the basic causes of unemployment, inflarion and smg-
nation, because to do so would be to recognize rhe
bankruptcy of your sysrem, of the capitalist sysrem
itself with irs insurmountable conrradictions. Ir illus-
rrares your political inability, to point a finger ar rhose
who are responsible for the presenr crisis, since it is the
policy of the Nine which is responsible and you
support ir. This reporr shows up the poinrlessness of
the whole scheme: hoping ro go on in the same way
and let workers bear the brunt of the crisis.

But today something new is happening which forces
you to realize thar you will not always get away with
it: the people are beginning ro fighr back in a more
determined way. In France especially, their struggles
have frequently caused managemen[ and those in
authority to think again, to give pay rises, to take
people on and to improve working conditions. These
struggles are rhe opposirion ro rhe enormous muddle
around us roday in the cities and the counrry, in busi-
ness and in the public services. ft is opposirion ro rhe
restrucruring, rhe dismanding and all the plans for
recession and wrecking. This srruggle is positive
because ir is .an artempr ro maintain our economic
poten[ial and our social gains.

None the less there is a sort of logic in rhe report we
have before us today; it is the logic of ausrcriry and

reduced incomes, of worsening ,ne.ploy.ent and
underemployment. This logic is based on the argumenr
that our countries are living beyond rheir means. And
the consequence of this logic is to righten the screw of
austerity and put even more pressure on workers'
rncomes.

Such an approach is worse than unaccepmble. It is
quite disgraceful: French farmers' incomes have
already gone down every year for rhe last six years.
Vorking peoples' purchasing power, indeed all
employees' purchasing power in France, has been
going down for years, and wenr dowg by between I
and 3 o/o in 1979.

Vhere France is living beyond her means is in rhe
profim of mulrinationals like Rh6ne-Poulenc, Rous-
sel-Ucclaf, Michelin and Peugeor-Citro€n. Their prof-
its cannor be doing anything for employmenr or for
workers' incomes since borh are declining. Vhen we
get down ro it, the only solution being pur ro us is ro
go on with economic integrarion and with austeriry.
On the conrrary we musr get spending going again by
increasing incomes, by supporting investments which
create jobs, panicularly in the public secror, and we
musr meet in full rhe demands of rhe workers - like
the 35 hour week - so rhar we can creare the condi-
tions in which workers can live and work in a different
way. The majority in this House is unable ro meer
those demands, so do nor expecr us to back such an
approach I

President. - I call Mr Almiranre.

Mr Almirantc. - (I) Mr President, we hope rhat Mr
von Bismarck's repon, which has our approval,
although some amendmenr could srill be made, will
be the beginning of a much wider debate on rhe lines
of the one deriving a few months ago from anorher
repon by Mr von Bismarck, dealing wirh rhe fighr
against inflation and unemploymenr. That repon
looked at possible solurions, and not only at the
causes, and stated rhat in order to implement a socio-
economic programme directed againsr inflation, reces-
sion and unemployment, ir was necessary to achieve a
so-called 'social contract', i. e. the simultaneous elimi-
nation of rhe class srruggle and capiralist privileges rc
give rise ro a European policy of panicipation.

Despite those suggestions and all the previous and
subsequenr ones, the situarion has worsened instead of
improving. Mr von Bismarck's first report has been
followed by rhis second, more pessimistic repon
which, after idenrifying the social and economic ills
from which the European Communiry suffers, casti-
gates those responsible. Vho is responsible? First and
foremost, the various narional governmen$ which -as the rapporreur srares - have failed rc ser up the
necessary decision-making machinery and have nor
even used the possibilides envisaged by the Treaty for
the implementarion of effective measur€s.

'v,'
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As a Member of the Italian Parliament I can rcstify to
the unpleasant truth of what the rapporteur says. Italy,
which suffers from the highest inflation rate of the
whole Community, has in the last few days launched
economic measures which take not the slightest
account of what should be Community policy, and

which threaten to make inflation even worse. And I
must add that in ltaly the trade unions are as much to
blame as rhe government. But the rapporteur also

rightly accuses the Commission, which has not yet

completed the task of improving the coordination
procedures - a task entrusted to it by a Parliament
Resolution of l7 November 1978. The rapponeur also

deplores the fact that the Commission has not yet
carried out the task entrusted to it by the Resolution
published in the Official Journal on I I December 1978

- that of improving the procedure for consulting the
European Parliament - and calls upon - it is signifi-
cant ihat the rapporteur uses this term - the Commis-
sion to state specifically, in its annual rePort on the

1980 economic situation and the outlook for 1981,

what steps it can take to exert a positive influence on
short-term economic developments.

Finally, the rapporteur criticizes the passivity of the

Council of Ministers in the face of these tasks which
are more urgent [han all the others, and warns the

Council that it will bear the responsibility for the inev-
itable future Community crises. I agree, Mr von

Bismarck, that at this stage it is necessary also and

especially for Parliament to be equal to irc responsibili-
ties, to avoid being submerged by a wave of mistrust
which could engulf the whole European Community
in the minds of the people. This means, for example,
that the new comprehensive medium term economic
programme taking into accoun[ the radically altered
situation since 1976, called for in point 15 of Mr von

Bismarck's report, must be drawn up by the commit-
tees of Parliament, and it means above all that Parlia-
ment, under an efficient Presidency, must be able to
impose its will and a constructive approach on the
other Community Institutions.

(Applause from the right)

President. - I call Mrs Castle.

Mrs Castle. - Mr President, this repon is typical of
what is wrong with the European Community. It is for
ever chasing will-o'-the-wisps about how our
economic problems would be solved if only we had

more institutions and an ever bigger and bigger
bureaucracy. But it is not more decision-making
material that Europe needs. It is the political will to
change society. The political will to nckle poverty, to
set our people to work, to disribute our wealth more
evenly. This report contributes nothing whatsoever to
that end. Mr von Bismarck said in his remarks that he

wished we all had in front of us the Council Directive
on stability, growth and employment in the Commu-

niry which it issued in February 1974 so rhat we could
be reminded of it. Vell, I happen to have read that
directive in preparation for this debate. I must say it
contributes absolutely nothing to the solution of the

problems we have all been mlking about. Vhat in
effect it says can be summed up in its own words:
'Member States must possess an adequate set of
economic policy instruments'. But all the Member
States possess those economic poIicy instruments.
'\(i'hat matters is the use that we make of them. In Brit-
ain we have a government which is trying to do

exactly what Mr von Bismarck admonished us to do:
make the curbing of inflation the first and overriding
priority; learn to live within our means. Some honour-
able Members opposite support that government' but
what has been the consequence of that government's
policy? The government is using the economic poli-cy

inw.u.ents to fo.ce the economy into a recession of a

kind we have not known since the 1930s. Unemploy-
ment is due to rise in Britain this year ro 2 000 000.

Output is flar. Firm after firm is closing down in bank-
ruprcy. The living standards of our people have fallen
by I .5 o/o in the first quaner of this year. These are

the policies by following which, we are told, Europe
can save itself.

I say, thank God there is no economic convergence in
the European Qommunity. I was in Essen the other
week seeing what a Social Democratic government in
Germany has been able to do to restrucrure and revive
a once depressed area with contracting indusries. I
thought of Essen yesterday as I, with other MEPs,
received a delegation from thb north-west area of Brit-
ain, the Industrial Development Association there,
who told us of the terrible rise in unemployment it
faces, the destruction of the rcxtile industry, pleading
for more help. Yet this is an area from which the

British Government has withdrawn regional aid and it
calls that living within our means. I call it destroying
the means by which we live.

Vhat the role of this Parliament ought to be is to
mobilize the political will of Europe for fundamental
change. The cry should go out from this Parliament
that we will not tolerate rising unemployment,
depressed areas, the widening gap between rich and

poor people and rich and poor areas. '!fle should say

we will devote a far greater share of our resources to
reviving our industries and sdmulating world trade by
fighting world poveny.

Last November, Mr President, it looked as though
Parliament had made up its mind to be the voice of
change. \7e demanded then a curb on agricultural
spending so that we could increase by over 500 million
pounds sterling the inadequate money we spend

already on regional development, industrial restructur-
ing and social policy. The Socialist Group wanted to
go further than that, but at any rate the Parliament
voted for that 5OO million pounds as an absolute mini-
mum needed ro begin implementing the policies we all
talk about. But I regret to say, Mr President, this act

, !' ' rl ',i,. "il "l r I
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of defiance has soon petered out. Now the majority of
this Parliament say, and rhey said ir rhis morning, rhey
are ready to serrle for an increase in regional and
social spending of some 322 millions. Oh, they say,
look what we have gained! Vhat rhey have not
reminded us of this morning is rhar over rhe same
period agriculrural spending has increased by over 900
million pounds. This is no formula for fundamenral

'change. Ve should reject rhe budget and reject the
bankrupt rcport Mr von Bismarck has put before us
today.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Herman.

Mr Herman. - (F) Mr President, ladies and genrle-
men, Mrs Casrle has jusr given me rhe opponunity to
explain to her that ir is both possible and necessary to
increase funds for investmenr in order rc give fresh
impetus to the economic growth withour which we shall
not be able to reduce unemployment. Of rhe revenue
we have available ar presenr a considerable part is

earmarked for expendirure orher than investment, and
that is the reason why every counrry in Europe - and
panicularly your own, Mrs Castle - is having diffi-
culty returning ro a reasonable growth rate: lhey don'r
have any funds available for capital investmenr on
worthwhile, viable terms. Thar is why it is possible to
pursue both an anri-inflationary policy and a policy
which encourages growrh by divening our resources
towards investmenr and reducing some rransfer
payments and some consumprion expenditure. Thar
condition is fundamenral ro Europe's rerurn ro
growth. Once this is done, there are rwo main policy
lines to be followed.

The first is to reduce cosrs to encourage exporr,s.
Europe, in order ro regain her place in internarional
trade, must make sure that she remains comperitive.
And, Mrs Castle, one can be competitive withour
austerity. One can be comperitive by reducing one's
finance costs, rransport costs and general overheads,
and by reducing part of one's public spending (which
is not always very effecrively allocated), wirhout
necessarily reducing capaciry and people's standard of
living. It seems ro me that rhis is the policy which is at
the heart of the Bismarck repon, and it is anphing bur
a full-steam-ahead consumer policy whose aim is to
rekindle inflation and diminish our compeririveness.

And there is a rhird point to which I should like to
draw your arrenrion, which is rhar if we wish ro get
international rrade moving again wirhout rekindling
inflation we must, at a European level, esmblish an
intelligenr policy for rhe recycling of capiml and for
aid to the Third \(rorld. That is how we will be able to
offer the Third \florld the possibility of buying from
us again, of becoming wonhwhild economic parrners
who in rurn can find economic stability and growth.

That is somerhing they lack ar rhe momenr. So one of
the things we musr do is to allocate differenrly, in the
light of the oil lery, the funds we have available to
carry out rhis meaningful policy.

That is what rhe von Bismarck reporr is about. Perhaps
some terms are nor made clear enough; perhaps it is
too easy ro inrerpret rhem as a rerurn to the deflarion-
ary policies we became familiar with during the great
crisis which preceded the Second Vorld Var. Thar is
not what is being proposed: we are in favour of
growth, of rhe recycling of capital and of aid to rhe
Third Vorld, which will enable us to re-esrablish an
economic policy without inflationary excesses, 

^competitive policy which is wonhy of our countries
and profirable ro everyone. And, Mrs Castle, you will
not do that by sramping our rhe firsr ever real Commu-
niry policies. One day, when rempers have calmed
down and we have done what is necessary to reduce
some agricultural surpluses, ir will be interesring to
look back and see how much the fact rhar we managed
to inrroduce self-sufficiency in food encouraged
long-term growrh in Europe, compared with rhose
who only look to rhe world markers in order ro ensure
thar rhey have enough ro ear. I have made rhese
remarks, Mr Presidenr, ladies and gentlemen, because
it srruck me as worrhwhile to show you rhe ways in
which a reporr can be inrerpreted.

President. - I call Sir Brandon Rhys-\flilliams.

Sir Brandon Rhys-\flilliams. - Mr Presidenr, rhe von
Bismarck repon makes exrremely dismal reading, but
unhappily its truth cannor be denied. Ve want higher
investments and not higher inrcresr rates. S7e wanr
more production, not more unemployment. !7e want
higher expons to developing countries, bur we are
cutting our aid ro them while the energy crisis isdriv-
ing their people into desriturion. 'S7'e want orderly
recycling of capital from the OPEC counrries, but we
have an increasingly unstable inrernational currency
system. Money is flowing into assets like gold, works
of an and existing propeny rarher than into new capi-
tal projects like the Channel Tunnel - to give an
example of a [ransport improvemenr which is
obviously justified 

- or rhe Severn Barrage. The latrer
is an investmenr in energy substirution which obviously
ought to go ahead and which could well be financed
by recycling OPEC funds inro rhis project.

'!(/e have ro admir, however, that the posr-smirhsonian
experiment with ethnic paper currencies is proving a
failure. Ve are nor gerring on lop of our econo.ic
problems. The situation in which we find ourselves
makes one look back ro rhe 1930s. Then we solved our
economic problems in effect by rearmamenr. National-
ist solutions were taken ro exrremes. Now we musr
acknowledge rhe futiliry of economic nationalism and
recognize the rruth of rhe dicrum rhar a narion is the
wrong size for economic inrervenrion. It is too big ro
run an industry and too small to run a currency.
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The Communrty has made some Progress towards a

common currency system by setting up the EMS. In
effect, however, the EMS is only a managed float
which, as Mr von Bismarck says in paragraph l7 of his

report, cannot fulfil its Purpose in the long run' He

calls for the setting up of a central, largely autono-
mous authority or monetary fund. I do not entirely
disagree with that, but first we have to create [he

n.c.ir.ry c6nditions for its success and for its general

acceptability.

In the following paragraph, Mr von Bismarck calls on

the Commission to realize that irc essential task is to
put forward proposals for the free movement of capital

and equal conditions of competition. This is something

on which, I think, we really ought to place more

emp[asis in this Parliament'' Member States will have

to abandon their insistence on running their own
separate economies with their own fiscal, credit and

economic policy objectives.

The position of the Unircd Kingdom in relation to the

European Monetary System needs to be clarified. The
London market is so large, and so free for movements

of hot money from all over the world, that it is not
practical for the British authorities to give firm under-

iakings about rarcs of exchange in the London market.

Sudden capital movements can only be carried on the

sterling rate of exchange. No fund would now be large

.norgh to guarantee the cross rates with other
Community iurrencies. As on previous occasions, if
the British authorities overreached themselves by
giving commitments on convertibiliry ^t fixed

i*ch"ng. rates, I believe the experiment would be

tikely to last for only a few weeks.

Ve can remedy this situation in two ways. Ve can

either apply in the London market rigid controls over
capital movements - but the British authorities are

convinced that that would not only be wrong but also

futile, and I think we have to accePt that in that they
are right - or we move towards the creation of a

single European market for capitl! a united economic

community, as envisaged in the Treaty but never yet

seriously ried. Then a sudden movemen[ in one finan-
cial centre would evoke corresponding movements in

all the others, and the effect would be dispersed. In

fact, we should all benefit from the stabilizing effect of
size in the capital markets. In addition, however, the

Community i.onorny would also work more effi-
ciently.

The United Kingdom has made a start by lifting all

controls on capiial movements in London, but other

Member Statei alt maintain controls of greater or less

severity. In that, rhey are defying the Treary..I propose

to table today a rnoiion for a resolution calling on all
Member Staies no* to accept their obligations under

the Treaty and to relax their controls on movements of
capital and restrictions on the develo-pments of the full
.ange of services ancillary to the functioning of an

active and free capital market.

Of course, it would not be enough simply to release

the flows of funds at institutional level. To create a

genuine, free European currency zone it will be neces-

i"ry to create [he conditions in which the whole range

of iacilides ancillary to a free capital market can also

develop and flourish. I am thinking of the commodity
markeis, the stock exchanges, the private savings insti-
rutions, insurance, pension provisions, house purchase

finance, and personal :rnd business credit. Parliament

should make thc creation o[ a European market for

capital a parttcular target for the 1980s' Of course it
*iil mean a surrender of national sovereiSnty, of the

apparent but actually futile franchise to manage a

nitional paper currency according to the political

mood of the moment in each Member State. However,
the economic advantages of belonging to a monetary

system large enough to cope with dangerous. world
economic iondidons and to re-establish confidence,

continuity and stability are obvious and compelling.

The United Kingdom ought now to open negotiations

to join the European Monetary System and is entitled
in return to call upon the monetary authorities of the

other Member States, each as rapidly as it can, to
dismantle their controls on currency movements and

to end the restrictive practices which are holding back

the development of a truly free European market for
capital credit and investment.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Petronio.

Mr Petronio. - (l) Mr President, as Mr Almirante's
speech indicated, we shall approve this repon by- Mr
von Bismarck, even though we are convinced of the

need for it to be amended in pan. \7e think it presents

rather too pessimistic a picture of the present state of
Europe. It seems almost that Europe is its own worst

enemy, \7e would like to emphasize that it is beg-in-

ning io be thought that the fundamental cause of infla-

tion - that scourge from which Europe, and particu-

larly some countries of Europe, have been suffering
for so long, and especially now - is not only or even

mainly thi increase in oil prices. There are other
factois which should also be stressed' There have been

persistent technical obstacles to the free movement of
soods, and there is a money supply and public spend-

i-ng policy pursued by some countries which contri-
buiei significantly to inflation, while on the other
hand thire is low productivity and therefore low

competitiveness on the international markets in rela-

tion to the dollar and yen areas.

One of the factors which we also think it necessary to

stress is what might be called the psycho-political
factor. In many countries of the Community there is a

lack of confidence which gives rise to a flight of capi-

tal and a movement away from savings and' invest-

ment. As long as this factor is not stressed, people will
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not undersrand why there is a lack of investment. The
fact is thar invesrmenr is financed from savings and
savings must be safeguarded. It is necessary - and
unfortunately Mr von Bismarck's repon did nor do
this - to emphasize the role of small and medium
sized firms and ro ask how fresh money - money
from savings - can be directed towards these firmi.
For this reason ve take this opponunity here ro repear
an earlier proposal of ours - the proposal ro ser up a
Furopean srock exchange so rhat savings can circulate
freely, as proposed also in poinr l E of Mr von
Bismarck's reporr - so that not only persons and
goods, but also shares, may have freedom of move-
ment. In this way rhe risk capital would begin ro grow
again, and firms could requesr and obrain invesrments
and savings even from small investors. Ve should bear
in mind nor only rhe large, bur also rhe small invesror,
who could make use of a suitably conrrolled srock
exchange which was nor under the conrrol of a few
speculators, and ro which the savings of small, medium
and large savers could really flow. Only in this way
will Europe be able to give free movement wirhin iri
boundaries ro rhe shares which will bring fresh money
to its industries, and hence possibiliries of investmenr,
of fighdng inflarion, and of damping down that expec-
tation of inflation which, by leading ro price increases,
itself causes further inflation. This expecration of
infladon is one of rhe reasons why rhe oil-producing
countries increase the price of their product in
advance.

Vhat Mr Delors was saying is therefore correcr -that it is necessary,[o offer an advanrage, or rhe guar-
antee of an advanrage, ro rhe oil-producing couniries,
and rhar rhe first guaranree which we musr offer ro
them is rhe stability of our currency, and if possible the
stability of a currency such as rhe ECU which, given
the necessary will, could become a reserve currency [o
m4tch the dollar.

(Applause from the right)

President. - I call Mr Bonde.

Mr Bonde. - (DK) Mr President, rhe people's Move_
ment intends ro vore against Mr von Bismarck,s repon
which advocar.es even closer coordinarion of the econ-
omies of rhe nine Member Srates.

L)enmark now has seven years' experience of the
Communiry behind ir, and if we look it the main areas

Denmark has

of the economy, we musr admit that these were seven
lean years. At rhe rime of the referendum on Commu-
nity membership, we were urged ro vo[e in favour of ir
in order to reduce unemployment. ln 1973 rhere were
2.1 00-9 persons.unemployed in my country. This year
the figure is heading for 200 OOO. \fe were also
supposed ro vore in favour of Community.membership
in.order to bring abour a reduction in thi interesr rate,
which has subsequently risen from 12 o/o to 19 o/o, one

of rhe results of which has been that rhe housing
programme in my country has been cut by half.
Anorher reason for joining the Communiiy was
supposed ro be to bring about a reduction in ow
foreign debr, which ar rhar time was 17 000 million
kroner. This year ir is over'1OO OOO million kroner. I
am no[ one of those- who say rhat Community
membership is ro blame for all of these rhings, bur I am
sure Mr von Bismarck himself realizes that Commu-
nity direcdves have at any rate failed ro solve any of
our economic problems, so whar do we wanr wirh
even stricter directives?

Yesrerday we were given a new example of what rhe
Community directives mean in pracrice. It was rhe
provisions of rhe Treaty regarding free movement
which permitted rhe sale of B & \f (Energy) to the
Friedric-Lentjes-Stiftung in Dusseldorf, *iih rhi.h
Mr Bismarck is probably more familiar than I am, bur
this sale followed the same patrern as the sale of the
other B & \7 undenaking ro rhe German MAN,
concern of which rhe chairman of the board of direc-
tors, Mr Voissard, is a prominant member of the Vest
German armamenrs lobby. Ir is nqt expons of Danish
companies that we need. Vhat we need is to expon
more Danish products ro orher countries including Mr
von Bismarck's fatherland, which has become expen at
profidng from trade wirh im panners, while at rhe
same.time complaining rhat it is paying too large a
conrriburion ro rhe Community, even though-the
Commu.nity is rhe very thing which enables it ro ger
away with overrunning rhe Danish market, to gire but
one example. In its newspapers, Germany refers to
itself as a milk cow, bur ir would probably be more
accurare to call ir a milking machine which has suckers
fitted to the udders of orher cows roo.

Mr President, rhe majority of the people of Denmark
are looking forward ro the day when we are free of
th.e.Communiry, when, instead of full membership, we
will have a general trade agreemenr like the orher
Scandinavian counrries. \fle are looking forward to
getting out of the 'Common Marker in irises', as rhe
main thing we have in common in the Nine is unem-
ployment. It has become quite clear in Europe rhat
those small counrries which contented rhemselves with
a general _trade agreement, i.e. Norway, Sweden,
Switzerland and Austria, have managed to ger rhrough
the crisis without a marked increaseln unemploymenr.
However, those counrries which have joined the
Communiry have achieved a Eutopean record in the
increase in unemployment. This is a patrern we wish to
break.

Finally, I must take exception ro Mr von Bismarck,s
attack on index-linking in certain countries, including
Denmark, since it is curious reasoning to claim thai
the amounrs paid under this sysrem, which only cove.
part of the price increases and, funhermore, have been
reduced following a reques[ by rhe Community, and
which are paid up to six monrhi after we have paid for
the price increases in the shops, are rhe causi of rhe

,1"' r Lrri " u-r?l
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price increases. It would be better if Mr von Bismarck

iid something about putting a stop to increases in the

cost of living, since high prices come before Payments
under an index-linking system, and it is therefore
patently obvious that the larcer cannot be the cause of
the former.

President. - I call Mr Onoli.

Mr Ortoli, Vice-President of the Commission. - (F)

Mr President, although it is unusual to begin by

expressing thanks, I had intended to begin on a note

of regret. I will refrain from doing so. My regret was

that ruch an imponant subject concerning one of the

Community's real responsibilities, that is its future, the

way in which it is to extricate itself from its pressing

difiiculties and settle ir employment problems, should

be discussed in a debate lasting two-and-a-half hours

for which none of us feel sufficiently prepared' But I
am not going to voice this regret' Indeed, I have the

impression t[.t rn^ny points have been made which

demonstrate that Parliament, while expressing many

opposing viewpoints, is very much- aware of our
.orn.on problems and of the need for us to reflect
deeply and sincerely on how to deal with them. For

.y-pt.t I regard this debate today as a prelude to the

very imponant debate we are to have in the autumn on

the annual report. Then we will have to concentrate,

not only in terms of the introduction of practical

measures to coordinate policies buc also by consider-

in[ thi fact that opposing poinr of view will be

eipressed in the course of these discussions - firstly,
on how to solve our problems and, secondly, on how
the Community can assist in this. I say this because,

inevinbly, I am obliged - my apologies for this - to

speak about the ritual exercise of convergence. This
ritual exercise of converging policies also raises the

ritual question of the Commission's role. And here the

Commission's role, if it is limircd to economic

management, is not very big. This is because the

Treary itself is aTreaty which, of 2+8 Articles, devotes
just one to short-term economic policy and six to the

balance of payments which should allay cenain fears

regarding excessive supranational powers which we

might bi tempred to wield. But beyond this, the

Commission and the Community have a wider role to
play. First of all because our Treaty recognizes cenain
.or.oa objectives. Here our role of examining,
prompting' ProPosing, is very imponant. Another
reason it is imponant is that we must at all costs pro-
gress beyond the rype of debarc in which we have a

iendency rc become involved: the debate on lhe

short-teim economic situation and on the best way of
controlling or not controlling demand ln fact this

morning we have nor been speaking only about the

..ono*ic situation. Even if some speeches have dealt

first and foremost with broad macro-economic

mechanisms, there has also been an awareness of the

situation of Europe today, in other words a Commu-

nity beset by common problems. Having problems in
common, however, does not necessarily mean that we

must act togelher. It may perhaps oblige us to look at

things together, to work together to consider and

undirstand the problems, but this does not of itself

entril an obligadon to take ioint action. Nonctht'lt'ss

there are a number of factors which should lcld us to

do so. First of all there is the fact that we are a big

enough power to be able to make our views heard

clearly in the ouside world. This is perhaps a role

which is not written into the Treaty' but it takes on

considerable imponance if we realize that we will not

solve cenain problems unless there is a new world
order and unless this new order involves not only
dialogue but also the establishment of real co-resPon-

sibiliry so as to settle not only our own problems -
problems of employment, of growth and of iustice -
Lut also those of all our partners and in panicular of
the Third !7orld. Secondly, it is incumbent on'us, it
seems to me, [o remember that our principles include

solidarity and that, since we form a deeply indepen-

dent economic entity, the legal fact of market unity
necessarily implies a dury of solidarity. I believe that, if
one considers 'certain absolutely basic Points, it
becomes clear that if we are ro profit from this

.o61s1l1)r) market, exercise the responsibilities which it
irrrolres rnd also benefit from our standing ttis-i-ztis

the outside world, there is a whole sphere of action
which goes beyond short-term economic considera-

tions and the recommendations we might make in this

field involves an attempt to analyse and implement
joint measures to solve the problems. But in that case

ihe Commission's role, o. trihe. the Community's role

more thart that of the Commission, must be to define

the common interesr and to determine what we should

propose. This does not necessarily mean common poli-
cies involving transfers of sovereignty and relying on
various instruments in the hands of the Community. It
means genuine common strategies which, in certain
."s.s, iill form the frameworli, - in the light of a

joint examination of the problems, sometimes leading

to harmonized regulations, but in any case with much

more attention being given to the external impact -for some joint measures but also for national
measures, in other words a series of measures and

instruments which remain the responsibility of our
Member States. I am convinced, Mr President - and

here I support Mr Delors, who said this earlier - I am

convinced that we must not disregard fundamental
realities. The Community is a reality, with its legal

structures, its means for taking action, its rules and its
policies. But today we must rsalize that its responsibili-

ii.t, .r.n though they are essential' are only Partial,
complementary, and that the main responsibility
.on,inr.s to lie with the Member States. Ve must helP

them to face up to this resPonsibility, but we cannot, at

present, take their place.

This leads me to a second point raised by Mr von

Bismarck. In spite of everything, is there not, in the

economrc and' financial sphere, a special place for
action by us? I think the answer is yes and I believe

{ i' I
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that the facrors I menrioned - the exisrence of a
single market, bur also rhe European monetary sysrem

- in facr compel us ro rry to coordinare our policies
more closely. The firsr step, obviously, is what we call
concerted action. This follows from the nature of our
market Community, which means that we try to avoid
our policies, which operare on rhe same market, being
fundamenrally a[ cross wirh each other. This is a rask
which we musr pursue, but ir will nor be easy. '!fle have
not gor rhe means to do this directly; we have no
central bank, we are not a government, we do not
have the same budger as rhe narional governments.
Even the presenr much-discussed Community budger
amounts to less than I 0/o of Community GNP.
However, we musr develop coordination of economic
and monetary policies and I can assure you rhar real
improvemenrs have been made here in rhe lasr few
months. I am nor saying rhe siruation is entirely satis-
factory. First of all, old habirc die hard; secondly, let
us nor forger that the differences between the situa-
tions in the various counrries of the Communiry are so
great [har coordinarion is difficult, and indeed in some
cases increasingly rricky. Bur it is also rrue that we
have made great strides rowards improving our
common organizational srructure. Today, those bodies
which some speakers have been calling for - a more
active Council of Ministers and high-level meerings of
senior officials - are more and more a reality,.iinly
in the shape of the Monetary Commirree and the
Committee of Governors of rhe cenrral banks.

The third point of Mr von Bismarck's repon which I
would like ro menrion is the way we work rogerher
and rhe facr that rhe Community insritutions should
try ro pool rheir efforts to rackle and solve the prob-
lems. In rhis contexr, I personally and the whole
Commission are more rhan willing to work more
effectively. You wish ro be berrer informed, as Mr
Hooper pointed our. !trf'e have ried - and this is a
poinr to which I myself artach parricular importance

- to improve rhe flow of information from rhe
Community, if only ro lay the foundarions for discus-
sion on a broader basis than the narional framework.
But it is also imponanr ro prepare the big debarcs in
depth, in particular within the comperenr commirtees.
For my pan I am ready ro do rhis. \7e have discussed
this wirh the Commisssion aurhorities, but you musr
remember rhar we also have our deadlines. This means
working on tight schedules, bur I am prepared ro make
the effon. The second aspect of rhe debare calls for a
very long reply, a very long analysis, which I cannor
give h.ere.. By that I mean [har we cannor, today, go
inro rhe demils of rhe shon-rerm economic analyiis
which has gradually developed, in rhe course of the
debate, inro a wider analysis of the various problems
which face us today or which will arise in the furure.
This demonsrrares rhe extremely close links we have
today between short-rerm problems on rhe one hand
and medium and long-rerm problems on rhe other. It
is no longer possible to solve rhe shon-term problems
without. tackling the medium- and long-reim prob-
lems. The same is true of the extremely close links

between our inrernal problems and rhe exrernal
constraints. All our thinking in rhis sphere must be
guided by certain considerarions. The first is thar we
are subject ro cenain unavoidable constrainrs.
\Therher we like it or not rhey are there. Either we
free ourselves from rhese constraints or rhey will crush
us. Unless we fight ro free ourselves, they will wipe us
out, whichever way we look at ir. The second is thar
there are also internal constraints resuhing from
certain rrends, borh srrucrural and demographic,
which we can nor escape. The third poinr is of i differ-
ent narure. You musr excuse me for saying rhis,
perhaps because I am too French, rhar is too prag-
matic, but I do nor believe in analyses in which rherels
only one explanation and one solution. This does not
mean rhar rhere should nor be a policy, thar choices
should not be made. Choices musr be made. But
clearly, we musr advance on a relatively wide front,
applying a complex diagnosis and manifold measures,
as in facr the preliminary remarks I have just made
show.

In.this context, Mr President, I would simply like very
briefly to make two or rhree points whiih'l rhink ir
worrh srressing.

Firstly, it has been said rhat infladon should have
priority. But there is another prioriry, rhat of enerBy.
Here Europe has a role to play, involving whai I
c/ould call a common sr.rategy, as disrinct from
common policy in rhe sense of the transfer of sover-
eignty. Europe has a role ro play and rhis policy, this
joinr srruggle musr find expression in real
programmes, demanding programmes, involving joint
considerarion of the problems, the mobilization - and
we have commirred ourselves to this - of funds where
necessary, in particular loans to assist in implementing
programmes, with joinr monitoring of progress made
and effons to esublish a genuine dialogue on enerty
questions. And in this dialogue [here are no[ just rwo
parties, rhe producers and us: we must consider also
the energy paupers, those who are poor in two ways,
in other words rhose who have neither energy nor
money.

This brings me ro my second observarion, which
concerns the recycling of perro-dollars. In rhis conrexr
I should like ro say a word in reply to Mr Delors.

Jusr now, Mr Delors gave an analysis of inflarion
which suggested that rhe causes were more numerous
than was generally admitted. However, he should not
underestimate anorher effect of oil price rises apart
from rhe effect on prices; thar is quite simply rhe piob-
lem of transfers, in other words the balanie-of-
paymenr problem. He did nor in facr overlook this,
since he called on us ro make grear efforrs ro deal with
the recycling proble,m. The rransfers imposed on us by
rising oil prices, rhe balance-of-paymenrs problemi
this creares, the facr thar it may force us ro introduce
even stricrer policies and slow down growth, are
consequences which are just as imponanr as the direcr
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inflationary effect. \7e must bear this in mind. This
observation stresses, moreover, the importance of the
financing problem which we must help to resolve.

Let us apply ourselves to this problem with a cenain
modesty, but also with determination. To explain what
I mean by modesty, let me first recall that one of the

imponant points made at the European Council in
Venice concerned that fact that, if we are constantly
confronted with unforeseen oil price increases which
are not jusdfied economically, then the time comes

when we can no longer adjust or take responsibility
for all the problems of recycling. This is a very impor-
tant point because it brings our thoughts to bear on
other aspects of this policy of dialogue and co-resPon-
sibiliry.

Secondly, I think we have our own recycling prob-
lems, which we are in the process of analysing.'!7hen
the Finance Ministers met informally at Taormina, the
problem of the international financing of deficirc was
ihe principal subject of discussion for a day and half. I
hope, indeed I believe, that it will be possible to draw
some conclusions from these discussions and from the
ensuing studies, both concerning the manner in wich
the Community can deal with irc own balance-of-
payments problems - I am thinking here of Commu-
nitv loans and the various finlnci:rl rncch.rnisms availa-
ble to us - and also as regard, tltc corttrr[rutrorl which
it can make, in conjunction with international organiza-
tions or other countries, to the tragic problem of those

who have, as I said, neither energy nor money, indeed

sometimes not even food, in this terrible sorld' \fle
shall have to discuss this matter again, and I for my
part hope that it will be one of the topics for iliscus-
sion with the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs in the early autumn.

I now come to the third point, inflation. Ve are in the
process of discussing its causes. But that is not enough;
we must think very hard about ways of convincing
people that the fight against inflation is nor simpll' a

slogan. Remember that it is first of all a requirement of
social justice, because we all know who suffers, too
often, from inflation. But it is also necessary from the

point of view of employment. And this brings me to
the basic question towards which all our thinking
should be directed: how to achieve a lasting improve-
ment in the employment situation? The fight against

inflation is one element here. It is a necessity if we are

to improve the employment .situat,ion .because, 
wirh

our present raw materials and energy deficit, we will
not be able to find a lasdng solution to our problems

unless we become sufficiently competitive. This is one

of the external constraints I mentioned. '!0e must

acknowledge it because if we ignore it we will fail in
any attempts we make to restore grow[h by other
means.

My fourth remark, Mr President, and rhis will be the

lait but one, concerns our joint examination of
economic trends in the next annual rePort. Hitheno,

our proposals have been aimed at a policy for 1980,

and there would appear to be no reason to change this
policy fundamentally. By that I mean - let us make

no mistake about this - that we must Pursue our
policy of restoring balance. But we have already said

- this was pointed out last November and we have

made the point again today - that we must be

extremely vigilant in assessing the general develop-
ment of the economy. At our next stocktaking we shall
have to see how things stand and consider whether, at
least if the recession is deeper than we had forecast,
we should not, for example, aBree to some'comPensa-

tion for the budgeury gap due to the shon-fall in tax
receipts. Once again, this is a matter which must be

considered again in a few weeks' time.

Mr President, I have not dealt with all the problems
but I have presented a mosaic which needs to be fitted
together. These are two points in panicular which I
have.not gone into. First of all our structural Problems,
which wJwill be dealing with again in the context of
the medium-term programme; but I note that the issue

has been raised, in particular with regard to the prob-
lems of declining industries and of the growth indus-

tries of the future. Here I must remind you, coming
back to the question of energy, that the suuggle facing

us is also a struggle for the creation of new industries
and new jobs. This is the only sector where we know
that if we act forcefully and quickly, we will reap all

the benefir at once. That is a great chance in a situa-
tion like the present. Easing the grip of the energy
crisis, developing new industries, opponunities for
creating jobs, stimuladng growth: all this should

encourage us to supplement the debate on enerty
independence - and God knows how necessary that
is - with a discussion of growth based on this energy
struggle I mentioned.

The second point which I have not discussed -
though this is not an omission, believe me - is the
whole question of policies relating to employment.
This is because I gather from what Mr Delors said that
a report is being prepared in the Committee on Social
Affairs and that the Committeee on Economic Affairs
also intends to take up the matter. For our part, I
hardly need say that we want very much to take pan in
these discussions. The topic is a complex one, because

here again there are no simple answers, no straightfor-
ward answers, nor indeed any answers which can

apply equally to all our countries. It is true that many
of the problems which we have here are common to us

all and that we should deal with them together. But it is
also true that situ.rtion. in the various countries are suffi-
ciently different to nreke ir necessary for us to have the

sense [o recognize not only that core of thought,
determination, mutual inierests, external action and

solidarity which is the foundation of Europe today,
but also the existence of different situations requiring
different forms of action and intervention in each

country.

That, Mr President, was what I wanted to say, as

briefly as I could - even if I have exceeded my allot-
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ted time somewhat - to give you a few rhoughts on
our approach ro the problem, and ro say how much I
hope rhar rhis will be only rhe first of a series of
discussions in the great debate we will be having on
the economic future of Europe.

' (Applause)

President. - I call Mr von Bismarck.

Mr von Bismarck, rdpporteur. - (D) Mr President,
ladies first - Mrs Casrle gave me a very bad report,
but I should like to retaliate by giving her a very
friendly reporr. Mrs Castle, I admire your spirit and
your vitaliry. One thing we have in common is the fact
what we have both probably been in acdve politics for
something like fifry years. I also admire the totally
unspoiled and yourhfully romantic way in which you
judge economic issues withour quite grasping rhem.
The classic example of rhis is your reporr on Bochum.
The German Chancellor you mer there has done no
more than continue the policy pursued by Ludwig
Erhard - albeit in rhe face of resistance from his left-
wingers - and maintained and improved our standard
of living and our libeny. That is something you ought
to acknowledge, and I think you would be well
advised to spread ir around other countries as well.

I should like ro say to Mr Rogers rhar libeny has given
us the social marker economy, a high srandard of
living and liberty in rcturn, in conrrast to this theories.
The fact is thar, everywhere his theories have been put
into practice, rhey have led only ro poverry and dicra-
torship.

In my opinion, we oughr to listen rather more closely
to what other people have to say so [hat we can learn
from them. In that spirir, I am very grateful for every-
thing I have heard in the course of this debate. Unfor-
tunately, rime does not allow me [o rhank each of the
speakers individually. To my chairman, Mr Delors, I
should just like ro say rhar it is nor rrue rhar rhe very
poor have been forgorten. Mr.Onoli was right in
pointing our rhar rhose hit first and hardesr by infla-
tion are always the very poor, which is why inflation is
so unjust. I could not possibly menrion everyrhing in
my reporr; instead, I included those points we made
last year, and I should like to srress paragraph 2,
which makes this poinr. That covers rhe whole spec-
trum of unemploymenr, full employment and rhe need
to devote arrenrion ro the badly-off. AII that is there in
black and white. I was nor able to repear ir all because
the time was simply not available. I would ask you ro
verify whar I say by reading through rhe repon once
again. You will find most of the ob.iecdons thar have
been raised here already in my repon.

Finally, Mr Delors, there is one lasr thing I should like
to say about inflarion. Of course, given our four aims,
inflation is not everything, but without stability, it will

all come ro nought. None of rhe detailed measures we
take to correct shon-term economic developments will
have any real effecr if we fail to keep inflatibn down ro
a reasonable level. There is no question of rhis requir-
ing deflationary policies in rhe form referred to in the
course of the debare. Mr Macario, Mr Herman, Mr
Moller and others have already made rhis poinr. Ve
must make the shifr from consumprion ro invesrment
very cautiously, taking care nor ro sacrifice any of rhe
things we have achieved, as Mr Onoli said - and I
thank him for his offer of cooperarion. Parliament
should accept his offer, make cooperation more effec-
tive and be a better lisrener rarher than claiming
prematurely chat everyrhing rhe rapponeur said was
nonsense.

(Applause)

President. - The debate is closed. The motiori for a
resolution will be pur ro rhe vore ar rhe nexr voring
trme .

8. Urgentprocedure

President. - I have received rvo morions for resolu-
tions wirh requesr for urgent debate pursuanr to Rule
14 of, the Rules of Procedure:

- morion for a resolurion (Doc. l-3ll/80) by Mr Sarre
and others on rhe furure of rhe car industry;

- motion for a resolution (Doc. l-312/BO) by Mr
Rinsche and others on the border incidenr between
Vietnamese troops from Cambodia and Thai troops in
Thailand.

The reasons supponint rhese requesr for urtenr
debate are conrained in the documenr themselves.

Parliament will be consulred on rhe urgency of these
motions for resolutions ar rhe beginning of tomor-
row's sitting.

The proceedings will now be suspended until 3 p.m.

The House will rise.

(The sitting anas suspended dt 1 p.m. and resumed at 3
p.n.)

IN THE CHAIR: MRS VEIL

President

President. - The sitting is resumed.
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9. Votes

President. - The next item is the vorc on the
motions for resolutions on which the debate has

closed.

'!7e shall begin with the two proposak for the total
rejection ofthe 1980 budget.

-I 
call Mr Pannella on a point of order.

(Cries)

Mr Panella. - (F) Madam President, I am really
touched by the enthusiastic acclaim of my colleagues.

In order io concent.arc their attention and rc fuel

their enthusiasm just a little bit more, I want to say

that before we move on to the vote , Madam President,
we ought in my view to have the opinion of the appro-
priate committee in accordance with Article 6 of the

implementing procedures for the budget. I do not
rhink the committee met to discuss the matter.

President - Mr Panella, the committee decided not
to express an opinion.

Mr Panella. - (I) Madam President, there are

cenain obligations under the Rules which cannot be

forgone. It is as though we are refusing to do some-

thing which is a legal requirement. I appeal to vour
legal training. The Rules of Procedure explicitll state:

The commrttee responsible shall deliver its opinion on

such proposal before it is put to the vote in plenary sitting.

The committee cannot get out of this legal require-
ment, and so we cannot move on to the vote until we

have heard its opinion.

President. - I call Mr Lange.

Mr Lange, chairman of the Committee on Budgets.

- (D) Madam President, ladies and Bentlemen, we

have had the opponunity on earlier occasions to point
out in this respect that it is problematical to 4ely on the
Rules of Procedure since they contradict the Treaties
in decisive aspec[s. In view of the fact that Parliament
made its posidon clear with a motion at the last pan-
session and the committee itself commented on the
question of possible rejection of the budget, the
requirements of the Treaties have been taken into
consideration. The matter was raised and an unfavour-
able response was given. Mr Pannella's objection
should now be irrelevant.

( Ap p la us e from ce rtain quarters )

President. - I call Mr Pannella.

Mr Pannella. - (F) Madam President, what Mr
Lange says is impossible. Neither he nor the comniittee

could have been aware of a proposal for rejection
which was not tabled until yesterday.

President - In accordance with the decisions taken

by Parliament last Monday, the explanations of vote

on the total rejection of the budget were given this

morning.

I put to the vote the proposal (Doc. 1-294/80) by Mr
Balfe and others: Total rejection of tbe 1980 budget.

I have received from Mr Balfe and l6 other signatories

a request - seconded by five Members of the Group
for the Technical Coordination and Defence of Inde-
pendent Groups and Members - for a roll-call vote

on their proposal for total rejecti,on of the budget.

Since I do have here the 21 si$natures required by the

Rules of Procedure, I ask the Members seeking a'

roll-call vote to stand.

(More than 21 Members rose)

A roll-call vote will be taken. The electronic voting
system will be used for this vote as for all roll-call
votes.

I put the proposal [o the vote.

The proposal is rejected.*

I call Mr Lomas on a point of order.

Mr Lomas. - My point of order, Madam President,

is a question to you regarding explanations of vote. I
understand that an explanation of vote caq normally
be given following a vote on a motion. I sliould like
your ruling on this, because it seems to me that I Put
down my name to give an explanation of vote but I
hear unofficially that this is not be allowed. If this is
the case, it seems a curious sort of democratic institu-
tion that will forbid Members to exPress their points of
a view on such an important issue as the 1980 budget.
Can you give me your ruling, Madam President?

President. - Mr Lomas, this matter was discussed on
Monday when the agenda was decided. Ve decided
then that explanations of vote would be given by the
groups this morning.

(Applausefrom certain quarters on tbe ight)

rTtre detailed resutt of the vote will be found in the minutes of
proceedtngs.

,r",''i ''-,'-'
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President

I call Mrs Castle.

Mrs Castle. - Madam President, could you tell us
whether this is the first occasion in the life of this
directly elected Parliamenr rhat explanations of vote
have nor been allov'ed on a major issue?

President. - The explanations of vore were given
this morning, Mrs Castle. Ir is cusromary in rhis
Parliamenr for voring to rake place at a ser rime, wirh
the explanations of vore beforehand.

(Applause on the rigbt and centre)

Mrs Castle. - Madam President, I shall therefore
amend my quesrion as you have misundersrood it. Is
this rhe firsr time in the lifetime of this Parliament rhat
individual rights ro explanations of vote have been
denied ?

President. - Mrs Castle, in the pasr there have been
several occasions when explanations of vote have been
limited to group spokesmen. \7hen I made this
proposal on Monday, following rhe enlarged Bureau's
decision in the morning, rhere were no objecdons.

I call Mr Seal.

Mr Seal. - In rhat case, Madam Presidenr, perhaps
you could tell us how it is possible in this democrari-
cally elected and democratic House for a minoriry in
any one group ro make its explanations known to
Parliament.

President. - Mr Seal, rhis matter has to be settled by
the groups and not in the plenary sirting.

(Applausefrom certain quarters on the ight and centre)

I call Mr Lomas.

Mr Lomas. - I understand and accept what you say,
Madam Presidenr. There was a sraremenr rc rhe effetr
that a spokesman for each group would give an
explanarion of vote. That was all agreed, and I do not
quarrel wirh the ruling on that. At the same time we
anticipated rhar under rhe Rules of Procedure ordi-
nary Members of rhis Parliament would also be able to
give an-explanarion. Is this Assembly operating on rhe
basis. of making up rhe rules as ir goes along? Can
people who do nor like the senrimenu expressid and
commenrs made by others just prevent them from
being expressed and jeer and raise all sons of objec-
tions to making a staremenr on such an imponant iisue
as rhe 1980 budget? There is no demoirary in rhis
Parliamenr.

(Mixed reactions)

President. - The aurhors of rhe proposal are entitled
to speak and state the purpose of rheir proposal.

I call Mr Pannella.

Mr Pannella. - (F) Madam Presidenr, I am amazed
a[ [he amazemenr of the Members who have just
spoken. I agree wirh them that there is no democrary
in this Parliament and that the Rules of Procedure are
being infringed. But, Mrs Castle, ir has been going on
for eighr monrhs now!

Prcsident. - I call Mr Damseaux.

Mr Damseau\. - (F) Unlike Mr Pannella, I do nor
think rhat there is no democracy in rhis Parliament.
But I refuse ro be preached to by Members from a
country which denied two million Liberals a right of
representation in this Assembly!

President. - I put to rhe vore rhe proposal (Doc.
1-300/80) by Mr Pannella and otbers: Total rejection oJ
the 1980 budget.

( Parliament rej ected the proposal)

The proposals for the rotal rejection of the new draft
general budget of rhe European Communities for 1980
have bcen rejecred by Parliament. On Monday parlia-
ment fixed the deadline for tabling proposals'for roral
rejection at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, 8 July. Since no
further proposals for total rejecrion can be submined
to Parliamenr, I nole that rhe procedure provided for
by Article.203 of the EEC Treary has been completed
and thar the general budger of the European Commu-
nities for 1980 has been finally adopted. 

-

(Applausefron the centre and right)

President. - Ve shall now consider the motion for a
resolurion conrained in the Luster report (Doc. l-l4g/
80/reo.): Amendment of Parliament\ Rules of procedare.

I call Mr Coppieters.

Mr Coppieters. - (NZ) Madam president, on rhe
basis of Rule 32(1)(b) of the Rules of procedure I
propose that rhis repon be referred ro rhe appropriare
commlttee.
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Coppieters .

Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, when a

parliament decides on its rules and regulations they
have to be based on the widest possible consensus.
They should not be decided because there happens to
be a particular majority present, especially when the
rules are being decided one by one.

A careful look at these amendments shows that various
sources have tabled similar or even identical amend-
ments. This indicates that the Committee on the Rules
of Procedure has been working blindly, for the simple
reason [hat it has been pressured by the Bureau.

Vhen there are so many amendmenrs of a similar
narure, I think it is wrong [o try to push through this
piecemeal alteration of the Rules of Procedure.
Pursuant ro the Rule I mentioned at the start, I request
you to refer this repon to the appropriate committee.

President. - I call Mr Nyborg.

Mr Nyborg, Cbairman of the Committee on the Rules of
Procedure and Petitions. - (DK) Madam President, I
think it emerged quite clearly from what Mr Coppie-
ters said that he would like us to drop the matter
completely. It is not merely a ques[ion of his wanting
to have the matter referred back to committee for
further consideration, which is the normal purpose of
such a move.

This report was drawn up in response to a request
from the enlarged Bureau to the Committei on the
Rules of Procedure to look into these matters. In other
words, all the political groups represented on the
enlarged Bureau asked the Committee on the Rules of
Procedure to look into them. Ve have worked very
hard for several months on this, and I therefore think
thar ir would be totally stupid rc send it back co the
committee. Let us have a decision, and let us have it
today.

(A p p laus e from oari ous q uart e rs )

President. - I call Mr Rogers to speak against the
request.

Mr Rogers. - Madam President, I do not think that
we should refer this back to committee and I do not
think we should accept Mr Coppieters' motion.

At some stage, the House has to agreee on a set of
rules under which to operate. As Mr Lomas said,

Parliament as an institution is being used as a political
football by political groups, vested interests and indivi-
duals. I certainly have enjoyed the very amusing antics
of Mr Pannella, for instance. It is one thing which has

kept me sane during the last year. But at some stage
we have to go through the trauma of deciding on a set

of rules that cannot be altered by the enlarged Bureau

or by Parliament on the basis of political whim, and
which will create a proper framework within which
the institution can operate and the political groups can
exercise their political freedom without interfering
wirh the Parliament as an institution. Therefore even
though it means losing Mr Pannella's humour and all
the frivoliry that he brings to the House, we should
persist with this today and finally come to a conclu-
slon.

I accept that some of the rules may be not quite as well
drafred as we would like them to be. But, on the other
hand, r'e can make marginal adjustments in the light
of experience as we Bo on. So, for the sake of the
Parliament as an institution, I am against reference
back to committee, Madam President, even though I
greatly regret the loss of Mr Pannella's and other
people's antics in the House.

President. - I call Mrs Hammerich to speak in
favour of the request.

Mrs Hammerich. - (DK) Madam President, I will
gladly speak in favour of referring Mr Luster's
proposal back to committee. Only a few momenrc ago
we had a marvellous example of what things will be

like in this Parliament in future. 'We saw how
Members of the British Labour Group were not
allowed to give a simple explanation of vote. Up till
now, the salvation of the national and political minori-
ties p'as that we could make our views known in a

three-minute explanation of vote.If Mr Luster has his
way, this will no longer be the case in future. I recco-
mend that we refer Mr Luster's proposal back to
committee - to any old committee, or to any old
waste-paper basket.

( App lause from certain q uart ers )

President. - I put to [he vote Mr Coppieters' request
that the repon be referred to committee.

The request is rejected.

I have received three amendments, the adoption of
which would involve rejection of the alterations
proposed in the motion for a resolution and of all the
amendments to these [ex[s:

- Amendment No 171 by Mr Bonino seeking to replace

:l:r,."r,* 
motion for a resolution by the following

The European Parliament,

- whereas

- the profound political significance of the popular
election of the European Parliament implies the
need for new Rules of Procedure following a
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general and comprehensive re-drafting, ro replace
the former Rules which are still in force,

- rhe old Rules were the logical expression of a

consrirutional arrangemenr comparable with that
existing in the pre-Orleanist French Chambers, in
other words Rules embodying exclusively the
powers of the ruling authority, and analagous in
the Community conrext ro rhose drawn up by the
Council of Ministers and the Commission,

- rhe direct election of rhe 'new' Parliamenr by rhe
people therefore implies the need for 'new' Rules
of Procedure rarher than an 'episodic' approach
amounting to an inqonsistent series of panial
modifications dicrated by rhe current political
situation and the overriding political interest of the
existing majority,

- the constiturional history of all countries and at all
times has demonstrated rhat, whenever there are
significanr changes in the represenrative narure -not just the representatives - of parliamenm, the
intrinsic and narural requirements of the institu-
tion evenrually generare a body of rules reflecting
its new represenarive nature. This occurred in
1958 in the French Assemblies of the Fifth
Republic, and in the last cenrury, gradually - as is
the British way - but with considerable impact, in
the House of Commons, during the transition
from 'dualist' parliamenrary government to rhe
single authoriry pf 'prime ministerial government'.
The same process occured under che \fleimar
republic and wirh the review of rhe Rules of
Procedure in kaly in 1971,

- nothing that

- whereas all constirurional history shows that
parliamentary rules are eventually adapted to rhe
new political siruation in parliamenm, it appears'
that the European Parliament is to be unique in
thar rm 'new role', now significantly enhanced in
terms of democracy, is to be carried our with a
new set of rules which, rcchnically speaking,
represenr a considerable retrograde step from the
qxisting rules,

- although rhe extension of the suffrage and rhe
more democratic and liberal climare which it
created led, in France, the United Kingdom,
Germany, Belgium, the Netherlands and ltaly, ro
more liberal and democratic parliamenury proce-
dures, and although the srriking'new facror' of
rhe legitimate authority now invesred by the Euro-
pean people in its representarives ought [o creare a
more democratic and liberal climare within rhe
European Parliamenr and in its institutional rela-
rions wirh the other Community organs, nevenhe-
less cenain misleading ambiguities regarding the
nature of this progress and rhis broadening of the
base of European Parliamentarianism have
provoked dangerous trends,

- as is well known, marly narional consrirutional
orders give pride of place to rhe pursuit, throqgh
institurions and regulations, of workable tovein-
ment rather than ro the representadon of the
people, thus deliberately sacrificing the latter prin-
ciple,

- the European Parliament is not faced wirh prob-
lems of governmenr, and its role is not ro exercise
executive power, or suppoft that power, some-
times sacrificing some prerogarives, by providing a

solid and effecrive majority safeguarded by instiru-
tional mechanisms,

- the equivalent aim to be pursued by the European
Parliament is to be as represenrarive as possible,
for it will only be able to fulfil im potential role in
history if ir embodies, as an institution, the will of
the European peoples and truly represen* rhose

, peoples'politicalculrures,

- considering that

- it follows from the above thar the polirical
approach and procedures associated wirh parlia-
ments 'ruled by the majority' are inappropriate to
the role of the European Parliamenr,

- the only rules of procedure appropriate ro the role
bf the European Parliament are rhose which
ensure maxlmum represenution. This does not
mean simply favouring the criterion of 'propor-
tionality' at the expense of minoriries, but stressing
that'procedural equality at the outset' is the essen-
tial precondition where procedural rules are
concerned. Even rf proponionaliry rs a relatively
acceptable crirerion in consritutional sysrcms
which have to produce and support a government,
proccdural equality, without pre-esablished privi-
leges of a procedural nature for rhe majority, is the
fundamentally correct criterion ro ensure maxi-
mum represenrarion of European cultures, includ-
ing the views of minorities, in our Parliament,

- it should be borne in mind that rhe majority
elecrcd to rhe European Parliament by popular
suffrage consisrs of the same polidcal and social
forces which generally form rhe governments in
the Member States. However, as these governmenr
also appoint rhe Communiry execudve and form
the Counci[ of Minisrcrs, the majoriry in our
Parliament is thus an exact reflection of the 'ruling
power', thereby exemplifying an hisrorical and
political (and instirutional) phenomenon which
may justifiably be compared, historically speaking,
wirh rhe beginnings of parliamenrarianism personi-
fied (in England as elsewhere) by rhe 'King's
party',

- it is impossible roday for a parliament direcdy
elected by the European peoples with the specific
aim of'gaining independence from the 'ruling
power' sponaneously to endow itself with a body
of rules bestowing internal privileges on the
'King's pany', just as L6on Gambetta or Clemen-
ceau could not have proposed the Rules of Proce-
dure for the imperial 'Corp. Icgislatif', or Glad-
stone and Disraeli the Standrrrg Orders inrroduced
in the 17rh cenrury, or Rathenau rhe parliamen-
tary procedure of the Reichstag under Bismarck,

- effective governmenr in the sense of true represen-
tation also implies the attaching of lesser import-
ance to the criterion of the primacy of the group
('groupocracy'),

- ir is inevitable in this day and age that rhe parlia-
mentary group should take precedence over the
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individual Member, in cases where effective
government is equated with stable government. It
was hardly fonuitous that this trend emerged in
the House of Commons at a time when it became
necessary to strengthen the cabinet. However, the
European Parliament, the function of which is

cenainly not [o support cabinets, hri no need for
'groupocracy',

- on the contrary, its intrinsic need to ensure maxi-
mum representation means that the elected repre-
sentatives should be granted increased opportunity
to represent the people, and that Parliament
should oppose excessive group discipline and,
above all, the consolidation in the rules of the
power of groups (particularly large groups), at the
expense of individual Member's rights,

- there is a dangerous fallacy in the specious argu-
men! that, in the event of an assembly of a given
numerical size increasing its members, the size of
the quorums fixed for the previous assembly

should also be increased proponionately,

' 
- that argument would be valid if the practical func-

tions and political role of the fusembly remained
the same notwithstanding the increase in the
number of irc members. However, in the case of
the European Parliament, there exists a clear
'historical and political distinction between the old

.and the new Assemblies which invalidates the
crircrion of proponionality;

l. Affirms im endorsement of the criterion of Parlia-
ment's 'new role', according to which minorities
should not be made impotent but granted an increased

opponunity to fulfil their representative function,
while emphasizing that many of the national electoral
systems used for the election of the European Parlia-
ment seriously prejudice the real interests of rhe
people it is supposed to represent;

2. Maintains that if this under-representation due to
cenain countries' electoral systems was compounded
by under-representation in terms of parliamentary
procedure , the political and cultural minorities of
Europe, qhich have already been seriously victimized,
would have no voice in our Parliament;

3. Affirms its opposition to the reintroduction, in the
free European Parliament of the 20th century, of the
canon law rejected by the catholic church eight
hundred years ago, according to which the majority
was and should represent the 'sounder and more
valiant pan' of an Assembly;

4. Decides to undenake a general review of its Rules of
Procedure;

5. Postpones consideration, in the meantime, of any
existing amendment to the Rules of Procedure;

6. Instructs the Committee on the Rules of Procedure
and Pedtions to commence work on this general
review by setting up a working pany which will
consult competent international expens and take into
account the experience of the national parliament.

- 
Amendment No 53 by Ms Clwyd and others seek-
ing to reword paragraph I as follows:

Has decided not to amend im Rules of Procedure until
proper consideration has been given to safeguarding and
enhancing the democradc rights of all Members of the
European Parliament;

- Amendment No 54 by Ms Clwyd and others seek-
ing to reword paragraph 2 as follows:

Therefore instructs its President to forward this resolu-
tion to the Cornmittee on the Rules of Procedure and

Petitions and to all other committees of the Parliament
for their views on these matters by the end of 1980.

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Luster, rdpporteur. - (D) Madam President,
panicularly the first of these three amendments q/ould

merit more demiled comment, but I shall refrain and
merely say that I am against the adoption of these

three amendments.

President. - I call Mr Pannella.

Mr Pannella. - (I) Madam President, I should like
ro ask for a separate vote on Amendment No 171, that
is, a vore on the indents as a whole and then separate
votes on each paragraph.

(Parliament rejected successioely tbe indents and para-
grdphs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6; it then rejected Amendment
No 53, which mednt thdt Amendment No 54fell)

President. - On Rule 14, I have 11 amendments

seeking to reword the text proposed by the rapponeur.
They are Amendments Nos 34, 59,94,95,98,96,97,
93, 114,35 and 47:t
'lUflhat 

is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Luster, rapporteur. - (D) Madam President, it is

the rapponeur's job to plcy a part in ensuring that as

much as possible of the relevant committee's decision
gets the support of a majority in the plenary sitting.
Voting here is tackled on an a minoi ad majus rather
than on an a maioi ad minus basis, working from the
smaller to the greater rather rhan oice oersa, and this
means that it is impossible to ger an idea of just where
the majority lies. If the rapponeur realizes that this is

impossible, he musr make a rough assessment. On the
basis of such an assessment, which is promprcd in the
main by the debate which took place here yesterday, I
do not feel in my capacity as rapporteur - and I hope
this will be properly rranslarcd - that I am in a posi-
rion to recommend rejection of Amendment No 59.

Speaking personally, I shall be voting in favour of

+ The full rcxt of the amendments is given in the annex.

,. I"', ,',r .t
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Amendment No 59. As for all the orher Amendmenrs,
I recommend rejecrion.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 34)

President. - I call Mr D'Angelosante.

Mr D'Angelosante.- U) Madam Presidenr, we
should like a split vote on Amendment No 59 by Mr
Galland and Mr Nord. \7e wan[ a separare vore on
paragraph 2 of this amendment because we are against
it. \7e shall be voting in favour of the others.

(Parliament adopted successiztely pardgrdph l, paragraph
2 and paragraphs 3 to 6 of Amendment No i9, uthicb
meant tbat all the other amendments to Rule 14fell)

President. - I call the rapponeur.

Mr Luster, rapporteur. - (D) Madam President, you
have just said thar all rhe other amendments fall as a
result of the adoption of Amendment No 59. I merely
want ro poinr out thar this is of course true, [o rhe
extent rha[ the rext of Amendmen[ No 59 does nor
deviare from bur keeps ro the repon which we are
discussing here. I wonder whether we could, and
indeed perhaps we should, vore on Amendment No
55, which underlines the legal basis of our Rules of
Procedure. The amendmenr changes nothing. It
merely clarifies the fact rhat Rules l2(2), 46, 47 and
47(b) remain unchanged in spite of the adoption of
Amendmenr No 59. This would make marters clearer.

President. - I cannot give in to your requesr, Mr
Lusrer. The fact is that Amendmenr No 59 replaces the
old Rule 14 wirh an enrirely new one. This iswhat the
authors wanted.

(Applause from certain quarte rs )

I call Mr Blaney.

Mr Blaney. - Madam President, as you are probably
aware, my group has requested a roll-call vore on a
limited number of rhe very many amendments here. In
the particular section with which you are now dealing
there was such a requesr, but it may well be over-
looked if we do nor have ir right now, because the lisr
of amendmenrs rhar you have read our may be said rc
have already been dealt with.

On a lisr which, for your convenience, we submitted
before the commencemenr of business here rhis
evening you will see where we had indicated our
intention to call for a roll-call vore on Amendment No
I l4 and also on Amendment No 35. \/har I am trying
to preserve is the opportunity to have a roll-call vote,

lest the procedure now being followed, which I am nor
disputing, make it impossible ar a larer stage to have
these particular roll-calls.

President. - Mr Blaney, your requesr for a roll-call
vote should also have covered Amendment No 59,
which of course had to be put to rhe vote first.

I call Lord Harmar-Nicholls.

Lord Harmar-Nicholls. - Madam President, you
have given a ruling. Surely thar is rhat. Any change in
your ruling can only bring the Presidency into dis-
rePute.

(Laughter)

President. - Lord Harmar-Nicholls, there is no
argumenr about the decision. I was merely explaining
to Mr Blaney why his requesr could nor be satisfied.

I call Mr Blaney.

Mr Blaney. - \flhar I would suggesr ro you, Madam
Presidenr, is thar while you have put rhe various ani-
cles and paragraphs of rhe new proposed Rule l4 indi-
vidually [o rhe House and have had rhem vored on,
you have nor as yet pur the copplete rext as outlined
to the House. Therefore, I feel that the roll-call vote
may best be sought ar this panicular time.

President. - Each new rule will be pu[ to rhe vore a[
the end of the debarc. I shall remember when rhe rime
comes that you have asked for a roll-call vote.

On Rule 26(3) I have ten amendments: Nos 64, 86,
140,36,139,33,39, 19,55 and 59.

Vhat is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Luster, rdpportear. - (D) Madam Presidenr, in
line with what I said in connecrion with Rule 14 and
its amendment, ler me say rhar I do not feel I am in a
position in my capacity as rapporreur ro recommend
rejection of Amendment No 19. Personally speaking, I
should vote for Amendmenr No 19. As for all ihe
other. amendments you referred to, I recommend
rerectlon.

President. - I call Mr D'Angelosante.

Mr D'Angelosante. - (I) Madam President, can we
have a splir vore on Amendment No l9 by Mr patrer-
son, as we intend ro vore for subparagraphs (a) ro (e)
and against (f) ro (i)?
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(Parliament rejected Amendment No 64 and then

Amendment No 86; by roll-call aote, requested by Mr
Blaney on behalf of the Group for the Technical Coordi-
nation and Defence of Independent Groups and
Members, it rejected Amendment No 36; it rejected

successioely Amendments Nos 139, 33 and 38)

President. - I call Mr Nyborg.

Mr Nyborg. - (DK) Madam President, on behalf of
my Group I should like to request a seParate vote on
paragraph c), which represents a major departure from
the Luster rcxt, since it says that explanations of vote
may be given before the vote, and this runs directly
contrary to what was approved in committee. I there-
fore request a separate vo[e on paragraph c).

President. - I call Mr Blaney.

Mr Blaney, - Madam President, I wish at this stage

to indicate my group's desire for a roll-call vote on

this panicular amendment, all of it.

Presidcnt. - I call Mrs Vayssadi.

Mrs Vayssad e. - (F) On behalf of the Socialist
Group, Madam President, I should like a separate vote
on subparagraphs (e) and ({). A written request to the
Chair is a rather cumbersome procedure to our mind,
and we arevery much against subparagraph (e).

President. - I call Mr Chambeiron.

Mr Chambe ir (F) For the sake of a bit of order,
Madam President, might I suggest, since there are few
paragraphs here and some grouPs are asking to vote

on (a) and (e) white others want to vote on (c) and

(d), that we have a vote paragraph by paragraph. This
would be the quickest and easiest solution for every-

one. It is simply a proposal I wanted [o Put forward.

President. - Since we have been asked to hold a

roll-call vote, which unfortunately takes up some [ime'
it is in our own interest to have as few votes as possi-

ble.

I call Mr von der Vring.

Mr von der Vring. - (D)Madam President, there is
no point in voting on subparagraphs (c) and (f)
rogerher. Can we have a sepa,-a[e vote on (f), since this
is really where the problem lies?

(Parliament adopted by roll-call oote subparagrapb (a)

and then subparagrapb (b) of Amendment No 19)

President. - I call Mr Patterson.

Mr Patterson. - Madam President, as the author of
this amendment, I think I should point out that if we
vote separately on paragraph c) and c) is defeated, the

entire remainder of this amendment will lapse because

we shall have eliminated from the Rule all explana-
tions of vote by individuals. I think it is necessary to
make that clear so that everyone knows what they are

doing when voting. A vote against c) now, will mean

that all explanations of vote by individuals will be

deleted from the Rules.

(Sniles)

President. - I call Mr Nyborg.

Mr Nyborg, Chairman of the Committee on the Rules of
Procedure and Petitions. - (DK) Vhat Mr Patterson
is saying now is more or less 'Take it or leave it'.
However, we can always revert to the Luster text.

President. - In accordance with standard legislative
pradice, we'decided just now that it was impossible to
..r..t to the old texts. Ve shall vote on an amendment
which contains the whole of Rule 26.

(Parliament adopted subparagraphs (c), (d) and (e) by

succe s s ioe ro ll -call oo tes )

I call Mr Ferri.

Mr Ferri, Chairman of thc l-egal A.ffairs Committec.

- (1) Madarr I)resident, I uant to quote Rule 54 of
the Rules of Procedure, which is in turn derived from
Article 142 of the EEC Treary:

Motions for resolutions amending these Rules . . . shall be

adopted onty if they secure the votes of a majority of the

Members of Parliament.

Article 142 of the EEC Treaty states lhat the Rules of
Procedure are adopted by the Assembly acting by a

majority of its Members. It follows that the votes of
205 Members are required for any change. Since this

amendment received only 170 votes, it cannot be

adopted. 
\

President. - Let me put you right ori one small
point, Mr Ferri. The majority today is 205 and not 205

as one of our colleagues who resigned has not yet
been replaced.

As for the comment you have made, we have taken a

careful look at the Rules of Procedure and precedent
in rhis matter. It is the motion for a resolution as a

whole which needs an absolute majority. If we take a

separate vote, rule by rule, a qualified majority is suffi-
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cient. The Rules of Procedure do not indicate rhat
amendmenrc as well have to be adopted by qualified
majoriry. \flhen we adopted amendmenrs ro rhe Rules
of Procedure on pasr occasions, we applied che rule of
qualified majoriry ro rhe motion for a resolurion as a
whole or to the rules as a whole but nor.to the amend-
ments affecting a paragraph

I call Mr Ferri.

Mr Ferri. - (l) Madam President, I still harbour
reservations abour such an interpretation, which I find
far too facile. The procedure is explicit and is inclined
to respect the minorities in a parliament, because the
principle of the majoriry of the consriruenr is a guar-
antee for everyone.

President. - The Rule in ques[ion makes it quite
clear that it is referring to rhe motion for a resolurion
and not to rhe amendments. In any case, we have
always been in the habit of applying rhe rule of simple
majority in rhe case of amendments.

(Parliament adopted subparagraph fi by roll-call oote)

Before we vore on rhe lasr three subparagraphs, I shall
read out subparagraph (i) which has apparently been
omitted from rhe French version:

Vhen a final vote has been postponed under Rule 33, or
for any other reason, and final statements or explanations
of vote on the matter have already taken place, no further
final statemenrs or explanations of vore shall be admissible
before the eventual final vore.

(Parliament adopted subparagraphs (d, ft) and (i) -a.thich meant tbat all the other amendments to Rule 26
fell - by roll-call oote)

I have eight amendmenrs on Rule 3lA: Amendmenrs
Nos I I 1, 112, I 10, I 13, 5, 32, 37 and 50. Among the
changes which these amendments seek is to hrin[ the
provisions of Rule 3lA in line with those adoprcd in
the case of Rule 25(3).

I think that a number of rhese amendmenrs have
already fallen.

I call Mr Lusrer.

Mr Luster, rapporteur. - (D) I entirely agree with
you, Madam President, and I hold the same view with
regard ro Amendments Nos l12, 110, l13, 5,32 and,
37. The only amendmenr which can be voted on here
in my opinion is No 50.

President. - I call Mr Blaney.

Mr Blaney. - Madam President, while bowing to
your ruling abour what has already fallen, I am afraid

that more has fallen than has been decided or voted
upon today, but since there is but one amendment lefr
to put to the House, I would requesr thar we should
have a roll-call vore on ir. I presume that we shall
subsequently hold a vorc on rhe new Article I 14 as a
whole and thar we shall have a roll-call vore on rhar
and on Article 25 as well.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 50 by roll-call oote)

President. - Ve shall now consider rhe motion for a
resolution proper. After the preamble has been voted
on, a separare vote will be taken in turn on Rules 14,
26 and 3lA and thesevotes will be sub.iect ro rhe quali-
fied majority sripulared in Rule 54.

I call Mr Sieglerschmidt.

Mr Sieglerschmidt. - (D) Madam President, I just
wanted ro check when we would get round to the
explanations of vote. Is rhere going ro be a final vote,
where they are going to be fitrcd in, or when are we
having rhem? I have asked to give an explanation of
vote in facr.

President. - Explanations of vote will be given
before the morion for a resolution as a whole is pur ro
the vote, Mr Sieglerschmidt.

I have Amendment No 159 before the firsr indent of
the preamble.

'\7hat 
is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Luster, rapporteilr. - (D) It would do rio harm ro
adopt this amendment, Madam Presidenr, but it would
also'be pointless. I must let rhe Members decide how
they are going ro vote.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 169 and adoptted
tbefirst and second indents of the preamble)

President. - I have Amendment No 170 after the
second indenr of the preamble.

Vhat is rhe rapponeur's position?

Mr Luster, rdpporter4r. - (D) Madam President, I am
afraid thar rhe rapponeur fails to comprehend the drift
and purpose of this amendmenr. Since he believes thar
he has been endowed wirh average inrclligence, he
assumes rhat rhis lack of comprehension is general and
not restricred to his case. Might I plead foriejecrion?

(Laughter)
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(Parliament ryected Amendment No 170 and adopteld

the third indent of the preamble)

President. - Ve shall now vote on each amended

rule as a whole.

I call Mr Blaney.

Mr Blaney. - Madam President, as you know, my

group desires a roll-call vote.

(A roll-call aote a)ds taken using the electronic ttoting
system; Rule 14 as amended uds not adopted as itfailed
to secure the necessary 205 ootes)

(Applause fron oaious qudrters - Mixed reactions)

President. - The existing text of Rule 14 is therefore

retained.

I call Mr Luster.

Mr Luster, rdPporteur, - (D) I have no desire to
contradict you, Madam President, ebpecially on an

imponant point. Looking at the Rules of Procedure,
however, I find that it says in Rule 54:

Motions for resolutions amending these Rules . ' . shall be

adopted only if they secure the vorcs of a majoriry of the

Members of Parliament.

Rule 14 is pan of this motion for a resolution just as

Rule l4(l), l4(3) or 25(3)(i) is part of the motion.

(Mixed reactions)

It is quirc possible that pans of the motion do not
obtain the qualified majority of 205 votes but that the
motion for a resolution as a whole, which you will be

putting to the vote at the end, Madam President, does

get this qualified majority. I felt it my duty to point
rhis out. That is my view.

(Applause from certain qudrters among the European

Democratic Group)

President. - Mr Luster, I explained one or ts/o
points earlier, after Mr Ferri had spoken, and I
'mentioned in panicular the texts which serve as our
guideline: on the one hand our Rules of Procedure

and on the other the fifth part of the Treaty concern-
ing the Community institutions.

On the basis of the regulations which we have always

followed, I pointed our rhat in the case of straightfor-
ward amendments to the Rules we have hitherto
always considered a simple majority to be adequate.

On ihe other hand, a qualified majority was needed

for the Rules as a whole and for the motion for a reso-

lution.

You quoted Rule 54 of our Rules of Procedure but
Article 154 of the Treaty states:

The Assembly shall adopt its rules of procedure, acdng by

a majority of ir Members.

Since we are considering here a complete Rule in our
Rules of Procedure, we have to assume rhat it requires

the majority of the Members who form this Parlia-
ment.

(Applause from oarious quarters)

I call Mr De Goede.

Mr De Goede. - (NL) Madam President, I entirely
agree with you. As rapPorteur Mr Luster must of
cJurse realize that objections to a specific method of
voting must be made before the vore takes place' In
uiew of the fact that the vote has been taken and you

have announced the result, rhe vote is valid.

(Applause from oarious quarters)

President. - I call Mr Galland.

Mr Galland. - (F) Madam President, this is a pani-
cularly disturbing btate of affairs, because after three

months' work by the Committee on the Rules of
Procedure and Petitions we have reached a point
where ir is tikely that the motion for a resolution is
going to be rejected. I fear that some misunderstand-

Ing h1s crept in. I was simply hoping - if there is the

slightest .li"n.. that we can convince our Socialist

.olle"gu.t that there was no behind-the-scenes mani-

pulation and that they can accePt the spirit in which
we worked - that we could give the explanations of
vote before putting the Rules to the vote. It is the only
way we can hope to settle matters.

President. - I am sorry, but since there is no provi-
sion in the Rules of Procedure for a second reading,

we cannot reconsider the vote on Rule 14'

I call Mr Patterson.

Mr Patterson. - Madam President, before we do
take a vote on the second pan of the Luster rePort'
could I ask you when explanations of vo[e are going to
be taken? If the same thing happens to this as

happened to Rule 14, there will be no resolution left
and therefore no final vote and therefore no explana-

tions of vote. If they are to be of any use at all, I would

ask you to take explanations of vote on Rule 25 now
befoie the final vote. Before we make fools of
ourselves we should at least have a chance to explain

our Position.

(Loud laughter)
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President. - I call Mr Blaney.

Mr Blaney. - Madam President, I wish to ger in my
requesr in time and to ensure that there will be a roll-
call vote on Rule 26 as a whole, Rule 3l as a whole
and finally, if there is anything left, as somebody has
said, on rhe entire repon as a whole.

President. - That is what I announced earlier.

In gny case, explanarions of vore can be given only
with regard ro the morion for a resolution as a wholi,
that is, after rhe vore on rhe separate Rules. Ve shall
now consider Rule 26 as amended.

(Rule 26 as amended a)ds not adopted as it failed to
secure the necessary 205 ootes)

The exisring texr of Rule 25 is rherefore retained.

There is no reason ro vore on Rule 3lA as Rule 26 has
not been amended. There is also no longer any reason
to vote on rhe motion for a resolution as it no longer
contains any proposed amendments.

Explanarions of vote may neverrheless be given.

I call Mrs Vayssade.

Mrs Vayssade. - (F) Madam Presidenr, I wish rc
explain rhe reasons for the Socialist Group's negarive
vote. In spire of whar our colleagues opposite might
think, we did not feel rhere was any manipuladon. 6n
reading the proposed amendmenrs, we disagreed with
the basic conlenr, especially in the case of Rule 14,
which increased the number of signarures required to
requesr urgency ro a third of rhe Members of this
Parliament, while last November we agreed on a
figure of 21. I do nor rhink there is 

"ny 
n..d to change

this requiremenr. Tha[ is why we rejected Rule 14.

As for Rule 26, we do not rhink ir is up to the presi-
dent alone in a parliament ro decide whether .*plan"-
tions of vore have to be presented orally or in wriring.
The right ro stand up and express an'opinion is thl
right of every Member of Parliamenr. \f; agreed ro a
reduction in speaking time bur we cannor aicept rhat
speaking rime be curtailed by the President aloni.

(Applause from aarious quarters)

President. - I call Mr Klepsch.

Mr Klepsch. - (D) Madam Presidenr, speaking on '
behalf of my group, I musr deplore the ficr thai rhe
amended agenda, which had been so well prepared
and which had rhe supporr of the enrire Bureau, has

suffered rhis fate. I should like to rell Mrs Vayssade
thar we held a number of preliminary discussions and
repearedly invircd the Socialisr Group ro help us
decide on a joinr texr. Ir is really nor our fault that -as was evidenr from rhis morning's vore on the budget

- your group is rotally disunired on all importanr
marrers. There is norhing we can do about thar.

(Applause from the centre and right)

Consequenrly you once again - when ir came to rhe
vote. on the budger - chose a form of voting which is
hardly worthy of a Member of rhe European parlia-
ment - namely, simply nor taking pan in rhe vote.

(Applausefrom the centre and right)

I should also like to tell you rhat we very much
deplore your behaviour. In preliminary discussions
with all the polirical groups represented in this House,
we have rried ro find a joint basis, which is why my
group voted for rhe amendments tabled by other
Broups. 

'!7e now have rhe msk of coming to rerms wirh
this siruation, but it is about rime the Socialist Group
g1v9 sgme thoughr ro the advisabiliry of pursuing a
kind of obsrructionist policy in this House.

(Prolonged applause from the centre and right - Cries
from the left)

President. - I call Mr Patterson.

Mr Patterson. - Madam Presidenr, my group vored
in favour of these amendmenrs because we believed
rhat rhe repuration of this Parliamenr was ar stake. 

.We

did not ger everyrhing we wanred. If we insisted on
getting everything we wanred, if everybody insisred on
ir, norhing would ever be done in this pailiament and
certainly nor amendments ro rhe Rules of procedure.
Variou.s pcopfe did get somerhing of whar they
wanted..Mr Blaley gor his register, Mr pannella got
an absolure right ro make personal explanarions-of
vote, rhe Liberal Group and others have'rhe explana-
tion of vore before rhe final vore. 'S7e did not wanr
many of these rhings, bur we voted for rhem nonerhe-
less because we believed rhat the spirit of compromise
w_as necessary for rhis Parliament ro be aken seriously.
Ve musr nor be under any illusions - and I say rhis io
the Socialisrs whose conduct is a disgrace - about the
fact rhat if we want rhis Parliament to be raken
seriously by rhe Commission and rhe Council, by the
narional governmenls and by rhe people who elected
us, if we wanr.any role at all in the efficienr running of
this Comm-uniry,-ye musr firsr be seen ro be runn"ing
our own affairs efficienrly.

(Applausefrom tbe centre andfrom the ight)

That is why my group compromised as far as we did in
order to secure some kind of amendment to rhese
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rules. \[hat the Socialists and others have done by
their conduct today is to put back the reputation of
this Parliament a very long way indeed. I hope they
will go away and think about it seriously, unless, of
course, some of them do not wish this Parliament to
be run efficiently at all. But we do, and that is why we
supported these amendments and that is why we shall
go on trying until the Socialisrc see some sense.

(Applause from certain quarters in the centre dnd on the
rigbt)

President. - I call Mr D'Angelosante.

Mr D'Angelosante. - (1) Madam President, ladies

and gentlemen, I do not know what the Commission
and rhe Council will think of us. I do not know what
the governments of the Member States will think of
us, nor I do know what the supreme authorities of the
Church or any other authorities will think of us.

Vhat I do know, is that our electors - at least the
few of them that I know personally, which is far more
than Mr Patterson knows - would be deeply
ourraged if they could only have seen us changed from
being parliamentarians, elected members of parlia-
ment., in[o people who are forced to go and write their
own proposals on the blackboard and then wait for
other people more or less to come along and sign

them.

(Applause from oarious quarters )

'!U7har would they have said of us - and let me here
for once speak about the fishermen in my constituency
or the farmers who elected me here - if they had

known that we have been reduced to hearing the Pres-

ident saying as if to nursery children, enough of your
explanations of vote, from now on I only want your
views in writing? They would have considered it a

disgraceful performance !

I believe, Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, [hat
the vote we have taken this evening in this House,
shows how democratically mature this Parliament is

and should help to make clear to the VIPs on the

Committee on the Rules of Procedure that they are
nor rhe masters of our destiny and that they must be

more modest when they make proposals aimed at
profound changes which most of us find quite unac-
ceptable.

I should also like ro gay, Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, on the subject of what Mr Klepsch said
about a proposal from the enlarged Bureau being
rejected by this House, that this proposal was in the
first place amended and rejected precisely because of
the arrogant attitude of the majority of the Committee
on [he Rules of Procedure which refused to consider
rhe amendment to Article 12, as was requested by the

Bureau nor did it agree to other proposals by the
Bureau.

On this point ir only remains for me to sum up,
Madam President. In this House we are not divided
into 'first eleven' or 'second eleven' Members. There
are not large and small groups, Poor trouPs, to whom
one'does not even so much as give permission to
speak. Mr Klepsch said that at the beginning there was

an artempt to gain aBreement from all groups; this is
not true either, since not all the groups were
approached. This shows, Madam President, that in
rhis Parliament if we want to work seriously - as we

have always tried to do and if we have not succeeded
in so doing it is not our fault - we need to respect. [he
views of all, we need to treat all Members as equals
and we also need [o see a genius on the Rules of
Procedure, such as Mr Luster, condescending to
discuss matters with people who do not think as he

does.

I hope that both this House and the Committee on the
Rules of Procedure will learn their lesson and be more
modest in rhe future when dealing with matters

concerning the Rules of Procedure.

(Applause from the extreme left)

President. - I call Mr Galland.

Mr Galland. - (F) I simply wish to make a few
points which should in fact be common knowledge in
this House. Mrs Vayssade, at a personal level we are
on very good terms; but I am rctally shocked and

scandalized today at the stand you have taken on
behalf of your Broup. Let me explain. Firstly, Mrs
Vayssade, the amendments voted on today were tabled
a month ago, and we could have discussed them long
before now. You could have expressed your reserva-

tions well before now, not today.

Each time we met, even yesterday evening, I tried to
find out your group's position and approach. You told
me each tinie that you were unable to state your posi-
rion since the group had not yet adopted one.

Obviously, with the differences within the Socialist
Group and its inability to agree on a position, we,
ourselves, find it difficult to work with you.

I would like to point out one thing: you rejected two
arricles and two amendments. You rejected Article 14

as amended by Mr Nord and myself. Did you realize
that this amendment was to the advantage of the
major groups and not of the small ones like ours? This
amendment actually provides that one third of the

members of Parliament are needed, not simply to
propose urgent procedure, Mrs Vayssade, but for such

a procedure to be automatic. There are 113 in your
group, and you only need 135 signatures for the
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urgent procedure to be auromatic. Vho was being
penalized? The Socialist Group or rhe Liberal and
Democratic Group? Let me ask you that.

Secondlr', you know very well that we, like yourselves,
have tried to defend rhe right of each Member of
Parliament to give an explanarion prior ro rhe vote.
\7e fought for rhis, and rhat is why Anicle 25 of the
Patterson amendment, provides for personal explana-
tions to be made prior to voting. !7e too have made
some concessions. But you never make any. I call on
you to reflect upon what Saint-Exup6ry said: 'To
unite men, you must teach them rc build totether.'To
build, however, several hands are necessary. Get your-
selves organized so we can do it!

(ApplauscJi'om the centre and the right)

President. - I call Mr Coppierers.

Mr Coppieter. - (NL) Madam President, I should
like to give a brief explanarion of vore. I hope rhar my
opposition to rhis reporr has enabled Members to
appreciate my aims, which are ro draw artenrion ro rhe
Bureau's abuse of power and its attemprs to exert too
much pressure on Parliament as a whole, and rhar it is

high time we carried out a wholesale reform of the
Rules of Procedure and abandoned rhe disasrrous
policy of piecemeal reform.

(Applause from certain quarters )

President. - I call Mr Sieglerschmidt.

Mr Sieglerschmid t. - (D) Madam Presidenr, I
should like to begin by advising Mr Klepsch nor to
waste his breath on ourbursrs of pastoral pathos. The
fact is rhat no serious attempr was made to reach
agreement between the various political groups - at
least not with my group.

On the other hand, I know for sure that the rappor-
teur originally described the four amendmenrs I tabled
as wonh discussing, and then overruled them by his
proposed rejecrion. Thar is rhe truth of the matter.

I have nothing more ro add to the two subsrantive
points regarding futicles 14 and 26. All I want to say is
that, if my highly esreemed colleague rapporreur,
Mr Luster lrom Berlin, had asked my advice in rhis
situation, I should have told him rhat rhe convention
in the German Bundestag is ro amend rhe rules of
procedure only with the House's unanimous approval.
I realize of course that rhar is not possible down to rhe
very last vote in this House, but I would have told Mr
Luster that, in view of rhe flood of amendmen$ from
all political groups - and le[ me stress that they came

from all political groups -,withdraw the repon.

(Applausefrom the ldt)

it would be advisable to

President. - I call Mr Nyborg.

Mr Nyborg, Chairmdn of tbe Committee on the Rules o/
Procedure and Petitions - (DK) Madam President,
ladies and gentlemen, may I try to persuade the House
to act a little more sensibly. Ve will nor ger anywhere
by standing here and calling each other names. Our
work must go on, and we can learn from what has
happened here today. Obviously, we mus[ accep[ [he
outcome of the vote. If one group wants to rejecr an
entire article because of a single poinr which does nor
meet with its approval, it is perfectly enritled ro do so
whether we like it or not. !7e must realize that, in
future, we should not sit here discussing an extensive
amendment to an article mbled by an individual
member or an individual group. If rcml amendments
of this kind are proposed, they should be rejected. \7e
should only discuss rhose proposals aimed at amending
individual items in the proposal by rhe Committee on
the Rules of Procedure since this is not somerhing rhat
we have arrived ar by pure chance. It is the product of
three month's work. These are three wasted monrhs,
but there is nothing we can do about rhar. '$/ork musr
go on. However, it also strikes me as sor4ewhat
unrealistic to propose a total revamping of the entire
Rules of Procedure. How could any such proposal
stand an eanhly chance of being adopred here? Ir
would be more sensible to submit changes bit by bit.

Finally, I should like ro say thar rhis confirms the point
I made at rhe lasr parr-session, when I said that rhe
root of the trouble vas no[ so much rhe Rules of
Procedure but our unsatisfacrory working conditions.

\7e have insufficienr time ar our disposal, and it is
therefore vital .thar we should find a single place of
work for this Parliamenr. I should like to urge rhe
Presidency once more to look inrc this aspecr of rhe
matter.

(Scattered applausefrom the left)

President. - I call Mr Lusrer.

Mr Luster, rdpporteur - (D)Madam Presidenr, I
believe I am not the only person in this Chamber ar rhe
momenl who is nor exacrly in a state of euphoria. I
think we all have good cause to feel a little down-
hearted. My honourable friend from rhe Socialisr
Group, Mr Sieglerschmidt, thoughr it necessary to
give me a well-meaning dressing-down. 'If only you
had come to me', he said.

ll' , , "' ' ;
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I must say - and I rhink this applies to all of us -rhat if, afrer so much work and so much effort, a polit-
ical group or a group of Members ever again feel
obliged to lay down conditions for the acceptance of a

piece of legislation as a whole, they should smte their
intentions in good time before this House. As far as I
am concerned, there was no indication whatsoever
either in rhe committee or in the course of yesterday's
debare of what was going rc happen here today. But
despite what has happened, allow me, Madam Presi-
dent, to offer my sincere thanks to all the members of
the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Peti-
tions. I hope I am speaking for all of them when I say
that we shall not allow this setback to discourage us.
'S7'e now of course have a situation in which we shall
perhaps have to present the House with a general
reform involving 20 or 30 anicles when we could not
even get rwo accepted. In those circumstances, how
can we possibly get 20 or 30 of them through? But
perhaps this will have been a lesson to us all, and
perhaps we shall be able to make some progress after
all. I entirely agree with Mr Patterson that we owe it
ro this House and to Europe to put our personal feel-
ings last and join forces to tackle the work'at hand.

President. - I call Lord Harmar Nicholls.

Lord Harmar-Nicholls. - Madam President, what
has happened, I think, gives some point to the explan-
ation I want to give.

You may have noticed that I abstained through many
of rhe vores that have been taken on the Luster report.
I did so because I thought that they were perpetuating
a shambles which already exists in our Rules of Proce-
dure. I believe that this Parliament - 410 Members -is trying to take responsibiliry for too much procedural
denil. The result is not democratic majority but a field
day for half-baked dialectics. There are dialecdcs
which sometimes are well intentioned but misguided;
rhere are dialectics which are sometimes merely a

disruptive ploy or are .iust blatant publicity stunts. But
whichever they are they are wasting the time of a

Parliament which was meant to come here and do
better things.

If I may jusr make a personal point. Over the last 43

years I have served in rhe four levels of government
which cover the legislative control of Britain: local
government, House of Commons, House of Lords
and now the European Parliament. I believe I am the
only citizen in the United Kingdom who can claim
that. I have to tell my colleagues, here, with great
sadness, that the procedures of this Parliament are
much the worse of the four that I have experienced.
And I will say why. It is because the whole of Parlia-
ment is assuming tasks which should be left to the
Presidenr; the form of the agenda, decisions on
urgency, rhe day on which urgent debates shall take
place. These things should be decided by the President

on the advice of the Bureau and all the other advisers

around her.

Ve have chosen a President, and we know that when
we choose a President to preside over us it should be a

person who possesses the objectivity and the imparuial-
iry to do these things. Such a person would know thar
rhar if our judgement was wrong the Parliament that
hired them could fire them. Any deviation from strict
impartiality could be dealt with in that way. I believe
we have now to establish,procedures whereby we hand
over the decisions rc the President, accept those deci-
sions and work with them. In no other way will we be

able to u'ork as a bonafide Parliament. I hope that we
will soon achieve this. Then I shall in future abstain
from abstaining in discussions such as we have had.

(Laugbte)

President. - I call Mr Blaney.

Mr Blaney. - Madam President, on behalf of the
Group for the Technical Coordination and Defence of
Independent Groups and Members, I would like to
express our renewed faith in the possible emergence of
democratic practices in this elected Parliament. During
the 12 months since the part-session of last July we
have had nothing but Luster, Luster and more Luster,
all of it designed and engineered to silence the few,
the independenrs, the small groups and the backbench-
ers of the large groups. Ve have had another episode
of this today. The manner in which it has been dealt
with finally is what enables me to believe that all is not
yet los[ where democratic practices are concerned.
Might I, following rhe example of the last speaker, just

draw on some of my experience as well, and say to the
House in all sincerity that first of all no one in this
group or indeed any pan of the backrow of this
House, which is ofrcn the target of abuse and criticism
from those who wish to think that we are, lesser

mortals, wishes to disrupt the business of the House.
\7e wish to see rules adopted that work, that are seen

to work and that are adhered to, Madam President.
Thar is our wish, that is my wish. I have had 31 years

in public life. It is not new for me to appear in Parlia-
ment and to abide by rules, to be constrained by rules.

I wish the rules to be improved. I believe they must be

improved. And I would say this from my experience.
Call on the expen skill and knowledge that you have

in your general secretariat. Draw one representative
from each of the nine nationalities, put together with
them nine legal expens from the same nine nationali-
ties and ask them to come up with an overall draft of
rhe rules which they believe should be and could be

applied. Then let the Committee on rhe Rules of
Procedure and Petitions and Mr Luster - though I
would hope he would be replaced, or tha[ he would
now reiign since he has been much overworked -Iook at this draft. I believe this is the only way to do it.
It would be an enormous task which would require at
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least six monrhs of the full-time efforts of the besr
people that you have gor, - and you have gor some of
the best people - with experience of parliaments in all
our nine Member Srates. Bring rhem together. Let
them produce a drafr, even if it rakes twelve months to
do so: better that than whar we have gone through
todav.

But thank vou, Madam President, and thank you, the
people who by your actions roday have seen ro ir thar
Mr Luster, despite his hard work, has received confir-
mation of what he himself said only a fonnight ago,
namely that he does not have a grear deal of experi-
ence of rules of procedure. \flirh that I agree, while at
the same time acknowledging the grear amounr of
work that he has pur inro rhis. Unfonunately,
although he has worked verv hard he has nor worked
very well.

President. - I call Mr Ferri.

Mr Ferri. - (I) Madam President, ladies and genrle-
men, I have asked ro speak briefly above all because I
feel the duty and rhe need to refure categorically the
accusations of obstructionist behaviour which have
been levelled ar rhe Socialisr Group. The Socialist
Group has never behaved in such a manner. If the
votes of the Socialist Members were rhe deciding
factor in rejecring an amendmenr [o rhe Rules of
Procedure which would have taken away from each of
the elected Members of rhis House one of his basic
and essential righr - thar of making an explanarion
of vote - then we Socialisrs cannor but feel pride and
satisfaction at having acted in a way which was
profoundly responsible and democratic.

There is one orher point I should like ro make,
Madam Presidenr. A short time ago I drew your atten-
tion to the Rules of Procedure and the Treaties and
vou replied in a manner which I admit was correct.
But I should like to poinr our rhar with the procedure I
suggested, we should no[ have had the outcome we
had rcday. This is because if we are forced to vor.e on
the whole of an amendment which we have panly
accepted and partly rejected, rhen the only possible
result can be whar we have seen roday; whoever is
against so much as one single part of the texr will have
to vote againsr rhe whole rexr. Those Members who
have complained abour this ought ro have realized
what was going ro happen when rhey accepted, proba-
bly wirh grear sarisfaction, rhe interprerarion - which
I repeat is a correcr one - as rhings stand by which an
amendment which received only 160 or 170 votes
would be considered as approved; rhey ought ro have
understood then that, whenever a vote was taken
afterwards on rhe rexr as a whole, rhe result could only
be what we have seen - the strme vote would be
repeated for rhe rexr as a whole.

Let me sugges[ to my honourable colleagues on rhe
Committee on rhe Rules of Procedure that rhey should

consider two things: first of all, although it is quite
right that our Parliament should vore on resolutions
when - as is the case for the legislarive process - [he
result of our vote is a documenr which will be senr on
to another institurion, I really do nor understand why
we should have ro vore on a resolurion when all that is

involved is a modification to our Rules of Procedure,
i.e. a decision which concerns only us and which mkes
immediate effect. In my opinion, therefore, the first
modification should be io rlie p.orisions of Rule 54 (1)
of our Rules of Procedure .

Secondly, if it is our main preoccupation - as indeed
it should be - to achieve the largest possible consen-
sus here, only such modificarions [o [he Rules of
Procedure should be submirted ro a vore in this House
as are known ro have widespread approval, a consen-
sus which musr mean more rhan rhe majority of rhe
Members of Parliament, otherwise we will always
finish up with this siruarion in which we are quire
unable to carry out those modificarions on which there
might be some sorr of general agreemenr, because
when it comes to the vore on rhe rcxr as a whole,
anyone who is not in agreement with an essenrial parr
of that text is forced ro reject the whole.

President. - Mr Ferri, Ii let you go over your speak-
ing time, because I felt thar ro some extent at least you
were speaking as the chairman of the Legal Affairs
Committee. The points which you raised are very
important, and I thank you for them. There is no
doubt that, when we wish to modify rhe Rules of
Procedure again in the future, we should rry to draw
up shoner rules and ones which may be more easily
agreed upon. In this particular case and as rhe amend-
ments stood it would have been ex[remely difficult rc
divide them up, and if certain paragraphs had been
rejected, the text as a whole would no longer have had
any meaning.

I call Mr Pannella.

Mr Pannella. - (1) Madam President, today we
have by this vore really and truly once and for all cele-
brated our birthday. You did it yesterday with all due
ceremony, and we ourselves celebrated it in a slightly
different fashion in the House. Bur rhe real birthday
celebration is the fact that Parliament has confouhded
the arrogance of the lobbies and their mon[h-long
efforts to prevent this major debare on reforming our
Rules of Procedure. They tried to prevenr it using the
Luster method, rhe Nyborg merhod, the Klepsch
method, the Bangemann merhod, by submirring a
whole series of arbitrary and vague 'fairy-ule' propos-
als in response ro our ren-months old demand ro give
substance to a wide-r'arying reform, to which we would
have linked all the legal knowledge of Europe, in borh
constitutional and parliamentary law, ar rhe end of last
September, so rhar our Rules of Procedure should not
merely be a document expressed in highly technical
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Pannella

terms by technicians of ill intent who puff themselves

up like bullfrogs - and rhen promptly burst, as

happened only a moment ago - but should express all
the legal and democratic culture of Europe. Ve must
do this - this is the path we must follow.

'S7hen attempts are made to bring an assembly of this

type inro step - by counting either on ignorance or
misinformation - and not just into step but into
'goose step' - then luckily this House sdll knows by

some miracle how ro keep its democratic reflexes.

Madam President, for a long time we have been

accused of obstructionism. Today, with iw vote, this
House has acknowledged that, by our lone stubborn-
ness at various moments during the past year we have,

far from being negative, created the necessary condi-
tions for this whole Parliament to take on its clear
democratic responsibilities.

I therefore thank my colleagues for this and I hope

that, contrary to what I think I understood from what
Mr Luster and Mr Nyborg have said umPteen times

already, Parliament is changing its tune, because we

are fed up with having been called togerher for the last

ren months to discuss nothing at all, to waste time and'
Mr Patterson, to make such a poor showing as those

who, for the last six months, have forced us to discuss

sweet nothings, have made today. I refer of course to
Mr Luster's so-cailed proposals, which are merely

codified nothings, and thus since they were null and

void they did not survive.

Madam President, I reaffirm our joy at seeing this
House today celebrate its birthday in such a fashion.

This is a fitting manner in which to celebrate it, and

we have pleasure in thanking all those who were

instrumental in achieving this result.

President. - I call Mr Arndt.

Mr Arndt. - (D) Madam President, I should like to
protest once again against the explanation of vote we

heard at the beginning, on [he grounds that they have

given rise to a rnisunderstanding here in this House.

The Socialist Group came into this Chamber deter-
mined to amend Rules l4 and 25. As you saw clearly
enough, the Socialist Group made this point in the

first votes. However, it became aPParent in the course

of voting on the Galland and Patterson amendments

that there were still differing views in this House -
even with regard to the very purpose of rules of proce-

dure. This point was brought home to me most clearly
by Mr Galland's statement ro the effect that the

Socialist Group should have been able rc suPport the
proposal on the Brounds that it favoured the strongest
group. However, we do not regard- the rules of proce-
du.e'of Parliament as a means of strengthening sdll
further the position of the strongest grouPs.

(App lause from certain quarte rs )

\fle regard rules of procedure as a means of pursuing
two aims, namely to ensure, firstly that Parliament can

conduct im proceedings effectively and, secondly, that
particularly the minorities in this House are able to
have their sav. You must have realized that there were

points in both Rule 14 and Rule 26 which the Socialist
Group could not possibly support. The fact that our
Rules of Procedure require 205 or, normally 206 votes

for a majority is a basic principle, and if you fail rc ger

the necessary majority, you cannot go and blame one

of the other Broups for your failure.

Just to make the point once again that the rapponeur
was himself a source of much confusion, Mr Luster
first of all opposed rhe Galland amendment in his

capacity as rapporteur, and then said that, speaking
personally, he was in favour. \flhat kind of reaction do
you expect from an ordinary Member when he hears

the rapponeur advising rejection of an amendment on
behalf of the committee and then advising accePtance

in a personal capacity? ln the circumstances, how can

you possibly expect to get the necessary 205 or 206
votes ?

Let me assure the House that we are still prepared to
cooperate in reforming the Rules of Procedure. Ve
have no interest in complying with Mr Pannella's
proposal for roll-call votes because we are opposed to
the Pannella method of paralyzing broad areas of the

work of this House. But perhaps this whole business

will at least have served to bring home one point to all

the political groups represented in this House, and

that is that things cannot be done by way of votes in
which those who happen to be in the minority are told
rhey will now have to cooperate, or else . . .

(Interruption by Mr Klepsch)

. . . I heard whar you said, Mr Klepsch. I warned you

before the stable door was left open and the horse

bolted that if certain amendments were approved, the

Socialist Group would have to vote atainst.the motion
as a whole. I would really advise the political grouPs to
rry to get together again on this point; after all, one

way of ensuring the minimum level of suPPon for an

amendment is by way of inter-grouP requests for
urgent procedure agreed on by all parties. If the
committee has so far failed to muster sufficient
support, another attempt must be made by rhe political
groups.

In conclusion, I must say that, as things looked after
the vote here in this House, the great majority of the

Socialist Group felt it could no longer vote for the

amended Rules 14 and 26. This is something for which
you should blame not the Socialist Group, but those

who failed ro muster the required suPPort for their
amendments. I hope this will be a lesson for everyone
in this House on how to behave - and how not to
behave - in future.

(Applause from the left)
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President. - I call Mrs Dekker.

Mrs Dekker. - (NZ) Madam President, following
the - in many respecrs - wise words uttered by Mr
Arndt, I now have less cause to make various points
from our side of the fence on rhe whole question of
this vore. Nevertheless, I feel I must have my say, if
only to make a few'points more clearly. In the course
of yesterday's debate, I stressed the fact that any rules
must satisfy the general sense of jusrice of rhe people
bound by rhose rules. In other words, if rhe Rules of
Procedure are to be changed, there must be as broad a
consensus as possible, embracing all those affected by
the change. That was clearly not the case with the
proposals we had before us in this debate. This is
borne our by the fact thar the proposals we evenrually
vored on said something entirely different from whar
was contained in the original Lusrer Repon. Preiious
speakers have already commenred sensibly on this
point. I hope that the d6bicle - which, after all, is
what ir was - of rhis artempr ro amend the Rules of
Procedure will ar least reach us thar any furure attempr
to amend them will, I hope, rake rhe form of a well
thought-out.and properly prepared reform, which will
aim for a broad consensus. There should be no
attempt whatsoever ro place rhe blame on a minority
for the facr thar the rules of Procedure have not after
all been amended. Clearly, rhe proposed amendmenrs
did not comply with rhe criterion that rlrey shopld be
more or less acceprable to all those who wotlld even-
tually be bound by it. After all, any parliament's Rules
of Procedure direcrly affect the way in which the
members of thar parliament go about rheir work of
representing rhe people who elect them.

As I said yesrerday, we musr strike a balance between
efficient functioning of Parliament and rhe Members'
responsibiliry to the people they represent.

I must correcr Mr Klepsch on one point he made. If I
understood him correctly, he said that rhe Bureau was
unanimous in having some of rhese proposals placed
on the agenda. That is not so since Mr De Goede and

- if I remember rightly - rhe Group for the Techni-
cal Coordination and Defence.of Independent Groups
and Membe-rs never agreed to this proposal, because
they felr rhat there was insufficient balance berween
the efficienr functioning of Parliamenr on rhe one
hand and Members' own responsibiliry to rheir voters
on the orher. They were also against differentiating ro
such an extent between rhe political groups and rhe
non-attached members. Thar is unacceptable to us.

Madam Presidenr, I should like rc conclude by saying
that, as far as I am concerned, the remarks madi by
Mr Galland and Mr Patterson are conrrary to these
principles, and rhar I cannot therefore go along with
them. I hope that, when it comes ro the next anempr
to amend the Rulqs of Procedure, we shall proceed
more sensibly and any such changes will command the
suppon of all of us.

President. - I call Mr Moller.

Mr Moller. - (DK) Madam Presidenr, on this sad
occasion all we can do is corrgrarulate Mr Pannella,
Mrs Hammerich and their group on the resulr they
have achieved. This is a negative resulr which means
thar this Parliament has failed in its attempr to become
an effecrive Parliament. For the resr, there are no
winners here today and, probably, no losers either.
Apan from the Technical Group, which in this way
has continued to undermine rhe effecdveness of this
Parliament, our kind regards and congratulations are
also due ro those who are nol presenr, as these are the
winners today,. and if cenain people's idea of a major
victory is to manage, thanks to the absence of some
members, ro prevenr this Parliament from making
decisions, rhen they are the winners too. However, it
seems to me rhar we have lost this bartle, but rhar there
is time to win a future one if only we can get the vores,
which, of course, is whar we are here for.

I also think that we should now proceed to rhe nexr
point on the agenda, as we still have a number of
imponant vores ro ger through before rhe sitting is
closed this evening.

President. - I call Mr Capanna.

Mr Capanna. - (I),Madam President, yesterday I
maintained that the measures pur forward by Mr
Luster would kill our freedom. Today this ryhole
House has a feeling of grearer freedom. Parliament .

and all its Members are rhe freer for having avoided
the trap laid by the changes proposed by Mr Lusrer.
For this reason, I should like ro do something thar
none of my fellow Members has done, that is to thank
Mr Luster.

Madam President, there is no doubr rhar it is because
darkness exists that we appreciate daylighr so much.
As a resuh of rhe effons made by Mr Luster to restricr
the Members' freedom to iniriare legislation, they are
now more fully aware of and better appreciate rhe fact

.of having maintained their rights. Therefore I shall
swallow my pride and rhank Mr Luster with a smile.

President. - I call Mr Bonde.

Mr Bonde. - (DK) Madam President, I am pleased
to see thar Mr Parterson has returned since I-should
like to take him up on an expression he used. He said
that what he had done was to offer a compromise. But
what son of compromise? It was a compromise involv-
ing a large number of his own viewpoints 

- which is
rather as if I had plans ro knock him down and steal
his wallet, and ro say by way of a compromise rhat I
only wanted half of whar was in it.
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Mr Msller said that it was the Technical Group which
had won the day. As I see it, it was not that but Mr
Moller himself who won the day, although I realize
that he did not actually do very much to win this
victory, which was largely a result of the effons of the
Technical Coordination Group. Vhat, after all, have
we been fighting for today? Ve have been fighting for
the right of minorities to express their views, their
right to comment on questions in this House before
the vote is mken. This is Mr Maller's right to disagree
with Mr Scott-Hopkins and Mr Tove Nielsens right to
disagree with Mr Bangemann, for example. It is the
right of the Danish Social Democratic Meinbers to
disagree with Mr Glinne. It is the right of the rank and

file members to disagree with their party chairmen, so

-that it is not only the pany chairmen who are able to
give explanations of vote but the ordinary Members
too.

I should therefore like to congratulate Mr Msller on
his victory here today and I hope that next time we are
faced with an attack of this kind, Mr Moller will again
contribute to winning a victory, since it is quite wrong
of him to claim that we have been trying to undermine
the effectiveness of this Parliament. Contrary to
expectations in certain quarters, it is not the members

of the People's Movement who have been sabouging
the work in this House. It is not us who table one

request for urgent procedure after another. It is not us

who give long explanations of vote after every
proposal. It is not us who use Parliament's time for
pointless debates on the Rules of Procedure. It is Mr
Moller's section of the House which excels in using
Parliament's time for such matters. I should like to
congratulate all the rank and file Members on today's
victory.

Prcsidcnt. - !fle have thus come to the end of the
explanations of vote.

I call Mr Enright on a point of order.

Mr Enright. -'I should like your ruling, Madam
President, under Anicle l2 of the Rules of Procedure,
on a point arising from rwo voting decisions that we
have taken. Last week in Luxembourg, we did in fact
vote against the recommendation of the Committee on
Development and Cooperation to increase emergency
aid and emergencj food aid and today we have now
accepted that revised budget. This means - and I
have checked my facts - that there is no money in the
budger which can possibly be used for the measures
which are about to be recommended by Mr Marshall
on Thursday concerning the dramatic situation of the
refugees, especially children, in the Horn of Africa. It
does therefore seem to me, Madam President, that it is

quite impossible, and would be tomlly hypocritical,
and, as Mr Patterson has said, would be damaging to
the reputation of this Parliament, and again, as Lord
Harmar-Nicholls said, would be merely indulging in

half-baked dialectic, if we proceeded with that report.

I should like you, therefore, Madam President, to rule
ihat as a result of the acdons that we have taken as a

Parliament we are unable to lisrcn to that repon' If
that is not the case, then I must say, Madam President,
rhat I cannot associate myself with the hypocrisy of
Mr Marshall who voted down the money that could
be devoted to that, and for a change I shall absent

myself on Thursday and Friday which is something I
do not normally do.

Presidcnt. - There is a basic point at issue here, Mr
Enright, and the Commission will have to be

consulted. \fle did indeed reject this budgetary item
last year and we took a similar line on Cambodia. The
Court of Auditors alsd commented on this matter.
Although the Parliament as such has no entry in the
budget for this, the Commission has the option of
taking over the financial burden. You may either
contact the Commission directly or submit your
request to the Chair which will forward it to the
Commission. The resolution we have adopted can then
in fact be implemenrcd.

*o*

President. - Ve shall now consider ihe motion for a

resolution contained in rhe oon Bismarch report (Doc.

1-288/80): Economic deoelopment of tbe Community in
thefirst half of tno.

(Parliament adopted tbe preamble)

On paragraph 1, Mr Bonaccini has tabled Amendment
No I seeking to delete the paragraph

'!(har 
is the rapponeur's position?

Mr von Bismarch fttPPorteur. - (D) I am against the
amendment, Madam President. I request that the text
be left in its original form.

(Parliament rejected Ameidment No I and adopted

succesioely paragraph I and paragrapbs 2 and 3)

President. - On paragraph 4, Mr Scort-Hopkins
and others on behalf of the European Democradc
Group have tabled Amendment No 2 seeking to
reword the paragraph as follows:

Regrets that, despite the Council Decision of 18

February 1974, unfavourable developmenr within the
world economy have not stimularcd governments

represented in the Council to create the nccessary

decision-making structures, or to recgSnize the
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President

opponunirres offered by the Treaty for effective
measures by ma;onty decision, except when a viml
national interest is involved.

Vhat is the rapporteur's posirion?

Mr von Bismarck, rapporteur. - (D) I do nor rhink
this amendmen[ is any improvemenr, Madam Presi-
dent, I recommend rejection.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 2 and adopted
successiztely pardgraph 4 and paragraphs 5 to l0)

President. - On paragraph ll, Mr Scotr-Hopkins
and others on behalf of the European Democratic
Group have ubled Amendmenr No 3 seeking to
reword the paragraph as follows:

Requests that the Commission examine the effect of
index-linking on prices in the relevant Member Stares
and submit a reporr.

\7hat is rhe rapporteur's position?

Mr von Bismarck, rapporteur. - (D/ Madam Presi-
dent, I think the wording in rhe motion is better and
the amendmenr worse. I recommend rejection.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 3 and adopted
succexioely paragraph I 1 and paragraphs 12 to 14)

President. - On paragraph 15, Mr Scott-Hopkins
and others on behalf of the European Democratic
Group have tabled Amendment No 4 seeking ro
reword the paragraph as follows:

Requesm the Commission and Council to seek the
views of, and involve more closely, the European
Parliament when taking decisions under Anicle 103 of
the EEC Treary in relation ro conjunctural policies.

\7hat is the rapponeur's posirion?

Mr von Bismarck, rapportet4r. - (D) The rexr
proposed by the Conservarives is better. I recommend
adoption.

(Parliament adopted successioely Amendment No 4,
pardgrapbs 16 and 17 andparagrapbs 18 to 20)t

President. - I pur ro [he vore the motion for a reso-
lution as a whole.

The resolution is adopred.

I Amendment No 5 to paragraph
and others was withdrawn.

10. Urgent procedr4re

President. - I have received r$/o morions for resolu-
tions with requesr for urgent debare pursuanr to Rule
l4 of the Rules of Procedure:

- motion for a resolution (Doc. l-313/80) by Mr
Capanna and others on the Council of Ministers' fail-
ure to approve rhe Seveso directive;

- motion for a resolurion (Doc. l-315l80), tabled by
Mrs Clwyd and others on behalf of the Socialist
Groui, on the dangers of poor hygiene standards in
air-conditionint systems.

The reasons supponing rhese requests for urgent
debate are contained in the documents rhemselves.

Parliament will be consulred on'the urgency of these
motions for resolutions ar rhe beginning of romor-
row's sitting.

ll. Agendafor next sitting

President. - The next sitting will take place tomor-
row, Thursday, 10 July 1980, at l0 a.m., 3 p.m. and 9
p.m., wirh the following agenda:

- Decision on urgency

- Janssen van Raay reporr on the developmenr of an
air traffic conrrol sysrcm

- Commission sraremenr on rhe preliminary draft
budget of the Communides for l98l

- Prout report on consumer credit

- Joint debate on the Perers repon, the Hoff repon
and an oral quesrion to rhe Commission on'the
steel indusrry

- Joint debare on a von \7ogau reporr. on a Commu-
nity cenification procedure for indusrrial producm
originating in rhird counrries, a von Vogau repon
on directives concerning moror vehicles, cenain
consrrucrion plant, textile names, electrical equip-
ment and biodegradability and a de Ferranri repon
on powered indusrrial trucks

- Cottrell reporr. on rhe integration'of railway under-
rakings

- Buttafuoco report on transport infrastructure

- Aigner reporr on the implemenrarion of the 1979
budget

- Interim repon by Mr Kelletr-Bowman on rhe
budgetary control of the Dam-Processing Centre

- Marshall reporr, on rhe refugees in rhe Horn of
Africa

3 p.m.:votingrime

The sitting is closed.

(The sitting utas closed at 5.50 p.n.)
l8 by Mr Scott-Hopkins
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ANNEX

AMENDMENTS

relating to the motions for a resolution amending
the Rules of Procedure of the European Parliament
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Motion for a resolution amending the Rules of
Procedure of the European Parliament

(Doc. 1-148/80)

Amendment No. I

tabled by Mr Chambeiron and Mr D'Angelosanrc

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4 (2)

Delete the words:

'being not less than one-rhird of its Members'

Amendment No. 2

mbled by Mr Chambeiron

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule la (2)

Delete the words:

'which shrll contain the substance of the matter'.

Amendment No. 3

tabled by Mr Chambeiron and Mr D'Angelosante

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4 (3)

Delete the words:

'without debate'

Amendment No. 4
tabled by Mr Chambeiron

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule la (a)

Rephce the words:

'one representative of the persons making the request'

\,)

++r?
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with

'the author or one represenrarive of the aurhors of the request'

Amendment No. 5
tabled by Mr Chambeiron

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Article 3lA

After rhe words:

'the minutes of proceedings'

add the words:

'explanrtions of vote'.

Amendment No.6
tabled by Mr D'Angelosrnte

RULES OF PROCEDURE

. Rule 14

After paragraph I add rhe following paragraph la:

' I a. It may be decided to adopt the same procedure for a debate and vore on:

(a) a motion for a resolution contained in a repon already adopted by a committee,
but not yet placed on the agenda;

(b) a resolution submitted for urgent debate by a committee.

. An urgent debate may be held without a repott or on the basis of an oral repon by the
appropriate committee.'

Amendmenr No. 7
tabled by Mr D'Angelosante and Mr Chambeiron

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4

After paragraph 2 add rhe following paragraph 2a:

'2a. !7here a request for urgent debate relates to the placing of a repon on rhe agenda,
only the person making the request and the chairmin 

"nd 
."pponiu. of the com]niwee

responsible may be heard, in each case for a maximum of three minutes'.
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Amendment No. 8

tabled by Mr D'Angelosante and Mr Chambeiron

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4 (4)

Replace this paragraph by the following:

'4. If a request for urgent debate is contested, th,: President shall allow one representative

of the persons making the request and one representative of those opposed ro it to be

heard, in each case for a maximum of three mtnurcs'.

Amendment No. 9
tabled by Mr D'Angelosante

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Second subparagraph of Rule 1a (5)

Delete this subparagraph.

Amendment No. l0
tabled by Mr D'Angelosante

RULES OF PROCEDURE

First subparagraph of Rule 26 (3)

Delete the word 'oral' in the first line

Amendment No. I I
tabled by Mr D'Angelosante

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Firsr subparagraph of Rule 26 (3)

Delete the words:

'on the President's table'.

Amendment No. l2
tabled by Mr D'Angelosanrc

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Second subparagraph of Rule 26 (3)

Delete the word 'oral' in the first line.
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Amendment No. l3
tabled by Mr D'Angelosante and Mr Chambeiron

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 25 (3)

Delete the fifth, sixth, sevenrh, eighth, ninth and tenrh subparagraphs.

Amendment No. l4
tabled by Mr D'Angelosante

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3)

After the fourth subparagraph add the following:

'Before the final vote individual members may give personal explanations of vote lasting not
more than one and a half mrnutes each'.

Amendment No. l5
tabled by N{r D'Angelosante

RULES OF PROCEDURE

. Rule 26 (3)

After the founh subphragraph add the following:

'Before the final vote members who disagree with the vodng decision adopted by their
Sroup may sPeak for not more than one and a half minutes to explain why they inrend ro
vote differently.

Non-attached members shall be allowed a total of two explanarions of vorc, each lasting not
more than one and a half minutes.'

Amendment No. l5
tabled by Mr Patterson
on behalf of the European Democgatic Group

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rulq 14, paragraph 2

Delete: from 'The decision as to wherher. . . ro . . . to this effect'

Replace by: 'A request thar a matter is to be treated as urgent'
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Amendment No. l7
tabled by Mr Patterson
on behalf of the European Democratrc Group

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 14, paragraph 5

Insert dt the beginning:

'The decision as to whether a marrer is rc be treated as urgent shall be taken by Parliament.

Urgency shrll be decided when a majority of those voting, beint not less than one-third of
Parlirment's Members, votes in favour.'

*+s

Amendment No. l8
rabled by Mr Patterson
on behrlf of the European Democratic Group

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule I 4, parrgraph 4, line 7

After'request'

Insert : 'or requests'

+++

Amendment No. I9
mbled by Mr Patterson
on behalf of the European Democratic Group

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26, paragraph 3

This paragraph to read as follows:

'3 (a) After the vote on rhe various provisions or proposals contained in a text submitrcd
to Parliament, but before the final vore, one spokesman for each political group
may make afinal statement.

(b) A final statement shallnot exceed three minutes.

(c) Afier any final staten ents, but before tbe final oote, any individual Member may'

give an explanation ofvote.

(d) An oral explanation of vote by an individual Member shall zot exceed one and a

half minutes.

(e) An expldndtion of aote by an indioidual Member shall not be adnissible unless a

witten request to gioe it has been submitted to the President bdore the start of the

first explanation of oote.

(0 The President may decide at dny stlge that all farther explanations of vote shall be

given in writing.

G1 A uritten explanation of oote shall not exceed l50words, and shall be annexed to
the verbatim'repon of proceedings, provided that the text has been submitted, to
the President within twenty-four hours of the final vote.

t" 
fl::'I#::,::;::;'::,,::,r 

expranations or vote sharr be admissibre in cases or

_ (i) Vhen a final oote has been postpo-ned under Rule 33, or for dny otbet reason, and- 
rtnal statements or explanations of aote on the mdtter haoe already taken place, no
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furtherfinal statements or explanations ofoote sball be admissible before the eoentual

final oote.'

Amendment No. 20

tabled by Mr Patterson
on behalf of the European Democratic Group

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26, paragraph 3, subparagraphs I and 2

Read these subparagraphs as follows:

'An explanation of oote by an indioidual Member shall not be admissible anless autitten re-
quest to gioe it bas been submitted to the President before the start of the first exphnation of
oote.'

Amendment No.2l
tabled by Mr Patterson
on behalf of the European Democratic Group

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26, paragraph 3, subparagraph 3

This subparagraph to read as follows:

'After the vote on the various provisions or proposals conrained in a rcxr submitted ro Par-
liament but before the final lole, one spokesmanfor each political troup may make afinal
stdtement.'

Amendment No. 22

tabled by Mr Patterson
on behalf of the European Democratic Group

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26, paragraph 3, subparagraph 4

Replace'may' by' sball'

Amendnrent No. 23
tabled by Mr Patterson
on behalf of rhe European Democratic Group

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26, paragraph 3, subparagraph 5
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This subparagraph to read as follows:

'Afier any final statements, but bdore tbe final oote, any indioidaal Member may gioen an ex'
planation ofoote.'

Amendment No. 24

mbled by Mr Patterson
on behalf of the European Democratic Group

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26, paragraph 3, subparagraph 6

, Read this subparagraph as follows:

'The President may decide dt dny stdge that allfurther explanations of oote sball be gioen in

writing.'

&ri+

Amendment No. 25
tabled by Mr Patterson
on behalf of the European Democratic Group

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26, paragraph 3, subparagraph 7
' 

Replace'last for not more than'by'not exceed'

Amendment No. 26
tabled by Mr Patterson
on behalf of rhe European Democratic Group

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26, paragraph 3, subparagraph 8

Read this subparagraph as follows:

' A utritten expldndtion of oote shall not exceed 1 50 uords, and sball be annexed to the verba-
rim repon of proceedings, provided that the tefi has been submitted to the President within
twenty-four hours of the final vote.'

Amendment No. 27

tabled by Mr Patterson
on behalf of the European Democratic Group

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26, paragraph 3, subparagraph 9

Delete this subparagraph
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Amendment No. 28

tabled by Mr Patterson
on behalf of the European Democratic Group

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26, paragraph 3, subparagraph 9

This subparagraph to read as follows:

'The sole purpose of an expknation of oote by an indioidual Membershallbe rc chify his or
berfinal oote ofl the matter before Parliament.'

+$+

Amendment No. 29
abled by Mr Patterson
on behalf of the European Democratic Group

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26,paragraph 3, subparagraph l0

Read this subparagraph as follows:

' Neither final statements n or explanations of vote shall be admissible in the case of votes on
procedural motions.'

+++

Amendment No. 30
tabled by Mr Patterson
on behalf of the European Democraric Group

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26, paragraph 3

Add the following new subparagraph:

'lVben afinal oote has been postponed under Rule 33, orfor any other reaso4 andfinal tate-
ments or exPhnations of ztote on the matter haoe already takn place, no furtherfinal st4tements

, or expl4nations ofoote thall be admissible before the eoenttalfinal oote.'

Amendment No. 3l
tabled by Mr Patterson
on behalf of the European Democratic Group

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 14, paragraph 5, subparagraph 2

De I e t e this subparagraph
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Amendment No. 32
tabled by Mrs Dekker

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 3lA

Reinstate the original text of this Rule.

+9+

Amendment No. 33

mbled by Mrs Dekker

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3)

This paragraph to read as follows:

'3. Once the general debate and consideration of the rcxr have been concluded, only ex-
planations of vote shall be permirted before the final vore.

Requests to give oral explanations of vote must be placed on the President's table be-
fore the final vote opens.

Members *ho farl to meet the above time limit may ask for a written explanation of
vore nor exceeding l50words to be annexed to the verbatim report of proceedings,
provided rheir text is submitted within twenty-four hours of the final vote on the text.'

Amendment No. 34

mbled by Mr Coppieters

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4

Delete the proposed new text and replace it with the following:

'1. A request that a matter be treated as urgent may be made by:

(a) the President

(b) rhe Commission or Council

(c) a member, a group of members, a political group or committee.

\Vhere a request for urgent debate is nade by the President or by the Commission or Coun-
cil tbe President shall notily Parliament of the request during the sitting at afiich it is re-

ceiaed or at the beginning of tbe next sitting. Tbe request for argent debate, specifying
reasons, sball be distibued in writing and put to the oote at tbe beginning of the next
situng witbout debate. Before ooting tahes place, the President nay grant the chairman of
the committee concerned leaoe to speak.

Any request by a member, a group of members,4 politicdl grouP or committee sball if ac-

cepted by the President, be displayed in writing, together utith the reasons for tbe request,

on a notice board located for that purpose in a permanent and clearly oisible place at tbe

entrdnce to tbe chamber and members shall be inoited to sign it. Tlte President shall auto-
matically accede to d request afiich is signed by 41 members, by the chairmen of three com-

mittees or by tbe chairmen ofthree political groups and sball notifi Parliament thereof

2. Itemsfor consideration uader tbe procedureforurgent debate sball be placed on the agenda

of tbe sitting of the morning of the last day of the part-session tet aside for tbdt PurPose.
They shall be placed on the agenda in tbe order in uhich tbe requests for urgent debate

TDere accepted.
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In cases ofextreme ulgencl, the President md!, on a requestfrom the author ofthe request

for urgent debate and utith the approoal ofa tan-thirds majority ofthe ooters, place the
item to which the request relates at the bead ofthe agendafor tbefolloaing sitting.

3. The urgent debate shall be introduced by the author ofthe requestfor urgent debate. It sball
thereafter be sublect to the same rules as other debates. An urgent debate nay be beld utith-
out a report or on the bases ofan oral report by the appropriate committee.

4. A requestfor urgent debate rnay not reldte to a matter already placed on the agendafor the
part-session or considered by Parliament dt one oftbe tan preceding part-sessions. The in-
terpretdtion of tbis restriction shall be lef to the discretion of the President, haoing regard
to tbe rapid deoelopment ofpolitical eoents. The President shall baoe thefinal tay on the

adnissibility of a request for urgent debate.'

Amendment No. 35

tebled by Mr Blaney, Group for the Technical Coordination and
Defence of Independent Groups and Members

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4

Reinstate the existing text of the Rules of Procedure

Amendment No. 36

tebled by Mr Blaney, Group for the Technical Coordination and
Defence of Independent Groups and Members

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26

Reinstate the existing text of the Rules of Procedure

Amendment No. 37

tabled by Mr Blaney, Group for the Technical Coordination and
Defence of Independent Groups and Members

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 3lA

Reinstate the existing text of the Rules of Procedure
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Amendment No. 38
tabled by Mr Blaney

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3)

This paragraph to read as follows:

'l In debates which have been conducted subject to a time limit and under the terms of
Rule 28 and 36 a), once rhe general debate and consrderation of the texts have been

concludcd, explanauons of vote shall be permitted before the matter as a whole is put

to the vote.'

Amendment No. 39
tabled by Mr Blaney

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule la (l)

Delete this paragraph

Amendment No. 40
tabled by Mr Blaney

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule la (2)

This paragraph to read as follows:

'Z A request that a debate be rreated as urgent may be made to rhe President by at least

::.'J:.;"J:[Hi::;[.?1:l;"?tllmx;:f .'":,ffil.]soonas'lhePresiden'l

Amendment No. 4l
tabled by Mr Blaney

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule I4 (3), (4), (s) and (6)

Replace these paragraphs with the following single paragraph:

'i. The President shall decide wherher ro granr the request for a debate to be treated as

urgent and shall announce his decision to Parliament. The Presrdent shall decide when

rhJ point will be included in the agenda This shall not be later than the end of the

Pail-sesslon.
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Amendment No. 42

tabled by Mr Sieglerschmidt

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule la (s)

Delete rhe second sentence of this paragraph

Amendment No. 4J
tabled by Mr Sreglerschmidt

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule I a (a)

Delete this paragraph

Amendment No. 44

tabled by Mr Sieglerschmidt

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4 (2)

Delere the words:

'being not less rhan one third of its

Amendment No. 45

tabled by Mr Sieglerschmidr

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Amendmenr No. 46
tabled by Mr Sieglerschmidt

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), sixth subparagraph

Delete this subparagraph

Rule l4 (l)
Add the following to this paragraph:

'but without prejudice ro the provisrons of Rules l2 (2),47 (5) and a7 B.'

Members'.
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Amendment No. 47

tabled by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam and Mr van Minnen

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4

Reinstate original text of this Rule.

:i {. :i

Amendment No. 48

tabled by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam and Mr van Minnen

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), first subparagraph

Replace the words 'final vote'

with:

'vote on the motion for a resolution as a whole'.

Amendment No. 49

tabled by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam and Mr van Minnen

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), fifth, sixth and seventh subparagraphs

These three subparagraphs to be replaced by the following text:

'Oral explanarions of vore by individual Members may not last more than one and a half
minutes.'

Amendment No. 50

tabled by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam and Mr van Minnen

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 3lA

Add the following after the words 'personal statements':

'other than those mentioned in Rule 26 (3)'.

Amendment No. 5l
tabled by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam and Mr Van Minnen

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3) 9th subparagraPh

Delete this subparagraph

:l
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Amendment No. 52
tabled by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam and Mr van Minnen

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), eighth subparagraph

This subparagraph to read as follows:

'Members who farl to meet the trme limit stipulated in the first subparagraph of this para-
grdph may ask for a wrttten explanatron of vote not exceeding I 50 words ro be annexid to
the verbatim report of proceedings provided that their rexr is submirred within twenty-four
hours of rhe final vore on rhe texr

Amendment No. 53

tabled by Mrs Cl*7d, Mr Boyes and Mr Seal

Motion for a resolution

Paragraph I

This paragraph to read as follows:

'1. Has decided not to amend its Rules of Procedure until proper considerarion has been
given to safeguarding and enhancing the democratrc nghts of all Members of the Eu-
ropean Parliamenr;'

Amendment No. 54
tabled by Mrs Clwyd, Mr Boyes and Mr Seal

Motron for a resolution

Paragraph 2

This paragraph ro read as follor.s:

'2. Therefore instructs its President to forward this resolution ro the Committee on the
Rules of Procedure and Petitions and ro all other committees of the Parliament for
rheir views on rhese matters by the end of 1980.'

Amendment No. 55
tabled by Mr Adonnino

Rules

Rule 26 (3)

Amend this paragraph to read as follows:

3. (a) Afier the oote ofl the odious prooisions or proposah contained in 4 text submitted to
Parliament but before the final oote, eacb political group may mahe a statement (final
stdtement).

(b) Such d statement fld,y not exceed tbree minutes.
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(c) After the result of the final oote bas been announced, indioidual Members may gioe
oral or uritten explanations (explanations ofoote).

(d) Oral explanations of aote sball last for not more'than one and a half mmutes.

(e) Requests to mdhe oral explanations of oote must be placed on the President\ table

bdore tbefinal oote opens.

(0 Taking account of the situation, the President may decide that the explanations o/
oote sball be gioen in writing.

(g\ Members a$o fail to neet the time limit stipulated aboae may ask for a written ex-
planation of oote not exceeding I 50 words to be annexed to the oerbatim report oJ

proceedings proztided that their text is submitted within 24 hours of the final oote on

the text.

(h) The President may only admit explanations of oote intended to Preoent any misun-
derstanding of tbe aoting behaoiour of a Member.

(,) Explanations of oote shall not be admissible in the case of ootes on procedural mo-

tions,

0) lVhere a final aote is adjourned Pttrsudnt to Rule 33 or for any other reason and
wherefinal stdtements or explanations of uote baoe already been made on the rndtter

concerned, nofurtberfinal stdtenents or declarations of oote may be made before tbe

dctudl final oote.

Rules 27 to 3l unchanged

Amendment No. J6
tabled by Mr Adonnino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule la (l)

Add the followrng to this paragraph:

'wrthout prejudice to the provisions of Rule 12 (2), Rule 46 and Rules 47 and 47 B'

Amendment No. 57

tabled by Mr Adonnino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule la (2)

Replace the last sentence by the following:

'A request that a debare be rreated as urgent shall be submitted in writing and supponed by

reasons. Requests from Members shall be accompanied by a mouon for a resolution.'

Amendment No. 58

tabled by Mr Adonnino

RUI-ES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), lst subparagraph (new)
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Add the following before the first subparagraph:

'Once the general debate and consideration of the texts have been concluded, explanations
of vote shall be permitted, before the matrcr as a whole is put to the vore, only on the fol-
lowing conditions'.

Amendment No. 59

tabled by Mr Galland and Mr Nord
on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4

This rule to rcad as follows:

'1. A debate and vote on a report that does not meer the conditions stipulared in Rule 13

or on a malter that has not been considered beforehand by the appropriate committee
may only be held under rhe urgent procedure.

2. A proposal that a debarc be treated as urgenl may be made by the President, the Com-
mission, the Council and, in the case of a repon which does not meer rhe conditions
stipulated in Rule 13, by the appropriate committee. Such proposals shall be notified to
Parliament and distributed to Members in writing and supponed by reasons. The vote
on the proposat shall be taken at the beginning of the sitting immediately following the
sitting during which the text of the proposal was distriburcd rc Members. At their re-
quest the mover to the proposal and one speaker against it shall be heard before the
vote is uken, in each case for a maximum of three minutes. The decision [o ffear a
matter as urgent shall require the votes of a majority of those present bur not less rhan
one third of Parliament's Members.

3. A request, given in writing and supported by reasons, that a debate be treared as urgenr
may be made by Members or groups of Members. !/here such a requesr is declared
admissible bi, the President, it shall be norified to Parliamenr and displayed in a fixed
and visible place in the Chamber to be signed by any Members wishing to do so. If rhe
request is signed by at least one third of the Members of Parliamenc or by the chairmen
of at least four political groups, the debate shall be automatically declared urgent and
the president shall accordingly inform Parliament.

4. Questions to be dealt with by urgent procedure shall be placed at the beginning of the
agenda of the last day of the pan-session in progress. In special cases of exrreme ur-
gency the President may rule that the debate shall be held earlier.

5. The debate shall be introduced by the person making the request for urgent procedure
or in the case of a report thar does not meet the conditions stipulated in Rule 13, by an
oral repon on behalf of the appropriate committee. It shall be conducred in accordance
with the same rules applicable to other debates. The vote shall be taken immediately
after the debate.

6. A request that a debate be treated as urgen[ may not relate rc a subject that already

:ii,'fl::ilTi:;ii:*1:ffi1;'"?'_":,Ii"':Ti'.'i:.11i.'""'lr:",,":"*ll,-i::*;
the request for urgent procedure meets this requirement and shall make the final ruling
on its admissibility.'

Amendment No. 60
tabled by Mr Galland and Mr Nord
on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3) 5th subparagraph:

This subparagraph to read as follows:

'After any final sutements by the political groups, but before rhe final vore, Members may
give oral explanations of vote which shall last for not more than one and a half minurcs'.
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Amendment No. 6l
tabled by Mr Galland and Mr Nord
on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 25 (3) 6th subparagraph

Replace the words

'taking account of the situation'. . .

by

'where the President deems ir absolutely necessary in the lighr of the progress of Parlia-

ment's work, he may'. . . .

Amendment No. 62

tabled by Mr Galland and Mr Nord
on behalf on the Liberal and Democratic Group

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3) 7th subparagraph

Delete this subparagraph.

Amendment No. 53
tabled by Mr Galland and Mr Nord '

on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3) 8th subparagraph

This subparagraph to read as follows:

'Vhere the president has uken the decision referred to in the sixth subparagraph, or where

Members have failed ro meer the time-limit stipulated in the first subparagraph, the Mem-
bers concerned may ask fop a written explanation ofvote not exceeding l50words to be

annexed to the verbatim report of proceedings, provided that their text is submitted within
twenty-four hours of the final vote referred to in the third subparagraph'.

Amendment No.64
tabled by Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3):

Read as follows:

'3. Following the general debate, amendments, ifany, shall be presented and explained.

Members ubo baoe tabled amendmenu shall haoe d pior right to speak for a maximum of
three minutes on each amendment.
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IVben this stage is completed the President sball announce the commencement of the oote.

Membcrs mav grue explanations of oote prior to the oote on indioidual prooinons or pro-
posals.

The rdpporteur sball gioe an opinron on the amendments before tbey are put to the oote.

Prior to tbe'oote on tbe text as a wbole, Members may gioe explanations of oote lasting for
not more than fioe mnutes.

No Member may interrupt the aote except to put a procedural motion refernng to the con-
duct of tbe oote itself

Members zobo so request ttoelae bours before the completion of tbe oote may haoe a written
expldnation ofoote not exceeding 300utords annexed to the aerbatim report ofproceed-
tngs. ('

Once the result of the aote bas been announced, no further discussion shall be alloaned on
tbe matter on uthich tbe oote has been taken.

Amendmenr No. 65
tabled by Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), second subparagraph

Delete the subparagraph:'Requests . . . . . the first explanarion of vote has commenced.'

Amendment No. 65
tebled by Mrs Bonrno

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), second subparagraph ('Requests . . . . . rhe first explanation of vote has com-
menced')

Delete the words'no longer'

Amendment No. 57
tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), second subparagraph ('Requesr ..... the first explanation of vore has com-
menced')

Delere the word 'oral'
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.\mendment No. 68

tabled bv Mr Pannella

RUI-ES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), thrrd subparagraph

After the word 'After' add the words: 'tle introductron of the speecbes and'

:i 
'i {'

Amendment No. 69
tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), third subparagraph

For'each political group' read 'each Member'

Amendment No 70

tabled by Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), third subparagraph

Replace rhe final,clause: 'each political group etc. . . .'

by,

'each political group may gioe ten explanations of oote and each non-attached Member may gr'.e

one such exPlanation.'

Amendment No. 7l
tabled by Mr Capanna

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), third subparagraph

Replace the final clause:'each political group etc....'

by.

'fioe explanations of oote may be gtoen by each group and by the non-attached Members.'

Amendment No. 72

tabled by Mrs Macciocchi

RULES OF PROCEDURE

' Rule 25 (3), third subparagraPh
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Replace the final clause:'each political group etc. . .'

by,

'two explanations of oote may be giaen by each group and by the non-attached Members.'

Amendment No. 73

tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 25 (3), third subparagraph

For'make a statement' read 'gioe an expldndtiot of oote'

Amendment No. 74

tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), third subparagraph

Delete the words 'final statement'

Amendment No. 75

tabled by Mrs Macciocchi

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), founh subparagraph

Delete the subparagraph :

'Such a statement. . . . . three mrnutes'.

Amendment No. 76
tabled by Mr Capanna

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), first subparagraph

Delete the subparagraph:'Requests . . rhe third subparagraph opens.'
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Amendment No. 77

tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), first subparagraph

For'Requests . . the third subparagraph opens'read:

'Explandttons ofaote sball be gioen before the oote on indiordual proaisions or proposah and

before tbe final oote. Tbe rdpporteur shall giae an opinion on the amendments before tbey are

pt4t to the oote.'

Amendment No. 78

tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), first subparagraph

For'Requests . . the third subparagraph opens'read:

'Requests to give explanations of vore must be placed on the President's table before each

vote opens.'

Amendment No. 79
tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), fifth subparagraph

Delete the words:
' 'or writren' and '(explanations of vote)'

Amendment No. 80

tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 25 (3), sixth subparagraph ('Taking account of the situation . . . . ' in writing')

Read as follows:

'By way of strict exception and lcthere.are no oblectionsfrom tbe chairmen of tbe political
groups or ten Member1 the President may decide that the explanations of vote shall be given

in writing.'
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Amendmenr No.8l
tabled by Mr Capanna

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), eighth subparagraph

Delete the subparagraph:

'Members who fail . . . . the final vote on the text'

Amendment No. 82

tabled bv NIr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), ninth subparagraph

Delete the subparagraph :

'The sole purpose of . . . . . the voting behaviour of a Member'

,i :i :i

.\mendmenr No. 83

utbled bv Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), tenth subparagraph'

Delete the subparagraph :

'Explanations of vore. . . . . on procedural motrons'.

Amendment No. 84
tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), tenth subparagraph ('Explanations ofvote... on procedural motions')

Delete the word'nol

+:l{.

Amendment No. 85

tabled by Mr Capanna

RULES OF PROCEDLIRE

Rule 26 (3), tenth subparagraPh

New text

'Explanations of vote shall be admissible before votes on procedural motion.'
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Amendment No. 85

tabled by Mrs Macciocchr

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3)

Thrs paragraph to read as follows:

'1. Members may table and speah on amendments after tbe general debate.

Those tabling amendments shall haoe the right to speak first and for not more than three
minutes on each amendment.

The President shall then dnnounce tbe beginntng oftbe oote.

Members may gioe expldndtions of oote before the aote on indioidual prooisions or
amendments.

Tbe rapporteur shall giae bis opinion on the dnendnents before tbey are put to tbe oote.

Before the oote on the text ds d zohole members may gioe exPlandttons of oote lasting not
more than three minutes eacb.

No-one may nterrupt the aoting except to table a procedural motion concerning the con-
duct ofthe oote.

Members may baoe an expldndtron of oote not exceeding 300 words annexed to the oerba-
tim report,ofproceedings, prooided that they request that this be done within 12 hours of
the end ofthe ztote.

A,fter tbe result ofthe oote has been announced the debate on the matterjust put to the oote
may not be re-opened.'

Amendment No. 87

tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 14 (6)

Dglete the words 'at the voting time following the debate' and replace them with the words
'at the end of the debate'

Amendment No. 88

tabled by Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule la (6)

Read as follows:

'6. Questrons tobedealtwithbyurgentproceduleshallbegiaenpriorityooerotberitemson
rhe agenda and shall be debated uithin 24 hours iftbey haoe been approoed by a majority
ofthree-quarters oftbose voting. tYhere the deciion to treat d mdtter ds rtrgent is taken by

a nmple majoruy, the mattershall be accorded a place for debate at the discretion of the

President during the sdme pdrt-session. The vote on the substance itself shall be taken at

the voting time following the debate.'
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Amendment No. 89

tabled by Mr Capanna

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule la (6)

Read as follows'

'6. Questions to be dealt witb by urgent procedure shall be groen priority ooer otherlitems on
the agenda and shall be debated v.tithin 24 hours ifthey haoe been approoed by a majority
of two-tkrds of those ooting. lYhere tbe decisiop to treat a mdtter dt urgent is taken by a
simple malority, tbe matter shall be accorded a place for debate at the discretion of the
President during tbe same part-session. The vote on the substance itself shall be taken at

, the voting time following the debate.'

:i :i {.

Amendment No. 90
tabled by Mrs Maccrocchi and Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4 (5) and (6)

Restore the existing text of Rule 1a (3) and (a).

Amendment No. 9l
tabled by Mrs Bonino and Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule la (3)

Restore the existing text of Rule l4 (2)

Amendment No.92
tabled by Mrs Bonino t

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule la (1)

Delete the word only.

Amendment No.93
tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule I !
This Rule to read as follows:

'1. Parltament may not debate or oote on subjecu uthicb tre not on the agenda.
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2 For Parliament to debate or oote on siublecu whicb dre not 9n the agenda, a decision by
secret ballot and by a majority ofthree-quarters ofthose ootiig shall be necessary. A request

to thts efect may be made by tbe chairman of a group or by ten Members, only at tbe be-
ginning ofthe sitting or wben a neu item on the dgendd is about to be taken.

3. The person mahing tbe request, one speaher in faoour and one speahei against may be

heard for a maximum of three minutes.'

Amendment No. 94
tabled by Mr Capanna

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4

This Rule to read as follows:

'1. A request that a debate be treated as urgent may be made to Parliament:

(a) by the President

(b) by the Commission or the Council

(c) by a Member, a group of Members, a political group or a committee.

A request for urgent debate shall relate to the inclusion of a repon or a subject which is

not on the agenda.

As soon as the President receives a request for urgent debate, he shall inform Parlia-
ment of the fact; the vore on thar request shall be taken at the beginning of the next
sitting.

2. Before the vote on a request for urgent debate, the person'makrng the request, the
chairman or rapporteur of the committee responsible, onespeaker in favour and one
speaker against the request may be heard, in each case, for a maximum of three min-

' ures. \trhere there are several requests for urgent debate on the same matter they shall
be dealt with in a single debate and a single vote.

3. Questions to be dealt with by urgent procedure shall be given priority over other items

on rhe agenda if they have been adopted by a majority of two-thirds of those voting, if
approved by a simple majority they shall be placed on the agenda of the same part-ses-
sion and accorded a place for urgent debate ar the discretion of the President. The vote
on a motion for a resolution tabled under urgent procedure shall be taken at the voting
time following the debate.

4. An urgent debate may be held without a report or on the basis of an oral repon by the
appropriate committee.

5. Rules 28 and 36A (a) shall not apply to the organization of a debate by urgent proce-
d u re.'

Amendment No. 95

tabled by Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4

Thrs Rule to read as follows:

'1. A request that a debate be treated as urgenr may be made to Parliament:

(a) by the President

(b) by the Commission or the Council
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3.

(c) by a Member, a group of Members, a political group or a committee.

A request for urgent debate shall relate ro the inclusion of a report or a subject which is
not on the agenda.

As soon as the President receives a request for urgent debate, he shall inform Parlia-
ment of the fact; the vote on that request shall be taken at the beginning of the next
sitring.

Before the vote on a requesr for urgenr debare, the person making the requesr, the
chairman or rapporteur of the committee responsible, one speaker in favour and one

:Tl*. 
agarnst the request may be heard, in each case, for a maximum of three min-

Questions to be dealt with by urgent procedure shall be given priority over other items
on the agenda and shall be debated wrthin twenty-four hours ifthey have been adopted
by a majority of three-quarters of those voring.
'S7hen a decision to treat a debate as urgenr has been raken by a simple majority of
those votrng, rt shall be included on the agenda for the same pan-session and accorded
a place for debate at the discretion of the President.

Before the opening of an urgent debate decided by a simple ma;ority, the President
shall ascertain that at least ten signatories of the request are presenr. If this,number is
not present the debate shall not be held.

The vote on a motion for a resolution tabled under urgent procedure shall be taken at
the voting time following the debate.

An urgent debate may be held withour a repon or on rhe basis of an oral report by the
appropriate committee.

Rules 28 and 36A (a) shalt not apply to the organizatron of a debate by urgent pro.e-
dure.'

5.

6.

Amendment No.96
tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4

This rule to read as follows:

'1. A request that the debate be treated as urgent rndy be made to Parliament by the President,
by at least 10 Members, by the Commission or by the Council. Tltis reqtest sball be in
writing and supported by reasons.

As soon as the Prestdent receiztes a requettfor urgent debdte, he shall inform Parliament of
tbefact; tbe oote on that request sball be taken at tbe beginning ofthe next sitting.

2. lV'bere a reqt4estfor urgent debate relates to the placing ofa report on the dgendq only tbe
person making tbe request, one speaker infaoour, one speaher against, and tbe chairman or
rdpportet4r of the committee responsible may be heard, in each case for a maximum of tbree
mrnutes.

In all otber cases one member from each political group and tzao non-attached Members
may also be bear4 for a maximum of three minutes eacb, unless tbey have already spohen
on thdt reqt4ett for urgent debdte.

i. Questions to be dealt with by urgent procedure shall be given pnority ooer other items on
the agenda ifthey baoe been adopted by a majority ofthree-quarters oftbose ooting; rftbey
haae been adopted by a simple majority they sball be included on the agenda of the same
part-session and accorded a placefor debate at the discretion oftbe President. The oote on a
motion for a resolution tabled under urgent procedure shall be tahen at the aoting time
following tbe debate.

4. An urgent debate may be held without a report or on the basis of an oral report by the
appropriate committee.

5. Rules 28 and 35A (4) shall not apply to the organization ofa debate by argent procedurd.

4.
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Amendment No. 97

tabted by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 14

This rule to read as follows:

'1. A request that tbe debate by treated as t4rgent may be made to Parliament by tbe President,

by a't leost 10 Members, by the Commission or by the Coancil. This request shall be in

utriting and supported by reasons.

Tlte requestfor dn urgent debate shall relate tu the inclusion ofa report or a subject uthicb

is not ilreaiy on theigenda. Requests relating to subjects discussed under urgent procedure

during the preceding Pdrt-session shall not be adnksible.

2. As soon as tbe President receiaes a requestfor urgent debate, he shall inform Parliament of
tbefact; tbe aote on that request shall be tahen at the beginning oftbe next sitting.

Tbe person making tbe request, the chairman or rdpporteur of tbe committee responsible,

ore *r*be, prr pilitirol gro"p and two non-attacbed Members may be beard, in each case,

for a maximum of three iiouies unless they baae already spohen on that request for urgent
-debate. .lVbere 

tiere are seoeral requestsfor urgent debate on the same matter tbey shall be

dealt aitb in a single debate and a single oote.

3. Questions to be dealt uith by urgent procedure sball be gioen priority ooer otber items on

tie agenda and shall be debated within 24 hours if tbey haae been approoed by a majority

of three-quatters of those ttoting.

Vl'here a deciston to treat d debate as urgent is nade by a simple majority of tbose aoting

the President shall place the ,rratter on ihe agenda of the same part-session and accord a

place for debate at his discretion. Before the beginning ofa de.bate for which urgent proce-
'dnre-has 

been decided by a simple majonty, tbe President shall ascertain that at least 10 sig-

ndtoriet of tbe request ire preient. Should this number not be Present the debate shall not

. be held'

4. The aote on a motion for a resolutiott tabled under urgent Procedure shall be taken at tbe

ooting time folloaing the debate.

5 . An urgent debate may be held uithout d report or on the basis of an oral report by tbe

ap p ro Pri 4 t e comm i t t ee.

6. Rules 28 and 36A (4) sball not apply to tbe organization ofa debate by urgent procedure'.

Amendment No.98
tabled by Mrs Macciocchi

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4

Thrs rule to read as follows:

'1. A request tbat the debate be treated as urgent mdy be made to Parliament by the President,

by o't leost l7Members, by tbe Commission or by the Council. This request shall be m

writing and supported by reasons.

As soon as the President receiztes a requestfor urgent debate, he shall inform Parliament of
thefact; the oote on tbe request sball be taken at tbe beginning ofthe next sitting.

2. Vl'bere a requestfor urgent debate reldtes to the placing ofa report on the ag.end4 only tbe

person *ahing the reqiest, one speaker infaoour, one speaker.against, and tbe chairman or
'rdpporter.tr 

d the com*ittee responsible may be heard, in eacb case for a maximum of tbree

minutet.

In all otber cases one member from each political group and two non-attacbed Members

may ako be hear{ for a maximum of tbree minutes eacb, unless they batte already spoken

on tbdt reqt est for urgent debate.
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'lVbere there are sezteral requests for urgent debate on the same matter they shall be dealt
witb in a single debate and a single oote.

3. Questions to be dealt aith by urgent procedwe shall be groen priority ooer otber items on
the agenda f they haoe been approoed by a majority ofia.,o-ti;rds ojthose ooting; if tbey
haoe been approred by a simple majority tbey shall be included on ihe agrodo ofiti to-,
pdrt-testion and accorded a place for a debate at the discretion of the president.

The oote on a motton for a resolution tabled under urgent procedare shall be taken at the
aoung time follouing the debate.

4. An urgent debate may be held'uitbout a report or on the basis of an oral report by tbe
appropriate committee.

5. Rules 28 dnd 36A (4) shall not apply to the organization ofa debate by urgent procedurd.

Amendment No.99
tabled by Mrs Bonino, Mr Pannella and Mrs Macciocchi

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4 (l) and (2)

Delete paragraph I and replace paragraph 2 with paragraph 1 of the existing text of rhe
Rules of Procedure

Amendment No. 100
tabled by Mr Capanna

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule Ia (l)
Delete this paragraph

... + :i

Amendment No. l0l
tabled by Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule la (3)

Read as follows:

'3. As soon as the President receives a requesr for urgent debate, he shall inform Parlia-
mentof thefact; thedebateandrhevoreonthatrequestshall betakenarrhebeginning
of the next sitting. Vhere there are several requests for urgent debarc on th. ,a.i. -atl
ter they shall be dealt with in a single debate and a single vore.

Dtring the deb1t9 2n the request for urgent debate the person mahing the request, one
Member per political group and tu.to non-attacbed Me^beis may be beaid, in eoih caie, for
a maximum of three minutes.

Tbe chairman or rapporteur of the committee responsible may stdte tbeir siews.'
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Amendment No. 102

tabled by Mr Capanna

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule la (3)

Delete this paragraph

Amendment No. 103

tabled by Mr Capanna

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4 (5)

Delete this paragraph

+{-{.

Arnenbrnent No. l04
tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4 (5), second subparagraph

Delere the subparagraph 'A oote by etc . . .'

Amendment No. 105

tabled by Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4 (5), second subParagraPh

Delete the word 'only'

Amendment No. 106

tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule I a (6)

Delete the phrase 'and accorded a placefor urgent debate at tbe discretion ofthe President'

rl++
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Amendmenr No. 107
tabled by Mrs Macciocchi

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 14, paragraph 6a (new)

Add rhe following paragraph.

'6A. Before the opening of 
1n ,urgent debate tncluded on the agenda of the last sitting of a part-

session, the President shall ascertain that at least ten signaTories ofthe rcquest ai piesi"t. tf
thu number u not jtresent the debate sball not be held..

Amendment No. 108

tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule t4, paragraph 6b (new)

'6b. Tbe proaurons of Rules 28 and 36A Q) shall not dpply to the organization of a debate by
urgent procedure.'

Amendmenr No. 109
tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule la (3)

Read as follows:

'3. As soon as the President receives a request for urgent debate, he shall inform Parlia-
ment of the fact; tbe debate and rhe vore on that requesr shall be raken ar the beginning
of the next sitting. Vhere there are several requests for urgent debate on the srrie ."tI
rer, rhey shall be dealt with in a single debate and in a single vote.
's/here a request for urg€nt debate relates to the placing of a repon on rhe agenda,
only the person making the request, one speaker in favoui, one speaker against aird the
chairman or the rappofteur of the committee responsible may be heard, rn each case
for a maximum of three minutes.

In all other cases the spokesmen of the political groups may also be heard, at their
request, and for a maximum of three minutes each, unless they have already spoken on
that request for urgenr debate.'

Amendment No. 'l l0
tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 3lA I

Read as follows:

'No Member may speakfor more than three mmutes on any of thefollouting: the minutes of
proceedmgs, procedural mot;ons, alterations to tbe draJl agenda-or toibe ageria prrrorol ,roti-
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ments, the ntroduction of amendments, the amendments tbemtelaes, explanations of oote on in-
dioidual prootsiorys or proposals and on tbe text as a uthole'

AmendmentNo.lll
tabled by Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 3lA

Read as follows:

'No Member may speak for more than fioe mint4tes on any of the following: the minutes of
proceedings, procediral motions, alterations to the draft ag,enda or to tbe.agend4 per-sonal state-
'ments, 

thi introduction of amendments, the amendments tbemseloes, explandtions ofoote on in-

dioidual prooisions or proposals and on the text as a whole'

Amendment No. I l2
tabled by Mr Capanna

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 3lA

Read as follows:

'No Member may speah for more than three minutes on any of the following: tbe _minutes d
proceedings, proieiurol motrcns, amendments to the drafi agenda or to the agend4 personal-

'statemen;, fie introduction of amendments and the dnendments themseloes. Explanations of
7)ote may not exceed foe mmutes.'

Amendment No. I l3
mbled by Mrs Bonrno

RULES OF PROCEDURE 
I

Rule 3lA

Reinsrare Rule 3lA of the Rules of Procedure, but delete the phrase'unless Parliament de-

cides otherwise'.

Amendment No. I l4
tabled by Mrs Bonrno

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4

Reinstatethe present text of this Rule, replaang 'twenty-one'by'ten'
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Amendment No. I l5
tabled by Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule la (l)
No change in the English text

Amendment No. I l6
mbled by Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule la (2)

After the word 'majority' add 'offour-fifibs'

Amendment No. I l7
mbled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4 (2)

After the word 'majoriry' add bf three-quarters'

*+s

Amendment No. I l8
tabled by Mr Capanna

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule I a (2)

After the word 'majority' add 'of two-thirds'

{.**

Amendmenr No. I l9
tabled by Mrs Macciocchi t

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule la (2)

After rhe *ord 'majority' add 'of tbree-fifibs'
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Amendment No. 120

tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4 (2)

Delete the words 'being not less than one-third of its Members'

Amendment No. l2l
tabled by Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4 (2)

Replace '21 Members' by 'l Member'

Amendment No. 122

mbled by Mr Capanna

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule la (2)

Replace '21'by'5'

+:i{.

Amendment No. l2l
tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule la (2)

Replace rhe words 'ar leasr rwenty-one Members',by 'at least ten Members or 4 grouP.'

Amendment No 124

tabled by Mrs Macciocchi

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule la (2)

Replace'21'by '10'.

t\

\
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Amendment No. 125
tabled by Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule la (2)

Delete the last senrence'The request for urgent debate . . . . . given rn writing.,

Amendment No. 126 
'

tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4 (2)

Replace the lastsenrence'The requesrforurgentdebate. ...... given in writing'
by 'Tbe request sball be made in utiting and supported by reasons.'

Amendment No. 127
tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4 (2)

The last senrence ro read as follows:

'The request for debate, putforanrd by the Members, shall be accompanied by a motion for a
resolution which shall contain the substance of the matter; ir shall-be submitted in writing
and supponed by reasons given in writing.'

x. {-

i.m.nd.ent No. 128

tabled by Mrs Macciocchi

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 14 (2)

Add the following new paragraph ar rhe end of Rule l4 (2):

'The requestfor urgent debate shall relate to the entry on the agenda ofa matter or report ahich
does not already appear on it.'

:i+{.

Amendment No. 129
tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4 (2)

Add the following new paragraph ar rhe end of Rule 14 (2):
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'Requests relating to matters discussed by urgent procedure at the preaious part-session shall not
be admissible.'

Amendment No. 130

tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule la (2)

Add the following new paragraph at the end of Rule 14 (2):

'Motions for resolutions amending the Rules of Procedure ndy not be the sublect of a request for
urgent debate.'

Amendment No. l3l
tabled by Mrs Macciocchi

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4 (3)

Reinstate the exrsting text of Rule la Q) oI the Rules of Procedure adding after the words
'spokesmen of the political groups' the following:

'and two non-attacbed Members.'

Amendment No. 132

tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4 (a)

This paragraph to read as follows:

'4. A request that a debate be rreated as urgent may be contesrcdby any Member in tbe

Chamber. In such event, the President shall allow tbe author ofthe request, one speaher

in faoour and one against to be heard, in each case for a maximum of three minutes.

One Member of eacb political group and two non-attached Members may also be hear4 at
tbetr request, for a maximum of three minutes each.

Amendment No. ll3
tabled by Mr Capanna

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule t4 (4)

Thrs paragraph to read as follows
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'A request thar a debate be treated as urgenr may be contesred by any Member in a written
stdtement to the President. In such event, the President shall allow tbe author of the state-
ment, one speaher infaoour and one againstto speak for a maximum of three minures each.'

Amendment No. 134

tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4 (s) and (6)

Reinstate the present text of Rule 14(3) and (4), deleung in paragraph3 the words'ac-
corded a place for urgent debate at the discretion of the President.'

Amendment No. 135

tabled by Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule I 4 (5), first paragraph

Delete.

Amendment No. 136

mbled by Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4 (5), second paragraph

This paragraph to read as follows:

'ln pnnciple a vote by roll call pursuant ro Rule 35 shall be takenby means of the electronic
voring system.'

Amendmenr No. 137
tabled by Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4 (5), second paragraph

After'Rule 35' and '(4)'.
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Amendment No. 138

tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule l4 (6)

The first sentence to read as follows:

'6. Matters to be dealt with by urgenr procedure shall be placed on the agenda of the
part-session during which rhe urgency has been adopted, in the order in which tbey
haoe been approaed.'

{.++

Amendment No. l19
rabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3)

Reinstate the present text of the Rules of Procedure.

Imendment No. l40
tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3)

Reinstate the present rext of the Rules of Procedure, but delete the word 'only' in para-
greph 3.

Amendment No. l4l
tabled by Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), first subparagraph

Delete the word 'oral'.

Amendment No. 142

tabled by Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), first subparagraph

Delete the words 'fi.nal'and 'rderred to in tbe third subpdragrdPb'.

I
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Amendment No. 143

tabled by Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), first subparagraph

Substitute 'tbe oote on tbe matter as a whole' for'the final vote'

Amendment No 144

tabled by Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), second subparagraph

This subparagraph ro read as follows:

Before tbe oote requests to gioe explanatron of oote shall always b)e admissible.

Amendment No. 145

tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), third subparagraph

Delete

Amendment No. 146

rabled by Mr Capanna

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), founh subparagraph

This subparagraph ro read as follows:

Such a statemenr may nor exceed fioe minutes.

Amendment No. 147

tabled by Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), fourth subparagraph

Substiture four' for' rhree'.
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Amendment No. 148

mbled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), fourth subparagraph

Thrs subparagraph to read as follows:

Such statements mxy not exceed three minutes

Amendment No. 149
tabled br Mrs Maccrocchr

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 25 (3), fifth subparagraph

Delere

:i :i )i

Amendment No 150

tabled by Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), fifth subparagraph

This subparagraph to read as follows;

'Bdore eoery aote membefi may gioe explanations of oote.'

Amendment No. l5l
tabled by Mrs Bonrno

RUI,ES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), fifrh subparagraph

This subparagraph ro read as follows:

'Afrcr thefinal stdtements but before tbe matter as a wbole is put to the oote, individual mem-
bers may grve explanations of oote'.

Amendment No. 152
tabled by Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), sixrh subparagraph

Delere this subparagraph.
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Amendment No. 153

tabled by Mr Capanna

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), sixth subparagraph

This subparagraph to read as follows:

'By way of strict exception and if there are no oblections from the cbairmen of the groups, rhe

President may decidi rhat explanations of vote shall be restricted to a maximum of ten'.

Amendment No 154

tabled by Mrs Macciocchi

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), sixth subparagraph

Add the following senrence:

Ifat least 5 members object to tbis procedure, it may not be used by the Ptesident'

+)t{.

Amendment No. 155

rabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), sixth subparagraph

Add the following new subparagraph: t

Any memberwho is deprioed of bis rigbt to gioe an oral expknation of oote may lodge a com'

platnt roitb the enlarged Bureau, which shall aerifi utbetber the conditions utere really sucb as to

preoent oral explanations ofztote from being gitten in the usual utay.

Amendment No. 156

tabled by Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), seventh subparagraph

Delete this subparagraph.
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Amendment No. 157

tabled b1' Mr Crpanna

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), seventh subparagraph

This subparagraph to read as follows:

Oral explanations of vote shall last for not more than fioe minutes

Amendment No. 158

trbled bv Mrs Maccrocchi

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), seventh subparagraph

For'one and a half minures' read'four mmutes'.

:i ,i x-

Amendment No. 159

tabled by,Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), sevenrh subparagraph

This subparagraph ro read as follows:

Oral explanations of vore shall last for not more than three minures.

Amendment No. 160
tabled by Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), eighth subparagraph

Delete the words 'who fail to meet the time limit stipulated in the first subparagraph'.

Amendment No. l6l
tabled by Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), eighth subparagraph
' For'150'read 500.

,ll i,' '' ,' I 1 ' )/ ''\ ,
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Amendment No. 162

tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), erghth subparagraph

For 'l 50' read'300.

Amendment No 163

tabled by Mrs Macciocchi

RULES OF PROCEbURE

Rule 26 (3), eighth subparagraph

Replace the words 'I 50 words' with:

'3 pages of 30 lmes of 60 strohes on a tyPeu)ritel.

Amendment No. 164

tabled by Mr Pannella

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), eighth subparagraph

Delete the words:

'provided that their text. . . . . final vote on the text'

Amendment No. 165

tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), eighth subparagraph

Add the following new subparagraph:

'Any pdrt ofthe text in excess ofthe prescribed lengtb shall not be translated and sball be pub-
lished only in tbe original language.'
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Amendmenr No. 166

tabled by Mrs Bonino

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), ninth subparagraph

Thrs subparagraph to read as follows:

'The explananon of oote shall seroe to explain the position that a member uill adopt during
a vote'.

Amendment No. 157

mbled by Mr Capanna

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), ninth subparagraph

Substitute 'One of the purposes' for'The sole purpose'.

Amendment No. 158

tabled by Mrs Macciocchi

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Rule 26 (3), ninth subparagraph

Substitute 'One purpose' for'The sole purpose'.

Amendment No. 169

tabled by Mrs Bonino /

Motion for a resolution

Insen the following text before the first indent:

- having regard to Article 142 of the EEC Treaty

sF+

Amendment No. 170

tabled by Mrs Bonino

Motion for a resolution

Insen the following text after the second indent:

- having regard to Rule 38 (l) of the Rules of Procedure
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Amendment No. l7 I

tabled by Mrs Bonino

Motion for a resolution

Replace the entire motion for a resolution by the following text

' Tlte European Parliament,

- whereas

- the profound polirical significance of the popular election of the European Parlia-
ment implies the need for new Rules of Procedure following a general and compre-
hensive re-drafting, to rcplace the formcr Rules which are still in force,

- the old Rules were the logical expression of a constitutional arrangement compara-
ble with that existing in the pre-Orleanist French Chambers, in other words Rules
embodying exclusively the powers of the ruling authoriry, and analagous in the
Community contexr to those drawn up by the Council of Minisrcrs and the Commis-
sion,

- rhe direct election of the 'new' Parliament by the people therefore implies the need
for'new' Rules of Procedure rather than an 'episodic' approach amounting to an
inconsistent series of panial modifications dicated by the currenr polirical sicuarion
and the overriding political inrcrest of the existing majority,

- the constitutional history of all countries and at all times has demonstrated that,
whenever there are significant changes in the represenhtive nature - not just the
represenratives - of parliamen$, the intrinsic and natural requiremenm of the insti-
tution eventually generate a body of rules reflecting its new representative nature.
This occurred in 1958 in the French Assemblies of the Fifth Republic, and in the last

century, gradually - as is the British way - but with considerable impact, in the
House of Commons, during the ransition from 'dualisC parliamenary government
to the single authority of 'prime ministerial government'. The same process occurred
under the Veimar republic and with the review of the Rules of Procedure in Italy in
t97 t,

- noting that

- whereas all constitutional history shows that parliamentary rules are eventually
adapted ro the new political situadon in parliaments, it appears that the European
Parliament is to be unique in that its 'new role', now significantly enhanced in terms
of democracy, is to be carried out with a new set of rules which, technically speak-
ing, represcnt a considerable retrograde step from the cxisting rules,

- although the extension of the suffrage and the more democratic and liberal climate
which it created led, in France, the United Kingdom, Germany, Belgium, the Neth-
erlands and Italy, to more liberal and democratic parliamentary procedures, and al-
though the striking 'new factor' of the legitimate authority now invested by the
European people in its representatives ought to create a more democratic and liberal
climate within the European Parliament and in its institutional relations with the
other Community organs, nevenheless cenain misleading ambiguides regarding the
nature of this progress and this broadening of the base of European Parliamenurian-
ism have provoked dangerous trends,

- as is well known, many national constitutional orders give pride of place to the pur-
suit, through institutions and regulations, of workable Bovernmenr rather than to the
representation of the people, thus deliberarcly sacrificing rhe latter principle,

- the European Parliament is not faced with problems of government, and its role is
not to exercise executive power, or support that power, sometimes sacrificing some
prerogatives, by providing a solid and effective majority safeguarded by institutional
mechanisms,

- the equivalent aim to be pursued by the European Parliament is to be as representa-
tive as possible, for it will only be able to fulfil im potential role in hrstory if it em-
bodies, as an institution, the will of the European peoples and truly represenr those
peoples' political cultures,

- considering that

- it follows from the above that the political approach and procedures associated wirh
parliaments 'ruled by the majoriry' are inappropriate ro the role of the European
Parliament,

- the only rules of procedure appropriate to the role of the European Parliament are
those which ensure maximum representation. This does not mean simply favouring
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the criterion of'proponionality'at the expense of minorities, but stressing that'pro-
cedural equaliry at the outset'-is the essential precondition where procedural rules
are concerned. Even if proponionality is a relatively accepuble criterion in constitu-
tional systems which have to produce and suppon a government, procedural equal-
ity, without pre-established privileges of a procedural nature for thc majority, is the
fundamentally correct criterion to ensure maximum representadon of European cul-
tures, including the views of minorities, in our Parliament,

- it should be borne in mind that the majoriry elected to the European Parliament by
popular suffrage consists of the same political and social forces which generally form
the governments in the Member States. However, as these tovernments also appoint
rhe Community executive, and form the Council of Ministers, the majority in our
Parliament is thus'an exact reflecdon of the 'ruling power', thereby exemplifying an
historical and political (and institutional) phenomenon which may justifiably be

compared, historically speaking, wirh the beginnings of parliamentarianism personi-
fied (in England as clsewhere) by the'King's pany',

- it is impossiblc today for a parliament directly elecced by the European peoples with
the specific aim of gaining independence from the'ruling power' spontaneously to
endow itself with a body of rules bestowing internal privileges on the 'King's pany',
just as L6on Gambetu or Clemenceau could not have proposed the Rules of Proce-
dure for the imperial 'Corps LegislatiP, or Gladstone and Disraeli the Standing Or-
ders inrroduced in the lTth century, or Rathenau the parliamentary procedure of the
Reichstag under Bismarck,

- effective governmenr in the sense of true representation also implies rhe attaching of
lesser imponance to the criterion of the primacy of the group ('groupocracy'),

- it is inevitable in this day and age that the parliamentary group should take preced-
ence over the individual Member, in cases where effcctive government is equatcd
with stable goveriment. It was hardly fonuitous that this trend emerged in the
House of Commons at a time when it became necessary to strengthcn the cabinet.
However, the European Parliament, the function of which is cenainly not to support
cabinets, has no need for'groupocracy',

- on the contrary, its intrinsic need ro ensure maximum representation means that the
elected representatives should be granted increased opponunity to represent the
people, and that Parliament should oppose excessive group discipline and, above all,

, the consolidation in the rules of the power of groups (panicularly large groups), at
the expense of individual Member's rights,

- there is a dangerous fallacy in the specious argument that, in the event of an assem-

bly of a given .numerical size increasing ir members, the size of the quorums fixed
for the previous assembly should also be increased proponionately,

- that argument would be valid if the practical functions and political role of the As-
sembly remained the same notwithstanding the increase in the number of its mem-
bcrs. However, in the case of the European Parliament, there exists a clear historical
and political distinction between the old and the new Assemblies which invalidates
the criterion of proponionality;

l. Affirms its endorsement of the criterion of Parliament's'new role', according to
which minorities should not be made impotent but granted an increased opponunity
to fulfil their representative function, while emphasizing that many of the national
electoral systems used for the election of the European Parliament seriously prejud-
ice the real interests of the people it is supposed to represent;

2. Maintains that if this under-representation due to cenain countries' electoral systems
was compounded by under-representation in terms of parliamentary procedure, the
political and cultural minorities of Europe , which have already been seriously victim-
ized, would have no voice in our Parliament;

3. Affirms its opposition to rhe reintroduction, in the free European Parliament of the
20th century, of the canon law rejected by the catholic church eight hundred years

ago, according to which the majority was and should represent the 'sounder and

more valiant pan' of an Assembly;

4. Decides to undenake a general review of im Rules of Procedure;

5. Postpones consideration, in the meantime, of any existing amendment to the Rules
of Procedure;

6. Instructs the Committee on the Rules of Procedurc and Petitions to commence work
on this gencral review by setting up a working pany which will consult competent
inrernational expens and take into account the experience of the national parlia-
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IN THE CHAIR: MR KATZER

Vice-President

(The sitting was opened at l0 a.m.)

President. - The sitting is open.

l. Approoal of ninr4tes

President. - The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.

Are there any comments?

I call Mr Pannella.

Mr Pannella.- U) Mr President, Item l0 in the
Italian version of the minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitring states:

Mr Lange, Chairman of the Committee on Budgets,
and Mr Pannella spoke.

Since the reason for my speaking is not given, I want it
made clear that I was speaking on a point of order. In
actual fact, I was pointing out that Mr Lange could
nor ulter the statement he was making because the
committee had not met and it was therefore impossible

President. - I have
details of which will
proceedings.

received various documents,
be found in the minutes of

3. Membership of committees

President. - 
I have received from the Group of the

European People's Party (CD Group) a request that
Mr Salzer be appointed as member of the European
Parliament delegation to the Joint Parliamentary
Committee of the EEC-Greece Association. From the
Group of European Progressive Democrats I have
received a request that Mr Doublet be appointed as

member of the Committee on Transpon.

Since there are no objections, these appointments are
ratified.
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4. Decision on urgenc!

Presidcnt. - The nexr irem is the decision on the
urgency of four morions for resolutions.

\7e shall begin with the motion for a resolation (Doc.
1-311/80) by M, Sarre and others: Future of the car
industry.

I call Mr Bangemann.

Mr Bangcmann. - (D)) On behalf of my group I
wish to speak against rhe urgency of this motion. Ir
reveals quite clearly the ambirions of those Members
who yesrerday rhrew our rhe proposals by rhe
Committee on rhe Rules of Procedure and Petitions
and who are mbling motions of this kind today. They
do not want to let Parliamenr ter on with its work in a
sensible manner but just wanr some window dressing,
albeit of a prerry ghastly style. If we are going to react
in rhis way every rime a Member of the Commission
says something we do not like, we are never going ro
be able to tet on with our work, Mr Presidenr This is
not to say - I can see rhar the Commissioner is eager
to speak - rhat I do not share rhe opinion in this
motion on what the Commission said. Ir merely means
that we cannor react with requests for urgent debare
every time a Member of the Commission makes some
commenr in Munich or Birmingham or wherever. It is
simply not done.

President. - I call Mr Sarre.

Mr Sarre. - (F) Mr President, ladies and genrle-
men, it is the view of rhe Socialist Members that rhe
crr industry in the Community is on the verge of a
very serious crisis. Volkswagen sees no hope of
improving irc performance in 1980. The major
construc[or in Iuly made considerable losses in 1979.
In the Unircd Kingdom 6 000 workers at British
Leyland's Scottish factories are working one week in
two, while in France the Minisrcr for Industry is
beginning to coun! the curbacks in jobs. Shon-rime
working is becoming the rule. It is apparent that it is
absolutely vital for the Community to do something
and come up with an emergency plan to safeguard our
car industries. I have read in the press what Mr Davig-
non is supposed to have said. He told me yesrerday
that some of his comments had been misreponed and
some he had not even said. . .

Mr Galland. - (F) Check your sources before
putting pen to paper!

Mr Sarre. - (F) Poinr taken.

Be that as it may, the Socialist Group agreed last night
to wirhdraw rhis motion for a resolution with request

for urgent debate and to reintroduce it in accordance
with Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure , after the dele-
tion of the first and second paragraphs which criticize
Mr Davignon's comments. It goes withour saying thar
we want a proSramme to be drawn up and discussed.
In reply to the honourable Member who said just now
that sources should be checked before putting pen ro
paper, let me say that until we have proof to the
contrary that is what we do. Because of translation
problems this could not be done. Naturally, if I am
told that someone did not do or did nor say some-
thing, I do not see why I should accuse him when he
denies it. However, I hope that after the holidays we
shall have a wide-ranging debate on this matter,
because urgent measures are rcally needed. I am
convinced that most of the Member5 here share my
view, which is that we have to safeguard this industry
and those who work in it.

President. - I call Mr Davignon.

Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. - (F) Mr
President, there are in fact [wo aspects to this prob-
.lem: firstly, what I am-supposed to have said or nor
said in Munich, and secondly, the underlying issue.

I thank Mr Sarre for his words this morning which
confirm'our conversation of yesterday evening. I told
him in fact that, as far as my speech in Munich was
concerned, I am cenain I kept strictly ro rhe rexr
because it was delivered in German. And whenever I
speak German, I read every word.

(Laughter)

\7hen I speak other languages, there are times when I
get carried away and misunderstandings can creep in.
In Munich, however, I was especially cenain about
what I was saying. I said nothing about cars in
Munich. I.have the texr here, drafted in impeccable
German, and there is no mention of cars. '!7e' can
therefore clear up that misunderstanding.

As for the underlying issue, rhe misunderstanding is
especially regrettable because at the lasr meeting of the
Committee on Economic and Moneary Affairs, which
I was privileged ro anend, I said that I would supply
the commiitee after the holidays in September wirh a
review of the situarion in the car indusrry. Ve would
use this as a staning-point to discuss all the aspects of
the matter which are clearly of prime imponance for
the European economy and which the Community will
use as a basis to derermine the package of measures
wh.ich will be required if our car industry is to remain
as lt ls.

The Commission, acting in rhe spirit of competirion
which it has always cherished, outlined whar ir
intended to do even before this morion for a resolution
came uP.
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Davignon

Thank you, M, President, for letting me play a brief
pan in this debate.

President. - I call Mr Klepsch.

Mr Klepsch. - (D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I wanr to say briefly on behalf of my group that
we are against urgency. The subject is already down to
be discussed by the committee and we are expecting a

report on it in September. I can men[ion in passing
that both our group and Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerrerti
have submitted documents on this matter. I hardly
think that the five minutes before one o'clock tomor-
row are adequate for an urgent debate about the
European car industry, and the author of this motion
knows it too. I ask for urgent procedure to be rejected.

President. - I call Mr Baillot.

Mr Baillot. - (F) I do not think there is any point in
my discussing the matter, Mr President, since if I have
understood Mr Sarre correctly, he has withdrawn his
request. I do not think there is any reason in voting for
or against or abstaining. The essential poinm will be
discussed, since Mr'Davignon has said that a repon is

going to be submitted.

Prcsident. - I call Miss Forster.

Miss Forster. - Mr President, I would like to speak
very briefly on behalf of my group. I would like to
assure Mr Sarre that we feel considerable concern for
not only the motor-trade industry but also the compo-
nent-parts industry and the steel industry. They are all
linked and we are concerned about the unemploy-
ment.

However, Mr President, an urgent debarc is not the
way to deal with this. Ve already have it on our
agenda for next week in the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs, when Mr Pininfarina's motion
comes before us. That is the place to do it and I would
like ro suppon Viscount Davignon when he points out
thar he has already said to che committee that he is

Iooking into the matter.

(Applause)

President. - As the request for urgent debate has

been wirhdrawn, [he motion for a resolution is

referred to [he appropriate committee.

President. - \fle shall now consider rhe motion for a

resolution (Doc. 1-312/80) by Mr Rinscbe and others:
Border incident betueen Vietnamese and Tbai troops. I
call Mr Rinsche.

Mr Rinsche. - (D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I offer three reasons to support this requesr.
Firsrly, rhe urgency of this motion rests on the acute
danger which threatens thousands of Cambodian refu-
gees who will smrve to death unless the land bridge is

reopened. Secondly, the urgency of the motion also
rests on rhe continuing threal of another war in Viet-
nam, the fifth. Everything we can do to aven such a

catastrophe in southeast Asia must be done without
delay. Thirdly, the European Parliament welcomed
and approved the exemplary cooperation agreement
between ASEAN and the European Community. Our
partners in ASEAN now need some proof of our soli-
darity. I therefore urge you to vote in favour of urgent
procedure.

President. - I ca.ll Mr Pannella.

Mr Pannella. - (I) Mr President, the Members on
the right in this Parliament have acknowledged in all
fairness that in the past year there has not been a

single occasion when a request for ugency from the
right, on issues of civil and human righrs affecting any
group of people, has not been supponed by the Ialian
Radicals. On the other hand, we have occasionally
been attacked by our comrades on rhe left because of
our uncompromising atti[ude.

This morning - although nor here in the Chamber -
there has been a significant move on Afghanistan. In
the next few weeks we shall be going m Cambodia,
partly with an official delegation from this Parliament
and partly with other Italian delegations. '$fle are

batrling - you may recall - to put an end [o this
problem of hunger and the weapon of starvation used

by the Russian agSressors and their henchmen.

I think it is time we took stock of the situation, Mr
President. As we were in the thinies, we are now living
in momentous times when never a week or a month
goes by - and this was pointed our yesterday by that
eminent correspondent of Le Monde, Fontaine -without those of a particular political persuasion

attacking some country or another. Requests for
urgency and hasty debates are not the way to coPe
wirh these events.

Listen, if we are going ro do things properly, we have

to stop arranging all these sudden debates like this. \7e
have set out basic guidelines but we cannot carry on in
this never-ending fashion. Instead of blindly applying
Rule 28, let us have a special part-session for Parlia-
ment to deal with the problem of human and civil
rights throughout the world, and especially these
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aggressive onslaughts by this new fascisr power which
is at work in.the world.

For my own parr, for the sake of consisrency,,I am
ready to have a special part-session so rhar this Parlia-
ment can consider Afghanisran, Cambodia, Viernam
and all presenr or furure aggressions. Bur let us srop
trotting out the same old words in this meaningless
fashion !

President. - I put ro rhe vore rhe requesr for urgenr
procedure.

Urgent procedure is adopted.

The motion for a resolurion will be placed on the
agenda of tomorrow's sitting.

I call Mr Fergusson on a point of order.

Mr Fergusson. - Mr Presidenr, may I propose that
all three morions which are before us now on refugees
in South-East Asia be taken together in the same
debate tomorrow, because, alrhough che refugees
themselves may come from differenr countries, the
issues involved are very much rhe same for us and it
would be a pity to cover the same rhing twice over?

President. - Thank you very much for your excel-
lent suggestion.

*- 

"' 
,t

President. 
- Ve shall now consider the motion for a

resolution (Doc. 1-3 13/80) by Mr Capanna and otbers:
Seoeso directioe.

I call Mr Capanna.

Mr Capanna.- U) Mr Presidenr, a[ irs sirting on
l9 June lasr Parliamenr endorsed the repon, drawn up
by the Commitree on the Environmenr, on rhe
proposal from the Commission ro the Council for a
directive on accident hazards of certain industrial
activities. On 30 June rhe Council, because of opposi-
tion by the government of one of rhe Member Sra[es,
failed to adopr the directive which was proposed by
the Commission and which has now come ro be
known as rhe Seveso direcrive. Parliament is now
requested ro call on the Council to adopt rhis directive
without delay. I am aware of other moves in this direc-
tion, and rhey have my supporr..

This motion for a resolution wirh requesr for urgenr
debate does nor run counrer to the initiarive by rhe
Commirtee on rhe Environmenr bur in fact lends

suppor[ ro it. The urgency of rhe motions resrs on rhe
fact that unril the Council approves this directive orher
incidenrc like Seveso and orher ecological disasrers
such as rhose which happened before Seveso, in rhe
United Kingdom in 1974 and in rhe Netherlands in
1975, could happen again at any rime in any one of the
nine Member States. It is no coincidence in my view
that this request for urgency has been signed by
33 Members from almosr all rhe political groups in this
Parliament and rhat rhey include the chairmen of the
Polidcal Affairs Commirtee and the Legal Affairs
Committee. I really hope that Parliament, anxious ro
protect the health of rhe people of Europe, will vote in
favour of urgenr debare for rhis motion.

President. - .l call Mr Collins.

Mr Collins, Chairman of the Committee on the Enoi.
ronment, Public Healtb and Consumer Protection. -I must say thar it is wirh some regrer rhar I have ro
speak againsr urgenr procedure for this parricular
matter. There is no doubr at all thar this is an impor-
tant resolution. There is no doubr ar all thar the
Committee on rhe Environment, Public Healrh and
Consumer Protection was very, very disappointed
when it read in the newspapers rhar rhe Council had
failed to adopt rhis parricular directive. And rhere is no
doubt ar all that our feelings in rhe commitree were
feelings about the irresponsibility of those who felr
unable to supporr rhe terms of rhis direcrive. There is
no doubt at all in our minds thar the image of Seveso
and its results will haunr those people who failed ro
rally round and support rhis particular proposal.

However, I would emphasize to rhe House rhis morn-
ing that this direcrive has not yet been rejecred. Ir has
merely nor been adopred. And rhere is a significant
distincrion there to which I wan! ro draw rhe House's
attention. The clause in contenrion was a clause which
referred to the transmission of information across
national boundaries. One of the Member Srares felt
unable to suppon thar particular clause. The Council
has referred it to COREPER and COREPER is
instrucred ro produce a documenr ro be put before the
nex[ Environment Council, which I undersrand is to
take place on 2l October.

There was an emergency meeting of the Committee
on the Environmenr, Public Healrh and Consumer
Protection this week, Mr Presidenr, and thar meering
of the committee instructed me, as chairman, to write
to the Presidenr and ask her ro communicare [o rhe
Council thar we srand by rhis pardcular clause. '!fe
want ro emphasize ir. '$7e want to make sure [har the
Council undersrands our very srrong views in the
matter.

The committee has also asked me to invite the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council ro meer ir ro discuss rhis
and other marrers at a date probably in Seprember.
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\)7e in the committee believe that Mr Capanna has rhe
right to be concerned and he is absolurely righr ro
bring this to the attention of the House. But I would
say to the House that the matter is in hand and we are
hopeful that the careful and considered approach that
the committee has adopted is much more likely in fact
to produce the results which Mr Capanna wants to
see. Therefore, it is with regret that I have to say that I
cannot support the request for urgent procedure and I
think the House should no[ support urgent procedure
but that, nonetheless, it should be sympathetic to the
substance of Mr Capanna's motion.

President. 
- I call Mrs Scrivener.

Mrs Scrivener. - 
(F) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, I just want to second what was said by Mr
Collins, chairman of the Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection. I do
rrot think this matter merits urgency, for all the
reasons which Mr Collins so succinctly outlined a

moment ago. In vie*' of the fact that we have written
to the President and in view of the Commission's
stance, it would be better if we waited for the Council
decision. I am quite certain it will be the right one,
because this directive of course needs to be adopted.

President. - I call Mr Sherlock.

Mr Sherlock. - Mr President, I speak for my Group
in opposing the adoption of urgent p,rocedure for this
motion. You have already heard most of the back-
ground admirably described by the chairman of the
commi[tee, Mr Collins, supported by Mrs Scrivener.

I would, however, take this opportunity to say that
while my group, my committee and myself, personally,
share the anger of this House at the cavalier way in
which our great deliberations have been treated - in
particular afrer the devoted work which Mrs Roudy
put into the drafting of the report 

- 
I would, at the

same time, denounce the hypocrisy of this House,
where 33 people can sign such a motion when there
were l2 in this Chamber when the subject which they
consider so urgent was debated.

This is, in my opinion, carrying mealy-mouthed hypo-
crisy to its.extremel If they could have bothered to
rurn up - it was not even a Friday, Mr President, it
was a Tuesday when we debated this to an empty
House and put forward all these wonderful sugges-
tions - they might even have modified the directive in
such a way that it would have been acceptable to all
the nine nations concerned.

The case for urgent procedure, for the reasons that
have already been given, cannot be demonstrated here,
because the most urgent steps are being taken to

ensure that a new, good directive - nearly four years
after Seveso - might eventually be accepted by the
Council. But to protest so much in this way and fail to
attend is a lesson in how not to behave that I hope this
House will learn from, so that it may act more care-
fully in future.

President. - I call Mr Pannella.

Mr Pannella. - (l) Mr President, I merely want to
say that the arguments against urgency we have been
hearing and those put forward by Mr Collins are in
my view precisely the arguments which justify
urgency. If we have a frank discussion based on view-
poinr which are clear for the vast majority of the
groups here, the discussion would be enhanced and
this woulci be a good thing. I find it odd, however,
that it should be one of the majority groups to accuse

this Parliament of hypocrisy. If by hypocrisy you mean
a policy, quit the hypocrisy on the majority side
insread of getting on your high horse and making
hvpocritical references to hypocrisy. The repuution of
those who signed this request for urgency is a guaran-
tee of their integrity. Let me get to the point: apart
from Mr Capanna, the motion was signed by Mr
Pisani, Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti, Mr D'Angelo-
sanre, Mr Bettiza, Mrs Lizin, Mr Rumor, Mrs Spaak,
Mr Purvis, Mr Van Minnen, Ir{r Gendebien, Mr
Cecovini, Mr Muntingh, Mr Coppieters, Mrs Castel-
lina, Mrs Macciocchi, Mrs Dekker, Mr De Goede, Mr
Didd, Mr Bonaccini, Mr Macario, Mr Ferrero, Mr
Veronesi, Mr Ippolito, Mrs Squarcialupi, Mrs Barbar-
ella, Mr Ferri, Mr Puletti, Mr Blaney, Mr Filippi, Mr
Ghergo and Mr Lima. Consequently, Mr President,
unless every one of these 32 Members is considered a

hypocrite or incompetent, it has to be acknowledged
thar they did the right thing in proposing urgency for
the very reasons which were put forward by Mr
Collins.

\(/e have to be as firm as possible in the coming
debates. For this reason my vote will be cast in favour
of this request for urgency.

President. - I call Mrs Seibel-Emmerling.

Mrs Seibel-Emmerling. - (D) Thank you for calling
me, Mr President, since I was the first to ask to speak
on behalf of the Socialist Group.

Since the news of the Council's failure to adopt the
directive on rhe hazards of major accidents, the
Socialist Group has been stressing the vital importance
rt attaches to the adoption of the Seveso direcdve. The
erticle contested by the French Government - the
requirement to supply information to other Member
Srares - is an indivisible part of the directive in our
view, and we shall not yield on this point. \7e are very
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grateful to the rapporreur, Mrs Roudy, since it was ar
her instigation rhat this important secrion was incor-
porated in the reporr.

As soon as we heard that the directive had nor been
adopted in Luxembourg, we did what was,immediately
necessary. Ve called a special meeting of the relevant
committee. At rhe meeting we determined what our
posirion should be and decided ro call for a debate
under Rule 14 in this House unless our requesr was
properly considered.

Since the committee was unanimous in confirming its
decision to srick by the repon and requesred the pres-
ence of the Council for rhe nexr meeting, and since
also the chairman of rhe Socialisr Group, Mr Glinne,
asked the President-in-Office here in Parliamenr
about this directive and wis told that the matter would
be dealt with again, everyrhing rhat the Parliament
could possibly do ar once was done. Ve are therefore
against this request for an urgenr debate.

President. - I call Mr Klepsch.

Mr Klepsch. - (D) I can be brief, Mr President,
because Mrs Seibel-Emmerling has already made clear
everything which I would have srated on behalf of my
group. Everyone on rhe list Mr Pannella read our jusr
now should be satisfied by rhe measures which the
commirtee has already taken. In our opinion, this
motioh is just for show. Everyrhing that had ro be has
been done.

President. - I pur ro rhe vore rhe request for urgent
procedure.

The requesr is rejecred.

The motion for a resolution will rherefore be referred
to the appropriate committee.

President. - Ve shall now consider the motion for a
resolution (Doc. t-315/80) by Ms Clutyd and others on
behalf of tbe Socialist Group: Air-conditioning systems.

I call Mr Klepsch.

Mr Klepsch. - (D) Mr President, there is something
I should like ro say ro Mr Glinne. I did rhis on the
previous occasion. The substance of rhis reques[ for
urgency should have been put in a letrer rc the Presi-
dent. I am convinced, roo, rhar this would have been a
far speedier course ro follow than seeking urgenr
procecdure. For rhis reason - because I really cannor

see why such a [exr should be put before the House -we shall no[ be voring in favour of urgency.

President. - I call Ms Clwyd.

Ms Clwyd. - Could I tell Mr Klepsch that I wrore to
the President two monrhs ago on rhis very topic and I
am not convinced that anything has been done about
it, which is why I have chosen to raise the marter here
in the House. I think ir is imponanr rhar ir is raised
before the summer recess because ir is nor an amusing
topic as some Members seem to think but a very
serious topic and the reason why I have raised ic here
today is that something should be done for the sake of
both parliamentarians and sraff and also to raise rhe
problem more widely because air-condirioning sysrems
are increasingly being installed in modern buildings
without any thorough appreciation of,the dangers
which can arise. Moreover, increasint requests are
being made by users of air-conditioning sysrems to
investigate complaints of headaches, dry eyes, sore
throats and general respiratorv infections and ro estab-
lish to what exren[ rhese symproms could resulr from
unclean and contaminated air, and if, Mr Presidenr,
you were to take a straw poll of Members of Parlia-
ment and of sraff, you would find rhat one in three,
parricularly during the Strasbourg week, complains of
symproms of this kind. In fact, according ro research
carried out with a sample of more rhan I 300 office
staff, half of whom worked in air-condirioned offices,
absenteeism caused by lung and bronchial infections is
20 % higher among those working in air-conditioned
areas. The researihers - and this has been rhe subject
of considerable medical research recenrly - feh rhat
the system of continuously recircularing air over humi-
difiers provided ideal breeding condirions for harmful
bacteria and fungi. After an invesrigarion recently
carried our at rhe UK Healrh and Safety Execurive
into illness thoughr ro be minor atracks of influenza,
doctors concluded that many outbreaks are probably
caused by amoebae breeding in the warer reservoirs of
air-conditioners. This followed invesrigations into a
ravon factory in the United Kingdom which had to be
closed dow.n. This, my fellow-Members, is a serious
problem and, as such, deserves your serious attention.
Only in the lasr week, rhe !7orld Health Organizarion
has issued a sraremenr pointing our rhar pollution
within buildings is becoming even more serious than
pollution ourside. I would therefore urge rhe Members
of this Parliamenr to take this subject seriously because
it is somerhing which causes considerable disrress, nor
only to Members of Parliament, but also ro members
of staff and also to all users of air-conditioning
systems.

It is imponanr that we discuss this topic seriously
because I believe rhat unless we do so, ir is something
which will cause considerable harm ro rhe people who
are obliged to work in air-conditioned atmospheres. A
good example of rhe effecr of air-conditioning
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occurred in New York, just a few monrhs ago, when
staff who moved into a new office building
complained of nausea, headaches, lethargy or light-
headedness. A thorough investigation had to be made
of the air-conditioning system and the office building
had to be shut down. Duct work which is more than a

year old is contaminated with dust, din, debris,
bacterial cells and fungal spores so that, unless it is

cleaned, air inside such buildings is often dirtier rhan
air on the outside. Another reason why this problem
should be investigated in this Parliament is because

one of the problems is that rhis duct work is inaccessi-
ble to inspection. In one, by no means untypical,
45 000 square-foot office building recently surveyed,
there was over half a mile of ducr work but not one
inspection panel. Mr President, it is important that
Parliament akes this matter seriously because it is the
cause of much damage to human health. The Socialist
Group supports urgent procedure for this motion.

(Laugbter and protests from the rigbt)

President. - I call Mr Provan.

Mr Provan. - Mr President, I h'ave never heard such
a disgraceful abuse of the Rules of Procedure in this
House. It is absolutely intolerable that we should be

launched inro a full-scale debate when what we are
actually supposed to be discussing is a request for
urgent debate. Now we oppose an urgent debate for
enrirelv the same reasons as those Mrs Clwyd has

mentioned. It is a vital issue which was the subject of a

question I put to rhe Commission three months ago.
The reply I got from the Commission was thar this is

indeed a serious problem and that as such it needs

proper research. Vhat we must do is refer this to the
Committee on Energy and Research because of the
enerBy-consumption of air-conditioning. \fle also need

to refer the matter to the Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection. There
must be proper research into this at European level. It
is not a matter for urgent procedure. It needs cool,
proper, clarified research so that we can in fact get the
proper answer.'!7e oppose urgent procedure.

President. - I call Mrs Veber.

Mrs Veber. - (D) At the risk of making you all
laugh again, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, let
me say that you perhaps all have remarkably equipped
vocal chords, which perlraps others in this Chamber
have not been endowed with to the same extent. I
think that this is a problem which really needs a solu-
rion, but I do not think that the Committee on Energy
and Research is really the best place to deal with it,
since air-conditioning systems ^re anything but
energy-saving. If the problem is to be discussed, I
rhink it is better to give it to the Committee on the

Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion, of which I am a member.

'l want to make a brief commen[ about procedure. It
was months ago that we complained about the envi-
ronment in this Chamber and we failed to convince
anyone of the need for a debate. Apparently, however,
the electronic voting lobby is much better than the
people 'lobby in this Parliament, because when the
system failed and it was found that this was caused by
excessive dryness and static electricity as a result of the
synrheric materials here in the Chamber, the level of
humidiry was increased like a shot and upped to a far
higher level. If you ask me, this clearly shows that the
humanization of work places often works very well for
things and equipment, but no so well where people are
concerned. For this reason I urge you to vote in favour
of urgency, so lhat this problem can be dealt with
during the summer holidays.

President. - I call Mr Galland on a point of order.

Mr Galland. - (F) Mr Presidenr, when someone
asks to speak on a point of order, you cannot call
orher Members first, in order to speak against urgent
procedure. You have to call him first. Another thing,
Mr President. \7hen someone stands up to speak in

support of a motion with request for urgent proce-
dure, you cannot let that person go on for six minutes
and thirty seconds, more than double the proper time,
and go into the substance of the matter. Can I ask you,
Mr President, to observe the spirit and the lerter of the
Rules of Procedure?

President. - Mr Galland, I was a little indulgent
towards the ladies and I hope you will forgive me.

I pur to the vote the request for urgent procedure.

The request is rejected.

The motion for a resolution is therefore referred to
the appropriate committee.

I call Mr Sherlock on a point of order.

Mr Sherlock. - Mr President, truly this has been -if I may venture to criticize the Chair - the most
extraordinary display. First of all, to allow one of the
speakers - no matter of what sex - to go over twice
the permitted time, and then of failing rc recognize
and, in my case, having clearly given me a nod or
recognition from the speaker's chair, of failing to call
me to make my point of order. I must protest, Mr
President, and in the strongest possible terms.

President. - I am sorry. I did not see you.

'^ tl t
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5. Agenda

President. - I call Mr Prour.

Mr Prout. - The Legal Affairs Commirree met
yesterday and asked me to wirhdraw my reporr from
the agenda for furrher consideration in commitree.
Since the rapporteur is the servant ro rhe commirtee, I
have to exercise my right to withdraw rhe report under
Rule 26 of the Rules of Procedure. I do this with the
Sreatest regret.

President. - I call Mr Seeler.

Mr Seeler. - (D) Mr President, rhe rapporteur for a

committee has indeed rhe right to withdraw his report
under Rule 26. I should like to poinr our ro rhe House,
however, that we were told at the June part-session -bv Mrs Veil in fact - that this item which has been
with the committee for more than a year now was to
be dealt with as a malrer of prioriry at the July part-
sesiion. Pursuant to Rule 26(2), l should like Parlia-
ment to set a time-limit of rwo monrhs for the submis-
sion of this report, so thar it will ar last be dealt with in
September.

President. - I assume that the rapporreur also agrees
to a time-limit of two monrhs.

I call Mr Prout.

Mr Prout. - Vell Mr Presidenr, since, as I.said in
my preliminary sra[emenr, I am the servanr of my
committee, I do not think I am in any posirion ro
commit my commirree ro rhe limit rhat Mr Seeler has
suggested. The reason the report has been wirhdrawn
from the House is because rhe Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protecrion
has tabled an amendmen[ [o rhe substance of rhe
matter. Now as you know, the report refers simply co
a preliminary point of law. Now if rhe amendment
tabled by the Commitree on rhe Environmenr, Public
Healrh and Consumer Protecrion were ro have been
successful in the House, rhe consuharion procedure of
this House would have been complered wirhour the
Legal Affairs Commirtee having had a chance to
address itself to matrers of substance. Now I would
imagine the commitree will say rhat it is quire impossi-
ble to reproduce [his reporr, on rhe floor of rhe House
by Seprember because it has not yer considered
marters of substance. I am simply bringing a prelimi-
nary point of law to the House.

President. - I call Mr Collins.

Mr Collins, Chairman of the Committee on Enoiron-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection. - Mr

President, I must say rhar I find it remarkable rhat Mr
Prout should say rhar rhe commitree has nor yer
considered matrers of subsrance. The committee has
indeed considered matrers of substance and consid-
ered them ar grear lengrh. In facr, after it had consid-
ered the matters of subsrance, an amendment was put
down in the Legal Affairs Committee which not only
resulted in a change of rapporteur, so rhar Mr Prout
became rapporteur, but also changed rhe whole nature
of the report which was coming before Parliamenr.

My concern here is thar not only did rhe Legal Affairs
Commirree consider rhis at length, but so did my
committee, insofar as it is concerned wirh consumer
protection. I find it remarkable rhar only a month ago
we were assured in this House thar we would be able
to consider this report in July. Now we are in July and
it is withdrawn. It is up to Parliamenr, nor just rhe
commlrtee and not just the rapporleur, to declare a

timetable. I accept rhat Mr Prour cannor speak on
behalf of his committee on rhis marrer. Nonetheless, I
believe that Parliamenr should fix a rigid rimetable,
because we cannot permit a siruation in which this
report keeps being postponed because certain people
are afraid they might lose vores on rhe floor of rhe
House. September may nor be the correcr rime,
because that is really one month away, nor two, but I
would urge tha[ by autumn, or cenainly early
winter, we musr have rhis back on the floor of the
House.

President. - I call MrJanssen van Raay.

Mr Janssen van Raay. - (NL) Mr Presidenr, rhe
Legal Affairs Commitree will be meering for rhe first
time on 23 and 24 September. This means thar a rime-
limit of rwo monrhs is simply not feasible. tUfe are
pleased thar rhe rapporreur has exercised his right ro
have rhis matrer referred ro commirree. If we wanr ro
set a time limit for having rhis dealt wirh in plenary
sitting - and I have norhing againsr thar - I should
like to suggest a reasonable limir of, say, four months.
Speaking as spokesman for rhe European People's
Party, I feel rhat four monrhs is a reasonable limir. I
should have no objections if rhis were the decision.

President. - Everyone seems willing to bend over
backwards on rhis marrer. From what I hear, rhe
rapporteur is quire happy if ir rakes monrhs. Anyhow,
we ought ro meer Mr Seeler's requesr and discuss
things as quickly as possible. The report is therefore
referred to committee.

I call Mr Johnson.

Mr Johnson. - Mr President, can we take ir that any
report which is resubmitred by rhe Legal Affairs
Committee to the House will deal with rhe subsrance
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of the matter and that we shall nor be faced with
another of these procedural and legalisric submissions?
This time can we expecr the substantive rechnical
report ?

President. - I call Mr Lange.

Mr Lange, Chairman of tbe Committee on Budgets.

- (D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I am
sorry if I have to get up again on accounr of the order
of items on the agenda. It is comrnon knowledge rhat
the Commission intends to presenr rhe preliminary
draft budget of the Communities for l98l here in
Parliament. Ve also know that Parliament has always
rnsisted that this part of the budgerary authority and
the other, the Council, be informed before rhe
Commission discloses its preliminary draft budger to
the public. I am aware that the Commission has
arranged a press conference on the budger for noon. I
am also aware that there are 14 Members down ro
speak on the frrst item on the agenda, the Janssen van
Raay report. If we hear these 14 speakers now, we
shall easily reach l2 o'clock. This will mean rhar
Parliament is informed only after the Commission has

spoken to [he press. I therefore ask for the agenda to
be changed, so that we bring forward the Commission
statement and then deal with air traffic control.

President. - I call Mr Janssen van Raay.

Mr Janssen van Raay. - (NL) Mr President, in
deference to [he right of Parliament to hear the
Commission statement before the press conference is
held, as rapporreur I am willing to go along with Mr
Lange's proposa[.

President. - Since there are no objecrions, that is

agreed.

I call Mr Blaney.

Mr Blaney. - Mr President, on item 124, which is

included provisionally on rhe agenda for Friday morn-
ing, I wish, as rapporteur for the Committee on Agri-
culture on [he proposals from the Commission to the
Council on the common organization of the market in
flax and hemp and measures to encourage the use of
flax fibres, to withdraw the report under Anicle 26 (2)
of the Rules of Procedure. I might add, just for the
information of the House, that the reason I so request
is that there is procedural disagreement within our
commirtee about the status of the report, but it should
not take very long to sort that out.

President. - The report is therefore referred back
to committee.

6. Preliminary draft budget of the Communities for I 98 1

President. - The next item on the agenda is the
Commission statement on the preliminary draft budget
of the European Communities for 198 L

I call Mr Tugendhat.

Mr Tugendhat, Member of the Commission. - Mr
President, I should first like to thank Mr Lange for
putting the proposal, Mr Janssen van Raay for agree-
ing to this short delay in his item, and you, Mr Presi-
denr, for granting my request to make this statement
now.

The preliminary draft budget of the European
Communities is an important event. in the Commu-
nity's year. The presenration of it is a difficult matter
because it ought, in my view, to be presented first to
Parliament. On the other hand, it is something which
needs to be presented to the world at large and it is, of
course, something which needs to be presented to the
other arm of the budgetary authority as well. And if
one is to ensure that Parliament is to come first in the
batting order, there is a good deal of difficulty about
riming, and I am extremely grateful to those people
who have made it possible for us to stick to what I
believe is the appropriate order for dealing with this
matter.

Of course, rhe 1980 budget has only just been adopted
and we are turning our attention to the l98l budget
less than 24 hours after the vote on the preceding year.
It is, I think, rhe first rime in the Iife of the Community
that the preliminary draft budget for the following
year has followed so closely on the adoption of the
budget for the current year. The permanence of the
inter- instirutional debate on the budget is an unmis-
takable sign of the central role which the budget now
plays in the life of our Community.

In submitting its preliminary draft budget now, the
Commission is aware of the considerable delay which
has thus been incurred. In the exceptional circum-
stances which we have just lived through, it would not
have been wise to try to adhere at any price to the
pragmatic timetable, according to which the prelimi-
nary draft budget has to be submitted on l5June.
Because of the uncertainties which surrounded the
final outcome of the 1980 budget procedure, the
Commission felt the need to wait until 9 July in order
to finalize and formally adopt its proposals for 1981.
In other words, we only finalized it yesterday. In
doing so, the Commission has borne in mind the
imperative obligation to .adhere to rhe timetable laid
down by the Treaty and place the preliminary drafr
budget before the Council and the Parliament before
I Seprember. In practice all the budget documents will
have ro be sent in all languages to rhe budget authority
at the end of July.
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So much for procedure which, given the rather special
circumstances of this year, I thought it right to
mention briefly.

I now wanr ro rurn ro the substance of the
l98l budget. Before giving the House a broad outline
of its contents, I want to review briefly the context in
which it is being presented.

l98l will not be an easy year. It will not be an easy
year for rhe economies of the Member States of the
Community. Most, if not all, Member States are in
recession and musr face the challenge which recession
confronts us with. The Community budget must make
a proper conrribution to surmounting that recession.
At the same rime rhe climate of resrraint in public
expenditure in the Member States means that we must
be very cenain that we are not guilty merely of throw-
ing money at problems without regard to cost-effec-
tiveness.The Commission has rried, in its proposals, to
ensure as far as possible that where money is ro be
spenr thar it is well spent.

I say rhat rhe Commission has tried as far as possible
to ensure that money is well spent, wisely. Because
198 I will be a difficult year in another sense. I think
history will show that l98l represented a major transi-
tion in the development of the Community. First we
have the entry of rhe renrh member which is a Euro-
pean historic event very much to be welcomed and the
I98l budget makes appropriate financial provision
both as regards expenditure and receipts for Greek
membership.

This enlargement of the Community also occurs at a

time when the Community's finances will be under
review. The Commission will execute the mandare
which it has been given by the Council to review the
Community's finances and the balance of ir policies as

a matter of high prioritv and with all due speed. But
let me make it clear: the Commission inrends to do a

thorough job, and to do a thorough job rhe Commis-
sion will need enough time. The Council has asked for
proposals by June 198 l, and the Commission will meet
rhis deadline wirh proposals designed to ensure a

sound financial and policy basis for 'the funher
enlargement of the Community on the one hand and
the continued integration of the Community on the
other. It will then be up to the budget authority to act;
in this exercise all the European institutions will be
called upon to play their full role.

Let me say at this juncture, in case rhere is any misun-
dersranding on rhe poinr, thar rhe financing srudy
must have as its goal, nol the perperuation of special
arrangements in order to avoid the recurrence of
so-called unacceptable siruarions, bur sufficient change
to and adaptation of the existing patrern of finance
and expendicure to allow a normal system ro conrinue
in such a way thar it prevenrs unacceptable situations
arising. The object is not the indefinite distonion of

the system but its enhanced durability through appro-
priate change.

In the meantime, the business of the Community must
go on. Existing policies in their exisring form must be
financed; the Community's existing commitments
must be honoured and the general functioning of
Community institutions must be assured. \flithin this
framework and while remaining within the I 0/o ceil-
ing, the Commission has drawn up a budget which
meets these existing obligations as cosr-effectively as

possible, which at the same time provides for the
financing of the settlement in relation to the United
Kingdom and includes an expansion of the structural
ponion of the budget.

Before turning to the expenditure side of the budget in
more detail, I want to say a word about new own
resources. In the light of what I have just said, I think
the House will not be surprised to hear me say.that [he
Commission does not believe it would be right, in
advance of ir financing study - which must include
examination of rhe question of own resources - to
put forward a proposal for extra own resources. Let us

be thoroughly satisfied about the manner in which we
are spending our existing finances before adding to
them. In saying this, I am by no means belittling the
imponance of enabling the Community budget to
expand in the longer term. Precisely because this is so
imponant to the development of Europe we musr
proceed in an orderly fashion. Turning to the figures,
the preliminary draft budget submitted by rhe
Commission is of a roral size of 21 734 m EUA in
commitment appropriations, 20 053 m EUA in paymenr
appropriarions which represenr increases of 25.50/o
and 27 .9 0/o respectively as compared with the
1980 budget which has just been adopted.

It would be righr to underline rhat the 1980 budget,
which is the basis for comparison, was a year in which,
as a result of the panicular political circumstances
which arose, the level of budger expenditure enabled
the Community ro carry on ir business but did nor
contribute ro any significant developmenr of existing
or new Communiry policies. The basis of comparison
for the structural funds in parricular is therefore
abnormally low and increases between 1980 and 198 I
should be interpreted with this in mind.

The breakdown of this tot"l 
"rlornr into the main

areas of Community expenditure is as follows. I rurn
first to agriculture. Titles 6 and 7 of the budget,
EAGGF Guaranree, with a volume of 13 billion EUA,
have increased by 12.7 o/o as compared wirh 1980, an
increase of rhe same order as thar berween 1979 and
1980 - a development which shows a marked
improvement on rhe rate of increase in agriculrural
guaranree expendirure of 23 o/o which the Community
has experienced in recent years.

As in previous years, rhe budget makes financial provi-
sion for foreseeable market conditions and general
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economic circumstances, as well as for the world
market. I say 'foreseeable market conditions' since we
are obliged to make the best estimates available to us.

Let me assure the House, however, that we have done
our best to make realistic estimates and have nor based
ourselves on deliberately over-optimistic assumptions
about world market conditions in 198 1.

Secondly, the preliminary draft budget does not, again
as is normal, include provision for decisions which
may be taken concerning agricultural prices and
related measures for the farm year l98l/ 82. Early in
l98l the Commission will put forward to the budget
authority proposals concerning prices, and prepara-
tions to this end will be made by the Commission
before the end of 1980. Vhen it makes its price
proposals, the Commission will also make proposals
for financing which, it stresses, will have to be found
bv savings within the existing agricultural financial
envelope in order to ensure that neither the balance of
the budget is upset nor the I 0/o ceiling exceeded.

Agricultural expenditure continues to represent a
preponderant proportion of the budget (64.5 % of the
pavments) which makes rigorous financial manage-
ment imperatrve. The Commisson is already undertak-
ing this and will continue to do so in conjunction with
e continuing examination of ways in which economies
in agricultural expenditure can be made.

Let me now deal with strucrural and invesrment
expenditure which constitute another imponant
section of the budget. The great bulk of expenditure in
the structural and investment fields is covered by the
Social Fund, the Regional Fund, Guidance, EMS
interest subsidies and now, of course, the supplemen-
rary measures for the United Kingdom.

The Social Fund is endowed with I 000 m EUA in
commitment appropriations, a l0 0/o increase as

compared wirh 1980, and 710 m EUA in payment
appropriations, a 90 0/o increase as compared with the
new money for the Social Fund which was entered in
the 1980 budget. The House will perhaps think this
la;ter increase is very high. You should bear in mind
what I have just said about the panicular circum-
srances relating to the 1980 budget, which means that
the percentage increase for payment appropriations is

somewhat misleading. If one takes into account the
total payment appropriadons which are actually avail-
able for expenditure in 1980, which include e carry-
forward of 233 m EUA from 1979, rhen rhe rare of
increase in 1981 over 1980 expenditure levels drops to
16.-8 o/0.

And of course it must be remembered that payment
appropriations have to be entered and spent at a level
sufficient for the Commission to honour commitments
previously enrered into. By the end of 1980 the total of
commitments which will not by then have given rise to
paymenrs is expected to reach the level of I 700 m
EUA. Considerable progress has been made in 1979 in

the rate of udlization of payment appropriations. The
Commission will do everything possible to guarantee a

full utilization both in 1980 and 1981. The Regional
Fund has the following proposed appropriations:
I 600 m EUA in commitment appropriations, a 37 o/o

increase over 1980, and 770 m EUA in payment
appropriations, a 91 0/o increase over 1980. Again the
same caveat concerning 1980 as a basis for comparison
applies to payment appropriations. It will be remarked
thar the rate of increase of commitment appropriations
is higher than for the Social Fund. The main reason is

rhat a net quota of 14.50/o has to be added for
Greece. In the view of the Commission, this should
nor come as a deduction from the means which are at
rhe moment made available to the other Member
States.

Of rhe total amounr of 770 m EUA in payment appro-
priations, 20 m EUA are earmarked for the non-quota
section. If one then adds the EAGGF Guidance
secrion which is 694 m EUA in commitment appro-
priations and 500 m EUA in payment ippropriations,
the three structural funds together come to a total of
3 295 m EUA in commitment appropriations, which
represenrs a25.60/o increase compared with 1980 and
a l5 % share of the budger.

If one rhen takes in addition the EMS interest subsi-

dies (200 m EUA as last year) and the supplementary
measures for the UK, which will be spent on structural
programmes, structural and investment expenditure
reaches rhe level of +sog m EUA, i.e. 21 0/o of the
budget in commitments. I might add, as regards the

UK measures, that the Commission has made provi-
sion for financing the full riet payment relating to 1980

with an advance at this stage in relation to 198 I of
100 m EUA.

I rurn now to development aid and relations with third
countries. The Commission has provided for the
Community's continuing development of relations
with third countries. In the development aid sector, aid
ro non-associated developing countries, with 200 m
EUA in commitment appropriations and 65 m EUA in
payment appropriations is a striking example, the
increase in commitments over 1980 being over 40 0/0.

The new proposal for food aid takes account of the
increase in quantities of cereals to be supplied within
the framework of the new international wheat agree-
ment.The Commission suggests thar927 000 tonnes of
cereals be granted to developing countries insrcad of
72OOOO tonnes, a 28.7 0/o increase over 1980. The
quantities of butteroil also rise by l0 000 tonnes and

the proposals for food aid in sugar show an increase of
3 000 tonnes.

Further specific aids have been proposed for Turkey
(35 m EUA in commirments) and for Ponugal (90 m
EUA in commitments).
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I am sad to report. ro the House, however, that the
sectors of energy, industry and rransport, which have
not so far represented more than 2.5 o/o of rhe roral
budget, do not feature any more prominenrly in this
preliminary draft. The main reason is rhat in presenr
financial circumstances rhe Commission has been
obliged to apply extremely rigorous criteria in rhe allo-
cation of resources and has not felt able ro endow with
credits any proposals lacking a legal base, which rhus
prevents the Commission from implementing. Such is

the case for the various aids to the coal sector, aid ro
the crisis-hit sectors of industry (Article 375), and
financial suppon for transport infrasrructure projects.
All these lines are, I regret, shown only with a roken
entrv. But I musr emphasize that rhis is in no sense a
reflectron on rhe importance of such policies. On the
contrary, and the Commission continues ro urge upon
the Council the importance of developing a coherenr
transport policy for the Community, of developing its
energv policv which is of the urmosr importance ro the
future of the Communirry economy and of allowing a

coherent policy to aid the social aspecrs of rhe reor-
ganization of the steel industry. These sectors all have
a high prioritv for Community expendirure, and the
Commrssion would hope to see funding take place in
I 98 I as soon as the Council takes the necessary acrion.

Finally, concerning expendirure and before moving on
to the receipts side of rhe budget, I must say a word
about staff. This year I feel obliged to say somewhar
more than I usually do in the speech introducing rhe
budget. For two years running now, rhe Commission's
staff request has been salvaged by the orher half of the
budget authoriry and has fallen victim, if I may put it
this way, to a wayside accident when ir came to this
half of the budget aurhority. I must rell rhe House that
if the Commission is [o conrinue to carry our rhe
responsibilities with which it is charged under rhe
Treaty by the orher insrirurions, this cannor conrinue.
This year, the Commission, in making a very modesr
staff requesr indeed, - 173 posrs for Greek officials
and no more than 150 for all orher nationaliries - has
endeavoured to respond to rhe climate of restrainr
prevailing in the Member States concerning public
expenditure, especially expendirure on the public
service. But this reques[ really cannot be cut any
further. There is no fat here ro be removed. A cut will
be a cur into the muscle of the Commission's capacity
to function. I am nor therefore asking merely for
sympathetic consideration of our staff request: I am
asking for it to be agreed to in its enrirery, and rhe
Commission looks ro rhe other institutions ro rrear
their own suffing needs with rhe same degree of rigo-
rous discriminarion as they apply ro lhe Commission's
staff request.

I should add that following the Spierenburg Report,
the Commission will also shortly be bringing forward
proposals to increase rhe efficiency with which ir is

able to use its existing sraff resources. Vith the sraff
request, rhese form a whole and it will be essenrial for
them to be viewed as such and not given ri la carte

I
t

treatmenr with some portions being unduly delayed. If
this happens, many months of hard work to make the
sort of improvements to thc structure of the Commis-
sion which have frequently been urged upon us, will
have been wasted. I therefore strongly urge the budget
authority to give this matter its early, close and
favourable attention.

Turning now to receipts, despite the rigour applied in
the allocation of payments appropriations rhe VAT
rate which results from a total amount to be financed
of 20 053 m is 0.95 %.

Since in l98l the Community's own resources will be
of the order of 20 612 m EUA, the margin which
remains to meet unexpected requirements is of the
order of 550 m EUA. This is nor a wide margin, but, if
it is to be wider, something sill have to be sacrificed.
Furthermore, let me emphesize thar rhis is a margin of
unallocated resources for unforeseen contingencies for
the whole budget; it cannor be assumed that any pani-
cular sector of Community expenditure has a prior
claim over it.

Lastly, Mr President, I should like to say a few words
on institutional poinrs. First I should like ro menrion
that in this preliminary drak the Commission has
considered all the non-contracrual part of food aid, i.e.

that part which is nor linked to any inrernarional
agreement, as non-obligarory. The non-obligarory
level of the budget increases by a quaner in commir-
ments over 1980, from just over 4 billion EUA ro
rarher over 5billion EUA, rhat is ro say 18.5% of
total proposed expenditure.

The Commission has maintained irs proposal for the
introduction of a Part II to. the Commission secrions
of the budget in order to improve rhe presentation and
the budgetary control over borrowing and lending
operations and has also set aside, as previously, Chap-
ters 90 and 91 for the furure inclusion of EDF in the
budget.

As I said at rhe outset of this speech, the l98l budger
is a budget for a Communiry in [ransition:we are on
the threshold of changes in Communiry expenditure
which will begin to occur during rhe course of tggt
itself. In the meanrime and wirhin presenr consrraints,
the Commission has endeavoured ro use rhe Commu-
nity's existing resources to rhe besr advantage. If there
are any hcrc u'ho feel rhar once again rhey are being
asked to lrrt'or.r promises and that there is never any
concrete progress, I should like ro remind the House
that, even in present circums[ances, thar is no[ entirely
fair. Vhen I became budger Commissioner four years
ago, agricultural expenditure was raking 69 0/o of rhe
rotal; in 1981, if the Commission's proposals are ac-
cepred, this proportion will drop ro 59.5 %. Similarly,
turning the ratio rhe other way round, the proponion
of the budget devoted ro the three big srructural funds
was I I .9 o/o by the end of 1977; in l98l rhe Commis-
sion proposes thar this should be l5.l 0/0. If one rhen
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adds the EMS subsidies and the UK measures, this
proportion rises from 15.4 0/o to 21 0/0.

So gradual progress is being made, on which the

Commission will continue to build in the course of
198 r.

President. - A debarc on the Commission statement
is not provided for on the agenda, but only a brief
srarement by the Chairman of the Committee on
Budgets.

I call Mr Lange.

Mr Lange, Cbairman of the Committee on Budgeu. -(D) Mr Presidenr, ladies and gentlemen, I should like
to thank the rapporteur and the chairman of the
Committee on Transport once again most sincerely for
rheir cooperation in agreeing to this change in the
agenda . . .

(lnterruption)

. . . This will only take five minutes, so there will be

quite enough time left to deal with the point which
was originally first on the agenda. From an impartial
point of view, what Mr Tugendhat had to say just now
sounded perfectly alright. But the fact is that, having
heard Mr Tugendhat's statement, and paniculary after
what we heard last night in the Committee on Budg-
ets, this is not exactly what you might call a consoli-
dating budget. Let me remind you that the President-
in-Office of the Council - soon to become President
of the Commission - made the worrying remark here

in rhis House that certain sections of the Council
seemed to be prepared to ignore every area of policy
orher than the agricultural policy if this was the only
way of getting things done. I cannot believe that it
would be in the interests of the Community to return
to being merely agricultural. On the contrary, if we
wanr ro retain the respect we enjoy outside the
Community, we must reinforce the Community by
strengthening other areas of policy as well.

The Commission is right in saying that it has made a

start in this respect, but what has given me, the
Committee and the House as a whole cause for
concern is the fact that - as Mr Tugendhat
mentioned - the cutback in surplus production, parti-
cularlv in the milk sector, will to all intents and
purposes not really take effect until I January 1982.

The idea is that the Commission should submit appro-
priate proposals by the middle of next year. Let me

warn you once again that if this step is really not taken
until 1982, we shall have major problems on our hands

by the aurumn of tgal. I would therefore issue an

urgent appeal to the Commission - and this includes
the Commission which will be mking office at the
beginning of next year - to present proposals which
can be dealt with speedily and could possibly come

into force by the middle of next year. Despite our
aversion to supplemen[ary or correcting budgets, I am
sure the House would be prepared under these
circumstances to accept such changes, which would
guarantee a sensible future development of the
Community, in a correcting or supplementary budget
next year. Otherwise, the Community will inevitably
descend into a state of practically insoluble crisis. In
fact, it is my belief that the crisis already exists, and
rhar the European Council has simply postponed the
fateful day for l2 months.

I should like to assure Mr Tugendhat that - despite
rhe fact thar this arm of the budgetary authority may
clash with the other arm on one question or another

- rhere can be no alternarive to the same rigorous
standards being applied by all the Community institu-
tions, whether in respect of marerial or snffing needs.

Ve cannor apply different standards, and Parliament
itself is not exempted from this rule. !(/e cannot expect
to deal with our own affairs differently from the way
in which we deal with the Commission, the Council,
the Court of Justice and the Court of Auditors. In this
respecr, then, we have no leeway, and we should not
act as if ule were something special compared wirh the
other Community institutions. \fle are only one of
those institutions, and we have clearly specified duties
and a definire job to do. It will be up ro Parliament to
investigate very carefully the form of the l98l budget
to enable us to achieve our aim of allowing the

Community to develop funher. I am convinced that
rhis is what really matters, and, in view of cenain ines-
capable inadequacies in the Commission's draft -which, however, are largely in line with the Council's
views - we are really in the situation of having to
pursue rhe dialogue with the Council on the 1981

budget along the same lines as our recent battle with
the Council on the 1980 budget. An addidonal major
problem here, though, is the question of how the
Community is to develop in the future.'Ve want to see

the Community's current work continued and the
Community as such strengthened, not amputated and
reduced in scope to a single area of policy.

Mr President, those were the general remarks I had to
make on the Commission's preliminary drak budget.
Ve shall have plenty of time in the months ahead to
discuss the details, after which I hope we shall be able

ro present proposals which can then be put into prac-
tice.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Sutra on a point of order.

Mr Sura. - (F) Mr President, a yeat ato - we had
just been elected - we had the opponunity to enter
inrc a dialogue immediately after Mr Tugendhat's
sratement. If I remember rightly, I had the honour of
being the last to speak in that initial debate on the
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budget. It is Parliament's desire for dialogue which
causes it to ask questions and ro raise points of deail,
so [hat the Commissioner can prepare the budget for
the big debarc in September having first heard Parlia-
ment's views. I regret that the agenda does not make
provision for the genuine dialogue between the insritu-
tions which we are constandy calling for. In my view it
is absolutely indispensable to allow a few bribf
speeches of two or three minutes each, thereby making
it possible to open up a real dialogue between Parlia-
ment and the Commission. I think that Mr Tugendhat
will not be withour work to do berween now anil
September. I hope that he can take a holiday, but I
think that September will be a little too late to deal
with some of the questions which will be posed then.

7. Air trafic control system

Presidcnt. - The nexr irem on rhe agenda is the
debate on the report (Doc. l-274/ 80), drawn up by
Mr Janssen van Raay on behalf of rhe Commirtee on
Transpon, on the development of a coordinated Euro-

,pean air traffic control sysrem.

I call Mr Janssen van Raay.

Mr Janssen van Raay, rtpporteur, - (NL) Mr Presi-
dent, I felt obliged just now to agree to a reasonable
request from Mr Lange. If I have thereby annoyed
other Members, I am truly sorry. In my opinion, it was
a reasonable request. It was something which was in
Parliament's own interesrs.

Discussion of this repon, which should have been on
the agenda for Monday, before rhe meering of the
Transport Ministers, was pur off for a few days. This
firstly has the advantage that we can now commen[ on
what the ministers decided and secondly has given
everyone a little more time to consider this impomant
subject.

A 'dangerous anachronism' is what Mr Berkhouwer,
in his motion for a resolution which, as usual, was
highly practical and to rhe point, calls air raffic
control on a stricrly narional basis - and righrly so.
My report comes our againsr this dangerous anachron-
ism. The companmenralization of European airspace
in accordance wirh narional borders gives rise to air
traffic control on an unacceptable national basis, stems
from a mistaken view of national sovereignty, and is
irreconcilable with the efficienr utilization of airspace.

The Eurocontrol Treaty concluded in 1950, whereby
Eurocontrol would be made responsible for opera-
tional air traffic control in rhe upper airspace - rhar
is, the airspace above 20 000 feer or 6 000 metres -with the signatory states being free to decide whether
or not to transfer air raffic control funcrions for the

Iower airspace, was therefore a very welcome and
promising developmenr.

Surely, if ever a subject was tailor-made for a Euro-
pean approach, ir is the inregrarion of European air
traffic control. That being so, ir is galling ro find that
nou/, twenry years on,'precious litrle has come of the
high hopes that were held in rhe 1950s. The directly-
elected European Parliament, as the authenric voice of
the voters who use rhe airspace over Europe, now has
a splendid chance to give fresh impetus to the develop-
ments initiated in 1950.

Mr President, I shall restricr my remarks to a few
major points from the reporr. Air rranspon safery and
fuel economy are two of the essenrial aims of rhis
repon at European level, As Captain Gaebel of
Lufthansa said at the hearing, Europe has a relatively
good safety record. I would emphasize the word 'rela-
tively' because when I asked Captain Gaebel whar he
meant by that, he explained that Europe had a berter
safety record rhan orher pans of the world. It goes
without saying that this is no reason ro neglecr funher
measures to increase the safety enjoyed by air travell-
ers.

My repon refers co the example of a shon-haul flighr
from Copenhagen to Paris, in the course of which the
pilot has to change not once, but five times, between
the frequencies operated by air traffic controllers who
do not use compatible compurers:'firsdy from Scandi-
navia to Eurocontrol in Beek, thcn from Beek to ScJrip-
ho[, then from Schiphol back to Beek and finally
from Beek to France. It goes wirhour saying thar on
such a shon flight, rhis purs an excessive burden on air
traffic controllers and pilots alike, and in critical sirua-
tions such as bad weather and near-misses, with the
attendant increase in risk for air travellers, this is unac-
ceptable, because every single crash and even every
near-mlss ls one roo many. The siruation will be exa-
cerbated if there is a reduction in the horizonral and
vertical separation distances, as is proposed because of
increasing congestion at airports and in rhe airspace
above airports.

As to the question of saving fuel, the economical use
of energy enjoys high polirical prioriry, and rightly so.
The fact is thar the absence of an inregrated air traffic
control system is responsible for a great deal of need-
less waste of precious kerosene. Roundabout roures,
uneconomical cruising heighrc and circling in holding
patterns are rhe cause of this waste. I shall not go inro
the question of delays and cancellations with all rhe
annoyance and time-wasring they cause ro rhe travell-
ing public. The aim of air uaffic conrrol is to ensure
safe, regular, punctual and economical air rranspon,
which is very far from what we have at the present. If
this resolution is adopted - and, whar is more impor-
tant, implemented - this situation is bound to
lmProve.

' 't:'t
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'!7hat, then, is the motion for a resolution aiming to
echieve in concrete terms? Firstly, the Eurocontrol
centres in Beek and Karlsruhe should continue to
exercise their current operational functions in the
airspace of Belgium, Luxembourg and the Federal
Republic of Germany. If this situation is inrcrfered
wirh, all the fine plans of 1960 will founder
completely.

Let me make it quite clear here in this House that we
will not be fobbed off with some empty gesture.

'\trfle must make it clear to the Transport Ministers,
who have pur off their decision, that air traffic flow
management - in other words, the arrangement of air
traffic in such a way as to prevent congestion and
delay as an alternative to air traffic conrol, comes into
the category of empty gestures. Air traffic flow
manag€ment is not something which needs to be done
in an expensive centre in Beek; it can just as easily be

done, if you like in a house on the Prinsengracht in
Amsterdam. I am not, of course, trying to detract from
rhe importance of air traffic flow management as such,
and I welcome the Transpon Minisrcrs' decision last
Tuesday to investigate the possibility of transferring
these duties to Eurocontrol. Afrcr all, they are impor-
tant duties.

Secondly, the motion for a resolution calls on the
Durch Government to fulfill at last its obligations
under the Convention and to transfer responsibility for
air traffic control in the upper airspace from Schiphol
ro Beek. The Netherlands fought hard - and ulti-
mately with success - to get the first Eurocontrol
centre established on ir territo5y. \7ith a view to the
employment situation in Limburg this centre, which

' was financed largely by the other signatories to the
Convention, was built in Beek, where it has the very
latest in modern rcchnology. It is therefore crazy thar
the Netherlands - of all countries - should now,
eight years later, still be making no use of this centre
on irs own'territory. There is no good reason for this
violation of the Convention. There ,has simply not
been the political will to break down the resistance
created by official foot-dragging and the narrow-
minded protection of vested interests. If the Germans
now turn the clock back and take over, or renational-
ize, Eurocontrol's operational functions, the Nether-
lands will be responsible.

As a Dutchman and a member of the major govern-
ment pany I sincerely regret having to say these hard
words, but I am speaking here as a Member of the
European Parliament, and I am pleased rhat Mr
Berkhouwer, whose pany is also in the government,
did not hesitate to table this motion for a resolution.
Our views ully precisely here, as we regard ourselves
first and foremost as Members of the European Parlia-
menl.

The third objective of the motion for a resolution
concerns Italy, and on this point I am pleased to be

able to take a more positive line. Italy is not a member
of Eurocontrol, nor is Denmark, and the motion for a

resolurion appeals to these two Member States to
accede to the Convention. It would appear that Italy
has nor done so so far because air raffic conrol in
rhat country is in the hands of the military. This situa-
tion will, however, change in the near future, which is

the good news I have ro impart. Vhen I visited Ciam-
pino, the air traffic control centre near Rome, I not
only found a willingness to join the Eurocontrol
sysrem but was also able [o see the extremely up-to-
date equipment - made in Italy - which meets the
most stringent requirements and which will make it
technically possible for Italy to be integrated directly
into the Eurocontrol system. I therefore very much
hope that the Iulian Members will suppon this motion
for a resolution and will thus put pressure on Inly,
which is an imponant country for air traffic, to
become a member of Eurocontrol.

I should also like to appeal to the Danes to show simi-
lar solidarity - after all, Denmark too, with the Blue
29 corridor, is an imponant country for air traffic.

France, the United Kingdom and Ireland are signato-
ries to the Convention, but pulled out of Euroconrrol's
operational functions at an early stage. This is regrett-
able, panicularly as regards Ireland, where Eurocon-
trol money was used to construct a modern control
centre, which is, however, only used at national level. I
would appeal rc all Members to view this problem not
just in terms of national sovereignty, but also from the
point of view of national airlines - in particular, Air
France and British Airways. It goes without saying that
they would benefit enormously from an integrated
system of control in the upper air space. I would there-
fore invite the British and French Members to view the
motion in this light and not simply from the point of
view of national sovereignty, which is in any case

misunderstood, as sovereignty does not seal off a

particular country's airspace from other countries'
radar systems. That is the real point. It is wonh noting
that British Airways, for instance, would not itself
benefit from the facilides offered by a British Euro-
control centre but would, on the way from London to
New Delhi, benefit enormously from similar centres in
France, Italy and Greece.

I would therefore call on all those concerned to imple-
ment Article I of the Convention, which says: 'The
contractint panies agree to srrengthen their coopera-
tion in matters of air navigation and in panicular to
provide for the common organization of the air traffic
services in the upper airspace.' All I want is for these

countries to fulfil their obligations under the Conven-
tion.

t

,l

I

(Applause)

I
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Vice-President

President. - I call Mr Albers to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.

Mr Albers. - (NL) Mr President, the convention on
which the European Organization for the Safety of
Air Navigation is based dates back ro 1963. Debadng
the future of Eurocontrol here in this House, we are
ineviubly reminded of anorher convention - rhe
Mannheim Convention of t g0g 

- which was and is of
great importance for another sector of transport.,
namely navigation on the Rhine. Unlike the Eurocon-
trol Convention, the Mannheim Convendon is still
viable and new protocols are still being added to it,
whereas the Eurocontrol Convention has been under
constant pressure in the close on 20 years of its exist-
ence, and has indeed given rise to all manner of prob-
lems.

Moreover, as Mr Janssen van Raay's excelle.nt and
exhaustive report makes clear, a number of counrries
have failed to fulfil their obligations under the
Convention. In fact, only two Member States -Belgium and Luxembourg - have faithfully carried
out the terms of the Convention. In the circumstances,
it is no wonder rhat there is precious litrle enthusiasm
for renewing and improving the Convention in 1983.

Nonetheless, the Convention can claim some impor-
tant technical successes, such as the experimental
centre in Br6tigny-sur-Orge in France, rhe air raffic
control training institute in Luxembourg, the Upper
Airspace Control Centre in Maastricht, a similar
centre in Karlsruhe and another one in Shannon in
Ireland, as well as facilities with secondary radar scan-
ners at four locations in Europe, not ro mention the
central office for collecting route charges in Brussels.
All this has required a high level of capital investment,
a large store of knowledge has been gathered over the
last twenty years, and there are now more than 1 200
officials employed, including highly qualified expens
in technical, operational, experimenral, training and
administrative fields. Bur, as I said Euroconrrol is
under constant pressure, which has in turn given rise
to a great deal of unresr among the officials and ro
industrial action on the pan of Eur6pean public
service unions. The European Parliament has also
been active on the question of Eurocontrol. The repon
lists a large number of moves by Members of this
House on the question of air raffic control and safety,
particularly following rhe disastrous collision near
Zagreb and the serious disruption to holiday flighrc as

a result of industrial acrion by air raffic controllers in
various countries in'!/estern Europe.

Vhat srikes one here is the pioneering role played by
the European Parliament. Most of the national Parlia-

ments have devoted very lirtle artention to Eurocon-
trol. Only in the Nerherlands and the Federal Republic
of Germany, and more recenrly in .Belgium as well,
have questions been asked and discussions held wirh
government represenrarives. It is nomble that last
November the Second Chamber in the Nerherlands
adopred two motions calling for the rerenrion of rhe
Eurocontrol Centre in Maastricht, the transfer of
national air control duries to this centre and the crea-
tion of a supranational air rraffic control authority.
Public opinion too began ro take more of an interest in
the subject, and it was widely felt that air rranspon,
and particularly air traffic safety, was the very area in
which \flestern European inregration was needed.
Probably under the pressure which was thus exerted
on the governments concerned, last year saw a change
of mood in favour of Eurocontrol. There were reports
that the continued exisrence of Eurocontrol was ro be
guaranteed. However, my Group feels rhat we have
every reason to remain vigilant on all fronts which is

why the Socialist spokesmen from rhe various national
parliaments were invited ro Brussels on 12 May ro
discuss how vigilance of members of Parliament could
best be mobilized to prevenr a racir extension of the
current Convention in 1983 from leading to the slow
but sure death of Eurocontrol, bearing in mind also
that enormous amounrs of money have meanwhile
been invested in orher narional cenrres. This meeting
in Brussels was a milestone for those who rook pan,
because similar discussion and cooperarion between
Members of the European Parliament and Members of
the national Parliaments could perhaps funher stimu-
late the cause of European coordination and integra-
tion in other fields as well. It was generally agreed that
Europe had to have a joint sysrem of air traffic conrrol
and that Euroconrol should be mainrained and
further developed. In the medium rerm, the Socialist
Group aims to bring Euroconrrol within the Commr,-
nity's sphere of influence - with Parliamentary
control being excercised by the European Parliament

- especially as the people of Vestern Europe would
not understand if such a useful instirurion as Eurocon-
trol were to be shut down on accounr of national
motives and interests. On 22June 1979, the Nether-
lands Pilots Association sent a lerrer to,the Nether-
llnds Secretary of Srate urging the rransfer of air
traffic control ro Eurocontrol. The larrer poinred out
that the continued exisrence of the Amsrerdam conrol
centre at Schiphol meanr firsrly, thar rhe available
means of improving the safety of air transpon were
not being pur ro oprimum use, secondly rhat rhe Neth-
erlands Governmenr, and in panicular the Rijkslucht-
vaarrdiensr, was interfering with the regulariry of air
traffic with all the atrendanr inconvenience, especially
to air travellers and that an unnecessary amount of
money is being spent on developing a variery of
incomparible electronic traffic control systems. Ar a
meeting on 27 March this year, rhe Netherlands Secre-
ary o[ State said, however, that the governmenr very
much hoped rhar rhe Maastricht Cenre could be
maintained borh quantitatively and qualitatively. A
mere expression of hope is small consolarion, given
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the political pressure in the national parliaments, the
intensity of public feeling and rhe opinions expressed
by numerous experts. For these reasons, rhe Socialist
Group gives its full support to rhe morion for a resolu-
tion in Mr Janssen van Raay's report. In conclusion,
let me offer my sincere congratulations to Mr Janssen
van Raay .for this first report he has drawn up on
behalf of the European Parliament's Committee on
Transport.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Notenboom to
behalf of the European People's Party
Democratic Group).

speak on
(Christian-

Mr Notenboom. - (NL) Mr President, I have given
up a few minutes of my speaking time to the rappor-
reur to enable him to give us a full introduction to this
debate.

On behalf of my whole group, I should like to thank
the rapporteur most sincerely for his outstanding
report and his explanatory statement. '!(i'e are also
grateful for the unanimity shown by the Committee on
Transport, and our special thanks are due to the
Chairman of the Committee, Mr Seefeld, who repre-
senrs, as it were, a bridge between the old pre-election
Parliament and the direcdy elected European Parlia-
ment. He has always done his utmost to bring about
rhe creation of a single system of air raffic control in
Europe.

As Mr Albers said, and as we can see in the report,
there have in the past been various moves in this direc-
tion, but never with this kind of intensive and single-
minded determination. The new Parliament is thereby
fairhfully conrinuing the work of its predecessor,
alrhough we are straying somewhat from the field
mapped out for us under our formal powers. However,
rhe European Parliament is par excellence the elected
institution in Europe capable of expressing the politi-
cal will of the people of Europe. That is something the
rapporteur has himself contributed to and I hope that
his report will serve to back those national parliaments
which have come out in favour of the retention of
Eurocontrol and will encourage those which have not
yer done so to add their support. I hope rhat this
expression of the will of the European Parliament will
have some effect on opinon in the various na[ional
parliaments.

ft is incredible that, despite the advanced stage of
preparations and the enormous amounts of capiml and

- particularly - human investment, this European
project from the 1960s is now once again being called
inro question. The sense of it is beyond me. The
projecr has the support of national parliaments, and
every one who has gone into the matter in any depth
recently has very soon come to the logical conclusion
that this is really the only solution.

But there are always other elements bent on destruc-
tion, despite the fact that Euro-Pilot, the European
pilots'organization, also says that this is rhe best solu-
tion. These are the people to whom we entrust our
lives whenever we get into an aeroplane. Should we
not respect their judgement? That is what we do
whenever we get into an aeroplane. 'Why, then,
should we not do the same when the point at issue is

rhe organization of a system for the safery of air trans-
port. This logical connection was brought out earlier
by the rapporteur. I7'e therefore give our full support
ro rhe morion for a resolution tabled by the rapporteur
which has unanimous approval of the Committee on
Transport. It is a sad fact that unanimity has not been

all that common recently in this House, but fonun-
ately it was achieved in this case.

One more reason why we are particularly glad to vote
for this motion for a resolution is that the threatened
Eurocontrol Centre in Maastricht-Beek is situated in a

part of Europe where the staple industry and main
employer, mining, has been in decline since 1954. The
decision to close down the mines was taken in the
context of the European Coal and Steel Community
lnd was thought at the time to be necessary, although
some doubt has since been cast on the wisdom of this.
At any rate, that is the area in which the Maastricht-
Beek Centre is now situated, offering some compensa-
tion for the loss of jobs in the region, which is still far
from having recovered from the decline of the mining
industry over the last fifteen years.

I would ask you to bear this point in mind as well
when you come to cast your vote. Let me finally
express my thapks once more to the raPPoneur and to
the Committee on Transport. I hope that this report
will act as a stimulus to the national parliaments and
governments to follow the right path.

President. - I call Mr Cottrell to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.

Mr Cottrell. - It seems to me that it is a panicularly
sad comment on the prospects for European unity that
we actually have to hold this debate at all. It seems to
me, and I think to most sensible people, that the
Community exists above all to promote harmony in
certain vital areas. And it is difficult to see what could
be more vital than the matter of safety in the air.

The decision to launch Eurocontrol in 1960 was, in
my view, a brave and practical initiative and there
should have been every reasonable certainty that by
now, 20 years later, the Community would have an

air-safery organization which would indeed be the
envy of the world. Bur the fact is we do not.

Eurocontrol has become a starveling, wilfully
neglected by its original god-parenm - the contract-
ing parties to the original Eurocontrol Treaty. The
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entire organization, as we have heard, now threatens
to founder on the reef of national rivalry, national
egoism. How ridiculous it will seem [o the voters of
Europe - the people who sent us here - that, in rhis
House, in our committees, in the Commission and in
the Council, so many hours, and even days, are spent
discussing frankly trivial matters of harmonization -such as lawn-mowers - when we have done nothing
positive to remove invisible barriers in rhe sky.

Now I am well aware that the British Government is

among the trio of god-parents-I think we can
reasonably say ir is a trio - who have failed to watch
carefully over this particular infanr. And I regret that
Community airspace to all intents. and purposes
remains divided by an artificial jigsaw.

I am aware of cenain objections-and they do come
partially from my own country-se cooperarion
between milimry and civilian sectors. But surely such
ob.jections cannot be realistic within a Community
which is part of an overall \Testern alliance, even if all
Member States within the Communiry are not actually
members of NATO.

k is not jusr r question of safery, it is a question of
delay-unreasonable delay-to people who use rhe
European air roures and it is a question of waste of
fuel and time by airliners being forced to fly circuitous
routes because we maintain these anificial barriers.

My group welcomes this repon and we welcome the
motion for a resolurion contained in it.

'!fle are gathered here, if nothing else, as Europeans.
And there is no doubt in my mind that on this issue
we must speak and vorc as Europeans. \(e may srill be
burdened with absurd hindrances at our narional land
frontiers, but we should do norhing [o conrinue rheir
observince in the open skies abovi the Community.
On the conrrary, we should use rhe will-rhe political
will-of this Parliament to do everything ro remove
them.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Carossino ro speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Carossino. - (I) Mr President, the rragic air
disaster over the Tyrrhenian Sea, with a loss of 8l
lives, has over the lasr few days raised once again in
Italy the issue of air rranspon safety and civil aviation
traffic control, in orher words the overall pracricabiliry
and safety of air routes.

Naturally the problem primarily concerns rhe authori-
ties of rhe individual counrries, but it also raises issues
at Community level, since the subjecr of transport,
including maritime and air transporr, was and ought to

constitu[e the second common policy in order of
priority after the agricultural policy according to rhe
Treaty establishing the Communities. The failure of
the Communiry authorities and the governments of
the Member States up till now to fulfil the obligation
to establish an integrated system and a common policy
for transport is a serious responsibility on their pan.

This longstanding lack of achievement has shared in
greatly disroning the form and structure of the
Common Market as a uniformly-organized economic
area and has jeopardized future unification by exacer-
bating thg crisis currently besetting its institutions.

The fact that, instead of gradually being exrended to
all the Community's air space, the Eurocontrol organi-
zation is threatened with liquidation in the near
furure, is primarily due rc this long-standing failure to
implement the Treary and reflects a lack of united
political resolve, even in spheres such as the organiza-
tion of air traffic control and transpon, which call for
the circumscription and overcoming of corperative
and nationalisdc ideas.

The motion of the Committee on Transpon draws
attention to the urgent case of Eurocontrol and calls
for its dissolution to be avoided or for it to bc given a

specific, albeit limited, function. \7e therefore hope
that this resolution will be approved. Nevenheless, we
must point out the limits of coday's debare. Parliamenr
should be entrusted as soon as possible not only with
the problem of air rransport, but also with the consi-
derably more complicated, many-sided and wider
problem of a common transpon policy in fulfilment of
the Treaty; we must create the conditions for such a
debate and call the attention not only of governmenrs
and public opinion but of all Community institurions
to the polidcal and institutional implications of rhis
lack of action. This is not only a clear task for this
Parliament but a debt we owe to the memory of rhe
innocent vicrims of the air disasrer in the Tyrrhenian
Sea.

President. - I call Mr Berkhouwer !o speak on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Berkhouwer. - (NL) Mr Presidenr, as the Bard
might have said: 'Eurocontrol or bureaucontrol, that is
the question'. This whole issue is a classic instance of
the enormous gap berween technical progress in this
last quaner of the 20th century and our ability - or
rather, inability - to cooperate politically.

The Unired States' airspace is four times the size of the
total airspace over Europe, and something like wo
thirds of all the world's air rraffic is in the United
,States, where air traffic conrrol is the responsibility of
an agency running 26 conrrol cenr.res with standar-
dized equipmenr. The sad reality in Europe is rhat
here in the Old \florld, we have 2l air traffic control
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services using - to a greal extent - different types of
equipment, with all the attendant hazards for the trav-
elling public we represent. That was the point I made
in September last year, and I am glad that my attempt
to get this House to take acrion in this field has met
with such a gratifying response. Mr Janssen van Raay
has already referred to the route between Copenhagen
and Paris, which is only one of many examples one

could give and once again illustrates the fragmentation
which is crippling air traffic control in Vestern
Europe, with the fragmentation of Eurocontrol being
encouraged rather than discciuraged by narrow-minded
nationalistic thinking and lack of political will on the
pan of various Member States. One of the positive
results of our initiative on Monday evening - I mean
our telegram - to get the Transport Ministers to post-
pone their decrsion and await the opinion of this
House is that no decision will now be forthcoming
before the end of year, so that we shall meanwhile
have the time we need to get things moving on this
quesrion.

This fragmentation I referred to earlier - not to
mention the lack of democratic parliamenrary control
ar irc rightful level - means that each country has its
own rype of modern equipment which it is trying to
develop further, while the results obtained so far have
been woefully inadequate despite spiraling costs. I
need not dwell on the enormous waste of energy as a
result of all extra kilometres that have to be flown.

In some cases hundreds of miles which could be saved

if only air traffic control was integrated and aircraft
could fly as the crow flies. As it is, flying in Europe is

getting more expensive every day. Unfonunately, only
seven of the Member States of the Community are

signatories to the Eurocontrol Convenrion. Italy,
though, is on the right path, and let us hope that
Denmark will follow suit.

Formally, constitutionally and institutionally, Euro-
control does not as yet come under the Community's
executive. I think that here we must draw a distinction
berween the executive and the European Parliament,
for the following reasons. The fact that the executive
is not so far responsible 'for Eurocontrol does not of
course prevenr us, as rePresentatives of the people of
Europe, from discussing the question. Indeed, I regard
it as an elemenrary duty on the part of the European
Parliament to set ourselves up as a veritable oox populi
europei when the people of Europe are the victims of
all manner of inconvenience due to mishaps which are

the result of the lack of political will to allow Euro-
control to function as laid down in the 1963 Conven-
tion, of which the liberal Netherlands Secretary of
Srate for Transport of the day was one of the archi-
tects. In this respect, I go along with Mr Janssen van

Raay in deploring the fact that my country - which is

otherwise so European-minded - has welshed on its
commitments. I see this as the enormous advantage we

have, that we are here as representatives of the people

of Europe who no longer have to labour under the

burden of a dual mandate - at least, that goes for
most of us - because otherwise we might occasionally
have had to take a different line.

I therefore continue to hope that the ancient European
ciry of Amsterdam may at some time in the future
rediscover its European identity and transfer its

powers to Limburg, our beloved Limburg, the land of
unlimited opportunities which has had to give up its
coal industry. If we had only known then what we
know now, we may have resisted the pit closures,

because now everyone is calling out for coal again. But
that is just by the by. At any rate, we should try rc
leave Limburg the modest compensation it received in
the form of the Eurocontrol Centre.

There is not much left for me to say; most of the
points have already been made by other speakers, and

of course I shoutd like wholeheartedly to endorse their
remarks. It is now up to us to decide whether to
continue the run-down of Euroconrol or to give it a

new lease of life. However, this Parliament has no real
choice other than to follow the line taken by its prede-
cessor. \7e should therefore regard today's debate as a

first step along a new path involving all manner of
consrructive initiatives on our pan. Ve must keeP the
ball rolling. I have the greatest respect for what the
Chairman of our commitlee, Mr Seefeld, has done
recently. He is an essen[ial member of the action
group we must form, and he was quick to take up my
idea last autumn and build on it in the Committee on
Transpon. Of course, I have nothing but praise for the
admirable work done by Mr Janssen van Raay.

However, this is only a first step, a first attempt to save

Eurocontrol. !U7'e must continue our effons in this
direction. Public hearings, for example, may be a

useful institution. Ve must continue to take the initia-
rive with regard to Eurocontrol. !7e must bear in mind
the decision thar the Transport Ministers will have to
take by the end of the year. 'We must keep the situa-
tion under constant review and once again demand
explanations from people. Let us organize a hearing
and have the people from Amsterdam come and

explain how things stand. These are just a few ideas of
mine, and I am very grateful for having the chance to
put them forward. My Group roo will be voting unani-
mously for Mr Janssen van Raay's motion for a reso-
lution. I

President. - I call Miss Robens.

Miss Roberts. - Mr President, the advantages of an

integrated air traffic control system are so clearly
brought out in Mr Janssen van Raay's excellent repon
thar it is very difficult to understand the lack of politi-
cal wiil on the pan of some of the member govern-
ments. I want to enlarge on just one of the advantages

of an integrated system and that is the reduction which
would occur in the amount of sucking that takes place

at the present time. This has been referred to earlier in

l,' i
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the debate and the economic advantages and rhe
saving in fuel if one could reduce the amounr of stack-
ing are self-evidenr, bur, drawing upon my own
personal experience with my consriruency, I want to
mention the environmenral benefirs ro rhe people who
live and work within the vicinity of an airport.

My consrituency in London is very close indeed ro
London Heathrow, which is the busiesr airporr in the
world. Now, I think people who either live or work
near an airport must expect to endure the inconveni-
ence of planes landing and raking off. \flhat I do not
think it is reasonable ro expecr them to endure is an
inordinate amounr of sracking, because rhe air traffic
control system is less than fuliy efficienr. This seems ro
me to be a nuisance which could and should be elimi-
nated and, whilst I supporr the whole of Mr Janssen
van Raay's report, which I was very happy ro see was
carried unanimously in the Committee on Transport, I
want to draw particular artenrion to rhis aspect. I do
think that for people to have to suffer the nuisance,
the constant irritation of planes stacking before rhey
are able to land, is a burden which should nor be pur
upon them. I would call upon the member govern-
men[s to do all they can ro improve the air traffic
control system in Europe, ro rry ro ger ir up ro rhe
level which exisrs in the United Srates and rhis would,
amongst the very many benefits, give considerable
environmental relief for those who live and work in
the vicinity of airports.

President. - I call Mr Martin.

Mr. Martin. - (F) Mr Presidenr, the French
members of the Communist and Allies Group will be
votint against the reporr by Mr Janssen van Raay on
the developmenr of a coordinated European air traffic
control system and againsr Mr Berkhouwer's resolurion.

We consider it panicularly inacceptable t,r state,
firsdy, that the present air raffic conrol system
organized on essenrially national lines results in an
excessive workload for air rraffic control sraff and
services. First and foremost it is rhe inadequare [echni-
cal and marerial faciliries in service, i.e. the ausrerity
measures, which are responsible for present problems.
In France, these have sparked off srrikes and serious
conflict which are in rhemselves real contributions ro
improved air safety.

Secondly, it is nor acceprable eirher ro srare rhar rhe
establishmenr of a supranarional sysrem is rhe only
way of solving the problems of cooperation in
air traffic conrrol.

Technically speaking, ir is no more complicared to
maintain a plurinational sysrem respecting Srates'
thoroughfare righr. The specialisrs will rell you so.

As far as rhe French Communisrs and Allies are
concerned, they are not willing to accep[ any
encroachment on narional sovereignry and national
responsibility for air rraffic control. Moreover, you
know for a facr rhar the Treary of Rome gives rhe
European Parliament no jurisdiction over rhis matrerl
It makes you wonder whether rhe intention is not ro
impose in due course a supranational European organ-
ization of milinry air rraffic under rhe aegis of
NATO.

Finally, we would like ro point our rhar rhe documenrs
submitted mainly confine their commenrs and consi-
derations to the nine countries of rhe Community.
Only token reference is made ro countries Iike Ausrria,
Switzerland, Finland, Sweden, Hungary, Czechoslo-
vakia or the Soviet Union, or rhey are completely
forgotten. But these counrries also have airspace and
are also part of Europe!

If cooperation, organization and safery in air transport
are supposed to be the real aim of the documenr
submitted ro us, why then do rhey not menrion rhe
deliberations and studies in which rhe International
Civil Aviation Organization or the Gror4pement Euro-
pien de planification de la naztigation airienne (Euro-
pean Air Traffic Planning Group) are currenrly
engaged. These srudies aim ro improve control of
air traffic flow on a bilateral or multilareral basis
extending far beyond rhe Nine.

In facr, what is really behind these documents is the
political. will to go further along the road ro the
economic integrarion of the Nine and rhe establish-
ment of supranarional control.

I strongly suspecr that air uaffic safety and control
issues basically hardly inrerest you. I rarher fear
that by proceeding in this way you are endeavouring
to undermine narional public services and, by so
doing, ro pur in question presenr sraff regulations.

In this way, you arc seeking to turn Eurocontrol into a

supranational instirution restricted to a few countries.

Eurocontrol musr become a plurinational conrrol
agency designed to work our a coherent overall plan
for European air traffic, mainly at the planning and
research level.

Eurocontrol can become an instrument for coopera-
tior\ while respecring each narion's sovereignty and
extending far beyond Communiry frontiers. But your
supranational vision is abour as restricred as [he
windowless dome of this chamber, where no sky or
sunlight are ever to be seenl
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President. - I call Mr Moorhouse.

Mr Moorhouse. - Mr President, first of all may I
say how much in the European Democratic Group we

appreciate the initiative taken by Mr Berkhouwer. He
has expressed his enthousiasm for this subject and his

concern that action should be taken. I hope very much
indeed that the powers-that-be will take note of his

words, as indeed I trust the powers-that-be will uke
note of Mr van Raay's excellent report, to which we
give our full support.

Now, listening to Mr Martin, one might assume that
all is well, that air travellers are content with the
present situation, but of course this manifestly is not
so. I would like, if I may, to quote a few figures for
the delays which have occurred to flights out of the
United Kingdom and Ireland in the past year or so,

because the statistics are really rather startling. From
London Heathrow for instance - and Miss Roberts
rouched on this subject - there have been rhe most
formidable delays ranging from an average of
60 minutes back in July 1979 to average delays of
210 minutes, depending on the time of day. Now,
delays of this sort are totally unaccePtable and quite

insufferable and in themselves call for positive

constructive action and show, I think, that the present

situation just will not do. Equally, travellers from
Ireland have been suffering. Back in July 1979 we

learned that 100 o/o of Aer Lingus flights were delayed
and the average delay was no less than 199 minutes -
199 minutesl

Now, one must therefore question the present system,

as the report rightly does. One must say that there is a
lack of proper coordination between national civil
air traffic control authorities, on the one hand, and

berween the civil and the milimry, on the orher. Funh-
ermore, as has been poinrcd out both by Mr van Raay
and by Mr Berkhouwer and others, owing to the

present unsatisfactory set-up within Europe, airliners
are obliged to fly roundabout routes and on average

15 o/o further than if they had taken the shonest
routes. Indeed, on one particular route quoted by the
rapporteur, the distance flown is no less than 47 0/o

Ionger than the most direct route. This is an expensive

exercise, surely, in both.time and money. And then
there were the stanling facts which the rapponeur
made about the short flight from Copenhagen to Paris

and how it is controlled by five - repeat five - separ-

ate control centres. So that if you take off from
Copenhagen - and I am sure you, Mr President,
must do this on occasion - you fly first over
Denmark, where you are handled by the Scandinavian
centre, after which the aircraft is passed on to the
Eurocontrol Centre in Maastricht when over North
Germany, to the Schiphol Centre when over the Neth-
erlands, back to the Eurocontrol Centre in Maastricht
when over Belgium and lastly to the French controllers
when over France. One cannot feel altogether easy in

one's mind, I feel, about the air safety aspects and

certainly it is not exactly an efficient method of going
about things. This is why I think we are inevitably

drawn - all of us must be except, aPParently, Mr
Martin - to a European-type solution. !7e must think
in European terms on a European scale and it is all the

more important to do so at this time, when we may be

moving into a more liberalized pattern of air transport
within Europe, because if the present situation is not
satisfactory, how can we possibly cope with che

increased numbers of flighr that there will surely be in

the immediare years ahead.

Mr President, I firmly believe that we are facing a

situation of no less than crisis'proportions. \fle just

cannot afford to let the situation drift. Funher action
is imperative and it is good to know today that the
Permanent Commission of Ministers of Eurocontrol
have met in Brussels and do now appear to be

acknowledging that air-traffic management within
Europe must be on a European scale and that rhe

Ministers concerned, not all from within the Commu-
nity, as we know, are aware of this acute problem and

are now prepared to put [heir minds towards a more\
forward-looking approach.

President. - I call Mr Combe.

Mr Combe. - (F) Mr President, I thank Mr Janssen
van Raay for the excellent work he has done and the

lucid manner in which he has presented the situation
in the European arr traffic system.

I also support the excellent initiative taken by Mr
Berkhouwer in the motion for a resolution he has

tabled.

Ir is essential to draw attention to the underutilized
capacity of the air traffic control- system -and the

friquent incompatibility of air traffic control appara-

tus and equipment, which genera[es increased costs

and wastage, whereas a solution could be found to all
these problems by entrusting the coordination of
air traffic to a single agency, such as Eurocontrol,
covering the whole of Europe.

Since I live near the Br6tigny Eurocontrol centre in
France, I can testify to the competence of the staff
there. I consider it vital for a single air traffic control
system to be established and not only for the Eurocon-
trol centres in Maastricht and Karlsruhe to be main-
rained but also for other centres to be set up and

managed by this Agency and for all Member States to
participate fullv and unreservedly in operating them'
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A few commenrs of a technical nature will, no doubr,
suffice ro illustrate the vital need for Euroconrrol,
since those who took rhe floor before me have already
discussed this at length.

Eurocontrol cenrres use [he radar sysrems of various
countries and rhus have rhe benefit of more complete
and reliable radar coverage of rhe airspace. This is a
major advantage they have over cenrres in individual
countries which only use narional radar sysrems.

The Eurocontrol centre in Maasrrichr cost 150 million
guilders. The national conrrol cenrre in Amsrerdam,
with a _clpaciry and level of sophisdcarion only half
that of Maastricht cosr a grear deal more.

The Maastricht centre could serve as a model for che
setting up of similiar cenrres elsewhere. In thar case,
up to 50 million guilders could be saved on the instal-
lation costs of new cenrres, since advanrage would be
taken of rhe sysrem already developed for the first
centre.

The coordination of civilian and milinry air traffic
control sysrems is a major source of 'difficulties for
national conrrol services. There is a correlation
between these difficulries and the number of cases
where the minimum authorized distance berween two
planes is not observed. As a result of the proper coor-
dination of civilian and military air traffic conrrol at
the Maastrich[ cenrre, the number of such cases in the
Nonh of Germany dropped from an annual figure of
300 ro l0 when rhe air-space over rhis area came
under the conrrol of rhe centre.

A-recent study showed thar, for 1978, the averaBe cosr
of national air rraffic control services was 44 dollars
per 100 flight kilomerres while that of the Euroconrrol
centres was only 32 dollars.

Owing ro rhe hererogeneous siruarion in European
airspace and the lack of air traffic coordinarion
between the various States, there are - as has been
mentioned - numerous flight delays.

According to IATA, rhe cosr of such delays for Ves,r-
ern Europe alone is in rhe region of 200 ro 400 million
dollars per year.

This is why rhe airlines have always insisred on rhe
need for a single air rraffic control cenrre, similar to
what they already have in rhe United States - this has
also been mentioned. It has not, however, been possi-
ble to set up such a centre, since rhe Member Srates
prefer to maintain their narional control services,
whose effectiveness in presenr-day condirions is ques-
tioned by the airlines.

At presenr, the airlines bear 90 0/o of rhe . cost of
air traffic conrrol services in Europe. Nexr year, they

will pay 100 %. These charges are obviously passed on
to the passengers. Economic air traffic control
services, in other words, a sysrem entrusted to a single
European agency, are rhus of vital importance for rhe
airlines and rheir users.

The Eurocontrol cenrres in Maastricht and Karlsruhe
have also - it musr be pointed our - obmined rhe
greater proporrion of their equipmenr from European
industry, while in many cases rhe national cen[res
either, ,as in the Unired Kingdom, use non-European
equipment or as in the case of Spain, are likely to do
so in the near future.

Mr Presidenr, I rhink rhese few remarks suffice ro
show rhe obvious usefulness of the Eurocontrol
centres and the need to develop rhem funher. I am
happy rhe Transport Commirtee was unanimous in
approving the motion for a resolution mbled by
Mr Berkhouwer and rhe reporr by Mr Janssen
van Raay.

I am sure thar rhe Members of Pailiament will also
unanimously support their committee.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Seefeld.

Mr Seefeld, Chairman of the Committee on Transport.

- (D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I beg your
indulgence for the few remarks I have to make ar the
end of rhis debare in my capaciry as Chairman of rhe
Commirree on Transpon.

As you all know, this debate was originally scheduled
for Monday, but on the appointed day.ii looked as
though ir would be impossible ro conducr it in the
spirit of unemorional objecrivity ir deserved. \7e delib-
erately scheduled the debare for Monday because
Parliamcnt u:rnted ro make irs opinion known ro rhe
Nlinrsters from the E,urocontrol member srates before
they mer-on the following Tuesday. Ve wanrcd ro tell
the Ministers rhat we were in favour of the rerention of
Euroconrrol, and - like everyone else - I had no
doubr rhar most of the Members of this House -indeed, perhaps almost all of them - would supporr
the Commirree on Transpcin and irs rapporreui,-Mr
Janssen van Raay. All the political groups wanted rhe
debate ro rake place on rhe Monday, and rh. Bureau
agreed. The preparatory work on rhis repon was done
with great care, hearings were held wirh-expens in the
field, and the commirree was unanimous in irs find-
ings.

Ladies and genrlemen, when good sense is required, ir
can-usually win the d^y - or ar leasr, one hopls ir can.
Unforrunarely, rhar is not always rhe case in this

|- "
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House, because we'have a certain colleague by the

name of Mr Pannella. It proved impossible to take the
vo[e on Monday because that honourable Member,
who has in the past proved to be enough of a thorn in
the side of this Parliament, wanted to bask in the [ime-

light again. He is supposed to have abled 22 amend-

mints, but none of them have so far appeared before

us. Nor do I see him here now, although he wanted to
take part in the debate. All this he has failed to do, but

on Monday he managed to prevent the House from
taking a clear decision for the following Tuesday.

Ladies and Bentlemen, the behaviour of the honoura-
ble Member seems to me - not only today and on

Monday, but all together, and I am choosing my

words very carefully here - to be extremely eccentric,
ro put it mildly. After all, he said on Monday that he

would withdraw his amendments if the debate were [o
take place on the Tuesday. \flhat kind of parliamen-

tary behaviour is that? Surely, if one tables an amend-
ment, i! has to do with the matter in hand, in which
case it is perfectly valid. But to table amendments just

to crea[e a commotlon rs, I think, the kind of behaviour
which doctors would regard as symptomatic of a very
serious mental condition. Here again, I am being very
careful about my choice of words.

Moving on to the matter in hand, I should like to
thank all those who have so far spoken in this debate.

My thanks are due especially to Mr Janssen van Raay

for his outstanding repon, and I should also like ro
thank the President of our Parliament, who helped us

out of a difficult situation by communicating our
opinion in advance to the Council of Minisrcrs, which
was already in session. Mr President, I would ask you
to place this on the record in the Bureau. The Presi-

dent was really very helpful in this respect, and her

efforts will be shown to have been fruitful, because I
hear that the President-in-Office of the Council of
Ministers responsible for Eurocontrol will be replying
to her.

Mr Berkhouwer has taken up a long-standing idea of
mine, and I should like to add a few words ro what he

had io say. \7e should give serious considerhtioir to
whether Eurocontrol should at some time become an

integral pan of a European air transport policy, partly
because this will give us in the European Parliament

the right to a say in what goes on and the chance to
exercise supen'ision. I think this is an imponant matter
which should be discussed funher in the Committee
on Transport.

Mr President, there is no need for me to rePea[ every-
thing that has already been said by the previous speak-

ers. I agreed with all of them with the excePtion of Mr
Martin, but I am not too worried about this difference
of opinion as I know that his own Party colleagues in

the Committee on Transport shared our opinion.

Ladies and gentlemen, we freely-elected Members of
the European Parliament are working to build a united

Europe, but it seems to me that, in one area at least'

our national governments are busy dismantling an

element of the close cooperation within Eurocontrol
that we regard as useful and essential' I find the behav-

iour of our national governments incomprehensible,
and that of certain governments intolerable.

The five poinr I wish to make at the end of this

debate are, firstly, that Eurocontrol is a functioning
institution. There is no sensible reason for not making
use of its facilities. Secondly, Eurocontrol was not
created and equipped to such a magnificent technical

standard so that it could be used to only a fraction of
its rrue capacity. Thirdly, let me repeat on behalf of all

the members of the Committee on Transport that
Eurocontrol must be developed further and not

dismantled. Fourihly, all responsible politicians and all

responsible governments must do their level best to
ensure the relention of Eurocontrol beyond the life of
the current Convention, which expires in 1983. \fle
call on our colleagues in the national parliaments to do
everything in their Power to take up the matter wirh
theii gouJrnmeqts, join forces with us and tackle their
national governments on the future of Eurocontrol.
Fifthly, Eurocontrol is necessary and is essentiaI to our
survival.

I should like to take this opponunity to thank all those

working for Eurocontrol for their effons in the inter-

ests of air safety.

I would ask you, ladies and gentlemen, to give your
support. to Mr Janssen van Raay's report.

President. - Mr Seefeld, I shail conrey your rhanks

to the management of Eurocontrol.

I call Mr Burke.

Mr Burke, Member of tbe Commission. - Mr Presi-
dent, I wish to join all those who have congratulated
the rapporteur, Mr Berkhouwer, who initiated this at

the end of last year, the Committee on Transport,
represented by so many speakers and panicularly by
its chairman, and this Parliament, which has returned
once again, to my great pleasure, to the policy of air
traffic control and air [ransport in general. I am pani-
cularly pleased because, during the course of my
mandate as Commissioner for Transport, I have

endeavoured perhaps pointedly for the first time in the

history of the Community, by publishing a memoran-
dum last year, to give some degree of leadership in this
area, which up to now has not been given very much
leadership, and therefore I am so pleased to have the

moral, vocal and other support of the Members of this
House. In fact, if the common transport policy is to
make progress in the next few years, a lot will depend

on the continued attention of Members of this House'

I should also like to congratulate the Members of the

House on the i,nformed and nuanced way in which

I
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they drew distinctions between the comperence of the
Communiry and the rights and duties of the Commu-
nity and rhe position of the permanenr commission of
minisrers of Eurocontrol. Although it is not necessary
to explain it to rhis House, for rhe purposes of public
opinion, I should like to make it absolurely clear rhat
the council of minisrers we are ralking about here is
not the Council of Ministers of the European
Community, with whom I have the grear pleasure of
conversing and legislating from time ro time, but a
separate body nor under rhe conrrol of the Commu-
nity as such. Neverrheless, I welcome, speaking in my
individual capacity, rhe great inrerest which is shown
by Members of rhis House, and, indeed, I think ir is
quite proper for them ro do so.

I will confine myself to one point of substance: poinr
l4 of your morion for a resolution asks the Commis-
sion to undenake a study. I have grear pleasure in
indicating ro you thar I was able ro anticipate this
demand on 7 May 1979 when, replying ro rhar debate
and looking forward ro rhe passage of rhe 1980
budger, I was able ro say in relation to this study, and I
quote: ''We also propose, provided that the budgetary
funds are available in 1980,, ro have a study under-
taken of rhe furure capaciry of the airways and
controlled airspace sysrems in rhe Communiry as a
parameter in rhe development of air rransport services.
This would be for its relevance ro Community inrerest
in the development of air transport services rarher rhan
an excursion into the technical operational field per
se.' I confirm rhar rhis study will be done and, of
course, I will be very glad, or I am sure my successor
will be very glad, ro share his thoughrs as a result of
this information wirh you. I would like to point out, of
course, char there is no question in this matter of
involving rhe Commission unnecessarily in acrivities
which are proper eirher ro Euroconr.rol, ro ICAO or to
its European bodies, or ro na[ional authorities and I
am glad also ro nore thar rhere has been an increase of
cooperation berween our Commission services and
Eurocontrol and thar we have ser up an agreemen[
between the two bodies ro coopera[e on quesrions of
common interest. May I also point our [har rhe
Commission is looking at rhe problem of air traffic
control equipment which was menrioned in the course
of the debate here, both from the production poinr of
view and from the point of view of promoting compar-
ibility between rhe system used in rhe different ATC
centres in Europe. And finally, for the convenience of
the House, might I be permitred to give a short index
of contributions made by commissioners ro debates on
this importanr quesrion of air traffic safery: May 1979,
page 22; l2 October 1978, pages 283 and 284;9 May
1978, pages 96 and 97 ; l5 October 1976, page 262 and,
12 November 1975, pages 134 and 135, and I would
like to draw auenrion to the excellenr summary of the
contriburions made to the special hearing in Paris in
N{rrch 1979, which dealt with this very imporrant
question. I congratulare rhe Parliamenr and look
forulrd ro the results which rhis inpur will have on the
political will to move this whole question forward ar

the appropriate levels and in the appropriare instances
in the Communiry and thereby give me, as Commis-
sioner for Transporr, some exrra help in developing
the ouerall rransporr policy of rhe Community, parti-
cularlv in aviation.

President. - The debate is closed. The morion for a
resolution will be pur ro rhe vore ar the next voring
tlme.

I call Mr Van Minnen on a poinr of order.

Mr Van Minnen. - (NL) I wish to make a proposal.
\X/ith all due respect for rhe orher reports, rhe Perers
report is one of rhe most imponant we have roday. It
will require a considerable amounr of rime. Ir is now
ten minutes before the break for lunch. In my view,
splitting up rhe discussion of rhis repon by asking rhe
rapporteur ro introduce and explain ir now, while rhe
Chamber is empry, before we go on ro rhe debare rhis
afrernoon, is a bad idea which is nor going to help rhe
quality of the debate. I propose rhat rhe sitring be
suspended at rhis point and rhar we starr wirh rhe
Peters report when we resume this afternoon.

President. - M. Van Minnen, we have a full agenda
today and I think it would be better if we srarted rhe
debate on the next item right away.

I call Mr van Minnen.

Mr Van Minnen. - (NL) Mr President, I wanr ro
say again rhar my group feels it would be a bad idea to
start an imponant debate in this piecemeal fashion.
You know the Socialisr Group welI enough to realize
that we are never guilty of obstructive racrics and rhar
we definitely have no truck with rhem. It would be
simple to discuss a point of order with you unril one
o'clock and then ro srop for lunch. I simply wanr ro
repeat my straighrforward proposal rhat we interrupr
the proceedings now and begin with the debate at
three o'clock.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Peters.

Mr Peters. - (D) I am quite happy ro inrroduce rhe
report this afternoon, so thar we can have an uninrer-
rupted debare.

President. - I call Mrs Hoff.

Mrs Hoff. - (D) Mr President, I rhink it is senseless
to bring my reporr forward because it is direcdy linked
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to the Peters report and should be considered thereaf-
ter. I should like to ask for my report to be considered
after the Peters repon, in accordance with the agenda.

President. - I call Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul.

Mrs \(ieczorek-Zeri. - (D) Mr President, Sir Fred
Catherwood is no longer present and he has asked me

to srand in for him. On behalf of the Committee on
External Economic Relations I should like to request,
since this is a matter in connection with the Peters
reporr, rhat we d-eal with it in a joint debate this after-
noon.

President. - The proceedings will now be suspended
until 3 p.m.

The House will rise.

(Tbe sitting utas suspended at 12.55 p.m., and resumed at
3 p.-.)

IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT

Vice-President

President. - The sitting is resumed

8. Verification of credentials

President. - At its meeting today the Bureau verified
the credentials of Mr Doublet, whose nominadon had

been announced earlier. Pursuant to Rule 3 (l) of the
Rules of Procedure, the Bureau found that the
appointment of Mr Doublet conformed with the pro-
visions of the Treaties. The Bureau therefore proposes

that Parliament ratify his mandate.

Since there are no objections, Mr Doublet's mandate
is ratified.

9. Urgent Procedure

President. - I have received from Mr Klepsch and
others on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Party (CD Group) and Mr Enright and
others on behalf of the European Democratic Group a

motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-318/80), with request

for urgent debate pursuant to Rule 14 of the Rules of
Procedure, on the serious violations of human rights
and international law by rhe Argentinian military
16gime.

The reasons supporting this request for urgent debate

are contained in the document imelf.

I shall consult Parliament on this request at the begin-
ning of tomorrow's sitting.

10. Votes

President. - The next item is the vote on the motion
for a resolution on which the debate has closed.

'!7e shalI consider the motion for a resolutiqn
contained in the Janssen oan Raay report (Doc. 1-274/

80): Air trafic control systen .

I call Sir Peter Vanneck for an explanation of vote.

Sir Peter Vanneck. - Mr President, I would not
normally give an explanation of vote bui, thanks to Mr
d'Angelosante and his comrades over there, I have,

since the Luster report $/as not passed, the privilege of
three minutes' speaking time whereas otherwise I
would only have had 150 words on paper.

(Laughter and applause from tbe Earopean Democratic
Group)

However, as the Americans say, if you cannot break a

racket, join it. And that is precisely what I am doing.

(Loud laughter)

And so I want to explain my vote, why I intend to
support my friend, Mr Janssen van Raay, in his excel-
lent report. Both as a pilot of by now some 35 years'

experience and as a senior member of a licenced air
pilom' and air navigators' organization, I feel that I
have something to say - of course only in explaining
my vote,

(Laughter)

Now, I have two points that I would like to make.

One is the importance of maximizing the use of
English in all circumstances of air traffic control, on
the ground as well as in the air. There have recently
been accidents which might well have been avoided,
had pilots and controllers not, very naturally, revened
to their national vernacular. This is a Point of safety,
not just British chauvinism, and, of course, I would
reassure my French colleagues that the French priority
prefixes of s6curit6, panne and mayday have become

English as well as international control words.

The second point and the main reason why I wish to
support my friend, Mr Janssen van Raay, is to empha-
size the value of coordination to European defence. If
we maintain full intra-European civilian air traffic
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conrrol, ir must, for ail counrries of the Nine, be ried
in d.ith military considerarions to identify extra-Euro-
pean incursions into our airspace. This is already done
in several countries including my own . ..

President. - I would ask you, out of respect for rhe
Rules, ro conclude your explanarion of vote. Orher-
wise,you are in danger of making a crash landingl

(Loud laughter and applause)

I put the morion for a resolution ro rhe vore.

The resolution is adopted.r

. ll. Restructuring of the steel industry

President. - The next item is rhe joinr debate on rwo
reports and an oral question:

- report (Doc. l-215l80), drawn up by Mr Peters on
behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employm'ent, on

I - the communication from rhe Commission on rhe
social aspects of the restructuring of the steel

' industry and
II - the revised draft of a Commission decision

concerning the creation of special remporary
_ allowances to assisr workers in the iron and steel

industry under the Community restructuring plan;

- repon (Doc. 1-266/ 80), drawn up by Mrs Hoff on
behalf of the Committee on Budgets, on rhe

- proposal from the Commission to rhe Council
(Doc. l-157180) for a decision wirh regard ro contrib-
utions co be granted to the European Coal and Steel
Community out of rhe gencral budget of rhe Euro-
pean Communities;

- oral question with debate (Doc. l-296/ 80), mbled
by Sir Fred Catherwood and others on behalf of the
Committee on External Economic Relations, to the
Commission:

Subject: Relations between the EEC and the USA in the
steel sector
l. Vhat developments have taken place since April l98O

in relations berween rhe EEC and the USA in the steel
sector?

2. Vhat is rhe present position of the US anti-dumping
proceedings ?

3. Vhat actions does the Commission propose ois-ti-ois
the USA to defend effectively the interests of the
Community sreel industry?

I call Mr Peters.

Mr Peters, rapporteilr. - (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, in my inrroducrion [o the Committee on

Social Affairs and Employmenr's reporr on the social
aspects of the resrructuring of rhe steel indusrry, I shall
refrain from discussing rhe details of the Commission's
decision, which I already wenr inro in my speech on
l5 November during the debare on rhe interim reporr.
Time is too shon ro allow me ro go into any detail, so
I shall confine myself to just a few political remarks.

The Comm.ittee on Social Affairs and Employment
begs your supporr for irs motion for a resolution. The
aim of this resolurion is, given the serious crisis
Europe's steel industry now finds itself in and rhe
massive restructuring measures which are now going
on, to ensure that the workers do nor suffer unduly
from the economic measures and that rhey are given
social assistance ra[her than being required to carry
the can for the pasl failures of management and the
European Community. This social assisrance should be
available in the form of early reriremenr, a reduction
in ovenime, improved working conditions and work-
ing hours and the reorganization of shift work. Hirh-
erto, social aid could only be granred within the terms
of the ECSC Treary when jobs were irrevocably lost.
This is an important social measure. Ir is now up ro us
to go far beyond the faciliries so far availabJe ro us and
to grant aid even when the job as such remains in
being. Jobs can only be sAved if more workers are
enabled to do the work available, for insrance by
various means of shortening working time, by early
retirement or a reduction in overtime. The steel indus-
try remains one of rhe European Community's staple
industries, and ir is essenrial to the well-being of the
Community that such staple indusries are not allowed
to go under. The Community has a vital interest in
keeping the steel indusrry viable, and rhat can only be
done by modernizarion which should nor, however, be
pushed through at the workers' expense as a result of
higher unemployment. That is rhe point of this motion
for a resolution.

Attempts have been made ro eliminate rhe steel indus-
try entirely in cenain regions. \fle have only ro think
of whar is going on ar rhe momenr in rhe British sreel
industry, where 50 000 out of a total of l50 OOO work-
ers are to be made redundanr in 1980. The Consert
plant will be closed enrirely, and funher closures are
planned in Vales. There was also a plan ar one [ime ro
close all the steelworks in rhe Saar, alrhough rhis was
prevented by a combined modernization programme
set up by the governmenr, rhe rrade unions and the
workers. As regards the Commission's proposal, we,
the European Parliament, must make it clear to the
Council that, while accepring rhe need for moderniza-
tion and improved compeririveness, we can only agree
to such measures if rhey are accompanied by appro-
priate social measures.

-\ second point on a differenr subjecr is that rhere are
certain people in the steel indusrry and the Council of
Ministers who have declared themselves against rhese
social measures because they see them aithe begin-
nings of aid to threarened industries. I would nor deny' oJ c r97 oI 4.8. 1980.
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that these social measures are indeed a first element of
a social industrial policy on the part of rhe European
Community - the kind of policy which has never
existed before - and it would be disastrous for this
House not to give its support to such a first step. In the
campaign leading up to direct elections, we gave our
word that the European Community would be nor
only a Community of farmers, businessmen and entre-
preneurs, but also a Community of workers.

In conclusion, I call on the European Parliament and
all the political groups represented here to give their
unstinting support to the central points of the motion
for a resolution, to cast their vote for the proposed
social measures and to call on the Council rc put this
decisi6n into practice without funher delay and to
make the necessary funds available immediately. Ve
have an obligation in this respect. Let us now fulfil that
obligation.

President. - I call Mr Albers on a point of order.

Mr Albers. - (NL) I just want to say, Mr President,
rhat in spite of the importance of his repon the

rapporteur has only five minutes in which to introduce
it. This is quite wrong in my view. There are reports
on the agenda which have littde significance and

others which have a great deal of significance.

I want the Bureau to know that this is nor really the
right way to go about things.

President. - I agree that rhere is very little time,
Mr Albers, but I must remind you that you went along
with this decision on Monday.

I call Mrs Hoff.

Mrs Hoff, rdpporteur, - (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the report I have drawn up on behalf of the

Committee on Budgets is concerned with the financ-
ing of restructuring measures in the coal and steel

industries. My report is numbered l-266/80, and the
relevant proposal from the Commission l-157/80.The
importance of this subject lies in the fact that the
restructuring measures for the iron and steel industries

as described in Mr Peters' report will all come to
noughi if there is no effective means of providing
finance' for them. Ve should therefore be on our
guard against approving social policy activities without
expending at least rhe same amount of energy on find-
ing rhe wherewithal to finance these activities.

This is not the first time the means of finance available
to the European coal and steel industry have given
cause for great concern. For a long time now the
Member States have been.incapable of creating a solid
financial basis for this oldest of the European Commu-
nities. The operational budget in particular is getting

rhinner and rhinner and this is a particularly worrying
process because it is precisely that aspect of the budget
which is responsible for financing the social measures.
The deficit could be met by increasing the ECSC levy,
which currently amounts to 0.29 0/o on all coal and
steel products. But that would be an absurd srcp to
rake, because it would mean that the industries
affected by the crisis would be left to their o*n
devices to drag themselves out of their current difficul-
ties. Parliamenr is therefore right in refusing to
increase rhe ECSC lery. As a result, the necessary
finance was collected in the past by begging and
pleading instead of having a sensible means of financ-
ing integrated in the budget itself. Instead of being
linked to rhe ad /oc contribution quota, this rough-
and-ready system leaves every Member State to
contribute as much as it can or wishes. The result is

that the coffers are always emptier than was originally
planned, and consequently the social measures suffer
more and more swingting cuts. The situation as

regards the extraordinary budget resources from the
floating of ECSC loans was rather better, but - as

was mentioned earlier - these funds cannot be used

for social measures.

In previous years, the Commission has always used

legal prerexts to reject the idea of financing the ECSC
operational budget by way of an appropriation from
rhe General Budget, but last year, as a rqsult of persis-

tent pressure from the European Parliament, it at last
abandoned this stance. The ECSC is endtled by Ani-
cle 49 of the ECSC Triary to receive gifts. Moreover,
the European Parliament last year considered the
possibility of implementing the social measures
described by Mr Peters as part of the Commission's
social policy rather than under the terms of the ECSC
Treaty, in other words, financing the measures
directly from the General Budget without transferring
the required funds to the ECSC. You may recall that
Parliament decides in the end to opt for the funds to
be transferred after all to prevent a conflict of interests
prior to the fusion of the ECSC and General Budgets.
The Committee on Budgets intends to abide by Parlia-
ment's earlier decision, and in principle we are in
favour of the transfer of budgetary resources from the
General Budget to the ECSC operational budget. This
is the thinking behind the Commission proposal I
referred to earlier.

I should rtow like to move on to the central point on
which the Committee on Budgets does not see eye to
eye with the Comrnission. By vinue of the newly
created Chapter 54 of the Commission budget and the
approval of this budgetary item, the Commission has

sufficient legal powers to effect the transfer.

The Committee on Budgets does not agree with the
Commission that an additional legal act Pursuant to
Article 235 of the EEC Treaty is needed over and

above Article 49 of the ECSC Treaty and the Proper
approval of rhe budget by both arms of the budgetary
aurhority.
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Vhat, afrer all, would be the poinr of rhis? The neces-
sary legal provisions exist on both sides - EEC as

well as ECSC. There is therefore no need for addi-
tional provisions or commentaries. The Committee on
Budgets has thereby also adopted a definirc srance as
regards the classification of resources from Chap-
ter 54, which are clearly non-compulsory. The fluc-
tuating ad hoc paymenrc by rhe Member States in the
past are proof enough of the non-compulsory and
non-binding nature of the financing of the ECSC
budgrt -l'hc 

l\lember States should therefore nor rry
to clrenge the classrfication of expenditure in an,,, form
whatsoever by calling for an addirional and unneces-
sary legislative decision under Anicle 235. Nor should
the Commission seek ro encourage this dubious
undenaking. Even from the political poinr of view, rhe
Commission and the Council can relax, because rhe
rejection of the proposed additional legislative act
unnecessary in no way affecrs rhe decision-making
righrc of the Council. Im only effecr would be ro elimi-
nate a technocratic barrier sranding in the way of the
implementation of a clear budgetary deciiion. In any
case, the Council has a full range of legislative powers
to enable it to assess and, if necessary, modify the
social measures described by Mr Peters . . .

(Tbe President asked the speaher to conclude her
remarhs)

These measures can only be implemenred on the basis
of a unanimous decision by rhe Council pursuant ro
Article 95 of the ECSC Treary. Allow me ro commenr
briefly on what the Member of rhe Commission
responsible for the budget, Mr Tugendhar, said rhis
morning and to remind you rhar rhe Commirree on
Budger followed a clear policy line right through the
recenrly concluded 1980 budgemry procedure despire
the bitterly restrictive arrirude of the Council. The
commirmenr appropriations of 100 million EUA and
the payment appropriations of 30 million EUA voted
bv Parliament in the first reading on 7 November 1979
uere cur in the new budgetary proposals submitred by
the Commission on 29 Feburary 1980 to l0 million
EUA commitment and payment appropriarions, and
in the final phase of rhe budgerary procedure ir was
onlv with great difficulry that we managed to rescue a[
least l token entry. The result is meagre . . .

President. - I am afraid, Mrs Hoff, that you have
exceeded your allotted speaking dme by more rhan
two minutes. The other Members have a right to speak
too. I am afraid your microphone will have to be
switched off.

I call Mr Van Minnen to speak on behalf of rhe
Socialist Group.

Mr Van Minnen. - (NL) Mr President, on behalf of
the Socialist Group, I should like ro begin by congra-
tulating Mr Peters on his reporr. This praise is not

intended ro simply 'keep it in the family', as ir were,
but is a genuine expression of respecr for the thorough
way in which we think rhe rapporreur has done his
job. As you know, rhe Socialisr Group has rabled six
amendments to [he rapporteur's motion for a resolu-
tion to bring out whar we feel is the real issue, namely,
the need to provide effecrive suppor[ for workers, who
should nor be required ro bear rhe brunt of a crisis in
the sreel industry which is not of their making and for
which they should cerrainly nor be held responsible.
\/e therefore wanr to go furrher rhan rhe rapporreur
has tried to do in denouncing the dismantling of whole
industries in major iron and sreel areas as socially
unacceptable, which is why - unlike certain others in
this House - we wanI to leave no doubt whatever as

to the facr rhat we are seeking ro bring about a

genuine reducrion in working time. Of course, rhe
form this reduction in working rime should take will
have to be disussed wirh the trade unions concerned.
The Socialist Group's preference quirc definitely is for a
reduction in the durarion of rhe working day, on the
grounds that this is the only way men and women can
be given an equal opportunity to parricipare rogerher
in public and family life.

In short we wholeheartedly support rhis motion for a

resolution, but we should like ro have a rather more
precise formulation - hence the amendmenrs we have
tabled. Thousands of workers in rhe Community's
steel industry are pinning their hopes on the resolution
which can - if acred upon - lead to poineering work
in the social no man's land, which is whar rhe
Common Market has so far largely amounred ro. This
resolution must nor be allowed to remain a dead letter,
because on it depends rhe lasr chance we have ro pres-
en'e our social credibility. If we adopr this resolution,
we shall be expressing our supporr for rhe Commis-
sion's proposals, which also means above all proposals
which are not spelr our in rhe resolution, but without
which the resolution would amounr. ro norhing bur
empty words - thar is to say, proposals for rhe
needed to finance rhese special measures. In budgetary
terms, whar rhis amounrs to is 30 million EUA this
year and 100 million EUA for rhe next rhree years.

'We thus support rhe Commission's policy, but rhat no
longer seems to be the essenrial point. The question
now is how far rhe Commission is prepared ro supporr
its own policy. To whar extenr is ir committed to irs
own proposals? \7har really marters is not the lip
service paid by a Member of rhe Commission who is
undoubtedly at pains ro say what he can bur rarher rhe
fact of the siruarion, and - much as it grieves me to
sey so - one of these is thar rhe Commission, when ir
could have given sreelworkers in the Community some
prospecr of a slight improvement in rheir lot, has lefr
them in the lurch again. \fle realize rhat rhe Council is
responsible for blocking cerrain items in the budget
and also - quite apart from rhe financial aspec[s -for blocking the whole srrucrure of this programme.
'\)fle also realize thar Parliamenr itself is equally guilry,
in parricular rhe Chrisrian Democrat Group, which
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goes to such lengths in the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment to show off ir 'worker' side
but then - as soon as it comes to making the required
funds available - to a man shows its true face as a

right-wing group by calmly and mercilessly voting
against these items in the budget. That is the kind of
sense of responsibility that must be roundly
condemned, especially after the absurd accusations we
Socialist had heaped upon us yesterday by the Chris-
tian Democrats. Their behaviour is quite simply
two-faced.

The true counterpart to the European Parliament is,

however the Commission, which has to account here
for its activities in implemenring European policies.
\We have to judge the Commission by ir actions, but
the Commission clearly aims far too low when it
comes to the very least degree of perseverence. It
became clear to us behind the scene how much the
Commission had to force itself even to have the
modest sum of 30 million EUA reinstated in the drafr
budget for 1980. Out in the open we saw how readily
rhe Commission went along with the Council's arro-
gantly striking out this item. Today, indeed, our
assessment of the Commission's lack of resolve has

been confrrmed by the fact that in the new draft
budget for 1981, not a cent, not a pfennig, not a franc,
nor a single EUA has been set aside for this
programme. The social element is not even the balanc-
ing item in the budget any longer - it has simply
vanished into thin air. That, in the opinion of the
Socialist Group, is absolutely scandalous.

Vhat are we to think of a Commission which is
prepared to sit back and allow the appropriations
needed to finance this programme to be simply deleted
from the budget? rWhat are we to think of a Commis-
sioner who is prepared to sit back and watch the life
being squeezed out of his social policy? \(uhy did the
Commission not alert Parliament in time and why did
the Commisioner not come hurrying to Parliament of
his own accord ro tell us that this was unacceptable
and that he was drawing the necessary conclusions.
'\flhatever happened to the resolute stance which
would have been the only proper reaction? That reso-
lute stance is conspicuous by its absence! The Euro-
pean electorate is often told i.hat we should have
something akin rc a European government with Euro-
pean ministers.

This being so, Iet us take the comparison a little
further. '$7hat self-respecting Minister of Social Affairs
would remain in office if he were given no room for
manoeuvre whatsoever in his policy field? By not
resigning, he would in-fact show himself rc be a politi-
cal lightweight with every chance of aspiring to
become a European Commissioner and thus act as a

son of doormat for those who really wield the power.
The Commission would then truly be an executive in
the worst sense of the word. If the Commission is not
willing or able to draw the necessary conclusions
regarding either the Council or Parliament, we

ourselves should not hesitate to draw the necessary

conclusions regarding the Commission. If only on the

strength of the draft budget for 1981, the Commission
deserves to be sent packing forthwinh.

Finally, let me remind you that this is not an academic
debate. 'What we are talking about here are plans and

commitments which will quite literally directly affect
the lives of thousands of workers.

If these plans we are now discussing - although they
only exist in concrete form at present for the steel

industry put into practice, they will serve

as an example for other branches of industry.

Vhar, after all, is the use to the workers of lofty
phrases in which everything is said to be of the grea-
test possible importance when we already know that it
will all just remain so mucfr verbiage in document PE

6a.568/fin? Vhat can workers affected by the steel

crisis go out and buy for a token entry in the budget?

They will finish even worse off rhan Johan Cruyff
who, in his declining years, had to explain to the baker
that he really was ,f,i fr.ort footballer! The rappor-
teur said that it was scandalous that surplus production
in agriculture costs the Community thousands of
millions of EUA every year. That is indeed scandalous,

bur in \flales and in Consett, in Lorraine and Charle-
roi, in Southern Italy and along the North Sea coast,

the whole idea of Europe becomes a sick joke when
such a pretentious programme as this cannot even

come up with half a loaf and is in other words a mere

empty shell. The Communiry prides irelf on its policy
for guaranteeing food supplies, otherwise known as

'our Common Agricultural Policy'. Milk and meat
producers are coddled and cossetted, but this very
same Community refuses to lift a finger to safeguard
jobs in the steel industry, despirc the fact that the
ECSC Treaty is the oldest of the Community Treaties.
'!7e regard this programme as an absolute minimum -no more than a modest first step towards the Euro-
pean social policy for industry we must uldmately
have. The Commission's weak-kneed political stance
contrasts starkly with the rock-hard attitude of the

steelmakers, whose reaction clearly shows that -
apart from early retirement at the company's cost -
rhey are prepared to make no funher concessions and

are most certainly not prepared to safeguard jobs,

which should after all be the prime concern. It will of
course cost money to put this plan into effect, but to
do nothing at all will cost even more in terms of
money and in terms of social tension. \flhat we have is
a token entry in the budget. The Socialist Group
regards this token entry as a gesture of contempt for
the workers. \7e must keep hammering away at it to
get rhe money needed for this social structural
programme included in the budget fonhwith.

President. - I call Mr Van der Gun to speak on
behalf of the Group of the European People's Party
(Christian-Democratic Group).
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Mr Van der Gun. - (NL) Mr President, I should
like to begin by saying that I go along wirh rhe
remarks made by Mr Albers regarding the agenda.
There is no further need for you ro reply to this point,
as you have already done so, but I must say rhar ir is

significant that so little time should be made available
for our first discussion of this first attempr ro rackle
unemploymenr at European level. I agree thar this is

clearly what we decided, and I bear my share of
responsibility for rhat decision. Thar does nor mean ro
say, however, Mr President, that it is not in irself
highlyregrettable...

President. - I do not see how you can now regrer
something which was accepred unopposed on
Monday. If there were any objecrions, Members
should have paid artenrion and srood up and said so
on Monday.

Mr Van der Gun. - (NL) . .. Mr President, let us

not waste time discussing this point. The time available
for this debate is far too valuable. I should like to
continue by addressing a remark [o the previous
speaker. I must say in all conscience that I was left to
wonder what steelworkers' interests were being served
in the present situation by the way in which Mr Van
Minnen judged it neceSsary to attack the Commission
and just about everybody else. I must say as a Chris-
tian Democrat that the level of his remarks was such
that we do not intend to demean ourselves by
commenting further on what the honourable Member
had to say.

Mr President, we believe that this subject, as it stands
on the agenda, is of very Breat imponance. Vhat is at
stake is whether or not we shall succeed in adopting a

European approach to the unemployment problem.

In this particular case, we are concerned with the srcel
industry. Of course, if it is possible at a given moment
to do something for the steel industry, it would be
difficult to deny the possibility of setting up similar
activities for other branches of industry in similar
straits.

'!7e are therefore grateful to the Commission for
having taken this iniriarive. Admittedly, it has taken
somewhat longer than we would have liked, bur I
think that if this House can now reach a correspond-
ing decision, we shall have achieved a great deal. After
all, a strengthening of rhe social nature of the
Community cannot in imelf be a bad rhing. On rhe
contrary, I believe that a stronger social policy is of
fundamental importance in giving Europe a more
human face, and this can be a step in rhar direction.
However, we must then realize - and in this respect
my views differ sharply from rhose of the honourable
Member - that this is not somerhing Parliament can
tackle alone. Nor even the Commission and Parlia-
ment togerher, nor even an alliance of Council,

Commission and Parliamenr can make any real
impression here. The fact is thar the two siies of
industry have an extremely imporrant - no[ [o say,
decisive - role ro play in this conrext. Unfonunately,
consultation procedures at European level on this sort
of problem are hardly working, despite all Mr Vredel-
ing's effons to set the ball rolling. The main problem
here is the attitude of rhe employers' organizarion,
UNICE, which leaves a lot to be desired. They say at
one momenr that they are prepared ro discuss the issue
of a reduction in working time bur then, in a broader
context, they poinr our thar in any case ir will not be
possible to draw up an agreemenr at European level.
They will be saying shortly thar rhey rhink rhe subject
should not be rackled at European level, bur only ar
the very lowest level in the individual Member Srares'
industries. Thar is the situation ar [he momenr as

regards the dialogue between employers and workers
at European level.

One of the main merits oT the initiative in its present
form is rhat it gives Parliamenr a chance ro do irc'bit ro
break the logjam and restore some prospecr of
progress. In other words, we in Parliament must creare
a framework, give a lead and clear the way for funher
progress. However, one of the facts of life we shall
have to learn to live with - no marrer what political
party we may belong ro - is thar rhe final choice
between the various possibilities will be made not by
Parliament bur, in pracrice, by the rwo sides of indus-
try. That is something on which borh sides are in
complete agreemenr. The ETUC is just as passionate
an advocate of free collective bargaining as rhe
employers sometimes are. 'What righr do we in this
House have then to interfere and try to rell the two
sides what arritudes ro adopr?

I am convinced rhar if we rake this line, in the steel
industry as elsewhere, we shall succeed not in solving
the problems but simply in blocking rhe whole sirua-
tion. Ve must accept and respecr the independence of
the two sides of indusrry. I am nor just talking rhrough
mv hat. I have had detailed discussions with various
people, including the leaders of rhe ETUC.

Here too, there is no difference of opinion what-
soever. The possibilities now open to us under the
Commission's proposal offer some hope of gerring rhe
dialogue going again and achieving concrere resulrs.
However, it is of fundamental imponance that we
should not get bogged down in polirical rrivialities, but
should try ro ger as large a majoriry as possible in this
House in favour of a limircd sraremenr of principle
recommending the general direction, to be taken,
without specifying exactly how rhe end should be
achieved. That is a marter for the two sides of indus-
try.

I should like to thank Mr Peters most sincerely for the
trouble he has gone to as rapporreur in trying to distil
this general philosophy into a programme which will
command as large a majoriry as possible in rhis House.
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I should like to repeat in public what I have already

said in the Committee on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment, that we are panicularly appreciative of his

efforts. His preparatory work on the report was

extremely thorough and has given us a chance to do
something more specific than simply mouthing hollow
phrases to tackle the enormous problems facing the

workers in the steel industry.

President. - I call Mr Spencer to speak on behalf of
the European Demociatic Group.

Mr Spencer. - Mr President, I am delighted to
follow-my friend and colleague, the chairman of the

Committee on Social Affairs and Employment, and

glad to see him in such good form, given that over the

Lst six months he has had to chair some peculiarly
difficult, at times intemperate and, cenainly at the
beginning, ill-informed and partisan debates in the

committee. After nearly six months we are perhaps

sadder, certainly wiser and, I hope, rather more realis-

tic.

Before I turn to the motion for a resolution, I regret

that I must, despite my resPect for Mr Peters, make a

brief comment about the explanatory statement. The
explanatory statement is a child of that difficult winter
of argument, and it dontains statements which are in a
major way different from those contained in the reso-

lution. In panicular, it conrains s[atements about the

British steel industry on which I disagreed on a factual

basis with the rapponeur and which I drew rc his

artention. I am only sad that he has not corrected

those factual errors, even thouth there is a series of
Commission notes peppering his repon which conrra-

dict some of the figures on which he bases his argu-

ments. So, on the question of the amount of consulta-

tion in the British steel industry, on the job creation

record of British Steel Ltd. and on rhe actual figures of
job losses proposed, I have to take issue with the

rapporreur. Vhile I am delighrcd to say that my SrouP
will take great pleasure in voting for the Peters report,
we do so without in any way implying supPon for the

explanatory s[atement.

The purpose of our amendments, if I can put it that
way, is to look at what Europe can actually do in a

situation of profound social problems in Europe's steel

industry. Ve heard Mrs Clwyd talk this morning
about Legionnaire's disease, caused by humidifiers and

the rest. There is' also a Parliamentarians' disease,

which makes parliamentarians suffer from a tendency

to interfere where they should not, to raise hopes

which they cannot fund and to make speeches which
ease their consciences but do not actually ease the

situation. Our amendments are designed to slim down
the resolution, to concentrate on achieving by means

of this resolution measures srhich can be pushed

forward and which can be funded in the very near

future. !fle believe passionately that Europe can do

something in this field. It is always bound to be small

compared to t-he efforts of a similar nature made by
rhe Member States, but Europe can do various things

to promote expertise and, in certain instances, to Prov-
ide money.

Our amendment to paragraph 10 seeks to focus the

attention of the House on the provisions for early

retirement and to beg the House not to insist on the

various elements of work-sharing, particularly the fifth
shift and ailied measures which we believe will cause

these provisions to be further delayed in the Council.
In our opinion, half a loaf, even in this situation, is
better rhan no bread. 'We want to try to smooth away

the obstacles to the progress of this financing and

press for what is essential. Similarly, on paragraph l l
we resent the reference to early retirement as a form
of concealed dismissal. That is unfair in an industry,
certainly in Britain, where a very'large number of
steel*orkers are older than the average worker in

other steel industries in the Community.

On paragraph 13 we are quite pleased, and indeed

keen, to look at a structural reduction in temporary
overtime, but we do not believe that that should be a

case for a uniform Community regulation. These are

peculiarly national problems, cenainly in the United
kingdom and Ireland, and I do not believe that they
can be solved by anyone other than the social Partners
in those countries. I have already referred in passing to
the work-sharing element, and on paragraph l5 we

shall seek to ask this House, while recognizing the

socia[ desirabiliry of shorter hours, not to commit ircelf

to specific numbers which will, yet again, make this

report difficult for the Council to accept.

'\tr7e particularly regard as gratuitously unhelpful the

,eferlnces in parafraphs 2l and 22 rc the different
social partners. It seems [o me that if you are having a

dialogue, you do not necessarily improve,its quality-by

cheering for one side and shouting for the other' On
p.."g."ph 24 we do not quite see how aid can be

bact.-daied. The problem is quite simply: how far do
you backdate? Do you star[ refunding monies to
countries who were making structural changes in 1976

or 1966 or 1955? So we, I think, would accept a date,

maybe 1978-l979,bur it has to be a fairly recent date.

The crux of the matter, of course, is what money we

are actually going to put on the line at the end of the

day. That is covered under paragraph 23. Ve shall be

listening extremely closely to what the Commissioner
has to iay at the end of this debate. Ideally - and I
make no apology for this - we would like rc see the

full 100 million unim of account put behind this

programme. Ve have suggested a split of 50 rc 40

million units of account. I fear sadly that this is going
to prove unrealistic. So we shall be listening to hear

exactly what the Commission says, both about total
figures involved and about the way they are to fund it.

;

.

J
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I am not going into rhe details of rhe Hoff repon here,
but only ro say it is in line wirh our general atrirude.
'!(l'e are nor interesred in a rheological debare abour
where the money is ro come from. 'We wanr the
money, we wanr ir legally, but we do not believe we
should srand roo much upon the dignity of Parliament
or details of the Treaty of Paris, if that is going to
hold up money ro sreel workers in crisis. Thi aim of
our amendmenrs rherefore is ro simplify, ro concen-
tra[e the mind and to speed rhe actual process of
money gerring inro the hands of sreelworkers across
Europe. None of those people working in the indus-
tries of Europe will rhank you if, for reasons of parlia-
mentary self-imporrance or fururistic ideological
squabbles, we delay these measures further rhan they
have already been delayed.

President. - I call Mr Ansart ro speak on behalf of
the Communisr and Allies Group.

Mr Ansart. - (F) Mr President, ladies and genrle-
men, firsr of all ler me give my opinion on rhe roor of
the problem. Ir is quite clear that rhe Communiry has
no social policy. This is somerhing my colleagues and I
have repeared time and again before this House.

No aid 
-can ever repair the enormous damage akeady

inflicted deliberarely on our national sreel indusrry, on
our country and on the regions concerned, for in-
stance those of Nonhern and Eastern France, where
not only rhe steel industry but also rhe coal and ore
indusrries have been forsaken and sacrificed to privare
i nterests.

The French and Brirish sreel industries have been
severely hii. by restructuring.

In France, where between 1975 and l97B over 60 000
workers already losr their jobs in this sector, today
more than 100 000 jobs have been lost or are abour to
be lost under the redeploymenr plan - rhe so-called
anti-crisis plan - rhought up by big business in rhe
steel indusrry.

This plan, ler it be said, will mainly benefit \7esr
Germany and rhe \7est German steel canel, which has
been set up again even rhough rhis was forbidden.

\Thereas by 1982 French sreel capacity will have
dropped 4.6 0/o compa red ro 1974, rhat of the Federal
Republic of Germany will have risen more rhan I 1 o/0,

that is an ourpur of 6+ million lonnes for Germany as
againsr 28 million r.onnes for France. On this reckon-
ing France will no longer be a big sreel power in 19g2.

A big indusrry is a condirion of a counrry,s greatness
and independence. There has been a serious reducrion
in employment in Northern and Eastern France as a
result of rhe measures taken by rhe European Commu-
nity, in agreemenr with the French Government,

which denies nothing ro rhe big business interests in
the sreel indusrry; they have received very large subsi-
dies which rhey have not used ro modernize an indus-
try and planm which are srill perfecrly sound and prof-
itable; some of these planr provided the livelihood of
tens of rhousands of people (30 O0O ar least) in rhe
Valenciennes area algne, of which I have rhe honour
to be the narional depury.

The implemenrarion of rhe Coal and Srcel Commu-
nity's plans had already led to the closure of all rhe pits
one after the other in this region.

Now the sreel plan is killing off the steelworks, in
particular rhat at Denain, where 6 000 people have just
been laid off, precipitaring a disasrer unprecedented in
that region.

Thus thirty years of European policy implemenred by
the French governmenr have sapped rhe lifeblood of
this region, one of rhe biggesr industrial regions in our
country.

In such circumstances, one cannot but share the
disquier and distress of tens of thousands of people,
but also rhe indignarion of all rhe people who
condemn this policy.

All this has been done withour consuhing us, rhe
elected represenrarives. As always, we are faced with a

fait accompli. None of our demands, none of our
proposals have been raken inro consideration. The
European sreel plan was imposed on us. The govern-
ment, for irs pan, flew once more ro the aid of the
srrongesr. Ir allocated 7 000 million francs to enable
the steel industry bosses ro leave. They left, having
made their fonunes, leaving us with our unemployed
and our young people, and this in a region which
made their fortune and which rhey have destroyed.
This is rhe worst case of squandering manpower, inrel-
ligence and production plant since rhe war.

Today, just as I was preparing ro come ro rhe pan-
session of this Parliament, I learnt that one of the
jewels of French rolling srock, the Franco-Belgian
works, is also threarened in this same region, with the
possibility of a loss of tz OOO jobs in rhe company and
among its subcontractors.

And we are rold that this is nor the end of itl

Ve are told thar French steel is nor comperirive and
not profirable. Is it profiuble ro kill off enrire regions
and turn rhem into wasrelands of unemploymenr?

In fact, the policy of austerity being pursued by the
Community of the Nine and by each of rhe govern-
menrs which comprise ir has led to a massive resur-
gence of unemployment in our country, such as we
experienced in our yourh and which we believed
banished for ever. Only very recently we were told:
profit means investment, investment means employ-
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ment. Profits have never been better, but for the most
part rhey are being invested abroad while at home
works are being closed.

In these circumstances, how do you expect us to
support the measures proposed to us today? Vhat I
deplore is the attempt to make us accept this waste and

the fact that workers are told: 'l've taken your job,

destroyed your livelihood and that of your family, but
here is compensation to help you swallow this bitter
pill'. Nothing doing!

Mr Peters' and Mrs Hoff's reports, I regret to say, do
nor condemn this restructuring, these dismissals and

this waste, against which we are the only ones in this
House to protest. \Ufe were called prophets of doom,
but now nobody would dare to show his face in the

regions which have been destroyed.

By proposing aid once the damage has been done, the

reports before us today try to gain acceptance for
rhese plans which the workers reject.

No compensation could, in fact, repair the damage
which has been done and which is about to be contin-
ued.

These plans have done enough harm: they must be

stopped, they must be challenged. This is the opinion
of workers and their trade unions. \7hat the workers
want from us is not the sort of assistance that is given
to the poor and unfortunate. They want work. They
are demanding a basic right. They expect us to side

with them against the dismissals, against the closure of
their firms, and to support them in their demand for
new conditions of workl They expect us to speak o'tt
unequivocally, and to fight unhesitatingly to fulfil the
demands of our times: reduction of working time to
35 hours, as was promised during the election
campaign; creation of a fifth team for shift work;
earlier retirement, with specia[ arrangements' for
workers doing arduous tasks; measures designed to
provide employment for young persons - very often
unemployed before ever having worked - and to give
them modern vocational training.

All these are job-creating measures.

For my part, I have made a study of the large steel-

works, like that of Usinor at Dunkirk, which employs
l0 000 people. The measures which I propose would
create 2 300 new jobs. As it is, France will soon have

two million unemployed and in Europe the figure will
soon be seven million!

As long as Europe does not have an image of social
progress, of the right to work without which there can

be no talk of freedom, it will never have the support of
millions of workers.

Having said this, there can be no question of our
refusing the funds which the workers have struggled

to obtain. However, neither does this imply accept-
ance of the plans to restructure European big business,

because it is France and the workers that are the

victims. And we are told thai these plans are now
going to be applied to steelworks still in operation in
order to rationalize employment, which means, if we

are not careful, that dozens of new jobs will be done
away with. As long as we stand our ground, we believe

that we can wage a good struggle and that viable solu-
tions do exist, but we also believe that, in the frame-
work of European cooperation, France's policy 

-including its economic policy - 
must, as we have

always stressed, be laid down, not in Brussels, but in
Paris and nowhere else.

President. - I call Mr Calvez to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Calvez. - 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-

men, the representatives of the Liberal and Demo-
cratic Group in the Committee on Social Affairs and

Employment did not vote in favour of the report and

the motions for resolution tabled by Mr Peters. The
25-point list in the motion for a resolution in the
report obviously contains things which are acceptable

and others which are not. The Peters repon contains
some observations by the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities on the actual text which try to give

a more accurate picture. I think that this should be

pointed out to those who have been unable to read in

full the 7l pages of the text submitted to Parliament'
Mort'over, Mr Peters referred to it a few moments
ago.

Today there is no use crying over spilt milk and regretting
rhat the Commission did not act, did not take steps,

when it was aware of the trend in steel production and

the steel markets and when restructuring was dragging
its feet in some Member States. 

'lfhat else could the

Commission do? Is there in fact sufficient political will
on the part of the Member States to suppon the

Commission's initiatives? I doubt it.

Of course we recognize the need for a coherent indus-
trial policy' which is a fundamental factor in the

progress of European integration. It is discussed each

vear., but nothing more. Sooner or later rhis problem
s ill I'rave to be dealt u'ith seriouslr'.

Ve have all, for various reasons, expressed sympathy
for the difficult situation of steelworkers and of work-
ers rn other industrial sectors close to that branch of
our industrv, in regions where there rs no or very little
scope for transfer to other iobs. However, one cannot
transform a rolling mill worker into a precision engi-

neering specialist once he has reached a certain age.

Matters are not simple and cannot be settled easily

from one day to the next. '!7'e favour a well-designed
regional development policy, leading to a policy of full
and better employment.
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I would poinr our ro rhe rapporreur rhar I am, like
him, a trade unionisr who has worked in a company,
but one who respects rhe opinions of .orhers, including
those who do nor think as I do. Are you no[ favouring
the Internarional Metalworkers' Federarion unduly?
Other rrade union organizarions have also worked to
alleviate the effecrs of the crisis in the srcel indusry.
This must be acknowledged. Are you nor also lacking
somewhar in objecdviry, Mr Peters, when you srate in
paragraph 2l of your morion for a resolucion rhar rhe
employers in rhe iron and sreel industry are eirher crir-
ical of or rejecr rhe Commission's proposal, with rhe
exceprion of the provisions for early retirement?

I know - and I quote my sources - thar ar the ECSC
Consulatative Committee meering of l9 September
1978 its members vored, with only one absrention, for
a resolurion on rhe social aspecrs of steel policy,
entrusting ro the Sub-Commirree for Labour Problems
the rask of studying, in liaison with the EEC Commis-
sion, all the aspects of rhe social programme and the
measures to be taken ro implemenc ir, including new
parterns of shift or team work, shorter working hours
and restrictions on overrime.

And on 9 March 1979, at anorher ECSC Consultative
Commirtee meering, all those presenr - wirh the
exception of three German producers - declared that
there was an indissoluble link berween the policy of
restructuring, reconversion and readapration and the
social repercussions of steel policy. These same
members declared rhat the Commission should be
provided with sufficienr financial resources, should
interpret Article 56 in its widest sense and apply Arti-
cle 96 of the ECSC Treatl where necessary. Lastly, all
the members, with the exception - as I said a momenr
ago - of three German producers, supponed rhe
Commission's initiatives ro overcome the effects of the
steel crisis. So as ro clear up any uncenainty between
us, let me ask the comperenr Member of rhe Commis-
sion to tell us if we have reason [o be astonished ar the
attitude of employers in rhe iron and sreel industry.
Moreover we shall supporr rhe amendments seeking to
delete Arricles 2l and 22 of the morion for a resolu-
tion.

I think that we should not embark eirher on courses
such es the abolition of overtime by means of a
uniform Community regulation. If it is necessary ro
make adjustments ro working rime, let us leave rhis to
managemenr and labour in the widesr sense of the
term, and nor solely [o [he Inrernational Metalwork-
ers' Federation. There are orher [rade union organiza-
tions which also represent wage earners, just as some
members of Parliament, even if rhey are in a minoriry,
represenr cirizens. In my view, ir is in line wirh rhe
most elementary justice rhat they should have the right
to speak and negoriate.

To conclude my speech, ler me add rhat our group,
aware of the imponance of rhis problem, in panicular
from human point of view, is ready ro allocate the

hundred million EUA proposed by rhe Commission in
the general budget, bur it cannor accepr rhe wording
of the Peters report. In an exceptional situation - to
alleviate rhe social effects of new reducrions in
manpower, which are in facr already looming on rhe
horizon 

-'exceptional 
measures must be taken and

non-reimbursable aid granred ro rhose who have
launched or will launch large-scale programmes for
restrucruring their iron and sreel industries.

This is why, in agreemenr with my colleague, Georges
Donnez, I would express reserva[ions on rhe report by
Mrs Hoff, who regards as inappropriare a proposal for
a Commission decision with regard ro conrributions ro
be granred to rhe ECSC out of rhe general budger.

The conclusion of Mrs Hoff's motion for a resolurion
is somewhat hard. I consider ir necessary, in view of
the special situation in the steel secror, ro establish
legal bases for rhe measures which are the subject of
our debate by enrering a heading in the general
budget.

On the oral question wirh debate by Sir Fred Cather-
wood, ler me simply express my agreemenr as
co-signatory, with some of my fellow members of the
Liberal and Democratic Group, of a morion for a
resolution.

President. - I call Miss De Valera to speak on behalf
of the Group of European Progressive Democrats.

Miss De Valera. - Mr Presidenr, when we debated
Mr Peters' interim repon on rhe social aspects of
restructuring in rhe iron and steel indusrry lasr
November, we were rhen able, as Mr Peters poinrcd
out, to take a general decision of principle on this
issue. On behalf of rhe Group of European Progres-
sive Democrats I now wish to thank Mr Peters for
presen[ing us today with his final and cornprehensive
report on the social problems facing the iron and steel
industry.

From the outser I would like ro say [ha[ my group
supports any measures aimed ar relieving the grear
social pressure confronting those who are fighting
desperately to rerain rheir jobs in rhe steel industry in
the Co,mmunity. However, we cannot associate
ourselves wirh rhe senriments expressed in the para-
graph of rhe resolurion, which mlks of the delays in
the,budget, when ir was rhis Parliamenr which rejected
the 1980 budget in December last. Originally, it was
intended to have 100 m EUA transferred from rhe
general Community budget ro the ECSC budger ro
finance specific social aid measures. This was then
reduced ro a proposed 30 m EUA for 1980. 30 m EUA
is a torally inadequare sum ro achieve the designed
impacr because of the delays in setding rhe budget,
and it has ended up as a token enrry in rhe l98O
budget. Token gestures are poor consolarion for rhe
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50 000 men and women who lost their jobs in 1979

and a further estimated 65 ooo iobs which will be lost

in the period 1980 to 1983. \7hat is needed is

economic convergence.

In the Group of European Progressive Democrats we

have consistently recognized the need for the Commu-
nity to work towards such convergence. A.compiehen-
sive steel programme is crucial in this context.

Measures [o counteract the steel crisis are largely at

national level. Under present circumstances national

subsidies are likely to be continued. These subsidies

are likely to be divergent and divergence harms the

economy of this Community. Unless the Regional,

Social and ECSC Funds work together towards

convergence, our less developed regions will be

furthei handicapped and social progress will be

eroded. At the present time one has to admit that the

ourlook is bleak. The drop in demand for steel and

consumer goods, the reduction in industrial outleff'
stiffer competition, panicularly from developing coun-
tries, excessive production capacity in the Community
and a fall in orders from within the Community of
7 ..8 o/o and from the Third \7orld countries of 17'9 o/o

are the harsh realities. Extensive cutbacks have

resulted in serious social unrest. Many steel producing
areas are dependent on one industry. Financial rescue

measures to attract other industries have failed. Social

measures in the Community have failed, where for
example, workers have agreed to comPensation but
have not found alternative work' In many of the

steel-producing areas rhere is no alternative work. Not
only iamilies, but whole communities are faced with
redundancy.

The Irish steel industry is small, maybe insignificant, in

comparison to the steel industry in other pans of the

Community, but none the less very imponant to us,

particularly in the Cork region. Like the other
Member States, we in Ireland are Presently involved in
a modernization programme. Over a five-year period

ending in 1979 Irish Steel losr 9'3 million punts which,
for translation purposes, can be referred to as

9'3 million Irish pounds. Last November it was esti-

mated that Irish Steel was likely to lose another

5 million punts at the very least, before breaking even.

Despite these likely losses in the immediate future, the \

State-owned company has been pushing ahead with an

ambitious programme. This restructuring is not
expected to increase rhe 770 strong workforce in the

seiror. Ho*ever, neither is it expected ro result in the

loss of jobs. Last November Mr Peters said, and I
qdote: 'efficiency must not be bought at the workers'
expense by means of higher and higher levels of unem-

ployment. In other words, the process of moderniza-
iion -ut, go hand in hand with social and welfare

measures for the workers affected.' \fle fully suPPort

this view. But this principle must also be extended to
other sectors of industry. There are serious unemploy-
ment problems in other sectors for which the rype of
aid afforded by the ECSC Treaty is not available.

I therefore feel it is necessary to make the following
general reservations. Firstly, the proposed measures

*ould create a precedent for other sectors' whereas,

because of their effect on the economy, such measures

should be seen only in the context of general employ-

ment policy in the Community. Secondly, regional

imbalances'would result from granting new aid to the

iron and steel sector, which is located mainly in the

most developed regions of the Community. Thirdly,
even more pionounced imbalances wou[d make them-
selves felt 

'between the broad ranges of measures

confined to the iron and steel sector and the measures

available to other sectors. Fourth[y, the financial
effects would create difficulties for Member States

with adverse budget situations and which have also to

cope with unemployment problems in other sectors

noi receiving Community aid. The steel industry could

be considered a test case for the Community. Ve must

strive to overcome this crisis under very difficulr
circumstances I agree, but unless we adjust within the

framework of the present and future economic

restraints the type of special measures which are being

suggested in Mi Peters' report will not solve anything'
At-best, they will alleviate on a [emporary basis a situa-

tion which'does not show any foreseeable sign of
improvement.

Having said this, I am fully conscious that weare not
just talking about industry or the economy. !il'e are

ralking about the human factor, which is Paramount. I
therefo.e have to admit that any n:easures, however

remporary or inadequate they may be, that contribute
to alteriaiing the suffering, hardship and anguish of
tens of thousands of European workers can only be

highly commendable. I will vote for this motion.

President. - I call Mrs Dekker.

Mrs Dekker. - (NL) Mr President, by refusing to

adopt the proposals pu[ forward by rhe Committee on

Social Affairs-and Employment on the inclusion in the

1980 budget of 30million EUA to finance social

measures in the steel industry, the majority in this

House has shown a very disappointing lack of perse-

verance given its earlier attitude to the subject. Unfor-
runately, this new stance is not restricted to this parti-

cular proposal put forward by the Committee on

Social 
'Affairs 

and Employment - we have seen the

same kind of thing in response to proposals on anti-
poverty measures and proposals in favour of women'

Rll ,h. fine words have not been subsequently matched

by fine deeds. However, enough of that.

I intend to devote the rest of my speaking time primar-
ily to the substance of these proposals' Ve are nowa-

d"ys const"ntly faced with the dilemma - which has

now been brought out panicularly clearly in the steel

industry - that restructuring and automatio-n mean

fewer iobs and thus it is the people who suffer. The

Commission's proposals to deal with the social conse-
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quences of this development show rhat this dilemma
has been undersrood. The imponant rhing now is ro
alleviate as far as possible the suffering caused and ro
creare as much alternative employmenr as possible for
younger people forced ro leave the sreel industry.

There are a number of commenrs I should like ro
make, in the margin as ir were, on rhe Commission,s
measures and rhe morion for a resolution. The resrruc-
turing policy itself is aimed ar restoring the competi-
tive position of the European steel indusry, p".ii.u-
larly wirh regard ro the United States and Japan, in
order ro make rhe industry viable and rhus ro preserve
as many jobs as possible in rhis sector. Ve rliink it a
good thing - and this applies in general rerms - for
economic .restructuring measures to be coupled with
measures.designed to alleviate the social cons;quences.
As regards the problems in the sreel indusrry - which
cry our for a European approach - this means that
social measures musr also be decided at European
Ievel.

One basic principle however, for all measures applied
as par[ of a policy of restructuring - including'social
measures - is rhat rhey should nor lead ro inireased
structural costs, which would of course be contrary [o
the very aim of resrructuring and would, in the final
analysis, be againsr the interesrs of not only the
e.mployers but also the workers. The special measures
the Commission is now proposing for ihe sreel indus-
try amounr. ro an exrension of the possibilities available
under the rerms of the Treaty. To be honest, ir must be
admirred that rhe European Treaties already discrimi-
nate in favour of workers in the sreel and ioal indus-
tries compared with rhose in other secrors. And now
we have these proposals for further special supporr
measures.

Let me clarify this remark, though, by adding that rhis
in no way detracrs from the need for social measures
along rhese lines. Indeed, rhese measures should be
seen as rhe starr of an inregrated Community social
policy.covering all sectors. Any such policy uiill have
to go hand in hand wirh a Europe-oriented indusrial
policy and a sectoral srrucrural policy, rhe need for
which I stressed in the employ..ni d.brte ar lhe
beginning of the year. The Peters Report too deplores
rhe fact that it has still not been posiible to derelop a
viable Communiry indusrrial policy.

A second rmporranr elemenr in rhe steel indusrry is rhe
regional problem. Early reriremenr enables people to
remarn in their home regions. The situation is differ-
ent, though, as regards the introducrion of an addi-
tronal shift, whereby workers made redundanr in areas
where the industry is weak will be artracted ro berrer
placed firms not threarened wirh closure in other
regions...Bv introducing an exrra shift, rhese heahhy
firms will be able to take on additional workers. Of
course, this means that workers will have to be
prepared to move from one region to another.
Another point is that the hardest-hit regions will be

those where steel is the sole major industry. In princi-
ple, we supporr the proposed measures, on the under-
standing that we see rhe introduction of an additional
shift as a wav of improving working conditions, pani-
cularlv in rhe case of heary work and irregular hours.

]n -y amendment ro paragraph 16, rhrs point is
brought our more clearly than it is in rhe motion for a
resolution. Prioriry should also be given ro cases of
healy work and irregular hours when making reduc-
tions in working time. As regards other rypes of work,
a start can be made by allowing more flexibility in the
number of hours worked.

The conclusions ro rhe report refer only the possibility
of reducing working rime per *eek, pir yeai, or over
the e.ntire 

-working life. I am sorry nor ro find any
menrion of reducing daily working hours which is far
more. worrhy of arrenrion as a means of bringing about
che desired redisrriburion of work betweerimen and
women. Given rhat the proposed measures should nor
be cost-inflationary, the inevimble economic consequ-
ences of these measures musr be counter balanced'by
improved producriviry and contributions from boJr
employers and workers. This is rhe thinking behind
my amendmenr ro paragraph tS. In special cises such
we have here, governments can also be expected [o
play their pan by means of a special trinsidonal
measures, on rhe understanding that the steel industry
will be in a posirion ro bear the full cost imelf once
restrucruring has been complered. I should like ro hear
from the Commission whether it can confirm that such
prospecls do indeed exist.

The employers' reluctance ro accepr the proposed
measures is claimed to be mainly because of rhe possi_
ble effects on rheir comperirive posirion I wonder,
though, wherher they are really jusrified? Does rhe
Commission see any such danger? How remporary
could these measures be? How does rhe Commission
see the furure once these special supporr measures
have run rheir course? And whar will ttie posirion be as
regards the righrs acquired in the processi

My third amendment makes a slighr change in para-
graph 9, where the morion for i resolution, in rhe
Dutch version ar leasr, srresses that priority should be
given to maintaining exisring employmeni. To adopt
this..as an aim may be unnecessarily rigid and may
itself jeopardize the posirion of firms ii the secrors
concerned. \flhat we are in favour of is mainmining
employment as far as possible, in existing secrors
which means above all strenglhening rhe industries
concerned.

However, rhe crearion of new jobs with good pros-
pects for the future is at liasr as imporrant as th. p.es-
ervation of exisring ones. My amendment ,..k, ro
modify rhe original wording of rhe resolurion accord-
ingly,.and on rhis poinr, I should like ro pur in a word
for the much more intensive utilizarion of the
so-called exrernal conversion faciliries provided for in
Article 56(2a) of the ECSC Treary. Clearly the crea_
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tion of new alternative jobs is the most fundamental
solution.

Finally, in adopting these proposed measures it must
be assumed that the restructuring process vrill actually
be carried out and that the Commission will be able to
place this scheme on a permanent footing. Let me

conclude by thanking Mr Peters for his sound and

enthusiastic work in drawing up this rePort.

President. - I call Mr Vetter.

Mr Vetter. - (D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the subject of this debate is of great imponance
for the workers in our countries in many respects. It is

up to rhis House and the European Community to
show rhat we are willing and able to carry out an

industrial policy which is in the interests both of the

workers and their families and of our industries' need

to maintain and improve their competitive position.

The consequences of the economic crisis are being
borne by workers in certain of Europe's traditional
industries. Anyone who is aufait with the realities of
present-day Europe will be aware of the links between

the current crisis in certain industries and the regional
crisis. It is time to draw certain conclusions from this
tie-up. The indusrial and regional crises affecr all of
us, whether or not we believe ourselves to be directly
affected. Especially against the background of the now
discernible economic downturn, it is simply not
enough to express our concern in so many words, and

I feel that the aggressive s[ance adopted by certain
comrades and Members in this debate is not directed
at the Member of the Commission but is rather an
expression of frustration in the face of the impotence
and deficiencies of that instirution.

The iron and steel industry has been a source of
concern to European industrial policy for decades

now, and it is high time the social problems connected
wirh the steel crisis were solved decisively, practically
and in a way which respects the dignity of the people
affected. Any such solution will require a concerted
effort on the part of all the political Broups in this
House, especially those which are conscience of their
responsibility for the workers. The result of such

concerted action should not take the form of mere

compromises and empty words. Vell-meaning declar-
ations may just about do to paper over the cracks, but
thev are not an effective means of allaying people's

fears about the loss of their livelihood.

The motion for a resolution tabled by the Committee
on Social Affairs and employment contains a number
of points which can make an important contribution to
genuinely improving the situation. I am thinking here

in particular of the proposed steps to be taken towards
reducing working time. The hoary old argument that a

reduction in working time would cost an enormous
amount of money is as old as the history of industrial
relations. In the light of modern economic science and

economic policy, it is nothing more lhat a demagogic
and false argument.

Mass unemployment as we now have in Europe is

profoundly inhuman and ir social costs are immensely
higher than the likely cost of indroducing shoner
working hours. The financing of unemployment is also

basically pointless and unproductive. The financing of
a reduction in working time, on the other hand, is an

effective means of improving living and working
conditions, and I am thinking here in particular of the

introduction of an additional shift and voluntary
retirement from the age of 55. I deplore the fact that
we only really start talking about reducing working
time when jobs are threatened in certain industries' A
reduction in working time is quite simply a logical
cons.equence of technological developments. It should
be applied across the board and is an element in the

process of humanizing work.

All roo often in the past, interesting and sometimes

courageous proposals drawn up by the Commission
have been substantially watered down by the national
governments, in other words, the Council. Occasion-
ally though, one cannot help but get the impression
that the Commission iust lacks the necessary courage.
However, this latter comment does not apply to the

subjecr ure are. discussing, today. ln this case, the

Commission has submitted a perfectly serviceable

proposal which deserves to receive the support of a

large majority of this House. Failure to come up with
the necessary support will mean further curtailment of
Europe's scope for action.

I also have a basic criticism to make of the proposed
srrategy in this case. Taken overall, the measures

proposed are of an essentially defensive nature' In
other words, we are more concerned with the symp-
roms of the disease than with its causes, and the fact is

that there is simply no European industrial policy
which can offer us solutions today to [omorrow's
problems. I cannot help thinking, then, that the

Community is simply adopting a deplorably passive

artirude in srtting back and waiting for the industrial,
economic and social problems connected with the

enlargement of the Community to descend on it with-
out devoting thought right now to developing a

comprehensive policy to prepare for all the problems
of enlargement. How otherwise could the - in princi-
ple 

- 
already settled enlargement of the Community

have become a vote-catching tactic on the Part of one
of the governments which supported the principle of
enlargement?

Let me conclude with a remark on a subject which is

verv dear to my heart. Let me remind you, ladies and
gentlemen, that one element of a positive plan for
Europe is the search for ways and means of enabling
workers to participate on an equal basis in economic
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decision-making processes. Any soludon ro rhe crisis
in the steel industry which is nor based on the equal
participation of workers will always be a bad solution.
It is a fact that where workers have highly developed
rights, the repercussions of the crisis are not as serious
as they are in places where such righrc are not fully
developed or do nor exisr at all. I think it is significant
that this repon and this motion for a resolution
achieved a wide measure of support in rhe Commitree
on Social Affairs and Employmenr. This morion for a
resolution is rhe result of long and patient discussions.
It is a compromise which falls shon of what we would
see as an oprimum solurion, but it is a serviceable
compromise and I very much hope that it will achieve
a wide measure of suppon.

\(e are told over and over again thar we should
proceed in rhe spirir of social pannership. I must say

- now we are talking about crises - rhar we musr
first of all give the workers concerned proof of our
intentions. Only rhen can we sart talking abour social
partnership. i

If we were to proceed thus, Mr President, we should
have taken a small bur significanr srep forwards
towards a Community of Eufopean solidarity wonhy
of the workers' respecr.

President. - I call Mr Nordlohne.

Mr Nordlohne. - (D) Mr Presidenr, ladies and
gentlemen, let me preface my remarks by poinring out
that the imponance of rhis subject deserves more
attention than rhe presence of a mere ren percent of all
the Members of rhis House. That is not so much criti-
cism as a statemenr of facr. As ro the subject irelf, let
me begin by congratulating Mr Peters most warmly on
behalf of the EPP Group for rhe exhaustive and defin-
itive report he has given us on behalf of rhe Commirree
on Social Affairs and Employmenr. !7e had a debare in
this House on an interim report on.the Commission's
communication in November 1979, and chere is no
need for me to go inro rhar marter in any more derail.
Let me just make the point rhat a hearing was held
with representatives of the European employers' and
workers' organizations under the auspices of rhe
Committee on Social Affairs and Employmenr on
3l March 1980, when we had a derailed discussion of
this Report. The Commitree approved the motion for
a resolution at irs meeting on 29 May 1980 by a vote
of l3 ro three with seven abstenrions. As the Chairman
of my group poinred our, requests for urgenr proce-
dure submirted since rhen by Members of rhe Socialist
Group and individual Members - all of which were
rejected by this House - were for propaganda
purposes only and contribured norhing pracrical whar-
soever [o the discussion of the marter in hand.

I have a few commenrs to make on [he siruarion in rhe
steel industry. Mr Peters' reporr dealr with all rhe

problems in great detail, and ro save time, I shall nor
go inro the marter in any great deprh. I should just like
to make rhe imponanr poinr. rhat productive capacity
in rhe Communiry was roo great, so rhar capaciry urili-
zation in 1979 was only of rhe order of 59 . 8 0/0. In the
European Communiry's steel indusry, the number of
jobs declined by an average of 14.20/o between 1974
and 1978, with imponant steelmaking regions being
particularly hard hit. I am mosr grarcful to Mr Peters
for making rhis poinr in derail in his repon. As a result
of the decline in producrive capaciry, 39 200 jobs were
lost in the Community in 1977,36 500 in 1978 and a

further 50 000 in 1979. The rapponeur rightly points
out lhar we musr expecr sales to decline as a result of
the higher price of oil, which is bound ro make itself
felt in the iron and sreel industry. Ve now have a

motion for a resolution along those lines.

As to the Commission's proposals, rhe revised draft of
a Commission Decision of 20 July 1979 provides for a

number of temporary new Community allowances for
specified social measures under the resrructuring plan
for the sreel indusrry. As Mr Peters told us, rhese
allowances are earmarked to aid early retiremenr and
the improvement of working conditions and working
time - more specifically regarding short-rime work-
ing, the reform of rhe shift sysrem and a reducrion in
overtime.

The important rhing is rhat rhese allowances should
not affect the independence of rhe rwo sides of indus-
rry and should have a posirive effect on jobs wirhout

- immediately or subsequenrly - 
jeopardizing rhe

competitiveness of the firms concerned. This larter
principle is the best guaranree for safeguarding jobs in
the long-term and crearing new ones. \7hen Parlia-
ment debated Mr Perers' inrerim reporr., we were in
full agreemenr on rhis point, and the same poinr was
made .emphatically ar the hearing organized by the
commlttee.

lVe support rhe Commission's amended drafr decision
of Julv 1979 insofar as it aims to utilize the existing
possibilities provided for in Article 56 of rhe ECSC
Treaty more inrensively. I would nor deny rhat we
have reservations as ro any measures going beyond
this. The various opinions on the connected macro-
economic problems have been expressed in such bodies
as the Tripartite Conference's Standing Commirtee on
employment quesrions, the Council of Ministers and
the European Parliament.

These problems will nor be eliminated simply by
confining these planned measures ro rhe steel indusry.
The reservations of my group may be summarized as
follows.

Firstly, neirher the list of measures nor the means of
finance are confinable ro the implementarion of
structural adaptation processes in rhe srcel industry.
The financing of such initiatives by the Commission is
bound ro have a substanrial precedential effect, as the

.'_': ' ,1
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Iulian demand during the first discussions in the

Council showed.

Secondly, the proposed measures take no account of
rhe differing social systems in the Member States.

Thirdly, it seems unrealistic to limit the proposed

social measures to three years and subsequently to
revoke the new working conditions.

Fourthly, the measures place rhose firms which have

already carried out the necessary changes at their own
cost at a disadvantage.

Fifthly and finally, the proposed measures are bound

ro have an adverse effect in Member States with
advanced social systems and with free collective
bargaining and worker participation.

My group attaches great importance to the Commu-
nity'i poLicy in rhe steel industry, as it aims to safe-

guard the future of the European steel industry and

ihrs to retain hundreds of thousands of jobs. From the

outset my group has' advocated the principle of a

parallel social policy to assist the workers affected by

restructunng.

Let me now move on to whar Mr Van Minnen had to
say. I do not know what meetings he attended, but I
would advise him to read it all up in the records. The
committee quite clearly followed the line I described
justnow...

(Interruption by Mr Van Minnen)

. . . Yes, and the same goes for the Committee on

Budgets, of which you are not a member. I can only
rry th"t the proposal to commit 30 million EUA at the

iniriative of Mr Schon, and I thank the Commission
for supporting me on this point.

Getting back to what I was saying about the Peters

report and the motion for a resolution,'I should like to
say that, despite the minor reservations my group has

on the amended Commission draft, the EPP Group is

prepared to support the report provided our amend-

-.ntr ... adoprcd by a majority of this House and

provided other amendments do not substantially
der.act from the merirc of the resolution. \7e should
like to see the major part of the motion for a resolu-

tion adopted in its present form, as I said to Mr Peters.

The central point of the motion for a resolution is not
paragiaph l5 but paragraph to. !7e should like rc see

a minor amendment to the wording by rhe deletion of
the word unresentedly in the first sentence and the

insertion of a paragraph 1Oa, as set out. in our Amend-
ment No 35. \7e believe that the first half-sentence of
paragraph 13 can be deleted on the grounds that
otherwise the second half of the sentence would
simply repeat the demdnd for a reduction in structural
and short-term overtime. Our Amendment No l7

seeks to amend paragraph 17 by the addition of a call

for the Community to give more assistance [o voca-

rional training, retraining and further training schemes

and to strenghten the mobiliry of workers.

Our Amendments Nos 18 and l9 call for the deletion
bf paragraphs 21 and 22 of the motion for a resolution

on the grounds that it is not up to this House to vote

to condemn the activities of employers and expressly

welcome the views of workers' organizations. \fle feel

that it is purely a matter for the two sides of industry
to decide what stands to adopt ttis-,i-ttis the Commis-

sion's proposals. \fle cannot give our suPPort to Para-
graph l5 of the motion for a resolution calling for a

reduction of at least l0 % in total working time. \fle
do not believe that a reduction in the working week is
an appropriate means of combatting unemployment.

On this point, our views are shared by the Council of
Ministers for Social Affairs and Employment, which

- at its meeting on 22 November 1979 - rejeued de

facto the Commission's proposal for the introduction
of a policy of a coordinated reduction in working time

rhroughout the Community, taking into account the

views of the two sides of industry. Even the Commis-

sion has admitted that it can only hazard a forecast of
the global and structural effecr of a reduction in
*orking time, which is why we should adopt a

cautious and differentiated approach, taking into
consideration the initial and competitive situations of
the firms concerned as well as the availabiliry and

rraining of qualified workers. In our opinion, unem-
ployment cannot be tackled by distributing the availa-
ble work to more and more workers. A shortcoming
cannot be eliminated by speading the little that is avail-

able around as much as possible.

Bearing that in mind, we have iabled an amendment,

for which we beg the House's support.

Mr President, Iadies and gentlemen, I see that I have

used up exactly my allotted speaking time, and I
should like to conclude my remarks by calling on a

majority of this House to suPPon this repon. Our
ruppo.i will be fonhcoming as long as the amend-

-inrr *. have discussed with Mr Peters are adopted

by a majority of this House.

President. - I call Mr Prag.

Mr Prag. - Mr President, our views in this matler
are based on the same concern for the steel indusry as

that of my colleagues opposite. But they are also

based, as indeed our work in this Parliament should

alwdys be, on practicality and common sense. The
slogans and high-flown senriments of Mr Ansan will
do nothing at all for the srcel industry.

Now the real answer to the problem, as I see it, is, I
am afraid, perhaps as far from possible achievement as

the sentiments of Mr Ansart. I have said before in this
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Chamber thar what we really need is ar leasr a ripling
of the Community loan funds available for new indus-
try and for rhe re-equipment of existing industry, a

tripling of rhe ECSC reconversion loan funds, of the
Ortoli facility and of the European Investmenr Bank
loans for rhe encouragement of alternative industries

- a real Communiry effort to face up ro this recession
which is spreading its way rapidly over our member
countries. Ve do not hear much mlk today of
counter-cyclical investmenr but the need for it is a

Breat as it ever was in rhe pasr. Reluctanrly, we musr
face the facr that we do nor have thar possibiliry. !/e
know that rhe Council of Ministers is nor going to
give us that tripling of investment funds - panly
because of the attitude of Member Srates rowards
public expenditure thar Commissioner Tugendhat
referred [o, partly because of the resistance of most
industry to new investment during periods of low
confidence.

To come then ro rhe smaller field of rhe Peters report
and the Peters recommendations, let me rry ro
summarize our objections. First of all we objecr to the
implication thar you can stand still. Ve object ro the
implicadon in paragraph 9 of his report that priority
should be given ro mainraining existing employmenr.
Ve believe that ro be a fundamental error. It is the
road ro losing furrher markers, to a deteriorarion in
competitiveness and, evenrually ro the bankruprcy of
the industry. \7e believe rhat rapid change in the econ-
omy is the key to future high levels of employmenr,
especially in the face of the upsurge of low-cost
comperirion fronr orher counrries and parricularly rhe
richer, more advanced countries.of rhe Third \florld.
Rapid change, the adoprion of new merhods, of the
latesr techniques, of high rechnology, rhe regular
changing of products really is rhe onLy answer in the
Iong term.

The second thing we object to is the artempt ro
pretend; rhe idea rhar if you pur your head down in
the sand like an osrrich, the tiger advancing on you
u'ill disappear and the idea rhar if you cut working
hours and employ more people it helps - it does nor,
it raises costs. Moreover, if you thereby increase
production, what do you do with it? You have rc find
a market for thar production. Thar steel must be sold.
But rhe OECD marker is conrracting, nor expanding
and the world marker, which is expanding slightly, ii
certainly nor expanding fast enough ro take our dearer
steel. Thar, indeed, is rhe way to disaster and the result
after rhe initial period would be an even less comperi-
rive sreel industry producing less rhan before and with
more unemploymenr - the exact opposire of whar my
friend, Mr Peters, wants.

The third rhing we objecr ro is rhe idea that these
ma[ters can be regulated by governments. euirc
simply, colleagues, we cannor do it, we cannot decide
that the Community should regulare whar, we know,
is in reality decided by the social parrners in collective
bargaining. It is nonsense to say thar we can do such

things. And rhar is why, with some relucrance, we have
come ro the conclusion rhat rhe one thing the
Community can do is ro help in the matter of early
retiremenr. And I hope rhe Community will be able to
concentrare its effons - irs new efforts - in that
field.

Now a quick word about the difficulties of financing
and the Hoff reporr. There is a real problem of financ-
ing steel measures. There is no quesrion of it. Ir is an
absurdity thar because the European Coal and Steel
Communiry Treaty came firsr, the finance for coal and
steel measures must come from the coal and steel
indusrries themselves rhrough rhe ECSC levy. Coal
needs every penny [har it can ger for invesrmenr and ro
enable it ro compere wirh imponed coal, and the steel
indusry needs every penny ir can ger to keep itself
alive. So there is, indeed a real problem. I would like
ro believe, Mr President, with Mrs Hoff, thar there are
no legal difficulries in rhe way of rransfers from the
EEC budget ro rhe ECSC budger. That is clearly the
only real solurion: transfers from rhe general budger ro
that particular budget which was ser up by treary in
1952. \Well, the Commission is convinced rhat rhere
are legal difficulties; rhe Council also is convinced rhat
there there legal difficulries, and rhe facr is rhar the
Council holds the trump cards. Thar is why we have
tabled an amendmenr to paragraphs 4 and 5 of rhe
Hoff reporr. \(/e believe that our- amendment makes
sense and in ir we srrongly urge rhe Council of Minis-
ters to overcome any legal difficuldes which exist.
That is the way to get somerhing out of the CounciI in
this difficult marrer. There is no doubr thar if it wanrs
to the Council can.

In conclusion I would say rhar rhe European Commu-
niry began in 1952 in financial solidarity. \7e do well
to recall how the prosperous Dutch and German
mines, - there were Durch mines in those days -financed rhe closure of and modernization
programmes for rhe Belgian pits. The steel industry is
surely a case where rhis notion of solidarity should be
reassened and where Communiry acrion in rhe form
of a modest transfer of loOm EUA from rhe general
EEC budger ro rhe Coal and Sreel Budget is sorely
needed.

President. - I call Mr Petronio.

Mr Petronio. - U) Mr Presidenr, the need for a
thorough restrucruring and conversion of the Commu-
nity sreel indusrry arises from the fact rhar diminished
growth in consumprion and changes in the balance
between supply and. demand-throughour rhe world are
increasing comperirion and forcing our manufacturers
to improve rheir competitiveness. That means rhat the
measures being taken vary in nature and scope accord-
ing to the individual Member Srares and the individual
steel companies, and rhe different programmes of
restructuring and conversion must, where necessary,
be assessed case by case.
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In our view the responsibiliry for the decision to
restructure must, as is proper remain with the manu-
facturers, albeit within an operational framework
established by the Communiry institutions. This frame-
work comprises not only objective elements - such as

existing capaciry - but also subjecdve elements such

as the estimates of future demand. It is a set of guide-
lines, but even so the Commission has been obliged to
lay down a number of reference points, such as the

criteria for financial support.

The changes in the steel indusry are undoubtedly
having a considerable'effect on employment in some

companies, and in some regions it may well become

serious. \7e shall therefore have to do our utmost to
ensure that all the provisions of the ECSC Treaty
relating to redundant steelworkers are implemented to
the full.

Considerable financial aid from public funds is essen-

tial, and the need for it was explicitly acknowledged
by the Commission, who have said that a major
programme of restructuring cannot be achieved by

ECSC aid alone. '\fl'e all accept this need, and in our
view it is therefore important not so much to avoid
giving aid from public funds as to avoid inequity and

discrimination. Such aid has been with us for some

years, and it is not clear to what extent it was author-
ized. For that reason we must at least keep to the prin-
ciple of transparency - to give rhis suppon a sort of
nude looh. This will entail advance knowledge of the
companies' development programmes and periodical
ex-post-facto reporting by the Commission on what
has been done.

Conversions already completed, in progress or decided
upon conform with a Community plan only if they
affect neisher the balance between Member States nor
the worldwide interests of the Community steel indus-
try. Nor must they ignore the economic, social,
market and structural equilibrium of each Member
State, whilst remaining with the framework of
harmonious development of the Community iron and

steel industry.

The principle of not discriminating between manufac-
turers means, in particular equaliry of treatment,
equality in the consideration of investment
programmes, equality in financing those programmes,
equality of treatment with social measures aimed at
retraining and conversion, and equality in the grantinB

of aid to Member States. All that, though sdll does not
amount to unified Communiry action, and for that
reason we feel we must emphasize that present trends
should not be allowed to generate discord and discri-
mination on a Community scale.

President. - I call Mr Oehler.

Mr Oehler. - (F) Mr President, there are some

positive aspects to the report tabled by our colleague

Johannes Peters on behalf of the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment. I would even go so far as to
say that it represents real progress in relation to the
other no less valuable initiatives taken by this Parlia-
ment. In particular, I thank the rapporteur for the

amount of work done and for the faithfulness with
which he reported on the work of the Committee on

Social Affairs and Employment.

Nonetheless I cannot approve this report and will
explain why.

The measures proposed today by the Commission are

ver. much rn line with the measures contained in the

Dei ,gnon plan, which we have always criticized and
denounced. In our opinion the Davignon plan is not a

plan for rescuing the French steel industry'

Instead of making way for modernization and genuine
restructuring, the Davignon plan has greatly weakened

the porential at least of the French steel industry. The
employers have improved the liquidity position of the

big groups by eliminating almost 13 000 jobs in less

than a year in the heary steel industry. But there has

been no major new investment in modernization in
exchange. All that has been done is to complete the
construction of the oxygen steelworks at Neuves-
Maisons and to extend that at Rehon, but nothing has

been done to modernize the Longwy works, which is

of major imponance for the whole of the Lorraine
steel-producing region. Yet that policy is the result of
the application of the Davignon plan. And it is taking
place at a time when restructuring should actually be

directed towards increasing steel production, because

according to the latest estimarcs, steel consumption
will continue to increase uP to the year 2 000. '!fle very
much fear that, as a result of the present policy, the
French steel industry will be unable to cope when
demand increases. Today, it is falling funher behind
whereas it should in fact be preparing for rhe future.

Once again the French Government and French
employers bear a heavy responsibility in this sphere.

Their policy and employers in the iron and steel indus-
try has meant. [hat it has stopped manufacturing long
products. However, demand for these products on the
world market may increase in future years, whereas as

a result of the - foreseeable - difficulties of the
motor industry it is to be feared that there will be

serious difficulties in finding outlets for flat products.

At the same time, we are still waiting for the social
measures which should have been implemented imme-
diarcly. A few factories producing pans for the motor
industry will not resolve the grave employment prob-
lems of the French steel-producing regions.

The lack of proper reconversion is as serious as the
problem of working conditions in the steel indusry'

The whole policy of employers, which is geared to
encouraging voluntary retirement and to official
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redundancies, has led to the following state of affairs:
firstly, it is primarily young people who have left the
steelworks; secondly, these depanures mean that
many production units are below strengrh, which
affects working conditions adversely; rhirdly, steel-
workers' wages no longer keep pace with the rise in
the cost of living; fourthly, what is more,'remporary
workers are being used while more than 13 000 jobs
have been losr and when, in fact, in all sectors, instead
of being dismissed, more labour should be taken on.

All these remarks should be added ro rhe - ofren
sensible - conclusions of rhe Peters repon. But as I
have just explained, ir is the whole Davignon plan and
its consequences rhar we denounce and condemn.

In conclusion, I should like rc draw your arrenrion of
the whole House to rhe following fact: in my opinion
every effort was made in France and even in Parlia-
ment [o obstrucr the work of rhe rapponeur. As an
example, let me just mention the incomprehensible and
unacceprable measures ro which the rapponeur was
subjected when he wanted [o meer French steelwork-
ers, in order to broaden his knowledge of the case. A
spurious campaign was launched against him by
Lorraine's Communist representatives, to which, I
re8ret [o say the French government was a pany. But
above all I deplore the fact thar our President should
have seen fit ro yield ro this pressure.

IN THE CHAIR: MRJAQUET

Vice-President

President. - .I call Mr Schon.

Mr Konrad Schain. - (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, following on from what my colleague Mr
Nordlohne from rhe EPP Group had to say, I should
like to address a few remarks ro Mr Van Minnen, who
felt obliged ro artack rhe Chrisrian Democrars in his
speech.

I

Firstly, as a represenra[ive of my Group in rhe
Committee on Budgets, I have always supported the
measures discussed in the Hoff reporr, ro which I
should merely like to add rhar, following lengthy
discussions, my group came ro rhe conclusion ihar
paragraph 4 was sufficient ro draw arrenrion [o the
fecr that rhe expendirure concerned was of a
non-compulsory nature, so rhat rhis House - as one
arm of the ,budgetary aurhoriry - will always be able
to keep an eye on rhe implementarion of rhe measures,
and that these measures will be kept under supervision
by all of us in the spirit of the Hoff reporr. Asa result,
my group feels that paragraph 5 of the Hoff repon can
be dispensed with. That is jusr by the by, Mr Van
Minnen, as you appear to be suffering from a lack of

information. \When you artacked rhe Member of the
Commission, rhe Commission itself and the Christian
Democrats, you evidently were not aware thar the stif-
fest resistance ro rhe Commission's proposals came
from the Federal German Governmenr, which is led by
Soci.rl Democrars, and from the Social Democrats in
the German Bundestag, who unanimously rejecrcd
what we are discussing here to day.

Secondly, I believe that the social problems of the steel
industrv can onlv be solved in a macroeconomic
conrexr. I believe that the best social policy for the
steel industry would be for all of us to do everything in
our power to restore the internarional competitiveness
of Iiuropean steelworks. However, I do nor think
competitiveness can be restored bv introducing a fifth
rhift at short notice, bv calling for a 35- hour week
and bv doing awav with voluntary overrime and ro call
for this whole package to be applied over rhe whole
Community. Speaking as a neighbour from the Saar-
land of the previous speaker who comes from
Lorraine, I can tell you rhal there are firms - for in-
stance, in the Saarland 

- 
which have carried our

restructuring operations very quickly and intensely,and
not leasr in the wake of the Davignon Plan, wirh
national aid of course 

- I admit 
- and where work-

ers have of course been made redundant but have then
been integrared in the plan ro create new jobs. \(e
no'*' have a situation where there is a lack of even
highly-qualified and well-paid skilled workers 

- 
in

other words, where hundreds of jobs are available. I
would counsel the leader of rhe German Trade Union
Federation, Mr Vetter, to rejecr rhe idea 

- as Mr
Nordlohne said 

- 
that spreading shorr comings

:rround can ever be effective alternacive ro policies.
designed ro resrore the productivity of rhe steeL indus-
try.

The reason why, despire all this, I shall be going along
u'ith the majority of my group in supporting thesi
social measures is because I do not want to see the
necessxry resrructuring, which will have ro be even
more drastic in view of the crises we shall be facing in
the coming years, carried out at the expense of work-
ers in the steel indusrry. Thar is whv I shall be voting
in favour of rhe classii social measures ser our in rh;
ECSC Treaty. But if ir is intended to inrroduce new
measures in addition ro rhese traditional ones, I would
esk that, when we come ro discuss the steel indusrry
again in connection with a report from rhe Commirtee
on Economic and Monetarv Affairs, these short-term
socill measures should be viewed in a macroeconomic
context as parr of a macroeconomic analysis of
restructuring measures in the steel industry. Vith rhis
proviso, I shall elu'avs supporr anyrhing which is
intended to have a short-term alleviating effecr, bur I
would warn you against succumbing to the superficial
ide;r that a reduction in working time will in itself
produce more jobs. If, ladies and gentlemen, you add
still further to the alreadv high costs caused by higher
bills for u'ages end energ\' 

- 
which rre, after all, key

costs in anv industn 
- ),ou will in facr succeed only

ir r, i'i
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in eliminatrng e\en more iobs. I uould therefore ask

\ ou to support the amendments discussed by Mr
Nordlohne lnd incorporate them into the report
drrun up on behalf of the Committee on Social

.\ffairs lnd Emplovment. The Committee on Budgets

supports the Report in the hope of finding as broad a

ml joritv as possible to enable the Commission as

quicklv ls possible to render help u'here it is needed. I
tould, hou'ever, also ask vou to view this matter in a

u ider perspective, as plrt of the macroeconomic trend
in the European Community, so that the Community
does not drift apart as the situation worsens, with
ever\ regron and everv Member State succumbing to

the tu'in diseases of subventtonitis and Protectionism
end thus undermining the Common Market and any
nttempt at :r common European polrcv. That is my big
worr-/, and the social policy and economic policy
experts as well as the two sides of industry should do
everything in their Power to develop a genuinely-

European industrial policy based on the problems of
rhe steel industry. Then I think we shall be on the right
road.

President. - I call Mr Price.

Mr Price. - Mr President, I was born and have lived
mosr of my life in South Vales, which is an area that is

going to be particularly affected by the measures that
are now taking place in the steel industry' The econ-
omy of that particular area over the years has been

based on the twin pillars of the coal and steel indus-
tries. 'We have seen over a number of years a loss of
employment in the coal industry and now we are

seeing over a much shorter period the loss of employ-
ment in the sreel industry. Now, faced with these

dramatic changes, one could take one of two attitudes.

One that is taken by some is that of the ostrich, to try
and bury their heads in the sand and pretend that jobs

which are no longer required still exist and I believe

that that policy is one which is an insult to the people

of an area like South \7ales who have a proud indus-

rrial history and are first-class workers' It is to say that
they are from now on in that industry to pretend that
work exists which no longer does exist for them. They
cannot continue to produce the same oulPut of steel

because otherwise it would simply stockpile. There-
fore, if you keep them in those iobs, what will happer^

is simply that'they will go to work and pretend to
make steel, instead of carrying on the job that they

have over the years. I therefore reject that ostrich
policy. I believe that whar we need in areas like that is

a far more realistic policy and, in the main, I think that
this report contains such a view. It recognizes that
there is going to be a loss of employment and tries to
minimize the human cost of what is going to happen'

But I believe that this report really only tells part of the

story. It looks at the slimming down in the steel indus-

try itself and tries to help rhe workers who are leaving

that industry. But rhis Community, I believe, has got
to do a lot more in its other sectors, in its policies

relating to the Regional Fund and to the Social Fund,

ro trv to help ereas of this kind, because,the changes

which are now going to affect those areas are massive

end I believe that the Community should be both real-
istic and, at the same time, strong to try and help those

areas by looking upon the problem as a Community
problem facing us all.

President. - I call Mr Barbi.

Mr Barbi. - (l) Mr President, I must apologize to
the rapporteur and to the Commissioner: in the
general chorus of approval for these measures mine is
one voice of disapproval. As I had occasion to point
out in the Committee on Budgets when we were
discussing our opinion on these proposals, I am not in
favour of this report and its proposal for dealing with
the steel industry crisis and its social effects, deplora-
ble though rhey undoubtedly are, by means of a series

of Community measures in addition to those provided
for in the ECSC Treaty. I am not in favour because

the measures which are being proposed maintain
workplaces will undoubtedly upset the Community's
policy of harmonious development of the economy of
rhe nine Member States in the absence of a common
industrial policy, the proposed measures would in
particular it is clear that further worsen the imbalance
berween the wide range of Communicy action devoted
to steel and the little devoted to all the other Commu-
nity industries - little more than job-training out of
the Social Fund - industries some of which are in as

deep a crisis as steel, such as shipbuilding, textiles and

chemicals, I therefore feel that the Community should
draw up and implement a wide-ranging, properly
financed, common policy which provides for the

restructuring, and especially for the conversion
required not only by the occasional cyclical crisis but
by rhe general redeployment of the international
labour market which is the consequence of decoloni-
alization and the development of the emerging coun-
tries.

A second reason for opposing the proposals, is that
these measures are in addition to those already pro-
vided for by the ECSC Treaty, which benefits firms
concentrated largely in the most highly-developed
areas of Europe; these measures provide for compen-
sation not only for short-time working but even for
Ioss of overtime, whilst no form of Community aid

exists to maintain the income of unemployed workers
in any other industry, not even in areas of the
Community which are at a far greater economic disad-
vinrage and where it is far more difficult find jobs in
other industries. That is a strident, discordanr contrast
to rhe harmonious development which is being
proposed, a contrast to the policy of economic
convergence and a contrast to the - alas - all too
modest attempts - modest in means and in achieve-
menr - at a regional policy. I find it quite incredible
that on one hand, the Community is proposing to
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pror-ide new funds to keep alive businesses which put
off for too long rhe restrucruring they needed, woik-
ing old - obsolete - machinery to irs technical and
economic limits, in areas w'here industrial development
and the standard of living ere mosr advanced, whilsr
on the other hand it is skimping on funds for develop-
rnent in less favoured areas, and has neither the politi-
cal will nor the economic means ro ser up rhe new
common policy, paruicularly for reconversion in rhe
industrial crisis areas, which would make a decisive
contribution to a general improvemenr in indusrrial
production, and hence in sreel consumprion, and thus
to a genuine, worthwhile, economically valid solurion
to the steel crisis itself.

However, Mr President, I also have a third reason for
my opposition ro this reporr. It provides for financial
support for a reduction in rhe working week in the
steel indusrry. Thar idea has disrurbing implications in
my view, not because I am opposed to rhe principle of
a reduction in the u'orking week, bur because a reduc-
tion of this kind cannor be introduced as parr of a plan
to cope wirh an economic crisis in 'just one industry.
Such a plan would upset the economic and social life
of the entrre industrial secror, entailing a series of
increases in the cost of labour which would in rurn
again give industry problems of inrernational competi-
tiveness. The reduction of working rime is a very
imporrant quesrion which must be researched, tried
out and put inro pracrice in an overall coordinared
proBramme, and the direction of that programme
cannot and must nor be dicrated by rhe tacrics which
certain Italian rrade unionists used to refer to as 'rhe
pioneer corps'. Such racrics may be perfectly accepra-
ble to those whose inrenrion is to 6y6nh1sq/ - sr
even merely to desnbilize - our'social and economic
way of life, bur nor ro rhose who are proposing
harmonious, balanced and progressive development. I
am in favour of a systematic reduction of working
time, but for that we need a wide-ranging Communiry
industrial policy, carefully rhought-out and coura-
geously implemented. To support such a major policy
of industrial conversion in rhe social domain we shall
need to use rhe Social Fund, need to use ir wisely and
generously, and of course we shall need sufficient
resources to implement such a policy and to finance
the Social Fund much more generously.

Thus we come [o the usual ceterutn censeo: of course
we need greater financial resources rhan those hinted
at in Mr Tugendhar's sraremenr here today on rhe
l98l budget. We musr tell the Council of Ministers
dearly and firmly that until we break through the
one-percent-of-VAT barrier, until we can guarantee
the Communiry adequare own resources, there will
never be any real industrial conversion policy such as
the present sreel crisis is crying our for; neirher will
there ever be a policy for harmonious development
and economic convergence in Europe; we will never
get away from rhe small-time trading policy of which
these measures are again rypical; we shall never ger
away from the stop-gap policies which, above all,

leave the rich richer and the poor poorer. That may
be all very well for those who think of Europe as a

way of retaining rhe status quo, but nor for those who
think of Europe as a way of achieving progress and
justice, unity and libeny. Thar is the way I rhink, and
that is why I am against rhe proposals.

President. - I call Mr Boves.

Mr Boyes. - Let me sran by congrarulating Mr
Perers on the quality of rhe report rhat he has pro-
duced for us to debare today and expressing my appre-
ciation of the considerable amounr of work rhar has
gone into the producrion of that reporr.. Let me also
parricularly emphasize my supporr for those exrra
measures which are mentioned in his reporr in para-
graphs l0 and 15, parricularly early reriremenr,
improvemenrs in conditions and duration of work,
changes to shift work, but above all, Mr President,
that there should be a significant reduction in rhe
amount of work done by each worker. He goes on to
sav that this should be at least l0 0/o of working time
without loss of salary, ro be achieved in rhe nexr
5 years. Those parts of Mr Perers' motion for a resolu-
tion are, in my view, virally important.

Let me say something to make it clear what I am not
in favour of. I am against Davignon's purely capitalis-
tic restructuring of rhe steel industry, which uies rhe
same old capitalisr values of profireering and racke-
teering, which has led to exacrly rhe same kind of
redundancies on a scale . . .

President. - Mr Boyes, would you allow Mr Davig-
non to speak for a moment?

Mr Boyes. - ...I will give way. I do not mind
listening to him.

Mr Davignon. 
- Mr'President, this is a personal

statement. Mr Boyes has made some remarks and ir is
not clear whether he was referring to capitalisrs in
generel or to those in the Commission wirh responsi-
bilitv for policy. If the former is rhe case, his remarks
are of a general narure. In rhe latter case, it is up to the
Chair to decide wherher rhese words consritute parlia-
menrary language permissible in this Chamber.

President. 
- \(zould you clarify your remarks, Mr

Boves?

Mr Boyes. 
- I am mlking about capitalists in

general, and, as far as I am concerned, they are profi-
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teers and racketeers. I am not withdrawing that phrase

in any way unless the President says it is unacceptable

in this forum. But it is used in a lot more areas besides

this one.

I call it that because of the scale of the redundancies
thar rhese plans have led to. Hundreds of thousands of
jobs have been lost in the steel industry and we are

only .iust today talking about cash for the social effecm

of them It is absolutely ridiculous and I do not give a

damn what Da'uignon thinks, because that is w,hat has

happened as a result of these plans of his. I am for
reorganization and for some protection within the

sreel industry - it was necessary - but not the

destruction on the scale thar we have seen in the last

few years. \7hat I want [o question too, as I did on
Monday, is whether the assumptions on which that
plan was based are correct or not. Let me not rely on
the words of Roland Boyes, but, instead, quote one or
rwo people who may have a lirtle more stature. '\7hat

is it Stimpson, the Chairman of National Steel (USA),
says ar the moment? He says quite clearly that there is
a good possibility of a world steel shortage beginning
in 1985 and growing thereafter. \flhat does Roesch'

the President of US Steel say? He says:

There rs growing evidence that sreel producers around the

world are not expanding their capacrty fast enough to
keep up wrth the expected sustained growth in demand

over the next few years. The current world over-capacity
is raprdly dissolving.

That rs what those people say. In the ISDC'S new

document, 'New Deal for Steel" they spell out quite

clearly that the demand for steel has been increasing

continuously over the last 3 years. And what are we

seeing, especially in the UK? 70 000 jobs lost already,
another 52 OOO iobs to disappear and a new BSC

chairman who says there must be even more redun-

dancies. That is the net result of this kind of plan with-
out the necessary social measures. Vhat you call
restructuring means to the workers redundancies and,
as one of the previous speakers said, if you want a

Europe,,we want a Europe for the workers as well as

for the bosses. Ve want a Europe that looks after the
working people as well as the multinationals. And
having said that, I do not know of you have seen

yesterday's Times, but it seems to me that the bosses

are not happy at the moment. 'EEC srcel policy falls
into disarray' says the headline in The Times, noq as

my Conservative colleagues know, exactly one of the
Left-wing iournals. 'Companies break ranks over
Davignon's anti-crisis production guidelines' - and

Davignon himself is reported as saying in Munich last

week - 
and if Mr Davignon denies he said it, I will

accept it this time as I am reading from a newspaPer -that an overwhelming majority of European steel

producers were exceeding the voluntary production
limits on which the plan was based. Maybe you did,
maybe you did not say that, Mr Davignon, but as far
as I am concerned, there has got ro be an end to your
plan, or the plans of the Commission, leading to
redundancies on the scale on which they are occurring

at rhe moment, because you know, as well as I do, that
it takes time and cash to produce jobs and we are not
being given either the time or the money, cenainly not
by the Commission. You, yourself, said in an article,
Viscounr Davignon, that there can be no question of
the Commission abandoning those involved. I do not
know what you are offering the 70 000 or so steel-

workers, or ex-steelworkers as they will soon be, in
Britain. I do not know whether you think they have

been abandoned or not. Since Europe is about people,

it is about workers as well. The EEC is not an abstract,
unsympathetic organization, for, in a speech in Parlia-
ment, you said it costs at least 30 000 European units

of account to create a new job. Is that not correct? - 
I

am reading from an extract from one of your speeches.

However, this would mean an investment of
31 000 million for IOO 000 jobs, an impossible figure
for the EEC, even if it had to contribute only a

nominal percentage. So what you are saying is yes, the
plans do lead to redundancies bur on the other hand

we cannot do anything to help you to solve the prob-
lems. Is that not what you are saying? I know what the
workers at Consett are saying. !7e had I 000 people

on the march yesterday in London from Consett, a

march to the Commons.

And I would remind Mrs Kellett-Bowman, before she

starts shoutrng out, that it is not in here that we were

facing the problem yesterday. Not one Conservative
Member of Parliament would meet one of the thou-
sand steelworkers who marched across London. So

when Mr Prag says 'we're concerned about the steel-

workers', when Miss Forster says, as she did this
morning, 'Ve're concerned about the steelworkers',
vou mav be talking about Mr Prag and Miss Forster
but vou rre certainly not talking about the Conserva-
tive'Government in Britain - 

when, in the central
lobby of the Houses of Parliament, not one Conserva-
tive could be bothered getting off his backside to meet

a steelworker. Is that the kind of government we have

got in Brrtain?

Because the case for the Consett steelworkers is

unquestionable, not only on profit-making grounds 
-

but I do not want. [o argue the capitalist case - but
also on social grounds. 1i7hat do you peoPle over there

say about 35 o/o unemployment minimum? Vhat do
you have to say about that? \(hat have you got to say

about 4 000 men without any prospect of work? And
what about the kids of those men without any ProsPect
of work? Consett is an industrial town in an area of
already high unemployment. Do you know what the

slogan was: '\7e sell steel not jobs'. Those men are

pleading and they look to the EEC. They look to the

Commission and its social measures, saying: create us

some jobs with this money - 
do not just throw us on

the scrapheap, do not just leave us without any work.
Ve want to work and we think we have the right rc
work. So where are the Commission's proposals to
project jobs? Thar is what we want. And if in your
reorganization plans it is necessary to lose some jobs

in steel, we want those men who are to be made
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redundanr ro work in those steelworks unril alternarive
jobs have been created for them. The men in Brirain
will not accepr - the workers in rhe srcel industry will
nor accepr : the kind of false analysis rhat the
Commission is putring forward. Ir is rotally irrelevant
to the steelworkers of Consett and rheir families if rhe
Commission says we will give you a lirtle bit more
money on top of your redundancy pay from the EEC.
That is no good ro rhem, rhey wanr real opponunities
[o work, real opponunities to earn a living for their
families and they wanr ro rhink thar when their
l6-year old kid leaves school he is going ro have a job
to 8o to.

So what we are saying is, yes, Hans Peters is exactly
right in rhis repon when he calls for those measures ro
be supponed by rhe Commission rhar will ensure rhat
there is a sharing our of jobs, ensure that jobs are there
and stay there. Ve welcome rhe idea of early rerire-
ment bur not if ir means rhat vacancies rhus created
can never be refilled. !/e wanr rhe man at 50 or 55 to
be able to say: 'l have done my whack in a stinking,
terrible steelworks'. But we also want him to be able
to say: when I go there is a job for my son, for some-
body else's son, for rhe youth of Consert, for rhe
youth of France, for rhe youth of Belgium or of where-
ever there are sreelworks. There are 7 million unem-
ployed in Europe - I .5 million rising ro 2 million in
Britain. Too little, roo lare! Thar is my commenr on
the Commission's proposals ar the moment. I shall
support. Hans Perers' reporr. I shall vore for his repon.
I will vote for 30 million unirs of accounr because,
although it is a pittance, wi wanr as much money ro be
made available for the sreel indusrry as possible. \fle
wan[ as much money as possible to offset those terrible
measures thar are being taken as' a result of the
so-called anti-crisis plan. The anti-crisis plan has led rc
one thing, as far as I am concerned. It has led rc ar
least 70 000 sreelworkers in Brimin being out of work.
It is not anri-crisis, ir has creared in the sreel industry
the biggest crisis rhar we have ever had. That is what it
has resulred in Brinin. So my plea is to everybody to
supporr rhose aspects of this repon rhar allow for
worksharing, rhose aspects of rhis repon rhat allow
people to work shoner hours and provide for extra
shift work and special improvemenrs in the conditions
and the durarion of works. Thar is what we wanr ro
see and we will welcome the money for that. Bur if
there are any funher redundancies then people who
bring forward measures thar lead to redundancies will
be ,responsible for rhe reacrions of the communities
when rhe men and the kids in those communities
cannot. ger any work. I supporr Mr Peters' resolution.

President. - I call Mr Simpson.

Mr Simpson. - Unlike the previous speaker I do nor
need to resorr to unnecessary abuse to bolster my case.
It is nor a rradirion in the Brirish Parliamenr and I trust
it is nor going ro become one in this House. The
matter is far too serious for thar.

The European sreel indusrry is roday in a stare of crisis
and, in the Unired Kingdom inparticularis undergoing
a period of rationalization involving a loss of many
thousands of jobs. Since this rationalizarion is nking
place within rhe framework of a European Commu-
nity policy, it is enrirely right that rhe Community
should make the maximum possible financial conrribu-
tion towards alleviaring rhe social effecrs of rhis policy
in terms of unemploymenr and the need for retraining.
In my own constiruency rhe basic sreelworks in Corby
has recenrly been closed, involving the loss of
5 500 jobs out of a roral workforce in rown of 27 OOO.
Already,lhs level of unemployment is 12 o/o and ir is
going to run very much higher as rhe year goes on, as
more workers are laid off. It is clear to me rhar rhe
whole apparatus of Communiry funds - the Regional
Fund to help develop new infrastrucrure, rhe Social
Fund for training purposes, particularly for young
people, as well as the resources of the European
Investment Bank and the Coal and Steel Community
funds under rhe Treary, is more and more necessary.
The steel industry is generally rhe sraple, if not rhe
sole, industry in the area and it is rherefore parricu-
laply serious when a closure is carried our. In rhose
areas which are hit by closures rhe emphasis musr be to
attract new indusrries and new jobs in order to rebuild
the local community, ro give it hope for the future and
by judicious financial aid ro re-esrablish a viable indus-
trial base for the furure. I agree wirh Mr Boyes when
he says thar we can never have enough money ro help
areas affected by steel closures, by redundancies, but
that which we are asking for and thar which is being
offered is very welcome. And subject ro the amend-
ments moved by my own Group I welcome the motions
both of Mr Perers and Mrs Hoff and I urge rhe House
to supporr rhem. Now thar rhe 1980 budget has been
passed, I call upon the Council ro provide immediate
help to those areas which are most affecred by steel
closures and by reorganization.

President. - I call Mr Seal.

Mr Seal. - Mr President, this debate is really in two
par6. It is a debate on rhe Peters Report but also the
Parliamenr has decided to rake with this an Oral
Question with debare. Vhilsr I cenainly agree with a
lot of the commenrs that my colleagues in rhe Socialist
Group have made, I want to speak on a slighdy differ-
ent marrer, which concerns this Oral Quesdon with
debate.

First of all, Mr President, I would like ro give Parlia-
ment a little background informarion on why I have
actually put this quesrion down on behalf of rhe
Socialist Group and the Commitree on External
Economic Relations. On 25 March this year, che US
Steel Company and seven orher major firms in rhe
USA took action ro sran anri-dumping procedures
against the majoriry of rhe Community producers.
Now all the firms excepr US Sreel have dropped rhese

_7I ir
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proceedings. But unless US Steel drops them also, the

American and-dumping procedures, which are quite

strict, will come into effect. This means that even

though the anti-dumping case will probably be even-

tually lost by US Steel, in the meantime expons of
steel to the USA will drop dramatically because of
fears of any retrospective action that would be taken if
in fact by any chance this case were won. Ve have

heard from many speakers here today that the

Community's steel industry is in a very serious posi-

tion. It has been reponed, as Mr Boyes said, that the

plans for the steel industry are on the point-of collapse.

5o *e cannot afford to have another five million

ronnes of surplus steel in the Community because of
the loss of the market in the USA for these five million
ronnes of steel - which is a posssibility if this case is

continued with.

Now I would like to make it clear to the House that
the Community's steel producers are, in fact, honour-
ing the 1977 OECD agreements. The Community is in

this case complying with the GATT anti-dumping
code. US Steel have not got a case. Those concerned
know they have not got a case. They have taken, in my

opinion, a political decision in pressing these anti-
dumping piocedures, because US Steel is at the

,orn.ni a very out-dated steel-producing plant when

compared with some of phe European plants. They
know that the US Administration is facing a very diffi-
cult election and is vulnerable. I feel that US Steel

must be hoping that it will in some way be bought off
by a worriid Carter administration. I understand that
Mr Jenkins at the Venice summit, raised this problem

with Mr Carter and that the President of the USA is to
examine the situation. Vell, if he is going to examine

the situarion any pressure that we can exen from this

House may help - and it is wonderful how pressure

does help - to clarify his mind on this panicular
point. Tlie Commission is in continuous contact with
,n. USn. But in order to help the Commission fiut
pressure on the USA Government to bring the US

Steel Company into line, this House must give full
support in this case to the Commission. \fle all know

that Americans are very tough customers to negotiate

with. The action of US Steel in my opinion was in any

case in part a retaliation against the EEC decision on

-an rnide fibres. Obviously, we do not want direct

confrontation with the USA but we must make it clear

that the European Community is not an easy option
for the USA, that it is also tough when it comes to
negotiating trade agreements. If the American

Golernment is in any way through this action to in-
fringe the GATT provisions, then we in the Commu-
nity must retaliate immediately with all possible

counter measures.

I would like Parliament to support the request to wind
up the debate on this Oral Question when it comes to
voting tomorrow. I know there is division in the

House in the Peters report, particularly amendmenr
to the Peters report, but I hope there will be no divi-
sion at all in supponing this resolution. This will give

Mr Davignon a little more ammunition for the battle
with the US Administration. Although I appreciate
thar he must keep his options open in these negotia-

rions, I hope he will certainly give a high priority to
increasing the basic steel reference price, because this
would not only help the USA, but it would also

certainly help a lot of Members States' steel producers.

I also feel that he ought to consider planned trade in

steel with the USA. I feel this is desirable, not just for
rhe Community but also for the USA and if the

Commission could. reach an agreed voluntary code of
impons to the USA, then I am sure that all would
benefit. But whatever happens, Mr President' I feel

that we hrve got to be positive with this resolution. Ve
must as a parliament be supportive of the Commission
rn lts negouatlons.

I certainly wish the Commissioner luck with his nego-

tiations, because I am sure, particularly after listening

ro some of the speakers today, that he will be ever

mindful of the tens of thousands of steel workers
u'hose iobs are still dependent on his effons with the

USA.

President. - I call Mr Friedrich.

Mr Ingo Friedrich. - (D) Mr President, there can

be no doubt that full employment is an indispensable

aim of the social market economy and of our joint
economic policy in Europe. On the other hand, our
economy is'a whole can only remain comPetitive in

rhe long run on the basis of constant struc[ural
change, *ith the available labour moving as-required

to thi better, more productive jobs. I therefore very

definitely oppose the proposal embodied in the Peters

Repon for nigotiadng a reduction of 'at least l0 0/o of
total working time without loss of salary'. This

demand runs counter to any Prospect of improving
productivity and can only make our .European
tompanies even less comPetitive than they already are

on world markets.

Ladies and gentlemen, latest analyses show that the

average Japanese worker already works a month more

^ 
y..i th"n his counterpan in the Federal Republic of

Glrmrny. If this rend continues, one can already see

the probiems in the steel industry being repeated in the

automobile and mechanical engineering industries,

and - as we all know - protectionism is no answer

here. Reductions in working time can only be jusdfied

economically if they are compensated for by improved

productivity.

Let me give you an example. Several- decades ago,

when the blaiksmith's trade was in difficulties due to

the horse being replaced by machines in agriculture
and elsewhere,-reducing working hours in the smithy

would have been equally pointless as a way of solving

the problem. In fact, the only real salvation was in
adapting to technical progress, changing over to rePair
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workshops and retraining rhe young blacksmirhs. The
situation is rhe same roday, in rhat the small amount of
money available would be berrer used ro create new,
more productive, jobs in orher sectors and to retrain
redundanr young sreelworkers in new skills, allowing
the older workers to enjoy early retiremenr with a

reasonable pension ro prorecr rheir standard of living.

Ladies and genrlemen, this House should make ir clear
right from the ourser rhat there is a majoriry in favour
of using insrrumenrs of economic policy whenever
shortages occur - and in this case, ir is jobs which are
in short supply - which means not simply ensuring an
even disrribution of rhe available work, bur rackling
the shortage of jobs ar irs roors. If we carry on simply
redisrriburing and redisrriburing, we shall soon have
nothing left to redisrribure, because the cake is getting
smaller all rhe time, which means rhar the pieces cut
out of it are bound ro get smaller too. The redistribu-
tion alternative envisaged in the Peters proposal is not
only fatalistic - ir would also ser in morion an
unstoppable downward spiral.

Having referred earlier to the problims once faced by
the blacksmiths, Iet me conclude by ciring rhe example
of the grearly increased unemployment which faced
woodcurrers in France in the lasr century. One of rhe
solutions advanced ar lhe rime - in all seriousness -by a professor of economics was ro issue rhe woodcur-
ters with blunt axes. They would then fell substantially
fewer trees rhan before over rhe same period of time,
which would enable a larger number of woodcumers ro
be employed.

Ladies and genrlemen, I think those in authoriry at the
time who refused ro carry our rhe 'blunt axes' scheme
had the right idea. By rhe same roken, I suppon rhose
now in authoriry who favour srrucrural change insread
of reductions in working time, rhis leading ro a
general reduction in unemploymenr by way of
improved compeririveness.

I should like ro congratulare rhe Council of Ministers

- who deservedly ger their full share of criricism in
this House - on wirhstanding up to now rhe
Commission's siren calls and refusing ro make funds
avarlable for these anti-productiviry measures in rhe
European steel industry.

I hope, ladies and gentlemen, char rhis House will
adopt the same atcitude, and that there will be a

majority againsr this proposal. It is our duty to do so
in the inreresrs of the long-term development of Euro-
pean industry.

President. - I call Mr Abens.

Mr Abens. - (F) Mr President, I would like ro take
the opportunity afforded me by the debare on rhe
excellent report of our colleague and friend, Hans

Peters, ro describe ro you the particularly grave situa-
tion of the iron and sreel indusrry in the Grand Duchy
of Luxembourg. The fruir of long-standing industriali-
zation based on rhe low grade ore of rhe Lorraine
plrteau, this industry since it cannot have recourse ro
cheap means of transport, is confronted wirh panicu-
larl'", severe problenrs in improving its competitiveness.
Restructuring is proving a particularly delicate and
difficult operarion. To cope wirh the crisis which badly
affected the Luxembourg steel indusrry in 1974, a
restructuring plan was implemented which was the
outcome of a tripartite agreemenr between rhe Social-
ist-led governmenr, rhe rrade unions and the employ-
ers. This plan made ir possible to alleviate very consi-
derably the social consequences of restructuring and
likewise ro lessen the shock of strucrural unemploy-
ment, wirh rhe resulr that the Grand Duchy remains by
far the counrry least affected by unemploymenr in rhl
Communiry. However, this effon is panicularly diffi-
culr in rhe case of my counrry. On the one hand, the
steel indusrry srill represents abou[ 15o/o of rhe acrive
population and of the Gross National Product and, on
the other hand, the economic resources of the counrry
are extremely limited compared with those of rhe big
steel producing counrries of rhe Communiry. For thi
Luxembo-urg budger, resrrucruring is a very heary
burden, firstly because of the paymenr of compensa-
tion for early retirement, and secondly because of the
loss of fiscal revenue from the srcel industry. This
means rha[ the resources provided our of na[ional
funds ro assisr of steelworkers are proportionally very
limited.

It means also that Luxembourg, which has supponed
the Community restructuring plan on a regular basis
since 1977, must be able ro counr on rhat de facto soli-
dariry within rhe Community of which that grear
European, Roben Schuman, spoke and which is
considered as the basis of European inregrarion. Mr
Presidenr, in view of this fact and of the proponion-
ately greater serigusness of rhe crisis for my counr.ry, I
think that the Communiry insrirurions should give
special backing ro rhe efforts of the Luxembourg
authorities, trade unions and employers, particularly in
the social sphere, where - and like the rapponeur I
regret rhis - the Communiry has not been as ener-
getic and effecrive as in rhe industrial aspects of
restructuring.

On this nore, Mr Presidenr, I will conclude and hope
that the aggravarion of rhe presenr crisis which is
becoming more and more apparent and which has
already resulted in the hahing of restructuring wirhin
the Luxembourg sreel industry, will prompt rhi Euro-
pean Parliamenr, the Commission and rhe Council ro
provide more effective supporr. for effons ro lighten
the burden of rhousands of workers in my counrry.

President. - I call SirJohn Srewan-Clark.

Sir John Stewart-Clark. - I want ro say very simply
thar in my Group we supporr rery st.ongly this motion
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regarding US Steel and the Community. It is abso-

lutely indefensible that proper procedures should not
be followed. I think that it is quite true that in a time
of recession such as one finds today, both in Europe
and in the United States, it is natural that certain
protectionist policies should be followed. Nonetheless,
my group and I feel that this Parliament should
support the Commission totally in its attempts to find
an amicable settlement, but in the absence of such an

amicable settlement, then we must cenainly take
counter-measures. !7e believe in free trade, but we
believe in free trade only when we ge[ and see recipro-
cal treatment. If I may say to the Commissioner on my
lefr, if he could take this as our support for his

measures in this regard, he will have our Group and, I
hope, this Parliament fully behind him.

President. - I call Mr Vredeling.

Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of the Commission.

- (NL) Mr President, at the end of this long debate

on what this House has. rightly regarded as an impor-
tant subject - the Commission's proposed social
measures for the steel industry - I shall confine
myself to replying to comments on this specific ques-

tion. Other Members of the Commission will be deal-
ing with the other aspects.

In such an important debate as this, we must of course

be aware of the background, which I should like to go

over very quickly.

There are something like 650 000 jobs in the Commu-
nity's steel industry. Over the last three years - 1977,
1978 and 1979 - 75 ooo jobs have been lost in this
secror, and.in the first three months of tggo we have

lost an estimarcd 17 2OO more jobs 
- 5 600 of them in

France, 2 100 in the Federal Republic of Germany and

9 400 in the United Kingdom. 'S7e expect a further
80 000 to 90 000 jobs to be lost between 1980 and

1983 - berween 12 and 15 000 of them in France and

l0 000 in the Federal Republic of Germany. In his

reporr Mr Peters even gave a figure of 20 000 for the
Federal Republic of Germany, including 5 000 in the

Saarland, 4 000 in the Ruhr - nonbly Hoesch -
2 OOO in Salzgitter and so on. The situation in the
United Kingdom is not entirely clear. Last year there
was ralk provisionally of a gradual loss of 52 000 jobs

in all, and no increase in this figure has been

mentioned since.

2 OOO jobs are expected to be lost in the Belgian steel

industry in 1980, at least according to the information
at our disposal. That is the background to this debate

on social measures. Let me make the point right at the
outset that blame for the loss of these jobs cannot be

laid at the door of capiulism or socialism or anything
like that. Their loss can simply be puttdown to two
factors: rationalization within the industry and the
downturn in economic activity resulting from the

world recession. There seems to me to be no point
whatsoever in trying to score cheap points by trying to
pin the blame on this or that political group. It is an

indisputable fact that all governments - of no matter
what persuasion - have problems to contend with,
even in a country like the Federal Republic of
Germany. This phenomenon of the loss of jobs is

inherent in any indusrialized society which has

reached the level of development we enjoy in Vestern
Europe. The situation is no different in countries like
Sweden and Norway. That is the context in which we

must view our proposed measures. There is one point I
want to stress, and here I must say that I am personally
very disappointed at the behaviour of the European

Parliament. Ve managed to include in the budget the
30 million EUA, which the Council then struck off.
Parliament reinstated this sum, and we accepted this'
And while I think of it, this can be combined with a

few words for the benefit of Mr Van Minnen.

1trfle accepted Parliament's proposal, which was by no

means an easy matter. After all, the Commission does

not function in the same way as a Sovernment. My
colleague Mr Tugendhat has an unenviable task
indeed. He is a kind of Finance Minister, and I was

myself once a Cabinet Minister in the Netherlands,
where another member of my own Party was the

Minister of Finance, and he too was not exactly enthu-
siastic when I had to spend more on defence. That is
perfectly natural. There always has to be a system of
checks and balances, and there is no point in uttering
howls of protest - you simply have to look at the
results and judge accordingly. Up to__the very last

moment., we marntalned 30 million EUA, undl the

Committee on Budgets finally turned it into a token
entry.

The Committee on Budgets is chaired by Mr Lange,
who is a member of the Socialist Group, and the
committee's rapporteur, Mr Dankert, likewise belongs

to the Socialist Group.

The Committee on Budgets made this a token entry,
which meant in effect rhat it threw out these 30 million
EUAI

That threw a major spanner in the works with regard

to the Commission's.plans for the sreel industry' Of
course, everyone will tell me about the mitigating
circumsrances which made that step necessary, and I
appreciate that: the budget had to be passed. But that
does not alter the fact that you - as the directly-
elected European Parliament - are resPonsible for the

form in which the 1980 budget has been adopted'

The fact is that you felt you had to cave in under pres-

sure from the Council. That is not in itself reprehensi-
ble - after all, life is like that. But it must be made

clear where the responsibilities lie.

Incidentally, there appears to be a misunderstanding
here which ought to be dispelled. You have made

things difficult for yourselves - although I sympath-
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ize from the political pornt of view - by referring in
the motion and in the amendments to a reduction in
working time. That is something I am working on in a
different context, but it,did nor form pan of my
proposals for the sreel indusry. A reduction in work-
ing dme does not form pan of our proposals. You may
be for or against the facr is rhar ir is irrelevant as
regards our proposals. Nowhere in our proposed
measures do we refer to rhe kind of reduction in
working time which you have been mlking about here.
Vhat we have proposed is a kind of shon-time work-
ing - in other words, a temporary reduction'in work-
ing time - to take accounr rhe lack of orders, which is
not the same as a permanenl reduction in working
time. The idea is to deal with cases which ar the
moment do not qualify for aid under Anicle 55 by
offering financial aid for a rransirional period - and
this is something you have asked for - ro avoid the
need for sudden dismissals from one day to the nexr.

Then there is rhe idea of a fifrh shifr. This is something
on which we later adopred a more flexible polirical
approach by referring to adjusting to the shifr sysrem.
After the srike in rhe Federal Republic of Germany -in which, of course, we were not involved in any way

- it turned out, however, rhat the Germans had
settled volunrarily, albeit after a struggle, for what
they call the 'free shift'. The fifth shift is somerhing
which has been regarded as a very urgenr marrer
throughout the Community, but so far norhing has
come of it. The idea therefore by definition enjoys less
priority in our proposals. It has been found in pracrice
that it is extremely difficulr ro reach agreemenr
between workers and employers on rhe introduction
of any form of fifrh shift, especially when the idea is r<,

help prevent rhe loss of jobs. I hope that rhis dispels
any misunderstanding on rhe kind of reduction in
working time you have been ralking about. I should be
sorry if, in taking a vote - which of course I have no
right to interfere with, that being-your own sovereign
province - you were prevenled from reaching agree-
ment by factors ourside the subject proper.

That would be a pity, because it would detract from
the proposals, which have nothing to do with this
point. Of course, I have my own views on rhis marter,
which I would nor seek ro deny: just look at what the
Commission is doing ro rry to bring workers and
management togerher. Of course, we have definite
views here, bur let me repeat rhar our proposals do not
cover this.

Times change, bur one poinr of lasting imponance I
should like to commenr on is the question of early
retirement., which is the mosr imponant element in the
arsenal of measures we have put forward. I can
demonstrate the imporrance of this matter wirh refer-
ence an application we received only recenrly from
France relating - believe it or not - [o somerhing in
the region of 3 700 million French francs, which
corresponds to a contriburion of 300 million EUA
from us. \7e are expected ro cough up 300 million

EUA over a period of three years for rhe French steel
industry alone! I am prepared ro ber that this applica-
tion from Frairce will be followed very quickly by a
similar application for rhe same kind of amount from
the United Kingdom. Roughly speaking, 80 % of the
amounl I just mentioned for the social measure
proposed in France is earmarked for early rerirement,
most panicularly for the category you have emphas-
ized here in this House - the problem troup of older
blast-furnace workers, the ones who really do the hard
work. For workers aged from 50 to 55 in this group,
the two sides of indusry have reached rripanite agree-
ment with the French Governmenr on a sysrem of early
retirement. 'Ve must therefore be realistic here. '!fle

are dependent on consulrations between employers
and workers, but we do not want to make consulrarion
mandatory, and we do not wish to force ir on anyone.
The trade union movemenr would be rhe first to
complain if we were to do so. Ve are rherefore
dependent on consulrations berween the narional
governments and the two sides of indusrry and it is
only afterwards rhat we come into the picture.

The best example of this I have had experience of in
che last four years is Luxembourg. It is an example of
how things can be done withour resorring to indusrial
action. The Luxembourgers have a tripanire consula-
tion system, and have adopted social measures which
we helped to work our in cooperarion wirh the
Luxembourg Governmenr.

Mr President, from the polirical poinr of view I do nor
rhink there is much more for me ro say. I listened
attentively to what the various speakers in this debate
had to say, and in panicular to rhe contribution from
Mr Nordlohne. I must say ro Mr Nordlohne that I did
not always follow whar he was getting at polirically
speaking. He said thar, he had discussed the marter
with Mr Perers. I have discussed the matter neirher
with Mr Peters not with Mr Nordlohne, because my
job is to remain objective and not to ger involved.

I hope, though, rhar you will find some common
ground in the normal process of give-and-take, wirh-
out which nothing of any value can be achieved in this
life. Ve very much hope thar you succeed. Ler me
repeat that we are in a difficuh sirqation now in view
of the political fact that rhe 30 million EUA have been
deleted in the course of rhe budgetary procedure. That
is something I must draw your atrenrion to again,
because - from a political point of view ar leasr - it
has put us in a more rricky siruarion - ois-d-ois the
Council. I hope rhar your'pro memoria enrry will not
amount to an iz memoriam. Personally I regard rhis as
a defeat for Parliament in rhe budgerary procedure,
but defeats have been known ro lead ro somerhing
constructive afrer all, and perhaps thar will be rhe case
here too.

I should like afrer all, overcoming a cenain distasrc, to
say a few words to Mr Van Minnen who - so he said

- spoke on behalf of the Socialist Group, though

!
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afterwards we heard Mr Vetter also speaking on
behalf of the Socialist Group.

I feel I must say my piece because I do not want to run
the risk of allowing rhe hot air in Mr Van Minnen's
contribution to keep his words floaring around this
Chamber for too long. In fact, Mr Vetter has done the
job for me without my asking him, but that is rhe kind
of thing I would expect from an experienced rade
unionist like Mr Vetter who knows from close experi-
ence what effons I have myself made to save those

30 million EUA.

You will gather, Mr President, that I value the

remarks of Mr Vetter on behalf of the Socialist Group
rather more than those of his pany colleague, Mr Van
Minnen. In any case, they cannot both be right. I think
that anything I can add on this subject will be wasted

for the simple reason that the allegations are un[rue.
r)(/e did not run away. In the Committee on Social

Affairs and Employment of which Mr Van Minnen is
a member, he never at any time told me that I ought to
have come to the Committee. He never once said as

much to me, despite the fact that, when I attend meet-
ings of the Committee he sits directly opposite me. I
must therefore calmly - I was a lot more worked up

earlier - reject his accusations. 
'\7e have not run away

from our responsibiliries. Ve have not sought refuge
in mere words.'!7e stuck to the 30 million EUA in the
face of great resistance and many difficulties, and we

did the same in the Consultative Committee. It was we
who took the initiative. Vhat Mr Calvez said just now
is quire right. Most of the Consultative Committee -wirh three abstentions - gave its consent and that
committee is made up of employers and workers in

the steel industry. I feel that strengthens my case, and I
believe that we must maintain our effons. \7e shall

now have to contend with the Council, and I am fully
aware that the most difficult phase of all is still ahead

of us, In view of the fact that your opinion is passed on
to the Council, I can only uke this opponunity to call

on the Council, over your heads, to show political
sense at. a time when the steel indusry is in such a

vulnerable position. After all, the Community comes in
for its fair share of criticism from the workers for
being a Community in which economic and monetary
considerations are given too much prominence. I have

said once before, and I shall say it again today, that
Europe is in danger of becoming a Europe of bankers.

Our measures have nothing rc do with bankers. They
are aimed at ordinary people who are threatened with
redundancy as a result of the difficulties facing the
sreel industry, and we have a dury, by virtue of the
Treaty, to take socially responsible measures rather
rhan simply applying the cold hand of structural reor-
ganization. Unfonunately, the whole complex
network of measures, which go far beyond our own,
for the cieation of alternative jobs, is primarily a

narional responsibility. I was pleased to hear, however,
rhat Mr Boyes wants to make it a Community matter.
There is still some hope then of an anti-marketeer who

prides himself on being so can after all turn into a

pro-marketeer. '

President. - I call Mr Colla.

Mr Colla. - (NL) Mr President, Mr Vredeling said

a number of things which I cannot really leave unan-

swered. I have no intention of inrcrfering in his battle

of words with Mr Van Minnen. Both of them are big

enough and old enough to fight their own battles, but
there are three things which I should like to draw to
Mr Vredeling'$ attention.

Firsrly, I agree with him that Parliament should have

included lb ooo ooo EUA in the 1980 budget for
social measures in the steel industry, but if you intend

to fire away at people, you ought at least to take good

aim. I am sure Mr Vredeling knows that, in the course

of the budget debate in Luxembourg, the Socialist

Group ubled an amendment which was rejected by
the rest of the House. So much for the first point.

Secondly, it is up to Mr Lange and Mr Danken to
decide which group they belong to, but I believe that' 
Mr Lange, as Chairman of the committee, has to take

nor of what the Committee on Budgem decides and

that Mr Dankert, as an objective raPporteur, can do
no more than report what a majority of the committee
rhinks. Furthermore, as for the fact that the proposal

to include several million EUA in the 1980 budget for
social measures in the srcel industry was not supponed
by a majority in the Committee on Budgets, this is

panly due to the fact that the Commission indicarcd

more or less unambiguously'in the committee meetings

that there was no prospect of anything coming of it
this year, that it would be best not to Press the point
too much, and that a token entry was more than

adequate. I believe that was how things were, and that
is why a majority of the Committee on Budgets came

out in favour of only a token entry.

Thirdly, I should just like rc add that I am quite

prepared [o put up with criticism, but I note that the

Commission's proposals for the 198 I budget do not
include any fixed amount for social measures in the

srcel industry - 
just a token entry. I believe that these

three points are worth placing on the record. 
I

President. - I call Mr Barbi on a point of order.

Mr Barbi. - (I) | should like to know if the debate

has been resumed.

President. - Ve are not resuming the debate.

However, since we have some time available, it would
not be a bad idea if one or two Pertinent questions
were raised.
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Mr Barbi. - (I) Mr Colla did nor pur a quesrion but
in facr reopened the debate.

President. - I call Mr Nordlohne.

Mr. Nordlohne. - (D) Mr Presidenr, I have asked
leave to speak in order to ask you ro clarify a differ-
ence of inrerpretation between the Commission and
Parliament. Mr Vredeling mentioned amendmenrs.
Amendmenrs cannor be tabled ro Commission propos-
als but only to rhe reporr. I just wanred to speak in
order to clear up rhis misundersranding. I should be
grateful if we could ge[ rhe marter straighr, so thar
there is no chance of any difference or disagreemenr.

Mr President. - I call Mrs Castle.

Mrs Castle. - Mr Presidenr, my point of order was a
point of correcrion. Mr Colla has made some of rhe
points of correcrion I would have wished ro make, but
there was one s[arement I heard Mr Vredeling make
which I feel must be taken up. He doubted wherher
my colleague, Mr Van Minnen, was, in facr, speaking
for the Socialist Group. I want ro assure Mr Vredeling
that he was. He was speaking officially, and I hope Mr
Vredeling will accepr rhat facr.

President. - I call Mrs Dekker.

Mrs Dekker. - (NL) Mr Presidenr, I should like to
add something by way of correcrion ro whar Mr Colla
said. The proposal to include 30 million EUA in the
budget for social measures in rhe sreel sector also came
from the Committee on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment and not solely from the Socialist Group. I jusr
wanted to make this point clear.

President. - I call Mr Vredeling.

Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of the Commission.

- (NL) Mr President, I wanr ro commenr on rhe last
remarks.

Mrs Dekker, what you said was true and I also do not
\4'ant ro casr any doubr on Mr Colla's fine inrentions,
but it was this Parliament's Commirtee on Social
Affairs and Employment which inrroduced the
proposal concerning the l0 million. I was ar the meet-
ing myself and I know thar Mrs Dekker vored in
favour. . .

Mr Colla. - (NL) I do nor deny that an amendmenr
was tabled by rhe Committee on Social Affairs as well.

Mr Vredeling.- (NL)... \7e can say rhar we are
both right, bur thar is irrelevanr. \7har matrers is who
was in favour, and I want to clear up any misunder-
standings on rhis point.

I am aware that Mrs Dekker voted for rhe amend-
ment, bur what you have nor grasped is this: afrer the
30 million were turned down, Parliamenr knew rhar
the budget was adopted. I cannor shifr responsibility,
and rhere is nothing you can do eirher. This is whar
happened. I am nor gerring ar you personally, but at
Parliament. I said as much when I spoke.

As for Mrs Castle's comments, I am quite ready ro
accept that Mr Van Minnen was speaking on behalf of
the Socialist Group, but Mr Vetrer spoke on behalf of
rhe group as well. I merely said that they cannot both
be right because what rhey said conrradicrs one
another. . .

Mr Van Minnen. - (NL) \(/e were both righr.

Mr Vredelin1. - (NL) . . .y€s, Mr Van Minnen,
you are saying that ro ger our of it, but ir is not quire
right. That is all I wanted ro say, Mr Presidenr.

President. - I call Mr Tugendhat.

Mr Tugendhat, Member of tbe Commission. - Mr
President, I musr say rhar I feel a lirrle sheepish in
intervening in a debate in which Durch is so much the
dominant language, but I hope very much rhat my
short intervention in English will help ro clarify a
number of poinrs.

First of all, so far as the polirics of this marter is
concerned, so far as rhe polirical prioriry, so far as the
political imporuance of rhese ma[rers are concerned,
the Commission is absolutely unired in emphasizing
that they are important, that they are urgenr, and that
they are desirable. But of course, theie are also a
number of budgetary and technical problems which
one has to take accounr of. It is nor unpolirical to do
that; it is realisric ro do so, because one nelds to
ensure that everyrhing is done in the proper fashion if
the money is ro be spent. The Parliamenr and rhe
Commission musr, I believe, lose no time in disagree-
ments about modalities when rhere is such an urgenr
practical marrer ro be solved. The Commission has
classified rhese credits - I am here referring to Mrs
Hoff's repon abour the financing of rhe steel social
measures - as non-obligarory expendirure, which is
of course what Parliamenr wants. Now, I hope very
much that Parliamenr will understand the need for a
legal base ro be accepred by the Council, because, as I
have explained on many occasions, rhe budget is a
necessary, but nor in itself a sufficienr condition for
money to be spent. One cannot spend money if ir is
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not in the budget, obviously not. One can bring
forward supplementary budgets and so fonh, but
equally one has to have a legal base. The amendments
of Mr Peters and Mr Spencer indicate that they are
prepared to accept the need for a separate legal base,

and I hope very much that the House will follow the
sense of those amendments.

Now ler me explain why this is. It is important, I think,
rhat people understand why this is the case. First, the
implementation of the measures in their present form
depends on the Commission's taking the decision
under Article 95 of the Treaty of Paris, needed to
constitute a legal base for the new forms of aid. This in
turn depends, as laid down in the Treaty, on rhe
Council giving its unanimous agreement. It is the
Council likewise which 

- 
in the view of the Commis-

sion - under Article 235 of the Treaty has to take the
basic decision authorizing the transfer of funds from
the general budget to the ECSC budget, on which
Parliament is now being consulted. I think that once
we have solved the Article 95 aspect, this latter part
will follow relatively easly. !7hen there is agreement
on the substance of the proposals, the finance should
be provided at the same time, a point to which the
Commission with Parliamenr attaches very great
importance.

So, Mr President, let me make it quite clear. The
Commission and Parliament are at one in regarding
the matter as urgent. I hope the House will see its way
to adopting a report in a form which the Commission
carl accept, and on the basis of which it can, with
Parliament, press the Council for action, which has

been too long delayed, which, as speeches in all quart-
ers of this House have made clear, is urgently
required, and which really could do some practical
good for people living in all parts of our Community
who are at present facrng very, very considerable diffi-
.culties.

(Applause)

President. - 
I call Mr Davignon.

Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. - 
(F) I

am pleased to be able to conclude this debate, since I
can reply to the Oral Question by Mr Seal.

I am not going to recall the circumstances of our diffi-
culries with rhe United States and of the and-dumping
action taken by United Steel against European produ-
cers. Mr Seal has outlined the technical and legal
aspects of the situation perfectly. I therefore do not
think it necessary, at this stage in the debate, to go
into this aspect fur[her.

'\U7hat I would like to stress is that in a matter of this
importance, all the groups represented in Parliament

have taken the difficulties between the European steel

industry and the United States very seriously. The
consensus arrived at between the United States, Japan
and Europe to prevent the recession having adverse

and even harsher effects on this industry is obviously,
in the negotiations which the Commission is to
conduct on behalf of the Community, the industrialists
and those working in their industries, a major factor
which I would not wish to underestimate. Here and

now, I pledge my word to Parliament that I will try to
do everything - and of course in the negotiations I
will not adopt a position on any particular formula 

-to arrive at arrangemenm which will preserve our
industry's exporting capacity to the United States,
which is one of the indispensable factors in maintain-
ing and successfully restructuring that industry. After
making a report to the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs and to the Committee on External
Economic Relations, I would be happy to report to
you in September on rhe efforts which we shall keep

on making in the meanrime.

I the debate I also had the privilege of being taken to
task by Mr Boyes. In the present spirit of unanimity
between us, I feel I do not need to reply to his over-
simplified criticisms.

President. - 
I call Mr Peters.

Mr Peters, rapporteur. - 
(D) Mr President, ladies

and g'entlemen, I should like to thank all those who
have spoken in this debate, and I should like to
comment in denil on some of the arguments Put
forward by some of those speakers, starting with the
Commission. I should like to point out to Mr Tugend-
hat that I have tabled two amendments to the Hoff
report. But I now realize that these amendments
would provoke a conflict between two sections of this
House - the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment and the Committee on Budgem. That
would, I think, be counter-productive, and I shall
rherefore withdraw my amendments. The important
thing now, even if you may have had, and still have,

doubm as to the legal situation, is to support Parlia-
ment and - so to speak - 

force the Council to make

rhis transfer on the basis of the position adopted by
Par[iament, rather [han attacking Parliament's position
as brought out in the views of the Committee on
Budgets. I wanred to make that point so that no one

entenains any false hopes on this score.

Secondly, let me say to Mr Vredeling that I take his

point and agree with him that we must be prepared to
give and take. \l7e have a very difficult decision to
make here. \(/e have had a very exhaustive and

contentious debate, but I realize as raPPorteur that we
need a majority in this House to enable us to provide
help for the workers, especially specific aid measures
for steel workers along the lines of the Commission's
welcome proposals. I am quite sure that the dissenting
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colleagues from my own group see this as an impor-
tant aim. Bur let us nor forget that give-and-take does
not mean thar we must accept all positions withour
weighing them up against ahernative proposals. I
believe that the question of a reducrion in working
time is - if nor the sole issue - at least the central
issue here.

Let me first of all commenr on what Mr Spencer had
to say. He rold us rhat his group could only accepr
paragraph l0a - which is the central point of rhe
motion for a resolution - on early retirement, and
that he also wanred ro see paragraph I I delered on rhe
grounds that the Commitree on Social Affairs and
Employment had referred to the faciliries for early
retirement under Article 56 (2) of the ECSC Treaty as

a form of concealed dismissal. The fact is thar the
terms for early retirement are bogus because the only
people who will be able to benefit from them are rhose
who will be in a posirion to receive unemploymenr
insurance benefir for a year before having ro fall back
on the normal unemployment benefit. In-rhe Federal
Republic of Germany, rhis unemploymenr benefit is
calculated on a basis which ukes inro account a
person's capital assets, such as his home, as well as his
wife's earned income. That is ceruainly nor what we
would call early retirement. Paragraph I I of rhe
motion for a resolurion says thar early retiremenr as
interpreted in the Commission's proposals is nor a

proper wa!'ro go abour things. Ler me point out once
again to rhe Commission rha[ what rhey propose is nor
the right solution. To rhen go and reject rhe other
faciliries is, in my opinion, a half-heaned rhing ro do,
because these other provisions are just as imporr.ant.
This point has already been broughr up in rhe course
of this debare, so allow me just ro say rhe following.
The poinr ar issue - especially as regards Mr Sch6n's
speech - was rhe fifth shifr. Neither rhe motion for a
resolution nor rhe Commission's proposals call on
anyone - government, employer or trade union - to
make maximum use of all rhe rerms of rhis camlogue,
because we realize rhat rhere are far roo many struc-
tural differences between counrries, regions and steel-
making companies. For instance, the question of the
introduction of a fifth shift is a marrer for serious
discussion in the Netherlands, whereas it is not a prac-
ticable alrernative in the Federal Republic of Germany,
as the trade unions agree. Bur thar is no reason for
saying categorically thar, because we do nor want
somerhing in Germany, it is our of rhe quesdon in the
Netherlands as well, or vice versa. Ir is a posirive
advantage rhar the Commission's proposal should lisr
the various possibiliries, and rhat rhe merhod finally
chosen should be lefr up ro a conrracrual agreement
between the Commission and the various Member
States, with the agreement of rhe rwo sides of indusrry.
It is because of this flexible approach rhar we need all
the four possibiliries from rhis catalogue to give differ-
entiated help to rhe steel workers in rhe various coun-
tries.

If I may be allowed to add a word or rwo on rhe ques-
tion of a reduction in working rime, I should like to

associate myself with what Mr Friedrich had to say.
Of course, there are bound to be differing views on
the subject. You have - shall we say - painrcd a
rather extreme picrure - rhat is, after all, the kind of
thing one somerimes has ro do in a debare like rhis -of a reducrion in working time giving rise to comperi-
tive disadvanrages, and you gave us rhe example of a

Japanese worker working on average a mon[h per year
more than his counterpan in !trfl'estern Europe, for inst-
ance in the Federal Republic of Germany. Let me go
to the opposite extreme with this paruicular example.
According to you, the counrry wirh the longesr work-
ing time should logically produce more ro a higher
standard than anywhere else. Of course, any such
claim is ridiculous, because ir is a fact that, by work-
ing a sevenday-week ar minimum wage levels, you
cenainly do not get rhe besr possible productivity, the
highest qualiry and the lowest prices. A reduction in
working time is only a minor element in price forma-
tion and a tiny facror in comperition. Let me tell you
that the opposite of 'vhat you say is in fact tpue, and
that precisely in rhe highly-developed industrialized
countries there must be a reduction in working rime -either over the working life as'a whole, or per year,
week or dry - to ensure thar a massive increase in
productivity as a result of rhe introducrion of new
machinery, new rechnologies and what have you, as
well as higher productivity on the'pan of rhe workers,
does not go exclusively ro increase profirs, bur also
serves to improve the standard of living and lead to a
reduction in working time. That is nor in irself a
contradicrion

(Applause)

According to your scenario, the Japanese will rule rhe
world in ten years' time because they always have
better technologies and longer working rime. The facr
is though - as I am sure I do not need to tell you -that there are orher facrors of economic policy,
foreign rade policy and conrractual guarantees. I
merely wanted to make the point rhat rhis is not a
sensible line of argument.

In conclusion, I would poinr out that rhe quesrion of a
reduction in working time has been incorporated in
the motion for a resolution as a resuh of majoriry
supporr for our proposals in the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employmenr. I very much hope thar rhe
Commission's imponanr social measures will find a
broad majoriry in this House. Bur in view of the crisis
facing the steel industry - and not only the steel
industry, but also orher indusrrial sectors - we need a
better regional policy, more money and a betrer Social
Fund. Bur along wirh social improvements wirhin the
European Communiry - nor only for farmers, enrre-
preneurs and traders, but also for workers - we also
need a reduction in working time, and rhat is some-
thing which righrly belongs in a resolution like this.
Ve shall have ro rake a majoriry decision, and let me
say to Mr Nordlohne thar I think that even a rrade-
unionist and someone who is very close ro the workers
may have ro accept a bit of watering-down, no! as a
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marter of principle but simply in the interests of party
unity and to get a majority in this House. Nonetheless,
I think it should remain part of the motion for a reso-

lution, and I would ask for Parliament's suPPort.

President. - The debate is closed. The motions for
resolutions will be put to the vote at the next voting
time.

I have received from Mr Seal and others on behalf of
the Socialist Group, Mr van Aerssen on behalf of the

Group of the European People's Party (C-D Group),

Sir Fred Catherwood on behalf of the European

Democratic Group, Mr Donnez and others on behalf

of the Liberal and Democratic Group, Mrs Chouraqui
on behalf of the Group of European Progressive

Democrats and Mr Leonardi a motion for a resolution
with request for an early vote, Pursuant to Rule 47(5)

of the Rules of Procedure, to wind up the debate on

the oral question (Doc. l-316l80).

The vote on this requesr will take place at the begin-

ning of [omorrow's sitting.

12. Industrial products from third countries - motol
aehicles, certain construction plant, textile names,

electrical eq,.tipment and biodegradability ; poutered
industrial trucks

Presidcnt. - The next item is the joint debate on

three reports:

- repon (Doc. l-236/80), drawn up by Mr von

Vogau on behalf of the Committee on Economic

and Monetary Affairs, on the

proposel from the Commission to the Council (Doc. l-7/
'to1'fo. 

a directive on a special Community certificatron
procedure for rndustrial products originating rn third
countnes;

- report (Doc. l'l4ll80), drawn up by Mr von
lVogau on behalf of the Committee on Economic

and Monetary Affairs, on the

proposals from the Commission to the Council for direc-

ttves

I. on the approximation of the laws of the Member
States reliting to rear-\'lew mirrors for two or three-

wheeled motor vehicles (Doc. l-70)/79)
Il. (a) on the approximation of the laws of the Member

States relating to roll-over Protectlve structures
(ROPS) for certain construction plant

(b) on the approximation of the laws of the Member
States relating to falling-obiect protective struc-

tures (FOPS) for cenain construction plant (Doc.
t-7tt/79)

III. amending Drrective 7 I / 307 /EEC on the approxima-
rron of the taws of the Member Starcs relating to
textile nrmes (Doc. l-759/79)

IV. on the approximation of the laws of the Member
States concerning electrical equipment for use in
potentially explostve atmospheres in mines susceptible

to frre-damp (Doc. I -805/79)
V. on the approximation of the laws of the Member

States relating to methods of testing the biodegrada-

bility of non-ionic surfactants and amending Directive
7 3 / 404 / EEC (Doc. t -823 / 7 9) ;

- report (Doc. l-224/80), drawn up by Mr de

Ferrenti on behalf of the Corhmittee on Economic

and Nlonetary Affairs, on the

proposal from the Commtssion to the Council (Doc' 192/

79)'for t directive on the approximation of the laws of the

Member States relating to powered industrial trucks.

I call Mr von W'ogau.

Mr von 'V'ogau, rapPorteur. - 
(D) Mr President,

ladies and gentlemen, the first rePon before you here

today concerns the certification of products originat-
ing in third countries on the Community market'
Vhat is the background to this directive submitted to
you by the Commission? The background .is that a

great number of Community certifitation .directives,
iuch as the directive on motor vehicles, have been

drawn up by the Commission'and ar€ at Present before

rhe Councii. If we could git things moving as regards

these measures, which are currently being blocked by

the Council, this would rePresent a considerable steP

rowards opening up the markets in this area. On the

other hand, however, certain Member States are

blocking this directive because they are afraid that it
u'ould also entail opening uP our markets to an

increased influx of products from third countries with
no guarantee of reciprocity, i.e. we could not count on

being able to export our products to third countries on

a similar basis. For this reason, the Commission has

proposed a directive providing for a special procedure

for ascertaining whether or not reciProcity exists.

Various other Member States, however, have

expressed considerable anxiety regarding this directive

rs they are afraid .that it might be used not only to
guarantee reciprocity, but also as a basis for prorec-

tionist measures.

Account has been taken of this anxiety in the proposal

by the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
now before you, since we all agree that the policy of
free trade under GATT has been very much to the

advantage of all the citizens of this Community over

the last few decades and that ir would be very danger-

ous for us all if we were to fall back into our old
mistake of protectionism.

Ve have proposed various amendments to this direc-
tive, which on the one hand are aimed at guaranteeing

reciprocity so that this aspect of the directive may be

fulfilled, while on the other hand excluding the possi-

bility of abuse of this directive for protectionist
purPoses.
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I should like to go over the main poinrs on which our
proposal and ideas differ from rhose of rhe Commis-
sion. Firstly, rhe rerm reciprocity needs, in our view, ro
be defined more specifically.

The term reciprocity regarding the acceprance of prod-
ucts from these various markers can undoubtedly be
interprered rn rwo ways. Reciprocity musr be guaran-
teed in administrarive procedures.'We cannor accepr a
situation whereby our adminisrrative procedure is
straightforward and that of the other countries repear-
edly causes delays. This is the firsr and most importanr
POlnt.

Secondly, there are other obstacles to imports inro third
countries which do result nor from legislation but from
de facto arrangemenrs between the governments,
u,ndertakings and distributors in cenain countries,
which guaranree rhar de facto import quoras are fixed
and not exceeded. This is panicularly rrue in rhe case
of Japan. Here roo, I take rhe view that rhis quesrion
must be examined from rhe point of view of reciproc-
ity. However, ascertaining wherher or nor reciprociry
exists cannot, of course, involve pointing out tha[ the
others have lower production costs or are at an advan-
tage as regards exporrs because rhey have a weak
currency. Invesrigating rhese poinrs under rhe heading
of reciprocity would be a clear infringemenr of rhe
GATT free-trade provisions, and for rhis reason the
rerm reciprociry should nor be understood as referring
to malrers such as these. \i7e also rake rhe view that rhe
applicarion of rhis direcrive should be restricted to a

small number of clearly defined groups of producrs.

Th.e second proposal we would like to make is that rhe
Commission's comperency for rhe examination of
questions of reciprocity should be increased, since ir is
primarily a question of verifying objective facrs and
not of reaching polirical decisions. For rhis reason, we
take the view rhat rhis is a Communiry task which
should primarily be the responsibiliry of the Commis-
sion, alrhough rhe Member Srates should naturally be
able to apply, as ir were, an emergency brake in
important cases. This is guaranteed under rhe proce-
dure proposed in this reporr.

Thirdly, we make it quire clear rhat our approval of
this direcrive is condirional on the adoprion by the
Council of the various proposals in rhis field which are
currently blocked, for example rhe proposal relating to
moror vehicles, since it would not make good sense,
from our point of view, ro approve rhis directive while
at the same time failing to achieve our real aim, which
is to open up the common market internally.

I should like to mention one last point in connection
with this direcrive. \7e are dealing here with rwo
things, firstly, the Council Decision of l5 January
1980 and secondly, rhis directive. Both relate ro the
same subject, but there are neverrheless differences in
the wording and terms used and rwo different
committees are involved, which is confusing for the

citizens of rhe Communiry who will subsequently have
to live with this directive. In our view, rhese discrepan-
cies should be eliminared. In rhis reporr, we have made
various proposals, including some concerning the
wording, the purpose of which is ro make this direc-
tive clearer, and we hope thar you will adopt rhis part
of the report too. On these four conditioni, I should
like, on behalf of the Commitree on Economic and
Monerary Affairs, ro urge rhis Parliament to adopt rhis
report and rhe Commission's direcrive.

I come now ro rwo funher reports which are before
you. Firsrly, there is rhe report by Mr de Ferranti on
powered industrial rrucks, and secondly, the five
furuher rechnical directives conrained in the second
report bearing my name.

Let me first of all make a number of remarks regard-
ing the working parry ser up by rhe Commirtee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs ro deal wirh rhis
specific quesrion of technical barriers to trade. '!(i'e set
ourselves the rask of carrying our a sorr of preselection
process for the benefit of this Parliament, i.e. we
attempted to establish which of these rechnical direc-
rives are in fact polirical in narure and which are
genuinely of a purely rechnical nature, since it repear-
edly happens in this field rhat there is a polirical motive
behind what is osrensibly a purely rechnical quesrion
concerning, for example, the arrangement of the
pedals on fork-lift trucks. It was the aim of this work-
ing party to let those direcrives which are of a purely
technical narure pass but ro bring up rhose which have
a political conten! for discussions here in Parliament.

An example of the latter rype of direcrive is contained
in the report by Mr de Ferranti on powered indusrrial
trucks or, in plain language, fork-lift trucks, and I
must poinr our rhar the Chairman of rhis working
party is an engineer and is obviously able ro take a
r-ery different approach ro [hese technical quesrions
from that of a humble lawyer like myself. In this report
it is in fact true ro say rhar rhese rechnical quesrions
conceal a major polirical issue. !7e have discussed this
report and the Commission directive exremely
exhaustively in a large number of sessions both of this
working pany and of rhe Commitree on Economic
and Monerary Affairs. It was nor an easy marter ro
come [o what was eventually a majoriry decision. Ve
also took adequare accounr of the questions of safety
which are involved, and I urge you to adopr this repon
by Mr de Ferranti.

An example of the orher kind of direcrive is rhe reporr
on the five other rechnical direcrives before you. Tliese
do not contain any political elemenm and I take the
view thar rhings of this kind should in future be passed
without debate. I should now like to take this oppor-
tunity, ladies and gentlemen, [o go into another ques-
tion concerning a specific case. ft is a fact rhat ir is
frequenrly very difficulr ro explain this quesdon of
technical barriers ro rrade to rhe ordinary citizen, since
which of us has any idea of what a powered indusrial
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truck is? I must tell you that I too occasionally found
rhe work on these reports by no means an easy matter.
However, we all know what a circus is. Tbe case I
should like to describe to you concerns a circus which
was held up for 50 hours not far from here on the
bridge to Kehl before it could cross the Rhine into
Germany. According to a report in rhe Franhfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung 150 artistes, 16 elephanrc, 86

horses, 16 lions, 5 tigers, 22 monkeys and 3 camels
were involved. This circus was refused admission to
Germany on the grounds that the permits and guaran-
tees produced were not adequate. However, the report
is based on the idea that in realiry the real reasons

were of a protectionist nature. This meant that the

animals could not be fed for 50 hours, traffic was held
up on this bridge for 50 hours and in the neighbouring
town of Kehl traffic *-as totally disrupted at intervals.
Vhat are the people of the Community to make of
this? If, 23 years after the signature of the Treaty of
Rome you need 50 hours to get a circus from one side

of the Rhine to the other and when this all takes place

on a bridge called the Europabrilche the whole thing
seems a bit of a joke.

Ladies and gentlemen, in my view, this is a clear case

of infringement of both the spirit and the letter of the

Treaty of Rome and I should like to ask Mr Davignon
ro do all he can to settle this matter as soon as possible

and ensure that similar things do not hapPen in future.

President. - I call Mr de Ferranti.

Sir Basil de Ferranti, rapportertr. - Mr President, the

illusrration of the difficulties of crossing frontiers
which Mr Von Vogau has just provided with his point
about the circus is one that can be understood by
everybody. But most businessmen who are concerned
with the details of their daily business also have problems
getting their goods across the frontiers. Many of them
are cynical enough to say that there is no common
market. Those sons of comments do the Community
no good. Indeed, they do not even really represent the
truth. There has in fact, as we all of us know, been a

fair amount of progress over lhe last 20 years. Many
barriers have been removed, but the fact is that it is up

to all of us who are interested - and most people,

even though they do not attend our debates in the
House, are in fact interested in this question - to
keep up the effon and put in the necessary work that
is required ro make more real progress in this area of
the Community's work, Most of the proposals that are

held up are in fact held up in the Council. The proba-

bility is therefore that it is a political issue that under-
lies the difficulry of getting them through. And it is up

to this Parliament to put in the necessary work to help
the Commission with its task, to reduce the political
issues and to get lhe directives through the Council at
a greater speed. Now these three rePorts today illus-
trate the way in which we can contribute !o more

progress. Mr Von \7ogau has mentioned the report on

fork-lift trucks, pointing out that not only is it difficult
ro pronounce in German as it is in our other languages

but that of course it makes no immediate impression

on the general public, unless you happen to work
yourself in that particular industry, under which
.ir.u-t,rn..t your whole life is bound by fork-lift
trucks. Now, I put it to you that in fact most of us

work in some kind of an industry which is compara-

tively obscure when its name is mentioned in this

House. But when we do take the trouble to get down
to the detail, that trouble is understood by people who
work in the industry and it creates a resPonse to our
work which can enormously benefit the Community
and help us to make more progress. If one is to under-

stand the case of fork-lift trucks, one has got to
picture in one's mind the actual details of the problem

that arose in this particular case. I would ask you',

colleagues, iust to picture to yourself in your minds
what ii is like when you are actually driving a fork-lift
truck. Some of these trucks are made with driving
controls arranged in the same v/ay as a motor car' that
is to say they have a brake, a clutch and an accelerator
and a lever which you move with your hand in order
to change direction from forward to reverse. Manu-
facturers of this kind of truck claim that because it
resembles a motor car it is more easily understood and

therefore safer because there is less likelihood of
confusion. Other manufacturers of fork-lift trucks
make them in such a way that the hands are free to
operate the hydraulic controls which are used to raise

oi lo*e. the forks themselves and to manoeuvre the

truck into position for its next task. Quirc clearly, this

has advantages in terms of productiviry in that the

forks can be in the righc position while you are driving
rhe truck into the right place for the next job. Manu-
facturers of this kind of truck claim that they are more
productive and I think we should give credit here to
the work of the Economic and Social Committee
which delved into the necessary deuils and came up

wirh the basic part of the evidence on which the

Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and

the working pany were able to form their views. Now
the essence-of the difficulty is that, once one rype of
design is claimed to be safer, then clearly safery domi-
nates all other considerations. And it would only be

right for everybody involved to make a decision
always in favour of safety.

The fact was though that there was no evidence at all,
either way, to show whether one tyPe of truck was

more or less safe than the other. But nonetheless the

manufacturers' claim to be safer was heeded and, in

the absence of any evidence, the Commission, when it
came to proPose a directive to remove che barriers to
trade in this area, reasonably, adopted that proposal

which, if I may say, so was also, in the light of the lack
of evidence, reasonably put forward' However, thanks

ro rhe interest created by this issue, this evidence has

now been collected and an analysis of 189 accidents

over the first 3 months of this year indicates clearly
rhar only 6 could be attributed in any way to the
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arrangements of rhe pedals and thar no conclusion
could be drawn from those 5 accidenrs as ro whether
one type of pedal was more or less safe than the other
type. If it is true that one design is just as safe as

another design, rhen it must be righr to allow manu-
facturers the freedom ro compere wirh whichever
design of pedals and controls best meers rhe marker. Ir
would not be right, if rhere is no evidence that one
design is more or less safe than anorher, to inhibit
technical progress in this field.

Interestingly enough, once rhis srarisrical analysis had
been done - and it was much too lare, it should have
been done years earlier - it indicared that the biggesr
single cause of accidents was in facr trucks running
over holes in the road or running over bricks in the
factory which rwisrcd rhe steering-wheel and broke
arms and wrists. So, from this story has arisen one
most useful conclusion, which could well save as many
as 20 000 broken wrists and arms in the Community
during a single year. It is in fact this, along wirh rhe all
important question of training which is really funda-
mental to safety, which is our prime considerarion.

I would hope, now that this funher evidence is
available, that rhe Commission will feel rhar ir can
adopt the recommendarions in the repon and accept
that rather than simply adopting rhe auromorive rype

- the motor-car rype of conrrols - advocated in its
original proposal, it would be best if rhe pedal
arrangements were to be in ,accordance with interna-
tional standards.

There is much more ro be said about fork-lifr rrucks.
But perhaps I have gone inro more derail on rhis occa-
sion than has ever been gone into before on a technical
barrier to trade'of this kind. Suffice it ro say rhar ir was
only really as a resulr of lack of sratistics that this
question was raised and that politics raised its ugly
head at all. Bur rhe facr is that if you are rying to
work in rhe technical barriers to trade area, as we can
see by the delays in the Council, politics does
frequently rear irs ugly head and it is up to us in this
Parliament to look into the derails when thar is so.

As regards the other item - Irem No 94, a report by
Mr von \7ogau - as rhe rapporreur himself has said,
it illustrares the way in which we can make progress
with this work: by wrapping a group of these direc-
tives, where there is no political issue, into one pack-
age and passing it through rhe Parliamenr we will be
able to make rapid progress. In fact, interestingly
enough, there is one small detail srill remaining to be
settled which will be raised by my colleague, Mr
Moreland, in relarion ro three-wheel trucks and rhe
rear-view mirrors wirh which they are fitred. This
illustrates once again rhar, evcn if ir rs nor polirical, we
can in this House provide a service by being able ro
point rhings our even ar rhe very lasr minure.

Also in this directive, Mr Presidenr, rhere is one
proposal in the conclusions which relares ro the ques-

tion of contructional plant. I pur in an amendmenr to
this myself which I would now like formally to wirh-
draw. It was based on a misunderstanding in rhe
English text. Nonetheless, I would be grateful if the
Commissioner could in his winding-up just confirm
again that the framework direcrive for consrructional
plant is an Anicle 100 directive and that ir is not
intended to use Anicle 155 in this directive. The work-
ing party in fact is now considering the use of Anicle
155 in framework directives and I hope we will be able
to come to conclusions on [har subjecr in the not roo
distant furure.

I would if I may, Mr Presidenr, like rc congratulate
Mr von Vogau on his work on No 139 - the report
on the third-country proposals. This is a very impor-
tant issue indeed. h will give rhe Community a
bargaining instrument which can be used primarily to
ofen up other markets ro our goods. But is was a most
difficult one to devise. The contriburion which the
rapporteur has made will, I believe, help ro make it
acceptable to Member Stares and get ir rhrough the
Council. If he succeeds, if rhe Commission succeeds
and if the Council makes a decision, rhere will be some
real evidence of progress. .Many people, I rhink, feel
that this whole area of harmonizarion of laws is so big,
so intractable, as ro be almost impossible to deal wirh.
But, in fact, 120 direcrives have been passed our of a
probable roral of maybe only 200 direcrives rha[ are
really needed to break rhe back of this job. If this third-
country proposal goes throuBh, we will have l2 more
directives in the bag and we will have really made
considerable progress. That progress will have been
made in no small measure thanks to the exrra efforts
that will have been pur in by rhe Commitree on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, by its chairman and
by the working party that we have been able ro ser up.
These three proposals roday illusrrare the need ro ger
on with detail where derail is required, see where there
is a political issue, and ro ger rhrough the ones rhar do
not require any arrenrion as rapidly as we possible can.
Above all, we need ro recognize [hat our rhere 250
million people really wanr rhis Parliamenr and this
Community ro make progress in removing barriers to
tmde.

PrLsident. - I call Mr Moreland, spokesman for the
Committee on Transport.

Mr Moreland, dra,fisman of an opinion - Ve would
Iike to congrarulate the rapporteur on his repon. I
must say personally that I was a litrle worried about
his example of rhe circus, because I read in an arricle
recently on the problem of rhree sites which happened
to be headed: 'The circus has got stuck on the road'. I
hope that that will nor be an omen for our furure. The
Commitree on Transporr, whose opinion is atrached to
rhe report, welcomes the secrion relating ro rear-view
mirrors for rwo-and three-wheeled vehicles. Ve
believe that the compulsory fitring of mirrors on borh
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sides of such vehicles would imfrove the sphere of
vision of the driver and consequently improve road
safety.

I emphasize the safety aspect because of a considera-
rion drawn ro the committee's attention afrer we had
delivered our opinion tc the rapporteur's committee
and his committee had drawn up its report Apparently
a problem arises in the case of three-wheeled saloon
cars. Such cars are produced and sold in the Commu-
nity. Indeed, it so happened that the leading producer
is in the area which I represent. Obviously, when one
is considering the sphere of vision in such vehicles
one's first thought is for a mirror inside the vehicle
looking through the rear window. Yet the directive
does not mention the requirement to have a rear view
mirror inside. So it must be amended to include such a
requirement. The directive does refer to two mirrors
outside. Personally, I believe that two exterior mirrors
do improve vision. Nevenheless, the directives that
refer ro fourwheeled vehicles, - Directives No 71l
127/ andNoTg/795/, - requirc, in addition to the
interior rear view mirror, one external offside rear
view mirror. As three-wheeled saloon cars comperc
against small four-wheeled cars such as small Volks-
wagens, Renaulrc and British Leyland Minis, it is only
fair that they should be obliged rc follow the same

requirement, namely, one interior and one exterior
rear-view mirror. The amendmenm down in my name
are designed for this purpose. I emphasize that the
amendments have to be down in my name as the
Committee on Transpon was not informed of the
problem until afrcr it had adopted its opinion.

I understand thar at meetings of officials of Member
States held on this subject in June, there was a failure
to agree on three-wheeled vehicles. I cannot believe
that it is beyond the wit of man to reach atreement on
this issue. I would hope member governments will give
a political kick to get an agreement, because I really
do not rhink thar this is the sort of thing that I should
have ro raise as a politician at a full meeting of this
Assembly. It is surely an issue on which agreemen[
should have been reached behind the scenes, on€ on
which it was easy to reach agreement. I therefore hope
that the House will support. my amendment and
perhaps give a political kick to some of the officials of
member governments.

IN THE CHAIR: MR ZAGARI

Vice-President

President. - I call Mr Turner to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.

Mr Turner. - Mr President, I want ro speak for a

few moments on the nature of these technical direc-

tives even though they often make non-technical
people laugh. They are serious matters as Mr De
Ferrrnti and Mr von'W'ogau have rightly pointed out.

The old Parliament encouraged framework directives
and the use of the Article 155 procedure for subsidiary
directives under them, because it felt it could not,deal
wirh the technical issues raised in these kinds of prob-
lems. Now, I think that is entirely wrong. The political
issues that arise in these technical directives are just as

likely to be found in the subsidiary direct(ves as in the

framework directive. Indeed, it is probably more [ikely
that the standards set in the subsidiary directives will
raise more political problems than the framework one.

\fhen I say political problems, I mean a conflict
between interests in the EEC. I believe the new Parlia-
ment must not abdicate its obligations to be the
primary political forum merely because it is dealing
with complex matters.

The Commission hears complaints from what you
might call pan-European associations, trade associa-

tions representing the whole of Europe. It also, of
course, hears national governments' representatives'
views. However those do noq necessarily pu[ forward
objecrions which arise from conflicts between interests

in one country or between interests which spread

across more than one country but do not happen to be

national interests. The Economic and Social Commit-
tee has told the working party that it does not wish to
deal with political matters. The Council of Ministers
deals with national governments but will not necessar-

ily deal with political matters when it concerns inter-
esrs within a state or interests crossing national boun-
daries which are not national interests themselves. I
believe that this son of political problem can only be

picked up by che European Parliament and by im

4l O Members who are close to the ground and close to
their electors.

I think that Parliament must reassert its responsibility
in fields in which the old Parliament, I believe, relaxed
its hold. I think that Sir Basil de Ferranti was

completely right when he said that this Parliament is

not only a lightning conductor to identify problems
but is also a very good forum in which rc sertle these
problems. It is probably a better forum than the Coun-
cil of Ministers itself. I have proposed to the working
pany perfectly practical proposals to enable us to ge[
through technical directives when they are purely
technical with no political issue, very speedily and
without troubling this Parliament at all. On the other
hand, when a directive has got a political con[ent, then
the full procedure would be applied. I put this in a

note to the working pany which I hope will be consid-
ered at its next meeting. I would just like to add that it
does not involve changing any of the rules of this
House. Therefore I think it is something which it is

perfectly practical to do.

President. - I call Mr Delorozoy ro speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.

l,l

I

.l
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Mr Delorozoy. 
- 

(F) Mr President, we agree to a

very large extent with the views of Mr von \7ogau and
Mr de Ferranti on simplified and more rapid proce-
dures that could be used for issues like the one submir-
ted to our Parliament. This would undoubtedly enable
us, as they poinrcd our, to make more rapid progress,
to arrive at more effecrive and rarional applicarions
and thereby more rapidly remove a number of techni-
cal barriers ro rrade that undoubtedly impede rhe
development of the Community. Nonerheless, the
Members of rhis House must have already undersrood
from what Mr von 'Wogau and Mr de Ferranti said
that in rhe final analysis, rhings are nor so easy.
Mrvon Vogau indeed stared: 'Pedals are a polirical
issue' and Mr de Ferranti : 'This is a purely technical
issue' and he admitted ar the end of his statemenr rhar
it was sometimes difficulr ro separare the one from the
other.

In fact, when the working parry mer in a bid ro setrle
the differences 

- 
which may well make you smile 

-in the methods of using rhe controls of powered indus-
trial trucks, it decided ro wait for rhe opinion of the
specialists of the Economic and Social Commirtee.
The Economic and Social Commitree expressed irs
opinion at its meeting on 26 March 1980, and since
this opinion obviously did not meer rhe expecrarions of
the majority of the working parry, rhe discussion took
on a political dimension. The technical opinion was
not taken into consideration. In this connection, I
would hke to say that the services of rhe Commission,
toBether with their exper[s, have in our view, carefully
and expertly prepared the directive submirted for our
eramination. They carried our - and rhey said so
before our committce 

- 
a wide-ranging joint consul-

tation before proposing this direcdve. Ii is , pity that
our group is unable roday to give full approval rc this
essentially technical and particularly well-prepared
directrve because the matter has been turned into a

political rssue.

Nowadays, Mr de Ferranti, statistics are made to say a

number of things. However, statistics are somewhat
like pretty women's dresses thar help discover pleasant
things and somerimes also hide rhe essentials. You
mentioned that in the fatal accidents statistics, mosr of
the accidents were caused by driving mistakes 

- 
this

rs rrue, handling is somerimes a bit roo fast in work-
shops - and thar only 5 out of 200 accidenrs were
caused by pedal faults. The truth is that most serious
accidents - and you know thar several people have
died in my country in particular 

- are caused by the
use, during a working day, of a lay-out different from
the one used in motor-cars.

Now, we all know that, for a worker who has ro
perform the same operarion for a number of working
hours, controls become inruitive, specific and instinc-
tive, and he then has to take accounr of rhese acquired
reflexes in order to drive a moror-car on a road. 'We

should therefore not rake into considerarion only
those statistics on accidents occurring at the place of

work. '!7e should go much further and examine overall
statistics on accidents arising from rhe use of this rype
of vehicle.

You have, moreover, admitted yourself, Mr von 'Wa-

gau that only very few undertakings were con-
cerned. So, why not adapt this mechanism since, in
fact, only about 10 our of 200 European manufactur-
ers use a system that is slightly differenr and since, in
fact there are only three companies out of about forry
of any importance thar use [his reversed mechanism.

In my opinion, politics were wrongly broughr inro a

matter which could have remained primarily technical

- undoubtedly difficult to explain ro rhe general
public, but understandable when ir is shown, in a

simple and elementary manner rhat, in safety srandards
for powered industrial trucks, it is essential ro recom-
mend the use of the same type of pedals used for driv-
ing motor-cars rather than having all sorrs of different
mechanisms that cause danger and insecuriry.

This is why we have tabled an amendment deledng
paragraph a (b) of the morion for a resolution
contained in the report on powered industrial trucks.
However, most of us hope to be able to adopt this
report which is orherwise perfectly in line with our
expectations. In any event, we hope rhat during the
final drafting of the directive, the Commission will
bear in mind the serious danger to vhich it would be
exposing both indusrrial workers and the general
public on the roads if it failed ro abide by the said rule

- which we consider extremely important - of main-
taining pedal arrangemenrs indenrical wirh those of
the motor-car.

President. - I call Mr Nyborg on behalf of rhe
Group of European Progressive Democrats.

Mr Nyborg. - (DK) Mr President, my Group has
instrucred me ro say that we cannor supporr, the de
Ferranti report. on the proposal by rhe Commission for
a direcrive on the approximarion of the laws of the
Member States relaring ro powered indusrial trucks as
we think rhe Commission's original proposals are
preferable. Ve rherefore inrend to vote againsr this
rePort.

As regards Mr von lf'ogau's reporr on the cenification
of industrial products originaring in rhird counrries, I
should like to make a few commenrs. !7'e are very
pleased at the extremely painstaking work Mr von
'!7ogau has done, and we should like ar the same rime
to point our rhar we rake a very positive view of the
free-trade policy as ser our in rhe GATT agreemenr.

The world as such, and parricularly rhe Vestern
world, should not fall back on pror.ecrionism even if
the economic siruarion is difficulr and economic
growth extremely limited Protectionism is somerhing
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we regard as very dangerous. In our view, reciprocity
is essenrial for a freer form of trade whereby both
importers and exporters enjoy the same conditions.
The Commission's proposal for Community certifica-
rion on the basis of rype testing does not specify any

criqeria for reciprocity of this kind, nor does it list the
groups of products to be covered by this system of
iertification. These are also the two main poinrc which
Mr von \7ogau singled out for criticism in his report.
Ir is not entirely satisfactory to leave these matters to
rhe individual Member Stares as proposed by the

Commission, or to the Commission, as suggesrcd in

the present report. Account must be taken of the

system of harmonization, since total harmonization
might result in an imported product being excluded
from a national market. If, on the orher hand,
harmonization is made optional, this could lead to the
setting up of new barriers to the movement of g^oods

within rhe Community since individual Member States

would be able to exclude imports of products

previously imponed lnto and approved by other
Member States. This son of thing is precisely what we

are trying to avoid. '!flhat we would like is to see a

syrt., *he..by an imported product would enjoy free-

movement once it had crossed the external borders of
rhe Community.

The restrictions on the movement of these goods

should be minimalized as far as possible and there
should no longer be any need for the goods to be

accompanied by the certificates of origin etc. at least

not under the control of the authorities. If a buyer
needs the information currently contained in a certifi-
cate of origin, you can be sure he will see to it himself
that he gets it from the seller. \fle must make the
movement of goods within the Community as free as

possible regardless of whether they are produced
within the Community or imponed from a third coun-
try.

I should also like to refer to a point I made a few years

ago in connection with the report on the customs

union, which made mention of the difficuldes arising

from the suspicion regarding the criteria governing the

impon of goods from third countries into the

Community. On that occasion, I suggested that we

could do something to dispel this doubt by setting up a

common Community customs authority, so that, as far
as possible, all the Member States could be represented

ar the external borders of the Community.

The European Progressive Democrats have always

been opposed to the setting up of barriers which might
impede the free movement of goods within the

Community. Ve must admit that the repon Contains

many positive things, such as a proposal to reduce the

bureaucracy - here we might make a comparison
with the proposal contained in Anicle 8 of the Council
Decision of I 5 1"nu".y 1980 to use an existing

committee insrcad of setting up a new one to do' so to
speak, the same job. However, I should nevertheless

like to say that it will not be possible for the European

Progressive Democrats to vote in favour of this report,
not tecause we have anything against the work done

by Mrvon S/ogau - as I said at the beginning, we

,hirk h. has done an excellent job 
- but because, in

our view, the Commission's proposal was such thar it
has not been possible to amend it sufficiently.

Finally, I must say that I was amazed to see an amend-

ment tabled by Mr de Ferranti, even if it has singe

been withdrawn. This amendment relared [o another

repon drawn up by Mr von Vogau and advocated

deleting paragraph 4 of his motion for a resolution. I
just do not understand how people can Propose
amendments of this kind. I can welcome the facr that it
has been withdrawn, but I find it somewhat peculiar

when one considers that Mr de Ferranti is chairman of
the working pany which discussed- these questions and

submitted them to the Committee for adoption.

President. - I call Mrs Hammerich.

Mrs Hammerich. - (DK) Mr Presidenr, in a debate

which covers as many different subjects as this - from
a general import policy to industrial trucks etc. - we

obviously cannot deal with any of them in great deprh.

I will therefore restrict my remarks to lhe two Propos-
als for direcdves concerning construction plant.

In spite of their highly technical titles, the proposed
directives in fact concern matters whrch are very
simple, i. e. the harmonization of the structures neces-

sary to protect the drivers of vehicles such as cranes or
bulldozers, on building sites from accidenm resulting
from the vehicles overturning or being hit by falling
obiects. These are absolutely vital safery requirements,
and detailed requirements for plant of this kind have

existed for a long time in many countries, including
Denmark. Vhy then should we harmonize? For the
usual reasons. The Community wishes to eliminate
technical barriers to trade. Nothing should stand in
the way of the free movement of goods. The Commu-
nity wishes to be large a standardized market in which
construction plants, for example, can be sold freely
without coming up against tiresome national require-

ments.

An effective market. Effective for whom? For the
major undenakings, of course, the multinationals etc'
It is the effectiveness of companies such as these which
is to be promoted, and one is tempted to believe that
rhis is what the Treaty of Rome is really all about.

Now there may well be people here today who believe

that the aim of the proposed directives is to protect
construction workers. However, we must make no
mistake about which came first. Safery requiremenm
originated in the places of work in the Member States.

Subsequently safety legislation was introduced in the
Member States. Only after this did the Commission,
come up with irc proposals to the effect that the
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national safety provisions should be. harmonized on
the grounds that, as rhe Commission itself said in so
many words, the national provisions regarding prorec-
tive equipmenr consrirure barriers ro rrade within the
Community. The real morive behind harmonization is
to eliminate such barriers ro rrade. This means total
harmonizarion, which in rurn means, as the Commis-
sion itsilf says in so many words, rhar rhe Mcmber
Smtes will no longer be able to prohibit or restrict the
marketing or use of plant fulfilling the requirements of
the directive.

The proposed provisions are of a very general narure,
and the individual Member Scarcs will be powerless ro
make them more resrricrive. It is nor only rhe People's
Movement against the EEC which is opposed ro rotal
harmonization of rhis kind, rhe Danish Governmenr
and authorities are also opposed ro it. So far,
Denmark's requirements as regards construction plant
have been extremely srringenr. It has been possible rc
rejecr plant which failed ro meer these requirements.
Furthermore, the requiremenrs were drawn up by a
body known as the Arbejdsniljordd, or Council for the
Vorking Environment, which consists of workers,
employers and specialisrs and as such is one of our
many democradc bodies. The Arbejdsmiljor,idwas able
to adapt safety requiremenrs in rhe lighr of the rapid
developmenrs. If this toral harmonizarion becomes a
reality, this will involved Denmark handing over irs
control of rhis aspecr of rhe working environmenr to
foreign counrries, in rhe form of the Community,
which may well result in a direcr deteriorarion of our
legislation regarding the working environmenr., and
hence a direcr risk to our construction workers since
we ourselves will no longer be in a position to impose
more stringent requiremenrs rhan the Commission is
able to introduce. The Communiry bureaucracy will
not be able to work out safety regularions which keep
pace with rhe very rapid technological developmenrs.
The direcrives are nor dynamic. The control of safery
at rhe place of work is slipping our of the hands of the
very persons affecred by ir, i.e. the construcrion work-
ers. The competency of the Arbejdsniljor,id is being
undermined for the benefir of dismnr bureaucraric
structures which are ruled by technocrats, and are
most probably influenced by major industrial lobbies.
This is a very specific example of what we mean when
we say that membership of rhe Communiry is for us a
step backwards from rhe poinr of view of democrary.

Presidqnt. - I call Mr Davignon.

Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. - (F) Mr
Presidenr, I will start with Mr von Vogau's repon,
which deals wirh five directives since in rhis conrext
only a single question was asked by Mr de Ferranti
who wanred to make sure that rhe legal basis for the
five directives was Article 100. My anr*e. ro rhis ques-
tion is affirmative, which does not mean rhar I agree
with Mr Turner on framework directives. This is-nor

the subject of today's discussion. My answer on this
specific point is simply rhat the directives under discus-
sion are based on Anicle 100.

As for the direcrive dealing with powered indusrial
trucks, I am grateful to Mr de Ferranri for mking pains
to explain very lucidly to Parliamenr why a qJeirion
that may seem secondary should righrly concern nor
only the departments of rhe Commission, but also rhe
Committee and rhe Members of this House.

I think his explanation was excellenr. '!fl'e have co see
which guaranrees we can give manufacturers at the
time they are making investmenr, because ir is quirc
obvious that insofar as rhe srandards are not known or
insofar as rhe srandards are changed during produc-
tion, machine tools have ro be modified and the situa-
tion becomes even much more uncertain, Mrs
Hammerich, for small and medium-sized undertakings
than for big ones. It will always be possible for multi-
narional undenakings tb place cheir pedals on rhe ceil-
ing if rhey need ro. They can do ir more easily than a
small undenaking which has a special siruarion and
depends on a single model. In Europe, there are 75
undertakings thar produce powered indusrrial rrucks,
which means rhar rhere are very many small and
medium-sized undenakings in this sector. So please let
us get away from rhe oversimplified argumen[ rhar the
Community is only interested in one type of undenak-
ing and is not ar all concerned wirh big undenakings,
which are left ro manage on rheir own.

I would very simply answer rhe question by saying thar
we have a choice.

I am neirher an engineer nor an expert in these
malters. I am simply trying to look at them with as
much common sense as possible. The only way ro
progress, I think, is ro try and show common sense. I
consider myself a sensible person, able ro rake in facrs.
I am nor saying what is safer or less safe - rhat is
somerhing you find our afterwards and nor ar rhe
beginning. If I were working all day long where I had
to apply brakes wirh one foor and on my way home in
the evening I had ro apply rhe brakes of my car wirh
the orher foor, I might somerimes make a mistake. I
consider myself neither hyperinrelligent nor a
complere moron, i.e. more or less like the ordinary
members of the Commission of rhe European
Communities.

(Laughter)

The argumenr seems quire sensible. The quesrion was
ro know whether or nor we would add a safery
requirement ro rhose corresponding to established
international standards. Vas it necessary ro go a step
further or nor? I feel rhat rhe procedure adopred is a
sensible one. Ve intend ro go a srep funher, bur
during a period of five years everyoni is allowed a
chance ro adjust. In other words, those manufacrurers
who make a specific rype have five years to adjust and

i ,' ,1' ,i,.
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can sell their products. They do not have any problem

since they have a period of adjuscment. I do not mean

rhat this is the final word, since Mr de Ferranri

outlined a number of important points and drew our
artention to the need for more specific and nngible
technical data.

Secondly, the present situation in which the internal
market is not working smoothly is not good and

cannot be allowed to continue. \fle shall of course

examine the points raised by Parliament and the vote it
will cast tomorrow, but I just wanted to exPress my

opinion. $7ith regard to common sense and deadlines,
we are being fair and are not threarcning anybody's
interests by forecasting the future. Given. the manner
in which the proceedings have been carried out, it is

likely that this is the quickest way of arriving at a

directive. In any event, however, even if my colleagues

and I do not decide ro follow Parliament's rePort, I
assure you that Mr de Ferranti's repon will be submit-

red by the Commission to the Council's rcchnical
working party which will look into this matter, as the
report contains a number of interesting and imponant
points. \Thether the Commission suppons them or
not, they constitute topics for discussion' But we are

not going to waste time on this or that wording,
neither Mr de Ferranti nor myself. !7'e want some-

thing that will be meaningful in the final analysis. This
is the assurance I wanted to give him and at the same

time explain why I am not yet fully convinced by his

arguments.

I now come to Mr von Vogau's repon on cenifica-
rion. \fle have the same concerns, the same worries,
and we want to do things satisfactorily. Ve have the
same list of priorities. First of all, we have to get out of
rhe deadlock in which we find ourselves in the Coun-
cil, as l2 or l3 directives are being held up because no
agreement has been reached on accePtance, and this
affects the smooth running of the internal market,
which in a period of recession is once more vital espe-

cially for small cross-border undertakings, since it is

rhese which are faced with the most difficulties in this

situation. Sfle must therefore get out of this I hope

we all agree. It is therefore logical that the Parlia-
ment and the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs should ask the Council what it is doing about
these directives. If I am the only one to speak on
behalf of Parliament and it does not itself ask the
Council a number of questions, the procedure is not
complete. I am not trying to stir up Parliament,against
the Council, but it seems normal that Parliament
should ask the Council how far the procedure has

gone and not ask the Commission how things stand in
the Council. It should discuss basic issues with the
Commission and she development of the procedure
with the Council.

Furthermore, the agreements which we have nego-
tiated with GATT and which provide for reciprocity
should facilitate this harmonization of the market.
Such an opening up of the markets is neither a protec-

rionist nor a naive move. '!fle are not going to allow
imported products into our Community because certi-

ficition operates aurcmatically while it would take,

under the same conditions, a month or a year for our
products to get into another country. It is a question

of equivalenr procedures. There can be the same writ-
ten rules bur, under certain circumstances, it can take

a year to implement a regulation and, under other

circumstances, it can :ake 24 hours. This is obviously

not a fair balance.

I quite understand Mr von \il'ogau's requests in this

respect. Vhat does reciprociry mean? Frank.ly- speak-

ing, reciprocity has no formal constitutional definition'
Reciprocity is a type of behaviour. It is not just a ques-

tion of complying with certain formal rules. I promise

the House ihat when the directives on type-approval

have been approved by the Council, I shall explain to

the Committee or to its working party how we shall try
to organize this reciprocity without being naive and

without trying to be protectionist. Lastly, Mr von
'\7ogau made a number of proposals on the improve-
meni of decision-making procedures at committee

level. I mus[ say that most of them are better drafted
and more explicit than our initial proposal, and I
would ask Parliament to allow me cenain amount of
leeway in discussing this with the Council because,

after all, the best procedure is the one acceprcd by all.

The best procedure - given that it works, is precise

and praciical, respects the powers enjoyed by the

various panies and does not bring the system to a

standstill - is the one on which everybody can agree.

Ve shall try to simplify cenain things, but it should be

pointed out that some of these directives have been

under discussion in the Council for the Past three or
four years. I must also make sure that, in submitting a

new proposal, I do not give the Council another

opponunity of entrusting the documents to external

.ip..rt and consultancy btrreaux, which would make

us lose six months.

I must say that I am quite taken by the spirit and aims

of this repon. In a number of cases it has the edge on

our proposals. I would ask Parliament and in panicu-
lar rhe representatives of the workingpafift to apPre-

ciate thai in the discussions with the Council I need

enough leeway to enable me to avoid any blunders

whicfi might prevent us achieving what we all agree is

our first piiorityi namely that these directives should at
last be adopted once and for all.

That, Mr President' is what I wanted to say on the

three reports. I will conclude with two remarks.

First of all, I wish to thank the Chairman of the

Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, Mr
Delors, and the rapporteurs, Mr von Vogau and Mr
de Ferranti. I also wish rc thank the latter in his capa-

city as chairman of the working Party resPonsible for
studying these technical barriers. To explain how
imponant these directives are for the citizens of the

Community and for making their lives easier, we have
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done more work in the last four months than we have
done for a long time.

Lastly, I would rcll Mr von Vogau thar as soon as I
heard about rhe difficuldes encountered ar rhe border
by rhe Iralian circus wirh an American name, an
e_nquiry was opened. I will submit its findings to rhe
Committee and Parliamenr in the manner Mr von
'$7ogau 

deems mosr appropriate. Ve shall see whether
there are any lessons to be learned from rhe incident,
whether there wa's any infringement or wherher - as
happens somerimes - the blame is on both sides. !7e
must make an effon ro infprm people so thar rhey are
better aware of the rules and direcdves, rhus ensuring
that rheir righr are betrer protected. Mr presidenq
these are rhe comments I wanted to make on the
various points. The Commission is very satisfied wirh
the way rhese rechnical and difficult questions which
may somerimes raise a smile, have been handled, and I
feel that rhis should enable us to arrive ar a thorough
consensus on how to harmonize our work in future.

President. - I'call Mr de Ferranti.

Mr de Ferranti, rapporteur. - Mr President, I should
like to rhank rhe Commissioncr very much for the way
he has accepred our poinr.s and is prepared ro pass
them on the Council and ro his colleagues in the
Commission.

I would [ike, with grear sincerity, to make one point
only. Of course, common sense and reasonableness are
what are required. These issues would never have
become political if we had had better facts on which to
draw reasonable conclusions, I would only say this to
him. Please, ir is no good simply requiring the direc-
tive to be optional for five years. If you are doing the
wrong thing, it is jusr as bad to do the wrong rhing in
five years' rime. It is no consolation ro be told thaiwe
have five years in which rc adapt. !7hat we must do is
get the decision righr in the firsr place, and I am sure
that the way he has proposing to go about is represenr
the epitome of common sense itself. I very much hope
that more srarisrics will become available during the
process of rhe Council discussions and rhat it will be
possible to come r.o a sarisfactory conclusion. If we do
so, it will be very largely thanks to the Commission.

President. - I call Mr von Vogau.

Mr von Vogau, rapporteur. - (D) Mr President, I
should like to reply very briefly ro rhe various ques-
dons which have been broughr up.

Firstly I should like to say ro Mr Moreland shar I find
his two amendments regarding rhree-wheeled vehicles
reasonable. I also note thar the Commission roo is in
agreement wirh rhese amendmenm from the rechnical

point of view and I suggest rhat Parliamenr supporr
them when the vote is held tomorrow.

Then there were Mr Turner's observations regarding
the procedures which should be used in rhe working
party and in Parliamenr. I know from discussions wirh
Mr Turner rhat this proposal is very consrrucrive and
opens up a new possibilities, since our major concern
is naturally to find the best possible way of distinguish-
ing between technical marrers and those which are of a
more polirical narure. In my view, his proposal consri-
tutes an excellenr srarcing point and we will make ir
the subject of an exhaustive discussion ar rhe nexr or
nexr bur one mee[ing of our working pany, afrer
which we will probably submit a proposal to Parlia-
ment later this year along rhe lines he sugges6.

I should now like ro commenr very briefly on rhe
points made by Mr Delorozoy and Mr Davignon
regarding the directive on fork-lift trucks. \7e have
devoted considerable a[renrion to the question of the
arrangemen[ of the pedals. I personally am no special-
ist in this field, bur I have lisrened to rhe most widely
differing opinions on rhis matter and I can assure you
that we in the workin g party have devoted ,ery seriors
attention [o rhe quesrion of safety and accidents which
have meen menrioned. I mighr, at rhis juncrure,
describe very briefly how a fork-lift truck operares. Ir
is different from an ordinary motor vehicle in that, in
many cases, it alternates regularly between forward
and reverse movemenr. This change of direction is
controlled by means of a toggle switch which is
certainly not a merhod used in driving an ordinary car.
I got the impression from the various conversations
and discussions rhar driving a fork-lift rruck is funda-
mentally differenr from driving a car and that the only
possible danger could srem from the fact that the
arrangemenr of pedals is similar ro [har in a car but rhe
other way round. However, as it stands, the Commis-
sion direcrive would, for example, prohibir the use of
the toggle swicch, which I no means regard as a bad
thing. For this reason, we should, I think, give our
support to Mr de Ferranti's proposal on this marrer
and to the request which was also made here to the
effect that rraining for fork-lift rruck drivers should be
improved, since not everyone who can drive a car can
also drive a fork-lift truck srraightaway. These poinrs,
I think, sum up rhe long debare on rhe question of
fork-lift trucks.

Nexr, I should like to thank Mr Nyborg for rhe points
he made, to which I listened very artendvely as I know
that he has many years of very creditable experience in
rhis field and rhat it is ro a grear exrenr rhanks to him
that this Parliamenr has taken major iniriatives in this
field in the pasr. I also know rhar he has a very strong
personal commitmenr to free rade, which is a
common objecdve. However, I did nor quite under-
stand from what he said why the Group of European
Progressive Democrars rejecrc this directive. I do not
know wherher it was mainly out of concern for the
opening up of rhe inrernal market or because of the
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wish to maintain free trade, or because of the fear of
protectionism. As far as I am concerned this question
was not made clear. As regards Mrs Hammerich's
contribution to this debate, I fully endorse what Mr
Davignon said, i.e. that barriers to trade of this kind
are not a problem to major undenakings, but that it is

the small and mediumsized undertakings which are in

rhis way prevented from making use of the advantages

offered by the Common Market, i.e. the advantages of
the bigger market which enable producers to produce
more cheaply and rc a.higher standard and also serve

the interests of the consumers within the Community
in that this competition on a European scale and the
possibilities of cheaper production mean that rhese

products may be produced to higher standards and
made available to the consumers more cheaply. This is

our main concern.

Finally, I should like to thank Mr Davignon for his
very swift reaction to the specific case I brought up. I
am very interested to hear the Commission's view on
these matters and how it will in fact be possible to
influence them for the better. I should also like to
thank him for the supporr he has given to my report
and for the assurance that the Commission will act
accordingly. Naturally, as regards these questions of
wording, Parliament is not overconcerned about the
wording as such, but rather about highlighting the
common aim and basis of the report. Vhat we are
trying ro do is to make a common effort to get things
moving in the Council so that we may be able in this
cooperation between the Commission and Parliament
to make some real progress towards this common aim
which is the practical realization of the Common
Market in Europe, even rhough the individual steps

may be small and sometimes difficult.

President. - The debate is closed. The motions for
resolutions will be put to the vote at the next voting
time.

13. Integration of railany undertahings

President. - The next item is the report (Doc.
l-267/80), drawn up by Mr Cottrell on behalf of the
Committee on Transport, on the

objectives to be pursued in the long term and the
measures to be taken to promote partial or toml integra-
tron of railway undertakings at Community level'

I call Mr Cottrell.

Mr Cottrell, rdpporteur. - 
I think that this rePort,

whilst it may seem of relatively little significance, does

in fact have enormous signifiance for the future of this
Community. A little while ago we had the Venice
Summit, a great deal of which was devoted to the
problem of energy consumption whithin the Commu-

nity. The communiqu6 issued at the conclusion of the
summit referred specifically to lhe fact that Europe
and the western world represented at that summit
must treat the development of energy - saving trans-
port systems as one of its highest priorities. Transpon
is very much more to this Community than merely the
movement of goods and people by road, by rail, by
warerway, by coastal shipping and by air. Transport is

rhe jugular vein of this Community. If there is no
transport, there is no industry, there is no commercial
and economic life. Ve have reached a stage in the
affairs of this world where energy has now become
perhaps our prime consideration, although I regret to
say I see precious little recognition of this fact in the
Community today, and in panicular within my own
country.

\We have wilfully over the years neglected the develop-
ment of transport systems which are energy-efficient.
'S/e have used our money before we earned it. Ve
imagine that the discovery of new oil resources,

whether they are in the Nonh Sea or whether they are

in the jungles of Venezuela, will somehow PostPone
the evil day which is upon us. so I hope that this
House will see my report in the context of that situa-
tion.

I would like to remind the House that, if there is an

energy-efficient transport system, then it is the rail-
way. Railways within the existing Community use

approximately l'50/o of our fuel resources and they
then use that I . 5 0/o of our fuel resources to move
43 o/o of the passengers and 25 0/o of the freight which
are moved within every 24-hour period. 'S(hat have

we done with our railways over the years, the cinder-
ella of our transport systems? \fle have tomlly and

completely neglected them. I shall quorc in this

context Sir Peter Parker, Chairman of British Rail,
who recently told the Transport Committee of the
House of Commons:

Unless our investment levels are lifted by some 30 Vo iust
to replace worn out assets, the consequences will be lower
standards of speed, frequency, comfort and reliability of
rail services. This is not a Progress into decline which can

be reversed overnight or corrected within existing finan-
cial constraints.

I have no reason to imagine that the situation is any

different in France or Denmark or Italy or, indeed,

any of the candidate countries for membership of this
Community. Our railways are wearing out; our need

for them is tremendous. V'e must readjust the pattern

of investment in the railway industry. The consences

otherwise will be catastrophic.

In conclusion, I shall quote against from the rePon of
the House of Commons Transport Committee' It is a

criticism of my own government, but it is one, I
suspect, that can well be directed at any European
government:

[n our own view, the Government, although at least not
proposing a substantial reduction in the level of invest-
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ment in the railways, have still, like their predecessors,

3:l;l 
. grasp the nettle of rhe problcm of under-invest-

My report is about under-investmenr. Ir sutgests rhar
the Communiry should take a lead in directing the
investment resources which are essential ro the deve-
lopment of the railway network of the Communiry.
!7e should nor see it. as a sysrem of independent
national networks. \fle should see ir as a Community
network which is able ro serve rhis Community in
whar will inevimbly be a worsening energy drought
ahead. I know that the Commissioner, Mr Burke, will
publish later rhis year his own repon on railways and
how he sees rhe development of railways taking place
in this Community in rhe nexr decade or so. I do hope
that he v'ill at least rake accounr of the proposals
which I have put forward in this report. It is described
as a response to inregration. I do nor actually think it
is possible to integrare railways ar rhis sate. \flhat I do
think it possible rc do is exploit the advantages rhar
railways offer, and rhis is what I commend rc rhis
House in my report.

Prcsident. - The proceedings will now be suspended
until 9 p. m.

The House will rise.

(The sitting was suspended at 8 p. m. and resumed at 9 p.
m.)

view and offer a wide range of possibilities for
combined lransporr.

Usually, when we rhink of combined rransporr we
have in mind rhe idea of rransporting large heary loads
over long distances by rail for subsequent delivery rc
specific destinarions by road, in lorries. However,
combined rransporr can also mean travellers going on
holiday and wishing ro travel grear disrances taking
their cars with them on the train. One of my Bridsfi
friends, who is unfonunarely also unable ro'be here
this evening, told me that he inrended ro spend his
holidays in Italy and would rake advanrage of this
form of combined rransporr. Vhere rhen is rhe diffi-
culty? Cooperarion berween rhe British and French
railways would appear to be very poor and it is pani-
cularly difficult ro obtain rickes for the necessary
connections. This is not a simple business and this is
therefore an area in which rhere is scope for improve-
ment. In my view, the Commission should be able to
take cenain initiatives on this marrer, which I will
return to shonly.

Obviously, as rhe Europqan Community expands and
comes to include more countries, such as Greece, dist-
ances within the Communiry will become considerably
bigger and, quire clearly, the railways will then be able
to play a more imponant role over rhese increased
distances. Ve all know how difficulr it is ro transpon
goods over the Alps through Austria or Switzerland.
!/e know rhat here roo ir is possible to rranspon goods
by rail in a way which is reladvely harmless to the invi-
ronment and economical on energy. However, having
said all rhis in favour of the railwaysl we nevenheless
find that rail rransporr accounrs for a decreasing
proponion of total goods raffic. This gives us food
for thought, and if we refer to rhe repon drawn up by
my colleague Mr Seefeld, the currenr Chairman of the
Commitree on Transpon, in 1979, we see thar in this
report, which received considerable suppon from the
previous Parliament, he noted rhar no soludon had
been found ro the deficirs with which rhe railways in
the various counrries in the European Communiry had
to contend. The report speaks of a dramaric failure in
the policy of rhe Member Sqates. In connecrion with
social, financial and rcchnical harmonization, the
rapporteur noted in that repon that it was perfectly
possible ro make progress in the right direction in
small srages, but that wirh regard to rarionalization
policy for the railways whar was needed was a single
overall design.

The major difficulry facing us in connecrion wirh the
railways is, as Mr Cottrell has already pointed our, [he
fact that the infrastrucrure is obselece. Thus whar we
must do is subsrantially improve this infrastructure.
However, if the major investmenr required is to be
reflected in freighr cosrs, and indeed passenger fares,
then there will be such an increase in these costs and
fares that the railways will again cease ro be so attrac-
tive. Thus what we musr do over rhe next few years is

IN THE CHAIR: MR DE FERRANTI

Vice-President

President. - I call Mr Albers ro speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.

Mr Albers. - (NL) Mr President, I am speaking on
behalf of my colleague Mr Gaben, who is unable ro be
here this evening. However, he sent me a nore inform-
ing me that he is in complere agreemenr with rhe
Cotrell reporr.. Speaking as a fellow Socialist, I must
also say thar I find rhe report excellent and think ir is
unfortunare rhat the repon by rhe Commission to the
Council was only taken note of ar the December 1979
plenary session. This can be expected to receive
funher arrenrion in l98l and it will be for the Dutch
Presidency to take sreps ro this end. I shall very much
welcome this since, as stated in the repon, the railways
should occupy a central posirion in Community trans-
port policy. They are very economical from the poinr
of view of energy consumprion and can run on fuels
other than the liquid fuels upon which we are so
dependent, for example elecrricity or coal. Railways
are also preferable from rhe environmental point of

)
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find solutions to this problem by means of a common
approach and a common policy.

I might perhaps make one criticism of the report,
namely rhat it devotes very little attention to the social
aspect. Clearly, if the railways are to be integrated
over the next few years, this could have considerable
repercussions on [he tens of thousands of people
working in this sector. On a previous occasion I put a

number of critical questions on this point, since I
notice that there are a good [wenty different commit-
tees which act in a consultative capacity regarding
Community transport, including various committees
advising on matters concerning the railways. For
example, there is a Joint Consulmtive Committee on

Social Questions which held no meetings whatsoever in

19781 None whatsoever, whereas it mighr be expecrcd

that a committee of this kind would meet fairly
frequently. Perhaps the Commissioner can comment
on this, since one whould exPect far more action in
rhis field. Then there is the question of the extent to
which we must think in terms of a form of coopera-
tion, or to what extent we should ry rc find solutions
by means of integration. It is essential always to find
thi best solutions. If it is possible to introduce provi-
sional improvements by means of cooperarion, then

that will be the line rc follow. However, our final aim
must be to achieve Breater integration.

If I may I should like to make a few addidonal
comments. I myself get the impression that there is

definirc scope for improvement as regards trans-fron-
tier rail transport, both for goods and for passengers. I
should be pleased if the Commission to whom I
addressed a number of questions on this point and

received a somewhat disappointing answer, could take

more action in this direction. As we all know, it is the

frontier regions in panicular that we find all sorts of
gaps in the railways network which means that people

must change trains, unnecessarily in my view, while
there is also talk of closing certain lines which are the
very ones which provide connections betwcen the
various Member States. In my view, there is cenainly
scope for improving passenger services.

I can assure you tha[ the Socialist Group, which gives

me its firm backing on this matrer, will adopt a clear
position regarding rhe railways. \fle inrcnd to develop
rhis srill further. I am rapporteur for energy-saving in
the rranspor[ sector and shall therefore definitely
devore panicular attention to rail transPort in the
report which I hope to biing out this autumn. Ve
atiach great importance to the develoPment of rail
rransport, both for goods and for passengers. One of
rhe .iasons for this is safety, but what we really find
disturbing is that we are wasting so much time. Consi-
dering that certain schemes were launched as far back
as l97O and considering how few results they have

produced, we must. now make use of [he dme available
to us. This is something we should like to bring rc the
attention of the Commission. It is high time rail trans-
port was developed and the infrastructure improved.

\jfle therefore give our wholeheaned suppon to
Mr Cottrell's report, particularly as he states in his

morion for a resolution that the Commission should
report back to Parliament by the end of 1981 and not
'around 1985'. Ve in Parliament will be glad to do all
rve can, in consultation with the Commission, with a

view to improving rail transport in the future.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Janssen van Raay to speak on

behalf of the Group of the European People's Pany
(Christian-Democratic Group).

Mr Janssen van Raay. - Mr President, allow me on
this special occasion to speak in English, in the first
place to pay tribute to my friend and colleague
Mr Richard Cotrell whom I want to compliment on
his really enthusiastic report. As I said already in the

Committee on Transport, until I became a member
there I personally did not know much about the rail-
ways. On becoming a member, I became interested
and, after reading his really very good report, I even

became enthusiastic. I am more of an air traveller as

some of you who were here this afternoon when we

discussed Eurocontrol may know. But now I have

become more informed about the advantages of the
railway system. I am a firm believer, and I think my
group is a firm believer, in competition and I think, on
reading this report, that there is a good reason for the

railways to compele against other modes of transport.
The railways really - and reading this I am convinced

- have a great future. One of my German friends
gave me documents about recent experiments .in

Emsland in Northern Germany with a new tyPe of
train which can reach a speed of +00 km per hour with
195 passengers on a new maBnetic monorail sysrcm. If
our technology has rhe imagination and concern for
competitiveness to invent this rype of thing, the advan-
tages Richard Cottrell mentioned in this repon will be

very tangible because one of the advantages of the
railways which he mentioned is that it enables you to
travel by night. All of us know that, because of envi-
ronmen[ problems, planes are no longer allowed, at
least on the continent of Europe and maybe in

England also, to fly during the night. Here you have a

situition in which you can comPete. The second

advantage he pointed ou[ is the ability to travel from
city centre to city centre. You may think I am some-

thing of a Jekyll and Hyde because on one hand I am

very enthusiastic about aeroplanes and on the other I
really believe in a great future for the railways. This
morning I said we could provide, as a directly-
elected European Parliament, a new impetus for an

inregrated air traffic control system. I would add

that the same goes for the railways. This is a new and

enthusiastic endeavour to make the railways more

competitive and financially attractive. \fle would ask

the tommission to do some good background on this

and my group of Christian Democrats fully suppons
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this. I hope rhat when you read our proposed amend-
menr, Mr Cortrell you will understand rhar rhey are
mean[ to be constiucrive amendmenrs, nor ne[atire
ones. Some draft amendmenrs are intended to
completely reverse the proposals of rhe rapporreur.
These are nor.'$(i'e seriously discussed the whole thing
in my Group and we simply rhought we could make
one or two improvements. That was our opinion and
we are very flexible on ir. Tomorrow, when we vote
on your reporr we shall hear your views. If you like
our amendmenr, we shall move them. If you change
your mind, we shall wirhdraw them. But anyway we
like your repon very much. Ve complimenr you on ir.
My Group is very enrhusiastic about it and I congraru-
late you on this really brillant reporr.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Moorhouse to speak on behalf
of the European Democratic Group.

Mr Mooreho Mr President, I have rhree
minutes in which to comment on this mos[ imponan[
report..May I quickly say how much we have appre-
ciated Mr Cortrell's effon in writing this repon which
we think is a very expen piece of writing. I ihould like
to single our [hree or four, as it seems ro me, parricu-
larly imponanr points.

I. think it is very dmely thar we should be looking at
the future of railways. From an energy-saving poini of
view, there is lirtle doubt thar railways do sco.e ,ery
markedly as compared with other forms of rransporr,
but we shall be looking into this in close detail under
Mr Albers and we did so much appreciare his contri-
bution just now. A funher advantage for railways, ir
would seem, is security of supply of basic fuel, insofar
as all rhe indications poinr to elecrification and of
course, wirh electrificarion, one can rurn ro nuclear
power as a source of thar elecricity or ro hydropower
or to coal. Then again on safery, I think we very ofren
forget, underrare, rhe fact that railways are a rre.y safe
form of rransporr, compared panicularly witir rhe
roads. For insrance, in 1976, for every jeath occa-
sioned by derailmenr or collision on rhe railways of
the European Communiry rhere were no fewer than
I 292 faraliries on rhe roads. Certainly, a very big
poinr in favour of the railways. Cooperation -Mr Albers mentioned rhe lack of cooperarion appar-
ently between rhe Bridsh Rail and the French railways.
O.n.. if sorry indeed to hear that, but ler us hope thar
with rhe coming into being of the Channel tunnel - it
seems rhe right momenr [o mention the Channel
tunnel in connecrion with cooperarion - rhat rhis lack
of liaison will be put right. !7har berter example could
there be than rhe Channel tunnel as a means of coop-
erarion ro link rogerher 18 000 kms of highly-devil-
oped railway in the United Kingdom -with 

rhe
8.8 000 kms of railways on rhe conrinint of Europe, so
that - and rhis is very much a Bridsh poinr of viiw, of

course, bur I think it one which would well be shared
by the people on the Conrinent, - we can look
forward ro rhe day when passengers and freighr can be
sent by rail righr the way rhrough from rhe norrhern
part of Scotland down to the tip of sourhern Italy and
to Mr Butrafuoco's country. Indeed, we are looking
forward ro hearing Mr Burtafuoco speak about trans-
pofi infrasrructure, bur just to come back to the Chan-
nel runnel for a second, I rhink one really can see grea[
benefits flowing from rhe building of the Channel
tunnel, nor only ro rhe Unircd Kingdom and to
France, bur also to the other counrries in terms of the
extra rraffic which will be generared. So I hope you
will gather, Mr President, from my all too brief
remarks, that we strongly support Mr Cottrell's repon
and we look forward ro rhe srudy by Mr Albers in rhe
autumn.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Carossino ro speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Carossino, - (I) Mr President, rhe Commis-
sion's report to rhe Council on rhe long-term goals
and on rhe way to bring about full or panial railway
integration had a rather lukewarm reception from the
Community circles involved, and gave rise to more
criticism rhan suppon. That does nor mean rhat Parlia-
ment should nor make a staremenr on rhe Commis-
sion's proposals, which despite their limitations can be
taken as a basis for discussion, given rhat rhey provide
an outline of rhe problems which rhe railways are
facing. The purpose of discussion would be to define
the general aims at the hean of a plan ro develop
cooperation between rhe Community's railway under-
takings in the wider conr.exr of building a Community
rransporr system embracing all forms of transpon, and
in which the railways would assume their rightful role.

I.spoke of cooperation, since it seems to be the only
objective which can realistically be pursued in the
medium term. Funher progress towards railway inte-
gration, desirable though ir may be, seems in the light
of the reports we have of cooperation arrangements
within the Communiry and of gore.nments; stated
intentions to be wishful thinking withour even a slen-
der chance of becoming realiry. .

'We are convinced rhat progress through increased
cooperarion berween railway undertakings wirhin the
framework of their presenr independent h"nag..enr
is an essenrial srep rowards rackling rhe problem of
partial railway integration. Ve unfortunarely also have
to admit rhere are srill serious delays in promoting
more effectrve coordination by Community bodies.

This lack of political will, this insisrance on a narional
approach to rhe developmenr of [ransporr networks, is
an obstacle to the construcrion of a coheren[ Commu-
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niry transport system. Ve believe that an improvement
in rhe railways' financial position and the establish-
ment of goods and passenger services which meet the
Community's present and future needs are essential

borh of the consolidation of the results we have

achieved so far and to accomplishment of any funher
progress in the economic integration of the Nine.

The profound changes in transport needs over the past

few years, and the difficulties which the railways have

faced in adapting to the new requirements of the
market, are due not to spontaneous factors but to the
distoned competition provided by the choice of rhe

motor car as the pacemaker of industrial development.'
This has led to considerable investment problems for
the railways, because public funds available for trans-
port have largely been invested in the development of
the road [ransport infrastructure. That is why we

consider it essential that the relationship between rail
and road should, as I said, be balanced out in the

context of an overall Community transport policy.

It should be added that the policy of railway develop-
ment, if it takes place, is bound to have a positive
influence on the overall economic development of the

Community, since it will help both to solve the prob-
lems posed by industrial reconversion and to bring
about an energy policy founded on energy-saving and

on the diversification of energy sources.

There is therefore a lot the Community can do to
make up for time lost. The document lists some

general guidelines which we Italian Communists can

agree with, both as regards the research to be under-

taken to establish a long-term Community policy for
the railways which takes into account the problems
posed by rhe accession of new Member States, and as

regards action to coordinate cooperation initiatives in

the development of electrification and of inter-
Community passenger services, in the improvement of
the undertakings' commercial operating structure,
easier frontier crossings, the promotion of combined
transport techniques, and the planning and construc-
tion and improvement of the infrastructure with
projects of Community interest.

As I have said, we are in broad agreement with these

guidelines, since, if they are carried out, they will
boost economic convergence throughout the Commu-
niry and help overcome some of the worst sectoral and

regional problems. \fl'e are in favour, too, because -
as oiher Members have already said - 

railway trans-
port fills a particular need today in a policy of proper
management of natural resources and in the planning
and organisation of economic and social development'

For these reasons we suPport Mr Cottrell's repon and

will vote in favour of the motion for resolution and of
any improving amendments which are put-forward,
and we hope that after Parliament, the Council will
adopt the report, so that it can become a directive for
Community action in the transport sector.

President. - I call Mrs Le Roux.

Mrs Le Roux. - (F) Mr President, the opinion of
the Committee on Transport and of its rapponeur,
Mr Cottrell, on the Commission rePort on the Euro-
pean integration of railway undertakings does not
iurprise us. It is directly in keeping with the previous

Commission plans for the long-term creation of a

European railway company. But we have a right to
*ond.., and I do this on behalf of the French

Communists and Allies, about the eagerness displayed

here by Mr Cottrell and the majority of the Commit-
tee on Transpon to implemenr a wicked plan.

Indeed, the reactionary and social-democratic major-
ity'of this committee wants to go even funher, and

.u.n rno.. quickly. It proposes to Promote the coordi-
nated management of railway investment and finance

wirhin the Community, including the funding of
private projects. It proposes that the Commission take

a special interest in the intra-Community goods trans-

poit ,..to.. It mentions the need for railway undertak-
ings to be financially balanced, forgetting any concePt

of public service.

In short, it proposes that the European authorities act

selectively, iavouring European goods trade and a few

express rrains for the use of European businessmen'

Tliis would lead inescapably to the disappearance of a

whole part of the rail network, that of regions

...ou.i from the economic hean of the Europe of
rhe multinationals, and that means most of the regions

of my country, for instance the south-west, the Medi-
terranean, the centre, Brittany, and even the Paris area

and the North of France. It will mean the disappear-

ance of lines which irrigate the regional and rural fabric
of our country, those stopping trains which are used

by travellers of modest means and which make it
possible'to supply the smallest townships and districts

without excessive energy consumption. By reducing

the rail network to that part considered profitable

according rc the profit criteria of which we cannot

approve, you will be paying the way for an even grea-

tii *eakening of economic and regional life, for
higher unemploy..nt, for a Europe reduced to a few
..giont focused on the Federal Republic of Germany,

foi the draining of national wealth towards the

Federal Republic and Benelux' The upgrading of the

Dunkirk-Luxembourg line, which is being carried out
mainly for the benefit of the Arbed comPany Presages
this.

Of course, cooperation on transPort is necessary. Of
course there is room for improvement. But it must also

go beyond EEC frontiers. \7hat you are proposing is

not cooperation but submission. Once again these are

proiects which call into question the concept of public
ieruice and the life of the regions. Once again it is

national independence which you want to sell out. The
workers of France know the importance of the railway
network. They do not hesitate to take numerous and
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determined measures ro defend rhe railways. Have no
doubr rhat rhe projecrs will be received as rhey deserve
by those who defend the life of my country. Ve will
suppon rheir acrion and will begin by voring againsr
your wicked proposals to inregrare the railways.

President. - I call Mr Burke.

Mr Burke, Member of the Commission. - Mr presi-
dent, I would first of all like to join with rhose speak-
ers who have congratulated Mr Cortrell on his repon
which examined wirh seriousness and indeed, if I
might say so, personal commitment, our report. on
integration. Having had rhe opponuniry of visiting
him in Bristol and having seen him make a demonstra-
tion to me of railway problems in thar area I know rhat
he is personally involved.

I might also say rhat I am happy because I see a cenain
similariry berween his approach and our own conclu-
sions in the Commission. Perhaps I mighr rcll the
House that, over rhe three and a half years that I have
held rhis mandare for transpon, I have seen a cerrain
development ar different periods of different aspects of
the rranspon policy. The whole shipping policy devel-
oped much more strongly, say, in the period 1977
onwards than ar rhe beginning. It rhen fell to us ro rry
and do somerhing about aviation. Ve spoke about thar
earlier roday and I indicared rhat our memorandum
had given a lead on this quesrion. \7e rhen rhought it
necessary ro give a rhrusr in the direcrion of infrasrruc-
ture, and we will come [o thar in rhe next repon.
Again, this is before rhe insrances of the Communiry
now for discussion and hopefully a decision.

Lastly, it seemed ro me rhar railways needed to be
given a thorough examination of a polirical narure, so
as to give a new impulse ro policies for the 1980s irr
rhis important sphere. I remember in May of 1978 a
demonstrarion of railway unions in Brussels which was
rhe biggest demonstrarion I have ever seen in my
period rhere - bigger even rhan in agriculture. Ten
thousand or so railway workers came to Brussels to
indicare their concern abour rhe future of rheir
employment - about the furure of railways - and I
had the pleasure and indeed rhe privilege of receiving
these railway unions ar rhe very uble of the Commis-
sion for a two-hour discussion. From that period ir
seemed to me importanr that ar some early poinr we in
the Commission should come forward wirh new
proposals and new ideas. Therefore I welcome rhe
emphasis that Mr Cottrell's reporr lays on action.

I am pleased to announce rhat, as a result of the
impulse given at the rime rhat I have menrioned and
our discussions since then, we are currently preparing
in the Commission a document on railway policy. Thi
documenr, I hope, will interesr a ue.y *ide seiror of
public opinion. In it I intend to review rhe current
economic and financial situarion of railways in the

Community, to undertake an evaluation of Commu-
niry railway policy, and ro consider the future ourlook
for rhis mode of rransporr, examining possible
measures [o overcome past difficulties and meer future
requirements. The need ro srreng[hen Communiry
inidarives in the field of cooperacion and integration, I
am glad to say, will be nored in rhat documenr and has
been particularly srressed here in Mr Cottrell's reporr.
I hope rhat the Members of the European parliamenr
will conrinue ro follow the ideas of rhis resolution by
giving rheir full support to furure Commission acrions
in this field.

Again, more specifically on rhe questions before us
today, I intend larer this year [o presenr proposals
which rhe Commission, under the provisions of Arti-
cle l5(l) and 15(2) of the 1975 decision has to submit
ro rhe Council on fixing the rime-limit and condirions
for achieving the financial balance of railway undertak-
ings and define more precisely rhe public service obli-

, gation ro which railways may be subjected. I would
like ro indicate ro Mrs Le Roux that there is no ques-
tion wharsoever of disregarding rhe public service obli-
gations of railways. The proposals which I have just
indicated are an integral part of Communiry railway
policy. They will be submirted ro rhe Council and to
Parliament once we have completed rhe policy review
which, as I indicated ro you a momenr ago, is practi-
cally complete and will be published somerime in rhe
autumn.

I, therefore, welcome the rapponeur's dynamism in
this area and the conrributions made by the various
Members. I am aware, for example, of rhe connection
between the use of rhis particular mode and the impor-
tan[ question of energy-saving. I note also the empha-
sis laid by some speakers on social conditions in rhe
railways and I take Mr Albers' point about rhe number
of meetings of rhis commitree. Perhaps, strangely, rhe
reason why they may nor have me[ so ofren may be
due to the facr rhat - and I am very happy about rhis

- workers in rhis area enjoy a relarively high level of
remunerarion, for example, by comparison with some
other workers who, perhaps, may wish [o meer more
frequently to discuss these marters. Nevenheless, I
note his poinr and I rhink it can be taken inro accounr
by all rhose who are involved. I wanr, also, ro rhank
those people who have menrioned infrasrrucrure. Ve
have policies before rhe Council and Parliament on
this imponanr marler and rhey will be discussed very
shortly by rhe House. A lot needs to be done in this
area and I have spoken widely abour the need to inte-
grate, for example, rhe railway sysrem of the continent
of Europe wirh that of the United Kingdom. Again,
this is somerhing on which I look forward ro some
early progress. I am glad, for example, ro see rhat rhe
very disdnguished academic, Sir Alec . Cairncross,
speaking ro rhe Transport Commirree of the British
House of Commons, recenrly spoke favourably abour
possibilities in this area.

So, let us rhen move forward with' the help of this
dynamic repon. and ler us take lhe memorandum on

!r"
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railways which I aril preparing and see if there is a
political will in the Community to take the necessary

legislative decisions; because after all, honourable
IVlembers of this House, there is only so much that a

Commission can do. It can put forward initiatives for '
legislation - and we have done that, I think, in practi-
cally all the fields that I have discussed briefly here this

evening. It remains for the Council of Ministers to
legislarc. And unless we get movement in that area,

wih the help of Parliament, then I am afraid a lot of
our efforts will have been in vain. Nevenheless, I wish

to thank the Parliament for its approach to these

matters; to say thar I have norcd im willingness to help
us to achieve a grearcr integrarion. I would not be too
dogmatic, by the way, in making theological distinc-
tions between cooperation and integration. 'What we

really *'ant to get is a greater utilization of the railway
systems in the Communiry and we will work gradually
towards that end.

I want to thank the House for im approach to this

marter and to say that, as far as we in'the Commission
are concerned, we are pursuing these policies with all

the energy possible and indeed are bringing forward
new proposals in the very near future which should
meet with the well expressed wishes of the Members

of Parliament for this important mode of transPort.

(Applause)

President. - The debate is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at

the next voting time.

14. Projects of Community interest in transport
infrastructure

President. - The next item is the repon drawn up by
Mr Buttafuoco (Doc. 1-218/80) on behalf of the

Committee on Transpon on the

amendment to the proposal from the Commission to the

Council for a regulation on suPpon for projects of
Community interest in EansPort infrastructure (Doc.

146/8q.

I call Mr Buttafuoco.

Mr Buttafuoco, rdPPorteur. - (I) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, precisely because we are behind

schedule, I decided not to speak on the Cottrell
report, one of rhe reasons being that some of the
points raised by ,y colleagues - in particular by
Mr Albers, Mr Carossino and Mr Janssen van Raay -
are shared by me. I say this simply to make clear our
rotal agreement with Mr Cottrell's excellent rePort.

Mr President, a srudy of the documents produced by

this institution shows, that interest in the subject

which this resolution deals with darcs back to when

the European Parliament had not yet been elected by

universal suffrage. Previous Committees strongly

supported the Commission's proposal of s J.uly t9z5'

by'way of a report by Mr Nyborg. They were

convinced that a modern transPort structure was one

of the cornerstones of the economy and social policy

of the Community and a decisive means of furthering

unification.

If we look at our continen!, we become aware that

some of the gaps and disrcnions in the transPort

network are due-to the frontiers which exist between

countries, and this obviously offers wide scope for
progress towards rationalization. Many transpon

L"r."i.tt can be eliminated, barriers which sometimes

- as Mr Mersch's repon of 1974 so appropriately

states - are worse than customs barriers, and rela-

tively little expenditure could produce major results,

ladies and gentlemen.

The European Parliament adopted a resolution on

4 July D7), based on the repon by Mr Nyborg which

I lave already mentioned, but the Council-at that time

- and since ihen - has not adoprcd any decision' On

l8 February of this year the Commission - Pursuant
to the second paragraph of Anicle 149 of-the EEC

Treary - submitted to the Council a modification to

the pioposal which the Council forwarded to Parlia-

rn.ni on 21 March last, so that Parliament might

deliver its opinion. The Proposal was referred to the

Parliamenury Committee on Transport, which

honoured ,. by choosing me as raPponeur' At its

meeting of 30 May, the Committee examined the

motion"for a ,esoluiion and the explanatory satement

and approved the motion unanimously, with.only two
,brtentlont. In fact, the Committee realized that the

draft regulation was of prime imponan-ce for all our

countriei. The latter will naturally submit a whole

range of projects, to which vre exPect.recognidon of
theil status as projects of Community interest will be

accorded and io which we hope the Community will
grant financial support necessary. This fact Vas

itressed again at the meeting in Brussels last June and

will be cJnfirmed by the Klinkenborg report, which

promises to be an inieresting and probing study-of the

iubject. The interest attached to the projects of Sreat
Community imponance - projects such as the Chan-

nel tunnel or the bridge over the straits of Messina -
is sure to be reiterated and no doubt this repon will
also take account of the waterway from Milan to the

Adriatic, via Cremona, Mantua, Piacenza and Ferrara,

which was shown to be necbssary by the motion for a

resolution tabled by Mr Petronio and other Members

of the Right.

Today the polidcal will to modify the original draft
regulition has become aPParent, a will to modify it.in
rulh " way as to give preference to projects to be

car,ried oui in third countries for the benefit of the

Community and, in panicular, a project for a motor-
way link bit*een Yugoslavia, Austria and Germany' It

,. r'\,,ii!'i-' '
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is to be expecred that the financial basis for rhis project
will be.provided by the Community with the aim of
rmproving rransporr to and from Greece and to and
from Iraly, and that the Community will conrribute to
the financing of rransporr infrastructure in Ausrria and
Switzerland with runnels under rhe Alps. Examples are
the consrrucrion of rhe Montecroce Carnico tunnel,
which will link up with the mororway from Ausrria to
Trieste, so rhar the region of Friuli/Venezia-Giulia is
not cut off from rhe main srream of European raffic.

In my draft reporr approved by rhe Commirree, I
suggested rwo amendments. The first concerns the
preamble and refers to paragraph 2 of Anicle 84, in
order to enable measures to be carrie{ out in the
sectors of navigation and aviarion as well. The second
amendmenr, ro Anicle l, follows the same general line
and takes accounr of the amendment which Mr Caros-
sino did well to rable ro the draft regulation of, rhe
Council relating ro supporr for projecr of Community
interest, and it is aimed ar including in rhe above, ports
and airporrs as infrasrrucrures which qualify for finan-
cial aid from the Communiry.

\7hen implementing rhis protramme, ladies and
gen[lemen, we need to take account of two main
factors - ar least this is the Italian view and I think it may
be shared by all of you. Firstly, rhe amounr, spent on
projects ro be carried out in third counries should nor
be excessively high in comparison with the sums which
are aimed ar the infrasrrucrure of the Member Srates

- ar any rare, i[ should be kepr within reasonable
proporrions - and above all rhe Communiry infra-
st.ructures should be more favourably treated as a
result of the programme. Secondly, when choosing
projects in rhe category of'third coun[ries', in order ro
qualify for rhe benefirs which are provided for in the
regularion, absolure priority will be given to rhe
projects which concern roures which link rwo coun-
tries of the Communiry.

It is with rhese few poinrs in mind rhat I invite parlia-
menr ro approve rhis amendmenr [o rhe drafr regula-
tlon.

(Applause)

pean Community, countries such as Austria, or Yugo-
slavia are closely involved in rhe developmenr of rhis
transport nerwork. These are all problems which must
be solved.

Naturally, ir is viral rhat infrastrucrure projects in rhe
interesrs of the Community should also be carried out
within the European Community ircelf, for example,
between Denmark and the Federal Republic, bur as a
Danish colleague told me roday, ir is a matrer of
extreme inrernal importance ro Denmark that rhe
islands forming part of irs terrirory should be linked
with the mainland. Clearly, this is a vast field which
could be of enormous significance as regards employ-
menr roo, which is one of the reasons why the Socialist
Group can give irs wholeheaned. suppon ro [hese
proposals.

However, I musr make a few criricisms. I musr say rhat
I am very glad, now rhat rhis chamber is so full, thar
the members of the Commirree on Budgets are also
present. After all, what is rhe siruarion in which we
currently find ourselves? The draft budget for l98l
was submitted to us today. This drafr conrains a large
number of figures and percentages. It is obvious ro ill
of us that the percenrages for the agricultural policy
are on rhe high side - in facr are far too high - and
that the percenrages for social and regional policy are
on the low side, but even rhough poveny is extensive,
the draft neverrheless gives 0.040/o or O.O24o/0.
However, the figures given for rransporr policy is not
0.00 0/0, since it is simply nor possible ro express the
xmounr available for rhar secror as a percentage:0.00!
That is rhe situarion as regards paymenr appropria-
tions. If we now look at commitment appropriations
we see the figure 0. This is followed by a dash because
even a series of naughts are a lirtle on the high side ro
indicate what we have to spare for rranspon policy in
our Communiry.

I-should like to draw your artenrion ro rhis poinr, since
if Parliamenr adopts the amendmenr *. .ri discussing
this evening, which I am sure it will, money will have
to be forthcoming. According ro a press iutting the
Austrian Minisrer of Transport is calling a hah to the
increase in rransit by foreign lorries. This means
barriers ro rransporr and trade. If we wish ro avoid
these barriers being set up, ir is nor enough merely to
come here and rtrake fine-sounding speiches about
what a good idea ir would be to have a common
policy, so rhar we could carry our projects of impon-
ance for the Community. Money must also be fonh-
coming. If rhe 50 million requested by rhe Commission
last year for rhe l98O budget, could now be made
available .for 198 I by means of a supplemenrary
budget, rhis would represenr 0.250/o ol or. toul
budget. I would be very glad for the Confmissioner
over rhere if that could be done this year.

Even if rhis money were now to be made available and
if we were actually to find ourselves in a position to do
those things which common sense tells us are neces-

President. - I call Mr Albers, on behalf of the
Socialist Group.

Mr Albers. - (NL) Mr President, we are discussing
a European rransporr network, an ourline for a policy
as described in Supplement 8/79, rhe Bullerin of the
European Communities. This is an exrremely impor-
tanI marter as it has become apparent that the
Commission's original proposal for a regularion was in
fact incomplete. Hence these additional proposals,
since a European rransport nerwork can obviously not
be exclusive to rhe Member Stares of the European
Community. In view of rhe enlargement of rhe Euro-
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sary, in spite of all the various political trends - and I
am thinking particularly of the people behind me here,
as I often hear very divergent views'from these quan-
ers - if only we could use our common sense and say,

'Yes, that's a good idea, this money must be made
available, these projects are essential, this will be good
for the development of transport, for the development
of trade and for employment'.

Incidenrally, in the Committee on Transpon I had my
personal ob.iections to the amendments proposed by
the rapponeur, but on funher consideration I must
admit, on behalf of my group, that we too think it is a
good thing that air transport and pons should also be

included since obviously if we wanl to improve the
transport infrastructure, a development of air trans-
pon and, in panicular, of the pons in the European
Community is vital. Mr President, it will do doubt be

obvious from what I have said that my Group gives its
full suppon to the proposal by the Commission. \7e
suppon the Buttafuoco report, and are also in favour
of the amendmenm he has proposed.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Janssen van Raay to speak on
behalf of the Group of the European People's Party
(Christian-Democratic Group).

Mr Janssen van Raay. - (NL) Mr President, ladies

and gentlemen, we support the Buttafuoco rePort'
Thar is rhe first point I wish to make. Secondly, after
all the debates on rhe Rules of Procedure and the

protection of minorities, I should like to say as deputy.
coordinator of one of the larger grouPs that we find it.
perfectly natural that the 'non-registered' Members, if
I may describe them in this way, should also be able to
sit on committees and enjoy the same rights as all the

other Members. Our Chairman, Mr Seefeld, has said

righr from the outset that it is perfectly natural for a

non-attached member to act as rapPorteur. I admire
Mr Buttafuoco's modesty in being content with draw-
ing up a report which originally merely appeared to
concern amendments rc details. 'What, however, has

been his reward? Suddenly a new amendment has been

proposed which is extremely interesting from the
political point of view. This way by no means the

original intention in that it concerned the question of
Community financing of projects in, for example,
Austria or Yugoslavia. But what has happened? Ve in

the Committee on Transport have made known to the

executive that we think the implementation of Arti-
cle 8a(2) should be taken very seriously, which means

that the repon has now taken on a far greater import-
ance than had originally been intended. It is our wish

that the Council should take the implementation of
this Article seriously. This means that things have got
moving. It is true that we have hesitated. \7e have

been wondering whether or not it would be better to
wait for the major repon by one of our other

colleagues, but now we have taken the bull by the

horns and indicated that we wish Article 84(2), which
concerns maritime and air transport, put into Practice.
Both Mr Albers and myself are very much involved in
transport problems and this question affects us too.
The Commission, must, in my view, carry out a

serious study of these points, since pons and sea and

air transport are also of vital imponance for Europe.
For this reason we wholeheanedly suppon the Butto-
fuoco report, and particularly the proposed amend-
ments it contains.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Moreland to speak on behalf
of the European Democratic Group.

Mr Moreland. - Mr President, perhaps some of us

from the western side of the Communiry might ask

ourselves why we should use our hard-earned cash on
roads, railways, waterways or ports in countries
outside of the Communiry. The Select Committee on
Transport of the Bridsh House of Commons has

described this regulation as, and I quote, 'scarcely
politic'. \7ell, why is it politic, and the answer of
course lies in the map, because, as our German and

Italian colleagues know, if you travel from Germany
to Italy, you have to go through Austria. If you read
rhe British Select Committce on Transpon they do not
actually appear altogether to understand geography

and I am sure that my colleagues would appreciate it if
the Commissioner were to send them a map of
Europe. This is, of course, politic. Indeed, I am

tempted [o say that I look forward to the day when we

are financing not iust roads linking Germany and ltaly
through Austria or Greece and Italy through Yugosla-
via, but perhaps the day when we can finance a road to
Greece through Albania, because there is quite a lot of
politics involved there as well.

I have so far been kind to the Commission but I now
become a little bit more critical. Here I suPPort

warmly the amendment pu[ forward by the committee.
It does seem to me [hat free competition is a vital basis

for the Community. One cannot have a regulation on
infrastructure for some modes of transport and not for
others. Roads, rail, air, sea are all important. Yet the
Commission says in its green paPer, and I quote:

The proposed action programrne mainly concerns road,
rail and wa[erway. Given the interrelationship between all
modes of transport, some aspects of the role of pons and

airpons must be taken into account.

Some aspects, only some aspects Mr President? I
should point out that if you travel from the United
Kingdom or from Ireland or from much of Denmark
ro other parts of the Community, you have of course

to travel at the moment by air or by sea at some points.

Does the Commissioner for example disapprove of the
recent investment by the European Investment Bank in
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Irish ferries? I cinnot quite believe thar he would have
disapproved of rhe recenr loan rhere. So consequently
Mr Presidenr, ro base this regulation solely on Ani-
cle 75 of rhe Treary of Rome, i.e. ro limit it to inland
surface transporr, would be torally discriminatory.
Therefore I enrirely supporr rhe rapporreur on rhls
matter.

Finally Mr President, much as I warmly welcome rhis
morion, I have to give a warning and of course rhe
warning came from Mr Albers. I have to give some
words of warning, because, ahhough I believe there is
a strong Community interest in transpon infrasrruc-
ture and I believe rhar we musr push the accelerator on
the developmenr of a common rranspon policy, rhere
is one word and that is money. And frankly when I
looked at that budget rhis morning I nearly wept when
I saw whar was in ir for rransport. The only occasion
when I wepr a bit more was when I looked ar how
much was in it for energy. And given thar the Presi-
dent of the Commission in his speech in February
made a great pitch on rransporr and energy, I rhought
why has the Commission not the guts to back him'on
this. And of course it is the big probtem rhar we face
because we do have to realize that spending is a matter
of alternatives. '$7e know that two governments ar
least oppose increases in our resources. 'S7'e know rhat
if we a're to have money for an infrastructure
programme, somewhere else has to lose. I know which
part of the budger rhat I would like ro see cut back. I
was nlking to a farmer rhe orher day who was taking
his milk ro inrervention and complaining about the
roads and felt like saying ro him boni soit qui mal y
pense, because rhis of course is the problem. And we
do realize that much as we suppon this regulation
tonighr there is spending involved behind ir. I would
like to see thar spending bur we have got to see spend-
ing cuts elsewhere to allow for it.

President. - I call Mr Maurice Manin, ro speak on
behalf of the Communisr and Allies Group.

Mr Martin. - (F) Mr Presidenr, the French
Communists are resolurely opposed the principle of
Community intervention in rranspon infrastructure,
for three reasons.

Firstly, we are rold rhat there are bottlenecks in cenain
frontier zones. By definirion this is a marter for bila-
teral decisions. It is up to rhe counrries concerned to
deal wirh these problems which, after all, do not create
any special difficulries.

Secondly, rhe concepr of Community inreresr in rrans-
port interesrs is used. \7har does that mean in reality?
Care is taken not ro define ir, because in fact it means
benefirring the dominant companies within rhe Europe
of the Nine. C)n rhe prerexr of establishing better links
between peripheral areas, rhe inrcntion is ro increase
central izarion.

Thirdly, the pseudo-benefir ro the Communiry is in
obvious contradicrion ro national sovereignty, which
implies narional control over rransport infrastrucrures
and over the general balance of networks.

Let me add rhat France is panicularly affected in this
matter. In view of ir central position and im geotra-
phy, France would be panicularly badly hir by this
policy. In fact, the procedure proposed by the
Commission consisr.s in promoting the financing of
links of so-called 'Community inreresr', which is
bound ro mean unfavourable trearmenr for the others.
Now if France is crossed by several links of interna-
tional interest, a large pan of the country would srill
find itself left our.

Your policy would lead ro a srucrural distonion of
the regional organizarion of France. A Community
transpon. policy would divide our counrry in two, with
one parr [inked ro the outside and the other forming a
neglected and underequipped interior. This is unac-
ceptable and we reject ir categorically. Let me add that
in the case of France, links of international inrerest
and links of nadonal interest are nor necessarily identi-
cal. \7e say rhis wirh all the more convicrion since we
have already had experience of such a disasrrous
policy. Thus, for example, the easrern mororway,
intended ro link Paris and Srasbourg, was divened
north to improve rhe connections with the Saar and
the Ruhr.

The result is deplorable. It is a flagrant economic fail-
ure. '!(/e will nor accepr rhe inrroduction of this absurd
procedure on a general scale. The principle objective
of transpon infrastructure is to ensure a fair balanced
between modes of rranspon and regions wirhin rhe
national rerritory. The kind of European inregration
proposed here would be diametrically opposed to this.
'We refuse a course leading [o a rwo-rier France, jusr
as some people speak of a two-tier economy. Anyone
who accepted this policy would be g-uilty of delivering
a serious blow ro national unity.

President. - I call Mr Carossino.

Mr Carossino. - (l) Mr President, the Commis-
sion's proposal ro widen the scope of suppon offered
by the Community to rransporr infrastructure secrors
so as to include projecrs which may be carried out in
third counrries is a proposal which definircly deserves
to be examined from several view points.

The firsr and major commenr concerns the conrradic.
tion likely ro oc_cur berween rhis proposal for increas-
ing. rhe scope of inrervention oudide rhe Community,
and proposals by one or rwo narional delegarions
which aimed ar restricting rhe sphere of acdon of the
draft regulation and rhus removing any coherence it
might have had. In fact, we consider rhar all direct
intervention by the Communiry in rranspon infra-
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structure sectors, to be welcomed from all points of
view, should above all overall policy. Other members
have already srarcd this in fact in their speeches a short
rime ago. The idea is it should include all modes of
transport in order to start thi albeit gradual movement
towards the setting up of a Community regulatory
rranspon system. Instead of this, as everyone here
knows, the Council has approved a decision concern-
ing the instituting of a consultation procedure and the
setting up of a Committee on Transport Infrastructures
which will exclude airpons and seapons. The Council
has thereby complercly ingnored the vote of the Euro-
pean Parliamenr which demonstrated its support for
an overall policy along these lines.

Now, the Committee on Transpon of our Parliament
once more proposes to include navigation and aviation
infrastructures in the programme. Ve think that the
Council's approval of this proposal is an essential pre-
requisite for us to be able to accede the request to
extend intervention to cover non-member countries.

The motives behind these demands are quite clear.
Apart from the need which we have already mentioned
to achieve well-balances and harmonious development
of all modes of transport, we should also like [o suess

the importance of ports, which are the links in the
chain between sea transport and land transport, and
through which the majority of the raw materials
imported into the Community and of manufactured
goods which the countries of the Community export
all over the world must pass. And we must also take
into consideration the imminent enlargement of the
Community to include Greece and in the years to
come Spain and Portugal, and finally - as other
speakers have already stated - the energy crisis situa-
tion which has boosted the role of railways and sea

transpon for the very reason that they consume less

enerty.

In the Committee's memorandum on the role of the
Community in the development of infrastructures, it
was correctly poinrcd out that action in this sector
should in future occupy a large place in Common
Transpon Policy. But if rhe Council aPproves the
regulation relating to financial support, this would
introduce irito Community policy an instrument which
is in fact new because a proportion of the expenditure
needed [o carry out these projecw of Community
interest would have to be systematically laid. off
against the Community budget. I mean projects which
if rhey were not carried out would tend to create a

bottleneck in the uaffic between the Member States.

Nonetheless, we wonder if the Council has the real
political will to institute an intervention of this sort
and we have more than one reason to think it does not
in view of the facr, already mentioned here, that in the
1980 budget the modest sum which we proPosed to
allocate to this poliry was removed. Now we think
that the scale of expenditure as well as the defining of
strict criteria for disribution of funds in order to

support specific projects form another basic prerequi-
site on which it would be advisable for our Parliament
to give its opinion before deciding if the Community
should for example help rc a lesser or greater extent in
financing the Austrian road. It would be advisable rc
establish the precise circumstances under which
non-member countries might qualify for the planned
aid, for example by setting a limit, a maximum Percen-
tage in relation to the size of the total sum available,
and ensuring that absolute priority is given to transit
routes which link two counries of the Community. In
this way we could avoid seeing Communiry funds
accorded to non-member countries increase the isola-
tion of certain economic areas, for example north-west
Italy or north-east Italy when compared with the centre
of Europe and with a pan of the south of Europe,
instead of improving the links within the Com;nunity.
In conclusion, we consider that the approval of these

committee proposals is the essential first step towards
the adoption of the whole measure and to ensure that
it is endowed with the force and impact of a new
Community instrument for the transport policy we
wish to have.

President. - I call Mr Turner.

Mr Turner. - Mr President, I must say first of all
that I entirely agree with my friend, Mr Moreland, in
what he said about the House of Commons Select

Committee on Transport - they are pathetic. Their
reaction is that of what the Victorians used to call a

one-horse village - one might call them a one-horse
select committee.

Now I want to come on to the question of pons. It is

futile to consider transport infrastructure without
ports. Many rail and road communications lead to
ports. For instance, to build a road from the English
Midlands to the Ruhr without making pon extensions
in East Angelia and Rotterdam would be economic
nonsense. This came out very clearly when Mr Murke
had his colloquium in Brussels recenrtly where ports, I
believe, were talked about more than almost anything
else. He has spoken widely all over the Community
and has done a great deal of good, and I think he can

only conclude from what he has seen on his travels
round the Community that ports are an essential pan
of the EEC.

Indeed his Green Paper is based upon the imponance
of borrlenecks, and bottleneck, I think, means slowing
down. At least I notice that is what happens when one
goes through a bottleneck, and a port is something by
which one is inevitably slowed down. There is no
question about it, ports slow you down. Ports are
bottlenecks. If we had roads going straight'from the
Midlands to the Ruhr the traffic would get there
sooner, and so I conclude as a matter of logic that
ports are the real bottlenecks. The Commissioner's
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Green Paper was designed ro prevenr botrlenecks, and
the ports of East Anglia are porenrial bottlenecks.

To exclude ports would be a gross geographical discri-
mination. The EEC has grown a good deal since Sicily
became part of i in 1957, and I believe that pons are
no more than an exrension of rail and road faciliries
right up to the time when the freight gers on board the
ship. I don't want to quibble, because I am not really a

larvyer, or at least a very good lawyer, but if one were
to quibble, one could say rhat a porr is governed by
the terms of Article 75 and Article 8a (l) of rhe EEC
'I-reatv until you come to dredge the water, and I think
$e can pav for dredging our os'n warers, Mr Commis-
sioner. I only want money for the infrastructure up to
the port-side irself.

I believe there is no real consrirurional point here at
all. There is no legal difference berween rail and road
on the one hand and the port-head on rhe other, leav-
ing aside the quesrion of the dredging of the water.
For instance, do you call roll-on and roll-off rransporr
land transport or sea transport? Is the Channel tunnel,
with ir rail and road links, classed as land or sea? One
cannot rell. The matter is quite unimponant economi-
cally and rechnically, as has been recognized by this
Parliament. Everybody who has spoken here has said
so. Mr Burke himself also acknowledged this when he
recently visired Felixsrowe, Ipswich and Harwich and
saw and studied the rail and road developmenrs going
on in these pons. Now, ports in general fall within his
ambit, and I trust that he will make use of all his
powers to help the development of all botrlenecks or
suspected bottlenecks in rhe EEC. I would very
modestly commend to him one panicular one, and
that is, of course, the ports of Easr Anglia.

President. - I call Mr Burke.

Mr Burke, Member of tbe Commission. - Mr Presi-
dent, those who wish to undersrand rhe Commission's
general policy on infrasrructure should consulr rhe
memorandum produced in November 1979 and, rhe
various speeches made both in rhis House and else-
where up to and including the colloquium held on
6 June in Brussels. I shall rherefore confine myself for
the most part to the amendmenr ro the original Financial
Regulation which I have proposed in the relatively
recent Past.

I should like very much ro thank the rapponeur for his
excellent reporr. Needless to say, rhe Commission
attaches great importance ro [his extension of the Finan-
cial Regularion ro cover projecrs locared on rhe terri-
tory of non-Member counrries. This extension has
particular imporrance in view of the fonhcoming
accession of Greece. A case which springs immediately
to mind in relation ro rhis amendment is that of rhe
Austrian Government's requesr for aid to overcome
the serious problems caused by transir traffic on the

Gastarbeiter roure, of which 90 0/o travels ro or from
the Community. Of course, as many speakers have
pointed our, one could also make a case for the
improvement of rail links between Germany and Iraly
and so on. The Commirtee on Transpon thinks it
advisable also to take this opporrunity of including
ports and airports in the field of applicarion of rhi
regulation.

Now, the Commission was nor unaware of rhis ques-
tion when it approved irs memorandum in November
of last year on rhe role of the Community in rhe deve-
lopment of rransport infrasrructure. Members of the
Commitree on Transpon and Members of the House
will know rhat this is a delicate problem. I should like
to pose the quesrion of whether or nor we should take
a further step and include ports and airporrs, basing
ourselres on Article 84 (2). I would point our rhar
during the discussions on rhe proposal for a decision
instituting a consulrarion procedure, we nored rhar rhe
majority of Member Srates were hosrile to the inclu-
sion of ports and airporrs, and I rhink ir is important ar
the present srage ro avoid creating more difficulties for
the discussions on rhe proposal for a financial aid
regulation. I would also like to draw your arren[ion [o
the fact thar if aid [o pons and airports is accepted, a
modificarion ro rhe consultation procedure will be
essen[ial. I suggesr ro you rhar ro propose such a modi-
ficarion would be risky. The consultarion procedure
and the Transport Infrastructure Commirtee which we
have now gor consrirur.e a valuable step forward for
the Community, and ir would be, in my judgement,
hazardous r.o reopen the discussion on any aspect of ir.
Consequenrly, I ask Parliament [o accept thar at this
first stage rhe changes should be limircd ro rhose
corresponding ro rhe specific objecr of our proposal,
that is, rhe extension of the field of applicarion of the
Financial Regularion to projects of special interesr ro
the Community and locared on [he rerritory of
non-Member Srates. Therefore, rhe purpose of these
amendments - and there is only one amendmenr to
Anicle I and a consequential amendment to one of the
recitals - is ro deal with the specific problem which I
am bringing before rhe Ftrouse.

I will not go any funher into a discussion of the advis-
ability of changing to Article 84 (2), other than to say
that when you take inro accounr rhat infrastrucrure for
the inland modes in ports takes up to, let us say, 70 o/o

of the available funds for rhese projecrs, I would
venture to say rhar the subsrantial pan of the expendi-
ture on porrs is already porcnrially included in rhe
present regulation. I have nored what Mr Tuiner has
said, but I shall not at rhis stage pronounce on rhe
point he has made. I would rherefore ask you ro accepr
the draft amendment which I have put forward and
not to lose any opporruniry in the immediate furure of
seeking to push forward rhe acceprance of rhe overall
infrastructure policy.

I shall conclude by drawing the attention of the House

- and here I am trying ro reply ro Mr Alber's ques-
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tion about money - to the statement made by Mr
Tugendhat in regard to the draft budget for 1981. He
explained clearly the Commission's view of the reasons

for which it was not possible at this stage to Put money

aside for transport infrastructure. As a Member of the
Commission, I accept that to be the case. It is not the
inrention of the Commission, in so doing, to under-
emphasize or de-emphasize in any way, the impon-
ance of transport infrastructure, but I shall look
forward to the day when it is possible to have amounts
of money set aside in the budget for these important
purposes. The key, of course, is the adoption of the
financial-aid regularion by the Council of Ministers
and, let us hope, the adoption by them of this conse-

quential amendment, which stems from the Austrian
Government's request and, indeed, from its desirabil-
iry in itself. The solution to our problems in regard to
money really lies with that body in our Community
instirutions which has the power to adopt the legisla-
rion. I have personally done all I can in this matter at
this point. It is now over, as in so many matters in

transport., to the Council of Ministers.

President. - The debate is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at

rhe next voting [ime.

18. Implementation of the 1979 budget

President. - The next item on the agenda is the
repon (Doc. l-275/80) drawn up by Mr Aigner, on
behalf of the Committee on Budgetary Control, on the
implementation of the 1979 budget (Doc. l-75l80).

I call Mr Aigner.

Mr. Aigner, rapPorteur. - (D) Mr President, ladies

and gentlemen, first of all I should like to address a

word of appreciation to the Commission' It's a pity
that Mr Burke is just leaving; I wanted to say that the

presence of three Commissioners here at so late an

hour represent a larger percentage than Parliament
can muster up at the same hour. Since we so often
criticize the Commission, I feel that a word of praise is

called for here.

Mr President, it is my task on behalf of the Committee
on Budgetary Control to lay before you and explain a

motion for a resolution which is basically aimed at
rhree interlocuters: firstly, the parliamentary commit-
rees concerned by this motion; secondly, the Commis-
sion, with a specific request that it should reassume its

role as the executive body of the European Commu-
nity, and thirdly, the Council - even if it is only
symbolically repiesented here - with the request rhat

above all it should no longer ignore Parliament's
budgetary rights.

The main problem in our parliamentary work is that
the political. will 

. 
which the European ?arliament

expresses in im majority decisions is very often - and

in view of the 1979 report I am bound to say in most

cases - not carried out and indeed is very often
actively opposed, by the executive bodies of the Euro-
pean Communiry. This is equally true for the so-called
European Summit. This, by the way Mr President, is
an expression which is better suited rc midgem than to
our Heads of State. A Parliament which in four years'

time has once more to appeal to its electors for votes

can only expect to have the voters'confidence if ir has

made a credible job of tackling at least the following
tasks.

Firstly, Parliament must have subjected the Commis-
sion to political cont.rol, and this also means repelling
the Council's ever encroaching omnipotence and

defending the Commission's legal position as laid
down in the Treaties.

Secondly, it must be made possible for the European
Parliament's budgetary righm, which were once

described as Parliament's quintessential righm, to be

converted into definite political action according to
Parliament's political will as expressed by a majority of
its Members. The Commission, as the executive body,
should be forced Lo carry out the political will of
Parliament expressed by majority vote, if need be by

the threat of a motion of censure and of dismissal. The
Commission cannot and should not use rhe Council's
behaviour in contravention of the Treaties as an

excuse for its own inaction.

Thirdly, there is no doubt that the Community's crisis

is an institutional one. The enlargement of the

Community will not only highlight this crisis but also

if there are no changes, lead to a catastroPhe. Even at

rhis stage, the European Parliament should envisage

constitutional solutions when it comes to putting
forward its claim to recognition as a policy-making
body. Budgetary rights as expressed in the new finan-
cial treaties of Luxembourg are in fact a classic exam-
pte of this. The Council and the European Parliament
h"u. 

"n 
equal share in the political responsibility for

the budget. This is, however, the first step towards a

so-called two-tier sys[em, in which decisions and

control are the province of both a body made up of the
various nationalities and a European Parliament, and

it.is a different organ, i.e. the Commission, which
under this control sees to the implementation of this
political will.

Mr President, the report which your Budgetary

Control Committee puts before you today is not
intended to supplant the debate on a discharge for the

Commission --that 
discussion will be nking place in

the coming year on the basis of the annual report of
the Court of Auditors. The repon before you now is
based in particular on the Commission repon of
31 December 1979 which bears the title 'Financial
situation of the Communities'.
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Mr President, in paragraph 5 of the motion for a reso-
lution we ask above all rhat rhe appropriate commir-

and our motion is really aimed in rhe firsr place
at our specialist committees, thar is rhe Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment, the Committee on
Regional Policy and Regional Planning, the Commit-
tee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, the Commit-
tee on Energy and Research and the Committee on
Agriculture - ro analyse more closely she lack of
implementation of rheir budgetary proposals within
the various fund and, wirhin the framework of the
coming budgetary procedure, to provide for solutions
ro assist the Commission in eliminating these shon-
comings, and at the same rime to put forward propos-
als for new resources with corresponding guidelines to
enable rhe Commission ro succeed in (even if the
Council refuses ro cooperare) carrying our the
proposed policies.

Mr President, all rhe commirrees in our Parliamenr
should ger in rouch wirh the corresponding commit-
tees in the national Parliaments via the rapponeurs
concerned, in order to srop the Council from pursuing
its policy of destruction. I believe rhat it has now
become clear to even the most casual observer that the
Council is in fact no longer a Communiry insrirution,
but only a sort of clearing house for narional inreresrs,
which by using rhe principle of unanimity prevenr any
funher progress of the European Community. But rhe
Council itself musr recognize that rhe political will of
Parliament can, if necessary, effectively change rhe
Treaties in such a way that dhe European Community
will once more become viable. The conflict berween
the institutions is not only a legal problem, bur also a
problem of political will and courage. And the Council
must be increasingly obliged ro defend its powers
before the European Court of Justice, so thar it may
be fully exposed ro public scrutiny and thereby gain
public acceptance.

Mr Presidenr, in rhe final analysis this repon by the
Commitree on Budgemry Control should also show
rhe Commission rhat Parliament is no longer willing
simply to accept that the Commission should give rhe
same old explanation every year ar leasr with regard to
90 0h of the new policies put forward by rhe European
Parliament, i.e. that at most only some ten or rwenry
percent of paymenr appropriations have been spenr;
that commitmenr appropriarions could not be used
because of a lack of cooperarion from rhe Council or
from the Member Srates; rhar the appropriarions
would have to be carried over in full to the following
vear; thar the new policies could nor be dealr with yet. 

.

Mr Presidenr, for the demils I shoud like to refer you
to my reporr, borh to rhe explanatory statemenr and to
the morion for a resolution. However, all our parlia-
mentary commitrees should be aware thar progress
towards achieving budgetary powers for the European
Parliament lies not only wirhin the competence oi the
Committee.on Budgets and the Committee on Budget-
ary Conrrol, but also and above all in rhe hard politlcal

work of our specialist, commirtees. This is why the
report of the Committee on Budgemry Control is

above all aimed at stimulating the acdviry and polidcal
courage of the specialist committees in this House.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Tugendhat.

Mr Tugendh at, Member 

'of 

the Commission. - Mr
President, I am grareful to you for calling me ro speak
immediately afrcr Mr Aigner for a reason that will
become apparen[ in a short time . Before gerring
involved in whar I have to say, I would like to rhank
him very much for rhe kind remarks he made about
the presence of the Commission at the beginning of his
speech. I am grareful to him for recognizing the pres-
ence here of the Commission.

Unfortunately, however, I shall disagree wirh him on a
€reat many orher things thereafter. For us, there are a
number of points of principle involved in rhe repon
and in what he had ro say, which is why I wanted rc
get them on the record immediately after his speech.

First of all, I should like to make rhe poinr - ir is
well-known to Mr Aigner - thar the control exer-
cised by Parliament over rhe Commission's manage-
ment is exercised pursuanr to Anicle 205 b of rhe EEC
Treary, relating to rhe decision giving a discharge.
There are several stages in the procedure rhat is appli-
cable here, and it is wonh recapitulating rhem here.

Under Articles 67,73 and 75 of the Financial Regula-
tion, the Commission is required ro prepare by I June
each year a revenue and expenditure account, a
balance sheet and an analysis of its financial manage-
ment over the past financial year. These documenrs
serve as a basis for the Report that Anicle 206 a of the
Treaty requires the Coun of Auditors ro prepare. Each
institution then replies ro rhe points made in the
Report, and rhe replies are published in rhe Official
Journal.

At the prepararory srages preceding the discharge
decision, Parliament's specialized commirr.ees and
Committee on Budgetary Conrrol examine these
various documents and draw up a final reporr on
which Parliament is asked ro vore.

It musr be emphasized that, at each of rhese srages, rhe
Commission can ansu/er questions and provide explan-
ations so as to jusrify its managemenr activides if
necessary. But rhe situation we have roday reserves this
procedure, since criricisms are being levelled in
advance, even before the first stage of the procedure,
without the Commission being given the opponunity
to make use of such facilities as are available to ir at
the various stages of rhe procedure. In orher words,
we are basically being found guilty before we have a

.i'i'
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chance to prove ourselves innocent. The principle of
justice is that a man is innocent until he is found guilty
and not the other way around.

Vhat is more, it was agreed in the course of the 1978

discharge procedure, at the suggestion of Mr Aigner
himself and of the Committee on Budgetary Control,
that the specialized committees would hencefonh be

fully involved in the procedure. And yet today a deci-
sion is to be raken without them. They are even being
asked to act in terms that appear to imply a criticism of
them. They are being told what to do, and the proce-
dure lays down what they have to do, but because it is

all happening in a premature fashion they do not have
a chance to do it.

The motion for a Resolution funher alleges that the
Commission has not provided adequate information
on the difficulties it has met. That too is a serious alle-
gation.

As I have already had occasion to say, the Financial
Regulation requires the Commission to produce a

quarterly report on the financial situation. Vhile it is

[rue that the distribution of these reports is a time-
consuming process which we are rying to speed up, it
is just not true that the Commission has failed to
inform Parliament of the difficuldes it has encoun-
te red.

Much attention has indeed been paid to these difficul-
ties since last September, throughout the procedure

for establishing the 1980 Budget and on the occasion
of the Oral Question by Mr Notenboom concerning
implementation of the budget in the first half of the
year. Parliament's specialized committees have all had

opponunities to discuss the degree of utilizadon of
appropriations with the Members of the Commission
directiy concerned. \flide-ranging exchanges of views

have consequently been possible, and any shortcom-
ings or difficulties have been brought to light. It
follows that the allegation that Parliament has not
been properly informed is clearly unfounded.

Having dealt with these matters of principle, I should
like io go on to discuss a number of points of detail.

Very often it is the Member States who are to blame if
appropriations for payment have not been used, or
have been used inadequately. This chiefly concerns
payments from the ERDF, the Social Fund and the
EAGGF Guidance Section. As regards cenain aPpro-
priations for measures to benefit certain nofi-member
countries, it is a well-known fact that inadequate
reception structures in the recipient countries are

sometimes to blame for delays irr implementation. In
other cases, the reason is that there are no regulations
to provide a legal basis for expenditure, a point to
which Mr Burke referred a few moments ago. Two
shining examples are the appropriatidns at Ircm 3750

(Community industrial reorganization and redevelop-
ment operations) and the nonquota section of the

ERDF. Mr Davignon, Mr Giolitti and myself have

borh repearcdly spoken to you about this.

The idea that rhe blame for failure to implement these

appropriations lies with the Commission, as alleged at
point 3 (a) of the Motion for a Resolution, is therefore
untenable. I am not suggesting that rhe Commission is
blameless, bu.t the allegadon that the fault is the
Commission's is untenable. There have been improve-
ments, some of them substantial, in the implementa-
tion of appropriations as compared with 1978. There
has been a general, and in many cases substantial,
increase in the rate of utilization of appropriations for
commitment.

Vhile the picture is not quite so bright regarding
payments, there have still been a number of significant
improvements, particularly in relarion to the three
structural funds, where great efforts have been made.

Lastly, on this point let me draw particular attention to
the position regarding two of these funds: in 1979, the
rate of utilizadon of appropriations for commitment
was 94 o/o for the Social Fund and 100 % for the
quota section of the Regional Fund.

I have a special word to say about the criticisms made

regarding the utilization of appropriations for financ-
ing individual proiects under the EAGGF Guidance

Section. As your Committee is aware, these projects

are selected and implemented under the responsibility
of the Member States, following a Commission deci-
sion concerning them. Incidentally, a large number of
projects are concentrated on a small number of coun-
tries.

The situation at the moment is that 250 projects were

presented with incomplete information; this meant

ihat additional information had to be obtained as the

regulations require and the procedure was held up

correspondingly. I really cannot believe that Parlia-
ment intends to encourage the Commission to make
payments without carrying out all the necessary

checks.

'\7e really are in a most astonishing situation where we

have the Control Committee cracking a whip over us

ro get out and spend money, and yet they would be

theli.st people to criticize us - and rightly so - if it
turned out that we had been spending without due

regard to the regulations. It does seem to me that
where public money is concerned it is better to err on
the side of caution than on the side of largesse. And I
cannot think of any control committee in any Mgmber
State that puts the speed of payment ahead of careful-
ness, and I am sure it is not the intention of this

committee to do so either. But the impression one gets

from the way in which the repon is written is that
speed is of the essence and that, I think, is not whit
rhe, committee can want and not what should be the
case either.
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Finally, Mr President, I would like ro conclude by
emphasizing two points.

The Parliament rs planning to exercise irs powers in
relation ro rhe Commission and it is only right and
proper that ir should do so. As a supporrer of parlia-
mentary democracy in general, and of rhe European
Parliament in particular, I emphasize rhar poinr. But in
cases where rhe Commission is nor ro blame - either
because it has no power to rake action or because the
implementation of rhe budget item depends on acrion
by a Member Srate - criticizing the Commission
rather rhan the Council or rhe Member Srate is
counter-productive, as well as unjust.

Secondly, the fact that the analysis made of rhe way
the budger was implemented highlighr only rhe shorr-
comings is going ro give an erroneous picrure of rhe
policies pursued by rhe Community. The viral source
of equilibnum, that is ro say rhe large number of
successes that have been achieved, many of rhem in
difficult circumsrances, is completely overlooked. In
many cases, we are, of course, acting as a result of
prompring, criricism and exhortation from the Parlia-
ment. But those advances and improvements are over-
looked. I am sure that that omission is involunrary, but
at any rare rhe consequence of dealing only with rhe
shortcomings, and never with the improvements, is
certainly going ro weaken the Commission's position
as seen both by public opinion and by the Council and
Member States.

If I might here refer, as one or two of my compatriors
were doing earlier, to rhe House of Commons, we
have seen a select comniittee produce a report which
contains a number of rather tendentious s[atemen[s
which arise entirely from the facr thar Community
institutions rhemselves have concenrrared only on the
shortcomings and not upon any of the advances.

I would like to finish, Mr Presidenr, by saying rhar I
felt it necessary to reply ar this lengrh, despite rhe late-
ness of the hour, and in this deuil from a prepared
text because the Commission does take very seriously
indeed the work of the Parliament, rhe work of the
Control Committee and the rules and regularions thar
have been ser up ro govern rhe conduct of affairs. I do
believe rhar it is in the best inreresrc of all the insdtu-
tions concerned that the rules and the procedures
should be maintained and rhat reversing them in this
way is really nor a very sarisfacrory way ro begin. I am
sorry if ir means that from time ro time, late ai night, I
have to make speeches 'which are couched in srrong
language - albeir to an empry House - but ir ii
because I do take terribly seriously rhe work of rhe
committee and, therefore, when the committee makes
allegarions, ir is necessary for me ro make a full and
detailed reply. Orherwise, only the criticisms are on
the record and not our replies.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Colla to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.

Mr Colla. - (NL) Mr President, ladies and gende-
men, I shall be brief.

Ve should, I think, latch on ro any available chance to
make the implemenrarion of the budget and budgemry
conrrol more efficient and up-ro-date in furure. The
analyses of its financial management which the
Commission draws up every few monrhs form, J think,
a good basis. However, if we are ro be able to keep
track of rhis control, a number of conditions musr, I
think, first of all be fulfilled, sraning with a revamping
of the documenr currenrly before us, which formed
the basis of rhe Aigner repon. 'I'his has already been
discussed in rhe Commitree on Budgemry Conrrol. On
the one hand, the documenr covers roo much ground
while on the other hand ir is not deuiled enough. I do
not wish ro level any panicular criticisms in rhis
respect this evening, bur I rhink borh rhe Commission
and the Committee on Budgenry Control should put
their heads rogether to look into the quesrion of how
these documenrs could be drawn up in a more rational
and efficienr manner, wirh a view to making control
more efficient and avoiding unnecessary criticisms.

Secondly - as Mr Aigner has already menrioned -this Parliamenr musr adapt its working methods and,
in particular, our 'specialized committees' should be
more closely involved in budgetary concrol.

Thirdly - and I broadly-speaking share the Commis-
sion's views on this point - the control procedure as
it is currently carried our is I think, somewhat ques-
tionable. I realize rhat it is by no means the 'intenrion

of the rapporreur ro call inro question rhe official
discharge procedure - indeed he has just reaffirmed
it. However, if this approach is mainrained, we will
come up against rhe same difficulty every year and I
should like, on behalf of my group, to repear rhe
proposal I made rhis afternoon [o the effecr that this
debate should be conducted as if ir was in the course
of an oral quesrion with debate, so [hat we can make
our observar.ions srraighr away and rhe Commission
will be able to reply ro them. That would be rhe begin-
ning of the official discharge procedure under which I
should also like to hear whar rhe Court of Auditors
had to say about the 1979 f.inancialyear.

This by way of inrroduction. I should now like rc go
inro a few funher poinrs. If we study the CommL-
sion's financial report, it is once again clear rhat we
cannot be all that satisfied with the general situation as
regards utilization. I should like to give a few exam-
ples. As regards rhose appropriations which are nor
divided into tranches, rhe rare of utilization of title 3
of rhe budger has not yet reached 40 o/0, while in rhe
case of rhose appropriarions which are divided up,
barely 40 0/o of the paymenr appropriations have bein
utilized.
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Secondly, we see once more that there has been exten-
sive carry-over of appropriations, which is not so bad in
itself as this .is not a question of lost appropriations,
but is nevenheless an indication that something is

wrong as regards the implementation of the budget.
The carry-overs involve amounts in excess of
530 million EUA, with payment appropriations of
around I 000 million carried over from 1979 to 1980.
These are by no means insignificant amountsl

That is the situation so far as regards carry-overs, but
what in fact bothers me even more is what I might call
the missed opportunities, by which I mean actual
cancellations, since these are appropriations which are

lost. In the case of commitment appropriations, the
cancellations amount to approximately 150 million
EUA and the figure is approaching 20 million EUA in
the case of payment appropriations. These are

amounts which had already been carried over from
1978 and which have not been fully utilized. I think it
is imponant that attention should be drawn to these

figures, but not because, as the Commissioner implied,
I am in favour of the money simply being spent even if
the files are not in order. I do not think we should fall
into that trap - by no means. However, it is panicu-
larly unfortunate in view of the social and economic
crisis within the Community that we have failed in a

number of areas to find ways of udlizing the available
appropriations in a serious manner. This is not
intended as an attack on the Commission or anyone
else, I am quite simply pointing out that everyone is
shouting from the roofrops that a great deal needs to
be done in a[ sorts of areas, whereas it nevenheless

appears impossible to make sensible use of a number
of appropriations. Ve must all, I think, get together
and try and find out why rhis should be so, as this is a

contradiction to which a solution must be found.

I should like to illustrate this point with three exam-
ples. Let us take the energy sector. At first sight, the

situation appears to have improved somewhat since
1978. However, the state of affairs is still until 1978

the necessary legal basis was lacking in to a considera-
ble extent unsatisfactory. I know that a number of
imporrant sectors I am thinking, for example, of alter-
native energy sources - but as regards the energy
crisis, which is constantly on everybody's lips, the

situation is still unsatisfactory.

My second cxample concerns the Social Fund. There
has clearly been a marked improvement in the situa-
tion as regards payment appropriations. New initia-
tives have been taken. I am thinking, for example, of
chapter 53 which concerns promoting employment for
young people, particularly those under 25. This is a
good thing , but overall the situation in this field too is

still unsatisfactory.

ln 1979, the extent of udlization of the non-quota
section of the Regional Fund was nil.'!7e know why,
but the fact nevenheless remains. As far as the quota

section is concerned, there was in fact an improvement

as regards the payment appropriations. However, the
overall utilization rate was only 60-61 0/0.

Ve must, at any rate, take any opponunity we can to
look into the basic reasons for this unsatisfactory
situation. . .

Mr Aigner. - (D) This is far too longl

Mr Colla. - (NL) . . . Yes, Mr Aigner, but if I were
to work out how much time we spend listening to you
in the Committee on Budgetary Conrol - not, of
course, without interest - I am sure in mos[ cases it
would be much longer than my speaking time, and I
have never on any occasion expressed any irritation at
this. I hope, however, that your reaction iust now was

due merely to the lateness of the hour.

Ve must, I think, also look into what the Commission
has done in the meantime, on the basis of the supple-

mentary repon which Mr Battersby has promised to
draw up for the second half of the year. Ve must pay
constant attention to the overestimations in the
budget, and particularly to the gap between the budget
on the one hand and the necessary legal basis on the
other. Above all, we must urge the Commission to
take more initiative in this respect. Finally, the various
responsibilities must be made clear once more and I
should like to repeat what I have said before on this
maeter, namely that the Commission is indeed resPon-

sible but the Member States also have panicular
responsibilities in this matter, as does the Council. I
hope that the rapponeur has not found my conribu-
tion to the debate ioo long and should like, at any
rare, ro thank him for his attention.

President. - I call Mr Irmer to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic GrouP.

Mr Irmer. - (D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-

men, the way in which Mr Tugendhat's reacion iust
now, which I feel was dismayed, even touchy, shows

most clearly how important the instrument of budget-

ary conrrol in this Parliament is. It is indeed true that

on close examination Parliament's budgetary Powers
would be of little use were they not complemented by

budgetary control powers and their associated sanc-

tions. The quarterly reports should also give Parlia-
ment an opponunlty, quite independently of any

debate on discharge, to examine and elucidate the way

in which the Commission has conducted its financial
operations and implemented the budget. You, Mr
Tugendhat, have just stated that the procedure which
*. hru. chosen to pse here is not explicitly laid down
in the Treaties, but I feel that you should get used to

this Parliament claiming the right to do anything
which it has not been explicitly forbidden to do, and

nowhere in the Treades does it state that we should
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not use the procedure which we have chosen here. I
feel thar rhis procedure is absolutely essential before
we enter into discussions on rhe budget for 198 l, for
how can the committees of rhis Parliament table
proposed modifications or draft amendmenrs if they
do not know how the policy which Parliament
adopted in rheir panicular sphere for rhe previous
budgemry years has been carried our. I am very
concerned about whar is going on here. You say that
rhe Commission is not guilty. It was nor our intention
to apponion guilt to anyone here. I believe thar all rhe
institutions should be interested in helping the
Community ro progress and in putting into effect the
policies which are jointly felt to be necessary. In order
to do this, we need this conrol instrument, because we
do not want to decide one year ro spend money for
specific projects rc which we wish to give special
emphasis, only ro discover a year later that - for
whatever reason - yet again norhing has been done.
'S7'e want rc help the Commission when it is in difficul-
des with rhe various Member Stares. And [hen we
must consider how better to ensure that funds are
actually used.

But we wanr [o have you on our side in our institu-
tional conflict wirh the Council of Ministers. No-one
here is asking you to spend money pointlessly and
contrary ro exisring provisions. But whenever money
can be usefully spenr, we do not wanr you simply to
ignore exisring legal provisions, one of which happens
to be rhe budget drawn up by rhis Parliamenr as parr
of the budgenry aurhority. In my opinion it will
simply not do, when regularions are being passed, for
the political will of this Parliament, the legal acr of rhe
budget, to be disregarded as a result of the Council's
inertia. And yet that is what is happening. Ve already
put our finger on rhis during the debares on a
discharge for rhe 1977 and 1978 budgem.

My speaking rime is now ar an end and therefore i
should just like to say that we shall conrinue to follow
this line of argument during the debate on a discharge
for the 1979 budget. Ve will do so constructively, bur
with the urmosr derermination and firmness in order
to impose our point of view, and I said rhis in rhe first
place when I was newly appointed as rapponeur for
the discharge for rhe 1979 budget. I therefore look
forward to successful cooperarion during rhe examina-
rion of the Commission's work. There will certainly be
a lot of marrers to setrle in committee.

President. - I call Mr Aigner.

Mr Aigner, rapporteur. - (D) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, please allow me to make a few funher
remarks.

Firstly, Mr Colla, may I remind you rhat his repon
with the explanarory sraremenl and rhe motion for a
resolution qras unanimously passed - that means that

i, uor.O in favour roo - in the Committee on Budg-
etary Control. It may be that you were not in fact
there, or perhaps your name appears in the minutes by
error, I really do nor know, bur I should jusr like to
stress that this is not a discharge debate but a political
assessment of an annual reporr on implementation.

Mr Tugendhat, I musr in all sinceriry rcll you rhat I
have never been so disappoinred by one of your replies
as I was rhis evening. Did you nor norice rhar this
repon. and my remarks on it were aimed ar three
different institutions? To our own Parliamenr, i.e. ro
our specialist commitrees, urging rhem not to allocare
appropriations unless ir is absolurely certain rhat, if
necessary, they will override the Council if it blocks
new policies and rhat rhey will carry our rheir work
with the national parliamenrs and governmenr in
enough time to ensure rhat funds which we allocate ro
the budger here can acrually be translated into political
reality. Thar was rhe firsr insrirution my speech was
aimed at. The second insrirution was the Council and
the third the Commission, and rhis wirh the sole aim of
making the Commission ar lasr become tougher. The
Commission is the execurive body and the Corincil
cannot place its all-encompassing authority above thar
the Commission. I really cannor understand why it is
that you keep coming here to do your pany piece. The
Commission must be strengthened, and Parliament has
as irs main task to prorecr the legal position of rhe
Commission as well, because it is only through this
that the legal position of Parliamenr'can be-main-
tained. This is something which I perhaps ought not to
say, and I say it in rhe presence of Mr Cheysson, who
in the toughesr disputes wirh rhe Council, and even in
some actions undenaken against the Council, but wirh
the full backing from Parliamenr, has carried through
policies, because he considered them to be necessary
for the sake of rhe Community.

You are rhe Commissioner for instance without
however having any of the powers of a Commissioner
for Finance. Perhaps rhis is, why your posirion in the
Commission is not so sr.rong. If I were organizing
things then rhe Commissioner for Finance would have
the strongest posirion in the Commission, but in that
case he would also have ro stand up for rhe jointly
adopted budget, and I musr remind you. thar rhe
budget is adopted by two bodies, namely by the Coun-
cil and Parliament. And when the Council - willingly
or nor - has agreed to the budget, and the President
of Parliament has taken note thar rhe budget is finally
adopted, rhen ir is rhe Council's downrighr duty to
carry our rhis policy and it should nor boycort it. If rhe
Commission now becomes the accomplice of the
Council, then ir will share the Council's guilt ois-t)-ais
the Communiry.

Mr Tugendhat, Parliament's aggressivity' is nor
primarily directed againsr the Commission, bur it
serves rather ro strengthen rhe Commission, in order
to give it some backbone and make it protect im legal
position, because the legal posirion of rhe Commission
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is simultaneously the legal position of Parliament.
Therefore, Mr President, please regard rhis discussion

at such a late hour as an appeal to ourselves, to Parlia-
ment, but also as an appeal to the Commission that
with the suppon of Parliament it should-not let its
legal position be constantly eroded. This afternoon we

had a very interesring and intense discussion in the
Committee for Budgetary Control and we proved

exactly what it means if the Commission avail imelf of
its decision-making powers, thereby causing - since

as we know, the Council, with its committees and its

nationaI bureaucracies, greatly interferes with the

Commission's ability to make decisions - millions of
units of account from European paxpayers to be

thrown down the drain. It is the Conlmission's down-
right duty not just to come here and do ir pany piece,

but to defend its real legal positions; this is the PurPose
of tonight's debate.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Tugendhat.

Mr Tugendhet, Member of the Commission. - Mr
President, just two words. First of all, the Commission
does not judge rhe strength by which it upholds the
Treaty, which is irc duty, by the pitch of the voice with
which it does so. I realize that Mr Aigner feels

strongly on these matters. So do I. But it is because I
feel strongly that I have the temerity to point out to
Parliament the need to observe procedure just as I
point out to the Council the need to observe proce-

dure. And if Mr Aigner's speech had borne any rela-
rion to the report, any relacion to the report at all, then
this debate would not have taken place. But really
what he was saying in his speech and what was said in

rhe repon were not the same things. Now we have

exchanged harsh words, but I must ask the House to
understand that it is, I believe, only by observing the
rules that one can in fact get most things done and if it
comes to ovenurning the Treaty, then the Community
itself finds irelf at risk.

President. - The debate is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting time.

16. Budgetary control aspects of the Computer Centre

President. - The next item is the interim rePort
drawn up by Mr Kellett-Bowman, on behalf of the
Committee on Budgetary Control, on the budgetary
control aspects of the Data-Processing Centre of the
Commission of the European Communities (Doc.
I -283l80).

I call Mr Kellett-Bowman.

Mr Kellett-Bowman. - Mr President, in 1975 the

Commission made an imponant political decision to

so European in the field of data-processing. It was a

Ior.rg.out and far-reaching decision. It showed

dererriinadon to be technologically independent of
the United States and it backed an industrial policy by

placing its confidence in European products.

Mr President, decisions made on other than commer-

cial criteria are generally expensive and this was no

exception. The budgetary authority has supponed it
with increasing credir. Furthermore, the changeover

took a year longer than originally anticipated.

The European Coun of Auditors drew attention to the

situation and the Committee on Budgetary Control
asked me to look into it. The situation is extremely

complicated bdcause since 1975 the development of
rhis iechnology has been very rapid and because the

uses and applications of it have exploded. The

accounting machine of yesteryear is the means of elec-

r.onic mall and business systems today. The demand

for data-processing has also exploded.

Now, the committee has examined the public-account-
ing aspects. Ve confined our studies rc those aspects

*f,i.h'... within the remit of our committee, value for
money, regularity of procedures, accounting matters,

budgemry presentation, whether there was an

^de{rate 
digree of coordination between the

Community inititudons and whether there were iden-

tifiable inefficiencies or waste.

This inrcrim report, Mr President, was adopted by the

committee last-month but it is only an analysis of the

situation. This is so because a definitive rePon must

await two things - further information from the

Commission and especially a reaction from the Court
of Auditors, which ii the expert accounting and verify-

ing body of the Community and which I understand is

chicking on the situation at the data-processing

centre. ihere is also an industrial-policy aspect to this

matter. The new equipment at the centre has entailed a

heightened degree of cooperation between wes[ern

European companies. They have had to €nsure new

compatibility between their products. The implications
fo. i.rture wonhwhile developments in this field are

clearly considerable. This aspect is however,primarily a

matter for the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs. However, it merits a mention at this stage as it
is dealt with in paragraph l2 of the motion for a reso-

lution.

Mr President, I now turn to other asPects of the

motion. In the recitals, I have made a link with the

position adopted by our predecessors in the European

i'arliament of over five years ago. I have sressed the

need to avoid duplication of effon by the institutions
in the acquisition of equipment. I have also drawn
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attention to the need to have regard to rhe medium
and long-rerm prospecrs when making purchases of
equipment. The motion is, I hope, clear and generally
acceptable. [r sets out rhe criteria that should guide the
Commission and, indeed, rhe orher insrirutions when
acquiring and handling data-processing equipmenr.
Centralization of effort is imponanr. '!7e cannor
condone the emergence of several data-processing
cenrres which in effect mighr be in competition with
one another, rhus wasring Community funds. The
committee has srressed in rhis repon the imponance of
budgetary rranspaiency, of there being a clear presen-
tation of the full costs of dara-processing acriviries as
well as of other acrivilies.

As regards the four amendmenrs which have been
tabled, I would like rc put forward briefly the follow-
ing poinrs. First of all, the Commirtee on Budgeary
Control musr see ro ir that there is no wasteful use of
Community resources, which, unfortunarely, are
scarce enough already. Therefore, even if ro iome it
may seem to be virtually axiomatic, we musr state thar
overlapping of acquisition of equipmenr musr be
avoided. Secondly, wherever possible, rhere should be
a sharing of costly equipmenr. If rhere is spare capacity
on a machine, ir should be readily available ro anorher
Community institurion. Orherwise, we may have sheer
waste of facilities with machines only panially udlized
in separare institutions. Thirdly, in view of cenain
doubts rhat have been expressed, the Commitree on
Budgeury Control felt and the Commission did nor
object to this, rhat an appropriate binding formula
should be evolved which would guaranrce ro orher
institurions that they would have access ro the data-
processing cenrre. These points are incontrovenible.
They reflecr the criteria rhat the Commirtee on Budg-
etary Conrrol holds ro be fundamental if we are ro
ensure rhar rhere is no wasre of resources. The instiru-
rions must not indulge in avoidable duplication of
purchases of equipmenr and a coheren[ approach to
these matrers musr be established.

Now, Mr President, a report of rhis kind by ir very
nature rends ro find fault and to omit praise. \flhat
musr be said here, however, is that the conversion
from one machine to anorher carried our by rhe
Commission is rhe largest rhe world has yet seen.
Vhilst drawing ar[enrion rc the problems, I cannor
ignore whar has been achieved. The staff and manage-
ment concerned merit our thanks.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Notenboom ro speak on
behalf of rhe Group of the European People's Pany
(Christian-Democraric Group).

Mr Notenboom. - (NL) Mr President, on behalf of
my Group I should like to thank the rapporteur for his
interim reporr on a field in which he is undoubredly

going to be faced with pressure groups, both internally
and externally. Ve must be firm in resisting these pres-
sures. The siruation ar presen[ is that the Committee
on Budgerary Control is as yer unable ro present a
final repon, firsdy because of the lack of a reporr from
the Coun of Auditors and secondly because the Euro-
pean Commission has nor yer published its final deci-
sion on the acceptance of the new compurcr equip-
ment. I shall nor, rherefore, discuss here the policy
pursued by the Commission over rhe pasr few years
with regard to compurers. Mr Kellett-Bowman will
have ample opportuniry ro do that when he presen[s
his final reporr. Parliament will then be in a berter
position to hold a fundamental debate, as ir will be
better informed on rhe subject.

I should like here to dwell a litrle on the recommenda-
tions the rapponeur has put forward for insriturions
other than rhe European Commission. In paragraph 5
of rhe motion for a resolution, lhese seem ro be quite
caregorical. The idea seems ro be that all instirutions
must make as much use as possible of rhe Commis-
sion's Computer Cenrre for their data-processing.
That is whar it seems [o say, rhough that may nor be
what is meant, as a number of poinm need to be made
against rhis idea.

Firsdy, rhese orher institutiorrs are nor necessarily of
the same opinion. Of course, rhat is not a conclusive
argument. Everyone likes to build his own monumenr
and it is undersrandable to be afraid of the difficulties
that cooperation brings wirh it. That happens quite
frequenrly. Ir was above all the refusal to accept rhis
sort of argumenr which led Parliament in the past ro
declare thar duplicarion of work and costly facilides
should be avoided by centralizing all operations in the
Comniission's cenrre. In 1974 Parliament decided ro
ser up a committee of enquiry ro put some order into
the question of rhe problems concerning rhe Compurer
Centre.

At that time the position was nor rhe same as ir is now.
At that time it was only the Commission rhar had a
reasonable number of computer applications. The
other institurions were only beginning to use auro-
mated accounting sysrems. Now, however, all the
institutions have various sorrs of adrninistrative appli-
cations and are busy considering more extensive
projects. And the compurer marker is developing
rapidly. The price of rhe equipmenr, the hardware, is
falling steadily, sometimes in a quire spectacular way.

The latesr models announced cosr, for equivalent
capacity, abour a fifth of rhe price of rheir predeces-
sors. And more and more programs in the most varied
fields are available ready-made from the hardware
manufacturers or from specialized software compan-
ies.

The general phenomenon of rising staff cosr also
makes increasing use of dara-processing financially
more attractive..
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Atl this means that centralizing as many applications as

possible in a single computer centre is no longer so

necessary from the economic point of view. On the
contrary, above a certain threshhold the extra effon
required in administrative terms for adding new appli-
cations may often be more exPensive than the
combined costs of equipment and administration for a

sensib[e decentralized system. Modern technology
now makes this decentralization more possible than
five years ago. It is comparable with the invention of
rhe electric motor. \7ith the big steam engine you had

a single large unit. Vhen the electric motor came

along you could use the same capacity in a decentral-
ized way.It is a question of the most recent develop-
ments.

More and more networks of small computers linked to
one another are replacing the massive facilides, pani-
cularly where these massive facilities were used to run
very large numbers of very varied programs.

The Commission's Computer Centre with ir more
than 150 applications is, in our view, a good example
of a case where centralization is no longer justifiable.

The Commission itself has developed grand schemes

for interinstitutional networks, even extending to
narional institutions. If I am correc[ly informed, the

Commission recently decided to move away from
centralization in the Luxembourg Centre for its own
departments as well.

I do not think, therefore, that in the present phase

Parliament should call for compulsory centralization
for the data-processing oPerations of all the institu-
tions. I think we should bear in mind the developments
of the last few years.

Perhaps this was not the rapporteur's intention. That is
why I want to make this point as a rider to Para-
graph 6 of his motion, since taken literally paragraph 5

of the motion for a resolution simply says that the
Computer Centre must be open to the other institu-
tions, which is something we thoroughly agree with' I
hope the rapporteur meant it this way, in which case

we too can agree to this paragraph.

For the moment, I should just like to give a provisional
opinion on Mrs Lizin's Amendment No 2. This seems

to me to be a clarification, since what it ultimately says

is that it is not so much the direct as the indirect staff-
ing costs which are behind the increases. I think that
also reflects what the rapporteur actually intends.
Provided neither he nor the Member of the Commis-
sion has any objection, our troup thus proposes to
accept Amendment No 2 in the sense of a clarification
of the rapponeur's intentions. There is still a lot of
speaking time available to my group, but in view of the
late hour I do not intend to make use of it. Once
again, our sincere thanks to the rapporteur.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Tugendhat.

Mr Tugendhet, Member of the Commissi.on. - The
Commiision has examined this interim repon with
great interest and, if I may, I should like to begin by

ihanking and congratulating the rapponeur, Mr
Kellett-Bowman, on the careful and Penetrating
analysis he has made of the problems of the data-

processlng centre, as rndeed, very clearly, has Mr
Notenboo.. The actual content of rhe repon has, I
think, been checked with the Commission services

responsible and I therefore have no comment or criti-
cism in that respect. If the repon brings out one point
with particular clarity, it is the need, after all the

changis and difficulties of recent years, to -let the

Cenie settle down to a period of stabiliry and to get

on with the work of meeting the Commission's data-

processing needs. That, I think, is something which

not only ihe Commission needs but, indeed, the other

Community institutions with whom we come into
contact and of course the Member States themselves.

Now I should like, if I may, to deal in my comments

on the report with three main points. First of all, the

background rc the 1976 decision to accePt the ICL
tendir; secondly, the intentions of the Commission

with regard to contracts for equipment with ICL and

with C2l Honeywell Bull and finally, the staffing posi-

rion. So to begin with the 1975 rcnder.

As Mr Kellett-Bowman explains in the interim report,

the data-processing centre has seen many changes and

upheavals since it was set up in 1953 and by 1976 it
had changed from an IBM compurcr to a C2I

compurer ind back to an IBM comPuter. ln 1976, the

Commission decided to go for one main-frame system

and an appropriate supporting terminal complex. The
choice wai finally between IBM, a tried and tested

non-European machine, to which staff were accus-

tomed, and ICL, an unfamiliar but European machine,

to which a difficult and costly conversion programme

would be necessary. The Commission, as is well

known, took the decision to acquire the ICL comPuter

and an network of terminals supplied by French,

German and Italian manufacturers. As the interim
report points out, this was a brave decision but, and

Mr Kellert-Bowman said this as well, one which

involved a heavy price in terms of time and money

because of the need for the largest conversion oPera-

tion attempted anywhere in the world. The alternative,

of course, in the words of the report, was for the

Commission, and I quote: 'to equip itself exclusively
with non-European equipment for fear of not being

able to overcome the problems posed by choosing

European equipment'. I think, in those circumstances,
that the Commission, as a quasi-governmental organi-
zation, was correct in what it did and I am grateful for
the suppon which that decision has received in the

House. just 
"t 

in the United States the Americans have

a variety of ways of providing launching aid - their
armed iervices, as is well known, provide a huge and
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often captive market for rhe latesr forms of equipment
which having launched themselves successfuliy in rhe
public sector, as ir were, are rhen highly competitive
on the civilian marker - I think rhat ir is righr for the
Eu'ropean governments and for organizations such as
the Commission ro rake, to adopt, wirhin the confines
of whar is possible and pracrical for us, a similar
approach in order to make sure rha[ European high-
technology indusrries survive and then co-pete on
equal, and, perhaps, on even more than equa1, te..s
with their competirors from overseas.

The conversion and resring of the ICL equipmenr is
the next poinr to which I will rurn. The ICL 29g0
compurer was installed in Luxembourg at the begin-
ning of 1978 and was used in 1978 and 1929. Ir was
used for rhe conversion of the Commission's programs
and for the insrallation of rhe new nerwork. The
progress rhar was made permitted a preliminary
acceptance of rhe ICL machine in June 1979. This
enabled the Commission to terminate rhe renral
contracr for the IBM compurer and im network. The
IBM equipmenr was returned ro the manufacturer ar
the end of October 1979. A final acceprance rest rook
place in December 1979.This resr revealed rhe follow-
ing points: firsr of all, additional capacity for the
central., me,.ory of the ICL 2980 was required.
Secondly, rhe rransfer to ICL of the CIRCE applica-
tions, rhe ECDOC part of which has always-been
executed at a C2l Honeywell Bull service bureau
would require addirional work, without ihe guarantee
that the final resulr would be a success and I should
perhaps poinr our here thar CSA consists of two dara
bases; the ECDOC, which is inrernal documenrarion,
and CELEX, which is a data base of Community law.
The third point revealed was that the present work-
load of the Commission is 50 o/o greater than rhat
envisaged in the call for renders and the ICL machine
is, in facr, currenrly working 24 hours a day,7 days a
week, ro take up a poinr which Mr Kelleit-Bowman
made in passing and I, of course, quite understand his
desire ro ensure rhar machines are working ro a very
considerable intensity and rhat is cenainly"rhe case ar
the moment.

Now, given this situarion, rhe Commission decided rc
take final acceprance of rhe ICL computer providing
the following conditions were mer: ICL to provide thi
Commission wirh a funher four megabites of 'cenrral

memory free of charge, and ICL to establish in
Luxembourg a service bureau in order ro mee[ rhe
growing wo.rkload of rhe Commission. The first year's
use of the 'service bureau would be free of .h..g.,
given rhat the Commission decided no! ro rransfe.
CIRCE to ICL. Furrhermore rhe Commission decided
to continue to run CIRCE on the C2I Honeywell-Bull
service bureau. Negotiations wirh ICL and C2IHoney-
well-Bull are srill in progress. If the negotiarions are
successful, rhe Commission intends to sign a five-year
contract with ICL for a service bureau - thar would
come ro Bfr. 135 million ayear for two-shift working,
bur wirh free use in the first year - and also to signl

' five-year conrracr wirh C2I Honey'vrell-Bull for
running the CIRCE applicarion which would amounr
to approximately Bfr. 50 million per year.

Finally, Mr Kellert-Bowman rakes issue with the
Commission on its esrimates of the staff needed to run
the centre. ln 1978, the Commission engaged an
outside firm to esrimare the sraffing needs. The firm
concluded that an additional 144 posrs were required.
Despite demands in rhe 1979 and 1980 budger propos-
als, the Council and Parliameil[ have refused rc
authorize any additional posts. This has meanr that the
Commission has been obliged ro employ ourside
contracl staff at much higher rares rhan would be paid
if it were able to employ its own suff. I hope ihar
Parliament will bear this in mind when it examines the
l98l budget proposals. Even assuming rhar rhere is
room for argumenr over rhe figure of 144, rhere can
be no dispute about the 53 or so posrs rhar we shall
seek in 1981.

Finally, Mr President, as I said ar rhe beginning, rhe
computer centre needs time to settle down and conso-
lidate im posirion if ir is ro cope with the challenge of
continuing demand for data-processing and Commis-
sion services. The Commission has recently ser rhe
guidelines for rhe future and has pur in hand measures
to improve the managemenr srrucrure, ro identify and
follow through priority tasks and ro ensure rhat work
on data-processing is planned in close cooperarion
with other instirurions. In thar connecrion, I have, of
iourse, with my colleague, Viscount Davignon, had
the opporrunity of having an exchange of views wirh
Mr Aigner and with Mr Kellett-Bowman and with
orhers of their colleagues and certainly ir is our desire
to maintain the closest possible cooperarion with the
other instirutions. '$7e also, of course, as I made clear,
look to the budger authority to provide us with the
staff which we need ro carry through the msk. So
there, Mr President, is rhe siruarion with which we
find ourselves. It is late at nighr, so let me conclude by
saying that so far as rhe proposal ro delete paragraph 5
is concerned, we hope very much rhat the House-will
refrain from approving ir.

President. - I call Mr Kellert-Bowman.

Mr Kellett-Bowman. 
- Mry I thank the Commis_

sioner-fortis reply and at rhe same time quickly reas-
sure Mr Notenboom rhar rhe inrenrion of paragraph 6
is part of an inrerim reporr. I fully appreciate iirai the
future may well lie in inrercommuniiaring decentral-
ized equipmenr, bur I do not believe rhaiduring the
period of rime from rhis inrerim reporr ro theJinal
reporr insrirurions should be encouraged to go it alone.

President. - The debate is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be pur ro rhe vote ar
the next voring time.
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17. Situation of refugees in the Horn of Africa

President. - The next item is the repon by Mr
Marshall, on behalf of the Committee on Develop-
ment and Cooperation, on the situation of refugees,

particularly children, in the Horn of Africa (Doc.
t-289 / 80)

I call Mr Marshall.

Mr Marshall , rapPorteur. - Mr President, can I say

first of all that I should like to thank those Members
who are still here and say I regret that those who
speak most frequently about the problems of the
underdeveloped world have not seen fit to stay.

The problems of the Horn of Africa are amonBst the
most depressing and tragic in the whole world. There
are many more people at risk in the Horn of Africa
rhan died at Hiroshima and Nagasaki combined and

the plighr of the refugees in the Horn of Africa makes

the plight of the boat people appear almost like a

Sunday-school picnic. The Horn of Africa demon-
srrates the conflicting philosophies of the \7est and the

Soviet bloc, because in Africa the Russians have given

arms to both sides over the Ogaden battle, whilst the

, United States has provided food aid. Thus the
Russians have given both sides the means of destroy-
ing life, whilst the United States has provided the

mians of saving life. The situation in the Horn of
Africa can be demonstrated by one statistic alone, that
in Somalia 25 o/o of the population are refugees and of
those 25 o/o no less than 80 0/o are women and chil-
dren., But the most chilling fact about Somalia is that
rhe living standards outside rhe refugee camPs are even

lower than the living standards in the refugee camps'

because, owing to drought, that country is facing a

crisis that is unprecedented even on the African conti-
nent.

This is an 
^rea 

of Africa which the Community assists

under the Lom6 Convention and where it seeks to help

both to reduce the problems of the refugees and to
improve the economy of the area. The international
community has taken action to try and help the plight
of the refugees in Somalia. The United States has been

a Benerous provider of food aid' The United Nations
hai uken action and the Communiry has voted action

as well. But some of us saw a Programme on 19June

on BBC 2 and there were two questions flowing from
rhat programme. The first is this: Is the assistance

provided by the Community adequate? Secondly, are

we going to get ihat assistance to Somalia on time?

The aid was promised to Somalia in November 1979,

but has taken a very long time to get there' Further-
more, one has to point out thar the scale of the prob-

lem now is twice what is was in November 1979. The

number of refugees in Somalia has doubled over that
very short period of time.

\(/hat our report has asked for is this' First of al[, an

increase in food and other aid, because the need is

very much greater than was originally anticipated.

Secondly, that there should be political action by the

Council of Ministers. Europe could act as an honest

broker in Africa to try and get at the root of the prob-
tem. Thirdly, we ask for half-yearly rePorts, preferably
written reports, which I think mean much more to
Members than verbal ones, so that the commitree can

monitor progress and so that we can deal with some of
the misleading propaganda which is all too willingly
put out by opponents of the Community' I also believe

rhat the need to provide six-monthly rePorts acts as a

spur for action.

Vhen I saw this programme on television, the final
scene was of a small child dying and my wife turned to
me and said. 'Can't you do something to stop those

things happening?' I believe the Community can and

shou-ld do somethi,ng to prevent the problems in Africa
from being as great as they are. '!7e as a Community
can help to remove the scourge of disease, malnutri-
tion and death from the Horn of Africa.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Griffiths to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.

Mr Griffiths. - Mr. President, on behalf of the

Socialist Group I unreservedly wish to supPon the

report made by Mr Marshall and support it in every

one of its recommendations to the Commission and to
the Council. I do not think I need to go into any of the

demils of the harrowing human experience which even

now is going on in th Horn of Africa. I am glad chat

Mr Marshail drew attention to the programme of
BBC 2 called 'Refugee', which I did not see because I
happened to be in Brussels on Community business

but which did draw the biggest response I have had on

any matters relating to the EuroPean Community in

my constituency. And I had an Oral Question down
for Question Time, which, I hope, Mr Cheysson will
be able to answer tonight.

Since putting down that question, I have made some

enquiries myself about what the situation really is and,

although I would now rephrase my question if I had

rhe opportunity to do so, it still seems to me that there
is cause for concern in that it did take the Community
rather a long time to act from the time it received a

message from the Unircd Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees in Mogadishu to the time when aid actu-

ally began to make its way to the Horn of Africa. It
was altogether, I believe, a period of about seven

monrhs, I shall be pleased if Mr Cheysson can refute

this parqicular claim this evening, but the impression I
have got is that the United States, for examPle., did
provide aid much more quickly than the European

Community was able to do, although, in saying this I
realize also that other agencies which were party to an

agreement to provide aid in the whole of Africa have
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also nor been able to provide rhar aid as quickly as rhe
United States. In supponing the motion and in asking
the Oral Question, I do nor wish ro make an unres-
erved criticism of the European Communiry, bur only
to express the concern which people in rhe Commu-
nity do have abour rhe abiliry of the Communiry ro act
quickly when rhere are dire emergencies in rhe world.
I believe, for example, thar on orher occasions rhe
Community has been able ro acr much more quickly
than it did in the case of the Horn of Africa and I
express the hope rhar in furure, when there is a call for
help, help will come promptly and noc rake several
months to be provided.

President. - I call Mr Cheysson.

Mr Cheysson, Member of the Commission. - (F) Mr
Presidenr, a few days ago, I had the sad privilege of
informing journalisrs who were inrerviewing me
during a press conference of rhe many effons being
made by the Communiry with regard ro the refugee
situation: 68 programmes in 1979 amounr.ing ro
100 million EUA - a figure already atrained in 1980.
All in all, 420 million EUA over the last four years.

Initially, efforts were mainly concenrrated in rhe
Middle East. There was a rime when Asia was rop of
the list. At presenr, for reasons already referred ro by
the two previous speakers, Africa is obviously in the
forefront of our concerns. I do not intend to talk
about what we have done in Sourhern Africa or whar
we are doing in Chad, but shall confine myself rc the
Horn of Africa and rhe neighbouring countries since,
as it has been quite rightly srared in one of rhe resolu-
tions, the problems are inger-relared: refugee problems
caused by civil war or drought, drought problems and
general rurmoil. Mr Presidenr, in 1980 the Communiry
is disrributing a total of 4J million EUA in rhe form of
aid in cash and kind out of a programme of
52. 5 million earmarked for the second half of 1979
and 1980. This is a supplement ro whar was provided
earlier and we intend ro increase this in the near future
with an addirional grant of 9.5 million EUA, rhus rais-
ing the rotal for 1980 to 52.5 million for the countries
of the Horn of Africa.

In 1980 it is obviously Somalia which arrracrs major
attention as a resulr of rhe huge number of refugees
concentrared there. I think I .5 million is an extremly
overblown figure. The official figure of rhe High
Commission for Refugees and non-governmental
organizations is 750 000, which is nonerheless terrible
for a country of abour 4.5 million inhabitants.

Our efforrs in Somalia, which have been the objecr of
if I may say so, largely misraken -commenrs, have raken rhe form of various rypes of aid.

On rhe one hand, in 1980 food aid wonh 12.5 million
EUA was very quickly shipped to rhar counrry. On the
other hand, aid in kind which initially amounted to

2 400 000 EUA was made available to the UNHCR -a decision referred to a few momenrs ago by rhe
honourable Member.

The High Commission for Refugees asked for our
assistance in two areas. Tenrs, blankets and medical
supplies were senr by air lift and arrived ar their destin-
ation within l5 days of the decision. The High
Commission for Refugees, however, informed us rhar
there was a very serious problem of transport. It there-
fore then asked rhar the resr of the aid amounring ro
about 2 million EUA be used to provide means of
transport. To be more specific, ir asked for 10 Land
Rovers, 31 lorries and 30 trailers. As farc would have
it, the UNHCR insists on a parricular make of vehicle,
the Land Rovers, and Bridsh Leyland requires six to
nine months for delivery. \7e had therefore to look
elsewhere for suppliers. It was thus possible ro place
our orders in two months. The equipmen[ is jus[ nor
available on [he market for immediate sale.

The reason why six months passed between the deci-
sion and the arrival of the equipmenr in rhe field is the
long period that every car firm curren[ly requires to
deliver vehicles specially equipped for such counrries
and the time of rransporr.. For the other food aid
programmes, we were able to operare by air lift or
some other means, hence with quite remarkable speed.

Since then, Mr Presidenr, we have approved an addi-
tional allocarion of 5 million EUA in cash, rhus bring-
ing our toral conrribution in 1980 to 20 million EUA
for Somalia. I must poinr our here that we are by far
the largest suppliers of aid to the refugees in Somalia.
'ltrfle consequently encounrer enormous difficulties. For
insrance, the lasr allocation of 5 million EUA made
available to rhe High Commission for Refugees - I
shall nor menrion whar other non-governmenral
organizations which we also suppon may be doing -has not been used owing to major problems of access
to certain areas and problems connected wirh organiz-
ing and channelling rhe aid. Mr President, I would like
to stress the fact thar it is nor as easy as ir mighr appear
to assisr the needy in countries thar are completely
disorganized as a result of rhe influx of such people or
of other events such as those that have occurred in
Uganda.

The example of nonh-easr Uganda is probably the
most striking. The firsr lorries from the Communiry
arrived in the Ugandan capiral rwo weeks after rhe
overthrow of Idi Amin. Ve have since then delivered
huge amounts of food aid and yer famine is still raging
in the norrh-easrern region of the country because for
years roads, bridges and tracks have not been main-
tained. They are pracrically unfit for traffic during the
rainy.seas-on, and so we have been obliged ro organize
an air lift. In orher words, in countries thit are
completely disorganized, access ro refugees and rhe
delivery of means that are adapred ro their needs are
fraught wirh absolutely eno6mous problems.
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The possibility of such a dramatic situation becoming
a permanent feature in certain pans of Africa is

another major problem. I thank the rapponeurs and
rhose who have stressed the very serious nature of the
refugee situation in Uganda especially as things stand,
there is no reasonable prospect of their returning to
their homes. Such a situation may have very serious
impact both on the people and on the political situa-
rion in the region. Consequently, like the rapporleur,
Mr Marshall, I believe that a far-reaching political
effort is essenrial in addition to aid to save people from
starvation. If we want to give them a future, we must.

take systematic and integrated action to develop the
areas where they may be resettled. Several amend-
ments have quite rightly emphasized this point. \7e
must also, through a comprehensive political
approach, try to bring peace to this region and ensure
that the neighbours once more begin some sort of
cooperation, which is the only way to ensure that
people no longer have to flee, suffer and die as they
are now doing.

Mr President, my statemen[ is, especially at such a

late hour, mainly concerned with the Horn of Africa
and the neighbouring countries. I could have said
many other similar things about other Parts of the
world where refugees are also suffering. But we shall
have a chance to discuss them tomorrow in the debate

on two other aid projects concerning South-East Asia.
I am, however, pleased to say that the resources prov-
ided by the Community are being fully urilized.

Vould you like to have more detailed reports? I
should be pleased to let you have them, Mr President,
bur let me say that as long as Parliament refuses to
provide the staff, as long as it rejects the staff aPpro-
priations entered in the budget, I shall give priority to
gettinB aid to the refugees rather than to supplying
Parliament's committees with repons.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Michel to speak on behalf of
the Group of European People's Party (Christian-
Democratic Group).

Mr Michel. - (F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-

man, we owe the present debate to Mr Vergeer who,
during the December pan-session, tabled on behalf of
our group a motion for a resolution with the request

for urgent debate on the tragic situation in the Horn
of Africa. The reason given to justify urgency was, at
the time, that half the refugees on the African conti-
nent were in the Horn of Africa. There were almost a
million displaced persons, many of whom were chil-
dren suffering from serious malnutrition leading to
almost certain death or ar least irremediably impairing
their future physical and intellectual development. The
reason for urgency yesterday is still cruelly valid
roday, and it is a very deplorable fact.

The motion for a resolution, which was unanimously
adopted by urgent procedure, called first of all for a

special Community aid programme for the countries
of the Horn of Africa to reinforce already existing
programmes. Secondly it called for an international
conference, if possible under the aegis of the OAU, to
achieve better regional cooperation, to assist the ince-
gration or voluntary.repatria.tion.of refugees and to
improve communications and regional storage facili-
ties for food buffer stocks. Thirdly, we asked the

Community to organize its emergenry and food aid
on the basis of a systematic and ongoing development
plan, as has just been srressed by Mr Cheysson. Lastly,
we called on the Community to assume the fullest
responsibility for transporting such aid and seeing to
its proper delivery and distribution, and we also called
for closer cooperation with the non-governmental
organizations working in the field and often in a

better position than other organizations to adapt the
food aid to the needs of the local people.

The Commission, we must admit, did not react imme-
diately in December 1979 ro these very concrete
proposals. As a result of the initiative taken by Mr
Berkhouwer with regard to the desperate plight of the
refugees in Somalia, the Commission provided the
European Parliament with more specific information.
Today, Mr Marshall's report provides an overall
picture which, admittedly, is very concise, but the
proposals, we feel, fall short of the suggestions in the
resolution we tabled in December 1979.

Thar is why, Mr President, given the urgency of the
marter, our group has submitted only three amend-
ments to the resolution contained in Mr Marshall's
rePort.

Firstly, our resolution deals with rhe reinforcement of
food aid programmes and the full implementation of
Articles 59 of the Lom6 I and 637 of the Lom6 II
Conventions, so tha[ all the means currently available
could be used. Secondly, we are insisting that all the
instruments of cooperation be geared to resolving the

alarming situation of the million refugees in Somalia.
Thirdly, we suggest that the Community considerably
reinforce its support for non-governmental organiza'
tions which, in the field, are engaged in aid projects

that are vital for the survival of the most underprivi-
leged groups of the population.

lVe hope that, with Mr Cheysson's active participation
in and positive contribution to our debate, the Horn of
Africa will tomorrow become a priority area where the

concrete suggestions made by our Committee on
Development and Cooperation and, more specifically,
Mr Ferrero's resolution on hunger in the world, will
be put into practice. \7e shall be returning to this
subject very soon and hope that the present organiza-
tional obstacles which often hamper the delivery of
food aid and prevent it from being distributed rapidly
and efficiendy will be overcome.
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'Ve must do everything to buttress such emergency aid
with some contribution to development. This is rhe
task ro which we must commit ourselves and it is to
achieve this goal that we must provide the Commission
with all the resources it needs in terms of staff and
equipment.

(Applause)

President. - I call Sir Fred Varner to speak on
behalf of the European Democratic Group.

Sir Fred Varner. - Mr President, I will make rhree
poinrc. The first concerns the relations between the
Commission and Parliament and public opinion in rhis
matter. You see, we know the difficulties you experi-
ence, Mr Commissioner, and we believe rhar you have
done a most remarkable job in coping with them, but
it is not enough ro convince us rhar rhis is so. It is

essential to convince public opinion, because in the lasr
resort we depend on the attitude of the public to ger
you the funds and the personnel you need. This view
has been expressed again and again in the Commitree
on Development and Cooperation, and it is true. If rhe
public feels that the money being provided through the
European Commission is not being adequarely and
effectively spent, there is far less enthusiasm to urge
governments to provide money for these purposes.

Now I know that you have been in many ways unfairly
treated by the press and by television. You would
think that it was enough to cope with drought, war and
starvation, withour having ro cope with press corres-
pondents who feel it necessary ro make accusations
against people in order .to make their programmes
more interesting. Is there not enough in these
programmes and these anicles of human suffering and
human drama, without having to drag in the imagi-
nary defects of those who are trying ro alleviarc the
situation? But that is what you are faced wirh, and I
draw two conclusions from rhat. The first is that the-
Commission itself in Brussels and its agenrs in rhe field
must constantly rake infinire pains wirh journalisrs to
tell them what is being done and how it is being done.
Secondly, I think that Members of this Parliamenr, in
dealing with their consrituents, must take a robusr line
and must nor accepr all rhe criticisms which are made.
They must say whar is being done and give a good
account of whar Europe is doing.

That is my first point.

My second point is that it is panicularly importanr in
this case that rhe performance of rhe Commission
should be seen ro be first-class, because personally I
believe that the emergency aid and the food aid given
bv Europe should all be channelled through the
Commission's organization. The figures are hard ro
put together, but at the momen! I think that the bulk
of Europe's food aid - somerhing like wo-thirds of

food and emergency aid - is coming through the
Commission rarher than through narional effon. I, for
my part, think thar with the experience you have and
the large organization on the ground - or rather the
large contacts, because I know your organization is
not large - we should channel our whole effon in the
years [o come through the Commission. However, if
we are going to persuade governments to do thar, then
the performance of the Commission must be seen ro be
outstanding and impeccable.

My rhird point is jusr to draw attention to paragraph 3

of rhe motion for a resolurion and to say that this is
not just put in for form's sake. ft really is a mosr essen-.
tial part of the morion in which we call upon rhe
Council of Ministers to really rry and launch some
nbw diplomaric iniriarive. \7e have 17000 Cuban
troops in this pan of Africa. Vhat on eanh are they
doing there? \(/e know rhat there is no work for them
at home. Ve know that Castro does not know what ro
do with them if he has them in Cuba. Bur rhar is no
reason why they should be sitting in Ethiopian garri-
son towns, releasing Erhiopian rroops ro go chasing
rhe Erirreans and the people of the Ogaden all over
the place. And what are rhe Russians doing? The relia-
ble information provided is that one billion dollars'
wonh of arms have now been provided to Ethiopia.
Are these for free? No, they are nor. They are
supposed to be paid for in cash or in commodities, and
the truth of the matrer is thar rhe Ethiopian coffee
crops and Ethiopian output for years ro come are
mongaged againsr these arms. So rhar when at last rhe
war does come to amend, when at lasr the refugees
have been returned ro their homes, they will have no
means of living and we shall have ro go on supponing
them. So there really is a most deplorable situation
which we would like to see the Foreign Minisrers
trying to cope with.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Coppieters.

Mr Coppieters. - (NL) Mr President, rhe problem
of the refugees in the Horn of Africa has exisred for
quite some time and it leaves a rarher sour taste in the
mouth to realize that a motion for a resolution was
tabled as early as January this year and that a reporr
wxs nor brought out unril June. This is nor a criticism
of the Commission, but of our own instirurion.

A second point I should like to make is that the earlier
motion for a resolution and the one contained in the
Marshall Report are now already out of date, as the
situation dereriorated over rhe months of May and

June. There are now a million and a half refugees,
who are fleeing increasingly nor as a result of the war
but because of rhe drought. Besides the food shortage
and the new stream of refugees, rhere is also rhe risk
of epidemics, as noted by medical reams in May and
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June. 80 0/o of these million and a half refugees,
700 000 of whom are staying in the camps in the nonh
and 800 000 of whom are simply wandering around,
are women and children. These are the facts, which
means tha[ our information is already out of darc. I
think the appeal for help n'as addressed to the
Commission in autumn of 1979, and the decision by
the Comrnission to provide aid dates from spring of
1980. Hence, my first question, which Mr Cheysson
has already answered to a certain extent, is whether
rhis aid granted in the spring of this year has in fact
arrived ?

This brings me to my second question, which has

alroady been touched upon too. Is it really possible to
provide effective aid with the personnel available? Our
own Parliament is perhaps not completely innocent in
this respect. I have tabled a number of amendments to
the repon which relite to the matters I have brought
up. The first amendment concerns the change in the
situation since December 1979 and, even if it only
involves a phrase in the recitals, it is important since

rhe nature of the emergency has changed.

My second amendment relates to the form which the
aid should take and the problem of water supply. If the
m'edical reports are accurate, many people are dying
nor only from hunger but often from thirst. I should
like to ask the Commission whether there is any truth
in statements by geologists to the effect that there are
vast underground water supplies at not particularly
great depth and that it would be fairly simple and

cheap.to drill wells? This warer shonag-e is all the
more imponant in view of the reports of a probable
cholera epidemic, and which all the medical teams
from Britain, Belgium, France and Germany were
agreed in a report made in June this year. Another
amendment concerns the possibility of providing aid
rapidly by airlifr. A founh amendment concerns the
fight against disease and a final one deals again with
the work of this Parliament and of the Commission.
Ve will not Bet very far with a six-monthly report if
we consider that six months have elapsed between the
appointing of the rapporteur and the appearance of his

report. My amendment is clear. It proposes that we

should be kept constantly informed, by means of a

monthly report by the Commission, regarding both
the aid provided and the difficulties encountered. I
should also like to make an appeal [o the committee,
in the hope that the rapporteur will suppon my
amendments. I urge the Committee on Development
and Cooperation to consider the possibiliry of main-
taining much closer contact, on whatever basis it
thinks fit, with the Commission regarding this contin-
uous flow of information, so that we loo will be able

ro find out what is standing in the way of aid in the
Horn of Africa.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Marshall.

Mr Marshall, rapporteur. - Mr President, at this very
late hour I would merely like rc thank the Commis-
sioner for his very positive answers to the questions he

was asked and say that it is perhaps unfonunate that in
rhe three weeks which have elapsed between the
BBC 2 programme and tonight none of this came out
in the British press. I would therefore urBe the
Community rc look at its information services so that,
when we do things positively and well, we let the
world know that we are doing them. There are

enough people here willing to criticize the Commu-
nity. Ve ought to blow our own trumPet when we

have got something good to say, as we have in this
particular case. I would ask the Commissioner to use

his undoubted powers of persuasion to have even more
done by the international communiry in Africa because

this is a situation where we can never have enough
done.

So far as the amendments are concerned, I will be

dealing with those later today.

Mr Cheysson, Member of the Commission. - (F) Mr
President, I will be very brief, but there are two points
ro which I should like to reply.

First of all, I wish to tell Mr Coppieters, as I said a few
momen[s ago, rhar rhe aid approved ar the end of tglg
was lransported by airlift. The last plane arrived at its
destination on 27 January 1980. This should not be

inrerpreted to mean that we did not start to act until
the spring of 1980. '!fle were active throughout 1978

and 1979 and we are still pursuing our effort. \7e still
have 5 million EUA which have not been used owing
to the difficulties encountered by the non-governmen-
tal organizations, and I just told you that we intended
to propose a further 9tlu million EUA.

Secondly, I wish to state again very clearly, Mr Presi-
dent, that I am not prepared to commit myself to
producing a monthly report as long as I have to handle
68 emergency projects with just three A-grade offi-
cials. The Members of Parliament should not shy away
from their responsibilities. Vhen our proposal or
request for an increase in our staff came before this

Parliament, with the unanimous endorsement of the
Committee on Budgets, it was rejected with some
groups abstaining. Mr Michel, I would draw your
attention to this point.

The lasr point, Mr President - I will not take the
floor again - is about public opinion. '!7e were
shocked in 1979 to notice that world opinion was not
aware of the Somali refugee situation. They were
fewer then but had already reached 500 000. At the
time, everyone was talking about the boat people and
the Cambodian refugees. \7hen (last December) I paid
an official visit to Somalia. The countryis President
agreed, at my request, to allow some television teams

networks to visit the country. To be more specific, we
provided the initiative for the visits you rcferred to by

.t
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the BBC, German, French and Belgian television
teams. It was a[ our requesr that the President of
Somalia lifred the ban on European television teams in
Somalia covering areas where there was rhe most
abject misery. Until rhen, the Somalis had refused on
grounds of dignity. I.cannor say I am pleased with the
public emocion rhat has resulred - since it is caused
by misery - but since such misery does exisr, I am
happy and proud that we helped ro draw atrenrion ro
it. If we are told in passing that we could have done
more, I would agree. There is no doubr, however, rhat
we are largely responsible for the fact that ar presenr
everyone in Europe is aware of the situation in
Somalia, and I am proud to bring rhis to rhe attention
of Parliament

President. - The debate is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be put to rhe vote ar
the next voting time.

18. Membership of Parliament

President. - By letrer of l8June 1980 Mr Rey has
informed me o[ his resignation as a Member of Parlia-
ment. Pursuant to Anicle l2(2), second subparagraph

of the Act concerning the election of the representa-
tives of the Assembly by direct universal suffrage, the
Assembly establishes that there is a vacancy and will
immediatly inform the Member State concerned
thereof.

, 
19. Agendafor next sitting

President. - The next sitting will be held on Friday,
1l July 1980 at 9 a.m., with the following agenda:

- Procedure withour report

- Vote on one request for an early vote

- Decision on urgency

- Joint debate on three motions for resolutions on aid to
South China, aid to Kampuchea and the border inci-
dent in Cambodia and Thailand

- Giummarra repon on the imponation of fresh lemons

- Gautier repon on fishery resources

- Colleselli repoft on statistical surveys of areas under
vines

- 10.30a.m.:Vore on motions for resolutions on which
the debates have been closed

After 10.30 d.m. texts will be put to the vote at the end of
each debate.

The sitting is closed.

(The sitting ans closed at 0.20 a.m.)
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IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT

Vice-President

(The sitting opened at 9 a.m.)

President. - The sitting is open.

l. Approoal of the minutes

President. - The minutps of proceedings of yester-
day's sitring have been distributed.

Are there any comments?

The minutes of proceedings are approved.

2. Documents receioed

President. - I have received a number of documents,
which you will find lisrcd in the minutes.

3. Texts of treatiesforutarded by tbe Council

President. - I have received from the Council ceni-
fied true copies of a number of documents. These will
be listed in the minutes of proceedings and deposited
in the archives of the Europe an Parliament.

4. Petitions

President. - Today's minutes will also include the

details of various decisions aken by the Committee on

the Rules of Procedure and Petitions

5. Membersbip of Parliament

President. - The Belgian authorities have informed
me that Mr Beyer de Ryke has been appoinrcd
Member of the European Parliament to replace Mr
R.y.

I welcome the new Member and remind the House
that any Member whose credendals have not yet been

verified may.provisiorrally take his seat in Parliament
or on its committees with the same rights as other
Members.

6. Membership of committees

President. - I have received from the Socialist

Group a request for the appointment of Mr Hensch to
the Committee of External Economic Relations, to
replace Mr Fellermaier.

I have received from the Liberal and Democratic
Group a request for the appointment of :

- Mr Damseaux to the Political Affairs Committee; .

- Mr Combe to the Committee of Economic and

Moneury Affairs, to replace Mr Damseaux; and

- Mr Beyer de Ryke to the Committee on Youth,
Culture, Education, Information and Spon, to replace

Mr Bangemann.

Are there any objections?

These appointmen$ are radfied.

7. Procedure aitbout rePort

President. - I announced on Monday che title of the
Commission proposal to which it was proposed to
apply the procedure uithout report provided for in Rule
27 A.

Since no one has asked leave to speak and no amend-
ments have been tabled to it, I declare this proposal
approved.
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8. Decision on an early oote

President. - The nexr item is a decision on rhe
request for an early vote on the Seal et al. motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-315/80): EEC-US relations in the
steel sector.

I put the request to the vote.

The request is approved. The vore will rherefore rake
place at the next voting-time.

President. - I pur the requesr ro [he vo[e.

The request is approved.

The motion for a resolurion will therefore be placed
on today's agenda.

10. Aid to refugees in the South China Sea - Aid to
Kampuchea - Border incident between Vietnamese

and T'hai troops

President. - The nexr irem is a joint debare on

- the motion for a resolution mbled by Mr Schieler
and others on behalf of the Socialisr Group, Mr
Vau'rzik and others on behalf of the Group of the
European People's Pany (CD), and Mrs Agnelli
and others on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic
Group, on aid to refugees in rhe Sourh China Sea
(Doc. I -284l80);

- the motion for a resolurion rabled by Mr Israel and
others on the follow-up [o rhe Geneva Interna-
tional Conference on humanitarian aid ro Kampu-
chea (Doc. 1-301/80/rev.); and

- the motion for a resolurion tabled by Mr Rinsche
and others on rhe border incidenr between Viet-
namese [roops from Cambodia and Thai rroops in
Thailand (Doc. I -3 l2l80).

I call Mr Schieler.

Mr Schieler, rapporteur. - (D) Mr President, ladies
and genrlemen, I commenred at some lengrh on this
matter when jusdfying the need for urgent procedure,
and I can therefore now be brief. !fle know that the
flow of refugees in the Sourh,China Sea is increasing
rapidly, and we know rhat many refugees are in
cons[anr danger of drowning. There is now only one
ship operaring as a rescue vessel in the South China
Sea, the 'Cap Anamur', which has rescued some 2 500
refugees from acure danger since February 1980.

\fle have two problems wirh this ship, and that is the
crux of our morion for a resolution. Firstly, ir cannot
rely solely on donarions as it has done in che past. If
financial aid is nor fonhcoming, the 'Cap Anamur' will
have, as other European ships have had, to cease its
rescue operarions for lack of funds. You are [herefore
asked ro.ur.g.e the Commission ro supporr the 'Cap
Anamur''with funds from rhe Community budgei.
Secondly, rhe Council is asked ro urge the govern-
ments of the Member Srates to increase rheir quotas in
view of the renewed increase in rhe stream of refugees
a.nd ro acr rogerher in sharing rhese refugees among
the Member Srates.

Ladies and genrlemen, the refugee problem in the
Sourh China Sea requires rapid and unified acrion on

9. Decision on urgent procedure

President. - The nexr irem is a decision on [he
reques[ for the adoption of urgent procedure in
respect of rhe motion for a resolurion nbled by Mr
Klepsch and orhers on behalf of rhe Group of rhe
European People's Party (CD) and by Mr Enright and
others on behalf of the Socialisr Group, on human
rights in Arginrina (Doc. 1-318/80).

I call Lady Elles.

Lady Elles. - Mr President, ahhough we accepr [har
this is a very imporranr matrer, if we are presented
with this kind of subject on rhe very last morning and
then asked ro debate ir sensibly on rhar same morning
without any background informarion, I think ir is
impossible to do our work properly as parliamenrari-
ans. Obviously people will vote as rhey like if they
wanr [o debare it this morning. But I really do proresr,
because we can get no information from our Foreign
Offices or from anybody who can rell us whar the
background is. Although I, of course, applaud rhe
sen[iments behind this documenr, none of our group, I
think, can debate this marrer sensibly, beciuse we
cannor contribure on lhe basis of facts known. So I
would ask thar these mor;ons should nor be presenred
at the very last minute rf Parliamenr wan6 [o be raken
seriously.

President. - I call Mr Vergeer

Mr Vergeer. - (NL) Mr President, I should just like
to explain briefly why we have made this request. I
admir rhat we have done so very lare in rhe day, but I
hope rhat Lady Elles will believe me when I say thar it
was simply not possible ro acr any earlier because we
did not receive definire reporrs unril yesrerday. These
reports speak for themselves. They concern rhe lives of
four people. I have been informed this morning that ir
is probably already too late for two of rhe four. lfe
cannot therefore wait unril September. Hence my
sincere appeal to Parliament ro agree ro rhis requesr.
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rhe part of the Member States. I would rherefore
appreciate your approval of this motion.

President. - I call Mr IsraEl.

MrlsraEl. - (F) The motion we have put before you
concerns a place situated on the frontier berween
Thailand and Kampuchea. There are places in the
world on which a curse has been put. Auschwitz is

such a one. The region of which I speak now brings a

grave challenge to civilized mankind. The third geno-
cide of this century is under way and we cannot,
obviously, turn a blind eye to it. In this accursed
region the warlords come to recruit their followers.
They misappropriate the humanitarian aid sent there
by civilized countries, they abduct young girls and

make them work in brothels, they deny children all
possibility of rescue. \)7hat is original in this motion is

rhat we propose the creation of a neutral zone which
armed forces would not be allow'ed to enter. Quite
clearly, this neutral zone would be no more than a

partial remedy. The ideal would be for the whole of
Kampuchea to be neutralized. But this is scarcely feas-

ible, and so we propose as an extremely important first
step the creation of a neutral zone under United
Nations supervision.

Ve also ask the Office of the High Commission for
Refugees to ensure that the unaccompanied refugee
children are protected. That is the essential point in
the resolution. For large numbers of children are

wandering around the area lost and bereft of the
protection which should automatically be given to
children. Ve .therefore ask that they be allowed to
leave and be found new homes with adoptive families.
The great problem here is that one can never be sure

that the children are in fact abandoned. The basic
principle must be that families should be reunited
whenever possible, but sometimes uncenainties arise
where a child leaves the country and its parents comi
out shortly afterwards. \7e suggest that this kind of
situation be looked into ,ery carefully, but we think it
absolutely imperative to do everything that can be

done to get abandoned children out of this accursed

region. That is why, Mr President, I ask that this reso-
lution be given the unanimous suppon of the House.

President. - I call Mr Rinsche.

Mr Rinsche. - (D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the tragedy in Kampuchea and the immeasurable
suffering of the people living in that country are

among the darkest chapters of recent history. Ve have

the means to draw attention to this uagedy from this
Parliament and to do everything in our power to alle-
viate rhe suffering of the people concerned. Our
motion therefore refers to the fact that the'land-
bridge' from Thailand to the Kampuchean refugee

camps has been broken as a result of the Vietnamese
aggression and that there is therefore an acute danger
that the aid which we and other organizations have
made available will no longer be able to reach these

camps. There is consequently an acute danger of thou-
sands of refugees dying of hunger.

This is neither the time nor the place to deliberate on
the motives for the attacks by Vietnamese [rooPs on
Thai rerrrtory; nevertheless, we should bear the politi-
cal aspects of this tragedy in mind. Ve therefore ask

the House [o express its disapproval of the violation of
the territorial integrity and national sovereignty of
Theiland. Thailand and its fellow member States in
ASEAN have joined with the Foreign Ministers of the
Community in drawing attention to these problems'
The ASEAN States now need a political sign of soli-
dariry from the European Community. That is why we

sincerely ask vou to consider, not only the humanitar-
ian, but also the political side of this serious problem.

It is clear that the danger of further hostile activities
has not yet been eliminated. There are various ways of
providing at least indirect assistance. For example, the

European governments might lend their support in the
General Assembly of the United Nations ro the
proposrl made by the ASEAN States that a UN
obsen'er team should be stationed on the frontier. This
idea should at least be approached with an open mind.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, we ask you most
srncerely [o approve this motion for a resolution,
firstlv, to demonstrate political understanding of
certlin requirements for the maintenance of peace in
our times and secondlv, because the cooperation
agreement between the ASEAN States and the Euro-
pean Communrty nos' needs a clear sign of unity and

solidaritr'.

President. - I call Mr 'lTawrzik to speak on behalf
of the Group of the European People's Pany (CD).

Mr Vawrzik.- (D) Mr President, the reasoning
behind the proposal [hat some of the cosrs incurred by
the 'Cap Anamur' should be financed is that we should
provide humanitarian aid and also that citizens of the
Community are performing a task which has already
been discussed here in the past. It should really have
been a task for the European Community. This group
of cirizens has now turned to us for financial help, and
I feel we have a duty to act. The total sum involved,
the cost of hiring the ship, is not so high as to make it
impossible for us to raise the money. I therefore ask
the House [o approve the motion for the reasons
already given by Mr Schieler.

President. - I call Mrs von Alemann to speak on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
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Mrs von Alemann. - (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, on behalf of my group and myself I should
like onee again ro refer ro rhe activiries of, the 'Cap
Anamur'. These activities are perhaps besr 

'illusrrated

by a relegram the ship's masrer senr ro his organization
commirtee on l0 March 1980. This telegram reads:
On Friday morning, the 'Cap Anamur' took aboard
20 Vietnamese refugees, 5 of them badly injured, from
a sinking boat. Two of them, who had bullets in their
lungs, were flown our to Singapore, but one man died
on board. The boat had also been fired on by the Viet-
namese military before rhe 'Cap Anamur' could reach
it. Shonly afterwards, 214 refugees were rescued from
a sinking boat. They had not had'any warer for days.

I believe this telegram shows what the 'Cap Anamur'
and other ships have been doing in recenr years. This
is why the Liberal and Democradc Group has asso-
ciated itself with this action through Mrs Agnelli, on
whose behalf I am presentint rhis reporr, since she is
unable to be present, and this is why I wish ro address
you here today.

The 'Cap Anamur' can cerry 400 people. It has a heli-
copter aboard, which means thar rhe injured can be
flown out and rhe ship can, if necessary, defend itself
against attacks by pirates. Ir has a hospital aboard, a
ward with 150 beds. It was originally a merchant vessel
of e lso ronnes. The hospital has a medical rcam of
three doctors, one of whom is a surgeon and one a
children's doctor. There are also rhree nurses on board
the ship. Between February and July 1980,2737 boar
people were rescued by rhe vessel: 2 737 people who
would in all likelihood have orherwise drowned. The
whole operarion has hitheno been financed voluntarily
by donors who cannot provide any funher help, as Mr
Schieler and Mr Vawrzik have said. There is rhe cosr
of chanering the ship, rhe cosr of the food, the cost of
the staff, although at rhe moment she charter cosrs are
causing the organizers rhe greatesr problems.

You may be wondering, of cburse, why we are asking
for funher finance rc be provided, since we alf know
that the Commission of the European Communities
has already made 43.9 m EUA available for Kampu-
chean refugees. Bur, ladies and gentlemen, I feel ir is
important to point out once again that, since our
original idea of fitting out a European ship could not
be put into practice because of the difficuldes rhere
would have been over a European flag, which does
not, of course, exist, we now have the opponunity of '
having this ship, the 'Cap Anamur', sail under our flag,
as it were, and that, if we agree to pay rhe cost of
chanering this vessel, we shall ar last have our Euro-.
pean ship. After all, it has been sailing for us, in rhe
true spirit of Europe. Like rhe orher two before it -the French and Norwegian vessels - this ship has
quite deliberately chosen for irelf a name similar to
those of ir predecessors to show that it is a European
ship. The organizers and rhe people who have worked
aboard it liave quite consciously acted in the European
spirit for us as representatives of the European

peoples. I would therefore ask you ro approve rhis
proposal and to agree with me thar we should make
more money available for rhis humanirarian operarion.

But I should also like ro raise anorher point. Ma)or
difficulties are srill being encountered when orher
ships come across and, above all, rake aboard refugees
they find. As you probably know, if a ship rescues
refugees from rhe sea, ir mus! rake them to its home
country. \fle have therefore again referred to the
quotas in our motion. The 'Cap Anamur', which sails
under the German flag, passes the refugees it rescues
on to rransit camps, and the Germans have in the past
taken many, if not all, of the people rescued by rhe
'Cap Anamur'. Other counrries have done the same.
But I call on our governmen[s, rhe Council and
Commissioner Cheysson to do what they can ro
change rhis quota sysrem, because rhe problem is not
that rhe 'Cap Anamur' only rescues refugees for
Germany and other ships sailing under the French or
Italian flag do the same for their countries: the prob-
lem is that ships sailing under cheap flags do nor know
what to do with rhe refugees. There has been a case of
a ship of rhis kind, having picked up refugees, lying to
in Singapore for 15 days, because the authorides in
Singapore did not know where to put the refugees, not
having a country they could pass them on ro.

This is e very difficuh problem; of that I am well
aware; but if all people of goodwill, wirnessing this
inconceivable rragedy, join in once again approaching
their governments, the couprries of Europe may rhen
be prepared to adopr a quora system or some
arrantement with a transit camp from which rhe refu-
gees can be distributed - a system, that is, which
helps the refugees. \7e do not wanr any new bureau-
cracy. Ve do nor wanr ro make things more difficult.
Ve wint to make things easier with a sysrem of this
kind, because it is conceivable that more refugees
could be absorbed if there were a proper arrangemenr
for looking afrer rhem. I therefore ask you ro vote for
these motions, and I thank you for your attenrion.

President. - I call Mr Fergusson to speak on behalf
of the European Democraric Group.

Mr Fergusson. - Mr Presidenr, may I begin what I
want to say with a very srrong proresr with which I
think you will agree? If we are to have urtenr motions
of this son nking up Parliament's r.ime on a Friday
morning, I do feel rhat the least we can expecr of those
who put their names down in supporr. of these morions
is that they will rake rhe trouble !o rurn up at the
debates thar follow.

If you compare rhe names on rhese three motions with
those who are sitting around rhis House, you will find
that the nlly is an absolure disgrace. I do rhink rhat
this point should be made most strongly ro those who
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vote for the adoption of urgent procedure on Friday
mornings.

Mr Piesident, these three motions - the one on the
South China Sea and the other two on the Kampu-
chean refugees - are, as Mr Rinsche says, something
more thah a mere humanitarian appeal on behalf of
the people of Europe to help the surge of refugees

fleeing from, or being driven out of, their own coun-
tries in South-East Asia. And they have even more

than the political move which Mr Rinsche rightly calls

for. It has to be pointed out again that the scandal of
the refugees on the seas, the running atrociry of the
Kampuchean children, the bloodiness on the Thai-
Chambodian border, the fearful choice of tyrannies
now facing the Kampuchean People, all this is

Communism at work and Soviet Communism, directly
or indirectly, at that. It is becoming more and more
evident that the further left one moves in the political
spectrum, the more one finds that they concentrate on
dogma and power and the less they care about people.

Mr President, we in this group shall vote for the
Schieler mo[ion, notirtg, if we may - because one has

to appreciate a[ the same time the tremendous pressure

these crowds of refugees are putting uPon lhe region

- that 40 o/o of all the Vietnamese refugees are now
in Hong Kong, which has troubles of ir own, as you
know. Of the other two motions, we greatly prefer the

Rinsche motion to the Isradl one: we therefore hope

rhat the Isra€l one will be dropped and that the

Rinsche one wi[[ hold, because we believe that the
Rinsche motion reflects Thai needs and hopes and

Thailand's own views on the possibility of sabilizing
rhe frontier. For that reason, if we want to help rc alle-
viate the apalling needs facing Thailand, we do
believe that the Rinsche motion is the better one. The
other thing I wish to say is that, if we do Pass the
Rinsche motion, we feel that it also ought to be

forwarded to the Secretary-General of the United
Nations, since there is a call in it for a UN observer
ream to be stationed on the frontier.

President. - I call Mrs Dienesch to speak on behalf
of the Group of European Progressive Democrats.

Mrs Dienesch. - (F) Mr President, my Group
welcomes these three motions. They do in fact cover
marters on which we have already expressed our views

in the past.

Mr Isradl's motion in particular puts forward two
ideas of Breat importance for the future of the Kampu-
chean people. The first concerns the protection of
children. I think that no one in this House can fail to
approve measures designed to save these litde children
from the terrible fate threatening them.

As regards the suggested neutral zone, I may say that
this is not strictly speaking a new proposal, although it

is perhaps more specific than previous ones. Our
House advocated a solution along these lines both in
October and, if I remember correctly' in May on [he

occasion of Mrs Macchiocchi's resolution' On these

points, therefore, we are not breaking new ground, we

are seeking something which the Assembly has already

approved, although our approach is now perhaps

somewhat more realistic.

As regards the other two motions my feeling is that if
we are to have any impact on evenr we must present a

fully united front, and I therefore urge my colleagues,

whatever preferences they may have, to supPon these

resolutions of our European Assembly. Mrs von

Alemann took up a moment ago an idea previously

suggested by Mrs Louise Veiss, namel!, that European

efforts might advantageously be concened under a

European flag.

Irrespective of the preferences people may have for
one or other of the aims set out in these motions' I
think that what is needed is that we should adopt all

rhree, unanimously, to show our determination that a

solution be found to [hese problems, which claim our
attention vinually at every Part-session. I have made a

qally of the speeches given on this subject. 'V'e arrive at

a total close on one hundred. Mr President, I should
be very happy if we could be informed of the reactions
of the international organizations to the dozen or so

resolutions that we have adopted in the course of the
dozen or so part-sessions that have been held since the

directly elecrcd Parliament came into existence. I
should also like them to be given some publicity, since

we have rhe impression that we adopt elcellent resolu-

tions but that these never seem to have an impact at

rhe United Natioqs.

President. - I call Mr Purvis.

Mr Purvis. - Mr President, I too can broadly
support the Rinsche resolution. However, I would
recommend a cenain amount of caution-on this ques-

tion of the land bridge mentioned in paragraph 4. I
feel that the Political Affairs Committee should
consider this in greater detail. The reason for the Viet-
namese incursion into Kampuchea was their fear that
Pol Pot troops were being replenished within Kampu-
chea. I express no value judgment on these two equally
unpleasant r6gimes, but this is the cause of the great

crisis on the border and of the incursions into Thai-
land.

The other problem that we really have to try and help
the international voluntary organizations and the UN
High Commission for Refugees to deal with is the
large number of people still in informal camps. This
has been aggravared by the recent incursions. They
have just moved a mile or two down the road and set

up camps with their 'own organizations. This is the
problem. About 300 000 refugee families are in official

I
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camps, which are well adminisrered: rhey have hostels
for the unaccompanied children in particular, with
Kampuchean housemorhers, supervised by people
from the internarional organizarions. The real problem
is in the unofficial camps, where more organizarion,
more money and, perhaps, more people.are needed.

So let us help the Thais and help the inrernarional
organizations, which have long experience. I would
ask my colleagues not ro be sw,ayed by spur-of-rhe-
momenr emorional ourbursrs from people oumide this
Chamber. Try ro ger both sides of rhe srory from rhe
exper[s who have actually had ro deal with this prob-
lem in Kampuchea, Thailand and all over rhe world in
the last 20 or 30 years. Thar, I think, we have [o srress.
They are people who know their job. \7e would not
pretend to tell experts in any other field how to do
their work. I do not know enough about it, and I am
sure none of the people in rhis Chamber can possibly
claim to know enough abour it. \7e rely on rhe UN,
on the Red Cross, on Oxfam, on Christian Aid and all
the other experienced chariries ro do that for us.'S7e
have to provide rhem wirh the means ro do a good job
and to help improve rhe political environment in
South-east Asia, so that they can ger on and do the
humanitarian work that is necessary.

President. - I call Mr Seeler.

Mr Seeler. - (D) Mr Presidenr, I should like ro say to
one of the previous speakers, who rightly complained
that urgenr motions mbled on Friday'morning are
a.lways discussed before an almosr empry Housel thar
the situarion here is rhe same as in chJrih: criticism is
always aimed at the wrong people. Those for whom
the criticism is inrended are nor, of course, here on a
Friday morning.

I should just like ro say a few words on rhe Rinsche
motion. For several months now we have been
witnessing a very disturbing development in rhe
South-East Asian rhearre. The Communist imperialism
of Vietnam, which some time ago marched inm
Kampuchea on the prerexr that it was liberadng rhe

.people of thar counrry from the Pol por r6gime, is in'the process of crossing Kampuchea's bordJrs and so
revealing- irs true inrenrion of extending Vietnam,s
sphere of influence beyond irs own bordlrs. Thar is
what underlies developments in that part of rhe world.

Mr Rinsche referred ro rhe cooperation agreement
that was debared in this House some monrhs igo. This
cooperarion agreemenr between the Community and
the ASEAN Stares is not only an economic coopera-
tion agreemenr: it also expressly srares rhat we supporr
the effons of the ASEAN States to esublish a zone of
peace, a zone of neutralitv in that pan of rhe world.
Now, with the modest means ar our disposal, we have
a chance to apply this provision of the igreemenr and
to make it clear that we do not accepr the develop-
ments about to rake plece in that area.

I do not believe rhere are manv opponuniries open ro
thrs Perliamenr, but we should - and rhis is why I
agree with Mr Rinsche's motion - make ir clear that
we cannot tolerate and that we condemn aggression
and acts of imperialism w.herever they may occur in
the world. I therefore sav ro rhe previous speaker rhat
he should not place his trust in first hearing rhe views
of experts, or q,hatever: we should make iiclear here
and now, bv adopting Mr Rinsche's morion, rhat our
politicel view, our political position is thar we utterly
condemn Vietnam's act of imperialisric aggression
against Thailand.

President. - I call Mr Israel.

Mr Isratl. - (F) Mr President, I would say to Mr
Fergusson that one cannor have a humanitarian
approach to a problem such as this wirhour an under-
lving political n,ill. So much is quire evidenr. Neverthe-
less, I feel it would be wrong for our polirical option
to delay in any way action ar rhe humanitarian level. If
this Parliament is considering rhe marrer under urgent
procedure ir is because an immediate solurion musr be
found. !7e can scarcely expect roday to resolve rhe
problem berween Easr and \(/est, between Communism
and imperialism. I do nor know, Mr Fergusson, if
Communism is necessarily involved in the persecurion
of Kampuchean children. Vhar I do know beyond a
peradventure is thar we must ger them out of thar
accursed region with the leasr possible delay, so I do
not wish to become embroiled in subtle points of argu-
menr. Ir is imperative rhar we adopt a resolution thar
will demonstrare rhe true polirical erhic of Europe. It is
in the cause of thar ethic, Mr Presidenr, rhar I am
happy to be speaking ar rhe end of this debate. I would
ask that rhe debare be closed and that these resolutions
be adopred.

President. - !7e have not yet reached the end of the
debate, Mr Isradl.

I call Mr Cheysson.

Mr Cheysson, Member of the Commission. - (F) Mr
President, as Mrs Dienesch poinred our jusr now,
Parliament has on many occasions since im election
given thoughr ro rhe problems of rhe refugees in
South-Easr Asia. The Members of rhis House are
united in rheir determination ro find a solution, as
indeed are rhe orher insriturions of the Communiry. I
am pleased therefore thar roday's debate gives us an
opponunity to examine some specific aspecrs without
having ro look again at the problem ouerill.

The debare falls naturally inro rwo pans. The problem
of the boar people is different from that *hi.h h"s
arisen as a resuh of rhe incidents on rhe frontier
between Vietnam and Thailand, on rhe Kampuchean
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frontier. I therefore propose to reply separately to the

remarks that have been made on these two subjects.

Let us take the problem of the boat people first. I
would poinr out at [he outset that the Communiry has

been active since the beginning of this affair, before
the July 1979 confeience chaired by the Secretary-
General of the United Nations and indeed ever since.

Can we do more? One idea put forward in one of the
resolutions is that we should give direct suPPort to a

ship which is at present doing wonderful work, and to
which I pay tribute. I refer of course to the 'Cap
Anamur'. This ship is not the only one engaged in this
work at the moment, for two American ships and a

German one are also doing so. 'S7e have for a long
time had contacts with the German non-governmental
organization which chanered the 'Cap Anamur',
namely 'Ein Schiff ftir Vietnam', the equivalent of the
'ship for Vietnam' which had previously sent out [he
'lle de Lumidre'.

There are two reasons why we have so far not given
support to this ship. Firstly. a ship must fly a flag. Mrs
Dienesch suggested the idea of a neutral vessel. This
concept does not exist in maritime law, the provisions
of which have been laboriously worked out over the
centuries. These provisions contain some most valua-
ble clauses. For example, persons picked up on the
high seas, in international walers, have the right of
asylum in the country whose flag the vessel flies. It
would be very dangerous to undermine this right.
'\7here could a neutral vessel offer asylum in these

circumstances ?

Secondly, when such a vessel is on operations - and

once again I pay tribute to the 'Cap Anamur' - it
frequently has to sail near the limits of territorial
warers, and I shudder to think of the complications if a

European ship became involved in an international
dispute in that situation. I therefore do not think it
possible for a Community ship or a ship flying a

Community flag rc operate near the limits of Viet-
namese territorial waters, attractive though the idea
may be in'some ways.

On the other hand, if Parliament so wishes, and that is

rhe implication of the resolution before us, we should
of course be quite prepared to give support to 'Ein
Schiff ftir Vietnam' for the 'Cap Anamur', just as we

have backed other non-governmental organizations.

As regards the root problem in Vietnam, Mr Presi-
dent, the news is not good. It is true that food supplies
have been delivered, the transit camps have been

organized for a long time, in fact, Mrs von Alemann,
for a year and a half. Our governments have approved
entry quotas to enable refugees to find a Permanent
home in our countries. At the Geneva conference
250 OOO entries had been proposed for our countries,
the largest quora being offered by Community
Member States, although the USA also made a very
substantial effort. Since then 27 000 additional places

have been offered. As of a few days ago 50 000 offers
remained which had not yet been taken up. As regards

arranBements for the Vietnamese, and the boat people
in particular, reception conditions have been improved
and a maior effort is being made above all in France,

where a large number of refugees have found a home,
but also in the Federal Republic of Germany, the

United Kingdom and in the other countries of the

Community.

One might therefore think that the orderly departures
envisaged in Geneva are going ahead well. Unfortun-
arely I have to report that negotiations between the

UN High Commissioner for Refugees and the Hanoi
government have not been concluded satisfactorily. In
May 11 216 depanures from Vietnam were recorded.
Only three hundred of these were covered by the
agreement reached between the UN High Commis-
sioner for Refirgees and the Hanoi government! In
other words, the agreement is having no effect and the

Vietnamese continue to leave in the atrocious circum-
srances which have been condemned time after time in
this House and elsewhere.

As a result, we again have floods of refugees. After
falling to 4 000 per month, the number has just risen
ro over 1l OOO, as I mentioned a moment ago. In the
transit camps we again have a very high number of
refugees from Vietnam and elsewhere in South-East
Asia : 228 000 | So much for Vietnam.

As far as the unfonunate Kampucheans are

concerned, I have on several occasions reported to this
Assembly on what has been done. The conditions, I
would remind you, differ in each of the three regions
in question: Thailand, where the camps are organized
under the supervision of the High Commissioner for
Refugees with the aid of numerous non-governmental
organizations, including the Red Cross, the frontier
region, and lastly, Kampuchea irelf. As you know, the
Community has done a treat deal. During the initial
phase it contributed 3l million unis of account. In rhe

second phase, which began in April, we wanted to
contribute 40 million units of accoun[. Unfonunarcly
the Council cut this amount down to only 20 million
units of account. I note that when Parliament adopted
the 1980 budget it did not see fit to increase this sum,

despite requests to tha[ effect from both ourselves and

the Committee on Development and Cooperation.
May I take the liberty this morning, as I did last night,
of admitting that I am not always'able to follow the

logic of decisions taken by Parliament on budgetary
matters.

Nevertheless, we are persevering with our work in the
second phase through the inrcrmediary of
non-governmental organizations and the Unircd
Nations. In Kampuchea we operate exclusively
rhrough these bodies in the belief that if we were to
show our national colours we would risk getting
embroiled in polidcal artuments with the Vietnamese
authorities - the Phnom Penh government on,[he one
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hand and whar remains of the Pol Por authoriries on
the other -- somerhing rhat we u/anr ro avoid ar all
costs.

Mr President, rhe resolutions tabled on this subjecr
cover a'number of specific poinr. There is to begin
with a very long reference ro rhe farc of the children.

I wish to defend the atdtude adopted by rhe High
Commissioner for Refugees, which seems ro me to be
sound. The High Commissioner does not wanr hasty
decisions to be raken on children who have lost
contact with their families for cenain periods. Just
think of the potential rragedies if these children are
immediately evacuared from the regions where rhey
were found and raken far away from the area where
their parenrs are mosr likely ro be. And rhen, whar can
they do but wander across the world in search of an
adoption which may often be difficulr. That is why -and I respect this decision of the High Commissioner
for Refugees - the children are kept in the area
where they were found unril one can be cenain that
their family has disappeared wirhout trace. I do not
think that we oughr to encroach on rhe responsibilities
of the Office of rhe High Commissioner in this regard,
or obstruct it in irs work.

The situarion on rhe frontier has become exceptionally
serious followin! the events which are all too familiar
to you. I am glad that the rwo resolutions, especially
the second, make reference to it. It was in fact on
22 June that a major military operarion was launched
by the Viemamese [roops, who had been viewing with
growing alarm rhe emergence of a rather strange
mixrure of milirary and civilian elements in the carnps.
The hosdlities lasted six days. The number of casual-
ties is not known. All we know is that rhe wounded
picked up by the Red Cross and now being rreated in
hospiml number 450, which sugtesrs rhat the casualries
must have totalled several thousand.

The indirecrconsequences of the operation were no
less serious. The hospitals and dispensaries in the
region were pillaged, as were rhe camps near the fron-
tier. All flights to Phnom Penh were suspended by rhe
Thai aurhorities and have nor yer been resumed.
Another loss was the opportunity that 500 000 ro
600 000 Kampucheans had used of coming to rhe
frontier camps for food supplies, which rhey then
brought back ro their families by ox can. At the rime
of these sad evenrs 80 0/o of rhe refugees in the fronrier
region - and I would remind you that there were
close on 150 000 of them - fled in great confusion
towards Thailand, and have now rerurned to the fron-
tier region, where rhey live in condirions of appalling
distress, insecuriry and primidve sanirary conditions.
This very week, talks were held between rhe Interna-
tional Commirree of the Red Cross, UNICEF, rhe
Vorld Food Programme and rhe Thai Government to
w'ork out some reasonable arrangement for the reset-
tlement of rhe refugees from rhese camps, which had
been destroyed and abandoned. Unfonunarely the

conditions proposed were not acceprable ro the Thai
Governmen[ -. the camps are of course situated in
Thai territorv - leaving rhe Red Cross and UNICEF
with rhe problem of how ro resume food distribution
and medical trearmenr. The situarion on the frontier is
thus extremely grave. In orher words, in the time
which has elapsed since my reporr.rc you in April the
situation in the camps in Thailand has not changed for
the better. It has shown a shght improvement in
Kampuchea itself, where, as I told you on that occa-
sion, distribution was proceeding under conditions less
difficult rhan before and subject ro more effective
supervision. On rhe frontier, however, the position can
only be described as disasrrous.

Vhat can we do? One of rhe resolutions puts forward
the proposal, a misguided one if you will forgive me
for saying so, [har the Unircd Nations should be
broughr in to a neutral zone on the frontier. No such
decision has ever been taken and no such proposal has
ever been made before. Now the reason why rhis has
not been proposed before is that the UN has not
recognized the government in Phnom Penh and it is of
course impossible to establish a neurral zone covering
part of Kampuchea's rerritory, even a very small pan,
without talking about it to the de facto authorities. I
personally have grave reservarions about the idea of
another UN conference. I do nor see what it could
achieve as regards a neuual zone on Kampuchean
territory, since the United Narions has nor recognized
the Heng Samrin governmenr, just as nor one of rhe
tovernmenrs of the Member Srates has done. Ve
therefore cannor have official mlks with the represen-
tatives of Kampuchea either ar narional or at UN level.

If we want to make progress, there then we must
continue to act first and foremost rhrough the humani-
tarian organizations - and I should like rc join many
previous speakers in paying tribute ro rhem once again.
At the same rime, we must bring political pressure [o
bear. And in that connection may I, on behalf of the
Commission, endorse wholeheanedly whar several
speakers had rc say on rhe need for political coopera-
tion to see how, by indirect means, rhrough tovern-
ments that have relations wirh the de facto aurhorities,
we can induce these authorities to adopt a more
reasonable artitude. Ve have made a stan along that
road wirh regard to the distribution of food in
Kampuchea, perhaps we can now make progress in the
frontier region.

But above all I am a firm believer in the effecriveness
of public indignation. I am convinced, Mr President,
that we should never have been able ro get into
Kampuchea and launch the work ar present in
progress if this Parliament and other pirliaments,
backed by public opinion the world over, had not
made it plain ro the Vietnamese authorities and the
presenr de facto authorities in Kampuchea thar the
world cannor allow human beings to be trearcd the
way they are being treated in thar region at this
moment.
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President. - The debate is closed. The motions for
resolutions will be put to the vote at the next voting
time.

I need hardly say that I am confident that this motion
for a resolution'will find very broad suppon in this
Parliament.

President. - I call Mr Glinne.

Mr Glinne. - (F) Mr President, we all know that
next January in Bogota, Colombia, will be held the

fifth Conference between the European Parliament

and the Latin American Parliament. Our group
believes it very imponant to begin already at this dme

a kind of review of the political situation in the various

countries of Ladn America since, whilst Chile may be

the most glaring example, it is, alas, not the only coun-
try in that pan of the world to evoke horror and indig-
nation.

The resolution before us concerns specifically Argen-
tina. Paragraph 3 condemns the criminal ideology of
'national sicurity'. The motion for a resolution, which
is based on precise and very recent information,
denounces the collusion among police and armed

forces and the cooperation between the forces of
repression, particularly in Argentina and Peru. This
condemnation is both relevant and timely, as is also

rhe denunciation of the repeated atrcmPr by the

Argentinian secret services to intimidarc exiles in
'ITestern Europe.

The conclusions are especially imponant. It 'is

proposed that a critical study be undenaken of
economic and trade relations between the EEC and

Argentina. It is proposed that, within the framework
of political cooperation, the Nine should seek to
obtain the release of all political detainees and prison-

ers and secure respect for the right of the families of
the missing exiles to be informed and to be protected

against paramilitary and parapolice terrorism. That is

necessary. \7e also endorse paragraph 8, the import-
ance of which has just been underlined by Mr Penders.

It revives the proposals made some time ago b.y -M.
Granelli for the setting up of a permanent joint infor-
mation centre to provide for urgent action where

human righrc are violated, so as to ensure coordination
with various bodies such as the Inter-American
Human Rights Commission, the UN and our own
efforts within the Political Affairs Committee of the

European Parliamenr to Protect human righn.

Ir is for these reasons, Mr President, that the Socialist

Group is solidly behind this modon for a resolution'

President. - The debate is closed. The motion for a

resolution will be put to the vote at the next vocing

time.

If the resolution is adopted, I shall see to it that it
reaches its destination as soon as possible.

ll. Human rights in Argentina

Presidcnt. - The next item is the motion for a reso-

lution tabled by Mr Klepsch and others on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (CD) and

by Mr Glinne and others on behalf of the Socialist
Group on the serious violations of human rights and

international law by the Argendnian military r6gime
(Doc. l-318/80).

I call Mr Penders.

Mr Penders. - (NL) Mr President, the motion for a

resolution nbled by Mr Klepsch and others and Mr
Glinne and others follows on from many other resolu-
tions concerning the violation of human rights
throughout the world, and especially Latin America. It
also follows on from the hearings that Parliament and

its political groups have held on Argentina. It is

discouraging to find that there is apparently no end to
rhe violation of human rights; but we must let such

resotutions loose on the world each time, if only
because the resolutions adopted by the European
Parliament obviously have some impacl !7e hope that
this resolution will also do something to help the four
people concerned, if they are still alive - and there is
unfonunately some doubt about that as well - and'

that it can sdll do something to save rheir lives.

Secondly, I should like to say that I am very pleased rc
see thai we have had the cooPeration of the largest

group in this Parliament, something which, I feel,

happens all too infrequently.

It would seem that a new phase has begun in the viola-

tion of human rights, one characterized by disappear-

ances and abductions for which the r6gime in power
disclaims all blame and responsibility, whereas it is in
fact unofficially known that the murders,and abduc-

tions take place with the knowledge, if not the

approval, of the government. It is almost becoming the

new fashion to haue disappearances organized by the

'death squadrons' and other organizations., while the
r6gime disclaims any official responsibility. Ve
."nrot, of course, put up with this: we must resist it.

' 
To conclude, I should like to draw your attention to a

very important point in this resolution, namely para-

graph 8, which refers rc proposals by Mr Granelli, a

forrner Member of the European Parliament, that
there should be a permanent Community information
centre to enable us to react very quickly when people

disappear and human rights are violated.
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12. Importation offresh lemons

President. - The nexr irem is rhe repon (Doc.
l-285l80) rabled by Mr Giummarra, on behalf of rhe
Committee of Exrernal Economic Relations, on

the proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
1-34/80) for a regulation amending Regulation (EEC)
No 471/76 as regards the period of suspension of the
application of rhe condition on prices governing rhe
imponation into the Communiry of fresh Iemons originat-
ing in cenain Mediterranean countries.

I call Mr Del Duca.

Mr Del Dvca,, deputy rapporter.tr. - (I) Mr Presidenr,
speaking on behalf of rhe rapporreur, Mr Giummarra,
I have to tell you first of all rhat the Commirree on
External Economic Relations had decided to apply rhe
procedure laid down in Rule 27L of the Rules of
Procedure ro rhe Commission's proposal for a regula-
tion amending Regulation No 471/76, considering ir
to be purely technical in narure. However, ar [he
request of the Committee on Budgets, our commitree
has prepared a brief explanatory sraremenr on the
Commission's proposal which it submits ro Parliament,
though not withour cenain reservations.

The proposed measure relates ro concessions applying
to imports into the Communiry of fresh lemons origin-
adng in cenain Medirerranean counuies, in this case
Cyprus, Spain, Israel, Morocco, Egypt, Tunisia,
Turkey and also occasional indirect impons from
Jordan and Lebanon. Specifically, the Commission is
proposing ro extend unril 3l May l98l rhe suspension
of the applicarion of the convenrional price ro i.pons
of fresh lemons, taking inro accounr rhe facr- that
during the applications of rhe conventional price sys-
tem exporring countries do try to respec[ the conven-
tional price in order to avoid having to pey impon
duties.

The proposal is thus of a rechnical narure, ensuing
from the agreemenrs signed between rhe countries I
have menrioned and the Community. Since rhe
proposal has a negligible effec on revenue from
customs duries, the Commirtee on External Economic
Relations finds irself in favour of the proposal as such.

On the orher hand, as regards the 1981 deadline and
in recognition of rhe considerable concern expressed
in this Parliament over rhe possible effect on the
market in lemons originating in the Community,
essentially rhat means Sicily, the commirtee wishes to
draw rhe Commission's attenrion to rhe new situarion
which may be creared by the Communiry's enlarge-
ment as regards the production and marketing of
lemons.

President. - I call Mr Cheysson.

Mr Cheysson, Member of the Commission. - (F) Mr
President, I shall be very brief. As rhe rapponeur said,
this is a technical marrer. The system currenrly in force
has worked well. Alrhough I quirc agree rhat we do
need to consider the possible consequences of enlarge-
ment, for the rime being ar leasr the measures adopted
are proving enrirely sarisfacrory. For rhis reason the
Commission hopes rhat Parliament will adopt the
rapporteur's proposal.

President. - The debate is closed. The morion for a
resolution will be pur ro rhe vo[e ar the next voring
tlme.

13. Conseroation and management offisb stocks

President. - fhe nexr irem is the report (Doc.
l-lC4/80) by Mr Gaurier, on behalf of rhe Committee
of \gnculture, on

the proposals from the Commission to the Council for
I a regularion allocating catch quotas among the

Member States for vessels fishing in the warers of rhe
Faroe Islands;

II. a regularion allocatrng carch quotas among the
Member States for vessels fishing in the warirs of
Sweden; and

III. a regulation allocating catch quotas among the
Member States for vessels fishing in the Nom-cgian
exclusrve economic zone
(Doc. l-232l80; and

IV.a regulatron laying down for the year 1980 certain
measures for the conservation and management of
fishery resources off the Vest Greenland coast appli-
cable to vessels flyrng the flag of a Member State
(Doc. t-272/80).

I call Mr Gautier.

Mr Gautier, rapporteur. - (D) Mr Presidenr, ladies
and gentlemen, I can keep my presen[arion brief,
because rhe Commitree on Agriculrure adopred this
repon unanimously.

'S7e are again dealing with the problem of the alloca-
tion of ca-rch quoras available ro rhe Communiry in rhe
waters of rhird counrries. The report is divided into
four parts. ft concerns the carch quoras allocared ro
the Community as a whole in negoriarions wirh
Norway. \7e of rhe Commitree on Agriculrure have
again expressed our doubts abour the procedure
chosen by rhe Commission, because we ofren find it
impossible ro compare catch quoras allocared to third
countries in Communiry warers with catch quotas allo-
cated ro rhe Europeai Communiry in rhe waters of
those third countries, and we again had this problem
wirh Norway. The consultarion procedure in this field
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must be improved, because it is unacceptable that
quotas for stocks the Community shares with Norway
should be allocated in May, while the quotas in
Norwegian waters [o which we are entitled are allo-
cared in July. It then becomes impossible for us to tell
which system the Commission has adopted.

\7e have no objections to the internal allocation of the

Norwegian catch quotas to the Member States of the
European Community; but as regards the allocation of
the catch quotas for Swedish and Faroese waters, we
of the Committee on Agriculture can only reject the

Commission's proposal : where Sweden is concerned,
because the fish stocks rn Swedish waters are of inter-
est only to the German and Danish fishing industry
and the two countries have agreed between them on
the sharing of catches and have informed the Commis-
sion accordingly. Nor can we of the committee under-
stand why the Commission should depart from the

proposal of the only countries directly involved, and

depart quite substantially. For example, we have the

Commission not agreeing to the allocation to one of
these two countries of 85 tonnes of herring, which is a
nor inconsiderable catch, even though the two coun-
tries had agreed on this quantity.

\flhere the Faroe Islands are concern€d, we cannot
agree to the Commission's proposal, and for a very
simple reason. If the Community had a common fish-
eries policy, under which all the fish stocks available
ro rhe Community were allocated on the basis of fixed
criteria, then the criteria could be agreed upon; but as
'we 

do not have this, and all we do is share out catch
quotas for third-country waters, the Community has

always proceeded from the idea that newly-allocated
quotas should be shared on the basis of historical
reference catches by the various Member States. Ve
see in the Commission's proposal a violation of this
principle and therefore reiect it.

Ve have no objections to the technical measures relat-
ing to preservation and the surveillance of catch
quotas in Greenland waters.

President. - I call Mr Cheysson.

Mr Cheysson, Member of the Commission. - (F) Mr
President, the Commission is fully aware of the

importance of this subject. As the rapponeur quite
correctlv points out, these agreements concerning the
waters of third countries are vital for the fishing indus-
try

The comments, which the rapporteur summarized just

now, relate to three of the four regulations.

Let us take Norway first. 'Ihe rapPorteur rightly
emphasized the considerable reduction in the quotas
to be allocated to the Community in Norwegian
waters in 1980.

This reduction is due to a substantial deterioration in
the stare of the most importanr stocks in that region.
The seriousness of the deterioration may be gauged
from rhe catch authorizations fixed for these stocks.
The figure for cod has fallen from 850 000 tonnes in
1979 to 520 000 tonnes in 1980, and for haddock from
150 000 to 78 000 tonnes.

It is not just Community fishermen who are suffering
but Norwegians as well. It is, however, impossible to
draw a simple comparison between the reduction
borne by the Community in its share of these stocks
and the rather less substantial reducrion in the quotas
allocated by the Community to Norway. It is in fact
necessary to take into account not just the quotas
mentioned by Mr Gautier in his report, which relate to
exclusive stocks, but also the joint stock quotas. The
Community has obtained for 1980 transfers amount-
ing to some 35 000 tonnes of the Norwegian share of
these joint stocks.

Secondly, we need to bear in mind a provision
contained in the outline fishing agreement between the

Community and Norway, under which the present

imbalance is to be phased out. By accepting this provi-
sion the Community agreed that the advantage it
enjoys will be progressively reduced undl it is elimi-
nated altogether in 1983.

For the momen[, if we look at all the catch quotas

shared between [he Community and Norway, the
Community has an advantage of the order of 12 000
tonnes expressed in cod equivalent.

l,et us pass on now to the regulation on Sweden. An
amendment proposes that the Commission be asked to
explain its attitude, and the rapporteur has .lust pointed
out rhat there is an xrranBement between Germany
and Denmark. Mr President, it is a fundamental prin-
ciple that the Community cannot be bound by an

arrangement between two Member States. Departure
from that principle would render any Communiry fish-
eries policy meaningless. I would furthermore point
out that the Commission had no knowledge of the
arrangement in question until after its own proposal
had been worked out. However, after studying the
drrangement between Denmark and Germany, the
Commission is prepared, since the differences are very
minor and having regard also to the views of this
Parliament, to accept the allocation provided for in the
arrangement.

\fle come then to the Faroe Islands. The allocation
proposed follows the same lines as in previous years,
wirh the exception of saithe and blue whiting.

Ler us take saithe first. ln 1979, only 4 115 tonnes
were caught out of a quota of 13 500. The Community
therefore had to restrict ir request for saithe to a real-
istic level.
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As regards blue whiting, the Commission proposes an
ad hoc allocarion, with a quota at the 1979 level for rhe
two Member Srates which actually fished for this
species last year and a reserve of 3 000 tonnes for three
other Member States.

Finally, Mr President, I should like to say something
about the concern voiced both in commitree and again
during today's debate as regards the circumstances in
which Parliamenr can follow the negoriarions or
consultations held regularly wirh third counrries on
fisheries.

It is incorrec[ to say, as does paragraph 8 of the
motion for a resolution, that Parliament had not been
able to make a comparison between presenr and past
quotas. On the contrary, when the Commission
proposals were under study Parliamenr was perfectly
able to make such a comparison since rhe Commission
had submitted to it the approved report of the conclu-
sions of the fisheries consultations together with all
relevant details. Obviously, all the facts concerning
catch reserves, the Community's overall needs, stock
conservation requirements and the like musr in future
be made available to Parliament

But does thar mean that we have to talk first about a

negotiating mandate? I would point out that in the
fisheries sector there is in fact no negoriaring mandate
but merely annual consultations which lead to
arranSements.

And in any case, Mr Presidenr, ir is nor feasible as a

rule for a negotiating mandate - which musr remain
as confidential as possible - to be rhe subject of
public debate.

Likewise how can we conceive of an,agreement, once
reached, being modified after submission to rhe parlia-
mentary authority?

On the other hand, let me repear thar Parliamenr must
be given all rhe information it needs ro assess rhe
results of negotiations. Funhermore, constanr conlac!
must be maintained with the appropriare commirrees
both before and during negotiarions so'rhar Members
are kept abreast of developments.

President. - I call Miss Quin to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.

Miss Quin. - On behalf of the Socialist Group, I
should like to give warm support to the repon by my
colleague Mr Gaurier. Once more with regard to fish-
ing matters we seem, despire what the Commissioner
has said, ro be in the position of locking rhe stable
door after the horse has bolted. I feel that Parliament's
view on this subjecr is really of very little relevance,
given rhe fact rhat rhese negotiarions vinually cannor
be changed by us. This leads me ro feel rhat there is

frequently a very worrying lack of accountability with
regard ro fishing issues and panicularly on negotia-

. tions with third countries.

I think, too, thar rhe way rhar rhe reports are referred
to us by rhe Commission makes it very difficult for us
to treit them effecrively. The reporr.s on rhese various
negotiations with third.counrries arrive in isolation
from each other, and ir is exrremely difficult for us to
make'the necessary connecrion between rhe differenr
agreemenr that have been worked our. The Commis-
sioner has this morning said rhat we have ro see rhese
figures in the light of orher figures and other negoria-
tions, but when the document was presenred to us
these connections were not made at all clear. In fact, I
ofren think that the fictional detectives,
Hercule Poirot or perhaps Inspecror Maigret, would
be very welcome members of the \Torking Pany on
Fisheries or rhe Commirtee on Agriculrure, because
the difficulties we have in farhoming what exactly is
happening are very great indeed.

Once again, on this panicular fishing negotiation
there seems ro be absolurely no evidence of even rudi-
menrary consultation wirh fishermen, yet many fisher-
men and fishing communities are severely affected by
these proposals. I think, roo, thar the effects on differ-
ent pans of rhe fishing fleets of differenr counrries are
not ar all highlighted by the proposals. Moreover, a
detailed analysis of the economic and social effects is

, lacking. Many members of the \Torking Pany on
Fisheries are worried by the way rhe Commission
conducrs irs business as far as fishing matrers are
concerned. I rhink rhat many of these agreemenr,
conducred as they are in a piecemeal manner,
none the less ser quite dangerous precedents and often
seem to be part of some underlying policy to which
neither the European Parliament nor national parlia-
ments have given any kind of polidcal sanction. This
is, I feel, a very severe criricism of rhe way these nego-
tiations are carried our.

So, in conclusion, I would like to say rhar the repon
by Mr Gautier poinrs our rhe very serious deficiencies
that exist where procedures for these fishing negoria-
tions are concerned, and for this reason I hope the
report will be given every support in this Assembly.

President. - I call Mr Bartersby ro speak on behalf
of the European Democratic Group. 

-

Mr Battersby. - Mr Presidenr, I would like to
express our approval of Mr Gaurier's repon and to
congratulate him on an excellent piece of work.

In the next few months, rhe Council, the Member
States and the Commission will be preparing and
deciding the common fisheries policy. But rhere is one
piece missing our of the jigsaw, and rhat is the Parlia-
ment. In rhe preparation of the common fisheries
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policy, this Parliament also intends to be involved.
Over the past year, as I and many other colleagues
have pointed out, many decisions have been taken by
Council and Commission on fisheries matters of vital
concern ro this Parliament without consulting or
informing us. Parliament has been treated as a formal-
iry; as an auromatic rubber stamp. I must disagree with
Mr Cheysson on principle that we should only be

consulted ex post facto. This is not the purpose of this
Parliament. This may have been the case in the past,

bur we have shown, by instituting the \florking Pany
on Fisheries, by holding meetings of this group ever1,

monrh, bv the almost 100 0/o attendance at all meet-
ings, by the questions, by the range and depth of the
subjects we have discussed, that the fisheries working
party, and rhis Parliament, intends rc play im full part
in the preparation of the common fisheries policy.

1U7e in this Parliament represent the people - we do
nor represent the bureaucrats - we represent. the fish-
ermen and the processors and the consumer, and I ask
Mr Cheysson if he would be so kind as to ask

Mr Gundelach to make sure that we in the fisheries
working party and in the Committee on Agriculture
receive the working documents as soon as they are
produced, in order to enable us to examine them and
prepare our reports and opinions for presentation to
this House in due time.

There is another point I would like to touch on here,

and that is the involvement of members of the
Committee on Agriculture or of this Parliament as

observers at certain points in negotiations. I know this
is a difficult matter, but I do ask the Commission and
the Council to consider ways and means by which we,
as a Parliament, can be represented at these interna-
tionaI negotiations.

There are strong rumours in the trade at the moment
that certain interests are negotiating with Canada for
chaner contracts to fish in Canadian waters with the
intention of exporting large quantities of block-frozen
cod to Europe. This, of course, might circumvent the

tariff restrictions which we have recently brought in. I
hope these are only rumours, but I do ask the
Commission to let the Committee on Agriculture and

the fisheries working party know as soon as possible
whether there is any substance in these repons. The
fisheries working party is ready at any time and in any
place, to meet the Commission to discuss fisheries
matters, and once again I would emphasize rhat we
are determined to play our full part in the run-up to
the common fisheries policy.

President. - I call Mr Nyborg to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.'

Mr Nyborg. - (DK) Mr President, my Group en-

dorses the report before us, in which the Commission's
proposals for catch quotas in Faroese, Swedish and

Norwegian waters are rejected and the proposal laying
down measures for the conservation of fishery
resources off the Vest Greenland coast are approved.

It appears that Parliament and the Commission do not
see eye to eye on this fisheries issue. In my view, it is

essentia[ for us to be consulted on Commission
proposals before they enter into force, and we should
most cenainly be consulted on the outcome of nego-
riations with third countries before such negotiations
are concluded, for otherwise the whole procedure
becomes irrelevant and a mere sham. As Mr Battersby
pointed out, we are Members of a directly elected
Parliament and we represent the fishermen. !fle are

therefore fully entitled to a hearing on this vitally
important issue.

In negotiations with third countries on [he allocation
of catch quotas, we should as a general rule apply the
principle of reciprocity. In the present instance, it
appears that this principle has not been upheld and

thar rhe Community will suffer as a result. It is quite
unacceptable, especially in the difficult circumstances
in which fishermen have to work today, that the fish-
ing industry should see its livelihood cut back even

funher. The time has now come for the introduction
of a common fisheries policy to apply in Community
waters - a policy that has been promised to us, for
when agreement was reaclied on the United King-
dom's future contributions it was announced that now
we could also hope to arrive at a fisheries policy
acceptable to all the Member States. Let us have that
policy now. Let us have ic before the three new appli-
cant countries join the Communiry, before the prob-
lem becomes even more intractable.

In conclusion, I would say tha[ in our view quota
arrangements and unnecessary bureaucracy should in
general be avoided in the fisheries sector. At any event,
rhe Commission should not put all its trust in the
pessimistic forecasts of cenain marine biologists as to
fish-stocks in Comrnunity waters: attention should
also be given to those biologists who take a more
optimisric view of the stocks.

President. - I call Mr Kirk.

Mr Kirk. - (DK) Mr President, I fully endorse the
report before us and wh'at the previous speakers have
said. It seems to me that what we are talking about is

not so much the report itself or the Commission's
proposal as the manner in which the Commission has

sought to secure Parliament's cooperation. I can only
say that, during the twelve nionths that I have worked
together with my honourable colleagues on the
Committee on Agriculture, whenever we have sought
to establish a dialogue with the Commission on the
problem of fisheries we have been given the cold
shoulder. \fle have so far had no genuine negotiations
with rhe Commission on the substance of fisheries
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problems, and all rhe speakeis so far have made rhe
same poinr. And so I rhink we should use rhe oppor-
tunity provided by Mr Gautier's repcirt to say [o rhe
Commission - especially in the present situarion,
where proposals for a common fisheries policy are
being worked our for consideration by rhe Council on
2l July - thar we are ready to cooperare consrrucrive
by towards rhe establishmenr of a common fisheries
policy and, rhat being so, we wanr ro be consuhed
before the Council of Minisrers has taken its decisions.
Ve do nor wanr ro acr as a mere clearing-house for
the Commission afrer rhe Council has decided on
specific proposals. - For rhat is what is happening
now, what has been happening over rhe past year. I
therefore call on rhe Commission in the srrongesr
possible terms ro make use of the expertise available in
this Parliament and to endeavour ro arrive at a good
result in cooperation with the Commitree on Agricul-
ture. I think it disgraceful that, whereas we have an
excellent dialogue wirh rhe Commission in our
committee on agricultural matters, as soon as we start
talking about fisheries it is as if we were mlking to a

brick wall.

I want to take Mr Cheysson up on what he said abour
a small section of rhe agreement wirh Sweden.
Denmark and Germany arrived at a murually satisfac-
tory arrangemenr on rhe allocarion of catches, but
now Mr Cheysson comes along and tells this House
that for reasons of principle it is impossible [o approve
an agreemenr berween two Member States and that it
is the Commission thar musr decide. It is clearly rhe
Commission thar decides, bur it is also rhe bureaucrats
in Brussels who decide and who will nor accepr a
sensible solurion agreed ro by lwo Member States.
Since no other Member State is involved, I really rhink
that the Commission has no ahernative but to go along
with rhar solution.

Another point is the line taken by the Commission
within rhe Baltic Sea Fishery Commission. Alrhough
this is not a marrer specifically connecred wirh rhe
proposal in hand, it is a fact rhar none of the other
countries which belong ro the Bahic Sea Fishery
Commission includes catches within the base lines in
its annual catches. This approach has, however, been
rejected by rhe European Commission in rhe case of
Germany and Denmark. I find rhis highly unsarisfac-
tory and call on the Commission ro change its mind on
this question and ensure rhar we are placed on the
same fooring as the orher coun[ries that belong to the
Balric Sea Fishery Commission.

President. - I call Mr Provan.

Mr Provan. - Mr Presidenr, first of all I would like
to congratulare Mr Gautier on his reporr. However,
the equanimity wirh which ir has been received in the
House this morning rather surprises me, because every
Member who has spoken so far has castigared the

Commission for rhe way ir has treaced not only rhe
fisheries working pany bur rhe Commirree on Agricul-
ture and Parliament ircelf by concluding rhis arrange-
ment with Norway wirhout consulring rhe House. Mr
President, we have over 100 examples of rhis kind of
behaviour ar rhe momenr. \7e have referred ir to the
Legal Affairs Commirree, and I hope the Legal Affairs
Committee will do somerhing abour ir very quickly
and bring forward a srrong reporr rhar will make rhe
Commission quake in its shoes, as I am sure a report
from my colleague, Mr Prout, normally does.

It is absolutely and totally ridiculous thar we should
have reached rhe stage where our Parliament is being
treated in such a way. However, it is nor only Parlia-
ment [ha[ is being rreated in rhis way. I represent an
area of Nonh-East Scorland, and a large number of
my constituents depend on fishing for their livelihood.
Yet in this repon we read of a reducrion of one-rhird
in the cod catch. Mr Cheysson likes rc speak of a cod
equivalenr. In fact, cod equivalent has got norhing to
do with ir as far as my fishermen are concerned. \7har
we are inrerested in is gerting fish for human
consumption, and ir is only thac rhat really marrers as
far as we are concerned.

It is ridiculous, Mr Presidenr - and I point rhis out to
the Commission - thar we should be in rhe position
of negotiating with Norway a reducrion of one-rhird
in our cod catch, while we have not imposed any sanc-
tion on Norway by reducing ir catch from our
Community warers. This is somerhing that will have to
be looked at by rhe democratically elected Parliamenr,
because we can stand it no longer.

President. - The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be put ro rhe vore at rhe next voting
tlme.

14. Statistical suraeys ofareas underoines

President. - The next item is the repon (Doc.
l-302/80) by Mr Colleselli, on behalf of rhe Commit-
tee of Agriculrure, on

the proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
l-133180) for a regulation amending Regulation (EEC)
No 357 /79 on statistical surveys of areas under vines.

I call Mr Colleselli.

Mr Colleselli, rapporteur. - (I) Mr President, I wish
to say a few words about the motion for a resolution
recently adopted by the Committee on Agriculture
concerning Regulation (EEC) No 357/79 on srarisri-
cal surveys of areas under vines. The resolution
endorses a Commission proposal to amend this regula-
tion so as ro extend the time limir by which Iraly must
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carry our rhe first basic survey. The legal obligations
imposed by . the regulation remain unaffected,
however, the two main obligations being to carry out
basic surveys every ren years, the first of which should
have been submitred in March 1980, and to provide
cenain essqntial information annually. Now, the
Commission originally proposed extending the dead-
line by one year.

Later, when it was found that one year was not
enough, the committee saw no objection to extending
the deadline to 1982. Investigations, my own included,
confirmed that the Italian Government's main and
quite real difficulties sprang from the failure of the
Iralian Parliament to pass the general legislation on
statistical surveys - the draft was actually tabled back
in February and has been passed by the Senate and we
believe it will also be passed very soon by the lower
House - and so the Commission agreed to put
forward a compromise proposal that took into consid-
eration these difficulties and also Italy's commitment
in spite of them to provide all the necessary data annu-
ally and making 31 December 1981 the time limit for
carrying out the first basic survey of areas under vines

in Italy. As I say, this is a compromise proposal that
the Committee on Agriculture is prepared to accept.

Finally, I come to paragraph 3 of the resolution, which
calls on the Italian Government to consider the possi-
bility of carrying out the survey using techniques simi-
lar to thost already plarined for the register of olive
cultivation, namely aerial photography, remote sur-
veys and data processing so as to improve the qualiry
of the results and enable them to be completed within
the specified time limit.

In submitting this resolution adopted by the Commit-
ree on Agriculture for Parliament's consideration I
should point out that Italy is fully aware of the need to
adhere to this time-limit without fail so that all the
data essential for a wine-growing policy can be availa-
ble - but that is something that will shonly be coming
up for debate both in commirtee and in this House .

President. - I call Mr Brunner.

Mr Brunner, Member of the Commission. - (D) Mr
President, we should like m thank Mr Colleselli for his
report. \7e think this is a satisfactory solution. The
Italian Government has made considerable effons.
Our thanks to it, too. \fle shall be able to complerc our
work by the date stipulated in the motion for a resolu-
rion. I feel we are making good progress here.

President. - The debate is closed. The motion for a

resolution will be put to the vote at the next voting-
time.

President. - The
those motions for
closed.

15. Votes

next item comprises the votes on
resolutions on which the debate is

\7e begin with the Peters report (Doc. I -21 5/80):
Restructuring of the steel industry.

(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragraph 1)

On paragraph 2, I have Amendment No 12, tabled by
Mr Klepsch on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Pany (CD) and rewording this paragraph as

follows:

2. Expresses its regret that the existing Community
instruments for an active employment policy cannot
be satisfactorily deployed, as there is too little money
in the relevant funds and the Council's position on
this point has not been made sufficiently clear.

'\flhat 
is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Peters, rapporteur. - (D) This rcxt does not
correspond to the committee's decision, but it does
rake rhe matter further in that it makes an additional,
posirive comment. I propose that it be incorporated in
the resolution as an addition to paragraph 2.

President. - Mr Klepsch, do you accept this point of
view ?

Mr Klepsch. - (D) Yes, Mr President.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 12 and then para-
graph 2, thus amended)

On paragraph 3, I have Amendment No 20, tabled by
Mr Spencer on behalf of the European Democratic
Group and rewording this paragraph as follows:

3. Regrets the absence of a coherent Community indus-
tnal policy and notes that the rapid restructuring
taking place in the steel industry throughout the
Communrty is causing considerable loss of jobs in
other rndustries as well as in iron and srcel.

'Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Peters, rapporteur. 
- 

(D) I propose that this
amendment be rejected. The committee also rejected
it.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 20 and adopted in
succession paragraphs 3 and 4)

President. - On paragraph 5, I have Amendment
No l, tabled by Mrs Salisch on behalf of the Socialist
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Group and replacing this paragraph with the following
new text:

5. Regards the rapid dismantling of entire industries and
the total ebandonment of broad areas of the iron-
and-steel regions

- as socially indefensible for reasons already stared,

-- rs economically indefensible in that it would
reduce the capacity and structure of the industries
below a level requrred for future needs and would
destroy and drsperse the skilled and traditional
work-force thet exists at present;

Frils to comprehend the attitude of some Member
States rn forgorng Community aid which would alle-
riare problems in regions of the Community thar are
becoming devastated and ought to be receiving prefer-
ential considerltron and suppoil, and regrets that in
the current situation some Member States are reduc-

. ing the level of regronal aid;

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Peters, rapporteur. - (D) This amendment was
also discussed by the committee, which rejected it.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 1 and adopted in
succession pdragraph 5 and paragraphs 6 and 7)

President. - On paragraph 8, I have Amendment
No 21, tabled by Mr Spencer on behalf of the Euro-
pean Democratic Group and deleting the word
'perfectly'.

\(/hat rs the rapporteur's position?

Mr Peters, rdpporteur. - (D) The amendment does
not change the text. It merely deletes one word. I am
in favour.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 21 and then para-
graph 8, thus amended)

President. - On Paragraph 9, I have two amend-
ments:

- Amendment No 22, tabled by Mr Spencer on
behalf of the European Democratic Group and
rewording this paragraph as follows:

9. Srresses rhat, in addition to the creation of new jobs,
whrch is necessary for social and economic reasons,
full use should conrinue ro be made of Rnicle s0 1z;
(b),

- Amendment No 32, tabled by Mrs Dekker and
rew.ording this paragraph as follows:

9. S,..r,., thar in addirion to the creation of new jobs,
whrch rs necessen for social and economic reasons,
prioritv must be given to maintaining employment in
existrng sectors of industry es far as possible and that
thcre fore full use should continue to be made of Arti-
cle 56 (2) (b), while noting that these measures are
far from adequate.

Vlret is the rrpporteur's position?

Mr Peters, rapporteur. 
- 

(D) I propose rhat rhese two
rmendments be rejected. They change the lext
substantirllr and are also, in conrent, incorrect in
some resPects.

(Parliament relected both amendments and adopted para-
gruPh e)

President. - On paragraph 10, I have rhree amend-
ments:

- Amendment No 23, tabled by Mr Spencer on
behalf of the European Democratic Group and
rewording this paragraph as follows:

10. \Telcomes rhe Commission's proposals to help

. finance earll retirement, but doubts the economic
feasibility or advisability of some of the Commis-
sion's other proposals;

- Amendment No 2, tabled by Mrs Salisch on behalf
of the Socialist Group and replacing this paragraph
with the following text:

10. Approves the measures proposed by the Commission
in those provisions in which it goes beyond the usual

'ECSC measures, covering the following four fields:
(a) early retirement
(b) restrictions on ovenime
(c) improvements in conditions and durarion of

work
(d) changes to shift-work;

- Amendment No lll rev., tabled by Mr Klepsch on
behalf of the Group of the European People's
Party (CD) and deliting the word'trnreservedly'in
the opening line.

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Peters, rapporteur. - (D) Amendm'ent No 2, by
Mrs Salisch, and Amendment No l3lrev., by
Mr Klepsch, both call for rhe deletion of rhe word
'unreservedly'. As this does nothing ro change the
content, I am in favour of these two amendments. As
Amendment No 23 largely rejecrs rhe conrenr, I am
aEarnst lt.

(Parliament rejected Amendments Nos 23 and 2 and
adopted in succession Amendment No 13/reo. and para-
graph 10, thus amended)

President. - After paragraph 10, I have Amendment
No 35, tabled by Mr Klepsch on behalf of rhe Group
of the European People's Pany (CD) and insening the
following new paragraph :

l0a. Emphasizes that rhe proposed measures must have a

favourable impact on employment opponunities

\,
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without harming company competitiveness, the
restoration or, as appropriate, improvemenr of
which is essential in order to maintain as inany jobs
as possible.

Vhat is tfre rapporteur's posirion?

Mr Peters, rapporteur. - (D) This amendment was
not discussed by the committee - understandably,
because it had not yer been mbled. It corresponds to
wording used in the Commission's proposal for a deci-
sion and therefore simply confirms it to some extent. I
am therefore in favour.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 35)

President. - On paragraph 11, I have rwo amend-
ments:

- Amendment Nq 24, tabled by Mr Spencer on
behalf of the European Democratic Group and
deleting this paragraph; and

- Amendment No 3, tabled by Mrs Salisch on behalf
of the Socialist Group and adding the following at
the end of this paragraph:

I t. ...; concludes that some of the benefirc presently

, included under the Commission's proposals may
need to be increased if rhey are ro be effective.

'\flhat 
is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Peters, rapporteur. - (D) Amendment No 24

musr be rejected, because it seeks to delete the para-
graph. Amendmenr No 3 was submitted to the
comrhittee and was rejected by it: what it calls for is

already done in practice.

(Parliament rejected Amendments Nos 24 and 3 and
adopted in succession pdragrdphs 1 1 and 12)

President. - On paragraph 13, I have two amend-
ments:

- Amendment No 25, cabled by Mr Spencer on
behalf of the European Democratic Group and
deleting everything after the words 'structural and
temPorary overtiine' ; and

- Amendment No 14, tabled by Mr Klepsch on
behalf of the Group of the European People's
Party (CD) and rewording this paragraph. as

follows:

13. Advocates the elimination of systematic overtime by
means of a uniform Community regulation which
must at the same time provide for increases in the
lowest salaries and recommends the Commission to
investigate to what extent these measures may be

monitored or controlled zia the systems for register-
ing or approving overtime which are required rn

most countries of the Community.

\7hat is the rapporteur's posirion?

Mr Peters, rapporteur. - (D) I recommgnd the rejec-
tion of Amendment No 25, which seeks to delete pan
of the first clause and all of the second, which contains
important references. I also recommend the rejection
of Amendrnent No 14, which seeks to delete the first
three lines, despite what was decided in committee.

(Parliament rejected Amendments Nos 25 and 14 and
adopted paragraph t3)

President. - On paragraph 14, I have Amendmenr
No 4, tabled by Mrs Salisch on behalf of the Socialisr
Group and replacing this paragraph yith the following
new text:

14. Proposes that workers' allowances in respect of
rmprovements in conditions and duration of work
should be granted.

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Peters, rapportenr. - (D) The commirree dis-
cussed ihis amendment and rejected ir.

(Parliament rejected Atnendment No 4 and adopted
paragrapb 14)

Prcsident. - On paragraph 15, I have Amendment
No S/rev., tabled by Mrs Salisch on behalf of the
Socialist Group and adding the following senrence ar
the beginning of this paragraph:

15. Asks both sides of industry ro rake a resolute action
towards the reduction of the working week at least
to 35 hours and...

\7hat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Peters, rapporteur. - (D) The amendmenr was
discussed by the committee and was rejecred.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 5/reo.)

President. - On paragraph 15, a funher five amend-
ments have been mbled:

- Amendment No 15, tabled by Mr Klepsch on
behalf of the Group of the European People's
Party (CD), which is now withdrawn;

-Amendment 
No 10, ubled by MrHerman and

Mr Beumer and rewording this paragraph as

follows:

15. Recommends that both sides of industry negoriare an
adjustment in working-hours, where possible
through the more intensive use of equipment; assum-
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President

ing that average output remains at its present level,
this might speed up the annual trend towards shoner
working-hours, resulting in at least as much work
being done by more people and thus reducing unem-
ployment;

- 
Amendment No 26, tabled by Mr Spencer on
behalf of the European Democratic Group and
replacing this paragraph with the following text:

15. Recognizes the social desirability of achieving a

reduction in working-hours and the responsibility of
the socral partners in each Member State to negotiate
accordingly.

- Amendment No 33, tabled by Mrs Dekker and
rewording this paragraph as follows:

15. Recommends that both sides of industry negotiate
significant reductions in the amount of work done by
each worker; this reduction should amount to at
least lO o/o of total working-time, without loss of
salary, over a period of 5 years, and the resulting
costs can be covered by an improvement in produc-
tivity and contributions from employers and employ-
ees and, if necessary, from governmenm.

- 
Amendment No 5, tabled by Mr Michel and
rewording this paragraph as follows:

15. Calls on both sides of industry to negotiate signifi-
cant reductions in the amount of work done by each
worker; this reduction should amount to at least

lO 0/o of total working-time, without loss of salary,
over a period of 5 years, the underlying concern
being to achieve harmonization of working-hours at
the European level during this period.

These amendments are mutually exclusive.

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Peters, rapporteur. 
- 

(D) All these amendments
seek ro make substantial changes to the text adopted in
committee. I therefore recommend that all four
amendments be rejected.

(Parliament rejected in succession all four dnendflents
and paragraph 1 5)

President. - On paragraph 16, I have three amend-
ments:

- Amendment No 27, abled by Mr Spencer on
behalf of the European Democratic Group and
deleting this paragraph ;

- Amendment No 34, abled by Mrs Dekker and
rewording this paragraph as follows:

16. - Catls for new parterns of shift-work, principally by
the introduction of an eitra shift, preferably for
heavy and irregular work.

- 
Amendment No 15, tabled by Mr Klepsch on
behalf of the Group of the European People's

Pany (CD) and rewording this piragraph as

follows:

16. Calls for new patrerns of shift-work, principally by
regulations providing for extra rest-shifts for older
workers and those with panicularly arduous iobs'

'\7hat is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Peters, rapporteilr. - (D) .\ll three amendments
would make either deletions or subs[antial changes,

and I therefore recommend the House to reject them.

(Parliament rejected Amendments Nos 27 and 34 and
adopted Amenriment No 16)

President. - On paragraph 17, I have two amend-
ments:

- Amendment No 17, mbled by Mr Klepsch on
behalf of the Group of the European People's

Party (CD) and amending this paragraph as

follows:

... and demands that vocational training, retraining and

further training programmes, as well as worker mobility,
should receive more Community assistance.

- Amendment No 7, tabled by Mr Michel and
amending this paragraph as follows:

17. Expresses its concern at the fact that, in addition to
older workers, young people are affected by restruc-
turing or fail to find alternative training places or
opponunities for rehabilitation in' single-industry
areas, and demands that vocational training and

retraining mcasures in such areas should receive

more Community assistance.

'!flhar 
is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Peters, rdpporteur. - (D) Amendment No 7, by
Mr Michel, seeks to make a logical addition to the
presenr text by insening the reference rc rehabilita-
tion, which is already mentioned later in this para-
graph.

Amendment No 17, by Mr Klepsch, seeks to add
further elements. The third element, 'and funher
training proBrammes, as well as worker mobiliry', is

also in conformity with the decision.

I rherefore recommend the adoption of both amend-
ments.

(Parliament adopted amendments Nos 17 and 7 and tben .

paragraph 17, thus amended)

President. - After paragraph 17,I have Amendmenr
No 8, mbled by Mr Michel and adding the following
new paragraph:
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l7a. Calls on both the governments of the Member
States and the Commission to do their utmost to
ensure that industrial redevelopment is carried out
in the areas affected by the restructuring of the steel
industry and to this end requests the Commission to
lay before the Council without delay a plan of
acnon as pan of a European industrial policy.

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr. Peters, rapporteur. 
- 

(D) This amendment was
not available ro rhe commitree; but as it amplifies the
proBramme previouslr,' cllled for, I recommend its

:rdoption.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 8 and then para-
grapbs l8 to 20)

President. - On paragraph 21, I have two amend-
ments deleting this paragraph:

- 
Amendment No 18, tabled by Mr Klepsch on
behalf of the Group of the European People's
Party (CD); and

- 
Amendment No 28, tabled by Mr Spencer on
behalf of the European Democratic Group.

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Peters, rdpporteur. - (D) I recommend that both
be rejected.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 18, as a resalt of
which Amendment No 2S fell)

President. - On paragraph 22, I have 3 amend-
ments:

- Amendment No 19, tabled by Mr Klepsch on
behalf of the Group of the European People's
Pany (CD) and deleting this paragraph;

- Amendment No 29, abled by Mr Spencer on
behalf of the European Democratic Group and also
deleting this paragraph; and

- Amendment No 9, tabled by Mr Michel and
amending this paragraph as follows:

22. Velcomes the positive attitude of the major Euro-
pean trade-union associations to the Commission's
draft decision, although the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment considers that there is scope

for improvement of the latter in future; therefore
calls on employers and unions in the iron-and-steel
industry in the Member States, with the panicipation
of governments as necessary, to discuss how the
proposed measures could be applied iri their particu-
lar circumstances and to spell this out in their subse-
quent negotiations in order to ensure progressive
harmonization at the European level.

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Peters, rapporteilr. - (D) Amendments Nos 19

and29 seek to delete the whole of the paragraph: I
therefore recommend that .they be rejected. Amend-
ment No 9 seeks to make a logical addition rc the
existing text. Although it was not discussed in commit-
tee, I recommend its adoption.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 19, as d resuh of
whicb the other two fell)

President. - On paragraph 23, I have two amend-
ments:

- Amendment No 30/rev., tabled by Mr Spencer on
behalf of the European Democratic Group and
replacing this paragraph with the following new

ParagraPhs:

23. Srrongly condemns the negative attitude of the
Council;

23e. Still supports the Commission proposal that 100 m
EUA be entered in the general budget and proposcs
that, in view of the urgency of the matter, 60 m
EI-IA should be made available in l98l and 40 m
EUA in 1982.

-Amendment 
No ll, mbled by Mrs Salisch on

behalf of the Socialist Group and replacing this
paragraph with the following text:

23. Supports the Commission's proposal I to transfer
appropri4trons from the General Budget of the
Communities to the ECSC Budget in order to fund
rhe special time-restricted measures in question and
point out thar rhe sum spent on these social measures

over the 3-year period should not be lower than
100 m EUA.

Vhat is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Peters, rapporteur. - (D) Amendment No
3O/rev., by Mr Spencer, consists of two parts and
comes closest to what the committee in fact wants. I
therefore recommend the adopdon of this amendment.
Amendment No I I would then fall.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 30/reo., ds d result

of athich Amendment No l l fell)

President. - On paragraph 24, I have Amendment
No 31, tabled by Mr Spencer on behalf of the Euro-
pean Democratic Group and deleting this paragraph.

'\7hat 
is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Peters, rdpporteur. - (D) I am against.

(Parliament successioely rejected Amendment No 31 and
adopted paragraphs 24 and 25)

' OJ C I 18, 13. 5. 1980, p.6.
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President. - I can now give the floor for explana-
tions of vote.

I call Sir Peter Vanneck.

Sir Peter Vanneck. - I should like, in the rhree
minutes that the Socialist Group has given me,

(Laughter)

to explain to the House why I shall be vodng for
Mr Peter's reporr, with all its background denil rhat
so co8ently supports the morion.

Of course the Commission proposal is inadequate in
the really desperate siruation of the steel industry -worldwide, here in Europe, in rhe United Kingdom
and in my own constituency - but it is something
tangible, and, wirh all that was said yesrerday, no
doubt it can be augmented when we have more
money.

I panicularly welcome the emphasis on retraining. As
an engineer who has run a drop-forge and press shop,
I know the quality of the personnel concerned. They
are working red-hot, if nor molten, meml, and they
arB noted not only for their skill bur also for rheir
courage. They must be given all possible help in rurn-
ing to lighter industrial work, the service indusrries
and so on. In my constituency of Cleveland, we have
at Redcar, thanks to Community funds, one of the
largest and most efficient blast furnaces in Europe; bur
its very efficiency necessarily results in an aggrlvation
of the unemploymenr problem in the area.

So I shall be voring for this resolution, in the know-
ledge thar rhis Parliament will in rhis way have made
known its appreciation of rhe gravity of rhe siruarion
and its determination to do its best to rectify it.

Consert is not the only disaster erea - Teeside has
suffered longer and more profoundly - but I urge rhe
whole House to vore with me on rhis motion for the
sake of the whole of Europe.

President. - I call Mrs Clwyd.

Mrs Clwyd. - Mr Presidenr, it was made only roo
harshly clear here yesterday by the speeches of many
of my colleagues thar the problems arising from the
crisis in the steel indusry are considerably aggravared
by the fact thar pracrically all the areas hir by huge
losses of jobs ari located in regions which are almost
totally dependent on that one single industry. For this
reason, aids for restrudruring must go hand-in-hand
with massive aids to the regions concerned in an
attempt to creare new jobs, as the Peters report so
rightly stresses.

The social problems arising from such developmenr
will be panicularly acute in areas such as Sourh Vales.
About 52 000 people are likely to lose rheir jobs,
raking the unemploymenr rare ro over 15 %. The
question which the European Parliamenr, the
Commission and the Council should be asking them-
selves is whether this is rhe sort of furure they wanr for
the people and the industry of Europe. Is rhe Euro-
pean Community prepared to stand back while its
basic industries ar€ decimated, or will it earn the
respect of the people of Europe by producing positive
proposals to halr rhe downward spiral which many
European administrarions now seem ro have embarked
upon?

Vhile I and my colleagues will vore for rhe Peters
report, we are parricularly concerned about some of
the amendments which have been made in rhe past half
hour, particularly rhe deletion of paragraphs l5 and
22.

I give notice here to the European Community that it
must recognize and make special allowance for the
relatively poor srare of rhe Unired Kingdom economy.
In France and Vest Germany, attempts to restructure
areas hit by the coal and steel run-down have taken
place in rhe contexr of a strongly growing narional
economy. That is not the case in the UK, where there
is expected ro be a fall in output and where the
governmenr acceprs and, indeed by its policies,
contrives ro produce increasing inflarion and rising
unemploymenr. (Cries from tbe European Democrats.)
Mr Vredeling has over the lasr few months criricized
the UK Government for its callous disregard of work-
ers and their families. One of rhe Christian-Democrat
members of our Commirtee on Social Affairs and
Employmenr has described rhe arrirudes of the
employers in Britain: she said they talked about work-
ers as though they were stale sandwiches to be thrown
in a wastepaper bin.

The Parliament should today demonsrrare rhar ir, at
least, has some compassion and concern for people
who, through no'fault of rheir own, are losing thlir
jobs. \7e must today press rhe Council for action, too
long delayed and urgently needed. I urge you all to
vote for the Perers repon.

Presidnet. - I call Mr Manin.

Mr Martin. - (F) Mr President, the double talk and
demagogical posturing in this Parliamerit is reaching
previously unscaled heights.

The French Communisrs and rheir allies wish ro reaf-
firm their toral opposition ro the restrucruring plans,
particularly insofar as they affecr the iron and steel
indusry. \fle have fought these plans all along. Today
we note, firstly, rhat no one in this Assembly has
disowned rhem in the course of this debare. Neverthe-
less, they musr be stopped ar once. That is whar rhe
workers demand, and we are firmly behind them.
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Secondly, no one here can ralk any longer about these

plans with confidence or pride now that we and the
workefs have exposed them for what they are: plans to
run down the afflicted regions.

\U?'e must call a halt to these measures right now. It is

all too easy for you rcday to shed bitter tears over a

disaster you have provoked yourselves and actively
helped to bring about. The social measures proposed
may perhaps have the merit of salving your consci-
ences but they will never make good all the evil you,
from the right wing through to the Socialist Group,
have always accepted.

\fle shall not of course reiect the few subsidies you
propose for the workers since you cannot do other-
wise in the face of their discontent. \7e shall therefore
abstain on the Peters report, putting on record plainly:
first, that it is for the governments of the Member States

to take the essential social measures; second, that the
big bosses, particularly in France, are today calling in
question esmblished social rights and that they are

doing so with the connivance of these governmenm;
third, that this Assembly utters pious hopes and

engages in hollow debarc on derisory amounts' Know
then that the big bosses, the French Government and

the Brussels Commission will always be confronted by
, solid resistance from resolute Communiss and their

allies.

Lastly, may I say to Mr Oehler, who was weeping

crocodile tears yesterday, how indecent, how uterly
repugnant are these on-the-sPot visits by wreckers of
the steel industry coming to observe the disastrous
consequences of a policy implemented by the steel

bosses and apprbved by themselves

President. - I call Mr Van Minnen.

Mr Van Minnen. - (NL) Mr President, yesrcrday
we at least still had a reasonable motion for a resolu-

tion, which admittedly could have been improved; but
today there is not much sense left in it afrcr all the
perverse changes that have been made' Above all, the

ieferences to a reduction in working-hours have been

deleted. I am therefore in half a mind to vote against,

but at the same time there is still rco much in the reso-
lution for it to be rejected as a whole. I must admit,
even though some may laugh, that it is causing me a

considerable conflict of conscience, but there is too
much left [o vote against and so to leave the workers
who place their hopes in this out in the cold even

longer. Despite my reluctance, I shall therefore vote in

favou r.

President. - I call Mr Peters.

Mr Peters, rdpporteur. - (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, we now have before us a final version of

the motion for a resolution which measures up neither
to the ideas of the Committee on Social Affairs and

E-mployment nor to the rapponeur's ideas. I would
like to pick out just three points.

Firstly, paragraph 21. The hearing organized by the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment estab-

lished that the employers in the steel industry rejected
without qualification all provisions other than early
retirement. Yesrcrday Mr Calvez said that this could
not be correct, as in the end the employers in the
Consultative Committee voted in favour, with three
German votes against. At the hearing, however, they
made it absolutely clear that the German position was

that of the European Steel Indusry Employers'
Organization. \7e wished to express our regret at such

an attitude, and it is unfortunate that the decision
went against this.

Secondly, there is the attitude of the rade unions,
which is covered in paragraph 22: these are unions
which in widely differing countries have different
srructures, which are under great pressure but which
nevenheless have arrived :rt a constructive attitude in
suppon of the Commission's proposals. It is lamenta-
ble that this aspect is no longtr in the resolution. I fihd
it dcplorable that we should hrvc discussed rnd vottd
on aid for steeltorkerc rdd all effiploy€cs, shich is a
very imponant pen of irrdustdrl policy, rnd thrt
vinually rt<rne of the Cofimunist benchcs wls occu'
pied, even though they rllcgedly defcnd the welfare of
the workers.

At this point I must also make some comment - inci-
dentally my first - on Mr Oehler's expressions of
regret yesterday. Vhen I wanted to make an on-the-
spot study of pressures on steel workers and the struc-

ture of industry in individual countries, panicularly in
Lorraine, the Communists prevented me from talking
to the steel workers. I was not there to Present or
defend the Davignon plan - it is not my plan, it is not
the way I go about things, and I do not consider it an

advisable course of action; I was there as a trade.
unionist to talk to other trade unionists, and to prevent

me from doing so is not to pursue a policy in support
of labour.

(Applause from the lefi)

However, the most regrettable result is in the matter
of working hours. May I state that in the Commitrce
on Social Affairs and Employment the members of the

European People's Party, insofar as they were Present,
voted for this paragraph. They also voted for the other
two paragraphs, and have now adopred a- different
position here in Parliament. That is very unfortunate,
as reduced working hours must be an imponant
element in this Community's employment poliry and

the social aspects of its industrial poliry'

(Applauie from the brt)
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However, rhe resolution does represent a considerable
aid for rhe steel indusry and the people it employs,
and we should therefore vote for it.

(App laus e from oario u s q uarte rs )

President. - I call Mr Nordlohne.

Mr Nordlohne. - (D) Mr Presidenr, in yesrerday's
debate we stated very clearly that if mosr of our
amendmenrs were adopred this morning we should be
able to vote for Mr Peters motion for a resolution.
Unfortunately, I note rhar our amendmenr No l0 ro
replace paragraph l5 was not adopted. This is regrerr-
able for everyone, as paragraph 15 would then have
read:

Recommends that both sides of industry negotiate an
adjustmenr in working-hours, where possible through the
more intensive use of equipment; assuming rhat average
output remains ar its present level, this might speed up the
annual trend rowards shoner working-hours, resulting in
at least as much work being done by more people and
thus reducing unemployment.

\7e would have welcomed such an amendment ro the
motion for a resolurion.

'\U7'e must bear rhis in mind. May I say that, in all, we
are pleased thar the majority of our amendmenrs have
been raken up, and we wish to rhank rhose who vored
for them. On behalf of the EPP Group I can say, wirh-
out recommencing yesterday's debare, thar we shall
vote in favour of the Peters reporr in irs present form,
as it contains the main amendments we tabled, particu-
larly the delerion of paragraphs 2l and 22.

President. - I call Mr Oehler.

Mr Oehler. - (F) Mr President, I am always asron-
ished by all rhe hoc air I listen ro in this Chamber:
Vhat a lor of it! Bur when it comes down to it, ir is
difficult to take a serious decision.

The Perers reporl has been totally dismembered by rhe
right wing in rhis Assembly. Ve are nor even left wirh
so much as a leg in plasrer. Today we have not even
adopred the minimum represenred by paragraph 15,
which called for a reducrion of working-hours wirhin
five years. V/e shall therefore vorc againsr the report,
for we do nor wanr to be regarded as accomplices, lik.
the French Communisrs, who are going co abstain.

(Laugbter)

President. - I call Mrs Kelletr-Bowman.

Mrs Kellett-Bowman. - Mr Presidenr, as one who
sat here throughour every minute of rhe steel debate

yesterday bur unforrunarely was unable ro be called, I
would like to tell Parliament precisely why I am voting
for the report. I am parricularly interested in para-
graph 12, which exrends rhe proposed age-limit of 55
for early retiremenr ro all workers in rhe European
iron-and-steel industry on a volunrary basis and ro
extend ir particularly ro workers wirh more arduous
jobs, and I think rhe words 'voluntary basis' are
extremely important in a democracy. I should also like
ro express very srrong supporr for paragraph 17, which
seeks to extend rraining faciliries parricularly to rhe
young and to those in single-indusrry areas such as my
own area of Vorkingron. I think it is\very important
that the Council takes this very seriously and, in
conjunction wirh the Hoff resolution, does in fact
transfer the funds which will be essential to do rhe job
that this repon ser out to do.

President. - I call Mr Calvez.

Mr Calvez. - (F) Mr President, rhe members of the
Liberal and Democratic Group have never been indif-
ferent to the situation of rhe workers employed in rhe
steel sector. It was wirh them in mind rhat we were
particularlv critical vesterday of some of rhe para-
graphs in rhe report by lr{r Perers, to whom we
nevertheless wish to pay tribure for rhe work he has
done.

\7e are realisrs and we are aware of our responsibili-
ties. \(e note that our views have found a hearing. The
emendmenrs adopted by our Assembly render the text
:rcceptable to us, and we shall be voting in favour of
the motion.

President. - I call Mr Balfe.

Mr Balfe. - M"y I, in my capacity as residenr
pedanr, poinr out that the word 'decimated' means
reduced by one-tenth and nor ro one-renrh. Ir has now
been used three times wrongly here in rhese explana-
tions of votc..

( Laughier)

President. - I put ro rhe vote rhe morion fbr a reso-
lution as a whole.

-l-he 
resolution is adopted. I

' OJ C t97 of 4.8. 1980.
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President. - \7e now proceed to rheHoff report (Doc.

1-255/80): Contributions to the ECSCfrom the General

Budget.

(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragraph 1)

On paragraph 2, I have two amendments:

- Amendment No 5, tabled by Mr Bonde and others
and deledng this paragraph; and

- Amendment No 3, tabled by Mr Spencer on behalf
of the European Democratic Group and replacing
the word 'S7elcomes'with 'Notes'.

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mrs Hoff, rdpporteur. - (D) I recommend rejection
of Mr Bonde's amendment, as he is implying that this
motion for a resolution exceeds Parliament's powers.

Mr Spencer's amendment should also be rejected, as it
rePresents a comPromlse.

(Parliament rejected botb amendments and adoPted para-
graph 2)

President. - On paragraph 3, I have Amendment
No 6, tabled by Mr Bonde and others and dcleting this
paragraph.

'\U7hat 
is the rapponeur's position?

Mrs Hoff, rapporteur. - (D) I recommend rejection.

(Parliament rejected tbe amendment and adopted para-
graph 3)

President. - On paragraphs 4 and 5, five amend-
ments have been tabled:

- Amendment No 7, tabled by Mr Bonde and others
and deleting paragraph 4;

- Amendment No 8, ubled by Mr Bonde and others
and deleting paragraph 5;

- Amendment No 1, tabled by Mr Peters on behalf
of the Committee on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment and replacing paragraph 4 by the following
text:

4. Consequently approves the proposal for a decision. )

- Amendment No 2, tabled by Mr Peters on behalf
of the Committee on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment and rewording paragraph 5 as follows:

5. Strongly urges the Council to take a decision as soon
as possible to grant the special temporary financial
contributionl and to adopt the present decision and
thus avoid wasting any more precious time on
disputes, which would be inopportune and of secon-

dary imponance given the aims of the social measures

to be adopted and would be interpreted by the work-
ers concerned as a pretext for not giving practical

expression to the much-vaunted Communrty solidarity
just when it was most urgently needed;

- Amendment No 4, tabled by Mr Spencer on behalf
of the European Democratic Group and replacing
paragraphs 4 and 5 by the following single para-
graph:

4. Strongly supports and desires the availabiliry of
resources for these purposes and suppons the budget-
ary transfer envisaged to the ECSC, but recogntzes

the difficulties that may exist concerning the required

legal basis and urges the ioint budgetary authority to
, overcome such legal difficulties as may stand in the
way of the resolution of the problem.

Amendments Nos I and 2 have subsequently been

withdrawn.

lVhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mrs Hoff, rdpporteur. - 
(D) I recommend adoption

of Mr Spencer's amendment and rejection of Mr
Bonde's amendments.

(Parliament relected the three amendments, then rejected

pdragrdphs 4 and 5 by sitting and standing)

President. 
- 

I call Mrs Hoff.

Mrs Hoff, rapporteur. - 
(D) Mr President, ladies

and gentlemen, with the rejection of paragraphs 4 and

5 rhe content and the aim of this motion for a resolu-
tion have also been reiected. It now really has no

substance, and I would recommend rejection. It is no
longer possible to vote for it. I do not know what else

could be done: Perhaps it could be sent back to the

committee if this were possible under the Rules of
Procedure . . .

(Cries of:'No, impossible.')

Then, Mr President, I wish to withdraw the entire
motion for a resolution.

President. - At this ,

Hoff, that is no longer
to reject it or adopt it.

Mrs Hoff, rapporteur.
this is not possible?

stage in the proceedings, Mrs
possible. All we can do now is

- (D) Vhich rule states that

' COM (7\ a36 final.
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President. - Mrs Hoff, under Rule 26 (3), a motion
can no longer be withdrawn once rhe voting has
begun.

After phragraph 5 I have Amendment No 9, tabled by
Mr Bonde and orhers and adding rhe following two
new paragraphs:

6. Considers that in presenring this morion the Assembly
is exceeding its authority, because the morion in effect
invites the Commission ro make paymen$ without the
necessary legal aurhority.

7. Requests, therefore, the President of rhe Assembly to
file the repon.

Vhat is rhe rapponeur's posirion?

Mrs Hoff, rapporteur. - (D) I recommend rejection.

( Parl iamen t rej e c ted t he amen dmen t )

President. - I call Mr Lange.

Mr Lange. - (D) Mr President, I mus[ srare care-
gorically that I consider it quite impossible for a vote
to be taken on somerhing which no longer expresses
Parliament's opinion. If ir is considered rhar, for
procedural reasons, a vo[e can still be taken, rhen one
can vote against it, as the conlenr is now meaningless.
However, as the Rules of Procedure say nothing
specific about it, we should just drop rhe matrer. Ir
does not express Parliament's opinion. If we are ro
continue voting, I myself can only vote against ir.

President. - I call Mr Bangemann.

Mr Bangcmann. - (D) Mr President, each Member
is free to vote againsr rhe resolurion if he considers
that, after adopdon or rejeprion of amendments, the
text means norhing to him personally, or that ir is
nonsense, or thar it does nor express his polirical views.
Everyone is free to vore againsr it. However, our deci-
sion (and we have acred accordingly) is rhat something
which is being pur ro rhe vote can no longer be sent
back to commit[ee, nor can it be withdrawn. !7e are
now voring, and if you consider it to be nonsense rhen
you reject it, and if rhe majority reject ir then it no
longer exists. This is really quite srandard procedure.

Prcsident. - Mr Bangemann, the problem is that the
opinion on the proposal is now devoid of content. ft is
therefore legirimate ro ask whether it is still an
oPrnlon. 

\

Nevertheless, I see no other solurion rhan that of
putting to the vote the whole rex[ as we now have it.

I call Mr Arndt.

Mr Arndt. - (D) Mr President, a precedent was ser
on \flednesday. Ve had a motion for a resolurion
where we had adopted numerous recirals bur both
proposals were then rejected. Thar was on rhe Rules of
Procedure. Thereupon the President did not call for a
final vore.

The case is exacdy rhe same here, Mr Bangemann. If
the actual proposal is Sejected by rhe House, then
there can no longer be a final vo[e, as, apart from [he
recirals, there are no proposals. I rherefore wonder
whether, as on \Tednesday, we should nor abandon
the vote rhe commirree's acrual proposal has fallen -possibly because we first vored on rhe amendmenr
which depaned funhesr from the rcxt and then on the
less radical ones. The Commitree on Budger will then
have to put forward a new proposal if it wants a
proposal at all.

(Cries)

President. - The siruarion i: '. simple one. If the text
as it now is rejected, it g,.t5 back to rhe committee,
which consequently has to submir a new reporr on rhe
Commission's proposal, which is what is really at issue.
This seems [o me rhe best procedure.

I call Mr Klepsch.

Mr Klepsch. - (D) I do not say rhis very willingly,
as I have always been very satisfied with the way you
have conducted rhe proceedings. However, rhe whole
problem arose because you pur paragraphs 4 and 5

together to the vore. If you had taken a separare vote
on paragraph 4, we should have retained a major pan
of the contenr. However, we had ro vote as we did
becauso our amendment for the delerion of paragraph
5 was rejecied. Ve would cenainly have .,otei for
paragraph 4. Norhing can be alrcred now: I am saying
this simply ro explain my group's voring conduct.

President. - I would remind Mr Klepsch of what I
have just said. If lie now votes against what is left of
the text, the document will go back to rhe committee. I
therefore repear [har the course I have indicared is in
my view by far the mosr appropriate for gerring us out
of this situation.

I call Mr Seal.

Mr Seal. .- Mr President, I am afraid that you must
bear some of rhe responsibiliry for this ,ot., b.."use
when we vored by a show of hands the resulr was so
close that your officers recommended a vote by sitting
and sranding. Ir may be that some people in this
Chamber are incapable of standing up, but cenainly
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Seal

some of the people who voted by raising their hands

did not stand up. Now, I fee[, Mr President, and I
have raised this point with you in the Chair before,

that we have a very expensive electronic vodng equip-
ment here. I feel that if a show of hands produces a

close result, you should use the electronic system.

Then no one can dispurc the result.

President. - Mr Seal,.the result was pe.fectly cler.'

I call Mr Balfe.

Mr Balfe. - Can I suggest, Mr President, that one

way out would be for ten Members [o request a

quorum. Since one is not present, that would effec-

tively dispose of the matter. I am willing to request

that a quorum be called.

(Mixed reactions)

President. - Mr Balfe, I rhink that is not a good
solution, for the very simple reason that at the first
sitting in September you will see the problem again in

exactly the same terms as it is now. So if you want to
solve the problem you have to reject the motion for a

resolution.

I call Mr Spencer.

Mr Spencer. - Can I just make the point that my
group did warn the House yesterday that if they did-

io, t...p, the amendments Put forwird in the name of
the European Democratic Group, exactly this kind of
situation would arise. That was why Mr Tugendhat
recommended the House to follow this particular
course. Because of the way in which the vote took
place, that has not in fact happened. I do believe that
the substance of the report, when taken together with
the Peters report, reflects Parliament's views. There-
fore we shall continue [o vote for it at this stage and

not delay the matter funher by referring it back to
committee. It is my belief that this has been a largely
theoretical, indeed theological, debarc and that in fact
the solution which the Commission will ultimately
propose - although it would be wrong of me to iden-

iify-ir r, this stage - will not in fact involve any of
these problems concerning the legal basis. So I suggest

that we get on with it, vote for this repon however

apparently illogical it is in terms of its grammar, and a[

Ieast push the Council to give this aid to steel workers
ar the first possible opportunity.

President. - I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.

Mrs Kellett-Bowman. - I strongly suPPort the words
that have just been uttered by my colleague, Mr Spen-

cer. Had this Parliament seen fit to adopt his amend-

ment No 4, which strongly suPPorts and desires rhe

availability of resources for these PurPoses and

supports the budgetary transfer envisaged to [he

ECSC, and urges the joint budgetary aulhority to
overcome such legal difficulties as may snnd in the

way of the resolution of the problem, we should not
be in the situation we are in now' Nevenheless, I
concur in his opinion that it is absolutely essential lhat
we do say here and now thar the difficuldes currently
being experienced by the Community's coal and steel

industry must be alleviated by a Community
programme on [he restructuring of these branches of
industry.

For these reasons I shall in fact suppon the report, as I
did the Peters report.

President. - I call Mr Provan.

Mr Provan. - I rise on a point of order to obtain

clarification of a ruling that I understood you to have

given. You said that if Parliament rejected this repon
it would be sent back to committee. Now my under-

standing is that if Parliament rejects a report it falls,

and that is the end of the matter.

President. - Mr Provan, if the repon falls the

consultation between the committee and the Commis-
sion still takes place.

I call Mr Bonde. 
.

Mr Bonde. - (DK) The members of the People's

Movement did not vote against the granting of funds

to finance ECSC projects. \(hat we did was to exPress

our opposition to the illegal measures advocated by
the rapponeur, Mrs Hoff. The ECSC Treaty lays

down in perfectly clear terms how ECSC projects may

be financed. This is done with the aid of producdon
levies, and provision is made for the acceptance of
gifts by companies. But there is no provision in the

EEC T...ty that would allow gifts to be made to the

ECSC; there is no provision that would make such a

transfer of funds possible. Even if in the case in ques-

tion the provisions could be interpreted in such a way
as to make it possible, we have in my country a consti-

tution which-prevehts such a transfer of new fiscal

revenue unless it be approved eirher by referendum or
by a five-sixths majority of the Danish Parliament.

Those are the rules in my country and we will not
budge on them. This explains why we voted against

the iall for illegal measures - that is how we see it -
contained in Mrs Hoff's rePort.

President. - I call Mrs Hoff.

Mrs Hoff, rapporteur. - (D) Mr President, may I
emphatically reject Mr Bonde's last remark?

TL
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President. - I call Mr Calvez.

Mr Calvez. - (F) Mr Presidenr, we are unanimous
in wanting to help the steel workers, and in rhe French
edition of rhe Diary covering yesterday's debates, I
read: 'ln her report, Mrs Hoff took rhe view that the
entry in the EEC budget of a contribution to rhe
ECSC was enough ro allow this expendirure ro be
implemented. The Commission does nor share rhis
view, believing, like Mr Calvez, that a legal basis must
first be established and that a Council decision will
therefore be needed.'

To help the workers, we need ro vore for rhe resolu-
tion right nor', precisely in order ro creare this legal
basis w'hich is ar present lacking.

President. 
- I put the motion for a resolurion as a

u'hole to rhe vote.

The resolution is adopred. I

President. - I put to the vote rhe motion for a reso-
lution contained in rhe oon'lV'ogau report (Doc. 1-236/
80) : Industrial products from third countries.

The resolution is adopted. 1

President. - Ve proceed to the oon \Vogau report
(Doc. 1-141/80): Motor oehicles, certain construction
plant, textile names, electrical equipment and biodegrad-
ability.

(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragraphs 1 and
2)

On paragraph 3, I have two amendments rabled by Mr
Moreland:

-Amendmenr 
No 1, deleting rhe phrase 'ro rear-

view mirrors (Doc. l-703/79'; and

- Amendment No 2, adding the following new para-
graph:

3a. Approves the Commission's proposal relaring to
rear-view mirrors subject to the amendment that
3-wheeled saloon cars (with standard car steering-
wheels) should nor be required to insral two exrerior

mirrors fitted on either side of the vehicle but should
be required to fit one internal and one offside exter-
nal rear-view mirror.

Vhat is the rapporreur's position?

Mr von Vogau, rapporteur. - (D) These amend-
ments are technical improvemenrs and I recommend
adoption.

(Parliament adopted in succession Amendment No l,
paragraph 3 in its amended form and Amendment No 2)

President. - On paragraph 4, an Amendmenr No 3,
deleting this paragraph, was tabled by Mr de Ferranti
and others, bur ir has subsequently been wirhdrawn.

(Parliament adopted paragraph 4)

I put the amended morion for a resolution as a whole
to the vote.

The resolution is adopred. I

President. - Ve now proceed ro lhe de Ferranti
report (Doc l-22a/80): Pouered industrial truchs.

(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragraphs I to 3)

On paragraph 4, I have Amendment No l, tabled by
Mr Delorozoy and deleting subparagraph (b).

Vhat is rhe rapponeur's posirion?

Lady Elles, deputy rapporteur. -. I am against.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 1 and adopted in
succession paragrapb 4 and pdragrapbs 5 and 6)

President. - I pur the motion for a resolution as a
whole ro the vore.

The resolution is adopted.r

President. - !7e now proceed to the Cottrell report
(Doc 1-257/80): Integration of railway undertakings.

(Parliament adopted the preamble)

O_n paragraph l, I have Amendmenr No l, ubled by
Mr Travaglini and others on behalf of the Group of
the European,People's Pany (CD) and rewording this
paragraph as follows:, oJ c 197 oI 4.8. 1980.
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President

l Approves the broad lines of the Commission report'
excep[ on the points set out below, and shares the

view impliculy contained in it that at this stage condi-
tions are still not ripe for total integration of railway
undertakings at Community level'

\7hat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Cottrell, rapporteur. - I have no objection to this

text.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 1 and tben para-

graph 2)

President. - On paragraph 3, I have Amendment
No 2, tabled by Mr Travaglini and orhers on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Party (CD) and

completing this paragraph as follows:

3. . . . the rarlways, having full regard to Article 80 (2) of
the EEC Treaty where it refers to regional policy, on
which the Commission is requested to take appro-
priate measures;

Vhat is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Cottrell, rdpporteur. - It is'a reasonable addidon
ro rhe text. I accept it.

(Parliament adopted in succession Amendment No 2,

pardgrdph 3, thus amended, and tbe beginning of para-
graph t)

President. - On paragraph 4 (i), I have Amendment
No 3, tabled by Mr Travaglini and orhers on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Party (CD) and

amending this subparagraph as follows:

(i) establishing a medium- and long-term programme . . .

(rest unchanged).

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Cottrell, rapporteilr. - A perfectly reasonable

addition, Mr President..

(Parliament adopted in succession Amendment No 3,

subparagraph (i), thus amende{ tben subparagraph (ii))

President. - On paragraph 5, I have Amendment
No 4, tabled by Mr Travaglini and others on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Party (CD) and

amending the beginning of this paragraph as follows:

5. Requests the Commission to Promo[e the coordina-
tion of :

(i) railway investment and finance within the Euro-
pean Community;

(ri) the technological advance of railway opera-
tions. . . (rest unchanged).

I call MrJanssen van Raay.

Mr Janssen van Raay. - (NL) Mr President, this
amendment is withdrawn.

(Parliament adopted in succession paragraph 5 and para-
graphs 6 to 8)

President. - On paragraph 9, I have Amendment
No 5, tabled by Mr Travaglini and others on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Party (CD) and

completing this paragraph as follows:

9. . . . overall common transpoft policy designed, among

other things, to achieve the gradual integration of rail-
way undenakings;

'!7hat 
is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Cottrell, rapporteur. - I accept this.

(Parliament adopted in succession Amendment No ),
paragrapb 9, thus amended and paragraph 10)

President. - I put the amended motion for a resolu-
tion as a whole to the vote. The resolution is

adopted. I

President. - I put to the vote the
lution contained in the Buttafuoco
8 0 ) : Tran sport infras truc t ure.

The resolution is adopted. I

motion for a reso-
report (Doc. 1-218/

President. - I put to the vote the motion for a reso-

lution contained in the Aigher report (Doc. 1-275/80):
Implementation of the I 979 budget.

The resolution is adopted. I

President. - Ve proceed to the E. T. Kellett-
Bouman interim report (Doc. 1-283/80): Budgetary
control aspects of tbe Data-Processing Centre.

' oJ C 197 of 4. 8. l98o
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President

I call Mr Kellert-Bowman.

Mr Kellett-Bowman, rdpporteur. - N{r Presidenr,
could I draw your arrenrion to Rule 29 (l)7 There is
no doubt thar four amendments to this report were
properlv tabled, but rhey were definirely nor moved in
the debate last night. If I draw your arrenrion ro
Minute 16 of yesterday's proceedings, you will find
that no amendments at all were moved, and
Rule 29 (l) says Parliament shall not deliberate on any
amendment unless ir is moved during the debate.

President. - I call Mr Colla.

Mr Colla. - (NL) Mr President, during the debate
one of the rhings Mr Notenboom said was rhat he
would supporr Amendment No 2, by Mrs Lizin.

I am sorry, but ir.was discussed.

President. - I call Mr Kelletr-Bowman.

Mr Kellptt-Bowman, rapportertr. - Mr President, Mr
Notenboom said he would be happy with rhat amend-
ment unless I gave him an assurance, which I did in
the debare, that the amendmenr was nor moved. The
minutes show rhat it was not moved.

President. - In conformity wirh the Rules of Proce-
dure, these amendments will therefore nor be put to
the vote.

I put the morion for a resolution [o rhe vore.

The resolution is adopred. I

,. 

**

President. - Ve proceed to the Marshall report (Doc.
1 -289/80): Situation of refugees in the Horn of Afiica.

(Parliament adopted thefirst indent of the preamble)

After the first indent of the preamble, I have Amend-
menr No 4, mbled by Mr Coppieters and Mrs Casrcl-
lina and adding the following new indenr:

- nciting that the situarion has been worsening rapidly in
recent months and that nor only refugees but the rest
of the population of Somalia and neighbouring coun-
tries will be threatened with starvation in the ioming
months,

Vhat is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Marshall, rapporteur. - Despite its parentage, I
am able to accepr this amendme.rt.

(Laughter)

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 4 and tben the
second end third indents)

President. - Afrer the rhird indent, I have Amend-
ment No 5, abled by Mr Coppieters and Mrs Castel-
lina and adding the following new indent:

- noting that, in addition to the threat of starvation and
rhe dramatic shonage of water, rhere is also a real
danger of epidemics of disease, in panicular cholera,

Vhat is rhe rapponeur's position?

Mr Marshall, rdpporteur. - This is also acceptable,
Mr Presidenr.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 5 by sitting and
standing)

President. - On paragraph l, I have two amend-
ments:

- 
Amendment No 1, mbled by Mr Narducci and
others and amending rhis paragraph as follows:

l. Calls for an increase in the Communiry's food-aid
programme and for full implementation of the
exbeptional emertency aid measures provided for in
Anicle 59 of the Convention of Lom6 and Anicle
137 of the new Convention, in order ro mect the
increasing food needs of this region of Africa in the
second quaner of 1980.

- Amendmenr No 5, mbled by Mr Ccippierers and
Mrs Casrcflina and completing this paragraph as
follows:

l. ... and for emergency measures, including, if need
be, a special airlift to ensure that rhe aid rapidly
reaches those for whom it is intended.

Vhat is rhe rapponeur's position?

Mr Marshall, rdpporteur. 
- 

As far as Amendmenr No
I is concerned, Mr President, I am against ir, because
it refers to asking the Community ro meet rhe food
needs of this region of Africa in rhe second quaner of
1980. The original rext talks abour rhe final half of rhe
year. As we are in the month of July, I think ir is some-
what more perrinenr [o try to meer rhe needs of rhis
region in the second half of the year than in the
second quaner, which has come and gone.

, oJ c t97 of 4.8. 1980.
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Marshall

'\flitfi regard to A..nd-.nt No 5, as Members heard
in the very early niinutes of this morning, this is what
the Community has actually done and is willing to do.
Therefore I think we should suppon it.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No I and adopted

Amendment No 5)

President. - After paragraph 1, I have two amend-
ments:

- Amendment No 2, tabled by Mr Narducci and

others and adding the following new paragraph:

. la. lnsists on the necd for the combined use of all availa-
ble instruments of cooperation in order to provide a

serious response to the alarming situation of the
million-and-a-half refugees in Somalia who are

threatened with famine and epidemics of the plague

and cholera and are, in many cases, experiencing a

situatron of total deprivation which is unacceptable
to the international conscience;

- Amendment No 7, abled by Mr Coppieters and

Mrs Castellina and adding the following new Para-
graph:

la. Calls on the Commission and Council to take urgent
steps to provide the financial and technical assistance

needed to meet the specific problem of water
supplies, in panicular by the provision of shallow
wells;

'!7har 
is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Marshall, rdpporteur. - I am in favour of both of
them, Mr President.

( Parliament adopted both amendments )

President. - On paragraph 2, I have Amendment No
3, nbled by Mr Narducci and others and amending
this paragraph as follows:

2. \Telcomes the Community's increased aid to the UN
High Commission for Refugees, and asks the

Community to continue its close collaboration with
this organization and rc substantially strengthen its

suppon for the non-governmental organizations
which are implementing local aid projecm viml to the
survival of the most deprived sections of the popula-
tion;

'\7hat 
is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Marshall, rdpPorteur. - Mr President, despite the
presence of a split infinitive in the English translation
of this amendment, I can support it.

(Laughter)

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 3 and paragraph 3
in succession)

President. - On paragraph 4, I have Amendment No
8, tabled by Mr Coppieters and Mrs Castellina and

rewording rhis paragraph as follows:

4. Asks the European Commission to keep the Parlia-
ment informed on an on-going basis and to submit
monthly repofts on the Community's aid to countries
in the Horn of Africa and on technical, administrative
or political difficuldes which may be encountered,
thus enabling its Committee on Development and

Cooperation to monitor this work;

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Marshall, rapporteur. - As the Commissioner
explained at 00.05 this morning, this would involve a

substantial amount of staff time, which would, in fact,
reduce the amount of assistance going to the refugees.

Vhat the refugees need is action, not words, and

therefore I would ask the House not to vote for this
amendment, but rather to accept the original text.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 8 and adopted in
succession paragraphs 4 and 5)

President. - I put the amendment motion for a reso-
lution as a whole to the vote.

The resolution is adoprcd.r
I call Mr Griffiths for an explanation of vote.

Mr Griffiths. - Mr President, all I wanted to say is

that I fully support the report as it has gone through.
However, at 00.10 this morning I felt that I had not
received a satisfac[ory answer to the question I put to
Mr Cheysson and because.of the time he was not able

to reply.

At least I was not able to put a funher question of
clarification rc him. I want it put on the record that I
shall be following up this point to get clarification
about the speed at which we are able to deliver aid to
those areas which need it so badly.

President. - Ve proceed w rhe Scbieler et al. motion

for a resolution (Doc. 1-284/80): Aid to refugees in the

South China Sea.

I call Lady Elles for an explanation of vote.

' OJ C 197 of +.8. 1980.
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Lady Elles. - Mr Presidenr, I would like to explain
why we shall abstain on rhis morion. Ve symparhize
completely with the senrimenrs expressed and the diffi-
culties thar one particular Member Srate is undergoing
w'ith its humanitarian action in the South Seas, but in
view of the explanation given by Mr Cheysson, who
recognized rhe impracticabiliry of rhe proposals in rhe
operative paragraph of rhis resolution, we feel we have
no option but ro abstain.

President. - I put the motion for a resolurion to rhe
vote.

The resolurion is adopted. I

,a 

tt' 

*.

President. - !/e proceed rc the Israel er el. motion
for a resolution (Doc. 1-301/80/reo.): Aid to Kampuchea.

(Parliament rejected tbe preamble and paragrapbs I to 4)

After paragraph 4, I have Amendment No l, mbled by
Mrs Veiss and adding rhe following new paragraph:

4a Urges the European Communiry to inrroduce emer-
gency humanitarian aid;

\What is Mr Israel's posirion?

Mr Israel. - (F) I agree, Mr Presidenr.

(Parliament ryected Amendment No I and paragrapb S)

President. - The motion for a resolution is rherefore
rej ecred.

President. - I put ro rhe vore rhe Rinsche er al.
motion for a resolution (Doc. I -3 I 2/80): Border incident
between Vietnamese and Thai troops.

The resolution is adopted.r

President. - \7e proceed rc rhe Klepscb er al. motion
for a resolution (Doc. 1-318/80): Human igbu i7t
Argentma.

I call Lady Elles for an explanarion of vore.

Lady Elles. - Mr President, I should like to give an
explanarion of vore on behalf of rhe European Demo-
cratic Group. I have already raised objections rhis
morning ro rhe very late hour at which this modon for
a resolution was pur before this House. Even if we had
wanted ro suppon rhe conrenrs of it, or even pan of
the conrenrs, rhere was no rime within rhe Rules of
Procedure even ro pur down any amendmenm. I would
ask through you, Mr President, that the chairmen of
political groups should meet and decide that no
requests for urgent procedure should be put down
after a Thursday morning, because otherwise it is
impossible for our group ro make a proper conrribu-
tion, which I believe is also true of rhe majority of
Members, who want to make this House a body which
is respected and not just a talking-shop.

President. - I will convey Lady Elles' requesr ro rhe
Bureau. I put rhe morion for a resolution ro rhe vote.

The resolurion is adopted.l

President. - I pur ro rhe vore rhe
lution contained in rhe Giummarra
80): Importation offresh lemons.

The resolution is adopred.r

motion for a reso-
report (Doc 1-285/

President. - I put ro rhe vote the Seal et
for a resolution (Doc. t-3t6/80): EEC-US ,

tbe steel sector.

President. - I put ro rhe vore the morion for a reso-
lution contained in the Gautier report (Doc. l-304/80:
C o n s e rztation and managemen t of fi s h - s tock s.

The resolurion is adopred.l

President. - I put ro [he vore the motion for a reso-
lution contained in rhe Colleselli report (Doc. 1-302/
80): Statistical suroeys ofareas under oines.

The resolurion is adopred.r

al. motion
relations in

The resolutron is adopted.l , OJ C t97 of 4.8. 1980.
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President

I call Lord O'Hagan.

Lord O'Hagan. - Mr President, I should like to mke
this oportunity to wish everybody a happy holiday in
rhe summer and to thank all the snff, particularly the
interpreters, for the way they look afrer us.

(Applause)

16. Membership of committees

President. - I have received from the European
Democratic Group a reques[ for the appointment of :

- Sir John Stewan-Clark to the Political Affairs
Committee, to replace MrJakobsen;

- Mr Hord to the Committee on Agriculture, to replace
Mr Howell;

- Mr Newton Dunn, to the Committee on Budgets to
replace Lord O'Hagan;

- Mr Howell rc the Committee on Budgets, to replace
Mr Hord;

- Mr Beazley to the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs, to replace Sir Peter Vanneck;

- Mr Price to the Committee on Energy and Research,

to replace Lord Douro;

- Mr Moreland ro the Committee on Energy and
Research, to replace Sir Peter Vanneck;

- Mr Spicer to the Committee on External Economic
Relations, to replace Mr de Courcy Ling;

- Lord O'Hagan to the Committee on External

Economic Relations, to replace Mr Kellett-Bowman;

- Mr Taylor to the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment, to replace Mr Spicer;

- Sir Peter Vanneck to the Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection, to
replace Mr Newton Dunn;

- Mr Curry to the Committee on Youth, Culture,
Education, Information and Spon, to replace Sir
David Nicolson;

- Mr Cottrell to the Committee on Youth, Culture,
Education, Information and Spon, to replace Mr
Spicer;

- Mr Hutton rc the Committee on Youth, Culture,
Education, Information and Spon, to replace Mr
Price;

- Mr Sherlock to the Committee on Development and

Cooperation, to replace Mr Marshall;

- Mr Kellett-Bowman to the Committee on Develop-
ment and Cooperation, to replace Mr Simmonds;

- Mr Patterson to rhe Committee on Budgetary
Control, to replace Mr Taylor; and

- Mr de Courcy Ling to the Committee on the Rules of
Procedure and Petirions, to replace Mr Tyrrell.

Are there any objections?

These appointments are radfied.

17. Membership of Parliament

President. - I have been informed by the French
xuthorities thet u ith effect from today Mr Jean Jos6

Cl6ment is a Member of the European Parliament and

has taken the place of Mr Claude Labb6.

I welcome the new Member and remind the House

that, under Rule 3 (3) of the Rules of Procedure, a

Member whose credentials have no[ yet been verified
provisionally takes his seat in Parliament and on its
committees with the same rights as other Members.

18. ACP-EEC Consultotioe Assembly

President. - You will find in the minures of
proceedings the list of Appointments of Members of
rhe European Parliament to rhe ACP-EEC Consulta-
rive Assembly vrhich have been submitted by the politi-
cal groups, it being understood that one post remains

to be filled.

Are there any objecdons?

These appointments are ratified.

19. Dates of tbe next part-session

President. - There are no other items on the agenda.

I thank the representatives of both Council and

Commission for their contributions to our work.

The enlarged Bureau proposes that our next sittings be

held at Strasbourg during the week from 15 to
l9 September 1980.

Are there any objections?

That is agreed.

20. Approztal of the minutes

President. - Rule 17 (2) of the Rules of Procedure
requires me to lay before Parliament, for its approval,
thi minutes of proceedings of this sitting, which were
written during the debates.

Are there any comments?

The minutes of proceedings are aPproved'

21. Adjournment of the session

President. - I declare the session of the European
Parliament adjourned.

The sitdng is closed.
(The sitting @as closed at 12.25 p.m.)
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